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Abstract

The Central Business District Intensive Survey was undertaken by the

Department of City Development in 1985 as part of the development of the City

of Milwaukee's Comprehensive Historic Preservation Master Plan. The project

the Park East Freeway Corridor on the

north, Lake Michigan on the east, and the Milwaukee River on the south,

including a small area on the south side of the Milwaukee River extending as

Florida Street. The major products

inventory data forms for each building within the study area, extensive

into thematic history ofresearch the the Central

summarized in this report, and National Register Nominations for all eligible

properties and districts in the study area.

intensively surveyed the Central Business District bounded approximately by 

the North-South Freeway on the west,

of the survey include

Business District as

far south as
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INTRODUCTIONI.

The survey of the historic resources of the Central Business District
1979begun in reconnaissanceaswas

architectural resources of the City of Milwaukee. That study was undertaken

by the

Division of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and was co-funded with

a survey and planning grant. The results of that overview study identified a

need for an intensive survey of the area outlined on the following map.

In 1984 the Department of City Development initiated the present

intensive survey in cooperation with the Historic Preservation Division of the

State Historical Society. Funding was provided by a survey and planning grant

from the National Park Service. This survey is part of the City of Milwaukee's

effort city-wideon-going inventory sites, buildings,to ofprepare a

districts and objects important to Milwaukee's history. The products of the

sheets, published valuableandreport,survey—survey survey maps—are
resources for local state, and federal planning efforts. They indicate the

historically important districts, s i tes, and objects which should be taken
into consideration when projects are undertaken which may affect them.

This report presents history of the Central Business

District including its architectural culturaland development and its

The scope of the study has been the whole spectrum of

the downtown's past as revealed in its present form, including its street

historical resources.

part of a

a concise

City of Milwaukee in conjunction with the Historic Preservation

survey of the historic
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and its commercial, industrial,pattern institutional and residential

buildings.

and future life. Its function is threefold: it is a planning tool which can

be used to guide future development; it is an educational resource useful in

state and local history; and it can be a catalyst for awakeningthe study of

civic pride, helping property owners to become aware of the historical and
architectural

The Milwaukee Department of City Development would like to thank the

following individuals and organizations

completing the Central Business District Intensive Survey:

Mr. Chuck Cooney of the Milwaukee County Historical Center

Mr. Paul Woehrmann of the Milwaukee Public Library

Ms. Myrna Williamson of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin

Ms. Rebecca Perez, Ms. Susan Wiese and Ms. Khayyana Winfrey of the Milwaukee 

Department of Building Inspection and Safety Engineering

environment around them and encouraging them to take a positive 

interest in the future of the Central Business District.

The report deals with those manifestations of the neighborhood's 

past which should be retained as living, active parts of the city's present

for their generous assistance in
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1. Historical Overview



I

INTRODUCTION

When looking at a specific place, one first sees its physical shape: its

But closer views can alsotopography, scale, boundaries, and buildings.

reveal how a culture's hopes, needs, values, and ideology shape and

Thus, in outlining the study area's broadmaterialize in the environment.

geographical history from its settlement to 1930, both physical and cultural

This opening chapter, which is adapted from thecharacteristics are included.

book, Built in Milwaukee, is a "bird's eye view" of the area's growth, while

succeeding chapters detail the Central Business District's building history

and character.

(1800-1846)TOPOGRAPHY AND EARLY SETTLEMENT:

Water has been a central force in shaping Milwaukee's physical and
economic landscape. The city owes its existence to the confluence of the
Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers into Lake Michigan. At the mouth of the
rivers, an estuary provided a safe harbor along the western coast of Lake
Michigan, and the rivers afforded access to inland regions.

Accounts of French

In his studies of Indian remains during the 1830s and 1840s, Increase Lapham 
found over one hundred earthworks and burial mounds (in the shapes of birds, 
mammals, lizards, and man) within the present city limits.
explorers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries reported mixed bands of

Indians had recognized its advantages for human habitation. Archeological 
evidence indicates that the Indians occupied the area in prehistoric times.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE MILWAUKEE 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

Long before the 
first white settlers speculated upon the promise of the site for a city, the
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Indians living in the Milwaukee area, composed mostly of Potawatomi and

In the middle of the 1700s, theOttawa, with some Chippewa and Menomonees.

site began to develop as a French-Canadian trading post, and by the 1830s it

By the early nineteenthprospered under the direction of Solomon Juneau.

century, the Wisconsin Indian populations was in social and political flux due

Communities of Potawatomi,to the advancing frontier of white settlers.

Indians lived in and around Milwaukee, and traded withMenomonee, and Chippewa

The Antiquities of Wisconsin, pp. 10-19).early settlers (Lapham,

reputedly meaning "the Beautiful Land," appears inThe name Milwaukee,

travel accounts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as Melleoiki,

Mi 11 wakey, and Milwarck among other spellings. Pioneer Daniel Fowler was

among many who postulated about the origins of the place-name Milwaukee. In

his paper read to the Old Settlers' Club in 1876, he suggested that the name

derived from the Indian work "Mahn-a-wawkie," meaning good land, and

signifying "a good place for game, fish, and to harvest the marromin (wild

rice)" (Andreas, p. 92).

Early accounts reveal much about the appearance of the natural landscape

at the time of exploration and first settlement. Low wetlands lined the banks

of the Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers. This estuary was alive with fish,

waterfowl, and many species of birds. On the south side, a narrow promontory

of land (Walker's Point) was surrounded by tamarack swamp and marsh which

extended to the river's mouth. A wild rice swamp, covered with at least two

feet of water, lay along the west bank of the Milwaukee River in an area

roughly bound by Wisconsin Avenue on the north, Fourth Street on the west, and

the Menomonee River on the south. Above Wisconsin Avenue, the ground was

dryer and tamarack, black ash, tag alder and cedar grew along the riveredge

Cherry Street was the northern terminus of the wetlands.lowlands. Soft and
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boggy land skirted the east side of the Milwaukee River. The area south of
Clybourn Street was entirely marsh except for two islands and a strip of land

According to pioneer James Buck, this lake beach "was atalong the beach.
least ten feet in height and from one hundred to two hundred feet wide." It
was thickly covered with white cedar, balm of Gilead, crab apple, and oak
(Buck, pp. 53-67).

At the edge of the wetlands, steep bluffs rose to dry high lands. These
bluffs, cut by springs and ravines, had rounded fronts and were heavily

On some bluffs, poplar and hazel trees were interspersed with avegetated.
Wild plum trees were found in one part of Walker'sfew black and bur oaks.

Point. On the east side above Wisconsin Avenue, a few oaks and a series of
small sand dunes punctuated a thick growth of small bushes. Black, but, and

white oaks dominated the west side bluffs. Beyond the bluffs lay a gently

rolling terrain of deciduous forest and prairie (Buck, pp. 53-67).

Milwaukee's topography influenced the physical and political character of

the early settlement. The watercourses divided the area into three sections:

east, west, and south. Indian land cessions following the Black Hawk War

opened southeastern Wisconsin to Yankee settlement in 1833. By 1835 lands had

been surveyed and were ready for public sale. By then, however, a handful of

promoters had claimed the lands which comprised the original nucleus of

Milwaukee. Morgan L. Martin, in partnership with Solomon Juneau, staked out
the eastern wedge between the lake and the river as a townsite. Byron
Ki 1 bourn, an Ohio engineer and surveyor, chose the west side of the Milwaukee
River. The third developer, George H. Walker, established his claim south of

the river junctions on a peninsula which became known as Walker's Point.

ventures.

Thus, the development of the study area began as three separate speculative 

Section rivalry among the original town-makers, "induced by the
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speculative origins of the towns and fostered by the existence of the river
barrier," characterized Milwaukee from the beginning (Conzen, p. 12; Still,
pp. 13-15, 24-25, 37).

The 1830s were the heyday of land speculation and townsite promotion in
the territory between the Alleghenies and the Mississippi River. In

Milwaukee, this not only produced competing settlements but also influenced

the original layout of the village. In 1835 Kilbourn and Juneau filed their

respective plats for the west and east sides. Both plats followed the

gridiron plan of repetitive rectangular blocks which was a common layout of

western towns during the nineteenth century. This plan facilitated land

Its uniformity appealed to promoters andsurvey, lot subdivision, and sales.

prospective buyers alike. Both the Kilbourn and Juneau plats, however, shared

the typical failing of the gridiron plan: they disregarded topography. The

plats preserved the straight line and the right angle at the expense of the
natural lay of the land and the individual features of the site. The only

deviation in Milwaukee's checkerboard street pattern was East Water (now North

Water) and West Water Street (now a part of Plankinton Avenue), which followed

both sides of the Milwaukee River above the Menomonee. Winnebago Street

formed a diagonal on the northwest side, but this was actually an

incorporation of a pre-existing trail. Several randomly-placed public squares

were also included in both plats. Because of competition between Juneau and

Kilbourn, however, the east-west streets did not align evenly and had

different names. The limits of the town were extended in 1845 by the addition

of Walker's Point on the south side. Due to delays in clearing land titles,

Milwaukee's third gridiron plat was not recorded until 1854 (Still, 19, 36.

Reps, The Making of Urban America: A History of City Planning in the United

States, pp. 294, 364).
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Several trails radiated from the village nucleus into the surrounding

They generally followed earlier Indian routes and connectedwilderness.

Milwaukee with Green Bay, Chicago, and southwestern Wisconsin, as well as
smaller nearby settlements in the interior. Although stagecoaches advertised
to the contrary, most of these roads were little more than unimproved wagon

James Buck, in recalling some of the existing roads thatpaths in the 1830s.
radiated from the center of the village in 1836, cited the Green Bay Road,
Muskego Road, Mukwonago Road, Western Road, and Chicago Road. Parts of these
early routes remain today outside the study area as Green Bay Avenue, Muskego
Avenue, West National Avenue, and West State Street respectively (Still, p.
51; Buck, pp. 39-40, 46).

Despite its formal gridiron plan, Milwaukee at this time was a small

frontier village of scattered buildings. Writing in the early 1840s, Increase

Lapham described some of the site's features:

Throughout the small riverfront community, radical alterations of the

terrain had begun by the 1840s.

was used to fill in the marshes and lowlands along the river banks. These and

other costly "improvements" were financed by the local promoters (chiefly

Hills and bluffs were removed or graded 

(eliminating, no doubt, some of the commanding views) and the remaining soil

The city commences about a mile above the mouth of the 
river, at a place called Walker's Point, and extends about 
a mile and a half along the river. Below Walker's Point, 
the river is bordered by impassable marshes. The ground 
occupied by the town is uneven, rising from the river from 
fifty to one hundred feet, thus affording very beautiful 
stations for residences, commanding a full view of the town 
and bay, with its shipping. But few of these sites have 
yet been occupied and improved, as their peculiar 
importance and interesting views would lead us to suspect 
(Lapham, Wisconsin: Its Geography and Topography, p. 113).
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townsites.
the construction of roads and streets (Still, pp. 23-24, 97).

In Juneautown, on the east side of the river, buildings clustered along
Water Street near the intersection of Wisconsin Avenue. Ki 1 bourntown, on the
west side, was centered at the corner of Third Street and Juneau Avenue.
Among the earliest structures were log cabins and
driving stakes in the ground and surrounding them with basswood lumber. Most

buildings, however, were frame with clapboard exteriors. These were modes

They included an intermingling ofstructures, one to three stories high.

dwellings, stores, taverns, sawmills, and shops belonging to blacksmiths,

coopers, and other tradesmen.

Most of the dwellings were "mere shells inclosed (sic) with siding, their

flimsiness not infrequently disguised by a false front." As early as 1836,

however, the first two brick houses were built of locally-make cream brick, a

building material for which Milwaukee would later become renowned. The first

brick store block, erected in 1840 at the northwest corner of Third and Juneau
Streets, was three stories high, and housed the first theater in Milwaukee
(Conzen, p. 138). None of these buildings remain today.

Approaching Milwaukee in 1840, one would have seen a skyline dominated by

the first courthouse and the newly erected St. Peter's Catholic Church. The

courthouse, built in 1836, faced south on Cathedral Square (then called Juneau

Square). The two-story building, fifty-one feet long and forty-two feet wide,

featured a pedimented portico supported by four Tuscan columns. The church
stood on Juneau Avenue west of Jackson. A new wooden bridge spanning the
Milwaukee River at Juneau Avenue was also erected at this time. Bui 11 in

Byron Kilbourn and Solomon Juneau) to entice settlers to their respective

By 1837, Klilbourn had spent about thirteen thousand dollars for

"claim shanties," built by
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Between 1835 and 1840, the population of Milwaukee expanded from 125 to

started arriving before 1840.

The population was transient,for Solomon Juneau as a cook, arrived in 1835.

with some settlers staying only a short time before leaving for other parts of

But some of Milwaukee's most prominent nineteenthWisconsin and the Midwest.

century citizens, such as scholar-naturalist Increase Lapham and banker

businessman Alexander Mitchell, settled permanently in Milwaukee during its

founding years (Conzen, pp. 15-21; Buck, pp. 34, 217).

1846-1880FROM VILLAGE TO CITY:

Economy

Although it was incorporated as a city in 1846, Milwaukee at that time was

actually three villages "slightly connected together," because of the river

barrier and the speculative rivalries of the thirties (Still, p. 107). In the

middle period of its growth, however, Milwaukee emerged as a city whose land

use and commercial specialization connoted an increasingly urban society.

Milwaukee's desirable location and the westward migration of population

were instrumental to its growth in the mid-nineteenth century. The steamboat

More significantly, Milwaukee'sadded new importance to waterside locations.

site at the edge of rich Wisconsin farmlands made its development as a

In the 1840s and 1850scommercial trade center possible and profitable.

1940, the bridge was the first to connect the two rival settlements on either 

side of the river; before then, settlers relied on ferries (Buck, pp. 79, 281).

place, the first groups of British, German, Irish, and Norwegian immigrants

The first black settler, Joe Oliver who worked

1,692. Although the majority were Yankees from New York State and New 

England, Milwaukee's population was ethnically diverse from the beginning. 

The numbers of Indians and French-Canadians declined yearly, and in their
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Milwaukee became a principal wheat market and shipping point. By 1865, the

The city's economy grew around the processing offacturing activities.

Major processing industries between 1850 and

Most of these were small-scale establishments until the 1870s. While

The city's location near regionalHeavy industry began in the late 1860s.

iron ore supplies and marketing routes spurred its beginnings in heavy

Thus, Milwaukee's economic growth in the middle period can beindustry.

attributed to its proximity to plentiful natural resources: agricultural

land, iron ore, rivers, forests, and a lakeshore harbor.

Transportation

Developing transportation, the corollary to Milwaukee's economic rise,

shaped the city's growth and physical appearance. Plank roads were the first

mode of improved transportation. The first of these was the Watertown Plank

Road, constructed in 1846 at private expense between Milwaukee and Watertown.

Its success led to the construction of other plank roads. Since the plank

roads began at the ends of city streets outside the study area, they were

primarily important to the business district by making some city streets more

important as traffic arteries and hence spurring early development along them.

city was the largest primary exporter of wheat in the world, and it held a 

major position in the wheat trade until 1880.

As Wisconsin agriculture began to diversify, so did Milwaukee's manu-

making.

many manufacturing activities were found in the heart of the city, they were

concentrated primarily along both banks of the Milwaukee River below Michigan 

Street and above Juneau Avenue (Still, p. 107; Simon, pp. 27-28, 29-33).

regional agricultural products.

1880 included flour milling, meat packing, tanning, brewing, and boot and shoe
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Filling in the marsh, dredging,Harbor improvements began in the 1840s.
and pier construction transformed the meandering river mouth to a deepened

The first railroad operated inwatercourse lined with buildings and wharves.
By 1855 service to Chicago was1851, connecting Milwaukee with Waukesha.

At the close of the sixties, twelve hundred miles or railroadsavailable.

radiated from the city, including rail connections to New York. In 1873, ten

railroad lines with fourteen branches ran tributary to the lakeshore city

(Still, pp. 44-47, 169-178, 201, 327). Major rail corridors stretched south

along the industrializing river mouth, east-west along the Menomonee Valley,

and north along the Milwaukee River. Depots, rail yards, and roundhouses

became pronounced visual elements in a city whose economy had always relied

upon a complex of transportation routes.

Population

The U.S. Census recorded a total population of 20,061 in 1850, most of

which resided in the central business district. This had grown to 115,587 by

Milwaukee's expanding and diversifying economic base prompted a1880.

dramatic population growth from the 1840s to 1880. Much of this increase

stemmed from the influx of European immigrants to the city which had become a

major embarkation point in the 1840s and 1850s for immigrants traveling west

through the Great Lakes. German, British, and Irish—in that order-made up

the major immigrant groups in Milwaukee before 1880. The entire Midwest

received large numbers of Germans in the mid-nineteenth century, but Germans

The combination of urban frontier

The Germans were

distinctive not only because of their numbers, but also because they were

opportunity and available farmlands attracted the first Germans, who set up an 

ethnic community that acted as a magnet for later settlers.

comprised a disproportionate share of Milwaukee's population, totalling a 

third of the city's inhabitants.
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present in all occupational levels of the city's economy. While over half of

Milwaukee's Germans were skilled workers or craftsmen, they also included a

significant number of the city's professionals, and a majority of its

Unlike the Irish and later arrivals, such as the Poles, Milwaukee'slaborers.
Germans were not easily classified according to one economic class. Likewise,
the Germans could not be typed according to religion, since Catholics,

Therefore, rather than formingProtestants, and Jews were among their ranks.
an ethnic subculture, the Germans created a coordinate German society to the
American one (Simon, pp. 35, 38, 41; Conzen, pp. 35, 69, 124-125; Still, pp.
112, 570).

The Germans settled primarily on the west side of the central business
district and their community radiated northward and westward from the
intersection of North Third Street and Juneau Avenue. An important component
of the German community were the German-Jewish whose imposing synagogues
dotted the downtown. By the mid-1850s, there were about 200 Jewish families
in the city.

The Irish also arrived early and settled in the central business
Their community was centered in the Third Ward south of Michigandistrict.

Street on the east side. A disastrous fire and encroaching industrial
development had caused the Irish community to move west out of the downtown by
the 1890s.

A free black community had established itself in the central business
district before the civil war. Some were fugitive slaves, and others were
free blacks who left or were expelled from the Southern states. The 1860 U.S.
Census enumerated 122 black people living in the city, many of whom were
prosperous businessmen. The census listed blacks in occupations ranging "from



The west side downtown remained the center of the black community

until well into the Twentieth Century.

Expansion and Land Use

As Milwaukee's population grew and its economy diversified, the city's

territory expanded to the north, south, and west. By 1860, Milwaukee's

boundaries reached Burleigh Street on the north, Lincoln Avenue on the south,

and Twenty-seventh Street on the west. The original downtown gridiron plan of

1835 was continuously extended. With only slight variations in block and lot

sizes, this street pattern was repeated well into the twentieth century.

Revision of the Milwaukee charter in 1856 put this precedent into law by

stipulating that subdividing property into city lots "shall, in platting the

same, cause the streets and alleys in such plat to correspond in width and

general direction with the streets and alleys in said city adjacent to" the

The 1874 City Charter also included this provision.new additions. Bluffs

were leveled and marshes were filled so that the city's topography would

confirm to its checkerboard layout (Simon, p. 23; Milwaukee Dept, of Public

Belden and Company, Illustrated Historical Atlas of Milwaukee County (1876);

Wrights Directory Company, "Wrights Maps of Milwaukee and Suburbs" (1877).

The main downtown streets were extended north, south and west to form the

basis of the street grid for the newly platted areas.

Works, City Engineer, Annexation Map of Milwaukee; Milwaukee Dept, of Public

Works, City Engineer, Maps Showing City and Ward Boundaries, 1848-1958; H.

domestic and personal services to merchants and store keepers, two journeymen 

masons, and a dentist" (Conzen, pp. 166-167; Simon, p. 41; Still, pp. 

268-269).

Land use specialization parelleled the city's physical growth between 1846 

and 1880. In the 1850s, the initial downtown intermixture of dwellings, work-
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shops, stores, and warehouses began to evolve into an urban landscape

There was a growing separation betweendifferentiated according to function.

By the 1860s, retail shops, offices, banking andworkplace and residence.

insurance firms concentrated in the portion of the central business district

roughly bound by Clybourn, State, Broadway on the east side of the river, and

Second Street on the west side. Commission merchants, warehouses, and docks

An additional commercialincreasingly located downriver in the Third Ward.

area had developed on the near South Side across the river near the railroad

depot, while another extended north along Third Street. Mills and factories

clustered along the Milwuakee River at the north and south edges of the

business district, except for the brewers who mainly located downtown in the

vicinity of Juneau Avenue west of the river. Most of the numerous small

workshops in the city were located along or near the Milwaukee riverfront, the

main axis of mid-century Milwaukee (Conzen, pp. 138, 140).

Neighborhoods

Milwaukee's early neighborhoods surrounded the core of the city. Those

closest to the city center combined residential and commercial land uses. At

the periphery, the neighborhoods were almost entirely residential, with the

exception of major commercial routes and small retail shops and services

clustered at corners.

Early in the city's history, the study area's neighborhoods developed

patterns of segregation by ethnicity and income. In 1853, one recent German
immigrant observed that "an especially noteworthy feature is the separation of

(Wagner and
Scherzer, p. 114; quoted in Conzen, p. 126). To some extent, these 
residential patterns reflected the desire to live near others who shared the

the various nationalities into different quarters ofthe city"
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Residential patterns also reflected rent-payingsame cultural background.

ability, proximity to employment, concerns about social status, and stage in

the family cycle.

In the mid-nineteenth century, native-born Americans concentrated in

central wards Four and Seven, areas valued for their closeness to the city

Airy homesites on the east side bluffs near the lake attractedcenter.

Yankees who owned or worked in downtown shops and businesses. Here, the lots

generally were larger, the houses more substantial, and the population density

lower than in the other urban neighborhoods. Prosperity enabled the Anglo-

Americans to preempt choice lands for their own private residences (Conzen,

pp. 129, 135, 147).

The Irish congregated in the southern sections of the Third and Fourth
Because they suffered the disadvantages of poverty and limited jobWards.

skills upon their arrival, they were relegated to the least desirable

residential locations in the city near manufacturing areas bordering the

Menomonee Valley and on low-lying swampy lands in the lower Third Ward. The

as it was perjoratively termed, contained the largest

concentration of Milwaukee's Irish and remained the locus of their settlement

until the 1890s when the upwardly-mobile Irish moved to other neighborhoods in

the city. Despite poor housing conditions and unhealthy sanitation, the lower

Third Ward was nonetheless near the available employment for the Irish—street

construction, work along the harbor, day labor in the central business

district, and domestic service (Conzen, pp. 142-143; Simon, p. 41).

While the Irish remained a highly visible group in proporation to their

relatively low numbers, the German neighborhoods make up most of Milwaukee's

"foreign environment" from 1846-1880. This was due to the almost exclusive

"Bloody Third,"
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use of German language and to distinguishing ethnic features of the
Here Frederika Bremer, a Swedish novelist, noted "German houses,buildings.

German inscriptions over the doors or signs, German physiogomies" on her visit

in the 1850s (Bremer, pp. 615-17; quoted in Still, p. 112). By this time, in

fact, Milwaukee was known among German-Americans as Deutsh-Athen (Still, p.

70).

The German areas of the city developed not so much as neighborhoods but as
communities of their own with business districts, wealthy sections, and fringe
areas of small frame workers' houses and shanties. German settlement

originally stretched along the east and west sides of the Milwaukee River just

north of the central business district (roughly between Wells Street and

From the heart of this "German Town," Milwaukee's GermanJuneau Avenue).

German settlement in the midsettlers spread to the north and west.
nineteenth century was able to grow unimpeded in the northwestern quadrant of
the city because of the availability of land. By the late 1850s, development
on the northwestern side had proceeded about as far west as Sixteenth Street

By 1880, it had reached the city limits, at Twentyand north to North Avenue.
seventh Street on the west and Burleigh Street on the north. The lots in

German neighborhoods tended to be smaller than the city average. By the later
1880s, much of the original German settlement downtown was being redeveloped
for commercial use and the residential zone was shifting west and north. At

this period, it was still typical for shopkeepers to live above their

businesses, however, and so there was still a significant German residential

population in the central business district.

Neighborhoods on Milwaukee's South Side (south of the Menomonee River

Valley) were characterized in this era by a greater ethnic heterogeneity. The
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area also developed more slowly than the East and West sides because of

extensive marshes and a contested land title. In the 1840s and 1850s,

settlement concentrated in the northern part of Walker's Point. By the 1850s,
the south side population was a mixture of Germans, Yankees, and Irish. By

1860, brickyards, a tannery, and an engine works signaled the industrial

future of the South Side.

Throughout the 1846-1880 period, population density and land values on the

South Side remained relatively low. Despite the variety of ethnic groups

inhabiting the South Side, "in the popular mind as well as statistically, the

area was characterized more by its (industrial) employment than by its ethnic

status" (Conzen, p. 146). The portion of the South Side in the stucty area had

become industrial and commercial at an early date because of its proximity to

the river and the Union Railroad Depot. Other than shopkeepers living above

their stores and the transient residents of the many small hotels and boarding

houses, in the area, there was no "neighborhood" to speak of.

Although Milwaukee's black population numbered only about 122 in 1860,

there was no distinct black neighborhood at this time. Census data show that

black residences were distributed throughout the downtown's east and west

sides, with the majority of the residents located near Wells Street between

North Third and North Sixth Streets, and in the lower Third Ward. A few were

also located in Walker's Point. This population distribution continued

through most of the nineteenth century, and it was not until late in the

century that there was a sizable black residential area. It was centered in

the area north of Kilbourn Avenue between North Third and North Seventh

Streets. This remained the heart of the black community until the late 1940s 

when population pressure caused the community to expand northward.
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Urban Services

bility during the middle period.

included marsh-filling, bridge construction, and harbor dredging) were

By law,

all able-bodied men were expected to labor two or three days annually on the

After the Civil War, private subsidy of urban services provedstreets.

woefully inadequate due to the rapid growth and physical complexity of the

city. Many houses were unserved by sewers, and the private wells upon which
people relied for water became increasingly polluted. This created serious
health hazards, including cholera and smallpox.

96, 107, 230; Milwaukee Sentinel (June 26, 1865); quoted in Still, p. 242).
Public concern over health, sanitation, and safety was the chief

motivation for extending the domain of municipal government. The City Charter
of 1874 gave the Board of Public Works responsibility for water, streets,
sewers, bridges, sidewalks, wharves, and public structures throughout the
city. The 1870s stand out as a decade in which major advancements in urban

services were begun. The city built and operated its first municipal water 

works, constructed a sewer system, and expanded the number of paved streets.

Sentinel, for instance, called anttention to the "little stream trickling down 

(the city's streets), the stench from which precluded effectually any idea you 

may be inclined to form that it is pure spring water" (Still, pp. 23-24, 37,

Essential urban services (water, streets, sewers, fire and police 

protection) in Milwaukee were transferred from private to public responsi-

Early "internal improvements" (which also

provided by a combination of the speculator-promoters (Juneau, Kilbourn, and 

major business interests) and the voluntary efforts of the citizenry.

Milwaukee newspapers during

the sixties were full of reports on the environmental issues. In 1865, the
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By 1880, the city had ninety miles of water pipe and ninety-eight miles of

sewer main. Twenty-five miles of streets had been paved with wooden blocks,

the most popular form of paving at the time. In 1871, a full-time paid fire

department was authorized, replacing previous volunteer methods. However,

adequate fire protection did not occur until the turn of the century. The

largest fire in the city's history, which destroyed most of the lower Third

Ward in 1892, did much to agitate public action for fire codes and building

regulations, as well as increased fire department personnel and equipment

(Simon, pp. 47-52; Milwaukee Board of Public Works, Annual Report, 1880 pp, 6,

7, 9, 13; quoted in Simon, pp. 49, 53; Still, pp. 238, 358-59, 517-18).

Urban transit in Milwaukee also began in this era. The first horse car

company, the River and Lakeshore Company (later the Milwaukee City Street

Railway Company) commenced operation in 1860 with a franchise granted by the

city. It ran a short downtown route between the two downtown railroad
terminals. After the Civil War, new routes were built to connect the downtown
with outlying destinations such as North Point (on the East Side) and Forest
Home Cemetery (on the Southwest Side). Two other street railway companies
were formed before 1880: the Cream City Railway Company (incorporated in
1876), which served the downtown and the East Side; and the West Side Street
Railway Company (incorporated in 1874), which operated most of its routes in
previously settled sections of the downtown and the West Side. By 1880,

Milwaukee had a horse-drawn streetcar network which connected the downtown

with most parts of the city. Lines often ended near cemeteries and parks,

giving urban dwellers access to popular recreation spots and rural retreats.

The hub of the system, however, was the central business district where most

people still worked and shopped.
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Despite the introduction of the streetcar into the urban environment,

Milwaukee remained essentially a pedestrian city during this period.

Ridership on the streetcars remained low. In the late 1860s and 1870s about

ninety percent of the population lived within two miles of the heart of the

city at Water Street and Wisconsin Avenue, and fifty-eight percent within one

mile. Even newly-developing areas at the edge of the city were only three to

four miles from downtown. Reliance on foot travel placed a premium on central

residential location in the pre-suburban era. The city's wealthy citizens

tended to live at the city center, while outer areas were developed by newer

immigrants (Conzen, pp. 142, 152; McShane, pp. 58-59; Simon, pp. 46-47).

Because the city was so compact, most people were able to walk to work and

shopping, however, until the 1890s, when the streetcar network really became a

heavily used urban necessity. By the turn of the century, commercial and

industrial expansion had usurped much of the residential land downtown forcing

many people to live beyond easy walking distance of their jobs and the major

downtown stores.

INDUSTRIAL METROPOLIS: 1880-1940

Economy

commercial trade center to an industrial city.

The brewing of malt liquors was Milwaukee's leading industry by value of 

product in the 1880s, and ranked second nationally at the time of the 1910

Many of the processing

industries which had established Milwaukee as a thriving frontier city in its

earlier years, however, continued to rank among the leading producers in the 

city.

The period after 1880 was marked by Milwaukee's transition from a
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United States Census of Manufacturers. It was during these years that

The city had the

nation's largest single brewery (Pabst Brewing Company) in the 1890s. In

addition, Milwaukee brewers pioneered new manufacturing processes,

installation of the first refrigeration equipment and bottling plants, and

Part of the success of the city's brewing industry cannational advertising.

be explained by the fact that Milwaukee brewers were not just innovative

businessmen but were professional brewers, many of them German-born and

educated in the traditions of the trade (Simon, pp. 65, 68; Still, pp.

329-331 ).

The brewing industry in Milwaukee, as elsewhere in the United States,

suffered from World War I until the 1930s because of the national prohibition

movement as well as (untrue) allegations that the breweries were subsidizing

After the "reform-fostered and war-invoked"German war propaganda.

prohibition amendment was passed in 1920, Milwaukee's breweries turned to the

production of cheese, malt, candy, and near-beer until the end of the

prohibition in 1933 (Still, pp. 492-93). With the few exceptions, most

notably the Miller Brewing Company, the city's largest breweries were located

on the edge of the central business district. Brewing was very much a

downtown industry.

While the city's dominant metal products producers constructed huge

complexes on the fringes of the city in the Menomonee River Valley and along

the major railroad corridors, the downtown remained home to an incredible

variety of smaller industries including furniture, knit wear, leather goods,

toys, clothing, cigars, agricultural implements, food wholesaling, tools,

printing, baking, candy making and many other manufacturers. As the scale of

Milwaukee gained the popular approbation of "Beer Town."
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manufacturing increased, the size ofthe plants grew. The many small workshops
with living quarters above which had characterized Milwaukee before 1890
gradually disappeared as manufacturing was increasingly housed in large
buildings built exclusively for that purpose. The most dramatic concentration
of these loft industrial structures occurred in the lower Third Ward, which
was almost entirely rebuilt as an industrial area after the Third Ward Fire of

Other major industrial areas extended from the Third Ward toward1892.

Walker's Point on the south side of the Milwaukee River, and south of Michigan

Street in the West side of the business district.

Population

Although the percentage of the city's population living downtown decreased

steadily, it remained home to both the affluent and the new immigrants, while

the prospering working class and middle class increasingly settled outside the

central business district. The old Yankee Hill area bounded approximately by

Milwaukee, Wells and Ogden Streets and Prospect Avenue held its own as a

fashionable upper income residential area well into the twentieth century. It

wasn't until the 1930s that the character of the area began to change for the

worst as mansions were converted to rooming houses, adapted to commercial use

or razed for parking.

The central business district continued its traditional role of housing

minority ethnic groups. The Italians, who first became numerous in Milwaukee

in the late 1890s settled in the portion of the eastern lower Third Ward south

of Michigan and east of Jefferson Streets that had not been devastated by the

This modest Italian neighborhood, which had previously1892 Third Ward Fire.

housed the city's Irish community, survived into the 1960s. Other ethnic

groups in the downtown included the Lebanese who first settled in the Third
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Ward on Clybourn Street near the Milwaukee River and on Fifth Street between
Wisconsin and Wells and the Greeks, some of whom lived near upper Broadway in
the vicinity of Knapp Street, but whose main community centered around Fifth
and Wells.

Until World War I, the Black community remained fairly small, with a

population of fewer than 1,000. In the 1920s it grew dramatically until there

were 7,501 blacks in the city by 1930. Virtually the entire population was

located in the traditional center of black residence west of North Third

Street and north of West Ki 1 bourn Avenue. Although the boundaries of the

neighborhood had been expanded as far north as Wright Street and as far west

as North Twelfth Street by the mid-1930s, the heart of the Black community

remained at the northwestern edge of the downtown in an area that had

previously been heavily Jewish.

Planning and Zoning

Overall guidance and planning of the city's physical growth dates from the

turn of the century. The Board of Park Commissioners, established in 1889,

was the first municipal body to consider that land use of the urban landscape

as a whole. A city ordinance of 1902 regulated the height of buildings with

respect to the width of streets. The Metropolitan Park Commission, appointed

factory zones" (Still, p. 388). Overall planning was facilitated by the

passage of the city's first comprehensive zoning in 1916, and Milwaukee was

the twelfth city in the national to follow its example. The ordinance divided

the city into use, height, and area districts (residential, local business,

commercial and light manufacturing, and industrial) "according to the

predominant types of building then existing or anticipated in the logical

in 1907, attempted "to provide residence areas apart from the commercial and
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development of the community (Still, p. 544). In 1923, the Wisconsin Supreme
Court strengthened the concept of zoning in Milwaukee, and elsewhere, by
recognizing planning as a means of promoting the public welfare and expanding
the concept that aesthetic factors might be considered in regulation.

The establishment of zoning further strengthened the commercial and
industrial nature of downtown. Increasingly, residential uses were banished
from most parts of downtown. In the old Yankee Hill area, zoning and
population pressure encouraged the proliferation of apartment buildings and
apartment hotels. In the 1920s, the trend to apartment living that had begun

before World War I greatly accelerated. Numerous large apartment blocks and

hotels replaced the spacious single-family houses that had previously

The start of the Great Depression and, subsequently,characterized the area.

World War II halted new residential construction in downtown Milwaukee, thus

sparing the last remnants of the old Yankee Hill area from redevelopment until

the onset of Urban Renewal in the 1950s.

Zoning and a growing demand for office space, resulted in the construction

of numerous high rise office buildings as well. The low rise skyline of

Milwaukee underwent a dramatic transformation in the 1920s as skyscrapters

began to appear along Wisconsin Avenue where only the Pabst Building (razed)

and the Majestic Building had previously towered above the downtown's

predominant five-story building height. The late 1920s building boom that had

promised to remake the entire downtown skyline, however, was also cut short by

the onset of the Great Depression. As a result, from 1930 to 1960 there was

little change in the physical appearance of downtown. The greatest changed

occurred in the 1950s as large numbers of downtown buildings were razed for

parking.
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Summary
The Milwaukee Central Business District has evolved over time from being

virtually the entire city and containing all types of land uses to its present
role as a commercial area containing only vestiges of its once extensive
industrial and residential activities.

period of settlement. As a result, the downtown is very much a microcosm of
The following chapters explore the history of thethe history of the city.

central business district in a thematic manner.

In spite of the dramatic changes 
wrought by this evolution, buildings survive, from all but the very earliest
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/X . The Black Community

The Beginnings of Negro Settlement in Milwaukee: 1835-1850

The development of a Black community in Milwaukee dates back to 1835,
when the city was just an outpost on the edge of frontier settlement. In that
year, Milwaukee recorded its first Negro resident, Joe Oliver. By trade, Mr.

Oliver was a cook and upon his arrival, he was hired by Solomon Juneau to

oversee cooking chores in the Juneau household.

In addition to having the distinction of being Milwaukee's first

Negro resident, Joe Oliver was also the first Black man to cast a vote in a

On September 17, 1835, he went to the polls to select a slatelocal election.

of county officials. Notwithstanding this historic event, thirty-one years

would pass before Negroes would again be allowed to cast ballots in local

In 1837,elections. Joe Oliver's stay in Milwaukee to an end. Thecame

account of his departure indicates that he took a job as a cook on the

Cincinnati, and sometime later on the C.C. Trowbridge.Schooner, For five
years Oliver worked on the Great Lakes and frequently visited the city. In

1842, Oliver succumbed to smallpox.

In 1838, according to that year's Territorial Census, fifteen Negroes

resided in the city of Milwaukee. The Census further states that most of the

eight males and seven females that comprised the Negro population, lived in

the homes of White people. Omitted from the Census, however, was a listing of

their names.
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Out of the 644 households in the city of Milwaukee at that time, only

two were Black. The James Foster household consisted of Mr. Foster and his

No records exist of Mr. Foster's occupation, or when he arrived.wife. The

Negro household was the William Green family.other Green had theMr.

of being the city's first black barber.distinction

barbershop called the "Emporium of Fashion" on the southside of Wisconsin
the present day site of the Marine Plaza. His business was

successful, and one of his frequent clients was Col. George H. Walker, the

founder of Walker's Point.

By 1840, the Negro community had grown to twenty-three, including

nine males and fourteen females. The Census of the same year indicates that

most of the Negro residents lived in white households. Again, their names

were omitted from the census record Most Blacks at that time were employed in

personal service occupations in either private homes or hotels. The Cottage

hotel located at East Water and ClybournInn, Streets, employed fivea

The Milwaukee House, located between Wisconsin and Broadway Streets,Negroes.

employed one Negro barber. At the corner of Second and Plankinton Streets,
the Fountain House, another hotel, employed three Negroes. Of these nine,
only one, Robert Titball, is specifically identified by name. The only

Titball indicates that he was in the
Milwaukee House and that he was "a thirty-year old illiterate, former slave,"

who came to Milwaukee in 1840. Despite his inauspicious beginnings, Titball

would later play a role in the development of Negro history in Milwaukee.

The United States Census of 1840 reveals that of the city's 23 Blacks

only two lived as independent households. One, the William Green family, has

a barber

Avenue, on

information provided on

He established a
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already been mentioned. The other was the William Johnson household, about

which nothing is known.

In 1841, the Isaac P. Walker family came to Milwaukee, accompanied by

William H. Anderson. The Walker household would eventually become the oldest

Negro family to establish cultural roots in the city. Moreover, Mr. Walker

subsequently became Wisconsin's first Black United States Senator. Anderson,

on the other hand was added to the list of local barbers in the city. He was
able to read and write, a rare talent among Negroes at this time. In a few
years he became the operator of the United States Hotel barbershop and the
owner of substantial real estate interests in the city. Anderson was an
extremely religious man, who professed strong beliefs in the ofcause

abolition. During his stay in Milwaukee, he earned the respect and trust of

both the Negro and White communities. He was a dedicated family man a good

provider, and a firm believer in the superiority of law. He died in 1854.

In 1842, Milwaukee had a Black population of twenty-five consisting

of fourteen males and eleven females. By that time it had become common to

employ Negroes the city'sin hotels. the MilwaukeeAt whereHouse,

fashionable parties were often held, music was invariably provided by a Negro

band, composed of the cooks and the barber, Mr. Titball, and their
assistants. One of the events the band played for was the first Black
marriage in the city, which took place on October 5, 1842 when Robert Titball
married Miss Sarah Abel Brown, of Philadelphia.

In of abolitionist thought.

Feelings against slavery ran high and some of the early settlers ardently

the 1840s, Milwaukee was a center
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opposed it to the point of becoming anti-slavery agitators. The city of
Milwaukee became a stop on the underground railroad in Wisconsin. Christopher

Sholes, publisher of the American Freeman, a weekly newspaper, played aC.
prominent role by reporting extensively on the national debates over slavery

thus feeding anti-slavery sentiment. Other newspapers published frequent

articles on the subject and abolition meetings were common. For example, On

April 12, 1843, a local newspaper, The Milwaukee Daily Sentinel and Gazette,

reported that a meeting had been held to discuss what action could be taken

regarding the kidnaping of fugitive slaves in Milwaukee. The paper further

revealed that most of the local Negro population in the city lived under

assumed names and in constant fear of being returned to slavery. For the rest
of the decade, however, slave hunters continued to visit Milwaukee despite of
their occasional presence, the Negro community in Milwaukee continued to grow
and to prosper.

Because of its strong abolitionist reputation, many free Negroes and
fugitive slaves settled in Milwaukee in the 1840s. In 1842, Caroline Quarles
became the first Negro to travel through the city's underground railroad
network. She was a fugitive slave who escaped from her master in St. Louis.
Arriving in Milwaukee by stagecoach from Alton,
Robert Titball, who provided her with temporary living quarters. Despite
threats from slave hunters who had come to Milwaukee looking for her, Caroline
Quarles was successfully spirited out of the city and taken to Waukesha, and
from their into the Michigan territory.
Catholic priest to Canada and freedom.

Illinois, she befriended

From Detroit, she was led by a
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Although Caroline Quarles found freedome and a new life opening-up

for her, her benefactor, Robert Titbal:, ^ic net snare such a hopeful future.

In 1845, Robert Titball had opened his own barbershop on Wisconsin Avenue.

However, by the early 1850s, Titball had become deeply immersed in debt. He

fled the city to avoid the incessant demands of his creditors. His shop was

Titball's family had remained in Milwaukee. Soon however, a problem developed

in the fatherless Titball household. Alfred, an older son, found himself in

repeated trouble with local authorities because of his fondness for starting

Meanwhile, Mrs. Titball, fearing that her husband had left her, filedfires.

for divorce on the grounds of non-support. Ironically, the Titball's were not

only the first Blacks to be married in Milwaukee, they were also the first to

be divorced there.

The Territorial Census of 1846 listed a total of fourty-four Megroes

residing in Milwaukee, a significant increase from the 25 Black residents in

1842. Its breakdown by gender revealed twenty-one males and twenty-three

females.

Most Negroes continued to live in white households, presumably asnames.

One of the recent arrivals listed in the census was Henry Phillips,servants.
who came to Milwaukee in 1845 on the steamship, Northwestern, where he was
employed as a cook. Wasting little time, he found a job in the city as a
ship's carpenter. near

Virginia Street, in Walker's Point. Robert Johnson and his wife, Hannah, came

to Milwaukee in 1845. Mr. Johnson became a joiner. The Johnson family lived

on Jackson Street near Juneau Avenue.

He established a residence on South Third Street,

sold to Sarah Carroll, a Negro, who converted it into a millinery shop.

For the first time, the census also listed a majority of their
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The Black community in Milwaukee continued to enjoy a healthy growth

rate in the late 1840s. By 1847, the modified Territorial Census listed a

total of fifty-eight singles Negroes living in the city of Milwaukee. In

addition to the twenty-eight males and thirty females listed, the Census

that of John Gardiner and George H.

Clark. Like most of the Negro entrepreneurs before them, Gardiner and Clark

By the end of 1847, in fact, Milwaukee had no less than eightbecame barbers.

independent Negro barbers, which gave them a virtual monopoly on that trade.
More importantly, however, the Negro community had begun to establish cultural
roots in the city.

In that same year, Milwaukee's Negroes looked forward to being given
the right to vote by the new State constitution. The Negro community read the
newspapers daily for the results, and looked forward to voting in the next
el ection. In March, 1847, their hopes were dashed, for not only was the new
state constitution rejected, the question of Negro suffrage met a similar
fate. Despite the denial of their right to vote, Negroes had little time for
self-pity. Equal rights were important to them, but their faith in a better

future proved to be much stronger. More than anything else, they were free

and relatively safe from the painful realities of slavery.

population continued to increase as new families arrived to take advantage of

the economic opportunities in the booming frontier city. Among them were Miss

Minerva Farr, who opened a millinery and dress shop at 190 East Water Street.

John Smith, a skilled machinist, and his wife, Martha, established a residence

on Third Street. Joseph Wells and George Symes formed a partnership setting

Wells lived with his wife, Sarah, at 162

themselves up as barbers in Robert Titball's old barbership, across from the 

Post Office on East Water Street.

identified two new Negro households,

The Bl ack
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Samuel Potts and his wife, Louisa, and their son, Charles, also cameStreet.

to Milwaukee In 1849.

Point, on Mineral Street.

Negroes in Milwaukee 1850-1870A Community in Flux:

In 1850, the United States Seventh Decenial Census revealed some
regarding demographicinteresting figures growth in Milwaukee's Negro

There were then one hundred and one Negroes living in the city, acommunity.

great increase over 1840, when there had been twenty-three.

grocer anda

auctioneer, Jared Gray, and his family of nine; Henry B. Platt, who became a

Catherine; and John Offer, a barber. The Negro community in fact, included no

less than fourteen barbers.

In ten years, Milwaukee's Black population had grown by almost 400%,

But the Negro coninunity

always grew in the shadow of the predominant White population. By comparison,

the Negro community, represented only a small fraction of the total population

(101 out of 20,061 ).

the Blacks had made real
in 1840progress of economic importance. Whereas, in 1840 the Negro

coninunity was composed, largely of servants and barbers, by 1850, Negroes not

cook in Silas Chapman's store; Charles Price, a laborer; William Marling, a

Potts, a whitewasher, took up residence in Walker's

a grocer; Lewis Johnson, and his Caucasian wife,

East Water Street, while Symes, a bachelor, lived on Broadway, near Wells

In addition to becoming more numerous,

cook; Jonathan J. Myers,

a substantial gain for a Midwest frontier city.

Among the more recent arrivals were Jessie Epps,

i n terms
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only still dominated the bartering trade as they always had, but there were
two clothes cleaners,six waiters, three masons, six

four laborers, two domestics,two joiners,whitewashers, a

Clearly, a base of diversifiedmachinist, a milliner, a sailor, and a farmer.

employment had been created within Milwaukee's Negro community.

Another important change that had occurred by 1850 was the increase

Josiah Wei 1 s, for example,in Black property ownership. held property

estimated to be worth $1,000. Henry B. Platt owned a corresponding amount of
Samuel Potts held property valued at $400, William Harling $600,property.

Jonathon B. Myers $300 and Lyman Benjamin $1,000.

By 1850, education had also become a high priority among Milwaukee's

Blacks. A majority of the adult Negro population, 70%, could read and write.

of its 13 school-aged children, nineMoreover,

schools, the same schools attended by white children.

Social relations between Negroes and Whites were generally good in

1850. The cause of Abolition had gained considerable strength, and city
leaders generally supported it. The Press was mostly favorable toward negroes

Editors frequently ran stories supporting the Abolitionist movement.too.

As the city grew, however, discrinimination against Blacks became

As early 1850 establishments, places ofmore common. as
entertainment, and individuals discriminated againist Negroes. For the most
part, however, Blacks in Milwaukee enjoyed a greater degree of freedom than
did Negores in many other parts of the Midwest. Even though they could not

were enrolled in public

also seven cooks,
two grocers,

some business
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redress of their grievances in the courts, testify against White men, serve on
juries, and hold public assemblies.

1850 was a turning point for the Negro community in Milwaukee. By
then they had become a permanent part of its social fabric, despite the fact

that perhaps a majority of them were fugitive slaves. Up to 1850 they felt

relatively secure in their adopted community, and sought to lead normal,

happy, prosperous lives.

All that changed in August of 1850, when the United States Congress

apprehend runaway slaves. Milwaukee's Negro community, which included many

fugitive slaves, reacted with trepidation. Immediately, local Blacks called a

meeting to discuss the implications of this new federal legislation. A
committee was formed, and on October 7, 1850, the new Fugitive Slave Law was
denounced. Louis Johnson, the committee's chairman, urged Negroes to resist

this law and called upon the city's friendly Whites not to enforce it. After

the adoption of these resolutions, the committee adjourned, but the actions

taken by Milwaukee's Negro community to deal with the new Fugitive Slave Law

were unprecedented. The Blacks acted as a cohesive group and made their
unified voice heard in the predominant White community. On October 11, 1850,
The Milwaukee Daily Sentinel and Gazette ran an editorial on the recent Negro

It congratulated them for their courageous action and acknowledgedgathering.

generallywas supportive of the Negronew

vote or serve in the local militia, Blacks could own property, engage in
business, travel freely, send their children to the public schools, seek,

that the Negro connunity had taken a major step forward in the area of human 
rights. The editorial

passed the Compromise of 1850, which gave slave hunters more power to
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assertiveness..

Even so, these courageous actions did little to resolve the dangers
caused by the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law. Negro residents were still
subjected to slave hunters prowling their neighborhoods. Despite the support
of local officials and citizens who refused to enforce the new law, slave
hunters continued to visit the city, some of whom, in an effort to recover
fugitive slaves, ignored the necessity of first invoking the law and attempted
to kidnap runaway slaves and take them south. One such occurrance was widely

within Milwaukee's Blackincreased uneasiness community.publicized and

George Wells, a small Negro boy, was kidnapped by a band of slave hunters and
taken aboard the steamship Arctic. He was spirited across the lake to New
Buffalo, Michigan, and was never heard from again. The incident became known
as the Arctic Affair.

In the aftermath of the Arctic Affair, a number of Negro families
deci ded The uncertainty of enforcement of the new

Fugitive Slave Law was the main reason for their departure. Al though the
initial reaction to the event was intense, the excitement eventually died

A few Negro families actually did leave the city, but they were quicklydown.

replaced by new arrivals and life in Milwaukee's Negro community went on much

as before. In the final assessment, the Fugitive Slave Law never did have the

devastating impact on Milwaukee's Black community that had been feared.

One of the city's new Negro arrivals was Lyman Benjamin who was hired

as a cook by the American House Hotel in 1851. Benjamin, an educated Negro 

with a flare for recognizing talent, decided to promote the artistic efforts

to leave Milwaukee.
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variety of localof Milwaukee's Negroes. art work,

Benjamin boarded a steamer bound for England, and the Cystal Palace Exposition
in London where he exhibited his collection alongside those of White artists.
His purpose in displaying the various items of Negro handicraft was to let the
world know what Negroes in Milwaukee were capable of producing. Al though

record of how his display received in London,was
Benj ami n' s initiative reflected growing pri de inof Negrosensea

The 1850s witnessed continual growth and advancement byaccomplishments.

Milwaukee's Black community.

Spatially, Milwaukee's Blacks settled throughout the citywere

although in 1852, the majority of them, 62.5% lived on the East Side of the

Milwaukee River in the First, Third, and Seventh Wards. Ten families or 25%

of the Negro community resided on the West Side of the river in the Second and

Fourth Wards. The remaining, 13.5% lived on the South Side in the Fifth and

Many of their homes were located in desirable residential areasEighth Wards.

amidst the houses of prominent White citizens. Even though the majority of
Negro families lived in the First Ward, or the downtown area, they were not
confined to it.

Census records and other documents also reveal that forty-two persons

or 57% of the adult Negro population in 1852 were born in Southern States. Of

which, seven were born in the Deep South. Most of the remaining thirty-two
adult listed Eastern States their birthpl ace,Negroes especiallyas

Pennsylvania and New York. Of the twenty-four children, all but two were born
in Northern States, with seven having been born in Wisconsin. Typical of the 
new additions to the Black connunity were Ambrose Dudley who came to Milwaukee

history has left no

Having collected a
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Like many Blacks he found employment in the service trades where hein 1852.
worked as a cook at the Home Saloon. Another, William Henderson came to the
city in 1854 looking for work as a shoemaker, as did Henry Thompson. Ezekiel

Gillespie moved to Milwaukee in 1854 with his family from Indiana and found

employment selling vegetables for a local merchant.

In March of 1854, the generally tranquil life enjoyed by Milwaukee's

Negro community was disrupted by another incident involving the Fugitive Slave

Joshua Glover, a fugitive slave from St. Louis, MO had settled in RacineLaw.

Wisconsin, where he had worked for two years in a flourmill, four miles north

of the city. Hearing that Glover was there, his former master came to Racine

to reclaim him. Glover was subsequently arrested and taken to the County Jail

in Milwaukee, lest anti-slavery agitators in Racine try to free him. Despite

this subterfuge, word leaked out prompting local abolitionists to action. In

Milwaukee, Sherman Booth received the news of Glover's arrest and immediately
spread the word that slave hunters were in the city. Shortly thereafter, an
angry crowd gathered in front of the Courthouse. When the jailers refused to
release Glover, the crowd turned into a mob and broke down the door of the
jail and freed Glover from his captors. Glover was spirited out of the city

transportation to Canada and freedom.

All of them were from
Milwaukee. On March 13, 1855, a jury returned a "not guilty" verdict. George

Paddock, a Negro farmer employed by James Kneeland,
impaneled jurors. All of the defendents were immediately set free.

In the aftermath of the Glover affair four individuals, one a Negro, 

were indicted for allegedly conspiring to free Glover.

was one of the twelve

to Waukesha, where, by way of the underground railroad, he secured safe
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community celebrated the Glover victory. The BlackThe White

saw it less as a victory than a reminder of

their constant vulnerability. Blacks recognized the fact that Glover had been

rescued and taken to safety, but they were also keenly aware that the action

carried out with mob law. Blacks alsowas

acknowledged the support of the local courts in Glover's rescue when the four

defendents were exonerated of any wrongdoing, but the Negroes remained aware

that the federal courts still fully enforced the Fugitive Slave Law.

The incident instilled renewed fear in the Black community.a

Recognizing that they were still subject to constant raids by slave hunters,

without protection under law, and more importantly, that should they be

captured, they were not likely to be as fortunate as Glover and be rescued by

Some of Milwaukee's Negroes panicked and fled to Canada or other partsa mob.

of the country where they hoped to find safety and freedom.

In spite of the unrest caused by the Glover affair, Milwaukee's Negro

community did not disintegrate. Many Negro families and individuals decided

to stay and make the best of an uncertain future. For the most part, they

were older than those who had left the city to escape the Fugitive Slave Law.

In as much as they had labored hard to establish themselves in Milwaukee, they

rejected any thought of abandoning their community tie sand starting over

again in a new place.

Some of the additions

By 1857, twelve new families had joined Milwaukee's Negro coimunity 

to replace those who had left after the Glover affair.

community, on the other hand,

violation of theforce in
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to Milwaukee's Negro population were refugees from the expulsion of free

Unlike fugitive slaves, free Negroes

They were

tolerant attitude toward the Negro and the economic opportunities available to

ambitious settlers on the frontier.

post-Glover period remainedNegro community in theMilwaukee's

Recognizing

discuss their lack of political equality with Whites. A committee was set up
under the leadership of Henry A.B. Platt, who was elected chairman, and James

On November 16, 1855, the meeting was held.A. Goines, who became secretary.
the committee moved to adoptof the matter,lengthy discussion

resolutions attesting to the Negro's unhappiness with not being able to vote.

One resolution spoke of how the right of suffrage had been extended to all

It added that the political franchise was beingpersons, except the Negro.

Another resolution affirmed theunjustly withheld from Negroes in Wisconsin.

Negro community's decision to petition the Legislature in its next session to

move toward adoption of Negro suffrage and it spoke of the political franchise

Upon adjournment, the proceedings of the meetingas being a God-given right.

were published in the local press.

The effort toPlatt and Goines then initiated a petition drive.
Even so, the petition drivesecure signatures proved to be slow and tedious.

was completed, and the bundle of signatures was whisked off to the state
In its

Negroes from Virginia in the mid 1850s.
did not have to fear being kidnapped by slave hunters in the North.

politically active, especially in its efforts to obtain suffrage.
its political impotence, the Negro community organized another mass meeting to

After a

capitol in Madison where they were presented for consideration.

attracted to faraway Wisconsin by a favorable abolitionist sentiment, a
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riots lingered throughout the summer.

On the evening of September 6, 1861, two Blacks, Marshall Clark and

James Shelton, were walking down the street with two White women. Across the

street, two Irishmen were also walking. As they approached Clark and Shelton,
one of them, Dabney Carney made a derogatory remark about White women being

Shelton became angry, saying that Negroes were as good as thewith Negroes.

Irish, or anyone else, and that a man's color should not be made a subject of

In a moment the four men began fighting. The Negroes were beaten,reproach.

but Shelton in the course of the scuffle pulled out a knife stabbing Carney in

the abdomen.
confined to the county jail.

At first it was thought Carney would survive his wound, but the loss

of blood aggravated his condition and he died. As word of his death filtered

through the Irish community, a mob gathered outside the jail where Clark and

Shelton were being held. With little warning, Police Chief Beck and his two

Inside the jailer and his two assistants were also overpowered. The mob then

knocked down the door leading to the cell block where Shelton and Clark were

Shelton managed to hide himself in an adjoining cell while Clarkconfined.

The mob beat Clark unmercifully.stayed in the room. Clark stumbled and fell
to the ground. Disregarding his pleas that he wasn't the man they were

looking for, the mob tried him in summary fashion in Kangaroo Court and found

him guilty of Carney's murder. He was taken to the corner of Erie and Water

Streets, where he was hung from a piledriver and his body left to hang.

Clark and Shelton ran off, but were later apprehended and

assistants were overpowered. The irate Irishmen then entered the jail.
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Shelton escaped from jail, but was arrested a few days later in

He was returned to Milwaukee where he stood trial for Carney'sWaukesha.

"not guilty" because he acted inAt the trial, Shelton was founddeath.

SheltonThe Irish community was disappointed by the verdict.seif-defense.

taken to Watertown where he remained for a brief time before he movedwas

After the Carney affair, the State brought chargespermanently to Chicago.

against six of the Irishmen who were thought to have been present at the time

At their trial, the jury failed to reach a verdict and theof the lynching.

six were acquitted.

The killing of Marshall Clark upset Milwaukee's Negro community.

Hostilities between Blacks and the Irish intensified. Regular threats were

The general feeling among Negroes that their lives weremade against Negroes.

in danger caused some of them to leave the city. Despite the departure of

some Negroes from Milwaukee, most resisted the Irish threat and decided to

It was at this time, that the Civil War came to occupy the attention ofstay.

most Milwaukeeans, which somewhat diminished the impact of Clark's lynching.

Milwaukee Negroes to try to enlist in the militia, but they were rejected for

Specifically, a clause in Wisconsin's constitution barredmilitary service.

Blacks from joining a local militia. In 1863, however, the Federal government

authorized the raising of entire regiments of Negro troops for induction into

the regular Army. Disappointingly, only two Negroes became recruits in 1863.

A few months later, in July, Company F, 29th

The desire to serve in one of the many volunteer regiments that were 

being formed throughout the state to fight in the Civil War encouraged some

Early in 1864, seven more Blacks were inducted into military service, but none 

were recruited from Milwaukee.
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Seventy-four

Negroes from Milwaukee County were recruited and joined its ranks.

While some Milwaukee Blacks struggled to join the militia, others

began to organize a new campaign for the right to vote. Since 1857, when

had lost their third consecutive bid for suffrage, efforts to placeNegroes

suffrage referendum on the ballot had tapered off.another

administration's passage of the Emancipation Proclamation early inLincoln

1863, once again encouraged Negroes to press for political equality with

Pro-suffrage advocates mobilized Milwaukee's Negro communityWhites. in

anticipation of another state-wide referendum Black voting rights.on

Meetings were held and pro-suffrage speeches were given, but when the final

ballots were counted, the question of Negro voting rights suffered its fourth

consecutive defeat. By a vote of 54,307 to 46,248, or a majority of 8,000

Wisconsin's residents continued to deny Blacks their full politicalvotes,

rights. Moreover, the defeat occurred in spite of the fact that a Republican

governor, General Lucius Fairchild, had been elected by a majority of 9,100

votes.

Milwaukee's community continued 1 ive second-classNegro to as

citizens. Whites fought for Negro freedom during the Civil War but had
refused to grant them political equality. Most Negro leaders in Milwaukee

began to ask why, on the one hand, they could be given freedom by Lincoln's

issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation and, on the other hand, be denied

the political equality that freedom demanded.

United States Colored Troops was created for federal duty.

However, the
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In 1865, Ezekiel Gillespie, challenged the city of Milwaukee's denial

of his right to vote. Gillespie took his case to courts. To everyone's

the Wisconsin Supreme Court overturned recentsurprise.

voting decisions that had consistently denied Negro suffrage and more than

thirty years, after Joe Oliver had cast the first Black vote in Milwaukee, the

second Negro voter went to the polls. The struggle to achieve full political

equality for Milwaukee's Negroes had finally come to an end.

Gillespie was an emancipated slave who had purchased his freedom from

his White father for $800. He had then left the south to pursue a new free

life. He had arrived in Milwaukee in 1854 with his wife Sophia and his

children, Mary, Samantha and Emma. The only job he could find to support

himself and his family at first was as a fruit peddler. Years of saving,

however, enabled him to start his own business selling vegetables and other

The Gillespie family lived on Wells Street in the city's Secondfoodstuffs.

Ward. Later, Gillespie took a job with the St. Paul Railroad, and became one

of its most trusted and respected employees.

1870-1890

The 1870s represented a sharp break with the past for Milwaukee's

Negroes. In a predominantly White population that numbered 71,440, Blacks made

up an extememly small proportion of that total. The 165 Blacks living in the

population.

Milwaukee's Blacks was clouded with uncertainty. Faced with a higher level of

racial intolerance than its pioneer forbearers, Milwaukee's Negro community

of the changes that were 

effecting Blacks in the areas of housing, education and employment.

The 1870 census revealed some

on April 3, 1866,

turned inward.

The future ofcity represented less than 1% of the total
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Ninth Federal Census in June of 1870 indicated that one-hundred and

Forty-eight separate

family listings had been compiled. Significantly, only ten of the listed

families had resided in Milwaukee for a decade or longer. Of the one-hundred

and seven adult Negroes in Milwaukee in 1870, only twenty-two were members of

these ten families. If the remaining eight-five adults, which made up almost

80% of the city's Negro population, only five had lived in Milwaukee for more

than five years. In fact, the average length of residence for this entire

group was only 2 years. Clearly, in the wake of the Civil War, a new Negro

population had moved to Milwaukee.

Many of the names associated with Milwaukee's pioneer Negro community

were no longer heard. Joe Oliver, the first Negro resident and voter in

Milwaukee, was dead. The Marshall Clark family, which had endured much pain

and human suffering as a result of the Dabney Carney incident, had left the

city. J.J. Myers, a distinguished Negro businessman and tireless promoter of
Black culture and Lewis Johnson, who presided at the first polling meeting of
Negroes in the state also had left the city. William Green, successful

barber, Jessie Epps, an auctioneer, George Paddock, who had sat on the jury in

the Glover affair, and Robert Titball were gone too. The names of many of

Milwaukee's first wave of Negro settlers like John Baland, William Barling,

as well.

Robert Ellis, William Henderson, George Simes, Sarah Carroll, Samuel Potts, 

George W. Day, and Abraham Torrey also had disappeared from the cencus rolls

sixty-five Negroes lived in the city of Milwaukee.
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Another factor that demonstrated how Milwaukee's Negro conwunity had

changed was the place of origin of its new members. In the past, half of the

city's Negro population had been born in the South, with an insignificant few

By 1870 61% of Milwaukee's Negro population hadcoming from the deep south.

come from the Sputh of which half had come from the deep south.

1870 also revealed change in the of literacy withinratea

The 1870 Census statistics produced twenty-fourMilwaukee's Negro community.

illiterates, the highest figure since the beginning of the Negro community.

The literacy rate in 1860 had been 84.4% While in 1870, it had dropped to

78.4%.

In terms of its economic role in the city, the Negro community was
also experiencing a transformation. The days of the self-employed Negro

entrepreneuer and the existence of a large body of semi-skilled Negro workers

and artisans was rapidly passing. By 1870, there were only two Negro barbers,

of whom only one was in business for himself. More disturbingly, though,

two-skilled tradesmen. The

majority of the employable Negroes found jobs in the personal service sector
of the local economy. While the remainder were involved largely in work of a

menial nature or as common laborers.

The decline in the Negro's economic fortunes was also evident in

terms of the total valuation of its real estate holdings. Perhaps the most

disturbiing factor revealed by the 1870 Census was that only five Negroes

owned real combined value of $11,300.estate

Moreover,

This compared with 

nineteen Negroes who had owned real estate worth $30,000 in 1860.

wi th a

Milwaukee's Negro community could boast only
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in 1860 twenty-nine Negroes had possessed personal property that had a total

valuation of $6,200. By 1870 only three Negroes owned personal property whose

combined market value was only $3,100.

losing ground in terms of its economic importance in the larger community.

The 1870 Census figures further demonstrated the polarization that

taking place in Milwaukee between the Negro population and its Whitewas

In 1870, only a few Negro families resided east of the Milwaukeecounterpart.

River where they had previously been most numerous. 84% of the city's Negroes

This area was

bounded by the Milwaukee River on the east. Sixth Street on the west, the
Menominee River on the south, and Cedar Street, or present day Kilbourn Avenue
on the north.

Perhaps indicating growing racial prejudice, the 1870 Census revealed

a sharp drop-off in the number of interracial marriages. Of the twenty-five

married Negro couples that resided in Milwaukee in 1870, only two were

bi-racial representing 8% of the total. Whereas in 1860, there had been eight

bi-racial families comprising 33% of the total. Moreover, the Census figures

of 1870 pointed out an increase in the number of family households headed by

The 1860 figures revealed only six such families, of which three werewomen.

the result of the death of the male head of the household. In 1870, there

were nine, of which the same three as in 1860 were the result of the death of

the male bread winner. Of the remaining six families, no visible male head of

household had ever existed. These six familiies had come to Milwaukee within

the previous three years.

now lived in a small area in the Second and Fourth Wards.

Clearly, the Black community was
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These emerging trends would continue to influence the evolution of

As its economic condition continuedthe Black community for decades to come.

to deteriorate, the Black community would continue to concentrate in a small

quarter of the city where it would struggle without effective leadership

against growing prejudice and discrimination from the larger community.

Increasingly the beleaguered Negro community would turn inward.

In spite of the Tendency to withdraw, the Negro community never

totally abandoned its efforts to achieve equal treatment. In as much as they

reconized the significance of the changes that were taking place, and insofar

as they felt the need to defend themselves against the rising chorus of racial

intolerance, Milwaukee's black's began to turn increasingly to the courts in

an effort to lash out at social injustice. Consequently, Milwaukee's Blacks

spent much of the 1870s and 1880s initiating civil actions against a variety

of restrictive and disciminatory practices in order to preserve some of the

gains won by their predecessors during the Civil War era.

As prejudice and discrimination grew it became increasingly obvious

that the previous generation of Black immigrants had been able to move about

the city more freely then the one that arrived after 1870. At this time
Blacks were coming face to face with a rising tide of restrictions and
discriminatory practices. In the years following the Civil

mobility often eluded Milwaukee's Negroes. The ones who came to Milwaukee

after 1870 tended to be less educated and less skilled than the generation

that preceded them. The earlier generation of Black immigrants arrived in the

city with many opportunities available to them, but after 1870, they faced 

stringent competition for jobs with much more powerful inmigrant groups, thus

War, social
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narrowing their opportunities for economic improvement and advancement.

One important source Milwaukee's Negroes drew upon for support during

the late nineteenth century was religion. Prior to 1868, Milwaukee's Blacks

had worshipped in White churches. But, in 1868, leaders in the city's Negro

community purchased a parcel of land on the southwest corner of North 4th

Street and Kilbourn Avenue.

which was converted into a church, the new African Methodist Episcopal Church,

while the other was converted into a parsonage for the Rev. Theodore Crosby

and his family. This division of Whites and Blacks into separate places of

worship added to the general feeling among Negroes at this time that Milwaukee

was becoming increasingly segregated. the African

Methodist Episcopal Church became the principal meeting place for Milwaukee's

Under the guidance of the Rev. Crosby, the church adopted the policyNegroes.

of encouraging Blacks to settle west of the Milwaukee River, in the general

Most of Milwaukee's Black population was concentratedvicinity of the church.

in this area by the turn of the century.

The 1870s was a period of labor strife, as workers, many of whom were

inmigrants, began to organize strikes to protest wage cuts by Milwaukee

These strikes were often countered by importing formerbusiness enterprises.

slaves from the south to replace striking White workers. This practice

created additional hard feelings among White workers who felt that Negroes

posed a threat to their jobs and greatly aggravated racial tension between the

European immigrants and the Blacks.

There were two buildings on the site, one of

In the early 1870's,
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Racial intolerance toward inter-marriage also increased during the

1870s. By the mid-1870s, for example, such marriages had become very rare.

local court records note that a German woman married a

mulatto by the name of Smith, who lived on the fringe of the city. The

bride's nephew, John Ewig, objected to his new in-law. A short time later,

Ewig and Smith got into a fight. Neighbors, however, intervened and separated

the two. Later that night, Smith walked to Ewig's home and invited the latter

to continue the argument. Ewig, who had become enraged by the former's desire

to pursue the matter, leaped at Smith and struck him in the face with a wooden

At the same time, Ewig's uncle, Anton, joined the fracas.stake. When it was

over the two Ewig's had beaten Smith to death. John Ewig was charged with

third-degree manslaughter and received a 30 month jail sentence. Anton Ewig

managed to escape and avoid being captured by local authorities, but later

committed suicide by jumping into the Menomonee Canal and drowned.

Another indication of how racial discrimination was working to the

disadvantage of Milwaukee's Negroes could be found in the treatment of Blacks

at local and other public places. In 1875, the United

had CivilStates Congress passed Rights which outl awed suchActa

discrimination, but it was little enforced. Eight years later, in 1883, the

Supreme Court of the United States held the Civil Rights Act of 1875 to be

unconstitutional. The High Court's decision was viewed by many as a further

setback for the Negro race in its struggle to achieve equality with Whites.

Negroes in Milwaukee were affronted by the decision.

They were welcomed, or

In the 1870s a Black's reception at a public eating or drinking 

facility depended upon the policy of the management.

In 1874, however,

theaters, hotels,
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at least tolerated, in some establishments and barred from others. Newspaper
accounts of the period provide glimpses of the degree of tolerance that
existed. For example, in the early 1870s, Russell Wheeler, a White Milwaukee

businessman, extended an invitation to Doc Mitchell, a Negro, to join him for

a drink at a Broadway saloon, the Marble Hall. After a brief conversation

between Wheeler and Mitchell, both men walked a short distrance to another

bar, There,House. threatened by another man,

Theodore Henderer. Wheeler shot and killed him. Wheeler was subsequently

tried and found guilty of fourth-degree manslaughter, but won a motion for a

new trial and upon a not guilty verdict was freed. Mitchell, Wheeler's Negro

drinking buddy, was only a bystander. No charges were brought against him.

The significance of this case is that no one found it surprising to find a

Negro drinking in a saloon that catered mainly to Whites.

On the other hand, in another incident that occurred in 1871, two

Negroes complained to local law enforcement authorities, that they were

refused the use of a table in the Central Billard room, a bar and hotel

operated by Enos and Kleser. It was clearly established that both Negro males

discriminated against, but the unresolvedmatter went by localwere
authorities. In 1876, George Washington Scott, a Negro, waited to the be

served at a saloon called the Springbrook. When the bartender suddenly raised

the price for a shot of whiskey to $5, Scott left and complained to local

authorities about the incident. Nothing was done in response to Scott's

Regardless of whether a Negro was welcomeprotest. in a barroom in the
company of a White friend, or refused service when alone, there was neither
legal

appealing to the police.

satisfactory resolution to be found by 

The Negro's complaint against such discriminatory

Wheel er was

recourse in the courts nor

the Newhal1
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treatment Invariably received no action.

If the discriminatory treatment of Milwaukee's Negroes in local

taverns and bars reflected mixed reactions The
treatment they received at local theatres by the 1880s became increasingly
demeaning. When attending the theatre, Negroes were invariably required to

sit in the balcony, separated from Whites.

In 1889, Owen Howell, a Milwaukee Negro, had a messenger purchase a

parquet ticket at the Bijou Opera house for a play, "The Runaway Wife." When

Howell arrived at the theatre he was told by the head usher that he would have

to sit in the gallery. Howell complied with the usher's command, but later

began a civil action against the Bijou Opera House. At the time of the trial,

the matter was heard before an all-white jury. In the Howell Case sentiment

against racial discrimination began Howell's lawyer,surface.to G.W.

Hazelton, and supporters of Howell, including community leaders such as the
Paul's EpiscopalSt.

contending that barring a respectable resident like the plaintiff from equal

seating arrangements because of his color constituted an act of contemptible

Judge Daniel H. Johnson, who presided at Howell's trial, agreed.barbarism.

Ignoring the 1883 Supreme Court decision, Johnson based his decision instead,

on the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, passed

in 1865 and 1868, respectively, by Congress, which he said made unlawful all

acts of discrimination based solely on race or color. He then directed the

jury to find for the plaintiff. In their verdict, the jury found in favor of

even

that specifically outlawed racialno

Church, made a

on the part of Whites.

the plaintiff and awarded Howell $100 in damages and $51.85 in costs, 

though there was no law at the time

rector of strong case for Howell,
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The Howell Case had little impact on mostsegregation in public places.

businesses, however, many of which found more subtle ways to express their

Discrimination against Blacks continued to grow and, forracial intolerance.

the most part, the late nineteenth century witnessed a continual, if gradual,

weakening of the position of the Negro in Milwaukee.

1890-1915

In 1880, theBy 1890, Milwaukee's Black population had grown to 449.

The increase to 449 in 1890,Black population of Milwaukee had been 304.

represented a decrease in the rate of growth of the city's Negro population.

In was an increase of only 47% compared with 72% between 1870 and 1880 and 66%

between 1860 and 1870. For the next ten years, between 1890 and 1900, the

Black population in Milwaukee grew by only 225, the smallest percentage of any

decade in the city's history. Apparently, the shortage of job opportunities

for Blacks helped stymie the growth by the Black population of Milwaukee.

Negro leaders also expressed their concern over what they perceived to be a

lessening of thedisturbing

birthrate. If this trend continued, Negro leaders did not see much of a

Blacks in Milwaukee. Further, there was a growing consensus amongfuture for

Black leaders that worsening racial intolerance by Whites was deterring any

significant Black migration to Milwaukee.

The Negroes who migrated to Milwaukee in the 1890s were absorbed into

an increasingly spatially concentrated Black community. the newMoreover,

inmigrants brought with them little, if any advanced job skills. Consequently,

Blacks in Milwaukee continued to people the ranks of the personal service and

laboring sectors of the local economy. A few Negro families continued to live

trend toward smaller Black households and a
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arrived Blacks. Some lesser skilled Negroes however, did live outside the

area of Black concentration, especially if it meant being closer to their

place of employment. For example, a few Negro families lived in the Bay View

area of the city because it ennabled them to be close to the Illinois Steel

Company, where they worked. In general, however, by 1900, Negro housing was

overwhelmingly concentrated in an area bounded by Wisconsin Avenue on the

south, State Street on the north, Third Street on the east and Eighth Street

on the west in the area where the city's first identifiably Black neighborhood

had formed in the 1860s.

Along with the growth of Milwaukee's central business district in the

1890s, there had emerged a

gambling and prostitution. Gambling dens, stall saloons, and sporting houses

welcomed free-spending travellers and city residents. The pursuit of pleasure

included patronizing the high-priced, exclusive brothels that lined River

Street along the east bank of the Milwaukee River between Wells Street and

Juneau Avenue, while west of the river, the same type of establishments dotted

bounded by Third Street on

the east, Sixth Street on the west and Wisconsin Avenue on the south and

Kilbourn Avenue on the north. This vice district was considered to be one of

the least desirable areas of the city, and not surprisingly, it was the heart

of the Black neighborhood by the late 1890s. Negroes were the principal

occupants of the down-at-the-heels boarding houses and decrepit old homes that

outside the concentrated Negro housing area in Milwaukee, but they were mainly 

old residents who enjoyed a greater degree of economic success than the newly

an area that came to be known as the "bad lands"

lined the streets of the downtown vice district amidst the.gambling houses, 

saloons and brothels. One local newspaper, The Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin,

vice district which catered specifically to
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in 1905 referred to the area near Fifth and Wells Streets as "Milwaukee's

and added that life within this district was fraught with

danger for the Negro.

In the first decade of the twentieth century, it became clear that if

physical expansion of Milwaukee's Black neighborhood was to take place, there

were only two directions it could go. It could expand either to the west or

To the south lay the centralto the north.

growing north gobbling up residential land for commercial

displacing Blacks. On the east it was bordered by the thriving North Third

Clearly,commercial corridor. the only reasonableStreet expansion
opportunities for the Black neighborhood were either west across Eighth Street
or north across State Street.

The neighborhoods that bordered the Black community to the north and
west in the early 1900s were areas that had been desirable residential areas
in the 1880s and 1890s, but by 1910, were in decline. The Whites had left
behind a stock of aging houses to Blacks who began moving into them about the
time of World War I. Negro residential expansion was spearheaded by the
Calvary Baptist Church, whose rectory was located in a rented hall on Seventh
Street, between Wisconsin Avenue and Wells Street. Soon after 1913, it quit
the premises on Seventh Street, (razed) and purchased a church building eight
blocks north at Fourth and Cherry Streets. In 1914, St. Marks African

Methodist Episcopal Church, the city's original all black church, which had

been located on the corner of 4th Street and Ki 1 bourn Avenue for forty-six

Following the

Little Africa,"

business district, which was

north on North 4th Street to the old, German 

Reformed Church between Galena and Cherry Streets (razed).

years, moved seven blocks

purposes and
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and Walnut Street on the north, although the northern and western reaches of

this area would remain partially White for year to come.

same

at 823

northerly movement of Negro churches, Black businessmen moved their shops to 

be closer to their customers who had moved to the same general area.

Often, local religious leaders would pool their resources to purchase 

substantial older houses which they converted into rooming houses for Negroes 

who were unable to find a place to stay either because of high rents 

shortage of available housing. At the corner of Fifth and Galena Streets, for 

example, the old Mueller mansion (razed) was converted into the Alberta Villa, 

which rented rooms to Negro visitors and residents who were turned away from 

public hotels. The purchase of the Mueller house was hailed as a significant 

step forward by community leaders who were becoming increasingly concerned 

about the overcrowded housing conditions among Milwaukee's Black population. 

A short time later, a home for Negro women and girls was opened in the 

area, followed shortly thereafter, by the opening of a second home for Negro 

working girls

or a

By 1915

Milwaukee's Negro community had expanded as far as Tenth Street on the west
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Winnebago Street (razed).

Homeownship among Negroes between 1890 and 1915 had dropped off

precipitously. Most Negroes either rented rooms or flats by the week or

leased houses by the month. Those who leased them often took in boarders to

Finding decent housing was such a problem for Blacks thatmake ends meet.

Mrs. B. Nicholas, operated a counselling center at 325 Wells Street where she

tried to find housing for Negro clients. Among the better Black boarding

houses in the first decade of the twentieth century were Mrs. B. Newton's on

Kilbourn Avenue. The rooms were rented either on a daily or a weekly basis,
and included a facility for bathing.

By 1915, the old Jewish neighborhood that the Blacks had moved into
north of State Street was already considered to be a slum area. As early as

1905, when the area was still largely occupied by Jews, it was identified as a

blighted area.

Uihlein Hill area around 5th and Galena Streets, the majority of the building

stock consisted of poorly maintained, cheaply-built, old wooden houses crowded

together in a dilapidated jumble. By the time of World War I when the Jews

were rapidly abandoning the area to the Blacks and Greeks it was considered to

be a festering slum. In effect, the Blacks had been pushed out of the seamy

downtown to expansion,

relegrated to an equally bad slum uptown. Nevertheless, this was to remain

the center of the Black community, gradually edging north, until after World

War II.

"badlands"

Wells Street, Annie Lincoln's on North Fourth Street,

Although there were some truly grand old mansions in the

and E.W. Thomas' on

make way for commercial only to be
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Milwaukee's BlacksEmployment opportunities for had narrowed

Even though Milwaukee played an important role inconsiderably after 1890.

the industrial expansion of the nation after the Civil War when manufacturing

overtook commerce and trade as the principle economic activity of the city,

Negroes continued to find jobs that were, for the most part, not directly

related to industrial production. Negroes in Milwaukee worked as waiters,

Blacks were employed inor unskilled laborers.

factories principally as strikebreakers. Unions barred non-White members and

the continuing influx of European inmigrants kept Negroes out of factory jobs.

The Negroe's willingness to be employed as a strikebreaker aggravated

relationship between the Blackthe always community and thetense

newly-arrived European immigrants. Blacks hired as strikebreakers showed

picket lines. Leadersto cross

community felt that as long as unions denied Blacks membership rights, Negro

workers could be expected to take jobs as strikebreakers. In a typical

episode, in 1898, Negroes in Milwaukee were actively recruited by company

officials to work at the Illinois Steel Company plant in Bay View, but only as

a supplementary labor force after White strikebreakers from Pennsylvania and

Ohio fell short of the company's labor needs. Once the strike ended, however,

in a fairly unprecedented move, the Blacks were kept on the payroll at the

plant and became part of a bi-racial labor force. The racially mixed labor

force hampered the effectiveness of the labor unions and worked to the

company's advantage in disrupting worker unity and discouraging strikes.

Whatever the company's motives, the Bay View plant provided one of the few

1900s. small cluster of Negro families had settled inAs a result, by 1901, a

porters, servants, cooks,

industrial employment opportunities for Blacks in Milwaukee in the early

in Milwaukee's Negrolittle reluctance
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the Bay View area, where the male family members found employment as furnace
hands in the steel mill. The twenty families that moved into the area founded
a mission church to serve their religious needs. In 1904, however, the steel
plant dismissed all of its Negro workers and the colony disbanded. Hostility

by inmigrants toward the Negroes was the principal reason given for closing

Milwaukee's Negroes would have to wait until World War Ithe plant to Blacks.

to be welcomed back into the city's industrial plants.

A few Blacks managed to become merchants and professionals. As their

numbers increased a small Negro middle class began to develop. Of the very

few Negroes who managed business enterprises, most faced seemingly insur

mountable barriers. Generally, Negro businesses were only modestly successful
at best during this period. A Negro business directory published in 1898
listed four barbers, four Turkish bath operators, and one hair dresser. The

different job descriptions held by Negroes listed in the directory included,

restauranteurs, estate

brokers, saloon and gambling house keepers, and express operators. By 1905

the Black community had eleven barbers, the single largest Negro service

enterprise, eight saloon keepers, eight rooming house operators and landlords,

six seamstresses and dressmakers, four laundresses and two restauranteurs.

Negro businessmen realized that success often depended upon catering

to a White clientele. A Negro businessman who catered to both Whites and

Blacks, however, ran the risk of losing his White clientele. Take the case of

Rufus Nobles, a light-skinned Negro who operated an exclusive restaurant on

Milwaukee's east side catering to a White clientele. Nobles had his Negro 

employees outfitted in fine livery to wait on White guests and employed

ice and coal dealers, caterers, laundresses, real
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receive their carriages. lose hisfootmen Whitecostumed to

clientele, Nobles refused to serve members of his own race since he knew that

Whites would not hesitate to withhold their patronage from an establishment

In Milwaukee, where racial tolerance wasthat also catered to non-Whites.

little better than anywhere else in the US at the time, and where the Negro

population was too small to support many Black-owned businesses, most Negro

businessmen had little choice but to exclude members of their own race from

their business establishments.

On the other hand, there were some business enterprises that were

able to survive by catering exclusively to a Black clientele including small

hotels, rooming houses, cafes, poolhalls, and some saloons. Some of these,

like the Keystone Club, sold liquor and cigars

twenty-four hours a day, while others, like the Union Cigar Store and Billard

Hall, on West Wells Street, sold smoking materials and provided a recreational

outlet for Black visitors and residents. Between 1895 and 1910, a few Negroes

in Milwaukee's Black neighborhood. For

example, Lewis Young operated Young's Hotel, at Fourth and Ki 1 bourn, John

Slaughter ran the Turf Hotel on Fourth Street between State and Ki 1 bourn and

the Kinner Brothers operated the Look Out Inn on Wells Street. Another member

of the Kinner family, with help from local Negro religious leaders, operated

the fashionable Alberta Villa Inn at Fourth and Galena Streets in the old

Mueller Mansion, as previously mentioned. In addition, the 1905 Wisconsin

Census records eight saloonkeepers in Milwaukee's Negro community represented

one-third of the entire number of Black businesses that catered, for the most

part, to the Negro market. Black women often supplemented the family income 

or provided themselves with a living by providing a variety of services to the

on North Fourth Street,

owned and operated Block hotels

Lest he
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Tara Hawkins used her home on West Wells Street to provide

Visitors and local residents
could also treat themselves to a hot meal by patronizing the Woodward House, a
rival establishment a few doors east of Mrs. Hawkins on West Wells Street.
Some Black women also operated saloons.

A perennialMost Black businessmen had difficulty remaining solvent.
shortage of capital and a lack of business experience, put Negro businessmen

Those who could not compete effectively with theirat a serious disadvantage.
Those who managed to survive in the highlyWhite counterparts went broke.

competitive retail market of the period often did so by creating several
For example, J.D. Cooke, who operated a news stand on Westsources of income.

Juneau Avenue, set up a coal and wood yard adjacent to it. The news depot
also served as a tobacco and sweet shop. Many Negro businessmen were as
versatile as Cooke and changed business enterprises often.

One of the most common problems among Black businessmen in Milwaukee
was their inability to raise sufficient amounts of working capital. Not

surprisingly, few banks would lend to Blacks for business ventures. In order

to address this capital shortage, black entrepreneurs would sometimes pool

This kind of business syndication, for example, enabled thetheir resources.

Question Cafe, on North Fourth Street to be successfully launched. In 1916 it

was sold to another group of Black businessmen who renamed it the Elite Cafe

and operated it for years. Another syndicated Black business venture launched

the Keystone Hotel Club in 1916. Thirteen Black businessmen participated in

raising the necessary capital to finance the hotel. Even so, most of the

Negro community.

hot meals for strangers, travelers and others who cared to eat what she often
advertised publicly as good "southern cooking."
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businessmen in Milwaukee had difficulty in makingNegro modesteven

investments to expand their enterprises.
Negroes who engaged in independent business operations between 1890 and 1915,
the majority remained marginal, service-oriented occupations catering

specifically to a White clientele.

The amount of money invested in Black businesses at the turn of the

century cannot be acurrately determined. However, in 1895, William T. Green,

knowledgeable Negro lawyer in Milwaukee, estimated that Negroes hada

approximately $60,000 invested in local business enterprises,

profitable ventures. Moreover, Green said that because of the widespread

prejudice against Negroes, some Black businesses were being operated under the

names of White men. Green admitted that about $25,000 of the estimated total,

represented church and lodge property, while other real estate holdings

claimed the remainder. Green himself admitted that some Blacks were very

shrewd speculators, dabbling in local real estate. Negroes often made covert

investments in real estate and even though it is difficult to say how much

this kind of hidden investment amounted to, a knowledgeable source, in 1908,

issued a white paper that estimated local real estate holdings by Negroes in

Milwaukee to be in excess of $200,000.

The most successful Negro businessman to emerge during the 1890-1915

period was John T. Slaughter.

in 1858,

Slaughter arrived as Milwaukee's "bad

own.

Slaughter had been born in Lynchburg, Virginia, 

and had migrated to Milwaukee in 1890 from Chicago where he had 

worked briefly as a pullman porter.

lands" vice district was just coming into its own. Teeming with gangling 

houses, stall saloons, and brothels, Slaughter saw opportunities for profit.

or other

Of the little more than forty
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Slaughter managed to save $200 by 1893, enough to open his own saloon and

gambling house, the Turf Cafe, on West Wells Street in the heart of the city's

gambling district. In 1902, Slaughter and a White man entered into a business
partnership. Out of this relationship they were able to raise enough capital

to build a unique "L" shaped three-story building fronting on both North Third

Street and West Wells Street (razed). The newly-built structure had a

fashionable restaurant facing Third Street which catered predominantly to

Negroes while on the West Wells Street side a bi Hard hall and a gaming room

were opened to receive the patronage of those who felt the urge to gamble.

second story includedThe

exclusively to gentlemen seeking discrete lodgings in which to enjoy what was

termed "the sporting life" at the period.

located on the third floor of the building.

Quickly the hotel and

restaurant gained a reputation for their luxurious decor, which included plush

telephonecarpeting, floor, expensive furniture anda on every over

one-hundred electric lights which illuminated the entire three-story structure

at night. Slaughter and his White business partner invested over $50,000 in

the construction and design of the hotel and restaurant. Slaughter became a

He also

earned a reputation for honesty and fairness and those who dealt with him did

not hesitate to refer to him as "Honest John. II Slaughter amassed considerable

For a time, he left the management of the hotel and

restaurant in the hands of capable business associates while he pursued

outside business interests.

and became a trainer.

Slaughter's personal residence was

The entire structure became known

He became interested in thouroughbred horseracing 

In this fast-paced occupation, he saddled a string of

wealth as a successful Negro businessman, and invested his profits in other 

business enterprises.

very wealthy man and came to be known as "Long John Slaughter."

and Restaurant.as the New Turf European Hotel

nine fashionably decorated rooms that catered
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One horse that he trained, Badger Girl, won the tidy sum of $2,330 intracks.

In addition, Slaughter opened a coalthe fashionable Harlem Petite Stakes.

yard in Milwaukee, leased out the basement of his Turf Hotel and Restaurant to

firm of Negro barbers and built a By the middle of the firsttheatre.a

decade of the twentieth century, he had also purchased a small hotel at 1043

By 1908, John L.Street (razed) known as the Turf Hotel.North Fourth

Slaughter's total real estate holdings were estimated to be worth in excess of

$70,000 or one-third of the total value of all real estate owned by Negroes in

Milwaukee at that time.

In 1908, however, Slaughter's meteoric business career experienced a

The popular five-term Mayor David Rose, known as "All the timesetback.

Rosy," failed in his bid for an unprecedented sixth consecutive term. The new

Mayor, less tolerant of vice than his predecessor, had campaigned on the

promise of cleaning up the city's downtown vice-districts. He instructed the

to clean up Milwaukee's "bad lands."district attorney, Winfred Zabel, The

roulette wheels and dice cases that attracted so many of Slaughter's White

clientele were dismantled. By 1910, the once teeming vice district known as

had been virtually shut down. Faced with declining profits,

Slaughter let most of his employees go. Moreover, in an effort to cut his

losses, Slaughter sold a number of his properties. Not able to recoup his

investment losses, Slaughter moved to Chicago.

Jones,

'sporting life'.

There he teamed up with Henry 

a personal friend, and once again pursued a career catering to the

winners gainning success in his first reason at both Ruby and Worth race

the "bad lands"
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Between 1890 and 1915, Milwaukee had only a few Black professionals.

In 1899, Dr. Clifton A. Johnson, became the first Negro dentist in Milwaukee.

He started a practice that lasted for thirty-five years. Dr. Allen L. Herron,

first Black medicalMilwaukee's Dr.

graduate of Howard University, also achieved distinction by becoming the first

Black anesthesiologist at Milwaukee Hospital (now part of Good Samaritan

In 1909, Dr. Herron played a major role in the establishmentMedical Center).

of St. Anthony's Hospital, the first Milwaukee hospital where Black doctors

For fifty years, maintainedand practice. Dr. Herroncould intern a

successful medical practice in Milwaukee and was the only Black physician who

was allowed membership in the Milwaukee Medical Association.

In the legal profession, William T. Green became an outstanding

member of the Milwaukee Bar Association. Green came to Milwaukee in 1887. He

got a job waiting on tables in the Plankinton House Hotel. He also became

interested in local politics, and compaigned for a number of city politicians

the Republican slate.on

support and received an appointment as a janitor in the state capitol building

In Madison, he befriended Judge McGillian of Green Bay, whoin Madison.

encouraged him to enroll at the University of Wisconsin Law School. He

graduated in 1892 with distinction and returned to Milwaukee where he clerked

for the law firm of J.J. Stover (later known as Bell, Brazee and Stover). In

1894 Green became the first Black lawyer to establish his own private practice

in Milwaukee.

Green was active in politics throughout his life. In 1892, he was a 

delegate to the Republican State convention, representing the city's fourth

In 1890, Green was rewarded for his political

Herron, adoctor, arrived in 1896.
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In 1894, he helped Theobald Otjen,Green was also a strong campaigner.ward.

a candidate for Congress in Wisconsin's fourth district, by trying to secure

Republican votes among Milwaukee's Negro community. The following year Green

reached the high point in his legal career when he secured passage of Chapter

223 of the Session Laws of 1895, otherwise known as Wisconsin's Civil Rights

Green has been generally acknowledged as the author of this statute.Law.

the law, which is stillAlthough little enforced at the time, in effect,

prohibited racial and other public places.
Prosecution under this law could result in a fine and imprisonment.

Throughout his legal career, Green proved himself to be a bright and
His colleagues spoke highly of him and praised him for hiscapable attorney.

accomplishments in the field of civil rights. Despite his legal and civic

little is known about his private life. He diedachievements, very on

December 3, 1911 after a long illness and was buried in Forest Home Cemetary.
A brief obituary described him as a widower and survived by an only son,
William T. Jr.

In the area of journalism, Richard B. Montgomery became a prominent
in Mississippi,Born Montgomery moved tonewspaper

Knoxville, Tennessee, and later to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, after the Civil

War where he worked selling newspapers, carrying luggage, and blackening

boots. His next home was Chicago. In 1897, a penniless Montgomery arrived in

Milwaukee as a "travelling missionary," a title he probably used in order to

avoid being arrested for vagrancy. He found his way into the city's "bad

A

correspondent for the Indianapolisa
lands" district where he opened a small newstand on North Third Street, 
short time later, Montgomery became

writer and editor.

discrimination in restaurants
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newspaper which he also hawked on the streets along with otherFreeman, a

All the while, he thought about starting a localWhite and Black newspapers.

paper that would cover events in Milwaukee's Negro community. On May 7, 1898,

after borrowing the necessary capital, Montgomery founded the Wisconsin Weekly

Advocate, on eight page tabloid, devoted strictly to Black issues.

By 1905, barely fifteen Negroes could be counted among Milwaukee's

between 40 and 60 skilled workers including telegraph operators, factory

workers, messengers, clerks, musicians, and independent businessmen.

If professionals and skilled co-workers made up

Milwaukee's Negro community, the vast majority of the Blacks in the city were

employed in service or laboring occupations. These included porters, waiters,

domestics, cooks and general laborers. Negroes employed as common laborers

mostly worked in construction. For example, in the 1890s Milwaukee Negroes

played a substantial part in the city's modernization when the horse drawn

trolleys that Milwaukeeans had relied upon to transport them from one place to

another were replaced by electric powered cars. Many of the miles of new

steel track were laid by Black construction crews.

Since the end of the reconstruction era new attitudes of indifference

and hostility by Whites toward Negroes had surfaced. By 1890, these racial

attitudes had hardened into prejudice and deliberate acts of discrimination

against Blacks.

a select few of

professional class, including doctors, lawyers, dentists, newspapermen and

clergymen, the latter being the most numerous.

intolerance among Whites 

created significant social and economic barriers that hampered the efforts of

In addition, there were

Between 1890 and 1915, racial
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Milwaukee Negroes to advance themselves. Race relations in Milwaukee had
There was a clear trend toward reduced contact between the twostiffened.

races.

This change in racial attitudes had been sanctioned by the Supreme

Court as early as 1883, when the largely Republican Court held that the Civil

Rights Act of 1875 1875The law had outlawed
discrimination against Negroes in public places and on public carriers. It

had represented an important policy statement by the federal government on the

By declaring the law unconstitutional, the court relievedequality of Blacks.

the federal government of the responsibility of protecting the Negroes rights

and placed that responsibility squarely on the shoulders of the reluctant

state and local governments, most of whom had little interest in the matter.

Almost immediately the Negro community noted the defection of former White

allies and began to close ranks in a futile effort to defend the legal status

of Blacks as first class citizens. Negroes formed protective leagues in order

to combat growing discrimination by Whites. In Milwaukee, a branch of the

National Afro-American League was formed about 1895. Even so, the efforts by

Blacks to combat discrimination proved unsuccessful. Whites in Milwaukee

continued to erect racial barriers in the areas of employment, housing, places

of public amusement, transportation, and education. Moreover, in the early

1900s, the Wisconsin Legislature became the scene of four separate attempts to

In

marriages were already so rare by that time that the law was little needed.

pass anti-miscegenation bills aimed at eliminating interracial marriages.

the end, however, all of the bills failed partially because racially mixed

to be unconstitutional.
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Only in the area of public education were Blacks allowed to mix with

separate schools had not yet beensince

In 1896, theEven this was soon to change.established in the early 1900s.

United States Supreme Court, in Plessy vs Ferguson established the legal

This landmark decision formed the basis for

It gradually found its way into everyinstitutionalized racism in America.

level of government, legitimizing two-tier system of racial justice, one for

By the time of World War I, the effects of PlessyWhites and one for Blacks.

system in Milwaukee,Ferguson had tuckled down into the public schoolvs

Blacksystem of education.

schools while White children attended all-White schools.

The "separate but equal" doctrine was a significant setback to those

believed that full integration into the mainstream of Americanwho still

society was the best course of action to achieve first class citizenship for

Blacks. The Blacks responded to their federally sanctioned alienation from the

Community leaders beganlarger White-dominated community by turning inward.

to expound the doctrine of self-help and

Separated from social contact in the larger White society, Milwaukee's black

concentrated on building a separate community. A leader in this movement was

Richard B. Montgomery, the previously mentioned editor of the Black newspaper,

Montgomery printed regular columns in the Advocate that dealtThe Advocate .

with the struggle among the city's Negroes for social equality and economic

Invariably, he urged Blacks in Milwaukee to recognize the need forjustice.

self-help and to make the commitment to race solidarity. Montgomery was a

follower of Booker T. Washington, whom he often referred to as the "Sage of

Tuskegee." It was Montgomery's strong belief that Washington's doctrines of

doctune of "separate but equal."

race solidarity among Negroes.

Whites as equals,

creating a dual students attended all-Black

for Blacks
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mostly from the women of old and prominent Black families, sought to cultivate

and expand the Negro intellect. Self-improvement societies were concerned

unifying Milwaukee's Black community in order to strengthenwith the

commitment to the betterment of their race.

largely of the more affluent Black women in the community, held fund raising

social events and balls for charitable purposes. Although these small clubs

and organizations attempted to promote the general uplifting of the Negro,

most fell far short of meeting the social needs of the expanding, Negro
population since most of them limited participation in their activities to
their members.

In order to help fill this developing void, leaders in Milwaukee's

Negro community began to form fraternal and mutual aid societies. One in

particular, the Masonic Widows Son, No. 25 lodge, was organized in 1891 by

Lucien H. Palmer, who became its worshipful master. In 1892, Owen Howell,

presided over the first Black Knights of Pythias lodge meeting in Milwaukee.

In 1903, Reverend L.M. Fenwick, and R.R. Gordon established the first local

black branch of the Grand United Order of Odd Fellows. By 1905, their were

eight Black secret societies including a branch of the Knights of Pythias, a
the Fellows,chapter of Odd and six Masonic lodges. Most

organizations held meetings twice a month, either in the basement of St.

Mark's Church or in Paschen's Hall located on the corner of North Third Street

and Juneau Avenue (razed). Each society averaged about twenty members and its

elective officers were invariably prominent Blacks who lived in Milwaukee.

positions in all six Masonic lodges. Recreational activities included weekly 

lectures card playing among its members and an occasional poetry recital.

Women's clubs, also made up

Some community leaders such as William T. Green and John J. Miles held

of thses
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One of the most important services provided by the Masonic lodges,

the provision ofwas

insurance companies refused to insure Blacks, Negroes relied on the lodges to

They often provided the same service a White-ownedprovide these services.

company would at a substantially reduced rate.

In the period after World War I, these old Black social clubs and

societies shrank in importance as they failed to appealfraternal to, or

fulfill the needs of, the new southern Black industrial working class that was

A few survived however, as bastions of prestige for theflocking to the city.

older Black power elite.

The oldest Black institution in Milwaukee was St. Mark Church. First

organized in 1869, it long provided most of the support services available to
1870.Milwaukee after after 1900,who migrated However,toNegroes

Milwaukee's Black community began to organize other religious institutions so

that by 1915, the city's Black population had established branches of three

Baptist, the Methodists, thedenominational, the andmaj or Protestant

In addition, a number of storefront missions had alsoCongregati onali sts.

been created to serve both the spiritual and social needs of Milwaukee's

Because of the financial burden presented by mortgage payments,Blacks. a

majority of the small mission congregations relied on White benefactors for

financial support.

Negro churches in general, presented a program of Sunday worship that

duplicated those of Milwaukee's White congregations. One noteable difference

Because most Milwaukeesick and death benefits.
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between the churches of the two races was that many of the Black preachers had
received no formal clerical training, save what some called a call to preach

Another characteristic of Black churches was the central role ofthe gospel.

plate collections, the proceeds of which were used for distribution among the

congregations poorer members. The social welfare role of the Black church

provided a crucial service to the community in the period before public

assistance and heightened the influence and power of its ministers, who were

counted among the Black community's power elite.

A significant feature associated with the use of Black religious

establ ishments in Milwaukee at the turn of the century was their intense
This led to the creation of a number of competingcompetition for members.

congregations, which occasionally feuded or publicly quarreled. Arguments

often led to divided congregations. The nature of these disputes usually

focused on personalities rather than on theology. Although such religious

bickering robbed the Negro community of some of its unity and strength, the

diverse congregations that resulted became the importantmost social

institutions in the Black community for exceeding the other Black social clubs

and fraternal orders in importance.

All of the Black churches, clubs and fraternal organizations were

housed in close proximity small

By the

For the majority of Milwaukee's Blacks, 

the church was the mainstay of their lives.

in a

This clearly defined Black ghetto 

had been in existence for some years before the turn of the century.

time of World War I, however, it was rare to find a single Black household, 

regardless of its incom, outside of the Black quarter bounded by West

rundown section of the city where

virtually all of Milwaukee's Blacks lived.
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change from earlier years when alluent Blacks had been able to live outside of
the Black neighborhood. Now even mobility based upon income was stymied by
racial intolerance. Although, in many ways, the ghetto offered a haven for

Blacks from day-to-day discrimination by the prejudice White community, it was

also becoming a prison for them. The ghettoization of Milwaukee's Blacks

highlighted the widening gulf between Whites and Blacks as both races withdrew

It also symbolized the main theme of the 1890-1915 period in Blackcontact.

their exclusion from the mainstream of American society. Uni ikehistory:

European immigrants, who also often experienced much discriminatory treatment,

the Balcks realized that they would never be able to overcome it through

because the color of their skin would continue to be an anathema to Whites.

1925-1945

The Emerging Black Social Structure: An Overview
By 1925 race relations in Milwaukee had entered a new phase. The

growth of the Black population as a result of the migration of Blacks to

Milwaukee during World War I, their spatial confinement and their integration

into the industrial work force had lead to increased racial discrimination.

The expanding size of the Black community was viewed as a threat by many

Whites who had not been concerned when there were fewer Blacks and they were

not competing for industrial jobs or attempting to move into White neighbor

hoods . developing social classMoreover, differences within the Bl ack

community tended to impede racial unity in the continuing struggle for social,

economi c, and political equality. This

structure comprised of the new Black middle-class and the old guard elite on

education or economic achievement, as could the Irish, Polish or Italians,

This was aWisconsin, North Tenth, West Walnut and North Third Streets.

a classstratification created
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the one hand, and the expanding industrial working class on the other. The

steady migration of southern Blacks into the city placed a substantial burden

on the established institutions in integrating the influx of rural migrants

into an urban industrial society.

One of the greatest challenges that Milwaukee's Black laboring class

faced was to hold onto the foothold that it had gained in the industrial work-

A1though relatively successful at doing this through the boom years offorce.

the 1920s, the Black industrail workforce was all but wiped out during the

Great Depression of the 1930s. It was not until 1942, they were employed in

by defense industries that Blacks againsignificant numbers became a

significant component of the industrial workforce. During the Depression

years, Milwaukee Blacks generally remained disproportionately unemployed when

compared to their White counterparts.

Social class differences heightened intra-racial divisions between

the working class and the middle class and often threatened to impede racial

These divisions were manifested by the growing dichotomyunity among Negroes.

between the new Black middle class and the older elite on the one hand, and

the expanding urban industrial working class on the other. As the Bl ack

community gained sufficient size in the 1930s, separate social institutions

emerged to cater to the differing needs of both groups.

Meanwhile the Black community became increasingly divided along

ideological lines.

Less popular, though still a strong

The most popular viewpoint, the one held by the majority 
of the Black leaders, was that the Negro community should pursue separate or 
parellel institutional development.
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Although nearly eclipsed during the 1920s and 1930s, the integrationist view

gained new, young, middleclass adherents during the 1940s to emerge as the

dominant philosophy in the 1950s and 1960s. The integrationists rejected the

notion of a separate Black society within America and strove to meld Blacks

back into the mainstream of American life.

In order to secure political representation, Blacks made an attempt

In 1924, Attorney George DeReefto build a strong local political structure.

became a Republican candidate for the Sixth Assembly District, an area that

Hisincluded part of the Black Sixth Ward, but was defeated in the election.

defeat was attributed to White opposition and the small voter base in the

In 1928, an attempt to seat a Black aiderman also failed.Black community.

Four years later, Milwaukee Blacks tried once again to elect an aiderman, but

their efforts resulted in another defeat. Nevertheless, the movement toward

more effective political organization continued, although largely at the ward

level, through the 1930s and 1940.

The 1930sBlacks in the Workforce:

By 1932 Milwaukee Blacks had experienced the effects of the Great

and the ensuing economic hardship that followed

Twenty-five percent of the American workforce was

unemployed, while industrial production plummeted to less than fifty percent

of capacity. Though Whites felt the painful effects of

unemployment, Blacks experienced the devasting effects of economic deprivation

on a much larger scale.

closely on its heels.

elite, was the integrationist philosophy.belief among the older Black

in Milwaukee

Crash of October, 1929,
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Statls tical look at Black Employment

578,249,White population stoodMilwaukee's atwhenIn

In that same

Blacks was 9.6 percent.

previously reserved for Blacks.

Black Women in the Workforce

As the Depression whitsled away at the ranks of the Black industrial

fabric of the Black community. Bl ackdisrupt the social
labor market in growingentered theeconomic survival,the imperative of

Bl ack females inwidespread discrimination, mostofnumbers. Because
Milwaukee had to confine their job search to the donestic and personal service

sectors of the local economy.

Black females also faced strong competition from White females and

inevitably found themselves performing less desirable jobs than white female

The competition for available jobs invariably resulted in Whiteworkers.

female workers getting the better servant jobs among the more wealthy White

families in Milwaukee, while Black female workers were relegated primarily to

Where Black females worked closely with White females,lower paying day work.

stratified along racial lines.the work was often

Schroeder Hotel (today the Marc Plaza Hotel) Black females generally performed
maid services, scrubbed floors, and operated the freight elevator. By way of

1930, 

unemployment among Whites was 2.6 percent of the workforce, 

year, Milwaukee's Black population totalled 7,501, while unemployment among 

As the Great Depression wore on, the gulf between

White and Black unemployment would widen dramatically as Whites, desperate for 

dark days of the mid-1930s, moved into jobs

working class in Milwaukee, the number of Black unemployed males threatened to 

females, driven by

For example, at the

any type of work, in the
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elevators, handled importantfemales operatedWhitecontrast, passenger

clerical functions at the front desk, and performed a variety of other light

Nevertheless, the working Black woman became a significantservice functions.

factor in the economic survival of the Black community during the Depression
(Trotter, p. 159).

Black Workers and Private Industry
Black employment in private industry presented the least hopeful of

during the Depression Racialall job forprospects Negroes years.

discrimination by White workers and racially motivated hiring practices by

White employers kept Black employment in private industry at low levels. Only

a few Black factory workers were able to keep their jobs in private industry

and thus survive the worse years of the Depression. One of the significant

problems that Milwaukee Negroes faced at the outset of the Depression was the

widespread perception among White employers that Negroes were fit to perform

only dirty, unpleasant and low paying jobs. This view was fostered by White

rank and file union members. White union workers generally insisted that

White workers be hired before Blacks. Employers did not resist such racist

practices, and in fact took advantage of the racially divided labor market to

depress the wage structure for all industrial workers.

Though Black workers were turned away by most White employers, there

The International Harvester

Corporation, the Plankinton Packing Company, and the Wehr Steel Foundry took

on Black workers and employed them in the most undesirable jobs. Moreover,

resulted inwhenever labor disputes between employers and White workers

strikes, companies often hired Black workers with the expectation that they

were a few local companies that hired Blacks.
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would remain on the job only until the work stoppage was resolved. When this

occurred, White workers denounced Black workers as strikebreakers and,
The loyalty that Black workersfew occasions, threatened them with violence.

demonstrated to management during strikes drew the line more sharply between
Blacks and labor unions in Milwaukee.

When White union workers struck the Wehr Steel Foundry in 1934, the
strongly racially competitive nature ofthe

Workers there had recently benefited from the

passage, of the National Recovery Act, which established codes for workers and

One of the provisions of the act,employers on an industry-wide basis.

guaranteed workers the right to bargain collectively withSection 7(a),

employers for higher wages and better working conditions. With such federal

protection, the AFL organized a union among White workers at the Wehr Steel

Works, and in July, 1934, struck the plant. According to the Milwaukee Urban

League's (MUL) records that were filed during the strike, the newly organized,

all White union ordered a work stoppage and walkout without notifying Black

On the surface, the union demanded recognition by management, butworkers.

before too long one of its motives in striking the plant emerged as the

removal of all Negroes from the plant. Leaders in Milwaukee's Black community

were understandably concerned lest it set a precedent for the dismissal of

industrial plants. The strike eventually culminated inNegroes from al 1

racial violence, the first such incident in Milwaukee's industrial labor

history. Making matters worse, was the fact that a substantial number of

Milwaukee police officers had joined with strikers in carrying out attacks on

Black strikebreakers. Management, on the other hand, supported Black workers

and criticized the entry into the strike of policemen who had been called-in

on a

Milwaukee's labor market.

strike immediately revealed
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Even after a group of

filled with Negro workers, the union's White leadership, steadfastly denied

the existence of prejudice against Blacks during a subsequent investigation of

the labor dispute at Wehr by members of the National Labor Relations Board.

As the investigation dragged on, the union made an attempt to recruit a few

Black workers, but in the end the effort proved to be only a half-hearter

After the investigation, the Wehrgesture as Black workers refused to join.

closed on August 13, 1934.Steel Foundry was

opening it again in September, but only on an openshop basis. It remained an

open-shop industrial plant for a long time despite occasional attempts by the

The strike at the Wehr steel works high-AFL to again organize its workers.

lighted the strained race relations between Whites and Blacks in Milwaukee

Overall, the Black working class population wouldduring the Depression.

continue to be augmented by newcomers during the Depression years, including

prostitutes, and other similar members of the so-called floaterdomestics,

Many lower income Blacks had become active members in the Milwaukeeclass.
Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), or the Garvey Movement in the
early 1920s. They continued their affiliation with it in the 1930s, despite

the fact that Marcus Garvey, a radical racial separatist and leader of the

movement had been deported by American immigration authorities in 1924 as an

undersirable alien. Even though the National Garvey Movement had warned by
the late 1920s, it did not reach its peak in Milwaukee until the 1930s.

Because of its call for a "back-to-Africa" movement and its attendent radical

political views especially to ward Whites, the National Garvey Movement

exacerbated conflicts within Milwaukee's Black community and further strained

to protect both property and the Black strikebreakers.

policemen and a few White strikers had been observed overturning an automobile

Plant owners succeeded in

skilled and unskilled workers, semi-skilled factory laborers, as well as
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racial relations with the White community.

Blacks and Labor Issues in the 1930s

among them.

the labor market and the inadequate and discriminatorydiscrimination in
As a result, the Milwaukee

and the National

race.

larger share of federalOne way to gain a
local governing authorities.exert

of Milwaukee's middleclass began to exert strongerAfter

pressure on local public officials for a greater share of both relief funds

Although these political tactics mildlypublic works jobs.and were

severity of the Depression, escalating racialsuccessful, the growi ng

discrimination by Whites in the work place, and the cutback in federal public

works funding in 1936 by the Roosevelt Administration kept Milwaukee Blacks

for below the levels of employment and income enjoyed by Whites. The Rev.

Cecil Fisher, a Black probation officer in Milwaukee received an appointment

as relief coordinator for Blacks by exerting pressure on local political

His office became a center of black relief and political activityofficials.

during the Depression years acting

public relief programs for enemployed Negroes.

Association for the Advancement of

Although Milwaukee Blacks framented in terms of their social class 

structure and plagued by intra and interracial divisions at the outset of the 

Depression, the economic hardships experienced by Blacks at the height of the 

Depression brought them closer together, and forged at least a temporary unity 

One factor that encouraged this new unity was the growing racial

Urban League (MUL),

Colored People (NAACP), joined forces to improve economic conditions for their

as a lai son between Blackas it did

relief program for
pressure onunemployed Blacks was to

1935, members
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the local, state and federal governments on the other.

Another factor that drew Black workers closer to the Black middle

break down racial motivateddealt with efforts by the latter tocalss

industrialBlacks from employment inemployment policies that barred

The outbreak of racial violence at the Wehr Steel Foundry in 1934Milwaukee.

helped to forge better ties between the Black middleclass and Black workers.

For example, the Milwaukee Urban League (MUL) attempted to help Black workers

organize a separate all Black labor union, knowing that the management of the

Wehr Steel works had previously warned Blacks not to join any of the existing

These efforts were undertaken cautiously, however, to avaoidWhite unions.

angering the management at Wehr Steel, which at that time was one of the few

industrial employers supportive of Black factory workers.

One of the most important cooperative efforts between the Milwaukee

Urban League (MUL) and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

industry in Milwaukee as Milwaukee's breweries went into fall production with

the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment in 1933 and the passage of legislation

by Congress permitted the manufacture of light wines and beer by local

breweries, leaders of Milwaukee's Black middle class charged the brewers with

maintaining racially restructive hiring policies that barred Blacks from

Two of the largest breweries in Milwaukee, Schlitz and Pabst,employment.

were located in the Sixth Ward, where the majority of Milwaukee's Blacks

resided. the executive director of the MUL and James

organizations, such as the Milwaukee Urban League (MUL) and the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) on the one hand, and

People (NAACP) to secure jobs for Black workers focused on the brewing

William V. Kelly,
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Also presentWard alderman,
were

Pabst.

entering the breweries.

blamed union officials

not only excluded Black workers from industry jobs, but they also helped

maintain employment barriers for Black professionals and business people.

In the summer of 1933, Black unity was strenghtened even further when

the Milwaukee Urban League (MUL), after consultation with the national office,

established the formation of local

The purpose of these councils was to formulate policy objectivesMilwaukee.

Black leadership and to implement them to conbat racialamong the local

discrimination against Black workers by the National Recovery Administration

In addition to the loss ofas a result of its hour and wage standards.

industry jobs to Whites as a result of the higher industrial labor standards

adopted by the National Recovery Administration (NRA), Black workers suffered

the codes had largely failed

personal service employees. Moreover, whenever industry codes covered Black

The meeting however, proved to be very unproductive as both union 

leaders and employers blamed each other for restricting Black workders from 

The aiderman and the mayor also passed the buck and

and Black working class population in Milwaukee.

the NAACP were concerned about these restructive hiring policies because they

policies toward Blacks

Blacks, the struggle to break down racially restructive hiring policies in the 

city's brewing industry cemented a tighter bond between the Black middle class

The leaders of the MUL and

Dorsey, president of Milwaukee's NAACP organized a meeting with city officials 

and brewery executives to discuss the problem. At this meeting were the Sixth 

Mayor Daniel Hoan, and several brewery heads.

members of the two unions which represented workers at Schlitz and

to protest domestic andeven more because

and company heads for their racially exclusion!st 

though the meeting failed to open brewery jobs to

Emergency Advisory Councils (EAC) in
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self-help, pride, and solidarity represented the only suitable response by

Blacks to White racism.

Montegomery's viewpoint was not shared by all members of the Black

Those Blacks who, either through business or social contacts, hadcommunity.

formed close ties to the White community did not agree that Blacks should give

A solid core of

Mi 1es, influentialcommunity, including well known figures such as John J.

head waiter at the fashionable Plankinton House Hotel, and William T. Green,

the leading Black lawyer of his day, felt that by their example they were

making inroads in the White community's prejudice against Blacks and thus

enhancing the status of the Black race in Milwaukee. They did not perceive

the gulf between Whites and Blacks to be unbridgeable.

Although considerable credence was given to the opinions of men like

miles and Green in the early years of the twentieth century, by the time of

World War I their position was no longer shared by many in either the Black or

An insurmountable wall of prejudice separated the twoWhite conmunities.

races by 1915 and, in actual fact, the Blacks had little choice but to go it

alone.

In response to the racial impasse, the Blacks developed separate,

all-Black institutions to mirror those of the White community. A variety of

social clubs, literarcy societies, seif-improvement associations, and a few

Social clubs generally sponsoredwomen's clubs, quickly came into existence.

picnics, dances, and parties. Literary societies, which drew their membership

up their efforts to gain acceptance from the White majority.

better educated Blacks who had gained a measure of acceptance in the White
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Blacks did not benefit from NRA programs.As a result,

in creating educational programs for workers.

As Black factory workers became more and more cognizant of the need

to organize after the Wehr Steel Strike, they explored the possibility of

AFL's consistentlyBecause of the

because of what it perceived to be its racial equalitarianism and its mass

The righ of workers to bargain collectively withproduction orientation.

their employers was another factor that attracted Black workers to the labor

Having modified its traditionally anti-Black attitudes, the CIOmovement.

the help the Bl ackorganize Black workders ofbegan to

middleclass to establish a closer realtionship with the Black community in

Milwaukee.

A major Black figure in Milwaukee provided much of the initial thrust

for the unionization of Black workders was, Leroy Johnson, a longtime butcher

Calvin Birts, another Black packinghouse workder,United Packinghouse Union.

and a close personal friend of Johnson, credited the latter with making the

CIO's packinghouse campaign in Milwaukee a success under Johnson's leadership,

Black workders entered the ranks of Local 681 in large numbers. Eventually,

regulations.

Emergency Advisory Councils (EAC) did not live up to their expectations, and 
in 1935, when the Supreme Court of the United States declared the National 
Recovery Act unconstitutional, the councils were eliminated and replaced by 
Workers Councils whose primary responsibility was to become actively involved

workers, employers invariably found loopholes that enabled them to evade these
The

joining existing White labor unions.

anti-Black policies, Black workers looked more closely at the CIO, especially

and enlisted

and packing house worker who organized Local 681 (later local 50) of the
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Local 681 succeeded in displaying the AFL Amalgamated Meat Cutters local at

the Plankinton Packing Company, (Trotter, p. 163).

Another local that Black workers in Milwaukee joined in large numbers

Working in close cooperation with the local CIO union officials,

An even closer relationship between Blacks and the CIO was achieved,

Scottsboro Boys Defense Committee, to free nine Black youths who had been

accused of raping to White women near Scottsboro, Alabama. Monies for the

fund came from a broad crossection of White and Black civic, labor, social,

political, and religious institutions.

demonstrate its belief in the innocence of these nine Black youths the CIO, in

conjunction with Milwaukee's prestigious Black St Mark AME church, and the

(MUL), rally inUrban League sponsored aMilwaukee

Milwaukee which attracted widespread support among both Whites and Blacks.

itsBefore the

International Longshoremen's Association Local 815 had been the only AFL union

to enlist both Black and White laborers. Organized in 1935, Local 815, began

to move away from its original position of supporting Blacks, who made up more

than one-third of Milwaukee's dock workers. Since work on the docks was

seasonal due to Milwaukee's relatively harsh winters and because the nature of

the work could be handled by unskilled labor, Blacks made

proportion of dock workers. Federated a

city-wide AFL organization that closely supervised the activities of its

wages.

when, in 1937, the United Automobile Workers Local 248 organized the Milwaukee

Corporation.

Black workders began to experience noticeable gains in working conditions and

was the CIO's United Automobile Workder Local 248 at the Allis Chalmers

the CIO stepped up

Trades Council,

In an

up a 1arge

unionization Black workers,

Scottsboro Defense

even stronger attempt to

The Milwaukee
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tried to attract additional shipping business from other Great Lakes ports.

Because of the union's weaknesses under the AFL, some Blacks began to agitate

In 1938, Aaron Tolliver, afor an alliance of Local 815 and with the CIO.

Black dock worker, became president of Local 815 and began to move it into the

In August, 1938, the union in an unorthodox move supported a CIOCIO camp.

Tolliver, who was suspected ofstrike against the Canada Transport Company.

communist learnings at the time by the AFL, was temporarily suspended as

Six other workers were also suspected of beingpresident of Local 815.

communist agents and were also suspended pending an investigation into their

Partly as a result of the communist scandal, the union didunion activities.

not merge with the CIO.

By 1940 it appeared that Black workers and the Black middleclass had

achieved an unprecedented breakthrough in intra-racial cooperation and unity.

because of the Black community's new alliance with the CIO,Moreover, some

Black leaders began to speak in favor of new Black labor initiatives. The

reallities of the relationship between the Black community and the CIO were

Although the CIO admitted Black industrialconsiderably less optimistic.

workders, there is little evidence to suggest that labor organizations like

the CIO or its local affiliates made any special effort before 1942 to secure

equal reemployment of Blacks and Whites. For example, the records of the

United Automobile Workers Local 248 at the Allis Chalmers plant, which emerged

membership in a precarious position with their employers.

union's poor barganing position, it was forced to accept low wages while it

from the labor ferment of the 1930s as the strongest CIO local in Milwaukee, 

indicate that only two new Blacks were hired to work in the plant between 1937

members, began to neglect its Black workder, thus putting the entire union

As a result of the
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and 1942 while literally thousands of White workers were rehired as the plant

resumed full production capacity in the early 1940s.

On the political front, the Black working class attempted to support

candidates who advacated worker's rights rather than to vote strictly along

This sometimes put them at odds with the Black middleclass andracial lines.

made it difficult to achieve any Black political representation in the face of

massive White voter opposition to Black candidates. For example, in 1928 and

1932, Black candidates for Sixth Ward aiderman were defeated largely because

of White voter resistenace and the still too small Black population base in

Although Blacks softpedaled their political aspirations during theMilwaukee.

Depression and concentrated on their own economic survival, the call for some

kind of political representation by Black leaders persisted as a secondary

Chief among those Blacks who advacated working class solidarity,goal.

regardless of color lines, were Carlos Del Ruy and Ernest Bland. Both opposed

the election of James Dorsey, a Black attorney adn President of the Milwaukee

Chapter of the NAACP who became a candidate for the Sixth Ward aldermanic seat

in 1936. Del Ruy and Bland supported the predominantly White Farmer-Labor

Progressive party in 1936. Despite repeated calls for class soladarity across

racial lines by both Del and Bland, the persistenceRuy of racial

discrimination among White Progressives and other White political groups

continued to thwart efforts to achieve political representation for Milwaukee
Blacks.

Blacks and Public Relief

As the Depression lingered and employment among Blacks continued to 

soar, the fate of Milwaukee's Black industrail working class seemed destined
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In an effort to ameliorate the economic effects of thefor destruction.
series of government relief

Under the aegis of the Federal Emergency

Works Administation (CWA).the Civil(WPA), andProgress Administration

Between 1933 and 1939 these two programs put thousands of unemployed Whites

back to work, but did little to provide jobs for Blacks in Milwaukee.

New Deal Programs

were established inIn 1933 the first New Deal relief programs

Milwaukee to mitigate, somewhat, the unemployment problem. The Works Progress
Administration (WPA), the Public Works Administration (PWA) and the Civilian

relatively successful in reducingCorporation (CCC)Conservation were

but failed to haveunemployment among Whites,

disproportionately higher levels of unemployment among Blacks. According to a

survey of 331 Black male workers conducted by the Milwaukee urban League (MUL)

54.6 percent were unemployed and 69.1 percent received aid fromin 1933,

Milwaukee County because they were unemployed or received insufficient wages.

Local Relief Programs

At that time, Milwaukee Blacks made up less than 1.5 percent of the

total city population, but accounted for 6.3 percent of all relief cases.

More disturbingly, however, were the relief figures for 1935. In that year,
the Sixth Ward, the area of the city where Blacks were spatially concentrated,
36 percent of its population received general relief compared to 14.4 percent
for the entire city.

programs to reduce unemployment.
Relief Administration (FERA), the federal government created both the Works

government created aDepression, the federal

on thea similar effect
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Even though public works projects employed Negroes at subsistence

League

members in 1935 spoke of the approaching Christmas holidays and how it was a
pleasure to see the leads of Negro households bringing home a paycheck once

far as BlackEven if direct relief payments did not stretch asyears.
recipients had and even if large numbers of Blacks remained unemployed, Negro

leaders in Milwaukee expressed their gratitude for the little help given their

By September of 1936, employment on public emergency projects peaked,people.

and thereafter, declined, until the onslaught of World War II once again put

Milwaukee Blacks to work in local defense industries.

The employment of Milwaukee Blacks on local WPA relief projects,

however, proved grossly inadequate to meet the basic needs of Black house-

Consequently, Black leaders complained that Black workders did nothoi ds.

receive their share of WPA employment that they were entitled to and that they

To substantiate these complaints, the Milwaukee Urban Leaguewere underpaid.

(MUL) conducted a survey of twenty-three Black households in February of

The results showed that in a majority of these cases, Negro heads of1934.

households employed on CWA work, for example, received $15.60 for three days

of work a week, an amount that the respondents contended to be insufficient

for the needs of an average Black family, A similar survey conducted in 1936

again pointed out the inability of $60.00

necessities of the average Negro family. With the retrenchment in public

works appropriations in 1938, and early 1939, prompted for the most part by

wage levels, Black community leaders in Milwaukee, particularly, the Milwaukee 

Urban League (MUL) praised them for providing any relief at all.

again.

received an income in months while a few had limped along penniless for

Many Black families in the city's Sixth and Tenth Wards had not

a month to cover the basic
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the Roosevelt Administration's attempt to balance the federal budget, Negro

dependency on local government emergency relief aid increased. Because racial

competition with unemployment Whitejobcreated intensediscrimination
largely precluded from getting jobs in Milwaukee;sworkers,

Consequently, most Blacks were forced toreviving industries as late as 1939.

remain on government relief until the outbreak of World War II.

Administrative guidelines for dispensing relief work also provoked

bitter arguments among Blacks, many of whom saw them as a form of racial

During the mid 1930s Josephine Prasser, a White social workerharrassment.

who spent much of her working day in the Black community, made regular

the NAACP and frequently providedcontacts with

and related personal experiences about the difficulties Blacksdocuments

encountered at local relief agencies, such information was then passed on the

The charges that citednational headquarters. Prasser put theNAACP

Department of Relief in Milwaukee on the defensive. For example, Prasser

argued that department personnel insisted that single Negroes who lived in two

room apartments give them up, and move into smaller quarters with less space.

She further related that such changes in department policy were designed

especially to reduce the fuel allocation budgets for Blacks during winter

One incident involving an elderly Black woman, who paid her own rent,months.

especially infuriated Prasser when relief officialsand refused to move,
suddenly cut off her food supply. Prasser also documented cases in which a
few Black women in Milwaukee remained adamant in their regusal to relocate and
received three-month jail assultsentences for aggravated against

investigators from the Relief Department. Such incidents made it difficult

for Blacks to cope with the economic hardships of the Great Depression and

Blacks were

Milwaukee's chapter of
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still maintain a decent standard of living and a measure of dignity.

Black Housing Patterns in the 1930s
If the onslaught of the Great Depression set in motion increased

competition between Blacks and Whits for jobs it also intensified the housing
The factor that was most responsible forcrisis in the Black community.

intensifying the competition for housing among Milwaukee Blacks was the great
population increase that occurred during and

The resulting population explosion putinmigration and natural increase.
available housingincreasing pressure the stock, alreadyon

overcrowded.

Geographical Boundaries
By 1930, Blacks had, of necessity, began to move north into the

residential area bounded by Wright Street on the north and Twelfth Street on

the west from the old Black quarter which up to that time had been bounded in

the north by Walnut Street. North Third Street held fast as the eastern limit

of the Black residential area. This gradual northerly expansion was viewed

with considerable alarm by White property owners who took steps to halt it.

At the same time, commercial expansion in the central business district put

pressure on Black residents who lived along West State Street, the traditional

southern boundaries of Milwaukee's Black community, giving further impetus to

the northward growth. By 1940 93.3 percent of the city's Blacks lived in the

Sixth and Tenth Wards, with 83 percent living in the Sixth Ward alone. In

terms of street boundaries over 97 percent of Milwaukee's Blacks lived in the

area north of the Central Business District bounded by West Wright Street on 

the north, West State Street on the south, North Third Street on the east and

after World War I due to

which was
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The northern portion of this district aboveNorth Twelfth Street on the west.

predominantly White in 1940, but wasstill

The southern part of district,clearly in the path of Black migration.

even

Blacks and Substandard Housing
geographical segregation ofthan theOf much greater concern

Milwaukee Blacks was the condition of the housing they were forced to live in.

Invariably, Milwaukee Blacks were relegated to the city's poorest housing

Much of the older housing stock of the city had fallen into disrepair,stock.

square mile area just north of theparticularly within the original seven

Milwaukee. thanthe original city of Moreconstitutedthatdowntown

two-thirds of the buildings in this area, which included most of the Black

neighborhoods, had been constructed before the turn of the century.

As early as the 1930s Milwaukee government officials made a concerted

effort to attract federal monies for the construction of low-income housing.

In 1933, Mayor Daniel Hoan appointed a housing commission to look into the

In conjunction with the Nationalhousing problems of the Black community.

Municipal League, Moan's housing commission defined the entire Black community

"slum district" where living conditions had fallen far below the minimumas a

Bearing in mind that theacceptable standards.

significant number of non-Blacks, a comparison of Black and White housing in

the area produced some startling results. Figures compiled revealed that 67.7

percent of the structures occupied by Blacks were in immediate need of major

containing the oldest buildings, had been severely deteriorated for years. 

The entire Black neighborhood had a significant number of non-Black residents, 

the southern portion which was almost one half non-Black as late as 1940.

contained a

North Avenue was, of course,

area still
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repairs, or even worse, were unfit for human habitation. On the other hand,

only 5.5 percent of the homes occupied by Whites were reported to be below

A 1944 study conducted by the Milwaukee Commissioner ofcode standards.

Health's office painted an even less flattering picture of housing conditions

By contending that the entire area of census tractsin the Black community.

study concluded that unless needed repairs were undertaken to correct the

blight, Blacks may have to be relocated to areas where living conditions were

more conducive to health and morals. All of the studies highlighted the fact

1iving side-by-side in the neighborhoodthat Blacks and Whites same

experienced very different housing conditions.

Ownership and Rent Differentials among Blacks and Whites

In addition to the substandard condition of most Black dwelling units

during the Depression years, problems associated with levels of homeownership

and rental rates aggravated the growing Negro housing crisis. Relying on

1940 Unitedfigures gathered from the localStates Census, government

officials revealed that Blacks occupied 2.488 dwelling units in Milwaukee. Of

this total, Blacks owned only 41 of the units or 5.7 percent of the homes

occupied. In contrast, however, 32.6 percent of old Whites were homeowners.

In terms of the average value of homes owned by both Whites and Blacks, the

figures indicate that the average value of a home owned by a White person

stood at $4,485, while that of a Black person was $2,762, about half that of a

White owned residence. Blacks also paid a premium rent for their often

substandard dwellings during the depression when rents increased from 15

Generally, Blacks paid higher rents than

Despite protests by Black leaders who complained

percent to 30 percent after 1934.

Whites for comparable units.

20, 21, 29, and 30, constituted a serious health hazard, the commissioner's
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about the higher rents being charged Blacks at a time when most wages were

services and maintenance.

Blacks had little choice but to put-up with the unfair situation.

Black Mortality Rates

Poor housing conditions among Milwaukee Blacks often coincided with

poor health conditions and a rising tide of activity. The perenniel health

problems that stalked Blacks included a rising infant mortality rate, a high

death rate, and an increased incidence of disease. In the 1930s and 1940s the

Negro death rate was 58 percent higher than the rate for the entire city.

Tuberculosis became the most devastating disease among Blacks. Between 1930

for example, Milwaukee Blacks accounted for 10.8 percent of theand 1939,

city's deaths due to tuberculosis even though Blacks only made-up about 2

percent of the city's total population.

Blacks and Crime

anti-social Milwaukee'sbecame another force in Bl ackCrime

As the figures for Black crime increased, Negro leaders were quickcommunity.

to point to the inability of Blacks to gain access to jobs, housing and health

care, as extenuating factors to help explain the rise of criminal activity

among Milwaukee Blacks. Of the criminal activities most common among Blacks,

As had been common in the city's "badprostitution and vice topped the list.

lands" district at the turn of the century, Blacks were often involved in

gambling, illegal lotteries and prostitution. Municipal efforts to eliminate

vice in the Black quarter were generally unsuccessful.

falling, many landlords continued to raise rents while cutting back on

Since there was no where else for them to live, the
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Blacks and the Struggle for Fair Housing

One of the major efforts of Milwaukee's Black leaders between 1935

and 1945 focused on securing a municipal housing authority that would build

In 1934, Congress had passed a Nationallow-income public housing for Blacks.

Housing Act to improve housing opportunities among the nation's poor and

Federal Housing Administration (FHA)middleclass. The created towas

Up to this time the segregation of Blacks had beenimplement the new program.

publicly attributed largely to their lack of economic resources. There were,

other factors that aggravated the housing crisis for Milwaukee'showever,

Among these were municipal zoning ordinances, restructive housingBlacks.

discriminatory federal housing policies, housing competitioncovenants,

between Blacks and working class Whites, and the internal social dynamics of

Milwaukee's Black community.

Restrictive Housing Practices

Of these, municipal zoning ordinances proved to be particularly

For example, the southern half of the Black community, an areamettlesome.

close to and including part of the near downtown, had been zoned strictly for

commercial and light manufacturing from the 1920s until 1943, when the law was

changed, to reorganize the area's heavily residential character. This zoning

dicouraged investment in existing residential properties, prohibited the

construction of new residential structures and encouraged the intrusion of
industrial uses into residential areas reducing their livability and further
depressing residential property values. The zoning, in effect, encouraged the
deterioration of the residential Restrictive placedcovenantsarea.

additional constraints Black housing. Wh i te bandedon ownersproperty
together and agreed not to rent or sell to Blacks outside the area bounded by
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West North Avenue, West Juneau Street, North Third Street and North Twelfth
Street.

Restrictive
covenants were an old mechanism that had been used before the advent of zoning
in the 1920s to restrict undesirable uses and to maintain a certain character

for example, to prohibit commercial residential

subdivision or require all houses in a new plat to be single-famioy and built

to a certain minimum cost. Using the covenants to keep out Blacks was an

innovation of the 1920s but the practice quickly became widespread. After
the Federal Housing Administration also began to practice racially1934,

motivated housing segregation within the city of Milwaukee. FHA guidelines

specifically prohibited the financing of Black housing outside of Black

neighborhoods. Although this practice was held to be unconstitutional by the

United States Supreme Court in 1948, municipal ordinances and

restrictive covenants that fostered racial discrimination in housing, in the
interim an entire administrative framework designed to ensure that Blacks
would be restricted to already Black neighborhoods had been erected and
continued to operate informally for years after 1948. In terms of the city,
public housing was deliberately kept segregated and defacto discrimination

against Blacks in private real estate transactions kept Milwaukee's Blacks

confined to their traditional neighborhood.

Blacks and the Politics of Public Housing

Discriminatory public housing policies only exacerbated the Black

housing crisis they could have helped solve.

When Milwaukee received federal monies to build its first low-income housing

The proponents for federally 

subsidized low-income housing in Milwaukee included both Blacks and Whites.

They attempted to fence in the Black community, in effect, by placing 

restrictions in property areas against selling to non-Whites.

as were

uses in ain an area,
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project, a heated controversy developed over where to locate the new Parklawn

Housing Project and whether of not Blacks would be allowed to live there.

Surprisingly, the peoject soon found itself being debated in the Wisconsin

Legislature over whether to admit Blacks to public housing in Wisconsin or to

Milwaukee's Sixth District Assemblyman, Charles H. Phillips, aexclude them.

White introduced bill outl aw theDemocrat, to practice of raciala
discrimination in real estate contracts. Phillips, adamant in his fiews on

the subject, emphasized the overcrowded and rundown nature of the typicl

Black's living quarters to show how pressing the need for new low-income

housing had become among Milwaukee Blacks. When it appeared that Phillip's

bill was beginning to gain support among other State Legislators, State

Senator, Harold V. Schoenecker, another Democrat who represented Milwaukee's

Fifth Senator!al District, introduced motion that killed the bill.a

Schoenecker argued that the FHA had specifically provided for the exclusion of

Negroes from federal low-income housing projects. Other legislators whose

of Milwaukee also opposed Phillips bill

contending that the admission of Negroes to public housing would eventually

destroy every real estate development in the state, including lake resorts.

The division between proponents who supported Phillip's argument and those who

social relations between Blacks and Whites.

Blacks and the Parklawn Experience

landslide of resistance from White

workers. Leaders of Milwaukee White community objected to the Sixth Ward 

site, arguing that it would create a ''race problem” and eventually result in

The attempt to locate the Parklawn low-income housing project in 

Milwaukee's Sixth Ward precipitated a

supported Schoenecker's produced bitter racial slurs that further strained

districts were located outside
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extreme case a White family went to court toracial intermixture. In an

prevent the location of the project in the Sixth Ward. Real estate interests

the Blacknot only opposed locating the project in district, but also

their opposition the whole idea low-incomeexpressed of federallyto

low profits.subsidized housing, citing as their reason, In the end, the

opposition prevailed and defeated the attempt to locate the Parklawn housing

project in the Sixth Ward. In August, 1937, 418 low-income housing units were

begun on a site on the northwest side of Milwaukee at Sherman Boulevard and

Congress Street.

The fi nal location of the Parklawn housing project in

working-class neighborhood made it clear to Milwaukeeexclusively White,

Blacks that government authorities did not intend to help them improve their

living conditions, even if they stayed within the White-ordained neighborhood

they had been confined to. They gave little credence to White explanations

that the Congress site was chosen because it was cheaper than the downtown

site. Black leaders pointed out that the Congress site was a swampy area,

that required expensive modifications to the flow of Lincoln Creek before

construction of the project could begun. After its completion, six Milwaukee

Black families were admitted as occupants.

The Black Business District

Between 1915 and 1929, Black entrepreneurial leadership in Milwaukee

economic milestone. By turning inward and pursuing thean

development of separate, institutions, Milwaukee Blacks had succeeded in

establishing their own unique business and financial infrastructure. For the

estimated 8,800 Blacks living in the area bounded by West Vliet Street on the

had reached

a new,
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south, West Garfield Avenue on the north, North Third Street on the east and

North Eleventh Street on the west by 1940, the growth of the Black business

district that had taken root along West Wlnut Street and its surrounding

environs provided apart fromSet
became the

center of Black commerical activity where Black merchants and businessmen as

the rising new professional class catered to an exclusively Black

clientele. By the late 1920s Blacks came to refer to this entire area as

"their community", a phrase that often symbolized a growing sinse of racial

At 706-708 West Walnut Street, the Black-owned Communitypride among Blacks.

Motor Company specialized in autombile repairs; a block away, at 610 West

Walnut Street, Black males patronized the Elite Barber Shop; three blocks

west, Blacks could receive proper health care from Dr. Edward Jackson, a Black

general practitioner who occupied an office at 925 West Walnut Street. For

rental of an apartment or the purchase of a home, the B.R. Down's Real Estate

Company, at 606 West Walnut Street, provided that service after 1926. Other

real estate companies, like the Hutt and Fields Real Estate Company, located

at 701 West Walnut Street and the Leon C. Pleasant Real Estate Company, one

block east, at 606 West Walnut Street (iccupied in 1925) provided similar

services in a growingly competitive Black economic environment. Creditworthy,

would be home-buyers could obtain a mortgage from the Columbia Savings and

Loan Association, a short distance away at 447 North Sixth Street. Burial

services were provided by the O'Bee Funeral Home at 585 North Fifth and the

Daniel Raynor Funeral Home located at 414 West Cherry Street. Black grocers

were

well as

Milwaukee's White local business stips, this well-defined area

a wide variety of consumer services.

Blacks who were interested in obtaining information regarding either the

a mainstay in Milwaukee's Black business community, offering a wide-range 

of food products. Elijah W. Williamson's Grocery Store, located at 471 North
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Seventh Street, served a predominately Black clientele just south of Walnut

Hovey Stith'sStreet.

similar variety of food products for its customers. Some of the other grocery

establishments included Shepard's Groceries, at 459 North Sixth Street, the

Little Butcher Shop, at 607 West Chestnut (Juneau) Street, and Beckett's

BlackGroceries,

appearance could have their hair done at a number of local beauty salons.

Brazzelle's Hairdressing and Beauty Parlor, located at 547 North Sixth Street,

provided Black females with a complete package of beauty-care that included

Other business enterprises that catered to the beauty needs ofmaincurring.

Black females included, the Beauty May Toilette Shop, at 526 West Vine Street,

Madame J. Martin's Hair Pomade Manufacturing Company, a distributor of beauty

aids at 556 North Fifth Street, and a shop owned by Miss Elizabeth Jenkins, a

beautician, located at 615 West Reservoir Street.

Blacks who traveled to Milwaukee looking for employment often stayed

in local hotels until they found work and could afford to rent an apartment.

The demand for accommodations often exceeded the available supply of rental

units which kept rents high.

could obtain temporary living quarters by patronizing the Alberta Villa Hotel,

at the corner of Fifth and Galena Streets, The Galena Boarding House, at 426,

West Galena Street, or Jessie S. Woods' Furnished Rooms at 515 North Fourth

Street.

Black insurance needs were handled by the Glover Insurance Company,

at 318 West Cherry Street. Hovey Stith who owned the meat market on West

VIlet Street was also a general agent for the North American Life and Casualty

Nevertheless, Blacks both males and females,

Meet Market, at 828 West Vliet Street, provided a

females conscious of theirat 622 West Vliet Street.
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(Wisconsin)offi ce Grand outsideCompany and kept Avenue,an

Milwaukee's Black community.

Black legal services from George H. DeReef, an

attorney, who originally had an office at 14 Grand (Wisconsin) Avenue, but

later relocated to 625 West Walnut Street within the Black community. Other

lawyers like James W. Dorsey and James G. Thurman who had offices at 625 West

Walnut Street and 611 West State Street, respectively, offered similar legal

services.

Milwaukee Blacks who faced prolonged periods of unemployment of who

had difficult social problems they could not resolve themselves could turn to

Both the

Milwaukee NAACP and the MUL, with offices at 447 North Sixth Street and 290

North Third Street, respectively provided councelling services for Blacks.

The Booker T. Washington Social and Industrial Center, at 318 West Cherry

Street, helped unemployed males and females find jobs.

For entertainment, Milwaukee blacks patronized the Columbia theater,

at 1023 West Walnut Street. At night, its neon lights could be seen for

miles. A long with the theatre, a number of night clubs in the area became

the scene of regular social gatherings by Blacks. Black males and females

danced to the rhythm of Black musicians at the Metropole Club, at 330 North

Fourth Street, or the Paradise Garden Club at 367 North Sixth Street, or the

Rainbow, located at 602 West Chestnut (Juneau) Street.

occasions was provided by Miss Mildred Smith and her Eagles Orchestra, James 

Davis and his Jazz Bank, or Mill Florence Barbour, a popular piano player in

one of the social service organizations or an employment agency.

were available

Music for such

at 211
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Milwaukee's Black community.

Parties and gatherings at Black nightclubs and taverns played an

important role in the Balck social experience in Milwaukee. By night the

flash of neon lights along Walnut Street was said to fleetingly, simulate the

relazed cultural aura of New York City's Black Harlem district, as fashionably

dressed young Black couples sauntered leisurely along.

World War II and the "New" Migration

The start of World War II took millions of White factory workers from

their jobs and put them in the armed services. World War I, migration from

significant factor in placing additionala

pressures on Milwaukee's available housing stock for Blacks. Faced with labor

shortages in local defense industries, employers began to hire Blacks again in

large numbers. War production demands ignited another massive migration of

Blacks from the South into the industrial cities of the North, including

Milwaukee. In 1940 the total Black population in Milwaukee was 8,821 or 1.5

percent of the entire population; by 1950, that figure had jumped to 20,454.

Blacks and White Opposition to Public Housing Expansion

The Black population explosion intensified White resistance to any

king of Black expansion into White neighborhoods. One incident that occurred

in 1944 dramaci cally illustrated the reluctance of Whites to allow Blacks to

settle outside thir accustomed neighborhood. Eighteen Black families pooled

their financial resources in an effort to purchase a vacant tract of land for

Recognizing

housing construction, but when they sought to enter into negotiations with 

real estate interests for its sale no one would sell to them.

the south once again became
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them the land was based solely on racially
discriminatory behaviour on the part of Whites, representatives of these
eighteen Black families arranged to have a White person front for them in the

An agreement was negotiated to purchase forty acres of land on thepurchase.

city's northwest side bounded by North Sherman Boulevard, North Forty-Seventh

Shortly after the landStreet, West Fairmount Avenue, and Hampton Avenue.

purchase, White residents in the area became aware of the deal and immediately

mobilized to combat the situation. A mass meeting was then held at the

Hampton Avenue School gymnasium where White residents spoke out in opposition

Moreover, $645 was raised to finance a concerted compaign toto the deal.

prevent Black families from building homes in the area. A resolution was

manuevered through the Common Council by the aiderman of the effected area,

August Abe, on behalf ot eh White residents which condemned the land for the

development of a city playground. The resolution prompted an immediate

from allies whose counter-campaignresponse

resolutionresulted in having the recinded. Nevertheless, the incident

symbolized the powerful resistance by Whites toward any attempt to integrate

housing in Milwaukee in 1944.

The Black Ideological Reorientation

The effort by middleclass Blacks to move out of the increasingly

crowded and dilapidated Black quarter on the North side reflected a subtle

ideological change that occurring within the Black leadership inwas

Milwaukee. By 1940, many of the younger Black leaders were rejecting doctrine

of Separtism and embaracing the long eclipsed integrationist viewpoint,

particularly as it related to housing, which by this time had become a crisis 

in the burgeoning Black community. Nevertheless, a number of business and

that the reluctance to sell

the Blacks and their White
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professional groups continued to espouse separate housing for Blacks. They

partially justified their position by pointing out that physical proximity

They asserted that a dispersal of Blacks throughoutcultural institutions.

the city would weaken the Black community's power and political influence.

The separatists recognized the housing crisis that was afflicting the

Black community and sought to ameliorate it by encouraging the development of

new housing within the old Black quarter. In 1943, the Carver Memorial Homes

to low income federally

subsidized housing for Milwaukee Blacks. When it was announced that the

federal government would provide monies for the construction of 402 wartime

housing units in Milwaukee County, the laders of Milwaukee's Black community

urged the FHA to amend its plans to include a number of units for Black

This campaign resulted in the allotment of 75 of the 402 units tooccupancy.

With this victory, the Sherman Hill Houses

low-income project was built on North Fourth Street in Milwaukee's Sixth Ward.

The preference for segregated living arrangements for Milwaukee

the belief that such segregation

maintaining the econimic and institutional vitality of teh Black community,

was not accepted by many of the younger Blacks who rallied around the banner

of fair housing and assailed the public housing and private real estate

policies that kept Blacks continued within their deteriorating north side

neighborhood. One of the earliest focusses of their concern was the exclusion
of Blacks from the Parklawn Housing Project. Repeatedly, Black organizations 
and their White supporters organized protest demonstrations at city hall and

Company was established to secure greater access

encouraged Black unity and cooperation and supported Black business and

be set aside

Blacks and

for Blacks.

was actually desirable to
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local government officials relented and

admitted a few token Black families to the project.

This small victory was not enough to quiet the forces calling for

change in Milwaukee's segregated housing market. What ensued thefrom

Parklawn incident was a noticeable shift toward militancy on the part of both

Black workers and the Black middleclass. Especially vocal was the MUL, which

began to participate actively in local housing conferences and which espoused

its views in the newspapers in an effort to prod the Common Council into

establishing a municipal housing authority. Not infrequently, the editorial

caption, "Let There Be Houses", painted a grim picture of the deteriorating

housing situation in Milwaukee's Black community. In an effort to politicize

the housing crisis, the MUL, in early 1942, formed the Joint Action Committee

on Better Housing, a coalition of eighteen Black and White civic, church, and

social welfare organizations to that sought to obtain a local commitment to

integration federally subsidized low-income housing in Milwaukee. Gradually,

the Blacks and their White allies expanded their demands for decent Black
housing through a network of citizen groups and community organizations. In

spite of their vigorous lobbying, Milwaukee elected officials responded by

rejecting a proposal to establish a local housing authority in 1944. Not

until the demands of Blacks and their White allies were expanded to include
the housing of war workers did the Milwaukee Common Council relent and

establish a city housing authority. Once established, Blacks produced council

members to approve a housing project for the Sixth Ward. Under the guidance

CecilRev. Fisher, the Common CouncilA. finally approved the

construction of a 144-unit facility for the Sixth Ward. In some of the 

diligent efforts of Black leaders, by the end of 1945, the protest had not

of the

at the construction site until
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moved beyond the planning and land acquisition stage. With the Parklawn

experience still fresh in their minds, the Blacks and their White allies

continued to press for construction to begin.

One of the Black community's strongest allies in its quest for decent

housing was the CIO labor organization. After 1937, especially in the wake of

the Parklawn experience, the CIO repeatedly spoke out against Milwaukee's

dsicriminatory housing policies. This criticism directedwas
government official and private real estate interest. For example, on the

heels of the Parklawn defeat, a mother proposal to build a new housing project

on Milwaukee's exclusively White south side became the object of intense

opposition by the CIO unless a commitment was made at the same time to build a

similar housing project in the heavily Black Tenth Ward on the northside.

Even though such criticism often fell on deaf ears, the worsening housing

crisis in Milwaukee's Black community drew much attention when in 1944, two

Black U.S. Army enlistees died in a fire in a Sixth Ward lodging housing.

Much of the publicity relating to this incident focused on the housing

shortage which forced Blacks to double-up in old, dilapidated and unsafe

housing unitss. Illustrated by the city's apparent lack of concern for such

incidents and the unsafe conditions that is said were directly attributed to

the recent high incidence of house fires in the Sixth Ward, the CIO unleashed

bitter attack against discrimination in housing. Shortly, thereafter, itsa

sense of justice was tried again when another housefire claimed the life of a

young child and seriously injured two other members of a Black steelworker's

family. The CIO publicly berated the city's elected officials for their

complacent attitudes toward the growing housing problems of Milwaukee Blacks. 

The CIO was particularly critical of Milwaukee realtors for what it alleged to

at both
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be their callous insensitivity in attributing poor housing conditions among
Blacks to their indifference and carelessness. The union maintained that
these were merely excuses in order to justify the charging of higher rents to

On other occasions, the CIO and various community groupsMilwaukee Blacks.

governing officials including the mayor,met with local in an effort to
resolve the problems associated with the Black housing crisis in Milwaukee.
Whenever problems associated with racial discrimination in housing surfaced,
the CIO became

After World War II, the CIO urged local governing officials topractices.

racially balanced approach in providing low-income federallypursue a

subsidized public housing in Milwaukee and to ensure that all citizens of

whatever racial background, creed, color, or national heritage, receive equal

treatment in their right to live in the neighborhood of their choice. Moving

away from its previously moderate commitment to the problems of overcrowded

living conditions among Blacks, the CIO became an increasingly strong and

vocal force in Milwaukee for fair housing. George Bardow, the CIO's White

union representative in Milwaukee, often marched with Blacks to city hall,

the disturbingoften amidst oftaunts opposing Whites, to protest

discrimination in housing. Brodow himself often publicly stated that he

doubted that most Whites were even aware of how poor housing conditions really

were for Milwaukee Blacks.

Conclusion

After 1925,

its size, produced se ere racial tensions between Whites and Blacks in the

areas of employment and housing. Philosophical differences within Milwaukee's

the effect of the migration of blacks into Milwaukee, 

abeit small compared to the influx experienced most other northern cities of

a principle force in the battle against unfair housing
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Black middleclass resulted in ideological differences that somewhat impaired

Black leadership in the 1920s and early 1930s. Class differences between the

new Black industrial working class and the Black middleclass also disrupted

Black unity.

The downturn in the national economy after 1930, posed a significant

threat to the economic survival of Milwaukee's Black community particularly

the industrial working class. Because of the prolonged severity of the

national economic depression, and the racially hostile employment policies of

labor unions, Milwaukee Blacks experienced decade of painfulmany a

unemployment.

Toward the end of the 1930s, the increasingly accepting attitude of

the CIO labor organization the escalating industrial

production demands as the nation prepared to enter World War II, ennabled

Milwaukee Blacks to regain a foothold in the industrial workforce. Even so,

many Blacks faced racial prejudice in the workplace and were discriminated

against on a matter of practice in the local housing market.

resultOne of this cooperative alliance thewas

establishment of a municipal housing authority with a cimmitment to provide at 

least some housing for Blacks. During the post war years, Milwaukee's Black 

community would be transformed physically and socially by the changes that had 

taken root in the 1930s and 1940s.

by the increasingly effect Black leadership and the growing Black CIO alliance 

the proved especially effective in focusing attention on the city's ani-Black 

housing practices.

The possibility 

that such racial conflict would spill over into violence was short-circuited

toward Blacks and
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1945-1960Blacks and Post-War Milwaukee:

By 1950, Milwaukee's Black population had soared to 20,454 compared

to only 8,321 ten years earlier. Consequently, Blacks coming into Milwaukee

after 1950 still faced stiff competition for jobs and a growing shortage of

available housing units. By comparison, this new wave of Black migration —
through the birthrate was beginning to claim a larger percentage of the
increase — did not fair as badly as their predecessors in the job and housing

Once the war had ended and both White and Black soldiers returnedmarket.
home, industries that were geared to war production quickly converted their
plants to peacetime production. The healthy postwar economy ensured full
industrial employment and gave the Black community hope that they would be
able industrial

employment sector of the economy.

The changing ideological orientation among Milwaukee Blacks toward
integration after World War II represented a significant shift away from the
once dominant views of Booker T. Washington who in the early years of the 20th
century had urged Blacks but parellel institutional

Black workers, conscious of how the war had enabled them todevelopment.

regain their foot- hold in Milwaukee's factories, wanted to become more fully

a part of mainstream American culture and share more equally in its rewards.

Moreover, the new Black CIO alliance formed during the war became increasingly

vocal in its drive to break down racially discriminatory hiring practices

among employers and racial barriers within the ranks of the skilled-craft-

oriented AFL and its affiliates. In addition to its concern for jobs, the

Black community also became outspoken in its opposition to the rampant racial

discrimination in The initial emphasis was

to maintain and expand their hard won

Milwaukee's housing market.

to pursue separate,

presence in the
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focused on access to public housing, a topic that Milwaukee Blacks became

increasingly militant on by the end of the decade.

Politically, Milwaukee Blacks had begun to organize themselves again

at the ward level, recognizing that a formidable, unified power base was the

key factor in building a strong Black community for the 1950s. Ever since the

defeat of the last Black candidate for the Wisconsin Legislature in 1924,

Black political spokesmen in Milwaukee had focused their efforts on electing a

local Black aiderman.

One of the greatest challenges faced by Milwaukee Blacks during the

post-war period was the federal government's new urban renewal program, which

blightdesigned attack in the nation's largeto urban centers.was

Presumably, urban renewal was intended to promote new economic growth and
development by making land available in large tracts for new construction. It
sought to obtain this land through slum clearance, which resulted in the
razing of multi-block of inner city commercial, industrial andareas

residential often in a manner that uprooted previously secure,structures,

low-income, ethnic neighborhoods. its blighted condition and
central city location, the Black community was one of the first targets for
clearance.

The construction of the national interstate highway system coincided

with urban renewal. Freeway routes were often planned to accomplish slum

clearance and Milwaukee's Black community found itself right in the path of

the North-South Freeway.

Because of
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Milwaukee's Blacks faced the onslaught of these two federally funded

programs with much dismay because of the large scale dispossession each

entailed. By the middle of the 1950s, urban renewal and population increase

had pushed Milwaukee's Black community northward into

occupied by a predominantly Jewish population. By the 1960s Blacks were

settling as far north as Capitol Drive. At the same time, Blacks finally

crossed North Third Street (now Martin Luther King Jr. Drive) and were

settling in the previously all White Brewers Hill area bounded by North

Avenue, Holton Street and Reservoir Avenue. As the center of Black residence

shifted north, the entire historic core of the Black community south of West

Walnut Street was razed. Today, virtually nothing remains of the neighborhood

that nurtured Milwaukee's Blacks from the 1850s through the 1950s. Few Blacks

live in the study area today.

an area previously
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COMMERCE
Fur Trade

The earliest commercial activity In the Central
that of fur trading. Traders were known to be frequenting the area by the
time of the French and Indian War In the mld-1750s and generally were of
English or French nationality with occasional trader thean
established eastern colonies. Milwaukee functioned as one of a chain of minor
outposts that answered to such Important trading centers as Green Bay, Prairie
du Chien or Mack Inack Island. The area was chosen because It was the site of

Indian settlement and Indians were the primary suppliers of furs. Tradersan
considered Milwaukee only as a place of seasonal residence and refined In the

area only long enough to exchange trinkets, beads fI rearmsand I nrum,
exchange for pelt and deer skins. Little Is known about these early traders
aside from their names recorded In travelers' journals and they left behind no
permanent settlement.

By the close of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, some fur
began to settletraders more permanent basis In the Milwaukee area

Including Jacques Vleau, Jean Baptist Mlrandeau, Antoine LeClalre, Alexander
LaFrambolse and Solomon Juneau, al I of French or French Canadian descent.
Vleau came to the area around 1795 as a representatIve of the Northwest Fur
Company headquartered on Mack Inack Island. He built a permanent dwelling

along the banks of the Menomonee River west of todays Central Business
District. LeFrambolse arrived In the 1780s and accounts differ as to the
location of his trading post; It Is variously given as either at the mouth of
the MlIwaukee River or near the Intersection of today's North Water Street and
East WI scons In Avenue. Mi randeau arrIved around 1795 rema Inedand at
Milwaukee until his death In 1819. His first residence was constructed west

Business District was

on a

from one of



Is today the
In addition to trading, Mlrandeaunortheast corner of Wisconsin and Broadway.

LeClalre Is reported to have settled along thealso worked as a blacksmith.
east side of the Milwaukee River north of Wisconsin Avenue and Inhibited the
post he built between 1800 and 1810. The last of the Important traders was
Solomon Junear who came to Milwaukee In 1818 as a representatIve of John Jacob
Astor's American Fur Company, the trading company which came to dominate the
Wisconsin territory In the nineteenth century. For the first few years he
worked for Vleau then took over Vleau's business. Around 1822 he moved to the
vicinity of LeClalre's former post near the Intersections of Water Street and
Wisconsin Avenue where he built a long cabin, store and stockade that remained

I n 1835 when permanentwarehouseIn
settlement of the city began In earnest.

The height of the area's fur trade was reached during the 1820's and If

vessels to Milwaukee when two schooners were chartered to carry away furst In
Following the treaties of 1831 and 1833 In which the Federal Government1823.

acquired eastern Wisconsin land from the Indians
With the final removal of the Indians In 1838 the chief component ofdecl Ine.

lost and Milwaukee's history as a trading post came to anthe fur trade was
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 56-81; Bruce History, 1931 p. 68-69, 74-end.

76, 85, 113-115, 271; Wells p. 9-11; Gregory p. 19-35).
RetalI

Within a brief 20 years, Milwaukee transformed Itself from a wilderness
trading post to a thriving commercial center that boasted a wide range of
retail establishments that Included everything from dry goods shops to hotels

Geographical and topographical

2
Wisconsin Avenue and his second at what

was the fur trade that

and restaurants.

use until they where replaced by a

was responsible for bringing the first commercial

the fur trade began to

features determined the

of the river near



location of the city’s early retail Trade centered on the east and
west banks of the Milwaukee River, north of the Menomonee River and away from

The Milwaukee River provided the majorlowlands to the south.the swampy
means of transporting raw materials and finished goods In the early days when
only five poorly maintained roads linked Milwaukee with the outside world.
Steep bluffs and tamarack west of the Milwaukee River caused theswamps
retailing area on the west side of the river to develop on the buildable high

Intersection of today's West Juneau Avenue and North Thirdgraound at the
East of the river,Street. the hub of commercial activity centered along

todayys North Water Street. The grading and filling of the swamps and the
leveling of the bluffs by the 1840s led to the expansion of commercial areas

particularly along today’s East andaway
Ml Iwaukees retailAvenue. trade evolved In a way not much different from

other frontier towns and cities. Small early proprietor-owned and occuplleled
shops gradual ly gave way to three and four story structures I n the late
nineteenth century only to be supplanted by large scale business blocks and
nationally affiliated chain stores in the twentieth century.

1830's To 1870's: The Pioneer Merchant

From the 1870's most retail structure were

generally small buildings housing a single tenant. If more than one story In
height, they usually served as the residence of the proprietor and often had

assembling and manufacturing of goods In addition to thea workroom for the
retail sales area. Characteristics of this early period was the practice of
the merchant selling only one particular product rather than a diversified
stock of related goods. This did not result In
however, even In a small frontier community like Milwaukee there were a large

3 
areas.

a deficiency of goods,

late 1830's to the early

West Wisconsinfrom the river,



As early as 1847, for
example, Ml Iwaukee had four book shops, three boot and stores,shoe
approximately twenty butcher shops, number of confectioners, nineteen drya
goods stores, three fur and cap stores, at least thirty retail grocers, eight
hardware shops and numerous wine and liquor stores. (Buck Under the Charter
1847-1853, 96) typical of these early commercial enterprisesP-
business John Lipps operatated on North Third Street
Lipps and h I s f1fteen labored I n the backroom making hats andwomen

accessories (History of Milwaukee 1881 1276). Another of these earlyP-
reta11 located at today's
Blersach Family lived upstairs while operating their costuming shop during the

(Ml-140-24). Slmllarly,1860's Water Street thewas
famlly who manufactured andSchumaker sold safes the

premises during the 1860's (MI-140-23)(MlIwaukee City Directory).
The first shops were constructed of wood and were of utilitarian design

with simple gabled or sloped roofs. The more ambitions buildings exhibited
Greek Revival detailing.
Ml Iwaukee was not erected
was common for commercial structures. Endless variations on the Itallanate

Federal stylesand and the Goth Ic Revival empIoyed to lendeven were
archItectural distinction to these simple structures. One notable exception

scale brick and frame commercial structures typical of this
period Is the newly restored Iron Block at 205 East Wisconsin Avenue (Ml-147-
3). Constructed by James B. Martin In 1860, the Iron Block was built In the

oof f disastrousaftermath twenty-two framea some
buildings on the east side of Water Street. Originally standing three stories

additional story out of the ground

4 
number of merchants selling the same type of goods.

near Highland Avenue.

high (grading over the years has made an

firms was

was the

until 1840, by the 1850's the use of brick veneer

to the sma I I

Although the first brick commercial structure In

fire which wiped out

and vault doors on
home to759 North

761-763 North Water Street where the



I eve I)
the city In Its degree of exterior ornamentation. It housed a bank and stores

for fraternal meetings foreshawdowIngg the
emergence of the mixed-use business blocks of the later nineteenth century,
which provided space for numerous retail and office tenants
rental hall.

1870's to 1900: The Independent Victorian Shopkeeper

The period from the 1870’s to the end of the century was the heyday oof
smal I merchant. New retalI strips developedthe along MlIwaukee and

streets and spread along Wisconsin Avenue while the commercialBroadwwawayy
at Third Street at Juneau and Wells Street at Market Squarenodes (North
Street between Mason and Wells) retalneend their earlier importance.Water

Brick blocks Increasingly replaced their frame predecessors, their spreaad
encouraged by the fire codes, and upper flats replaced with offices,were
meeting and lodge halls. Buildings were constructed contiguous to one another
at the edge of the sidewalk resulting In uniform streetscapes that contained
fewer residences. Extensive redevelopment In the twentlenth century has
elumlnated most of these Victorian commercial strips from the downtown, but
examples still exist todayy n the 700 block of North Milwaukee Sreet, on the
west side of Market Square (753-789 North Water Street), the 500 and 600

Plankinton Avenue and
block of North Third Street.1000the Among the many fine examples of

Individual commercial buildings found on these blocks datlngg from the 1870's
are the 1873 Itallanate structure at 769 North Water Street which housed the
firm of J.B. Hoegger and Sons Booksellers (MI-140-27); the three-story, stone

5
It towered above Its neighbors and outshone every other structure In

a hall

blocks of North Water Street, the 800 block of North

as well as a

as well as offices and



ornnnamented structure deslgneed by Milwaukee architect Edward Townsend Mix
In 1877 for plumbing retai ler John C. Stevensand built (Historic American

Buildings Survey, 1969); and the John Lipps Bulldlngg at 1103 North Third
Street, Impressive stone veneered block that comb Ines Goth Ic andan
Romanesque forms built In 1878 to house the Espenhain and Bartels drygoods

I halls used by numerouss
laabor groups (MI-148-22).

One of the finest examples of an 1880's commercial building Is the James
Conroy Building at 727 North Milwaukee Street (MI-142-31). This picturesque
Queen Anne structure constructed
terra-cotta appeared In the French publication L1ArchItecture Amer lea Ine of
1886.
a salesroom and Ice cream parlor on the ground floor as well as Hu Durbin Art

MeanwhIle, larger commercial bulldlnngs began tooGa I lery. appear that
provided both retail and office space for a variety of tenants. The Blrchardd
and Follansbee Block, built In 1867, and occupying almost a quarter block at
323-331 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI-147-7) and the adjacent Noonan Block, built

(MI-147-6) are typical of the larger speculative business blocks ofIn 1867,
the mid-nineteenth century. The Birchard and Follansbee Block housed not only
Its co-owners the J.F. Birchard Furniture Company but also a tea Importer, a
lighting fixture manufacturer and merchant tailor. (Zimmermann, MJa
3/24/1974). A later example the Metropol tan BI ock (razed) at thewas
northeast corner of State and North Third Streets built In the earlyy 1890's
which housed a salvage store,
men's furnishing shop we I I archItects, attorneys and laabboras as
organization offices.

6 
veneered Stevens Block at 730 North MlIwaukeee Street,

a sewing machine company, a grocery store, a

The bulldlngg housed Conroy's Ice cream and catering business wlthhlt

(MI-146-12) a highly

company as well as two renenttaall s lodges and

In 1881 of red brick, with sandstone and
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The Rise of the Department Store1880-1915:

In natlonwI demajor changesnineteenth century,the
It was during this period that the department storeretailing were occur!ng.

stores achievedSeveral local drygoods
Store,department store status at this time Including Espenhain's, the Boston

The department store
In Paris, which reputedly pioneered theIts origins to Bon Marche'traces

More than just a varietyIts founding In 1836 and 1850.concept between
of whlclchlch hstore, merchandise was organized by departments, wweeresome

wweerree coordlnateedleased to outside concerns and all of which by the
VI ctor I an retaI IDepartment stores differed from traditionalproprIetor.

stores In their quick response to changing tastes and situations, their small
, tthelr establIshehedprofits derived from volume sal essmarkups, their

(Hendrickson p. 26) Thisset prices and thhelr return policy on merchandise.
was quite a contrast to the more typical retail shop of the period with I Its

line of slow-moving goods, price bargaInI ng'andshhlIglghIh markup, narrow
American retailinggeneral policy of refusing to take back merchandise.

In New York City, Wanamaker's In Philadelphia andgiants like A.T. Stewart
New York City were patterned after Bon Marche' but expanded andI nMacy's

Improved upon the concept until these American commercial palaces were the
wonder of the commercial wor I d. The of these eastern stores wassuccess
Idely published and Inspired several Milwaukee merchants to emalate them.w

The rise of the department store across the country can be attributed to
A highal I of wh I ch present In Milwaukee.of factors,number werea

population density In a relatively

Glmbel's, T.A. Chapman's and A.W. Rich and Company.

concept took root In Milwaukee.

By the end of

small geograph Icc area provided the



of a large and diverse Inventoryy
The availability of public transppoportatlon enabled consumersof goods.y

located stores.
Advertising became more and more frequent as paper costs decreased. Capita I
was available to finance start-up costs and expansion while taxes were low.

The use of the term "Department Store" first appeared In America I n
Hunt’s Merchandising Magazine In the I 40's, but It Is believed the

commercial appllc;first popular oofof he term did not come aboututon n
until 1887 when New York's H.H. Heyrrs epartment Store advertised Itself as

Milwaukee retailers picked up on the catchy(Hendrickson, p 31-33)such.
newe term right away. The category first appeareed In the 1889 directory tto

the George M. Barrett Company whichdesci
a’s 826 North Plankinton Avenue and onneee on South Fifth Street.tO' loda

advertised
Surprisingly, the

stores today, synonomous with the term department store, such as Chapman's,
Glmbel's and the Boston Store were listed under the dry goods cateegor unt 11

Following are brief histories of Milthe twentieth century. ukkek
major department st. ess

T.A. Chapman Company

Chapman's distinction of being Milwaukee's oldest department
Timothy Appleton Chapman (1824-1892) arrived In MlIwaukkee In 1857store.

with thirteen years of dry goods retailing experience In Boston behind him.
He established his first Mil e store, on North Water Street, "The Great
Iron Palace", on the site of today's Iron Block Annex. In 1872 Chapman buI It

8 
necessary market to support the maintenance

Barrett’s, which had previously listed Itself as a variety store, 
until 1915 and then disappeared from the city directories.

has the

one at

from all over the city to reaaach the h elarge centrally

e" 's

hhaad two outlets,

ke;



t the southeast corner of MlIwaukeethe largest dry goods shop In the
Street and East Wisconsin Avenue on the site of an old Baptist Church. The

Itallanate structure designed by localthree-story

A true commercial It featured a fifty footsumptuous for Mi Iwaukee.
frescoed dome and a reflected light system admitted soft, mellow light
Into the rear of the shop and The

$8,000

worth of sales and the local press boastteed that It was the limited
store In the United Stateesss.
4/2) Chapman's expanded rapidly. Fur sales were added by 1873 and newspapers

(MS 11/17/1873chronicled the addition of other "Departments”’ to the store.
8/4; 2/7/1874 8/4) The physical expansion of the store was completed In 1877

with additional Improvements made In 1880. A three-story additionnew

complete with electric lighting succumbed to fire the neeleight of October 23,
1884 resulting In losses amounting to $550,000, but (MS 10/25/1884 3/2 by
November a new $150,000 structure designed by E.T. Mix was under construction
by April, 1885 the store was open (MS 4/7/1885 3/3 10/26/1889for business.
3/3) The four-story Queen Anne stylenew

Chapman proudly had engravings made of the Interior Shoppers
were treated to a grand staircase and an unusual three-sided fireplace on the
main floor. The two bronze spear bearer it once flanked this fireplace are

In the Pfister Hotel. Natural XddaayaylIght I niured from overheadnow
skylights whlclch also lit the two story aTrlum wltl Itss walI muraIs of the
four seasons painted by Italian artist Victor ToJett I. (MS. 7/21/18£5 3/4, MS
undated clipping) By 1888 Chapman's employed 275 people, tlyy women.
The company was alledged Iy the first such store to hire women cl Chapman

I aajace

In the areas used for dress cutters.

store's opening day on September 18, 1872 brought an astonlshlnglngng©
(MS 9/25/1872 4/5, 9/27/1872 4/1, 12/13/1872

structure, IncorporatI ng the 
undamaged original entrance on Milwaukee Street was th^ e height of elegance, 

andexter lor.

architect E.T. Mix ws



oof of hlhlssl I employees and eventook a lively Interest In the
proposed building a modern tenement for rental to his I employees In 1881.

h I s empIoyeestreatment of commendedHis was press
(Morrison p. 87; MS 5/10/1881 2/2 7/23/1883 4/1 10/28/1884 3/3 1/22/1981)
Although not actually calling Itself a department store until the earllryy
twentieth century, Chapman's by the
eight departments, each with a buyer and a section chief who Independently
purchased stock for their unit. By 1896 there were 50 depatments employing
some 400 workers. Chapman's popularity among Its Increasingly afflulent
carriage trade clientele precipitated orders from as far away as North Dakota,

By the late 1880's, the store waas s
rreepeputtueed to have the largest sales volume In the city. (Morison p. 87;

MS 1/2/1886 6/1; Milwaukee Half-Century's Progress p. 114-115).

Upon Chapman's death In 1892 the business was 1ncorppoororated as thehe

T.A. Chapman Company with Chapman's son-1n-law, George P. Ml Iler, as
president. Miller held this post until hlssi death In 1931 when his son-ln-

took over. Upon the latter's death In 1964, his
brother Norman M. Chester, assumed the presidency. Various members of the
Chester and Read families (son-in-law to the Chesters) managed the business
until January, 1984 when It was sold out of the family.

Chapman's growth In the twentieth century parallels that of Milwaukee's
other large retailers. The store expanded eastward along Wisconsin Avenue and

new facade was built to unify the hodge-podge of separate buildings.a The
only visible portion of the 1885 structure was a part of the west elevation on
Ml Iwaukee Street.

followed by other branches at Bayshore
shopping (1966),center Brookfleid Square shoppI ng center (1967) and

10 
we Ifareer

Chapman's opened Its first branch store at Capitol Court In

late 1880's was organized Into twenty

law, William M. Chester,

Illinois, Minnesota and Michigan.

I n the

1956 which has since closed (1979)

In 1883.



1970’s. but did notNor+hrIdge Mall.
ppapaace with the retail Industry as a whole. In a move to shed Itskkkekepp

stodgy Image and hold onto Its third place ranking among the city's department
stores, Chapman's decided to head a 1977 study It had commissioned and reduce

oofoff operations to become specialty clothing retailer ratherIts scopee
than continue as a full range department store. In conjunction with these
changes, Chapman's sold Its downtown store which was subsequently! razed In

new hlghrlse office building and In earlrly y 19861982 to make way for a
remain)ng fulI-I Ine department I n Brookfield Square,Its storesclosed

Bayshore and Northridge (MJ_ 9/25/1983, 1/7/1984).

Glmbel*s Midwest
Glmbel's Milwaukee history began modestly enough In September, 1887 when

members of the Glmbel family opened their first 30'x 100' store at what was
then Number 5 Grand Avenue. Bavarian Immigrant Adam Glmbel (1817-1896 had
come to the United States In 1835 and wored as a peddler for several years b
efore settling In Vlncehnes, Indiana to open a store, the Palace of Trade, In

By the 1880s the business haed become so successful that It occupied1842.
several cities. As

Vlncenne's river trade declined due to the construction of the railroad, and

Milwaukee was chosen for Its combination of rail and water facilitiesmarket.
and Its sizeable population. In 1887 when Adam Glmbel retired to Philadelphia

buying office, the
Ml Iwaukee. Jacob Glmbel selecteed the Gran Avenue site which provided four
(4) floors, a basement and two show windows flanking the entrance. Glmbel's
nationwide reputation as one of the midwest's leading retail families was well
known and the opening of the Milwaukee store was noted In the New York Sun as
well as the local press.

11
Company sales grew throughout the

Adam Glmbel prepared to retire, his

al I four corners of the city square and had branches In

seven sone searched for a new retail

brothers moved the company toto head the company's



and West Michigan Streets.
the retailing principles established by Adam Glmbel In 1842: organize goods
Into "departments"; set fixed prices; and stock a wide variety of goods. The
brothers also advertised heavily in the German and English language newspapers
and pioneered the use of promotions such as bargain Fridays.
readily extended and packages were delivered free. (It all Began with Adam;

I n 1894 the Gimbel's brought theMai Iman 78-79). seven-story formerP«
Granville B. Haines store building In downtown Philadelphia and opened their

Most of the Glmbel family left Milwaukee aboutsecond major department store.
that time to join the agalng Adam Glmbel In setting up the
headquarters In Philadelphia. An office was also established In New York
which later became the company headquarters when the largest of the Glmbels
stores opened In 1910. Louis Glmbel had remained behind to manage the
Milwaukee store In 1894, but with the completion of the New York store In
1910, he too was needed In the east and left Milwaukee. J. Oscar Greenwald,

store, a post he held until his death In 1941. He was succeeded by Charles
Zadok, the first non-Glmbel to become a head executive. Gimbel's nationwide
growth continued unabated, In 1923 It acquired Its first subsidiary, Saks and
Company of New York and in 1925 Pittsburgh's Kaufman and Baer store was taken
over.

as sales climbed Into the millions. Once the company had secured the entire
block along the river, was
constructed at the southeast corner of Wisconsin and Plankinton Avenues. It
was completed in October, 1902. Gimbels expanded to the south end of the
block with a four story addition at the northeast corner of Plankinton and

Credit was
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The store's success was the result of following

Meanwhile, the Milwaukee store was continually upgrading Its facilities

new company

a new eight story white terra cotta building

oldest grandson of Adam Glmbel, took over the management of the Milwaukee



1919-1920 when a new seven-story structure was built to complete the Michigan
Street elevation between Plankinton Avenue and the river completing a uniform
eight-story frontage on Wisconsin Avenue. A columned river front segment,
reportedly based on the facade of Selfridge's Department Store London'son
Oxford Street, was completed In 1925. A construction pIatform
projecting Mi Iwaukee Riverthe 1925over
construction remains today as a street level riverwalk. The remaining pre-
1901 buildings on Plankinton Avenue were remodeled in 1941 to blend them Into

block-square structure. Interior remode Iing thethe hasover years
obliterated the once elaborate ground floor. The most recent and extensive
remodeling was made In conjunction with the opening of the Grand Avenue Mall
In 1982 and 1983.

Although Gimbel’s from Its beginning organized along departmentwas
11 nes,
It first listed Itself as a department store in the 1909 city directory when
It was cross listed under retail dry goods as well. Like other retailers in
this century, Glmbels gradually replaced Its fabric and piece good lines with

Gimbel’s claims of Initiating to Milwaukee shoppersready-to-wear clothing.
ament it les escalators (1941), regular eveningsuch house airandas

conditioning (1949) are somewhat In dispute but it appears clear that they
Instituted the 40 hour retail work week. Local expansion Into the suburban
market occurred rapidly In the 1950s and 1960s. Glmbels first branch store
opened at Southgate Shopping Center in 1954 followed by the Mayfair Store In
1958.
Edward Schuster and Company stores. This was the largest retail merger of Its
kind in Wisconsin history up to that time and the costliest Glmbels aqulsltion
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Michigan In 1914-1915, which was later enlarged with two additional floors in

On December 6, 1961 Gimbel’s announced that It had acquired the four

it did not began to call Itself a department store until this century.

and used during the
(Ml 153-11)

1923 and



The merger

1962 when Glmbel's became Glmbel's-Schuster's withfinal I zed on Apr 11,was
In 1969 Schuster's was quietly dropped fromseven stores and 7,000 employees.

the company logo when Glmbel's officially became Glmbel's Wisconsin and then
By 1974 Glmbel's Midwest had grown to 11 stores while theGlmbel's Midwest.

to 69 stores. The British AmericanGlmbel's chain national ly had grown
Tobacco Company Ltd. acquired the Glmbel's corporation In 1973 for nearly $200

The purchase was accomplished through Brown and Williamsonmillion do Ilars.
Industries of which Glmbel's became a separate operating subsidiary. Although
It Is the largest retailer In Milwaukee, Glmbel's Is only the nation's 21st
largest retaIler. (Mailman, pp. 76-87; Anderson and Olson p. 189).
Espenhain's

Espenhain's was the third oldest of the prominent department stores to
develop In Milwaukee, starting business In 1879 under the name Espenhain and
Bartels West Side Dry Goods In the then new Lipps Building at 1103 North Third
Street. (Ml 198-22) John Lewis Bartels was a German born merchant who came
to the United States In 1853. He worked In various stores In Rochester, New

Madison, Wisconsin, New York City and Milwaukee and served the ChicagoYork,
firm of Carson, Plrle, Scott and Company as

He then returned to Milwaukee and went Into partnership with merchantyears.
Frank C. Espenhain of St. Louis, Missouri who had already established branch
stores In Belleville, Illinois and Terre Haute Indiana. P-
141-142; MlIw e: A Half-Century's Progress 4).

The Ml I ukrr ranch of Espenhain's 81 mmi lately successful and bywa
1881 had an ann trade of $200,000 and employe 40 salesmen. (History of
MlIwaukee 1881, p. 1263, Conard, 1895, p. 142) John Bartels died In 1895 and

local management was by secretary-treasurer Geoge T. SchuIze,
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at a price that was twice the amount of the 1923 Saks purchase.

a traveling salesman for two

taken over

(Conard, 1895,



formerly of St. Louis.
Goods Company and In 1896 relocated to larger quarters In the former Matthews

Street just of WI scons 1nNorth Water north Avenue
adjacent to the Pabst Building (razed). By this time the store had about 200
employees, and was the company's main branch. (Milwaukee: A Half-Century's

Frank C. Espenhain eventually moved from St.204) Lou Is toProgress p.

Milwaukee to manage the business.
assumed the presidency. Proposals to occupy part of the Pabst Building still
could not accommodate the growing business which moved in 1906 to the Library
Block (razed) at the northwest corner of Fourth Street and Wisconsin Avenue.
Unidentified clipping 2/22/1902; MJ 9/26/1906) The business continued to call
Itself Espenhain's Dry Goods Company throughout the rest of Its exlstnece,
although It was commonly referred to as a department store by shoppers. The
EspenhaIn famlly last control led businessthe I n 1913 the
ownership changes hands a number of times and passed to Albert El I Inger, Mrs.
Flora El I Inger and J.H. Mack I nc. of New York. In the late 1920s attempts
were made to make Espenhain's into the city's chief bargain store and

trad It Iona I department store services el Iminatedconsequence many were
Including charge account, delivery, alterations and sales clerks. In place of
these services, Espenhain's substituted a novel self-service concept whereby
shoppers could chose their purchases unassisted and take them to a cashier.
In the fall of 1932 Espenhain's succumbed to the economic pressures of the
Depression and declared bankruptcy. (Unidentified clippings MCHCL 10/29/1927,
3/25/1931, 7/13/1932; Milwaukee City Directory; Historic Photograph Collection
Milwaukee Public Library).
A.W Rich and Company
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The business was Incorporated as the Espenhain Dry

as a

When he died inn 1904 his son Frank K.

Brothers building on

after which



almost twenty-five years.forof the top
a native of Hungary who came to the United States withAdolphus W. Rich was
Rich left his family home in Michigan at age 20 to workhis parents In 1853.
for an optician. his travels brought him to Milwaukeea traveling agentas

where he operated a short-lived optical store In partnership with B. Gross.
In 1867 Rich took on a new enterprise and began the manufacture and sale of
hoop skirts and corsets at today's 301 East Wisconsin Avenue (Noonan Block)
(Ml 197-6) In partnership with I. Klein. When Klein retired six months later,
Rich carried on the business alone. Other lines of ladles furnishings were

added and in 1874 the store was enlarged and the business Increased.soon
Lewis Silber was admitted as a partner at this time with the business name
being changed to Rich and Silber. Seeking larger quarters, the business moved
In 1882 to the space that had been vacated by the Chamber of Commerce In the

Rich and Silber had architect E.T. Mix remodel theMunkwltz Block (razed).
building to add skylight and large plate glass windows. (MS_ 12/1/1881 7/2,

12/8/1881 7/2). The partnership dissolved In 1885 and Rich continued on his
continually upgrading his facilities.own,

distinct departments Including dry goods, millinery, books, men's and women's
clothing, notions and an art department on the third floor. The number of
retail employees grew from 60 In 1880 to 120 by 1888. The store was outfitted
with overhead trolley baskets to facilitate the bundling of packages and the
handling of sales receipts and had passenger elevator. Rich's operated aa
mall order business as well. Intensive advertising both in the local press
and In Chicago newspapers ket Rich's store In the public's eye. Rich's iwgwam
Slipper Company was started In 1886 on the building's fourth floor and soon
grew to employ 150 persons. In 1893 the retail store went Into bankruptcy and
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A.W Rich and Company, although It did not survive the nineteenth century,

was one

The store was divided Into 34

retailers of Milwaukee



(SeeRich began to devote full
(MS 3/8/1882 6/1, 5/9/1882 6/1, 6/20/1888 2/1, 4/26/1885 3/2,ManufacturI ng)

4/18/1886 3/3, 1/13/1888 3/2, 11/18/1888 3/3; Milwaukee City2/14/1886 3/2,
Directory; Morrison p. 91-92; MCHCL Unidentified clipping 12/26/1893).
Boston Store

The Boston Store was the first of today's big retailers to advertise
Itself as a department store and to actually operate under the organization of

modern department store.a
Portage, Wisconsin In 1897 and opened the Boston In the Lipps Building at 1103
North Third Street. 148-22) Two earlier unrelated businesses with the(Ml

Boston Store had existed In Milwaukee prior to Simon's business. One I nname
located east of the Milwaukee River and was part ofthe 1870s had been

defunct national chain of 99 cent stores. (Milwaukee City Directory 1877 p.
551) The other had been a short lived enterprise which operaatted out of the
Lipps Building In the period between the tenancies of Espenhain's and Julius
Simon. This second Boston Store went bankrupt and the merchandise was sold at
auction. Oddly enough, for hisname
dropping the "The" but advertising his storename as
different concern. He later stated that the name was Inspired by the Boston
Store then operating In Chicago. The never expanding business soon outgrew
the Lipps Building and I n 1900 moved I nto its present location
southeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Fourth Street, to a building that had

In 1895been constructed Income property by the Plankinton Estate.as an
acres

location at the retailing center of Milwaukee. Low
markup and volume sales made the store popular. Between 1 902-1906'the Inter Io
partitions were removed and the store occupied the entire building. In 1911
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time to his shoe manufacturing business.

a now

Simon chose the same

Numerous advertisements In the papers In April of 1900 touted the four

new business,

at the

Founder Julius Simon came to Milwaukee from

of merchandise and Its

I n the a new and



1920 by an $800,000 eight-story addition on Michigan Street. (MlIwaukee City
Building Permits; MJ 9/13/1920) The present store occupies an entire half

bounded by Wlsconswln Avenue, Fourth Streets,b lock and
Michigan Avenue.

Bostone Store's actual departmentalization began In 1902. In that year
Richard Phillipson opened cover several departments In the store. Thenew
following year Carl Herzfeld and Nathan Stone took over management of some of
Simon's departments In addition to reorganizing the business and planning for

Initially Herzfeld was the active partner and It was notfuture operations.
1906 that Stone relocated from Chicago to help manage the business.untl I

About this time, sold h I s lease to the Herzfeld-Ph11 I Ipson
Company and retired from business. The company remained under the direct
managemetn of the Herzfeld family until acquired by Federated Department
Stores In 1948. 1946 p. 73) Boston Store became one of
nineteen operating divisions of Federated which has some 135 stores, including

Magnln and Rich'sBloomlndales, I. Atlanta. (Hendricksonof 75; MJP«
9/13/1973) Although the Boston Store Initially carried less costly goods, It
upgraded Its products and Is upscale retaller.an
Throughout Its history, Boston leader In retailing

It Introducted a bargain basement and In the 1940s establishedmethods. a
Boston Store

also offered the world's first regular department store air delivery service
I n 1945 which delivered merchandise along three routes through Wisconsin.
(Anderson and Olson p. 185) Like Its chief competitor, Glmbel's, Boston Store
expanded Into the suburban market and opened Its first branch at Bay Shore
Shopping Center In many of the metropolitan
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H.C. Koch and Company designed a 5-story addition to the south followed In

(Bruce, BuI Iders,

It now has stores

"New Our Service' for phone orders during non-buslness hours.

north Third and

Jullus Simon

Store has rema I ned a
now considered to be

In 1958.



Shopping centers. AsMl Iwaukee
Shopping Center, Boston Store has undergone extensive Interior remodeling In
recent years and Is now connected to the Reuss Federal Plaze via a skywalk. A
skywalk has also been proposed to link the Boston Store with the Marc Plaza a
block away on Fifth Street. (MJ. 7/13/1983) In March of 1985, the Boston was
sold be Federated Department Stores to Bergners of Peoria, Illinois.
Variety and Chain Stores

The early 20th century witnessed the rise of large scale retailing In
Although the city's major department stores strongly influencedMlIwaukee.

the shopping habits of consumers and operated out of Imposing buildings, they
were In intense competition with the national varleety store chains and ready-
to-wear shops for the consumer dollar. The tremendous Increase In the number
of consumer products and the Increased spending power of the company led to
the Introduction Into the Milwaukee market of such nationwide chains as J.C.
Penney, S.S. Kresge and F.W. Woolworth. Numerous specialty shops emerged to

growing variety of consumer needs. The one classification of
shopkeeper to dlscappear In the midst of this upsurge In retailing was the
manufacturing merchant who actually produced the products that were sold In
his shlop
S.S. Kresge

Kresge's the first the big varietyof store chains to becomewas
established In Milwaukee. Sebastian S. Kresge entered the dime store business
In 1897 when he became a partner In a store In Memphis, Tennessee. A year

I nsecond Detroit wh I ch became his headquarters. The
Milwaukee store was opened In 1909 at 313-315 West Wisconsin Avenue next door
to the Matthews Brother Block. Following the example of Frank Woolworth
before him, Kresge kept the prices of all his goods to a dime until World War

cater to a

later he opened a

Grand Avenue
19

the western anchor of the



Inflation necessitated anI
selling for dot I ar.as

ultimately moved to Its own building at 219 West Wisconsin Avenue In 1930, a
small scale Art Deco structure that replaced the Merrill Building on the site.

The chain also had two other Milwaukee locations, at 2201 North(Ml 153-19)
Third Street and at 1423 North 12th Street. The downtown store was closed In
1955. Since 1977 the company has been known as the K mart Corporation. While
no longer located downtown, It still operates eight stores In the metropolitan
Ml Iwaukee area and Is now second only to Sears In national sales Volume.
(Hendrickson p. 193-196; Milwaukee City Directory).
F.W. Woolworth

Frank Winfield Woolworth began his merchandising career In 1879 when he
established a store selling only Items costing 5$ or less. He got the I dea

5$ counter used slaes gimmick by his employer and otheras a
retailers In the midwest and mid Atlantic states. His successful Lancaster,
Pennsylvania store soon added 10$ Items and by 1886, Woolworth had 10 branch
stores In the east. By 1890 expansion set at some 10 to 12 stores perwas
year and Woolworth had become recognized force In retailing popularizinga
such European goods and traditions as the Christmas tree ornament. By 1911
Woolworth had some 319 stores throughout the world, makllng "five and dime" a
popular expression Internationally. After consolidation with
firms, the business became known as the F.W. Woo I worth Company with 596 stores
doing a million dollars a week In business.

I n 1912. location
Brothers Building at Third Street and Wisconsin Avenue. After
$35,000 worth of remodel 11 ng, Woo I worth's th I sreopened their ma I nas

Woo I worth's Milwaukee branch came
about as a result of Woolworth's purchase of the Buffalo-based S.H. Knox 5-

from the

(Ml 153-17)

By 1921, some

and-10-cent stores

I terns were

Knox's MlIwaukee

Milwaukee's Kresge's store

four other

much as a
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Increase to a quarter In 1917.

was the Matthews



paid $1,400,000 to purchase theIn the world. I n 1925 Woolworth'sk I nd
Matthews Brothers Building. stores located on Eastwere
Wisconsin Avenue In the Noonan Block (Ml 147-6), North Third Street and West

Woo I worth's undertook a major remodelling of the MatthewsNational Avenue.
obliterating the 19th century character ofBlock In 1956, the lower two

floors, and adding an escalator, two new lunch departments and new counters to
Woo I worth's In

addition to operating thirteen other stores In the Milwaukee area. As a
Its Incorporation In the Grand Avenue Shopping Center, Woolworth'sresult of

nineteenth century ground floorrecreated facade to replace the 1950sa
remodel ling.
MJ 3/1/1981).
J.C. Penney Company

The most recent of the major national chain stores to establish Itself In
the Central Business District was the J.C. Penney Company. Penney's traces
Its origins to Kemmerer, Wyoming when In 1902, the Golden Rule Store was
opened by James Cash Penney. Its name reflected Its founder's philosophy of

He considered credit Immlral and operateddoing business.
basis. The business was Incorporated as the J.C. Penney Company In 1913 by
which time Penny was operating 36 stores, mostly located In the west. Growth
continued unabated In 1924, the firm opened Its 500th store. Penney'san

didn't enter the Milwaukee market until 1933 when It opened two stores, 3425-
The downtown store opened In 1935

161-24)
that the chain began to open full line department stores In regional shopping

21
Milwaukee store on September 14, 1912, advertising It to be the biggest of Its

(Hendrickson p. 116-120; MS 8/7/1956; Zimmerman "Old Landmark"

at 400 West Wisconsin In a new building on the site of the old Espenhain's

on a cash-only

27 West North Avenue and 1301 West VI let.

Penney's mostly sold clothing and It wasn't until 1962

continues to occupy the Matthews Block todaythe store.

Other Woo I worth

store. (Ml



centers.
Penney's Is now one of theand a limited selection of housewares and linens.

largest retailers with a successful mall order business, drug stores,worId's
branches In Europe. Penney'sdiscount stores and suppermarkets as well as
The mall stores continued toIn 1983.Its downtown Ml Iwaukee storeclosed
but are currently eliminatingoperate In the metropolitan shopping centers

In order to concentratelines of merchandisemany
Coming full circle, Penney's Is again anticipating that Its futureapparel.

rely on the sale of high quality clothing to the exclusion ofgrowth will

(Hendrickson p. 143-149; Milwaukee City Directory)other goods.
The Plankinton Arcade

In addition to the Introduction of National chain stores, probably the
most Innovative merchandising concept to appear In Milwaukee In the early 20th

Lauded by merchandIsers as one of the most desirablecentury was the arcade.
was the forerunner of today's

shopping mall with one enclosed structure housing numerous Independent shops.
The arcade's origins In America can be traced back to the 1820s but It enjoyed

In popularity at the turn of the century. Milwaukee's Plankintona revival
bralnch11d of Cleveland capitalist C.W. Sommers, I nwho,

partnership with the realty firm of Harvey Brothers, entered Into the Initial
negotiations with the Plankinton estate trustees to build on the site of the
Plankinton House Hotel. quick to note that the proposedObservers were
Milwaukee arcade was no doubt a result of the developers' familiarity with the
Cleveland Arcade. local retailers
could relocate from side street shops to Milwaukee's main retailing street,
Wisconsin Avenue. It was also seen as a draw for national chain stores, which
had allegedly avoided Milwaukee because of the lack of top quality retail

a means by which smallIt was touted as

on the sale of fashion

Arcade was the

features of a business district, the arcade

22
Penney's downtown Milwaukee store continued to sell only clothing



space.
The two-story arcade was to be like a great department store and housing 150

The arcade not only contained the first escalator In Milwaukee butshops. was
also to house a first class dining room In the basement, a 400 room hotel and
a 3,000 seat theatre connected by covered walkways. The complex was to occupy
the entire block bounded by North Plankinton, West Michigan, West Wisconsin
and North Second Streets. The Inability to acquire all of the necessary
parcels of land and financial difficulties prevented the theatre from being
constructed but the Plankinton Arcade and Plankinton Hotel were real I I zed.

Upon opening In the spring of(see Commerce-Hotels) 1916, the arcade
contained space for 130 shops with 41 bowling alleys, a bl I lard parlor with 60
pool tables, fashionable restaurant and bar In thea
basement. The Chicago firm of Holablrd and Roche designed the 2.5 million
dollar structure which Is sheathed In white terra cotta with Gothic ornament.
Since It was built with foundations to carry more than two stories, Holablrd
and Roche designed five more floors which were completed In 1925 at a cost of
1.5 mill Ion dollars. The addition encircled but did not cover the arcade's
glass cel I Ing. After a period of decline In the late 1960s to early 1970s,
the Plankinton arcade and flourishes today
Milwaukee's Grand Avenue Shopping Center. (MJ 12/26/1915; study prepared for
the Milwaukee Landmarks Commission, 1973).
Ready-to-wear

Among the most Important retailing activities In Milwaukee was the ready-
to-wear Industry. (see Manufacturing and Commerce-Wholesaling) The mass
production of uniforms and the standardization of sizes during the Civil War

the late nineteenth century.Individually tailored clothing In

23
Proponents anticipated noting less than a revolution In merchandising.

as part of

lead to the rise of the ready-to-wear Industry that gradually supplanted

has been restored

turklsh bath and a



Men's ready-to-wear shops have been surprisingly long-lived enterprises
in the Central Business District. Many began to emerge In the 1880s and a

into the twentieth century,number whichseveraI of even
Into chain stores.evolved were

Donges, Polacheck's, Sisson's, The London Shop, Richman Brothers and Stumpfs.
Jacob and Charles Donges began Donges Brothers I n Street
specializing in gloves, hats and accessories. The business remains active
today as Jac F. Donges Inc. and still specializes In hats and accessories. It

The London
Hat Shop began in 1908 on Wisconsin Avenue and In addition to hat sales It now
provides dry cleaning and shoe repair service at 778 North Milwaukee Street.
(Ml 138-27) (Information on company's printed material).

fine men's apparel s I neehas sold is now
Wisconsin Avenue. (Ml 147-4) (Yellow Pages Add p. 780) Richman Brothers
began In 1875 and by the mid-1950s had nearly 80 branch stores selling a
variety of men's wear. It retained a store on West Wisconsin Avenue until the
early 1980s and Is now located only In the suburban malls. (Un identIfled
clipping, MCHCL, no date) Stumpf's began under Charles J. Stumpf In 1887 with
the sale of hats and caps on South Fifth Street. By 1900 Stumpf had gone Into
partnership with Henry J. Langhoff and sold men's clothing on South Fifth
Street, North Third Street and on Winnebago Street. A fourth location had
been added by 1907 at 628 North Water Street which the company occupied for

141-9) and by 1912 there were six branches. The partnership
ended In 1925 and Stumpf continued on his own with a reduced number of stores.
In the early 1970s Stumpf's became associated with Schmitt and Orlow with the
different locations falling under the separate management of different
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Men's Wear

ten years (Ml

Polacheck's Inc.

have continued
Among the more outstanding men's shops

located at 227 East

is located at 1001 North 3rd Street (City Directory) (Ml 148-34)

1884 on Third

1887 and



The variousoff leers.
locations have now closed leaving only one store at 203 Northsuburban ma I I

undated).clipping MCHCL,Unidentified(City Directory;Street.Water
just after the turn of the century by Racine native

The store specialized InWilliam 0. Sisson who had come to Milwaukee In 1872.
The business was carried on by his son Curtis

Through Its entire history theI n the 1960s.deathlatter'sunt 11 the
(Ml 141-7).business was located at 636 North Water Street.

Women’s Wear
long history, thealso hadhasWomen's ready-to-wear a

nineteenth century stores continue In business today. Like the men's wear

ladles stores catered to clientele of different economic levels.shops, the
Milwaukee Cloak and Sult,

and the furriers Reckmeyer, Hansen's and

Reel's, Dorsen's and Milwaukee Cloak and Sult featured moderatelyChudlk's.
priced goods. Reel's had been founded In 1881 by Herman Reel. The business

continued for many years after his death at Its location In the Noonan Block
147-6) It Is closed In 1953, and Its formeron East Wisconsin Avenue. (Ml

premises were occupied by a new tenant, Lane Bryant, one of a national chain
(Unidentified clipping MCHCL, 11/21/1952).of women's were shops. Dorsen's

also remained on Wisconsin Avenue through Its existence from 1914 to 1938.
For Its last fifteen years It was located on the south side of West Wisconsin
Avenue in the 400 block. Milwaukee Cloak and Sult began In 1879 on North
Broadway and carried both men's and women's clothing. After lapsing briefly
around the turn of the century, revived In 1912 In the
Manufacturers Home Building at 104-106 East Mason. Dur I ng 1970s Itthe

relocated to 753 North Water (Ml 140-22) carries on lyand wome n'snow

cloth I ng. (Ml 145-19
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Expensive, conservative clothing was their specialty.

high quality mens clothing.

Reel's, Dorsen's,Among the most noteworthy, were

Sisson's was founded

Dreyer-Meyer, Hixon's Lou Fritzel

the business was

but few of



among the Central Businesswere
Lou Fritzel's Is the oldest ofDistrict's most exclusive women's wear shops.

the three having begun at 109 West Wisconsin in 1924. After moving several
times on Wisconsin Avenue, it relocated to its current Art Moderne building at

733 North miIwaukee Street in 1939. (Ml 142-30) It carries a fulI line of
exclusive women's wear and has a branch store in the Mayfair Shopping Center.
Hixon's, another exclusive ladies apparel shop, opened in 1928 as one of the

(Ml 153-8) Itoriginal tenants of the then new Schroeder (Marc Plaza) Hotel.
located there today and has a small boutique at the Pfister Hotel.Is still

Dreyer-Meyer, spec i a Ii z i ng in Ii nger i e, a
partnership between Agnes M. Dreyer and Mrs. Helen G. Meyer. In 1935 the
store relocated to 710 North Milwaukee Street where it flourished. (Ml 146-8)
By 1981 the business, now a corporation, had opened branches on Silver Spring
Road and in the Mayfair Shopping Center. Within the last year Dreyer-Meyer

(Milwaukee City Directory).closed its downtown shop.
Furrier

In terms of furriers, Hansen's began in the 1870's in partnership with a
Mr. Gunther on today's North Water Street. By 1887 the business was known as
the Empire Fur Factory, and both manufactured retai Iedand fur

The company later opened a retail shop in the Plankinton Arcade (Mlproducts.
153-12) and sold furs, Hansen's
remained in business until 1929. (Milwaukee City Directory) Chudik Brothers
Furriers began in 1916 at 101 East Wisconsin Avenue, but later moved to the

(Ml 146-11) long
career in the Central Business District, Chudik's moved to the Capitol Court
Shopping Center about 1970. (Milwaukee City
Di rectory) The Centra I Business Di strict's only remaining i ndependent

After a

began in 1930 on North Avenue as
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Dreyer-Meyer, Hixon's and Lou Fritzel

Stevens Block 724-728

It is now on Calhoun Road.

gloves, millinery, hosiery and sweaters.

its own

North Milwaukee Street.



furrier, William Reckmeyer Company,
1+ later relocated to the Noonan Block at 301 East

1955 when the need forWisconsin Avenue where It stayed until more space

prompted
It continues to serveservice storage vault.ful Imuch-needed, four-story,

Its clients today under third generation descendant William Reckmeyer at 331
East Wisconsin Avenue (Ml 147-8).
FurnIture and Housewares

In addition to ready-to-wear, the Centraol Business District long served
Through the 1860s mostcenter for

furniture dealers were also manufacturers and the businesses tended to cluster
By the 1870s, furniture sales had dispersed alongalong North Water Street.

PlankintonThird Street,Wisconsin NorthAvenue,
Two of the most prominent businesses at this time were the J .F.Avenue.

Birchard Company and the Matthew Brothers Company, John Francis Birchard Is
credited with being Milwaukee’s premier pioneer cabinetmaker. He had learned
his trade In New York City and relocated to Milwaukee In 1845. A full page

first directory In 1847 boasted of the firm's excellent
I i vedmaterials, and qualIty. The product to Its claims,workmen up

necessitating expansion. 1867 Birchard erected the four-story mansard-I n
roofed building that along with segments built by Samuel A. Field and Alanson
Follansbee came to be known as the Birchard and Follansbee Block. Located at

elegant showrooms while floors for manufacturinghoused usedupper were
casepieces, sofas, and chairs. The fine quality merchandise was well beyond
the means of the masses of newly arriving settlers who could not afford his
roduct and his business dwindled. Birchard declared bankruptcy In 1877 after

the southwest corner of Wisconsin and Milwaukee Streets, Birchard's building

a move to 331
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was founded In 1886 and operated Initially

as a furniture and housewares sales.

on North MlIwaukee Street.

East Wisconsin Avenue, where remodeling provided a

Avenue and West Juneau

add In the city's



stands today, muchBirchard's
(Ml 147-7) (Zimmermann, MJ 3/24/1974).altered, at 311 East Wisconsin Avenue.

Ohio natives Eschlnes P. and Alonzo Matthews opened their first furniture
A few years later they began tostore after arriving In Milwaukee In 1857.

Like Birchard's, Matthews Brothersadd furniture of their own manufacture.
1870 a large factory wasfurniture became known for Its fine quality. I n

A prominent retail shop designed bybuilt at Fourth and Clybourn Streets.
architect E.T. Mix was constructed In 1878 on the west side of North Water

(later occupied by Espenhain's store,Street just north of Wisconsin Avenue,
paneling, staircases)architectural woodwork (manteIs,EventuaIly,razed)

supplanted furniture sales and the brothers leased to manufacture furniture
The Matthews Brothers name Is remembered today In their six storyabout 1890.

commercial block on West Wisconsin Avenue that has housed Woo I worth's since

(Zimmermann, MJ 3/1/1981) (see Industry)(Ml 153-17)1912.

and early twentieth centuries, many furniturelate nineteenthBy the
retailers clustered along today's North Plankinton Avenue between Wisconsin

At various times the Northwestern Furniture CompanyAvenue and Kllbourn.
(1891-1945), Waldheim's Furniture (1945-1981), C.W. Fischer Furniture Company
(1865-1925), Hartman Furniture and Carpet Company (1926-1929), Klode's (1930—

Furniture Company (organized 1917)1960s), the Home
Furniture were located here. Hack's another furniture store, was located away

In the former Prltzlaff Hardware Building atfrom the others, to the south,
the southwest corner of North Plankinton and West St. Paul Avenues. (Ml 160-
21, 32) Northwestern and Waldheim's
Plankinton where Waldheim's remained In business until 1981 when It declared

The buI I ding demol I shed Inbankruptcy. 1982. Its twowas
successors Hartman and the Klode Furniture companies date back to 1877 when
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1867 building still

were located In the block at 857 North

Fischer and

In business.

and Nelson Brothers

32 years



Subsequent construction between 1908-1919 resulted148-2)Second Street (Ml
Under the recent ownership of real estateIn today’s nine story structure.

developer George Bock I, the building has been renamed Chalet on the River and
converted to residential and commercial Home Furniture was located inuse.
the building at 834 North Plankinton. (Ml 146-25) It was established in 1917
by Joseph G. Daneman and grew into a chain of six stores by 1929. When Home
Furniture was consolidated with Daneman's earlier business, the BIoch-Daneman
Company of 1907, it became the largest furniture retailer in Milwaukee. (Men

Hack's and Nelson Brothers are two more recent additionof MiIwaukee p. 49)
to Milwaukee's inventory of furniture retailerrs. Hack's began in business in
1935 as a small appliance store and grew to have branch stores through the
city.
the sole survivor of the once thriving downtown furniture center. (Ml 146-16)
The two major department stores, the Boston Store and Gimbels, are the only
other major furniture retailers downtown. Specialty designer shops and small

be found, however, dispersed throughout the Centralscale bus i nesses can
Mario Constantin! at 241 North Broadway (Ml 155-18),Business District today.

the Loft at 1033 North Third Street (Ml 148-25), Scandinavian Design at 767
North Jefferson (Ml 141-31), Swingles Warehouse Outlet at 318 North Water (Ml

Talisman House at 628 North Water This End Up in the154-10), (Ml 141-9),
Grand Avenue Mall and Milwaukee Mattress and Furniture Inc. at 423 North 3rd

Following national retailing trends, the large discountStreet (Ml 160-27).
chains have located

rather than in the Central Business District.
Among the other associated housewares businesses, George Watts and Son is

the last of the once numerous crockery and glassware dealers that operated
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Charles W. Fischer opened a furniture store on the site of today's 823 North

it closed in 1984 leaving Nelson Brothers at 730 North Plankinton as

furniture dealers and the national in surburban areas



clerk for Thomas Massey In 1872 andEnglish-born Watts began asdowntown.
The partnershipworked his way up to bookkeeper and finally partner in 1884.

Following ain an accident.1890 when Mr. Massey was killedlasted unti I

in business on his ownWatts continuedbrief partnership with James Siddel,
1893 at the 730 Milwaukee Street location that had been occupied byafter

in 1917 theWith the addition of son Howard M.Thomas Massey since 1885.
business was renamed George Watts and Son. The firm's last move was to the
beautiful Mediterranean style building at 751-756 North Jefferson designed for

It continues toit by Martin Tullgren and Sons Company in 1925 (Ml 141-30)
occupy the building today and offers a wide selection of china, sterling,

Histor i caI Places,crystal
1974; Gregory, Hi story 1931, Vol 4 p. 547).

Booksellers and Stationers

stationersand have had long history i nBookseilers a
Business District. One of the earliest, J.B. Hoeger and Sons Bookshop was

i n 1847. It sold stationery i n addition to booksestab Iished

manufactured blank books and did printing and lithography. Although no longer
in business their shop remains at 769 North Water Street

a three story commercial (Mi 140-27)intact example of block from 1873-74.
Des Forges is an early firm that flourished for many decades. George Des
Forge began as a clerk in the bookstore of William E. Tunis and Co. in 1865.
By 1870 Des Forges operating the Wisconsin News Company,was
stationery shop, in partnership with Charles F. Gray and Frank H. Greenleaf.
Through subseguent partnerships the firm became known as George Des Forges &

locatedCompany.
throughout its existence. It most recently operated out of 400 East Wisconsin
Avenue (Ml 146-7) until
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as a remarkably

a book and

and decorative objects (Wisconsin Inventory of

It has been

the Central

and also

its purchase by Webster's Books in late June 1985.

at various sites on East Wisconsin Avenue



He

C. West who had started hislaterwas
By 1887 the business was known as the H.H. Westbusiness in the late 1850s.

during the 1890s the firm manufactured blank books and expanded intoCompany.
the sale of Spaulding sporting goods. The firm has almost always been on
North Water Street and has recently renovated its building at 628 North Water

It no longer carries141-9) which it has occupies since 1918.Street (Ml
books, only office supplies. A relative newcomer among Milwaukee booksellers

The store opened on Downer Avenue in 1927is the Harry W. Schwartz Bookshop.

By Wor Id War IIserving as a small publishing house called Casanova Press.
The business is nowthe business had expanded to include a general book line.

In mid-September 1984, Schwartz left Its long timerun by son David Schwartz.
shop at 434 West (Ml 161-27) to relocate in the newly
restored Iron Block at 205 East Wisconsin Avenue (Ml 147-3) (MS 8/9/1972).
Retail Foodstuffs

Similar to the clustering of the furniture store along Plankinton Avenue,
a retail food district evolved on North Third Street between State Street and
Juneau Avenue. Third Street had not always been a retail grocery center.
Through the 1860s the street housed and drapers,

and some sma I I industries such as a soap factory,saloons,
similarly diversevi negar distiIlery and manufacturers. (Milwaukee City

Di rectory). In the I at 1880s bakers and confectioners began to cluster i n
and by the turn of the century approximately one third of the

businesses were devoted to food selling including bakers, grocers and meat
Steinmeyers was the most prominent of the grocers.markets. Located at 1054

North Third, although originally primarily a grocery wholesaler, Steinmeyer's
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H.H. West began as a clerk at Ford and Fairbanks Booksellers in 1857-58.

that area

a few

a stationer with Samuel

numerous taiolors
a tin works, a

Ii sted as

under the name Casanova Booksellers specializing in first editions and also

Wisconsin Avenue



purchase blendedshoppers couldatlarge retai I storeoperated a
spices and tobacco among otherherbs,coffees,

Stei nmeyer's,f i rm i n the b lockwholesaleHassman-MuelI er, same asa
specialized in poultry, fresh fruits and vegetables.
down the block, manufactured wursts and sausages and sold them in their ground
floor delicatessen in a business Fred Usinger purchased from a widow Gaertner.

in its 104th year of business and, greatly expanded, isThe company
located at 1030 Third Street. (Ml 148-13) Buehler Brothers Butchersti I I

offered ethnic specialities as well. Among the other general grocersSho
found here were Town, Kissinger, Wessel, Liberty, D & F, A & P and National

(Con lee, p. 41-42).Tea.
Retail Sales Summary

Business Di str ict retained its city-wide prominenceThe Central i n
mid-1950s,retai Iing untiI the when it began to dec I i ne i n commerci a I

importance. Congestion, age and the perception of a crime-ridden downtown
the development of the suburban shopping center which offeredresulted i n
unlimited parking and up-to-date stores. Gimbel's Boston Store

and Chapman's stayed downtown but also opened suburban stores offereing the
same goods making it necessary for most shoppers to venture to their flagship

Small neighborhood-oriented stores such as the tobacconist,stores. grocer,
hardware, small drug store, barber shop and taverns tended to disappear with
the lack of patronage and lack of a residential population downtown. NationaI
chain stores usurped much of the business formerly held by independent local

Lane Bryant outlet would replaceshops. A
repurted to be the longest continous shopping street in America (30 blocks),
gegan to suffer tremendous vacancy rates and today remains a viable shopping

only in the two blocks between State Street and Highland Avenue. Thearea
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retailers who survivedsma I I
stores with
product and custom service such

Downtown Milwaukee retailing has experienced somethingfrom Gimbels.across
due to the opening of the Grand Avenue. Byrenaissance since 1982

Gimbel's and Woolworths) with newlylinking existing stores (Boston Store,
space, the Grand Avenue has provided an exciting now homeconstructed retail

for national chain stores (Casual Corner, peck and Peck, Waldenbooks) and well
While its effects have primarily been feltone-of-a-kind local businesses.as

west of the Milwaukee River, the Grand Avenue has generated a confidence and
resuI ted i n such east s i de projects theenthusiasm that has as

renovation/restoration of the Iron Block and the McGeoch buildings.
HoteIs

Hotels are another type of commercial activity whose rise to prominence
and decline have reflected the abb and flow of the downtouwn eceonmy and
changing transportation systems. Urban hotels traditionally have been located

the nineteenth century,I n the terminus of
shipping lines, railroad routes and overland access points into the city were

for hoteIs.locations in this century, accessibility bythe most common
strong influence the location of overn i ghtautomobiIe has been ona

As Milwaukee developed, hotels clustered around the financialaccommodat ions.
district, the entertainment and theater district and the government center at
Market Square.
Pioneer and Early Settlement 1830s-1870s

The pioneer hotels offered basic, no frills lodging and often served as
inn was the Milwaukeeadjuncts to taverns.

Hote I and Wi sconsi n Avenue.
The city's first known hotel or

near transportation centers.

of a

at the northwest corner of today's Broadway
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If(Bruce, HoteIs).
in 1835 on North Water Street near Clybourn Avenue. The one and a half story,
frame, saltbox type structure accommodated all i n its spartan rooms.corners

Inn and after it wasIt the Cottage Iater,
it became known as the New Cottage Inn.1843,

Cottage Inn 1845.early hotels, succumbed to f i re i n
(History of Milwaukee 1881 The west side of the1420; Bruce Hotels).P-
Central Business District, across the Milwaukee River in Kilbourntown soon
built a rival hostelry, the Shanty Tavern, a 22 foot by 100 foot, rickety-
looking building which was located on the site occupied today by the County

Third Street Planki nton Avenue. (History ofHi storical Center at and
MiIwaukee 1881 p. 1423; Bruce Hotels).

rough-and-ready lodgings were not toSuch
finer establishments were built to cater to businessmen, farmers and asoon,

more genteel clientele. The Bellevue House, northeast corner of
begun in 1835 by Solomon Juneau and Morgan L.Wisconsin and Broadway, was

Smith and completed in 1837. later changed to the MiIwaukee
1842 an attempt was made to set an early curfew and run it asI nHouse. a

A drastic decline in patronage lead to the re-establishmenttemperance hotel.
of the bar room and the hotel soon became famous for its fashionable parties
and the business deals struck by the business patrons who frequented the

It also acquired a reputation for having good food and a homelikepI ace.
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1422-1423; Bruce Hotels). The Lakeatmosphere.

two story Greek Revival Style structure w i th a cupola original IyHouse, a
known

Situated near the South Second Street railroad depot at thefiner hotels.
corner of Pittsburg Street, the hotel was popular with farmers visiting the

enlarged to four stories in
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A short time later Jacquest Vieau Jr. opened the "Triangle

The name was

Its subsequent owners renamed

as the Hawkins House, was constructed in 1843 and was another of the

at the

everyone's taste and quite

the NewLike many



Itcity.
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 142; Milwaukeewas razed after a fire in 1932.

Unidentified clipping MCHCL;Public Library historic Photograph Collection;
The United States Hotel built on the site of the New Cottage Inn,5/23/1932)

but destroyed by fire in 1854, was the finest hotel of its day in Milwaukee.
appeared to laterhotels to the growing swell of

immigrants who were flooding into Milwaukee. J. Bechtel's Mansion House on
Third Street between Highland and Ki I bourn Avenues operated from 1848 to 1899

in spite of itsand name, was
catered to German immigrants. (Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photographs

Near Water and Detroit Streets was the Caledonia HotelCol lection) for the
Ir i sh,Scotch and for the Welsh. The Hotel Wettstein
welcomed a German clientele at the northeast corner of Wells and(1848-1962)

Water Streets while the Fond du Lac House, also known the Auer Hotel,as
catered to the same German trade on Fourth Street between Highland and Juneau
Avenues (Leader 1/30/1926; Bruce, HoteIs)

By the 1840s hotels began to be constructed of brick in response to the
rash of fires that had destroyed many of the two-and-three-story frameso
establishments built earlier. The first brick hotel was the Kirby House,
constructed in 1844 by Daniel Wells. It originally was intended to serve as a
combination boarding house and business block with the ground floor occupied

Wells decided to open the building as a hotel insteadby stores and offices.
to profit from the large numbers of immigrants traveling through the city.
Originally two and one-half stores In height and called the City Hotel, the

The dining rooms and sleepting rooms were on the upper floors.shop. Under
it came to occupy the entire
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later served as a boarding house for sailors and dock workers and

was en I arged unt i I

arid the St. David's

lower floor was occupied by the post office, the hotel office and a barber

actually a modest frame establishment that

various owners, the hotel

At an early date,



f ive stor les tall.and stoodMason and
Renamed the Kirby House after its purchase in 1865 by Abner Kirby; the hotel

its Mi Iwaukee's thirdmost home Ii ke of c I assconsidered thewas
largest hostelry in 1880 with accommodations for up to 641 guest in its 130

It was especially popular with merchants on buying trips to Milwaukee.rooms.
The Kirby House stood until 1929 when the First Wisconsin Bank constructed the
present Art Deco Style parking structure on the site. (Ml 141-6) (History of

1427-1428; Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph1881Mi Iwaukee P«
Col lection).

Combining commercial space with hotel accommodations became quite common
after the construction of the Kibry House. Typical of the many smaller

the Cross Keys Hotel, built as the Juneau Hotelhotels,
story brick block with ground floor commercial space. Its fourth story was

in the 1870s but the building survived at the northeast corner ofremoved
Streets untiland East St. Paul 1980 when razed forNorth Water

(MiIwaukee Pub Iic Library Hi storic Photograph Col lection).park i ng.
More and better accommodations were constantly in demand as Milwaukee's

population boomed and lodgings were required for the travelers and businessmen
who were coming through the city in greater numbers. After fire destroyed the
United States Hotel in 1854, promoters began a campaign to build a new first
class hotel that resulted in the construction of the Newhall House in 1857.

Built by Daniel NewhalI and his associates at
northwest corner of Broadway and Michigan Streets, the cream brick, Itali anate

ful I six stories high,building stood a
around a central court which provided light and ventilation to all i nterior

The main floor was occupied by eight shops. The cupola on the roofareas.
afforded grand views of the city and Lake Michigan. The sumptuous hotel was
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Water Streets

i n 1853, was a four

and contained 300 rooms arranged

a cost of $270,000 on the

and was

southeast corner of

it was



the work of the architecturaI
The hotel remained the city's finest hostelry until it was destroyedChIcago.

wh i ch seventy-eight lives. (MS1883, claimedf i re i nspectacuI arby a
8/24/1857 1/3-4; History of Milwaukee 1881, p. 1426-1427).

The West Side was not to be surpassed by the Newhall House, however, and
within a decade, the elegant Plakinton Hosue had been constructed to lure away
a portion of the first class tourists and commercial trade from the east side.
Originally built in 1867 in the Second Empire style, the Plankinton House was

in a series of additions inexpanded east and west along Wisconsin Avenue
1883 until it finally occupied the entire half block from1876, 1880 and

Plankinton Avenue to Second Street along Wisconsin Avenue and contained some
MS 9/21/1876 1/3,(History of Milwaukee) 1881 1425-1426;400 rooms. P-

8/30/1879 8/2, 6/4/1883 6/1) The hotel's numerous amenities and popularity

led city historian William George Bruce to credit the Plankinton House with

helping to establish Wi scons i n Avenue's commerc i a I dominance Juneauover
Avenue, which had long been the center of trade west of the Milwaukee River.

The Plankinton's second(Bruce Hotels) floor featured a
luxurious promenade known as the Arcade, and a dining room that could seat 240
in addition to a separate dining room for women. Marble wainscotting graced
the halls and ornate fireplaces dominated the ladies parlor and the main

Carved woodwork enhanced the arcade addition built in 1876 anddining rooms.
modeled after European examples seen by millionaire owner John Plankinton.
Elevators, telephones, bi I Hard and barbers InstalIedrooms were
years to keep the place to date. By 1880 the hotel a widespreadhadup
reputation for elegance and fine dining. The hotel remained in operationn
until it was razed to make way for the Plankinton Arcade in 1915. (History of

MiIwaukee 1881, p. 1426; MJ 11/25/1915; Evening Wisconsin 4/5/1917.
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firm of Boyington and Mix of Milwaukee and

a fine ball room,

over the
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Era of the Grand Hotels 1880s-1890s

By the late 1880s and 1890s hotel amenities had become higher elaborated

and large public halls were considered to be as important as the appointments
Among the popular hotels

built in the late nineteenth century were the Republican House, Blatz, Pabst
The Repub Iican House, built in 1884 byand Schlitz, Globe and Pfister hotels.

last of the old style German family hotels. ItCharles Kletsch, thewas
ear I i eerr establishment on the site that had been built as thereplaced an

Washington House in 1836 but had been later renamed in honor of the Republican
The highly-embellished, featured ironfour-story, br i ck structureparty.

prominent tower and a rich cornice. It occupied a major portion
by Ki I bourn, State, Th i rd and Fourth Streets andblock boundedof the

The Kletschwas built Iater.
Family, including few sones and four daughters, worked and lived In the hoteI
and held family gatherings there well into the twentieth century. It was the
favored gathering place for German businessmen/merchants such Williamas
Steinmeyer, Fred Usinger Sr., John Elser and Fred Dohmen who made a daily

special nook in the dining room known as the Nueremberger
Bratwurst Gloecklein where they lunched on susages. The Republican Is famous

American League in 1892, for
promoting the popularity of football starting In the late 1880s and as the
long time local headquartereds for the Republican Party. The hotel maintained
its own private electric power plant, the last to serve a private commercial
building in Milwaukee, until 1943. The hotel remained in the kletsch Family

in 1950 to Republican Realty. The Journal Company subsequently
purchased the property in 1955 and in 1958 razed the structure, (History of

balconies, a

pilgrimage to a

A 65-room annexoriginally had 109 rooms.

of the guest rooms in determining a hotel's rank.

as the birthplace of basebail's

and the size, quality and decor of dining facilities, bar rooms, ball rooms

until sold

its role in



7/14/1937; MJ1424-1425;1881,Mi Iwaukee P-

1/19/1944, 3/26/1958, 5/18/1958; Rail and Wire June, 1943). The Blatz Hotel
of Water Wells Streets had been builtsouthwest andat the ascorner

Nunnemacher's business block, but was converted into the 80 room Grand Central
In 1892, the Blatz Brewing Company, through its real estatein 1872.Hotel

division Alliance Investment Company, purchased the hotel and renamed it the
As Vai Blatz was a lover of good food, he imported three we I I-Hotel Blatz.

known chefs from a Chicago hotel and the dining room became famous throughout
in the early 1930s an attempt was made to revive the main diningthe state.

rooms 1890s elegance and reputation. The hotel subsequently passed through
many owners and was last known as the Lee Hotel before it was razed in 1968.
Mi Iwaukee Pub I ic Li brary Hi storic Photograph Co I Iection; Un i denti f i ed
clippings MCHCL 3/2/1931, 6/3/1934, 5/28/1935, 6/19/1949, 7/6/1952.

The Pabst Hotel, directly across Market Square from the Blatz, was also
an old hotel that was rebuilt and enlarged by a brewing company in the 1890s.

originally built in 1857-1858 by Captain Upman but had beenthe hotel was
enlarged by 1875 when it was known as the St. Charles Hotel and was patronized
by many affluent German businessmen. (History of Milwaukee 1881, p. 1429).
In 1890 the Pabst family purchased the structure, completely reconstructed the
facade of brown stone and renamed (MS 11/16/1890)it the Pabst Hotel An
addition to the north extended the hotel
Water Street and East Wells Streets. It was most famous for its huge bar that
ran almost the entire length of the building. Becauce of its locationn near
the courthouse and across from City Hall it was popular with politicians and

rarely any statewide political campaign that didn'tthere was headquarter
itself at the Pabst through the early 20th century, in 1923 the five story,

sold by the Pabst family. The place was renamed the St.
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Unidentified clipping MCHCL,

300-room hotel was

to teh southeast corner of North



Federal raid in 1928 revealed that
A court orderillegally selling alcoholic beverages.

Upon reopening In 1929, businessclosed the hotel for one year as punishment.
Damage caused by a falling skylight in 1931 resulted in the hotel'sfIagged.

When Milwaukee County did not accept thepermanent closing in that year.
owner's offer of the building as a shelter for unemployed men, it was razed in

Plans by Walter Liebert for a new German House or Deutsch club onJuly, 1932.
the site fell through because of the Depression. The lot remained vacant
until the present Marshall and I Isley bank building was constructed on the

(Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph Collection;site in the 1960s
MS 12/6/1890 3/4, 12/14/1890 4/4, 12/31/1890 3/3; Unidentified clippings MCHCL

7/20/1928, 7/19/1929, 9/16/1931, 10/3/1931,9/26/1923, 6/8/1928, 7/11/1928,
2/24/1932, 9/11/1932, 5/28/1932)

It was built by the Schlitz Brewing Company in 1889, just a block easthotel.
on East Wisconsin Avenue at teh northeastthe new Northwestern Depot,of

The five story, 57-room structure was built in thecorner of Cass Street.
It wasRichardsonian Romanesque style and featured a prominent corner tower.

built at a cost of $86,000. With the Pabst, it had onnee of the best known
in the city in the 1890s. Catering primarily to travelers whobar rooms

arrived by rail, the hotel was patronized by visiting dignitaries including
William Jennings Bryan and Harry Houdini.

In 1960 the Globe was purchased by the Juneau Square Corporation andSchlitz.
(Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph Collection).subsequently razed

The Schlitz Brewing Company also was responsible for the construction of
the Schlitz Hotel at the southeast corner of West Wisconsin Avenue and Third

Its most famous attraction hugh, vaulted the Palm Garden,Street in 1886.
built as an addition in 1895 and designed by architect Charles Kirchhoff Jr.
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Charles Hotel and gained notoriety when a
the proprietor was

The Globe Hotel was another brewery owned

In 1945 the hotel was sold by



Like most of the city's
It was converted Into a movie theater thwn the hotelbecause of prohibition.

(Milwaukee Public Library Historicin 1921closed
Photograph Collection).

By far, the most sumptuous of the hotels built in the late 19th century
With the burning of the Newhall House in 1883, the east sidewas the Pfister.

Wealthy tanner Guido Pfister hadfirst class hotel .left without awas
be constructed and acquired property for thisproposed that a great hotel

Streets.res i dence at Jefferson and East Masonadjoin I ng hispurpose
A stockhe died before the project could get off the ground.Unfortunately,

Gu ido's Char Ies F.eventually formed with and daughter,son
Architects Henry C.Pfister and Mrs. Louis Vogel in charge of the project.

Esser chosen to design 1 .5 million do I I arJ.Koch and Hermann were
Richardsonian Romanesque building which opened on May 1, 1893. (Ml 145-13)
The lobby walls, stairs, columns and floor were of marble, some from Algiers,

The seventh floor "Fern Room" was a great banquet hall andsome from France.
Venetian balcony where musicians could play. A largebal I room and had a

barber shop and Turkish bath were included. Charles Pfister contributed many
In 1926 the Ray Smith family took overoil paintings for the lobby walls.

management of the hotel and engaged Herman J. Esser in a $75,000 remodelling
The kitchen was removed from the seventh floor, the guest rooms wereproject.

updated and electric elevators replaced the original hydraulic ones. Lawrence
Smith purchased the hotel in 1944. in 1962 the fading hotel was taken over by

Pfister Corporation which still retains ownershipMarcus of the HotelBen
Just blocks from the old Northwestern Depot, the Pfister has been hosttoday.

to such dignitaries as the Woodrow Wilsons, Nehru, William Jennings Bryan,
The hotel remains a popular place todayEnrico Caruso and Sarah Bernhardt.

and was

company was

razed In 1964.
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famous beer halls, the Palm Garden closed In 1919



complete with itsItsrestored towith its lobby appearance
late nineteenth century oil paintings. A new 23 story towercollection of

addition was constructed to the north in 1963. (Stover, 1953; Unidentified
lipping MCHCL 4/8/1960; Anderson, Hotel Pfister Souvenir 1978).c

grand hotels received the majoprity of the publicity,Although the
operated out of res i dencessmaI I er hoteIs converted otherornumerous

structures adapted from other commercial uses. Hoch's Hotel (Fourth Street),
(Everett between Third and Fourth Streets)the Union Depot Hotel and the

(Sixth Street) were typical of the many more modest hostelriesViaduct Hotel
that offered accommodations to the less affluent.
Twentieth Centry Hotel

heyday of the hotel in Milwaukee's CentralThe real Business District
occurred in the early twentieth century. Most of the new hotels were built
west of the Milwaukee River near the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway

Fourth Everett(razed) at and Streets i nDepot the theater andor
district along Wisconsin Avenue,entertainment Second Th i rd Streets.and

Accommodations of various quality were built to appeal to an increasingly
segmented market of tourists, traveli ng salesmen, theater companies and
transients. With better transportation facilities, more and more people were
on the move and in need of overnight lodgings.

Office and apartment building conversions became a common source of hotel
space in the early years of this century as transient lodgers became

long term renters who paid low monthly rents.
Typical of these usually modest hostelries were the Schuster (c. 1879-1939), a
small 53 room hotel at 500-522 East Wisconsin Avenue near Jackson Street that
had begun life as an apartment building, and the Martin (1889-1958), Iocated
at 707 East Wisconsin Avenue, wh i ch substanti al 127-room structurewas a
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Victorian

a more
profitable clientelle than



Both the Schuster and the Martin hadbuilder of the Iron Block.B. Martin,
(MJ 6/29/1958;been remodeled into hotels by the time of the First World War.

Hi storic Photograph Col lection). The HotelLi braryPublicMi Iwaukee
Gi Ipatrick at 831 North Third Street was the result of the conversion of the

building that had long servedRichardsonian Romanesque commercial
office and showrooms for the Romaska Trunk Company. In 1905 M.P. GiIpatrick
purchased the structure and after interior remodeling reopened it as a hotel

The hotel was the site of the assination attempt made on Theodorein 1907.
Roosevelt during the presidential campaign of 1912. The hotel closed in 1932

in the early 1940s except for the first story tavern, whichand was razed
wasn’t demolished until 1970. (Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph
Collection; Unidentified clipping MCHCL 8/4/1941) Yet another conversion was
the Carlton Hotel which opened in 1899 in the 1892 building formerly occupied
by the Milwaukee Female College. Located at 1120 North(see Education)
Milwaukee Street, the hotel was razed in 1963 and its site is now part of the
North Jefferson Street School playground. (Milwaukee Public Library Historic
Photograph Collection).

addition conversion of existing structures,I n to sma I I tonumerous
sized hotel structures constructed throughtout the Centra Imedi urn were

Business District to replace the small-scale commercial blocks that were once
common throughout the area. at 636 North Van
Buren Street built in 1926 and the Belmont at 751 North 4th Street built in
1920 are typical examples of the many small seal I hotels built to provide a
basic room with a bath and no particular amenities. The Mary I and constructed

little grander than the Belmont, but
like the latter offered modest rooms above ground floor shops until it was
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designed by Crane and Barkhausen on land that was part of the estate of James

in 1910 at 625 North 4th Street, was a

The East-Way, a 75-room hotel

as the



Thedemolished in 1984.

Streetstory Morri son (c.1888-1938) Third had origi nally beenthree on
operated as the Terminal Hotel and the Randolph after the owner
Randolph Brothers Hotal Company and its 60 rooms were popular with commercial
travelers who arrived by town at the enarby Milwaukee Road depot. It was

The eight-story McCoy (1907-1965) was originallylate 1930s.
known as the Charlotte and its 100 rooms were popular with theater people who
frequented the Davidson Theater across the street and other nearby theaters.
Remodeling In 1938 resulted in a name change to the KI I bourn. It was razed i n

(Unidentified clippings MCHCL 1/25/1924, 5/16/1935,1965 for a parking lot.
3/30/1938, 5/12/1938, 5/15/938, 11/19/1938; Milwaukee Public Library Historic
Photograph Collection).

Among the larger and plusher early twentieth century hostelries were the
new Randolph, the RoyaI, theWisconsin, the

Medford, the Antlers and the Miller Hotels. The Hotel Wisconsin at 720 North
Third Street was constructed

(Ml 148-6) Constructed at a cost of one million dollars,Holabird and Roche.
eleven-story building is unique its highlythe

polychromed, northern European Renaissance style facade of redd i sti netive,
and cream colored brick with its steeply pitched tile roof. It was considered

be the city’sto
Special accommodationns and dining facilities were provided for
numerous sample (Un i denti f i ed
clipping MCHCL 4/7/1940;p MS 5/28/1956; Evening Wisconsin Newspaper Reference
Book p. 206)
Michigan Streets, next to the Davidson Theater. It was originalloy built as a

in 1916, but in 1924 four additional floors were added.foui—story hotel The
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More noteworthy were the McCoy and Morrison Hotels.

later as

women and

The Medford was located at the northwest corner of Third and

rooms were available to traveling salesmen.

500 rooms.

razed In the

first "skyscraper hotel"

to Mi Iwaukee

the second Plankinton Hotel,

and contained some

because of

in 1913, to the design of Chicago architects



(MJ_ 7/23/1964;
Milwaukee Public Library Historic gotograph Collection)

The new Plankinton House was designed to replace the original Plankinton
for the Plankinton Arcade.Hote I, which way

i n Apr I Iwhich opened of 1917, viewed importantPlankinton, was as an
component in the redevelopment of the block bounded by West Wisconsin, West
Michigan, Plankinton and Second Streets. Along with the Arcade, the hotel was
to form pOart of a retail and entertainment complex that was also to have

All wew to be joind by passages so that patrons would notincluded a theater.
yhave to step outdoors. Problems with obtaining adequate financial backing
and acquiring the needed land prevented the proposal from being completely

The hotel, located at the northwest corner of Plankinton and Westrealized.
Michigan, stood eight stories high and was built of light brown tapestry brick
with terra cotta trim. Although the
Plankinton contained 500 rooms, it lacked the amenities and meeting facilities
necessary to make it a true first class hotel. It did boast a number of

including the Flemish, Colonial,dinign areas, however, Dutch, Gothic and
Hunter's Rooms. Most outstanding of the dining facilities was the Terrace
Garden on the west end of the ground floor. It had a glass pergola roof,
marble floor and terraces of flowers, shrubs and vines. A concert stage was

The press saidlocated at one end. it compared favorably to the "Wonder
Rooms"§ found in New York City hotels, which were all the rage at the time.
The Plankinton continued as a hotel until it was demolished to make way for

Avenue Ma I I i n (Evening Wisconsin 4/5/1917,

1/20/1917; MJ 11/25/1915, 12/21/1915, 12/26/1915).

The Randolph Hotel was built by jeweler Archie Tegtmeyer who had started
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300-room classical revival style building was razed In 1964.

business in 1892 on South Fifth Street.

Alfred C. Cl as was the architect.

The new

In 1911 he moved his shop to the

teh Gran

was razed to make

the early 1980s.



Tegtmeyer razed the existing
1925 and built the Randolph on the site. (Ml 153-20). Thei nstructures

hotel became a losing proposition for Tegtmeyer in the early 1930s and along
with a public auction of the contents of his jewelry,
sold to cover the jeweler’s debts. the 12 story hotel with its profusion of
Mediterranean-inspired terra cotta ornament had long been a landmark at the
southwest corner of Fourth Street and Wisconsin Avenue. The hotel was razed

(MJ_ 4/27/1962, 1/24/1925)for new development in 1985.
The Miller HoteI was an even more distinguished hostelry. Constructed in

1917 at a cost of $300,000 by the Miller Brewing Company, the nine-story
building included elegant dining facilities and combinatioonn vaudevillea
theater and movie house that seated 2,000. Its name was later changed to the
Towne. It i n for the Reuss Federal Plaza.
(Evening Wisconsin 6/21/1916; MS 4/5/1917)

The Royal Hotel was bu i 11
Michigan Streets in 1928 at a cost of $425,000 and demolished in the late

early 1970's. Its site is new corporate
headquarters of Blue Cross Blue Shield United of Wisconsin. The Antlers
Hotel, located at the northeast corner of Second and Michigan Streets, was the
most luxurious of the commercial hotels. When it was completed in 1924, the
spacious 11 story structure boasted 500 rooms. The 100 feet by 200 feet

hotel occup i edground the larger then that itsof ofarea was any
contemporaries and the structure said to be one third larger than anywas

Russel Iother hotel in the state. Bar Williamson was the architect. The
hotel was designed exclusively for men and the name Antlers was chosen in a
competition because is best reflected the stag nature of the accommodations.
Women were encouraged to patronize the hotel’s retail businesses, however, and
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corner of Fourth Street and Wisconsin Avenue.

near the Milwaukee Road depot at Fifth and

store, the Hotel was

was razed

now occupied by the

1980 to make way

1960s or



The placewhen escorted.recreationofmake wascou I d use
bowl I ng al leys,in effect, a club for men and provided 16considered to be,

A loung exclusively18-hole indoor golf course and a 12-chalr barber shop.an
for the use of guests and their friends extended across the entire second
story.

The hotel’s Arcedia Ballroom was noted for its size andlargest in the state.
By 1932, however, the hotel had gone into receivership and bymagnIf icence.

It remained in1938 had reeverted to the possession of the Plankinton Estate.
operation as a residential hotel until the late 1970s when it was demolished
to make way for the construction of the Grand Avenue Mall. (Un i denti f ied
clippings MCHCL 4/7/1923, 4/17/1924, 10/23/1924, 3/7/1932, 1/2/1938).

In contrast to these bustling commercial hotels, the quiet residential
hotels were located away from the main traffic arteries and business areas of

located on the east side of the river inMost of these werethe downtown.
what was then the totally residential Yankee Hill area. Although there were a

including the Syndey (1927( at 770 North Marshallfair number of these, (Ml
137—10) and the Park Shore I and at 831 North Prospect Avenue (1927-) the best
known surviving examples are the Astor, the Knickbocker and the Plaza. The

at 924 Eastbegin in 1916, Juneau the earliest of the three.Astor, was
Martin Tullgren and Sons designed the hotel. An addition, doubling its size,
was constructed in 1925. (Ml 135-25) The neighboring Kn i ckerbocker at 1028
East Juneau, designed by Rosman and Wierdsma, was built in 1929. (Ml 135-27)
The much small Plaza Motor Hotel at 1007 North Cass Street was constructed in
1924. (Ml 134-16) All three have always offered overnight accommodations
although their mainstay Is the long term resident living in a single room or a
suite. is currently being converted into condominium
apartments.
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faciIitles

The 1,000 person capactiy restaurant on the ground floor was the

The Knickerbocker



luzurious twenty-five storyopening of the Hotel Schroeder 509at West
(Ml 153-8) Designed by Chicago architects HolabirdWisconsin Avenue. and

architectural journals for its
elegant design. (Architectural Record Volume 64, Number 4, October, 1928) for
its elegant design. It was the flagship of modest hotel empire owned bya
Walter Schroeder which included the Hotel Wisconsin in Milwaukee, the Retlaw
in Fond du Lac and others.

The interior was magnificently appointed. The ground floor arcades
featured brilliantly colored terrazzo floors and cream colored marble walls.
The second floor lobby, 53 feet by 68 feet, had a floor paved with marble from

and Tennessee.Belgium wainscotted of red LevantoItaly,
Gold leaf ornamented plaster decorationmarble. The color

scheme of dusty black and gray complemented the ebony woodwork. A lounge and
the main dining room accessed through the lobby. The 750 guest roomswere

by far the largest hotelmade the Schroeder in Milwaukee. With some 500
its payrolIempIoyees on sma II city itself.

(Unidentified clipping MCHCL 4/8/1940) In 1972, the hotel was acquired by
Ben Marcus (who also owned the Pfister) and the hotel's name was changed to

the Marc Plaza. the marble floors of the
furnishings have been replaced, the interior has remained essentially intact.
With the stylized peacock and floral forms on the exterior, it remains one of
Milwaukee's finest examples of Art Deco design.

In addition to being the city's largest and most the
Schroeder was also the last large downtown hotel built before the onset of the
Depression forced numerous hotels into bankruptcy. In the 1940s wartime gas
rationing, travel restrictions and rate regulation impacted negatively on the
hostelry trade keeping the hotel industry in a slump.
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The Zenith of teh 1920s hotel construction boom occurred in 1927 with the

Although carpeting now covers

Roche, the Schroeder was

was abundant.
The walls were

lauded in national

its was considered to be a

lavish hotel,



For survival, many of
the city's hotels reversed an earllerr trend and cut transient accommodations
up to 50% In order to house permanent residents. (Unidentified clipping MCHCL

thousands of returning Gl's and the removal4/8/1940). of
restr lotionsconvention I ed staggering posttraveI to hote Iand a war

A few hotels, such as the Schroeder, converted unused floors intoshortage.
additional guest to meet the demand. In general, though, Milwaukeerooms
seemed able to absorb the large numbers of travelers without any major new
downtown hotel construction.
was the motel, which was usually built at the outskirts of the city rather
than in the Central Business District.

The first of the contemporary motor hotels to be built in the Central
Business District was the Milwaukee Inn at 916 East State Street. Upon its

it was greeted with much fanfare as being the only firstopening in 1955,
class hotel built in the downtown area in 30 years. It differed from being a

because It was more than two stories high and guests could not parkmotel
directly outside their rooms, although the hotel featured an easily accessible

The original proposal for a tower type building of 8 storiesparking ramp•
made by Grassold and Johnson was eventually reduced to 5 stories. Final plans
were drawn by Rosen and Horowitz in association with Holabird, Root and Burger

The resulting hotelof Chicago. had 180 rooms,
lounge, barbershop, valet service and roof garden with a sun deck and lounge.
The concrete construction was faced on the exterior with Indiana limestone and
brightly-colored aluminum panels and cost nearly $2,500,000. Television and
air conditioning, now commonplace, were considered selling point at thea
t ime. The name Milwaukee Inn was chosen In a competition and selected for Its
connotations 6/12/1957, 2/14/1958;of old style hospitality. (MJ MS
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hostelry trade keeping the hotel industry in a slump.

THe favored accommodation of the post war era

Pent-up demand,
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6/16/1957, 11/9/1958, The
Milwaukee Inn has subsequently changed owners and has been renamed the Park

A complete remodeling of the Interior and the exterior within theEast HoteI.
last few years has totally obscured Its original appearance. (Ml 136-6)

Since the construction of the Milwaukee Inn/Park East, two additional
national chain mator hotels have been built in the Central Business District,
the Ramada Inn, at 633 West Michigan Street built in 1966 (Ml 151-34) and the
Howard Johnson's at 611 West Wisconsin Avenue built in 1968. (Ml 149-20) The
latter occupies the site where a huge hotel complex had once been proposed by
the Central Greyhound Lines of Minnesota.
million dollar complex which would have included a 500 room hotel, an office
building and a bus depot. As proposed, the hotel would have been larger than
the 40 story Executive House in Chicago. Although the office building bus
depot were built the principal backers of the hotel pulled out of the scheme,
and ultimately the present smaller motor hotel (MS 1/9/1958,

1/14/1958, 1/28/1958)

The most recent of the Central Business District’s hotels is the Hyatt
Completed In 1980, the Hyatt has been the onlyRegency. new luxury hotel

constructed downtown since the 1920s and like the Ramada and Howard Johnson's,
chai n.national concretea

dramatic, seventeen-story atrium with plants and suspended
Several dining areas, including a rooftop revolving restaurant,sculpture.

generous convention facilities and its proximity to the Auditorium, Arena and
Mecca have made the Hyatt the premier convention hotel in the city. The Hyatt
has fulfilled the dreams of city palnners to have a major hotel located next
to the convention center in the area bordered by North Sixth, Wells, Kilbourn
and Third Street.
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Central Business District will be the hotel built in conjunction with the
MI Iwaukee Rep's Theater District. The proposed hotel wi I I be a highrise
structure situated along the Milwaukee River south of Kllbourn Avenue and will
be joined to adjacent theaters, office structure and a parking ramp.
Cone I us Ion

I n conclusion nodes,
decentralization of entertainment and recreation facilities and the dispersal
of businesses to the suburbs have all combined to negatively impact on the
hosiery trade in the last two decades. A reversal of this downward trend
seems imminent. became a vital
force through the opening of the Grand Avenue i n 1982. The soon-to-be-

Theater Di strictreali zed shouId Iikewise re-estab Ii sh the downtown's

Importance as the entertainment and cultural center of the city. With the
projected increase in patronage of downtown activities, the hotel trade faces
a promising fute.

RESTAURANTS
Early Restaurants

Originally, restaurants
adjuncts to Inns, taverns, hotels, and boarding houses and as such, catered to
the traveler. In Milwaukee's Central Business District early hostelries such
as the Cottage Inn, were notorious for their poor food. (History of Milwaukee
1881, 1420) Higher class premises offered better cuisine in order toP-
retain the traveling businessmen and more affluent visitorspatronage of

considered the quality ofwho often the food to important than
appoi ntments of the questrooms. Some estab Iishments, such theas
Mi Iwaukee/Bellevue House, imported delicacies from as far away as Detroit to

Since 1982 downtown retailing has once again
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were not independent businesses but served as

be more

it can be seen that changes in transportation



table became patronized by localIts reputation theandbolster
Such dining rooms became social centers ofas travelers.residents as well

1422).the pioneer community In the 1840's. (History of Milwaukee 1881, P-
Into being, but most of thetheBy 1860,

major transportationrestaurants str 11 locatedf1fteencity's were near
facilities and scattered to the traveler.
Late Nineteenth Century

A dramatic change ocurred by the late 1880's. By then some forty-seven
restaurants were dlspered throughout the Central Business District to cater to

working populationdowntown at noontime and supper. Many operated asthe
to serving food.in addition Big employers such as Glmbels andsaloons

Chapmans provided employees with lunch their premises since a
majority of the clerks were women and restaurant dining was not respectable
for unescorted ladies. (GlmbelIte 1972-1974) a few I ike Peterrestaurants,
Holtz's at the northeast corner of West Wisconsin and North Plankinton,

accommodationsadvertised special for Major hotels, such thewomen. as
House, also had special dining The Centra IPlankinton forrooms women.

Business District also had two other notable dining facilities which provided
genteel surroundings for women patrons. The Woman's Exchange, owned and

opened a lunchroom In 1883 and for years operated out ofoperated by women,

719 North Milwaukee Street. (MI-142-33) Although the Exchange originally
catered to women shoppers, It eventually came to attract male patrons as well
and this mixed clientele remained characterlstlcal of the restaurant until It

(See Socialclosed In 1965. and Political Movements) Conroy's Ice Cream
Pa I or James Conroy started hiswas
business In 1868 and In 1873 moved to Milwaukee Street. In 1882 he became the
primary tenant tn the newly completed Queen Anne storefront at 725-729 North
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(MI-142-31) bust nessMl Iwaukee Street. notedwas
elegance and neatness and Its mirrored parlors could seat 150. On an average
day Conroy's served up 300 gallons of Ice cream. After James Conroy's death
In 1907 the business was continued by family members until 1910. (MIIwaukee
of To-Day p. 141; Milwaukee City Directory)

Typical of the city's early Independent restaurants were Henry Wehr's
establishment and John HInkel's Central Hall. German Immigrant Henry Wehr
began his first food service job after arriving Inas a year
MIIwaukee I n 1857. He subsequently held positions at the most prestigious
hotels of the day, Including the Newhall House, and the Kirby House. In 1862
It of largest, furn I shedknown best and most comp Ieteas onewas
establishments In the city. Although listed as a saloon, Wehr's business also

during the 1870'sserved had developed a regional
reputation for the coffee and coffee cake served there. Travel I ng actors
and dignitaries would not miss a chance to dine at Wehr's. His most famous

Number 1 West Wisconsin Avenue overlooked the Milwaukee River,Iocatlon, was
acquired by GImbels for their expansion and Wehr's business movedu111 mate Iy

Wehr retired from businessstreet. I n the late 1890's. His
descendants established the Wehr Steel Corporation and have been noted local
phi Ianthroplsts. (Mueller, p. 91; History of Milwaukee 1881, p. 1498; Bruce,
History of Milwaukee Vol III p. 274-275).

John HInkel, also an Immigrant from Germany, arrIved in MlIwaukee In
After six years at Best's Brewery,1857.

HInkel subsequently built the Central Hall Restaurant at 1001Third Street.
North Third Street In 1877 at a cost of about $30,000 (MI-148-34) After his
death in 1890, HInkel's son Edwin became proprietor and ran the business until

The building now houses the DongesIt closed Glove Store (See
Retail Sales-Menswear) (Unidentified undated clipping, MCHCL, c.1894).
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Typically of the so-
one that

Albert C. Bade planned to open at 769-771 North Water Street In space formerly
occupied by Hoeger & Sons Booksellers In the Blelfeld Block In 1894. (M1-140-

a Milwaukee native who had previously worked as a caterer, proposed27) Bade,
to open a three story dining complex with a bowling alley In the basement and
accommodations for private parties on the second floor. The main floor, was
to feature Milwaukee's only round bar In addition to dining space. The third
floor would house the culinary and catering department. A noted chef, Paul
Brenner, who had worked In New York and Chicago was employed to take charge of
the kitchen. The press noted that Bade's restaurant "will especially met with
the approval of private families, who, desiring to go out for dinner or to

f I nd his establishment something exclusivelyentertain friends, wl I I for
faml11es with the excel lent service whichand he proposed to render."

11/23/1894)(Unidentified cl Ipplng, MCHCL, It Is IFkely that Bade's
restaurant never opened since Bade continued to operate his saloon on East
KI I bourn Avenue and Is never listed In the city directories as a restaurant

Paul Brenner, however,proprietor. opened his restaurant, Brennerown
Restaurantt, North WaterBrothers Wellson

although It was only In business for a few years.
In spite of the competition from Independent restauranteurs, the hotel

the cladeldining room remained of fine dining In Milwaukee through the
nlneteeth century. The Plankinton House had the city's largest hotel dining

nineteenth century withroom of the I ate
separate ladles dining area that could accommodate 100. About one hundred
sides of beef were reported to be aging in the cellars at any given time and

Plankinton's roast beef alledgedlythe ranked among the best In the nation.
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a seating capacity of 240 and a

called "family restaurant" that appeared about this time was the

Street between and Kllbourn,



The Blatz Hotel Cafe was
Its restaurant and bar werethe city's most popular dining areas.one of

noted for their elegance and their sumptous decorations and glittering crystal
dinners, prepared by three prominent ChicagoThe hotel's gamechandellers.

had a statewide reputation. The
Blatz Hotel exemplifies the entry of the big brewing companies Into hotel and
restaurant ownership during the 1890's. Other brewery-owned establishments

Globe and Schlltz Hotels (both owned by Schlltz) and the Pabstsuch as the
(Pabst Brewing Company) did much to promote the popularity of diningHotel

out among the general population by elevating public drinking and dining into
2/3/1931,occasion. MCHCL,

6/3/1934, 6/19/1949)
Twentieth Century
The Tea Roon

The early twentieth century witnessed the rise of both the Independent
chain restaurant, the popularization of familyand the dining outside the

home and the continuation of the tradition of elegant hotel dining Arooms.
form of restaurant emerged Thisnew

actually an outgrowth of the separate public dining facilities provided for
during the nineteenth century. The tea Is believed to havewomen room

In Glasgoworiginated Scotland the unpretentious back parlor whereas
tea. The custom

became cccnmercl al I zed and popularized by Stuart Cranston and his sister
Caroline who established the Modern Tea Room In Glasgow. Their beautiful

designed by architect Charlesrestaurants, Rennie Macintosh, with their
11 ght fare and modest charges soon became a widespread success with women.
Unlike most other restaurants of the time, a I coho 11c beverages
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chefs Imported by Vai Blatz himself, soon

a respectable social

as well,

were not

shopkeepers wives would serve their husband's customers

the tea room. latter was

(Unidentified clippings,



served. 1901 by Elizabeth
Bigelow and her sister Caroline Bigelow McGeoch. Located In a storefront at
the southeast corner of Mason and Jefferson Streets, the plant-filled place
could accommodate 60 to 80 women. It subsequently moved to a little house on
Marshal I Street and and Amelia Cook who

renamed the business Cook's Tea Shop- In 1929 the tea shop relocated to the

then new George Watts Building. In 1951 the Cooks withdrew from the business

and George Watts and Son took over. The tea shop has since been called Watts

Although
still frequented primarily by women, men have been patronizing the tea room In

(MJ_ 8/5/1965)greater numbers since the 1960's A similar operation, the
Broadway Tea Shop was started by the John Boders In 1922. It ultimately grew

at Mequon In 1929 which Is stillInto Boders Restaurant In business today.
Caroline's a vegetarian restaurant, also operated a tea shop on Its premises
Into the mld-1950's. In recent years, high tea was available at Madame
Kouny's Postilion restaurant In the former Matthew Keenan Residence at 775
North Jefferson until a fire In March, 1984 destroyed the restaurant (Ml-141—

(MS 8/24/1970; Unidentified clipping, MCHCL, 3/7/1956)33)
Chain Restaurants

The early years of this century wltnessed the IntroductIon of the
national chain we 11 local chainsas
catering to the ever-increasing number of office workers downtown. These
places were characterIzed by their fast service, high turnover, slmplIf led
standard menus, unadorned Interiors, moderate prices and absence of alcoholic

They trace their originsbeverages. to
railroad stops to feed hungry passengers who had only a few

minutes to eat before returning to their trains. These lunch counters quickly
situated near

restaurant as

the quick-lunch establishments

Tea Room and continues to serve light lunches and fine pastries.
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Thebecame a fixture of urban America.
operated by thewas

H.L. Bowles and Company of Detroit. From 19004 to 1908 the company set up a
North Street, 753 Northi n MlIwaukee Water atof branchesnumber on

at the corner of Second Street and West Wisconsin Avenue and atPlankinton,
the corner of Third Street and West Wisconsin. Nicknamed the "one-armed lunch

The widerooms", the Interiors featured desk-1 Ike chairs In place of tables.
provided just enough room to rest food and a newspaper while eating. Thearm

Its speedy self-service, standard quality foods and forchain was known for
being open 24 hours a day.
counterpart to the ladles tea Visiting actresses Including Mae Westroom.
and Marie Dresser were known to have patronized the Bowles Lunch on occasion,

(Unidentified clipping, MCHCL, 10/2/1952) Milwaukee was host tohowever.
national chain, Ch 11ds/MIIwaIk Restaurant Inc., which was one of theanother

east coast based companies, 60 outlets, In the United States. It opened its
Milwaukee branch at 174 West Wisconsin Avenue In 1918 and In 1948 relocated In
234 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI-161-20) The restaurant was remodeled In 1960 in
an 1890's motif and renamed the CalIco Kitchen. It closed In 1969 and Richman

tenant In the building (MJ_ 1/29/1969)Brothers clothing became the Thenew
Boston Lunch was another successful local chain begun by James E. Campbell In

By 1924 he operated six restaurants and subsequently opened a higher1916.
Campbel I's Sandwich and Coffee Shop,c lass estab 11shment, on North Water

(Men of MlIwaukee 314). Perhaps the most significant of theStreet. P-
chain restaurants to originate In Milwaukee was the White Tower Hamburger

The brainchild of young Thomas E. Saxe.Parlor. The business was established
in the Fall of 1926 having been alledgely Inspired by the White Castle Chain
1921) that Saxe had In his student days at Minneapolis. The firstseen
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Essentially men's domains, Bowles Lunch was the

Baltimore Lunch, known as the Bowles Lunch after 1927,



The S.M. Slesel Construction Company designedMarquette University Campus.
the small scale yet distinctive, gIeamlng-whIte, towered structure that was to

It was thoughtremain the company's hallmark.
to convey both the prominence of royalty and the cleanliness and wholesomeness

By the following year branches had opened at Sixth andof modern technology.
Mitchell Streets, on Michigan between Second Street and Plankinton Avenue and

Sixth Street between Wisconsin Avenue and Wells. There were also ownerson
White Towers from Mlnnesota tocould be foundI n Raelne and soon

menus and pricesMassachusetts, made possible by standardized construction,
kept operating costs to Forwhich

the Wisconsinsituated f I oor of Theaterheadquarters onwere
Bu11 ding/Carpenter Building at 536 West Wisconsin Avenue
also was the center of the theater and amusement empire established by Thomas'

(See Recreation and Entertainment)father J.E. Saxe. In 1929 cousin Arnold
Saxe joined the White Tower firm to be followed by J.E. Saxe himself after he
diversified himself of his theater chain. White Tower headquarters moved to

Its wldePl ttsburg,
reaching chain which numbered close to 130 hamburger parlors. The company

operations In the mld-1950's with 230 shops. TheIts peak ofreached
the first In which the company met major reversals.

Aging restaurants, higher food and labor costs and especially the competition
contributed significant decline I nfrom McDonald's al I to the customer

By becoming a diversifiedand many shops were forced to close.patronage
food service organization White Tower managed to survive and In 1977 changed

to Tombrock after Brock Saxe, son
current head of the corporation. The company continues to operate 80 White
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and franchises of Burger King and Golden Skillet Chicken. MIIwaukee's Central
Business District, which once had five White and the
last In the city, at the northeast corner of Second and Michigan Streets. It
became the Chuck Wagon Restaurant In 1976 and was later razed. (Hlrshorn and
Izenour p. 1-5,11, 22-24) While none of the above mentioned businesses are
st! 11 In existence In Milwaukee, several successful local chains Including
He Inemann's, Marcs Big Boy George Webb carryand the same cu11 naryon
tradition today. He Inemann's, established In 1923 at 730 North Milwaukee
Street, now has six area branches (MI-146-13) Dally specials on the luncheon
menu attract the noontime crowds to which the restaurant caters. It Is not

In the evenings. (Ye I low Pages, 1984 112, Unidentified clipping,open P-
MCHCI, 11/25/1977)

George Webb's, the old time
hamburger parlor with counter seating, small quarters and extended hours. The
business was started by George Webb In 1948 as a hamburger parlor at the
corner of Ogden and Van Buren. Webb had had prior experience as a short order
cook, tavern keeper and restauranteur before entering the hamburger parlor

He sold his first franchise In 1953, to his son James beginning thebusiness.
chain that crew to 16 outlets by 1956, to 56 branches by 1970 and to oovover
60 at the present time. There are now 31 branches In the Milwaukee area along
w I th the rest located throughout Wisconsin and I n Rockford, II I Inols.
Central Business District locations Include 429 East Wells Street (MI-146-33)
and 812 North Third Street (MI-148-8) Most branches are run as franchises of
the parent corporation which makes sure they live uup to the Webb system of
proper portioning, cleanliness, speed and quality. The business concentrates
on serving good quality hamburgers and the cultivation of
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a "corner tap"

In contrast, continues the tradition of



worker. In recent

In addition to

hamburgers. After George Webb's death In 1957, the business was reeorganlzed
as a corporation. George's daughter-in-law, Betty Webb, was made president of
the corporation In 1979, becoming the first woman president of a franchise
restaurant chain In the United States. The company has recently been sold and
Is longer by family members. (M£ 4/27/1970; MJ 3/12/1975;no run MS

1/24/1979).

Marc's Big Boy restaurants local franchise of a national chain
headed here by entrepreneur Ben Marcus. The first Marc's Home of the Big Boy

opened In 1959 at 7114 West Capitol Drive. The Informal restaurant Iswas

known for moderatey priced sandwiches and diners can choose between table and
counter service. The first downtown Big Boy was opened In 1962-63 and was
located at 441 West Wisconsin Avenue until recently demolished (MI-153-24) By
1965 there were 7 outlets In the Milwaukee area, one In Wauwatosa In addition
to restaurants In Appleton and Green Bay. This enterprise now has some 21

(MJ_ 7/3/1965; MS 7/3/1965)
Traditional Dining

Although the of
restaurant restaurant

ethnic specialty restaurants and fancy
c I ubs appeared. The Independent restaurant assumedsupper greatera

Importance and market share as dlnlng-out became more and more popular and the

hotel dining room lost Its negemony over public dining.

Perhaps the most famous of the early traditional restaurants was the
Gargoyle, one of six nationally prominent restaurants established by Brewer
Frederick Pabst In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
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Gargoyle opened In 1806 and was

district at Third Street and Wisconsin Avenue and was a mere stone's throw

from Its rival, the Schlltz Palm Garden. In contrast to the latter, however,

elegant establishment frequented by the city's elite andthe Garboyle was an
epicurean refinement. Its name was derived from the numerousknown for Its

grotesque heads used as decoration, most notable of which was the repepllea
of he famed winged satyr with horns from Notre Dame Cathedral In Paris. The
distinctive Northern Renaissance facade was designed by the firm of Kirchhoff

Patrons dined to music I n stately columned diningRose.and rooma
embellished by Brussels carpetets, silvered bronze mouldings and mahogany

A less formal rathskeller was located In the basement and featuredwoodwork.
numerous gnome and tiger heads from which hung lanterns and chandeliers. The
restaurant closed during prohibition and by 1921 has been remodeled Into the

The building was demolished and theRa11 to Theater. site was redeveloped In
(Unidentified clippin MCHCL 4/15/1906)the late 1920's.

Among the oldest continuously operated restaurants In Milwaukee are those
MIIwaukee's German-American Community, John Ernst Cafe, Kar Imainstays of

German owned and operated restaurants, patronized byRatsch's and Mader's.
once common throughout Milwaukee. The Pabst Theater Cafe,Germans,, were

(formerly adjacent to the Pabst Theater to the east), the Blatz Cafe (In the
formerly on the southwest corner of North Water and East Wells),BI atz Hote I

the Kunstler Heim (formerly located on the site of today's Cawker Building g n
at the northeast corner of North Plankinton and West Wells), Martinis' Bakery

761-63Restaurant (formerly at North Water) (Ml-140-24)
sidethe north of West WIscons In Third Fourth(former Iy on between and

Streets), among the most famous of these German establishments. Aswere
German descendants became assimilated Into American culture and the two World
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ant 1-German overly German ethnicstirred such diningWars
dec 11ned In popularity untl IInstltutlons only few remained. Theira

however, as the affluent German-American businessmen whocharacter changed,
had frequented the stammtlsch or house table were replaced by the casual diner
and the tourist seeking to experience "ethnic food".

Today's John Ernst Cafe at 600 East Ogden Avenue (MI-142-11) began as an
Independent saloon In the late 1870's but became a Schlltz Brewery Saloon In

It subsequently gained a city wide reputation under the management of1880.
George M. Heiser as a convivial gathering spot for such prestigious clientele
as the Schlesingers, Trostels, Ulhlelns and Goels. A smalI summer Garden to
the east allowed for outdoor drinking. The place was referred to as Ma or
Mother Heisers when widow Marie took over the management after her husband's

She carried on the business for more than 20 years serving sandwichesdeath.
In addition to beer.occasionally, fuI I meal s It became a restaurantand,

when Heiser's former head waiter, Joe Deutsch (nephew to Charles Mader) took
He renamed the business theover

Ogden Cafe and bought the buildings from Schlltz In 1922. Deutsch In turn
sold the business to his head waiter, John Ernst, In 1939 and It Is after

restaurant IsErnst that the now named. Ernst responsible for thewas
restaurant's expansion eastward with an addition in 1948 and accqulsltlon and

remodeling In 1956 of an old three story store building which was adjacent to

(Zimmerman 8/28/1975; Unidentified clippings, MCHCL, June,the 1948 addition.

1904, 7/6/1944).

Karl Ratzsch's also has a long history In Milwaukee. Karl Ratzsch senior
German Immigrant who came to Milwaukee In 1914. He began working as a

busboy but by 1923 was able to start his own business, the East Side Cafe on
Ratsch subsequentlyNorth Third Street. his father-1n-law'stook over
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(MI-145-25)the Colby-Abbot Block In
authentic German Palm Garden style with the walls painted with such slogans as
"Beer Gladdens the Human Heart" in anticipation of the repeal of prohibition.
Descendants still operate the restaurant today, which is popularly known as
Karl Ratzsch's. It continues to enjoy the patronage of the elite, as well as
tourists, and Is perhaps Milwaukee's most nationally known f I ne restaurant.
(Men of MlIwaukee p. 203; Unidentified and undated clipping, MCHCL, c. 1933).

Mader's last of the triumvirate of fine German restaurants, Is the city's
oldest restaurant continuously operated by a single family. Char les Mader

opened his Comfort Station Saloon and restaurant in 1902 on North Water
Street. His son Gus succeeded him In the 1930's. In 1927 It was renamed

Mader's Restaurant. Now located at 1037 North 3rd Street and still owned by

the Mader family, the unassuming building was remodeled to resemble a German

I n 1953.medieval hal I (MI-148-24) Subsequent additions have greatly
Increased the size of the still popular establishment, Unidentified clipping

MCHCL, 10/31/1980) Another restaurant which continues the German tradition
but In an informal setting Is Kalt's Restaurant. Although located outside the
Central Business District since the mid 1830's,
long line of eating and drinking establishments that began with a tavern on
North Water Street In 1887. Founder Joseph P. Kalt subsequently gained a
reputation for convivial dining and drinking establishments during the five
years he served as proprietor of the Pabst Theater Cafe which adjacent towas
the Pabst Theater and
Streets. In 1801 Kalt opened new establishment on West Wisconsin Avenuea
between Plankinton Avenue and Second Street. He subsequently opened Kalt's
Dairy Lunch in 1910 at the northeast corner of Third Street and Wisconsin
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located at the northwest corner of Wells and Water

It was builton East Mason Street



Avenue.

in 1917 In the 400 block of West Wisconsin Avenue. These various restaurants

were replaced with catering and bakery business at 1009-1011

North Third Street In 1921. (MI-148-31) After this business closed In the
1930's, various members of the Kalt family went Into real estate while some as
Henry Kalt opened restaurants or taverns. Henry located his tavern-resmurant
In the 2800 block of North Oakland Avenue In 1934 (MS 9/7/1984; Milwaukee City
DI rectory)

addltlon GermanI n to restaurants, there number of otherare a
restaurants that have become Institutions In the Central Business District.
They reflect the diversity In dining that developed In the twentieth century.
Oldest of these Is Toy’s. Charlie Toy arrived in Milwaukee In 1904 having
previously spent some time In San Francisco and sixteen In Oshkosh,years

He opened his first restaurant In 1905 on North Water Street.Wlsconsln. Toy
subsequently built a six-story Chinese style structure on North Second Street
between Wisconsin Avenue and Wells Street. It housed his extensive Importing
business and a 300-capaclty restaurant as well as a billiard hall and club

At the restaurant's center a bazaar featured silks, china and otherrooms.
Imported goods for sale. The distinctive $200,000 building was designed by
Chicago architect R.T. Newberry and finished In 1913. Toy was forced to give

the building when the Great Depression severely reduced his Importup
It was later razed.business. sma I I restaurant

which he left for his son Moy B. Toy to operate when he retired to China where
he died In 1955 at age 95. The Toy's operated two restaurants in Milwaukee,
the China Town at 306 West Wisconsin and the Old Canton at 1107 North Third
Street which was established In 1950 In anticipation of the demolition of

WIscons In Avenue building (Ml-148-21)the The demol Itlon of 306 West
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family to maintain bothpostponed untlIWisconsin was
In 1968, Toy's remodelled and moved to their current locationestab 11shments.

$400,000at 830 North Third Street, a former hardware store, at a cost of
The restaurant Is still operated by the Toy family although Moy(MI-148-9)

Toy died In November of 1980 at the age of 91. Unidentified clippings, MCHCL,
1905, 3/22/1913, 1/5/1955, 10/24/1960, 10/27/1962, 8/4/1968; MS 11/30/1968; MJ
7/2/1981).

Two other familiar downtown dining Institutions are The Clock Steak House
The Clock was begun by O.J. Plotkin In 1929 inand the Casino Steak House.

the Strand Annex at 715 North Fifth Street. It was named after the 150 year
old clock that had remained on the premises since Its establishment. The

street from the Clock at 716 North Fifth StreetCasino was located across the
opened In the 1920's byI ate Joe Howard. Llberace,

pianist, at the Casino In his youth and was one of many noteable personalities
who performed or patronized the place. Both the Clock and Casino specialized

steaks and beef dlshess.I n When the Casino's building

parking lot In 1970 It relocated to 634 North Fifth Street (MI-151-31) With

the demolition of the Strand Annex In the late 1970's the Clock was forced to

Plankintonrelocate to 800 North Itwhere operated by Plotkin'swas
descendants until October of 1982, when new owners took It over (M1-146-19)
The Casino, after a lapse of some years, was revived by new owners who moved
It to the Chalet at the River Building at 823 North Second Street, across the
street from The Clock (MI-148-2) The Casino Restaurant recently closed. (MJ
2/26/1967, 12/28/1974, 10/8/1982; MS 4/21/1967).

Current downtown restaurants refled the continued popularity of ethnic
There are numerous ethnic restaurants Including the Middle Eastern Lafood.

Boheme and the French Fleur de Lis. The interest In oriental foods 1s now
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was razed for a

the famousand was



(Benlhana of Tokyo) restaurants. Fancy supper restaurants such as Sally's and

Shore rep IacedNantucket have hotel • dining popular diningrooms as
Natural foods are to be found at the Downtown Tea House andestab IIshments.

Natural Foods continuing a tradition that dates baack to 1938 when Caroline's

opened at the southeast of Mason and Jefferson. A vegetariancorner
It originally called therestaurant, AmbrosI a House but changed towas

It got estab I I shed.Carol Ine's once It was founded by Henry L. Nunn of Nunn-
Bush Shoes and operated by his wife Caroline Sweeney. A bakery, tea shop and
men's grill were to be found on the premises In addition to the restaurant.
When Carolina Sweeney retired to Texas In 1956 the new Wil Ham E.owner,
Williams, changed the restaurant's format to include meat entrees. A revival

Interest In naturalIn foods led to the establishment of the Fertile Dirt
restaurant at 316 West Juneau I n (Ml 151-17)
succeeded by the Fertile Earth and, later by AuNaturel In 1977. Un ident IfIed

3/7/1956; MJ 8/19/1977).clipping MCHCL, With slackening Interest Ina
In 1980's,nattural foods the most of and vegetarianthe health food

restaurants have closed.
Hotel Dining

Hotel dining continued In popularity through the First World War but was
significantly diminished by the sovent of'prohibition. As the large breweries
dlverlfled themselves of their hotels and restaurants, the overall glamour and
conviviality of hotel The Juneau Hotel
Wl scons In Avenue was one of the few establishments to maintain a top notch
restaurant on Its premises. It housed Eugene's Seafood Restaurant which was
started In the late 1930's by Eugene Trlmberger. After Trlmberger's death In
1949 the restaurant was operated by a series of owners until
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evident In the availability of Korean (Ko-Am, Blue Tower) and even Japanese

dining began to wane.

It was

on East

the early 1970's

the hotel was



razed In 1964.

fine dining and
the Pfister, Marc Plaza and Hyatt Regency hotels today offer a wide range of

dining fact I I ties.qualIty (Unidentified clIppings, 8/31/1948,MCHCL
7/19/1949; Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph Collection)
Fast Food Restaurants

About the only completely new development In dining since World War II
has been the Introduction of the national fast food chains. The descendants
of the turn-of-the-century quick lunch counters, restaurants like McDonalds,

pre-prepared food that Is unI form In and taste. Suchappearance
establishments are a reflection of changing American lifestyle that encourages
more meals to be consumed outside the home of the entire family. As a result,
the typical American visits a fast food chain restaurant about nine times per

(Editorial Research Reports, p. 907-908)month. Unlike such local franchises
Heinemann's or Marcs Big Boy,as George Webb's, the new fast food emporiums

emphasize I Im I ted menu's of pre-cooked foods and service.carry-out

Milwaukee's Central Business District now has a full complement of such fast
franchIse restaurants rangingfood from the ubiquitous McDonald's, to

submarine sandwich shop chains Including Cousin's and Suburpla,
Chinese fast food establishments such as Wong's Wok.
Professional Services

Professional services includes the services provided by such trained
Individuals as physicians, dentists, architects and attorneys to name just a
few categories. MI Iwaukee had its complement of attorneys and physicians
practitioners. (Kuhm p. 2) Professionals such as architects and engineers,
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With renewed Interest In dining out downtown beginning In the

Burger King, Church's Fried Chicken and Wendy's offer Inexpensive, standard,

late 1960's, hotels have regained their status as placed on

and even

d I d non become permanent fixtures In the city until the 1850's since most



early construction took
major occupation I a I category Inagents did not become aInsurancebulIders.

late In the century.MIIwaukee untlI
Business accommodations for these professionals underwent considerable

In the early days, most professionalchange during the nineteenth century.
offices were housed In a part of the Individual's residence that was aside for

Later,business purposes. as
constructed, professionals moved Into the rooms on the upper floors above the

Sometimes a particular building would be known forground floor stores. a
By the 1890's for office space hadparticular type of tenant. the demand

reached the point where high rise, multiple-tenant buildings were erected

throughout the Central Business District to house a variety of unrelated
professional and office uses.

the 1880's most physicians practised out of their homes. ThereUntl I
were only two hospitals In the city prior to 1880, St. Mary's at Northpoint
and Passavant/MI Iwaukee on the far West Side at N. 21st Street and Kllbourn
Avenue, but at that time, doctors were not with hospitals anyway. Physicians
would conduct examinations In their own homes or, visit patients at theirs.
Group practice was very rare except for dentists. For example, Milwaukee's
first fulltime resident dentist, Robert J. Farles, entered Into a partnership
with Doctor George Barber Miner at 1845. Their first office was located In

the Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company at thethe former home of
of Broadway and East Wisconsin Avenue. Farles lived away from thiscorner

office near what Is now the Intersection of East Wisconsin Avenue and North
When he relocated to WauwatosaCass Street. In 1856 he built a new residence

large enough to accomodate a dental office on the premises. (Kuhm p. 4-6)
Farles' Milwaukee office was stltuated In what became Milwaukee's center for
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three and four story business blocks were

of master masons or



health care practitioners.
the Milwaukee River, particularly on the fringes of the commercial district
on North Water Street and Broadway. East Wisconsin Avenue (which was chiefly

east of Milwaukee Street),residential North Broadway and North MlIwaukee
Streets contained the city's greatest number of physicians with a smattering
along Mason, Van Buren and East Wells Street.

physicians, lawyers routinely practised outside theirIn contrast to the
homes from offices located In the various commercial blocks of the day,
particularly In the newest and most prestigious buildings. Also, unlike the
physicians, attorneys tended to prefer group practices, a necessity given the
heavy workload and the need to provide training for young lawyers In the days
when Wisconsin had few formal law schools. Finch, Lynde & Miller predecessor
of today's Foley and Lardner and Stark 4 Muuen were among the leading pioneer

Like the physicians, the city's law offices were concentrated east offIrms.
around city's main commercial artery,the river North Water Street. Such

buildings as thehe Ludington Block (razed) the Mitchell Building, 207 E.
147-3), Iron Block,Michigan (Ml the 205 E. Wlscons In (Ml 147-3) and the

Albany Building (razed) housed the greatest concentration of law offices.
Attorney's were by far the most numerous professionals In the city during n
the early years.

During the late 1870's and 1880's, the Increasing diversity of business
and the growing volume of office services necessitated even larger commercial
bIock s. Many were constructed to house large financial Institutions such as

Bu 11 dl ng, 207 E. Michigan (1876),the Mitchel I which built thewas as
for the WIscons In Marineheadquarters and Fl re Insurance Bank and for

Alexander Mitchell's Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company. The
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Physicians were most heavily concentrated east of

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Building, 611 N. Broadway (1885), (MI-143-



Possibly the most

famous block of the time was the Chamber of Commerce Building at 225 East
Michigan (1879-80), designed by architect E. Townsend Mix to house the Grain
Exchange Rocm and (MI-147-30) WIscons Innumerous

east and west of the river, became MI Iwaukee's

commerce In the 1880's. Physicians grew to outnumber attorneys for the first
time, reflecting the greater sophistication of medical perhaps,
resulting Increase In public confidence In medical professionals. Physicians
continued to concentrate along East Wisconsin Avenue and North MI Iwaukee
Street east of the river. Joint group practices began to appear. Only a
smattering of medical practitioners were to be fouund on the near south side
and on the west side outside the boundaries of the Central Business District.
Attorneys continued to cluster east of the river. They were housed In such
bulI dings as the Colby and Abbot Block, (320 East Mason Street) (MI-145-25),
Old Insurance Bui I di ng. (razed), Northwestern Mutual Building (611 N.
Broadway) (MI-143-20) and other blocks along Wisconsin Avenue.

Between 1890 and 1910, some
built the Central Business District. Most of these built on or near Wisconsin
Avenue, both east and west of river,the and the hub of publicnear
transportation facilities since not that many clients had vehicles of their

A few high rise blocks most notably the Goldsmith Building (1892),own.

medical tenants and had offices equipped with special plumbing and situated
around an Interior light well. By 1900 there were some eight physicians and
thirteen dentists housed In the Goldsmith Building In addition to several
dental supply companies. It remained a medical building until Its demolition
In 1982. Concentrations of different businesses located In other highwere
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20) built by that Insurance company for Its headquarters.

of Milwaukee's largest office buildings were

care and,

comm IssIon merchants.
the hub of

formerly at 425 East Wisconsin Avenue, were built specifically to house

Avenue both



housed some forty-eight attorney's as well as thirty-three land and Investment
The Railway Exchange Building at 233 East Wisconsin (1901)companies In 1900.

(Ml 147-5) housed chiefly railroad offices and attorneys. Other bu11 dings had

a
Wells (1896) which could accommodate close to one hundred office tenants and
was occupied by architects, attorneys and physicians In addition to Insurance

publishers (MI-153-10) The large Metropolitan Blockdentist andagents,
1890's) formerly at the northeast corner of Third and(built In the ear ly

slmllarly variedState Streets, had tenantry Including arch Itects,a
attorneys, labor organizations, and wholesale food agents among others.

Other eleven story Wells
Building at 324 East Wisconsin (1901) (MI-146-36), the Caswell Block at 152
West Wisconsin (1907) (MI-161-15), the Century Building at 808 North Third
Street (1910) (MI-148-8) and the old First Wisconsin Building (1914) at 735
North Water (Ml-143-25). The latter was sixteen stories high and remained the
tallest office building downtown until the mld-1920's.

Following World War I, the Central Business District entered a period of
Intense development as the number of professionals grew significantly and
created a demand for first class office space. Most new construction took
place along West Wisconsin Avenue since large scale office blocks already
occupied prime sites east of the river and growth was not restricted by such

Likewise the city's center of
retail shopping and entertainment were located west of the river as well.
Among the more significant office blocks constructed during this time period
were the Strauss Building (1924) at 236 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI-161-21) and
the Empire Building (1927) at 710 North Plankinton
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rises, such as the Pabst Building (1892) formerly at 110 East Wisconsin, which

more diverse array of tenants, such as the Germania Building at 135 West

geographical conditions as Lake Michigan.

(MI-146-15) which also

large scale pre-war buildings Included the



Two of the

city's most prominent art deco structures were built during this period al so,
(1930) at 212 West Wisconsin Avenuethe Warner (MI-161-18) which housed the

beautiful Warner Theater In addition to offices and the Mariner Tower (1929-
at 606 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI-161-29)30) which at twenty-two stories

remained one of the tallest office structures downtown until 1960's. These
characteristic of commercla Istructures most such buI I dings I n thewere

twentieth century In that they were large enough to be tenanted by a wide
variety of professionals. The Intense flurry of building In the late 1920's

however, the Great Depression effectively cancelled furtherwas not to last,
building projects during the 1930's. This hiatus In construction continued
I nto the 1940's In the walk of war rationing and materials shortages.

The above conditions remained In effect, more or less unchanged until the
1950's. The post war economy encouraged suburban development with the result

constructionoffice tended tothat from the ofnew ococur away core
MlIwaukee's business district. Most affected thisby movement toward
decental IzatI on were medical professionals. New medical office buildings were
constructed near the old hospitals which were evolving Into medical complexes

outs I de the Central Businessand located District. Independentwere
physicians moved out of the Central Business DI strict to populatIonnew
centers In the suburbs and often merged practices to form small clinics. The

decentralizing trends tended to disperse the architectural firms andsame
other professionals. Only the Insurance companies and attorneys remained In

Many older office buildings emptied out and were demolishedforce downtown.
such as the Goldsmith Building, the Metropolitan Block and the Pabst Building.

Although constructionsuburban continues stead Ily at present and
profeslonals remain dispersed throughout the metropolitan area, the Central
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earliest projects whichAmong the affIrmed comm!tment to the Centrala

Business District has experienced something of a renaissance since the I960' s.
Among the earliest projects which affIrmed Central
Business District was the construction of the Marine Plaza In 1961 at 111 East
Wisconsin Avenue (Ml-146-36) built to
house the headquarters for the Marine National Exchange Bank In addition to
offices for a variety of professionals. This was followed by the twenty story
Clark Building. In 1966 at 633 West Wisconsin (MI-153-29) whlclh Is likewise
tenanted by professionals, particularly attorneys. Downtownnumerous

Mortgage Guarantee Insurance Corporation complex In 1973 at 250 East KIIbourn
(MI-140-29) with Its striking Inverted pyramid structure, and the construction
of the forty-two story First Wisconsin Bank Building I n 1973 at 777 East
Wisconsin Avenue (MI-147-12). Both are significant as the recently completed
thirteen story Reuss Federal Plaza at 310 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI-161-22,

thirteen story Plaza East at 330 East KI I bourn23), (MI-139-11) and thirty
story 411 Building at 411 East Wisconsin

continuing poularlty of the Centralthe Bus Iness District among area
professionals.

WHOLESALE
Introduction

The Central Business District was once the headquarters of a thriving
wholesale trade that distributed a wide range of such diverse Items as drugs,

drygoods, groceries, men's furnishings and
Wholesaling developed as a major occupation Initially as a resulthardware.

favorable geographical conditions.of The convenient port, the MlIwaukee
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Business District has experienced something of a renaissance since the 1960's.

The twenty-two story structure was

redevelopment gained momentum In the 1970's with the construction of the

Avenue (MI-147-9) are evidence of

a commitment to the

paints, barrels, shoes, notions,



later railRiver and
between eastern and European factories and the agricultural regions of the

as 1856 port was 90 miles closer to eastern markets. ByAs earlyInterlor.
Its peak with Milwaukee merchants supplying

goods extensively throughout the Northwest and West at prices cheaper than
their eastern counterparts due to their closer proximity to the western

1890's, however, the ascendancy of the Twin Cities andmarkets.
lessened MlIwaukee's Importance. Wholesaling remained a significantChicago

occupation tn the Central Business District nevertheless I n the 1900and

all other business activities In the city with products exchanged valued at
Following the depression and World Wardo Ilars. I I the

ascendancy of truck transportation led to the disperse of the wholesale
(Historic Third Ward National Register Nominationbusiness to the suburbs.

Form, 1984)
Business District wholesalers tended to concentrate onIn the Central

North Water, Broadway and MI Iwaukee Streets, south of Wisconsin Avenue In an
designated as the Third Ward. This location was close to the port andarea

served by the Ml Iwaukee Road and Chicago and North Western rail 11nks.was
maufacturers and the retail center of the city alongIt was also near to

Particularly noteworthy andAvenue. wholesalersWisconsin numerous were
dealing with food stuffs, drygoods and liquor. West of the Milwaukee River

Third Street the city’sof concentrated major hardwareand east were
wholesalers.
Dry Goods

The dry goods business was an early form of wholesaling which by 1891
doing an aggregate business of between 7 and 8 million dollars per year.was
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census some 370 Individuals listed their occupation as wholesale trade topped

the 1880's wholesaling was at

some 255 million

In the



IncIuded domestics, dress goods, shawls, woolens,
carpets and men's furnishings. Nearby knitting companies such as Phoenix and
Holeproof also made knit goods Important as well. (See Industry-Clothing).

Goll and Frank and Landaure and Co., dominated the wholesale dryTwo firms,
goods trade for upwards of 50 years but succumbed I n the late 1920's to
changes In retail sales which favored the large department and chain stores.
Offices of Bom Companies ultimately turned to such other activities as the
manufacturer of men's distribution of Institutional
11nens. (Anderson and Bleyer p. 127)
GolI and Frank

The above business began as Goll i Stern, a wholesale drygoods company
established by Julius Goll and Henry Stern In the Spring The
company's first location was a modest store on Market Square. Stern sold his
Interest In the business to August Frank In 1852 after which time the company
became known as Goll 4 Frank. In 1864 the firm expanded Into larger premises
on North Water Street and by 1881 the business had 30 employees and was
conducting trade throughout the western states and territories In addition to
supplying retail dry goods dealers In Milwaukee.

red brick, towered high Victorian gothic style building on the site ofnew,

The $45,000 project was the work of local architectthe old premises In 1883.

The building remained I n until replaced by theuse
current 7-story commercial style structure designed by Ferry and Cl as In 1896
at today's 301-09 North Water Street. (MI-154-30) Members of the Goll and
Frank families retained ownership of the company after Its founders died. The
company continued as Goll & Frank through 1928 after which time members of

I nc. (wholesale dry goods, 525 North Water), Frank Specialty Company
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The company constructed a

both families established Individual concerns Including Fred T. Goll & Sons

and women's

Charles A. Gombert.

The merchandise

hats and

of 1850.



(distributors households and I Inens 301 North
Water). Julus Frank also headed National Straw Works which manufactured mens
and ladles hats. These later businesses survIved I nto the
(Milwaukee City Directory; HI story of MlIwaukee 1881 p. 1235; MS 1/1/1883 2/6)
Landauer and Company

Landauer and Company another prominent wholesale dry goodswas and
notions firm located In the city's Third Ward. The company was estab 11 shed
as a successor to S. Klauber Company In 1869 and advertised dry goods, laces,
embroidery cloaks and shawls among Its merchandise. The principles of the
company Included Bavarian native Max Landauer, Solomon Mlchelbacher and Alfred
S. Frledberger. By 1874 Frledberger had left the business and was replaced by
Adolph Landauer, also a native from Bavaria. The company continued to expand
to the point where It employed 37 salesmen by 1881 and conducted business
throughout Wisconsin, MlnneapolIs, annual trade
worth $875,000. The company was originally located In the 600 block of North
Water Street and subsequently moved to the 500 block of Broadway then the
southeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Fourth Streets later the site of the
Boston Store. In 1895 Landauer i Company built Impressive 5-storyan
warehouse building at 200-208 North Water Street (MI-154-15). The company
remained at this location until going out of business In 1928. Universal
Furniture Mart subsequently occupied the building until 1984. (History of
MlIwaukee 1881 p. 1235; Milwaukee City Directory)
Foodstuffs

branches of the wholesale trade In the Central Business District. By 1859-
22 of which were

located on or near North Water Street.
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1860 there were some 27 wholesale grocers listed downtown,

Iowa and Michigan and had

and cottons,

Wholesale groceries and foodstuffs were probably the most significant

late 1940's.

Gradually fewer and larger firms came



years were firmsto dominate the market.
which specialized In the distribution of such staple Items as sugar. Later
there developed a bustling trade In the processing and distribution of coffee,

Important firms were Wellauer and Hoffmann, Jewett andtea and spices.
Sherman, E.R. Godfrey and Sons and Roundy's Inc. The latter there remain In
business today but are headquartered outside the Central Business District.

at 217 North Broadway (MI-155-16) IsNorthwestern
representative of what had been a vigorous downtown trade. Also significant

those distributors of wines and liquors such J.P. Kissinger, Johnaswere
The most enduring branch of wholesaling hasBarth and Barslauer and Co.

remained the commission merchant. Sailing vessels then later, overland from
California via rail. Commission activity centered In the 300 block of North
Broadway In a series of uniform warehouses designed by H-C Koch In 1894. (Ml -

At one time same 60 firms and 700 people conducted business at this155-19)
location but at the present time this has been reduced to seven companies.
Two other commission firms, PaImlsanso/Baake and Kurt Van Engel, are located
nearby on South Second Street. In the late 1960's and early 1970's attempts
were made by the Milwaukee Marketing Association to relocate the commission
business to new quarters elsewhere In the city but
received much support. Although chain stores have
significantly reduced the scope of Milwaukee's commission business, merchants
still sell to restaurants, hotels, Institutions and some Independent grocery

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 123, 126; MS 12/25/1970)stores.
J.P. Kissinger Company

German Immlgrnat J.P. Kissinger arrived In Milwaukee In 1854 and two
years later opened his own wholesale liquor business on South Second Street.
In 1866 Kissinger moved the business to the more prestigious address at 330
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North Water Street.
Riverside Distilling Company, was a director of the Concordia Fire Insurance
Company as well I n
1875 he Incorporated his wholesale business and by the 1890's served clientele
throughout Wisconsin, Michigan, Mlnnestosa, the Dakotas, Montana, Washington

The firm specialized In Kentucky bourbon, Maryland and Pennsylvaniaand Utah.

rye whiskies as well as Imported and California wines. Fol lowing the ThIrd
Ward fire which destroyed the company's building,

The 48' x 130' brick office and warehouse was designed bybuilt In 1893.
local architects Schnetzky & Liebert and cost about $30,000. (MI-154-7,8)By
the 1920's the business had passed to A. Stroemeyer, A.H. Inbusch and G.W.
Strohmeyer but retained the name J.P. Kissinger Company. After the death of
G.W. Strohmeyer In 1933 the business closed and Fred Best, a wholesale wine
merchant, took over the premises. Since that time the building has also been
used for light manufacturing. (MUIS, 1979; MlIw. of To-Day p. 99; Milwaukee
City Directory)

Wellauer and Hoffmann/John Hoffmann and Sons Company
Swiss native Jacob Wellauer came to Milwaukee In 1849 and established a

small but thriving grocery business In 1863. In 1875 he went Into partnership
with John Hoffmann, Austrian Immigrant who had emigrated to Milwaukee inan
1857 and engaged In butchering.

business under the name Jacob Wellauer and Co. which was located atgrocery
various addresses along North Water Street.
million business annually and by 1890 theof firm became
permanently headquartered at the southeast of Broadway and Buffalocorner
Streets. After Its first warehouse was destoryed In the Third Ward Fire of
1892, a new 6-story building was constructed In 1893 according to the design
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An ambitious Individual, Kissinger helped found Chicago's

a new 5-story structure was

as president of the Milwaukee Mirror and Art Glass Works.

dollars worth

The two developed a successful wholesale

By 1881 the company was doing a



of noted local architect H.C. Koch.

35). The business was renamed Wellauer & Hofmann In 1894 but by 1898 Jacob
longer Involved In the company, the executive offices beingWeilauer was no

held by John, Emil and WlI IIbald Hoffmann. The company became John Hoffmann &
Sons Co. In 1904. By the 1920’s In addition to wholesale groceries, the
company advertised other services as coffee roasting, specialty jobbing and
the distribution of fine foods and household products. Form 1906 to 1948 the
company occupied a 5-story, fireproof warehouse building at 250 North Water
Street which the firm had commissioned of architects Ferry and Clas. (MI-154-
11). The buildings sixth floor was added In 1911. In 1949 Hoffmann & Sons
was bought out by wholesalers Roundy, Peckham and Dexter and former secretary-
treasurer Walter Hoffmann became an assistant manager for the Thenew owners.
building has since been under 99-year lease to local developer George Bock I
who renamed It the Marshall Building after his son and It now houses a variety

Roundy’s continues to distribute coffee and canned goods underof tenants.
Hoffmann’s "OldTIme" label. (MUIS 1979; Milwaukee City Directory HI story of
Ml Iwaukee 1881, p. 1188)
William Stelraneyer Company

One of the largest wholesale and retail grocery concerns In nineteenth
and early twentieth century Milwaukee was that of William Stelnmeyer. The
business was established In 1865 by former gunsmith William Stelnmeyer and
grocer John Bauer under the name of Bauer & Stelnmeyer at Bauer's store In the
300 block of West Juneau Avenue. Upon Bauer's retirement In 1878, Stelnmeyer
continued the business on his own and built a new two story structure on the
site of the original store. In 1880 a branch store was opened on South Second
Street, managed by Frederick Hesse under the name of Stelnmeyer & Hesse. The

credited to the "Cash System" Inaugurated upon Bauer's
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business' success was



savings on
SteInmeyer died in 1892 after which the business was reorganizedpurchased.

William Steinmeyer Company under the leadership of Steinmeyer's son-in-lawas
Emil Ott and Ott's brother Charles. They constructed a new building at 1048
North Third Street in 1893 (MI-148-14). The work of local architects Ferry

which was noted for having the latest and most approved system ofand Clas,
cold storage for the preservation of such perishable goods as butter, eggs,
fresh fruit and vegetables. By this time the firm employed 55 persons and had
14 delivery teams operating out of Its Third Street location while Its south
side branch, now at Fifth and Mineral Streets, had 24 clerks and 10 wagons for
the convenience of south side customers. Annual business totaled over there
quarters of a million dollars. With a reputation built on customer service
and quality goods, Steinmeyer's packaged under I ts own labels Including Red
Shield and Rama brands corn, peals, and salmon and roasted Its own coffee
which was merchandised under the Sumaro, Toro and Rama labels. Customer-

Stelnmeyer'soriented, made home deliveries no matter what the weather and
published a monthly slx-to-elght page price list for convenient ordering. The
company's retail shop on the ground floor of Its Third Street warehouse was
urged to be the largest retail grocery store under one roof In the country.

dally, the store featured a candy department,Open until 9:00 dairy,p .m.
as

delIvery In addition to regular food Items. Through Its cash only customer
policy, Steinmeyer's was able to weather the rough recessions of 1873, 1893,
1907 and the Great Depression but with the advent of the personal automobile,
telephone and chain stores. SteInmeyer's 1940. The
former company's building now houses variety of retail and office tenants.a
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an order department for homeseafood and cold meat counters

closed Its doors In

to their customers who In turn paid cash for the goods they

as we 11



95; History of Milwaukee 1881 P«
1 191)
Jewett and Sherman Company

The Jewett and Sherman Company estab 11 shed i n 1867 sma 11was
building on North Water Street by Professor Milo Parker Jewett and Samuel
SterlIng Sherman. The former was a nationally renowned educator who among his
other accomplishments founded the Judson Female Institute on Marlon, Alabama
and Vassar College In Poughkeepsie, New York. Sherman likewise anwas

Co I lege. (See Education) partnership In aa
retirement venture and the business they organized was originally known as
Merchants Coffee and Spice MI I Is. Indicates,
originally specialized In ground and roast coffee and spices. The growing
business necessitated a relocation to East Clybourn Street In 1871 by which
time the firm was turning out 1600 pounds of coffee per hour, filling 150,000
sift-top spice cans per month and expanding Into tea sales. Need for larger
premises led the company to construct Its own four-story structure at 343
North Broadway (Ml-155-20) In 1875. The first floor was devoted to offices,
shipping, coffee roasters and mills which the second floor was devoted to the
processing of baking powder, cream of tartar and spices. The third floor

fourthhandled mustards for the preparation of coffee
The company also produced bluing.extract. After Jewett died In 1882 the

business was carried on by Sherman and his descendants. In 1920 the company
relocated to the former Johnston Cookie Company premises at 106 West Florida
Street (see Industry - Confectioners). While there, the company Introduced
crunchy-style peanut butter which remains The company left
the Central Business District In 1967 to headquarter In Waukesha, WIsconsInn.

a standard today.
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educator and for a number of years served as president of Milwaukee Female

was used

the business

The two decided to form

As the name
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acquired In a Chicago purchase and continues to operate under the name today.
(Zimmermann "The Names Are Gone" MJ 10/30/1983; MUIS 1979)
Godfrey Company/Sentry Food Stores

Today's Godfrey Company began In 1870 as the partnership between Mr.
Wharton and E.R. Godfrey, commission merchants. Godfrey, a Bangor, Marine
native who had come to Milwaukee In 1860, bought out his partner In 1872 and
the business continued as E.R. Godfrey i Sons Co. out of several locations on
today's Plankinton Avenue. By 1892 the firm specialized In California fruits
and oranges, apples, pineapples, banannas, lemons and potatoes In addition to

poultry and cheese. Its trade extended through Wisconsin,
Michigan, Iowa and the Northwest and some fifteen men were employed. In 1903

grocery business and In 1911 the company hadGodfrey entered the dry local
Son design 8-story headquarters and warehousean
BroadwayNorth (MI-154-31). An additional six—story

warehouse was constructed In 1917 at 324 North Jackson Street, designed by the
Through aggressive salemanship the wholesalershipsame architects (MI-157-4).

expanded rapidly and for awhile Included fourteen Individual warehouses which
supplied a number of widely-scattered branch operations although these were
subsequently phased out. In 1925 Godfrey established the Independent Grocer's
Alliance (IGA) to Insure the quality service of small neighborhood grocery
stores and It became one of the state's three IGA suppliers. An Innovative

Godfrey became one of the first companies In the midwest to enter thefl rm,
frozen food business In 1936. Godfrey left the Central Business District In
1949 to relocate to a larger facility on North Port Washington Road. Perhaps

company's significantthe most development I n 1953 I noccurred when
conjunction with three Independent affiliated retailers, Godfrey formed a

architects Schuetzky &
building at 402
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In 1977 the business was renamed Hol sum Foods after one of the brands In had

flggs, butter,



With growth of Sentry marketsthe the gradual de-emphasls of thecame
IGA connection. Today Sentry markets number close to 100 andcompany's are
over the entire state of Wisconsin.scattered To meet the challenge of the

new warehouse supermarkets Godfrey has recently Introduced Its own Sun Foods
warehouse markets. Today the company operates out of a 550,000 square foot
headquarters facility In Waukesha. Its old headquarters at 402 North Broadway
has since been occupied by the liturgical Bruce Publishing Company and LoDuca

Instruments.Brothers Musical The warehouse at 324 North Jackson has been
occupied by National Tea Co. and since 1953 by the Salvation Army which uses
the premises as Its adult rehabilitation center. (MUIS 1979; Anderson and

01 son p. 190; MlIwaukee of To-Day p. 84)
0+to L. Kuehn Company

Following the completion of military service In Germany In 1881, OttoL.
Kuehn emigrated to Milwaukee and began work as a food salesman. A year later
In 1882 Kuehn decided to establish his own food brokerage business which
consisted of selling food products to food chains and wholesalers for various
food manufacturing companies. The rapidly expanding business requlred
additional help and Kuehn's father and brother came from Germany to join the

In 1908, It was Incorporated as the Otto L. Kuehn Company. Three ofcompany.
Kuehns six sons later joined the business as well. The company was able to
survive the Depression years and In 1933, when Kuehn died, his son Otto R. was
elected president. For 70 years the Otto L. Kuehn Company was headquartered
In the Third Ward at various locations Including Broadway Street, Water,
Buffalo and at the southeast corner of Milwaukee and Detroit Streets from 1914
to 1952. In 1952, demands of supermarket food
distribution and merchandising, large office
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retail division known as Sentry Markets to counter the threat of chain stores.

In order to meet the new
the company has occupied a



(Anderson and
Olson p. 199; Milwaukee City Directory)
Roundy's Inc.

1872 William Smith, Judson Roundy and Sidney Hauxhurst establishedI n
A wholesale grocery firm which was located on North WaterSmith, Roundy & Co.

Smith retired In 1878 to serve as State Governor and was replaced InStreet.
I n

February , 1879 Charles J. Dexter was admitted Into the company. The company
to the southwest corner of Broadway and Buffalo Streets In 1886 andmoved
their warehouse was destroyed In the Third Ward Fire of 1892, a new 6-af ter

architect Howlandbuilt on the site designed by localwarehouse wasstory
Russell and completed In 1895. (MI-155-18) In 1902 the firm was Incorporated

Dexter Company and In 1912 a 6-story 40-foot by 120—as Roundy, Peckham and
foot addition was built to the south of the earlier warehouse In order to
house the new coffee roasting plant and sugar grinding mill. In addition to
Importing and jobbing staple and fancy groceries, Roundy, Peckham & Dexter
packaged grains and cereals, repacked herring and roasted coffee and peanuts.

of salt Introduced as the first Item toParticularly successful was the sale
bear Roundy’s private label In 1922. A major reorganization of the company
took place In 1953 when all the stocks and assets were sold to the Independent

It served and the firm became Roundy'sretallers Inc. In 1955 the company
left the Central Business District to occupy one-story grocery

distribution center In Wauwatosa. Today the facility occupies more than 37
acres and In addition to groceries, meat, produce, health and beauty aids the
company owns Cedarburg Dairy and has revolutionized local grocery shopping
with the Introduction of PIck'N Save Warehouse Foods Tn 1975. Through various
mergers and expansion since the late 1970's, Roundy's Is now the largest food
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building In Bishop's Woods Office Park, In suburban Brookfield.

a modern,

the firm by W.S. Peckham, the firm then becoming Roundy, Peckham & Co.



At

10,000 I terns to 280 Independentdistributes thanpresent Roundy’s more
Includes 800 Items under the Roundy's, Oldprivate labelretailers and Its

(Anderson and Olson p. 210; MUIS 1979; History ofTime and MealTIme labels.
MlIwaukee 1881 p. 1188)
Hardware

f 1 rms I n BusinessWholesale hardware numerous
District and totaled some 12 businesses In 1866-1867 and tended to concentrate
near Water Street, Plankinton Avenue and Third Street. By the turn of the
century the number had declined to six and they could be found generally south

Avenue and east of Third Street.of West Wisconsin Goods Included not only
hardware and metals but sporting goods, tinners’ supplies and ammunition. By
1912 only two firms survived, the William Frankfurth Hardware Company and the

remained I nHardware Company. Both businessPrltzlaffJohn a
century, Prltzlaff for 108 years and Frankfurth for a remarkabke 117 years.
Neither exist today and the Central Business District longer has anyno
wholesale hardware merchants.
John Prltzlaff Hardware Company

Pommeranlan native John Prltzlaff came to Milwaukee In 1841 and after
brief stints as a teamster and a cook, began work In the hardware business of

In 1843. Prltzlaff remained with the company forShepardson & Farwell seven
years during which time Nazro and King took over ownership. In 1850 Prltzlaff
opened his own store In conjunction with August Suelflohn on Third Street with
Henry J. Nazro serving silent partner In the enterprise. Prltzlaff
bought out Suelflohn In 1853 and became sold proprietor In 1866 when Nazro
left the business. The firm eventually Incorporated under the name of John
Prltzlaff Hardware Company In 1884.
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distribution company In Wisconsin and one of the biggest In the Midwest.

later the company

as a

were once

Just eleven years

the Central

for over



Spencer & Bart left of Chicago andthe midwest, Hibbard,
BY 1900 advertisements emphasized not only wholesaleCompany of St. Louis.

hardware and metal sales but bicycles, sporting goods, ammunition, tinners and
the business continued to thrive even In the Depressionlumbermen's supplies.

Family members remained Inyears when the firm employed some 450 persons.
control of the company until It was closed In 1958.

remain evldence Prltzlaff Hardware'sof bu I I di ngs ofA number as
IsAt Th I rd Street (MI-148-25)I n the city. 1033 Northpromlnence a

commercial block built by the company In 1861.
More significant Is the complex of fouradded around 1890.fourth floor was

and seven story buildings at the southwest corner of Plankinton and St. Paul
to 1874 with subsequent additionsThe original structure datesAvenues.

west and south beginning In 1879. The buildingsbeing built to the north,
later acquired by Jack's Furniture but since Hack's closing In 1984, thewere

(Ml-160-21, 22) (MUIS, 1979; History of
Milwaukee CityConard, vol. 2, 429-430;1303-1304;1881Ml Iwaukee P-P«

Directory; Milwaukee Press Club, Commercial History p. 103)
William Frankfurth Hardware Company

Immigrant William Frankfurth settledGerman
established a hardware business with his brother-in-law Lawrence Maschauer In

The business was originally located at 310 West Juneau Avenue which was1862.
later remodeled In 1875 when the business became a wholesale enterprise. (Ml-

the firm employed 55 men and business of1 51-16) By 1881
In 1885 expansion necessitated the construction of a four-story$350,000.

warehouse and office building at 158 West Clybourn Street, just two block
north of the Prltzlaff Hardware Company.
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boasted then traveling salesmen and 120 employes and had only two rivals In

Originally three stories, a

Later, In 1902, a six-story building

complex has

had an annual

Simmons Hardware

remained vacant.

In Milwaukee In 1850 and



Avenue which adjoinedconstructed along North the earlierwas
conducted far weststructure. as

cultery, fishing tackle and tinners'Included shelf-hardware, stock. After
Frankfurth's death In 1891 family members continued to run the firm until It

The building at Plankinton and Clybourn were subsequentlyclosed In 1979.
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1305; Milwaukee Press Club Commercialrazed.

History p. 110; State Historical Society Survey, 1979)
PUBLIC MARKETS

I introduction

I n the

Central Business District. The equivalent to today's supermarkets, the early
public markets were areas set aside by municipal government for the sale of
fresh produce, meat, pultry, flowers and other goods which would be brought In

Sometimes stalls would be rented by local businessmenby area farmers. as
well as served as supplements to their grocery or butcher shops located In

Competition was stiff. Customers had their choice ofother parts of town.
looking for a particular Item and were less likely to stick tovendors when

al I their shopping sites generallyproprietor for of needs. Theone

encompassed at least a half block area and had a spacious, enclosed market
and a collection of sheds or shanties for vendors as well room forhall as

Sometimes they also had an area set aside for the sale of wood andwagons.
these commodities were given their own separatehay although, more often,

market spaces throughout the city. The Central Business District had five
Market Hall, German Market, the
South Side Market and West Side Market.Fourth Ward Market, Their hey day

lasted from the early 1850's to the late 1880's and early 1890's by which time
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PlankInton

such market areas:

Business was

the East Division or

large wholesale and retail grocers became more popular by offering a wider

Public markets were once Important social and economic centers

as South Dakota and stock



home delivery service.conveniencefood,variety of more
decentralization of the city occurred, municipally sponsored green markets

outlying parts of the city which
The East Division or German Market was the longestconvenient to shoppers.

survivor downtown active Into the 1890's. An attempt was made to revive the
market hall concept downtown In 1917. A proposal called for the building of a
tile-covered, classical revival style structure on West Wisconsin Avenue which
would rival Detroit's Gratiot Central Market. The market was to sell produce,
meats, fish, dairy products, fruit, candy, baked goods and so on. The project

ever developed downtown again.
(Unidentified clipping MCHCL, 2/25/1917)
Market Hall

The City's earliest and perhaps most Impressive market building was
Market Hall, constructed at the Intersection of North Water, Market and East
Wells Streets. Approval for the project was received In 1849 and the project
was financed by Investors of the First Ward which at that time constructed the

between Juneau Avenue, East Wisconsin Avenue, The Milwaukee River andarea
Lake Michigan. Progress on the building was slow and by June 1851 contractors

(MS 3/21/1849 2/5, 7/25/1850were being sought to complete the structure.
2/3, and 2/6, 6/25/1851 2/2) The building was subsequently completed In

1851. As finished, Market HallDecember, two-story I tai Ianatewas a

structure, 40 feet by 120 feet In dimension, built of cream colored brick and
crowned with a prominent cupola. The lower story held stalls and booths for

of produce, meat, cheese, and other goods while the upper floorthe sale was
(See Recreation and

Entertainment). As a result of the volume of activity generated by Market
It
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and

were more

Hall the block south of the building came to be known as Market Square.

were established

was never realized and no large market are

leased to Joseph Kurz for use by the German Theater

Also as

In various



was
Interests In contrast to the formal squares set aside for public use by the

Outdoor vendors could be seen In the square and along Marketcity's founders.
By 1859 the building's Ideal location and growthStreet north of Market Hall.

of city bureaucracy led city officials to consider Its purchase for use as the
city's first permanent city hall. The approved, the building
acquired and remodeling took place In 1860. The building remained In use as
City Hall until the winter of 1872 when the majority of city offices moved
Into quarters In the new county courthouse. Various city departments remained

It was razed In teh 1890's for the
construction of the current City Hall (MI-144-25) (See Government)
German Market/East Division Market

A second market area became popular In the late 1850's and was located
just north of Market Hall along Juneau Avenue between North Water and Market
Streets. An 1857 description Indicates that sidewalks and at least half the
street were occupies by vendors and up to 25 wagons could be seen doing
business there. Vendors and occupied numerous shanties on teh half block
north of Juneau Avenue. A long, plain but practical market hall was also

site and provided booths dealers,
poultry sales and flower sellers. Since a majority of the patorns ofwere
German descent the Juneau Ave. market area soon came to be unofficially called

(MS 12/17/1857 1/3)the German Market. By 1861 the press expressed the
popularly recognized need for an adequately sized municipally funded market
hall given the area's crowding following the conversion of arket Hall I nto

I nCity Hall 1860. the Milwaukee Gardeners'
Association purchased land In the market In 1869. The Association renamed the
area the East Division Market and put up
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the city's only public square to evolve out of economic and commercial

a large 10,000 dollar market hall

In the old market house, however, until

located at the

Idea was

No action was taken until

for butchers, vegtable



The
In four stages to a 60 foot high roof and theBasilica form structure rose

The Interior had 36 stallsfacade features ornamental carving by Gustau Haug.
and 12 foot aisles and was lit by gas and heated by a furnace In the basement.

used for floral exhibits and other large meetings.
(MS 8/5/1861 1/5, 12/20/1869 1/2, 1/17/1870 1/7, 2/12/1870 1/3, 3/26/1870 1/3)
So heavily used was this market area that a second, frame, market building was
constructed In 1874 fronting on North Water Street and located just north of
Juneau Avenue (MS_ 4/20/1874 8/2, 5/8/1874 8/4, 5/18/1874 8/4)

construction ofAssociation stepped I n to theMarket asponsorgerman
replacement and commissioned H.C. Koch and Company to design the plans. The

building cost between 12,000 and 15,000 dollars and was of solid brick andnew
of the same general dimensions as the old hall but only one story In height.
The Interior hall was lit by a skylight and on the basement were located the

Room was also provided In the basement for a meeting hallvegetable stands.
The Interior was panelled and calclmlnedfor the German Market Association.

The simple facade featured three gables, a prominentand heated by steam.
I nby two smaller gables I n wh I ch located thefIankscentral wereone

Grand opening celebrations were held In April of 1885. By theentrances.
late 1890’s market activity had ceased In the and the building narea was

The old market building was eventuallyused for the storage of beer cases.
replaced with the wholesale shoe manufacturing company of Albert H. Wenbrenner
which constructed a six story factory on the site around 1910. The Block has
since been cleared of building and Is used for surface parking, (MS 11/29/1884
3/2; Sanborn Fire Insurance Map 1894 and 1910; MCHCL Photograph Collection)
Fourth Ward Market
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designed by Kemper and built by contractors Brelthaupt and Mueller.

A decade latter the main market hall was badly damaged by fire and the

An upper story hall was



Wells and Plankinton Avenue
From an early photograph, the market consisted of a shedcity’s Fourth Ward.

sides. The market aparrenently did notlike roofed open
survive for very long at the small site. By 1871 the Sentinel Indicated that
there was a demand for a public west of the Milwaukee River.market The
demand was met by the conversion of a skating rink Into a market hall In 1873
at the corner of Fifth Street and KI I bourn Avenue. The old Fourth Ward
market site was later occupied by a two-story brick building which survived

(MS 3/24/1864, 3/10/1871 4/5; Rascher's Fire Insurance MapInto the 1890’s.
1876 and 1888; Sanborn Fire Insurance Map 1894; MCHCL Photograph Collection)
South Side Market

the South Side Market long and Involved
process as residents of the Fifth Ward debated the question of financing the

A vote In favor of the matter was finally secured In April, 1866 andproject.
site was purchased at the southwest corner of South First and Floridaa

(MS. 4/4/1866 1/4, 11/17/1866 1/3)Streets for 21,500 dollars. The site had
previously been the location of Fire Engine Company No. 3 which vacated these
premises to locate to the corner of South Second and National Avenue. (Hal Ien
2nd edit. p. 280) The new market area encompassed the half block bounded by
Florida, Virginia and South First Streets and Incorporated a market hall, open
area for vendors and a hay and wood market. The two story market hall had a
small cupola and Its ground floor was divided Into 17 stalls or stands each of
which was provided with a chimney and cellar storage space. The upper story

reserved for floral exhibitions and meetings. In an attempt to make anwas
attractive center, sidewalks at the market were made 20 feet wide and a row of

planted along the entire frontage.
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A third market structure was built In 1864 on a wedge-shaped lot at the

In what was then the

The establishment of

Intersection of Second,

silver poplars was

was a

The new market

enclosure with



The market was to remain
It was replaced by a firehouse forsite for only nine or ten years.at this

late 1870's.
(MS 10/28/1868 1/4, 12/7/1868 1/5; Ha lien 2ndThe property Is today vacant.

edit. p. 210)
West SI de Market

The West Side Market evolved on land set aside for public use by Byron
Bounded by Fifth, Sixth, KI I bourn and State Streets, a portion ofKIIbourn.

mandated to remain undevelopedwas
I n 1867 a large skating rink was erected on part of theoutdoor market.

financially viable operation and whenpropety. a
public opinion was voiced for the establishment of a West side market hall,
the Rink Association decided to convert the building Into a market and pay for

It would be taken over by the appropriate authorities. TheIts upkeep until
timing of the conversion was chosen to coincide with the completion of street
grading In the area and the threatened collapse of the old Juneau Avenue
bridge which would have cut off west slders from the East Division Market.
The new market was Inaugurated by a concert held In January 1873. By 1879 the
market had proved a financial failure and Aidermen were considering the site
for a pub IIc park. The property was ultimately chosen as the location for the
Exposition Building In 1880 and the old Market Building was razed. The area
today Is the site of the Auditorium Building, completed In 1909. (MI-152-7)
(MS 3/10/1871 4/3, 3/15/1871 4/2, 7/9/1879 8/5; MCHCL Photograph Collection)

INFORMATION SERVICES
lively and energetic medium.

city's first pub IIcatlon, the MI Iwaukee Advertiser, duringThe began
territorial days In 1836.
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building was ready for occupancy In December, 1868.

Milwaukee's nineteenth century press was a

Ladder Company No. 2 and the South Side Police Station In the

Wisconsin's first two newspapers, the Green Bay

the block

The rink had never been

In order to accommodate an



For the most part, early newspapers were established as vehiclesGreen Bay.
for political propaganda and particular ph I IosophI IcaI views and were seen as

to Influence their readership rather than

Informational publications. numerous
begun In response to the varying political Issues of the day frcm abolition to

these either merged with their stronger competitors orU111 mate I ysocla 11sm.
the politicalsuspended publication business climate had changed.oronce

and political aff111atlon were frequent, oftenChanges In ownership

confusing the contemporary reader as well today's historian. MlIwaukee'sas
pioneer population relatively wide range of diversesupported aear ly

In 1855 there were seven dallies (3 German) with apub I Icatlons. For example,
circulation of 6,000 nine weeklies with a combined circulation of 15,000 and
five tri-weeklles with a circulation of 2,500. Until 1870, the number of

exceed nine, four In English (Sent IneI, Evening Wisconsin,dallies did not
and five In German (Herold, Seebote, Banner,News and The Commercial Times)

(Milwaukee Illustrated p. 118, Knoche p. 48).German I a, and Socla 11st). I n
the mld-1870's, the number of weeklies and monthlies blossomed so that there
were some twenty-six total publications being printed In 1875 compared to only

By 1880 the number had Increased to forty-seven and bysix a decade before.
By 1907 this number of publications had burgeoned to an1885 to flfty-three.

some eleven dallies,time high of 123 with forty-three weeklies andall
Of these, eighty-two were English-language publicationsfifty-six monthlies.

some thirty-one,German. were
and political publications while twenty-onegeneral news

religious subjects, fourteen to literature and family-oriented subjects while
remainder covered such topics business, agriculture and sclence.the as
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IntellIgence (1834) and the Wisconsin Democrat (1836) were both published In

a means
As a result, shortlived papers were

to serve as objective

and thirty-three were
were devoted to

of these,The bulk



Out of this plethora
language papers emerged, the Journal, theof dallies, three dominant English

WIscons In. The first two survIve todayEven I ngand theSentine I as
only two general circulation newspapers, operated by separateMIIwaukee's

editionsdlfferent but both owned by the parententitles with same
Of the numerous German language publications, the Herold and thecorporation.

Germania were the most prominent. Neither exist today.
Milwaukee's publishing center In the Central Business

Through the 1860's most publishers located along North WaterDistrict. were
Street, between Mason and Clybourn Streets. By the 1870's, some printing had

River along West Wisconsin Avenue, but the
majority was still being done along North Water Street, Broadway, Milwaukee
Street and along East Mason Street between North In theWater and Broadway.
1890's a West Side publishing center developed along North Plankinton Avenue
and In the Germania Building at 135 West Wells (MI-153-10) East Side printing

locations as before andremained concentrated
business blocks were constructed to house the paper's diverse activities: the
Sentinel Building at 225 East Mason (1892) (Ml-146-35), the Montgomery
Building at 409 East Michigan (1891) (MI-147-29) and the McGeoch Building at
322 East Michigan (1890/1894) (MI-145-36) With the absorption of the smaller

and the decline of the German Press following World War I the oncepapers,
strong East Side printing center completely dispersed. The two surviving
papers, the JournaI and Sent!nel relocated to the west side at Fourth Street
where they are located today.
Evening Wisconsin

Milwaukee's first newspaper, the Evening Wisconsin, began In 1836 as the
Milwaukee Advertiser.
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(Watrous, Memoirs p. 457-458; Milwaukee City Directory).

The six-column, one page paper was published under the

In the same

was concentrated

new large scale

spread west of the Ml Iwaukee



thirdonly the to beRlchardsDaniel H.management of paperwas
The Advertiserthe territory of Wisconsin. advocated theI nestab 11 shed

principals of Jacksonian democracy and was housed In a small, two-story wooden
building just north of the Republican House Hotel and west of the Second Ward

Sale of the paper to J.A. Noonan resulted InBank on Third Street.Savings
change to the MIIwaukee Cour I er. In 1842 George Hyer acquired a half

Interest and became associated editor. He enlarged the paper’s format to
William H. SuI 11 van took over In 1845 and In 1846 the name wasseven-columns.

a morningMilwaukee Dally Courier Issuedandaltered as paper.
financially In his attempts to make the dallyrun Ined himselfSul I Ivan

successful, even changing the paper to an evening edition called the Evenlng
In June, 1847 the paper passed Into the hands of William E. CrammerCourier.

and Joseph Curtis who changed the name to the Wl scons I n. By this time the
dally had relocated to the east side and was printed out of offices on the
third floor of the old Mitchell block at the southeast corner of Michigan and
North Water Streets. Cramer had assumed sole ownership by 1852 and was to be
the single most Important factor In the paper's rise to prominence, despite
the Increasing deafness and blindness that afflicted him as the result of a

111ness he sufferedfever I ate 1830's. Although Cramerscar Iet
advocated the Democratic party for awhile, he switched his lifelong allegiance

In sympathy with the Free Soil Movements and Fremont'sIn 1856 to be more
The man and the paper espoused Republicanism for thepresidential compalgn.

remainder of Cramer's life. In the late 1860's the paper was published out of
the Phoenix Building at the northeast of Michigan and North Watercorner
Streets as the Evening Wisconsin, reflecting Its time of publication. I n
Apr I I, 1879 the firm Into whatmoved considered to thebe mostsome
pretentious newspaper building in Wlsconslnfns In at the northeeast corner of
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a name

to the

I n the



Designed by architect E.East Michigan StreetsMIIwaukee and
the four story, red pressed-brIck structure occupied a 60 footTownsend Mix,

The press room was locatedby 120 foot space, had steam heat and elevators..
on the first floor. thethe counting and jobI n the basement,

editors and compositors were on the fourth floor, while the second and third
Under the stable management of Cramer, thefloors were rented as offices.

Evening Wisconsin presses also published many weeklies Including the Sunday
YenowIne's News and Peck's SunTelegram,

It also pioneeredCudahy, South Milwaukee, the Soldier's Home and Wauwatosa.
pre-printed Insertwhich consisted ofI nslders""patentofthe ause

In 1905, thetown publishers.distributed to small
In that year the paper merged with thefamily managed the paper until 1918.

pub 11 cation, themorning Free Press to formNewsDal ly theand newa
sold to Arthur Brisbane whoLateWisconsin News. was

The paper's officessubsequently sold It to William Randolph Hearst. were

moved to the 400 block of North Water Street and some printing was done In the
Goldsmith Building formerly at 425 East Wisconsin Avenue. After a lengthy and
bitter strike by the Newspaper Guild the Wisconsin News lost Its Identity when

Into the Sentinel In 1939. The former premises atwas consol IdatatedIt
University In 1923,Milwaukee and Michigan Streets

school.use the building for Its medicalhad tentative plans towhich
which was eventuallyMarquette later changed Its plans and sold the property,

The site Is now occupied by a parking structure fordemolished for parking.
(Watrous Memo?rs p. 435; Gregory HistoryBuilding (MI-147-9).

1931 p. 1012-1015; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 612-617; Anderson and Bleyer
p. 54; Hooker, Once a Year p. 21; Hamilton p. 289 note 3; History of Milwaukee
County Writer's Project p. 326).
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; (razed).

rooms were

the new 411

were sold to Marquette

as well

After Cramer's death

In 1918 the paper

as suburban weeklies for
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Milwaukee Sentinel

Milwaukee's oldest continually operating news-paper,The Sentinel, was

Behind-the-scenes sponsorship was provided by Solomon Juneau. As sectional
rivalry reared Its head once again In the battle between the east and west

Juneau wanted an organ to rival the already existingsides for supremacy,
Advertiser and to promote east side development. When HarrisonCommercial

after O'Rourke's the SentinelReed succeeded to the paper death I n 1838,
became a vocal supporter of the Whig political doctrines. The paper was

In an office on North Water Street near Clybourn next door to thehoused
Cottage Inn (see Hotels). Under Reed's successor, Elisha Starr, the paper was
enlarged to a seven-column folio and became the city's first dally edition In

At about this same time the paper Introduced the use of newsboys for1844.
the first such use of newsboys In the city.the street sale of newspapers,

Owners and editors In the 1840's and 1850's Included John S. Fillmore, Jason

Downer and Rufus King. Under the ownership of T.D. JermaIn and Horace
Brlghtman beginning 1857, the Sentinel became a profitable enterprise for the
first time. A new building was constructed during the Civil War years on
Mason Street between Water and Broadway (razed). It was a three-story, red
brick structure and the exterior was graced by a larger than life size statue
of Benjamin Franklin which stood In a niche between the second and third floor
windows over the main entrance.

subsequent history Is a tale of mergers and attempts toThe Sentinel's
Increase circulation. In 1862 the Sentinel absorbed the Free Democrat, a
strong abolitionist publication which had been producing dally afternoon and
trl-weekly editions.
discontinued because It failed to pay. The Sunday editions resumed in 1879.

In 1873 a Sunday edition was started but It was soon

first Issued on June 27, 1837 by John O'Rourke Its editor and proprietor.



I n
morning paper and holder ofRepublican and News, a

Under the management of Horace Rub lee (1882-1895), the Sentinelfranchise.
position of prominence and for Interesting and

reliable reporting. It also became the
A new 10-story building was constructued to replace the oldRepub 11 can Party.

Mason Street building. (MI-146-35) The paper was subsequently purchased by
Charles F. Pfister who added a Monday afternoon edition. After Pfister died

Judge August C. Backus I n untl IIn 1927 put control of thewas paper
arrangements could be completed to transfer new owners.
consolidated with the Wisconsin News In 1939 and remained a Hearst publication
untl I 1962. The paper vacated Its Mason Street headquarters In 1930. SI nee
1962 It has been owned by the company that Isandsame
located In a building next door to the latter at 918 North Fourth Street (Ml-

Publlshed mornings, the151-22). longer has a Sunday Edition.paper no
(Gregory History 1931 I I 1007-1017;Vol. Watrous Memoirs 432-442;P- P-
Anderson and Bleyer p. 54-55; History 1881 p. 619-622).
Free Democrat

The Free Democrat began In 1843 as the MI Iwaukee Democrat and, as Its name
Implies, was pro-democratic but critical of certain policies and practises of
the Democratic party.

It was renamed the American Freeman.sIavery, Late In 1844 the enterprise
moved to Waukesha and became the foundation of todaya's Waukesha Freeman.

paper moved back to MilwaukeeWhen the I n 1848
Democrat and was published weekly. Under owner-editor Sherman M. Booth, the

embrolIed In the Gloverpaper became slavery Issue when an escaped slave
jailed In Milwaukee was released by abolItlonIstts and assisted to escape to

owns the Journal

to advocate the abolition of

achieved a

When the paper came

It took on the name Free

an advocate of the principals of
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1882 a major consolidation occurred when the Sentinel merged with the

became known

an Associated Press

It to It was



the Free Democrat played aCanada.
key role, ultimately lead to the dlsolutlon of the Whig Party In Wisconsin,

factor In the organization of the republican Party. In 1850 theand became a
expanded to tri-weekly Following Booth'sandpaper

ownership, the Free Democratic merged with the SentIneI In 1862. (Gregory
HI story 1931 p. 1010; Watrous Memoirs p. 442, 444-445).
Commercial Advertiser

an
of the "Old Hunker" or conservative Democrats under Lucas Seaver asorgan
and H.W. Gunnison as editor. Begun as a weekly, the paper expanded toowner
pub IIcatlon I n 1849. Subsequent changes In ownership resulteddally I n

several name changes, In 1852 the paper was the first In the region to change
from the blanket sheet format of four pages to the five-column quarto of eight
pages, which became standard practice for newspapers thereafter. The paper's
heyday occurred under the management of zealous Democrat George H. Paul from
the late 1860's until 1880. It was located at the northwest corner of North
Water Street and Wisconsin Avenue through the 1870's. New owners renamed the

lost Its
Identity when It was consolidated with the SentIneI. (Gregory History 1931 p.
1011; Watrous MemoIrs p. 445-446; Anderson and Bleyer p. 55).
Dally Commercial Letter

George Godfrey began the Dally Commercial Letter
publication for produce and commission merchants. It had no articles but

the different agricultural commodities of
Interest to the merchants. After Godfrey's death In 1887, an editor from a
rival paper, F.W. Friese, took It over and kept It In publication through the
teens. locations In the Third Ward.
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The aftermath of this Incident, In which

The paper was published out of numerous

a trade

afternoon editions.

merely listed current prices on

of 1848 as

In 1881,paper the Republican and News,

The Commercial Advertiser began publication In the fall

but In 1882 the paper

In 1860 as



(Anderson and Bleyer p. Letter, copies at the Local
History Room, Milwaukee Public Library).
Peck's Sun

Its originator, George W. Peck, humorous writer andMarch, 1878.
lecturuer who eventually served as both governor of Wisconsin and mayor of

His character,MIIwaukee.
bright and humorous paper had a circulation of almost 100,000 at Its peak.
Printing of the weekly was done by the Evening Wisconsin. When circulation
declined due to changing public tastes, the paper was acquired by new owners
and consolidated with the Saturday Star In May, 1889. The Star catered to the
Interests of South Side residents and moved to larger quarters several times.
For Its last five years the Star was located at 192 South Second Street before
discontinuing publication In 1897. (MI-157-26) (Watrous Memoirs 448;P-
Milwaukee City Directory)
Sunday Telegraph

The Sunday Telegraph was Milwaukee's first successful society paper, C.C.
Bowsfleld and Ellas A. Calkins produced the first edition on December 1, 1878.

Interest In the paper In 1879 and ultimately becameJ.A. Watrous bought an
sole owner from 1885 to 1891 after which he took his son R.B. Watrous Into
partnership with him. Eventually the paper changed from Sunday to Saturday

After having had several prior locations, the Telegraph settled Ineditions.
the Evening Wisconsin Building from 1884 to 1899. In the early 1890's,
competition from dally papers led to the discontinuation of society I nnews-

carried soldiers rememberances and
breezy gossipprovided chatty, for the home clrcle. Pub IIcatlon was

discontinued In November of 1899. (Watrous, Memo Irs p. 449).

Peck's Sun was started In LaCrosse In 1874 but relocated to Milwaukee In

Peck's Bad Boy, became nationally famous and the

was a

news of and warIts place the paper
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56; Dally Commercial
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Milwaukee Journal

The largest paper in Milwaukee today, the Journal
Its first edition was published on October 6, 1882more recent publications.

under the ownership of Peter V. This English
language afternoon dally designed to promote Deuster’s campaign forwas
reelection to Congress on the Democratic ticket. Deuster had prior newspaper
experience since he had owned the German-Language Seebot newspaper from the
mid 1850's. At the close of the compalgn, L.W. Nieman purchased Deuster's

I n JournaI switchedInterest the and editorial policy to an
Nieman had a solid newspaper background behind him havingIndependent stance.

worked as a reporter, city editor and managing editor for the Sentine I. I n
1884, the Journal got the United Press afternoon franchise for Milwaukee and
the following year moved from Broadway to 222 East Mason Street across the
street from the Sentinel offices, the building previously ocupled by the

(MI-145-22) In 1890 the business was reorganized on a stockMlIwaukee News.
company basis as the Journal Company with L.W. Nieman as president, L.T. boyd
as secretary and J.W. Schaum as treasurer. In 1891 the paper moved again this
time to the southeast corner of Milwaukee and Michigan Streets the Montgomery
Building) where It remained for a number of years. (MI-147-29) The Journal
subsequently relocated to new quarters at 734 North Fourth Street (MI-151-29)
In 1907 and then to Its current home at 333 West State Street built In 1924
and designed by Chicago architect Frank D. Chase. (MI-153-4)

The Journal's story In this century Is highlighted by pioneer efforts Into
new mass communications technology and the Introduction of a unique employee-

In 1927 the Journal began regular rapid broadcasting on Itsownership plan.
station WTMJ, one of the earliest In the midwest.
added In 1959. The Journal also experimented with television In the 1940's

Is one of the city's

An FM station, WKTI was

the paper's

Deuster and Michael Kraus.



the first to broadcast west of the Alleghenies. The employee-ownership plan
begun In 1937 when 10,000 share of stock were made available to employeeswas

so that local ownership could be mmalntalned and employees could share I n the
Today the comopany Is 90 percent employee owned.company's success.

Since the 1960's the Journal has aggressively acquired numerous printing
and communications businesses both locally and throughout the country. I n
1962 the paper acquired Milwaukee's only other dally, the Sentinel , from the

Today the Journal Company employs about 3,500 person InHearst Corporation.
nine companies at thirty locations In ten states. (Gregory, HI story 1931 p.

1015-1016; Watrous p. 449-450; William Hooker Once a Year p. 21; Anderson and

Olson p. 197)

YenowIne’s News
Established by George H. YenowIne In April, 1885 YenowIne's News was

Mllwaukeke's first paper to make a specialty of Illustrated articles. High
quality workmanship, superior Illustrations and quality paper all contributed

Actual printing of Yenowlne's was carried outto the publication's success.
by the presses of the Evening Wisconsin. Although the paper started out as a
Sunday edition, It ultimately became a Saturday publication. Patronage did
not keep up with rising costs and In 1895 ownership passed to Mark Forest who
In turn sold It a Miss Palmer. Under Palmer's control the paper became a
trade journal called Packages and has published out of the Montgomery Building
at 409 East Michigan (Watrous, Memoirs p. 450) through the 1920s. (Ml 147-29)
Dally News

The Dally News evolved out of the partnership between William H. Park and
Melvin Hoyt In 1889. Park had been a member of the Typographical Union and a
long-time advocate of the shorter work day. On his own he had founded the
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and In 1947 Introduced WTMJ-TV, the country's twentieth television station and



Park and Hoyt's collaboration In 1889 resulted In Milwaukee's first successful

While the paper's official name was the Milwaukee Dally News and Dally Review,

Initially an Independent"Dally Review" portion dropped.the was soon
publication, the Dally News became an editorial voice for the Democratic Party

In 1898 the paper moved to Its newand was respected by the laboring classes.
headquarters designed by architect Frank B. Marshall at 751 North Plankinton.
It remained at this site until 1918 when it merged with the Even I ng Wlscons In.
The building stood until 1983 when It was razed for a parking lot. (Gregory
History 1931 p. 1012; Anderson and Bleyer p. 55; Watrous Memoirs p. 450-451).
Free Press

The Free Press, despite claims of fairness, honesty and objectivity, was
but popular, propaganda organ for the Republcan party.actually a blatant,

politician Robert M.Founded by supporters of LaFollette,
incorporated In the spring of 1901 and came out with Its first edition on June

Financial backing was provided by Isaac Stephenson of Marinette,1901.18,
who was an all-out-backer of LaFollette's faction and reputed to beWisconsin

of the wealthiest In the state. When the understanding betweenmenone
Stephenson came to an end, the Free Press threw Its supportLaFollette and

Abehind Emanuel
morning paper,
Sentinel and eventually produced a weekly edition as well. It was located In
the former Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company Building (razed) at the
northwest corner of Broadway and East Wisconsin Avenue. The paper's Identity
disappeared when It merged In 1918 with the Evening Wisconsin and Dally News
to form the basis of the Wisconsin News. (Gregory HI story 1931 p. 1016-1017;
Watrous Memoirs P. 451-452).
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Milwaukee Labor Revlew In 1886, which was renamed the Dally Revlew In 1887.

one cent dally paper and the first dally to be founded by native Milwaukeeans.

L. Philipp, conservative candidate for governor In 1914.

the paper was

the Free Press, challenged the long held supremacy of the
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Leader

language, socialist afternoon dally publishedThe Leader was an English
by Victor Berger staring In 1911. Berger had previously contributed solely to
German-Ianguage publications. Headquartered In Brisbane Hall at 536 West

(razed), the Leader state and local andcoveredAvenueJuneau news was
nationally respected for Its coverage of foreign affairs. It also offered
Interesting miscellaneous subjects In addition to political discussions and

The paper's paclflctlc stance and pro-labor sentiment duringlabor Issues.
led to Berger's Indictment under the espionage act and the lossWorId War I

mailing rights which were not restored unt 11 1920. Aftertheof papers
death the Leader's resources and Influence dwindled. In 1938 theBerger's

non-labor Hearst Interests the Newtaken over by and renamedpaper was
(Gregory, HistoryIt was ultimately discontinued In 1942.Milwaukee Leader.

173; History of Milwaukee County, Ml Iwaukee1019-1020; Gavett p.1931 P*

Writers Project p. 320-323, 325-326)
Short-term Pub 11catIons

succcessful moderately successfuladdition to the long term andI n
Theshort IIved pub IIshlng ventures.pub I(cations, there were numerous

Gleaner, for example, was an agricultural paper published briefly In 1838 by
Short lived weeklies Included the Milwaukeean (1843-1844) theW.P. Proudfit.

Milwaukee Herald (1843) and the Barnburner (1843 . One of the more unusual of
the special Interest publications was The Anthropoloqlst, a monthly devoted to
clairvoyance published in 1850 by Pratt and Company. The Dally Amer Ian ran
from 1855 to 1858, the Dally Times A.J. Aikens produced two orIn 1858.
other Issues of The Cosmopolite In the 1850's. The National lasted for about
three months In 1859, the Literary Gazette Issued several numbers that same

A dally penny paper, the Enquirer survived only a few months In 1860.year.



monthly for several yaers.
starting In 1870.
1870, by Hamilton Wycks and J.W. Ryckman, had become a somewhat sensational
rag by the time It discontinued publication In 1876. The Ml I waukee Dally
Advertiser was a morning paper begun In 1874 and ultimately merged with the
Commercial Times before the latter folded. The morning Dally Globe lasted a
mere eight weeks, In 1884, while the Dally Reformer survived for four years

The Dally Timesfrom 1886 to 1890.
Clarence Clark as manager and operated at a loss for six weeks before shutting

(Watrous Memoirs p. 451-453; Anderson and Bleyer p. 56).down.
The German Press

Contemporary wl th prof Ileratlonthe of Engl Ish-1anguage papers,
German population supported a flourishing German

The height of circulation and prominence occurredlanguage press. In the
period from 1890 to World War I. Like the English press, there were a variety
of dallies, weeklies, monthlies and semi-monthlies that were offered to the

however, diversified and producedreaders. press,
agricultural 11teraryjournals, and relIgious pub 11 cations, scientific
journals and numerous publications representing the viewpoints of multitude of
German philosophical and labor organizations. The most Important publications

Eventually, most of the major Independent
German publications were absorbed by the giant Germania Publishing Company

German 1 aand the Herold As sod at Ion whichboth of had natlonwlde
dI strIbutlons. Ultimately, the Americanization of second and third generation
German descendants, strong ant I-German sentiment during and after World War
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The Literary Messenger began In 1870 and ran

The Monthly Milwaukee also ran for several years

was brought from Madison In 1893 with

were the Herold and Germania.

Milwaukee's substantial

I and new Immigration quotas all resulted In a decline of circulation that

The Commercial Times, a dally paper which was begun In

The German was more

sometimes weekly, sometimes



Today,
Milwaukee has only two publications that are printed for German Americans, the
German American Dally with Its Sunday News and the Milwaukee Deutsche Zeltung.

The Banner
German-Ianguage paperfirst the Banner foundedMIIwaukee's was

Democratic mouthpiece by Moritz Schoeff I er. It also the first Germanwas
language paper In the Territory of Wisconsin. Prior to the founding of the
Banner, Milwaukee Germans had no way of counteracting the attacks launched by

Whig organ, which opposed voting rights for Immigrants.Sentine I,the a
Schoeffler had printing experience In Germany and had recently arrived from
Jefferson City, Missouri where he had published and edited the West Chronlk

Dr. Franz Hubschmann, one of the most active figures In thefor about a year.
German community, collected $170.00 from members of the German community to
put Schoeffler Into the newspaper business In Milwaukee. The first weekly
edition was published September 7, 1844 and backed the presidential candidacy

Polk, whose subsequent victory helped the success of the new
published at the Hustls Block (razed) Northpaper. was on

Plankinton Avenue and was delivered at a price of two dollars per year. The
format was four pages with four columns each with advertisements covering five
of the sixteen columns. Circulation reached as far north as Manitowoc and
south to Racine and Burlington. For a time In 1846-1847 the Banner added a
literary supplement called the Fam?Hen Blblolothek and also featured short
stories and novelties from time to time. During Wisconsin's Constitutional
CenventIon, the Banner came out In favor of liberal sufferage provisions and
opposed banking although Its objections Iatter not strong.were
Milwaukee's burgeoning population (14,061 In 1847 compared to 6,400 In 1844)

stiff competition from the Germanand pub Iication Der VoIksfreundnew
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spelled the end of the powerful German press by the early 1920's.

of James K.
The Banner

as a

to the



In January, 1850 the Banner became the first GermanWednesdays and Saturdays.
language dally, although It continued to publish

Democratic Partysupported the and attractedThe BannerWednesdays.

Its1855 It bought outof that persuasion. I nconservative readers
retained Moritz Schoeff I erand at the Helm, andcompetitor, Vo Iksfreund,

offices at the cornerpublished under the name Banner und Volksfreund out off
The combined paper remained staunchlyof North Water and East Mason Streets.

Democratic and came out against the know-nothings, temperance and secession.
the paper went dec 11ne and

IIbera II n 1880 had dropped from 6,000 to 3,000. Thecl rculatlon more
Republican Herold and the Germania had become the most popular of the up and

The Banner and Volksfreund merged with the Frele Presse Incoming papers.
1880 and continued to operate out of Its quarters on Market Square which It
had occupied since the 1860’s. Memo Irs p. 453; Knoche p. 20, 27,(Watrous,
32, 42, 49, 51, 53). In 1885 the paper re-emerged Independently as the Banner
und Volksfreund once again, but became less political and more oriented toward

Informatlon. week starting InInstructIon and
In 1895 It wasJanuary, 1893. purchased by P.V. Duester's paper, the Seebot,

and published on Mason Street. It was eventually acquired by the Columbia
Publishing Company and reelocated to Winona, Minnesota In 1922 and eventually
transferred to the holdings of the

(Knoche, p. 57-58, 115).company.
Volksfreund

to the Sentinel.
In the German community, especially on the Issues of statehood and the state
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encouraged the Banner to publish semi-weekly starting on September 11, 1847 on

a weekly that came out on

The Volksfreund was established In February, 1847, as a German supplement

I nto aAfter Schoeffer’s retirement

It was started to counter the Banner's political Influence

It was published twice a

National Weekies, a Brumder-controlled

In 1874,



constitution.
When this did not work out, Duanetranslated Into German for publication.

Wilson and Rufus King of the Sentinel successfully Induced Frlederlch Fratney
to leave New York and serve as editor of the weekly Volksfreund. It continued

Whig mouthpiece for awhile then was purchased by Fratney. He put out theas a
four column weekly on Thursdays, at a subscription rate of onefour page,

Publication was headquartered In Prentiss' Block (razed) atdollar per year.
the corner of North Water and East Mason Streets. Fratney was a staunch

Demoractlc party difficultsupporter of the but had time convincinga
readership that the Volksfreund no longer espoused Whig doctrine. While the
paper eventually supported the same Issues and candidates as the Banner, the
two papers remained rivals with Fratney often criticizing the conservative

Facedhis with stiff competition, Fratney beganadversary.
publishing dally on February 11, 1850, a month after the Banner, and put out a
four-page four-column dally with pages one and four devoted to advertisements.
The weekly changed to a six-column format. Never a money-making proposition,
Fratney sold the Volksfreund to the Banner for $5,500 In 1855, shortly before

The new publication was called the Banner und Volksfreund In 1885his death.
and relocated to Mason Street under new ownership the paper was renamed Abend-

The paper was ultimately purchased by the Seebote In 1895 andPost In 1890.
was eventually acquired by the Columbia Publishing Company and relocated to

Knoche p. 25, 35-47, 57-58, 115)
The Seebote

The Seebote was begun In 1851
to private ownership. An afternoon publication, It was the leading Democratic
and the only In language.paper
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Sentinel editors actually wrote the paper at first, having It

as a stock company but ultimately reverted

Watrous Memoirs p. 453;Winona, Minnesota. (Gregory HI story 1931 p. 1017;

the German

nature of

Catholic oriented It was



P.V.
Deuster bought an Interest In the paper In 1856 and by 1860 was Its sole owner

position he held until 1979 when he took Michael Kraus and
From 1882 to 1886 the paper switched to eveningJulius Muehle as partners.

publication then reverted to morning edition. I n 1899 the Seebote wasa
Through most of Its history the Seebote remained onabsorbed by the Herold.

East Mason Street between North Water Street and Broadway and along with Its

earn the nickname of Newspaper Row.
Die Frauen Zeitung

Die Frauen Zeltung was the first monthly German language paper In the
devoted to women's suffrage and MlIwaukee's firstUnited States paper

The short lived enterprise was begun bysponsored and written by a woman.
Mathilda Francfska Anneke In 1852. Anneke began her publishing career In her
native Germany but emigrated to the U.S. when her works were suppressed and

In teh unsuccessful political uprising ofher husband was defected 1848.
Within a year of settling In Milwaukee, Mathilda Anneke was speaking out on
feminist Issues and publishing her own poetry. In the spring of 1852 she
began to publish the Frauen Zeltung using the print shop of Moritz Shoeffler's

The male typesetters, outraged at the feminist paper's radical views,Banner.
boycotted the premises and threats Issued when Anneke trained women towere
take the typesetters' pI ace. To gain leverage with the management, the
Banner's typesetters formed the city's first printers' union, Typographical
Union No. 23, which pushed for the removal of Anneke's paper and all women
printers on the premises. After only six editions the union was successful
and publication of Dlrtrauen Zeltung was transferred by Anneke to New York In
the fall of 1852. Anneke later abandoned publishing and returned to Milwaukee
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reactionary Instance and was perceived as having monarchlstlc leanings.

neighbors the Sentlnel, Journal, MlIwaukee News and Herold helped the area

and editor, a



(See Education)

(Hoeveler p. 15; History of MlIwaukee 1881 p. 639; History of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee Writer's Project p. 309)

Der Herold
The Herold began as a liberal dally In 1860 under manager William Werner

Involved withDomschke. Domschke, 48ereditor BernhardandColeman a
revolutionary activity In Germany In 1848, had prior newspaper experience with

Corsair In 1854,and Republican newspapers, thethe strongly abolitionist
the Dally Journal for three months In 1856 and the Atlas from 1856-1861, all
of which were financial failures due to the strong Democratic sentiment of the

Printing Company to assist In the paper's financing. He eventually acquired
full ownership of the business after Domschke died. Inn 1875 he relocated the
paper to offices at the southwest corner of Mason and Broadway Streets where
the business has to remain until 1905. By 1877 the Herold boasted the largest

York City Its weeklycirculation outs I de of New andGerman-language
distribution amounted to 20,000. After Coleman's death In 1888 his son Edgar
W. Coleman took charge of operations. The family kept the paper going and In
1899 merged with the Seebote to form the Herold Seebote. In 1906 It was

dallyacquired by the GermanIa, leaving the no significant
(Gregory, HI story 1931 p. 1018-1019; Anderson and Bleyerrivals In the city.

56; Mailman "Germania" p. 72-73).P-
Frele Presse

The Frele Presse was the first Milwaukee paper to advocate soclal 1st
theory as a remedy for the poor living and working conditions of the working

An evening It began as a stock company with Joseph Bruckerc lasses. paper,
as editor In May, 1876 under the name Socialist. After Its purchase by R.
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In 1865 to establish a German Language School for girls.

Coleman was an able manager and organized the GermanGerman community.

latter with



Michaels of Chicago In 1878,
months before becomlng the Frele Presse. Its offices were located on the east

The paper was subsequently purchased by a stockside of Market Square.
1880 with the acquisition of the Banner and Volksfreund Itand i nccmpany

switched to morning editions after a stable decade under editor Herman Sigel,
to evening publication and changed Itsswitchedthe paper name

Shortly after Sigel's death In 1894 the Abendpost mergedAbendpost In 1890.

Germania. (Gregory HI story, 1931, 1017; Watrous Memoirs p.with thhehehe
453-455; Anderson and Bleyer p. 56).
Volkszeltung

The Volkszeltung was established In 1890 and published by the SocI a 11 st
Publishing Company. It was created out of the consolidation of the Dally

and Arbelterzeltung both which I nReformer of had started 1886
headquartered at Sixth and State Streets. (Anderson and Bleyer, p. 57).
Die Germania

I n 1873 byThe Germania begun the German Protestant Printingwas
Association which had been formed to counteract the Influence of the liberal
Herold and the Catholic Seebote. A weekly publication,
circulation over 5,000 and was supported by twenty

Immediate success
beginning In November of 1873 as well as a farm publication, Per Hausfreund,

times ofDuring the 1874, George Brumder, the
original founders, began purchasing the assets and liabilities of the German
Protestants
Germania and Der Hausfreund. By the end of 1874, the weekly paper alone had a
circulation of 20,000 copies.

Ill
the paper was renamed the Vorwarts for a few

In 1876, the paper moved to a new four-story

one of

the paper had a

a dally edition

troubled economic

local Lutheran churches.

and was

The paper's

which contained literature, poetry and hints on farming and home economics.

led to the publication of

Printing Association and ultimately became sole owner of the

to the



Financial stability was elusive despite the fact that BrumderIts first home.
offered special Inducements to readers such
subscriptions and added a women's column to the Germania similar In content to

Brumder discontinued the German I a's dallyIn 1878,the popular Hausfreund.

It resumed semi-weekly publication In 1889 but by then, It was Justedition.
number of other monthlies and quarterlies published by the firm.

Brumder took advantage of the Bennet Law controversy In 1890 to resume dally
law made English language mandatory InGerman I a. Thepublication of the

which the German population saw attack upon theirelementary schools,
law's Republicanparochlal schools. Ultimately, thetheirculture and

re lection and the bl I I Thedefeated for was repealed.supporters were
In a superior position to the other German dailies. By 1895

the largest circulation of any German-Ianguage editionthe weekly paper had
1896 the monumental, eight story Germania building wasI nIn the country.

firm's135 West Wells to house the bookshop,constructed at presses,
typesetting and job printing equipment (MI-153-10) The heavy equipment was
housed In the basement and the upper floors were rented as office space. I n
1897 the Germania bought out one of Its competitors Die Abendpost and began a

The weekly Germania circulated throughout theSunday edition. was now
west and southern states. The Dally was renamed the German!a-northwest,

Abendpost and the Sunday was known as the Germania Sontags Post. Acquisition
Germania acquired the LI neo Inthe Frele Press In LI neo In,contlnued as

Nebraska In 1904 and the Milwaukee Herold In 1906. Brumder then formed the
Union Press Company to Publish the Hero Id-Seebote, German Ia-Aben dpost and the
Sunday paper the MIIwaukee Sontags Post. By 1910, Sheboygan's German dally
had been acquired as well as a dally and weekly In Buffalo, New York and three

1 12
brick building at the corner of Plankinton and KHbourn, a half block south of

as free books for prepaid German I a

Germania was now

as an

one of a



I Illnols.large weeklies In Chicago,
Herold Association while the Germania Publishing Company handled theGerman I a

business of other publications In addition to running a bookstore, printing
I n 1910 the GermaniaBy the time of Brumder's deathfirm and bindery.

Publishing Company controlled all of Milwaukee's German papers and published
others In Chicago, Lincoln, Nebraska and several small towns In Wisconsin. It
published German calendars, almanacs, books and other materials. In 1913 the

of the morning Herold-Seebote and the evening German Ia-Abendpost werenames
Responding to World War I antl-Germanboth changed to the German!a-Herold.

sentiment, the names were changed again to the MIIwaukee Herold. The weekly
Germania became the Milwaukee America and Germania Herold Association took on
the old name of Union Press Company while the Germania Publishing Company was

American Press. In 1924, the Brumder family consoI Idatatedrenamed the North
their weeklies In a new headquarters at Wlnona, Minnesota and moved out of
the Brumder Building. Sons George and Herman continued to publish the dally

the Ml Iwaukee Sontags Post untl I 1932. The dallyMilwaukee Herold and
completely ceased publication In 1932 and the Sunday paper was relocated to

The Brumder Building was sold by the family In 1946. The NorthWlnona.
and William C.sons George E.

Brumder out of headquarters at 728 North Seventh Street which It had occupied
(MI-152-2) By the 1940's It was one of the nation'ssince the mld-1920's.

leading job printers and by the 1950's was the country's largest producer of
catalogues and did printing for other businesses andwholesale hardward

In 1964 It merged with the lithography firm of Dosleadvertising agencies.
Johnson and became known as NAPCO Graphicsand

Wlscons In.
p. 66-75)."Germania
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The Union Press Company then became the

(Gregory HI story 1931 p. 1019; Watrous Memo Irs p. 455; Mailman
Art Center In New Berlin,

American Press continued to operate under
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The Polish Press

second largest Immigrant group after the Germans, theAs MlIwaukee's

The three most
prominent papers Kuryer Polsk?

variety of subjects from general(1906) covered a news
of correct and pure Polish language and the repudiation of thecultivation

Introduction of American slang and faulty grammer Into the Polish language.
Poles settled south of Menomonee Valley,the majority of the mostAs

publication took place along Mitchell Street. Only the Kuryer Pol ski, the
Business

housed In the Montgomery Building at 407 East MichiganDistrict.
(Ml 147-29) (Gregory HI story 1931 p. 1020;starting In the early 1890's.

Watrous Memoirs p. 456-457; Once a Year 1897 p. 32).
Black Publications

black community, although small Is the late nineteenth andMl Iwaukee's
early twentieth centuries, did support a number of local newspapers beginning

Three of the earliest were located In the Central BusinessIn the 1890's.
District but either ceased publication or relocated by World War I. Later
publications were headquartered outside the Central Business District In the
newly emerging black neighborhoods to the north the city'sand
downtown.
Wisconsin Afro-American

Afro-American MlIwaukee'sThe Wlsconsln first blackwas newspaper

published weekly starting In April of 1892. Editors George A.
Thomas H. Jones published out of offices at 626-628 North Broadway (Ml—141—

subsequently converted to26).
Unable to achieve flnanclal stab!IIty, the paper

Polish population was also served by Its own publications.

Brown and

a monthly and renamed the

It was

west of

coverage to the

Northwestern Recorder.
The paper was

oldest Polish dally In the country, was published In the Central

(1885), Oredownlk Jezykowy (1905) and Now Iny



20-21; Milwaukee City(Trotterpublications In March,ceased P-
DI rectory)
Wisconsin Weekly Advocate

The Wisconsin Weekly Advocate began publication
edited by Richard B. Montgomery,
correspondent of the Indianapolis Freeman. The outspoken Montgomery was an

of b lack seif-heIp zealously supported of Booker T.avid advocate and
Washington's Industrial education program and proposed plans for an Industrial
school to be built In northern Wisconsin. Montgomery's paper also established
the colored helping hand Intelligence Office which was an employement bureau

hiringfacl11tated the of bI acks for domestic positions. Thethat
criticized bycontroversal Montgomery estab 11 shed b I ack Ieaders forwas

also dis I Iked by
blacks for his criticism of their barroom and street corner behavolr. The
Advocate's place of publication changed almost yearly and Included locations
on Fifth Street, St. Paul Avenue and Eight

In 1916 Montgomery moved to Minneapolis and changed the paper's nameStreet.
to the National Advocate to broaden the weekly's regional appeal. (Trotter p.
13, 21, 29-30, 97)
Wisconsin Weekly Defender

The Wisconsin Weekly Defender began publication In 1906 under editors J.D.
Cooke and H.B. Alexander. The paper was first produced on State Street near
Third Street then on Michigan near Plankinton Avenue. Around 1919 Cooke moved
the paper to Gary, Indiana which had an expanding black Industrial population.

produce the National Defender and Sun which Itself was later renamed the Gary
Sun. (Trotter p. 21, 97
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1893.

In May of 1898 and was

downplaying and minimizing racism and he was

Cooke combined the Defender with an earlier Gary publication, The Sun, to

KI I bourn Avenue, Wells Street,

I ow Income

a former slave, traveling missionary and



1 16Per IodIcaT
As

whose

science periodicals. By bust ness had
significant!ly declined due to the consolidation of the Eng lFil§fit8,0reP§?iguage

publishers and dec 11ne of Germanthe Today only handful ofpress. a
periodicals are produced In the Central Business District, the most Important
of which come from Kalmbach Publishing Company.
Kalmbach Publishing Company

cal led fatherOften the of modern day model railroading, Albert C.
Kalmbach successfully transformed a lifelong hobby Into a lucrative publishing

Although he had aspired to an engineering career most of Kalmbach'sbuslness.
life was spent In publishing, beginning with a monthly neighborhood newspaper,

12 to chronicle events In his west side
Following graduation from Marquette University and unable toneighborhood.

attend engineering school, Kalmbach established the Milwaukee Commercial Press
which published church newspapers. After he founded the Model Railroad Club
of MlIwaukee I n 1932, the first all-model railroading organization I n the
country, Kalmbach was persuaded to publish a magazine The
first I ssue of Model Ra11roader appeared I n January, 1934. KaImbach's
professional treatment of the subject matter was revolutionary and transformed
the children's toy Into a creative hobby for adults. Within six months Model
Roader had become popular that It necessitated Kalmbach's ful I timeso
attention. A stick I er for qua 11ty, KaImbach concentrated technicalon
Information and cultivating public Interest In the field and I

809 North Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 324, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
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Redevelopment Authority
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on the subject.

n 1935 he was

the Sun, which he started at age

weeklies and Sunday editions of the 
William Ryan Drew 
Commissioner

foreign ofioay Many I Ikgoaittiff.fi^eranla
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school journals and



I nI nstrumentaI
Into the Mercantile Building at 1037 North1943 Kalmbach Publishing moved

(Ml-150-7) which It has since come to own. Over the decadesSeventh Street
periodicals Involvedpub 11 shed other wl th mode I making andKalmbach

transportation Including: Model makers (1935-1959), Hobby Merchandiser (1947-
1957), Sh i ps and Sailing (1951-1959 , Trains (1940 to present) Better Camping

The firm even published hardcover books on subjects related toto present).
railroading but In 1973 the printing part of the business was discontinued.

have exceeded 7.5 million dollars and the periodicalsSince 1980 gross sales
wide circulation of 200,000. Although founder Albert C.have

Kalmbach died at the age of 71 In 1981, the firm continues to publish Model

ever-growing audience.Trains and FIneScale Modeler for ItsRai I reader,
(Stern p. 2-26)
UTILITIES
Introduction

Historically, public utility companies have always been headquartered In
the Central Business District. Milwaukee's major utilities today, Wisconsin
Gas Company, Wisconsin Bell, and Wisconsin Electric Power Company, all have

I n nineteenth century predecessors that brought comfort and
convenience to generations of area residents.

Wisconsin Gas Company dates back to 1852 making It the oldest utility In
The Milwaukee Gas Light Company as It was then known received anthe state.

franchise to provide the city withexcI us Ive Itse
Improvements, street lighting. From Its gas works In the lower Third Ward,
pipelines branched for miles along city streets and provided
residents with safe thoroughfares. As electric lighting gradually supplanted
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In the founding of the National Model Railroad Association.

first majorone of

(1960-1970), Airliners International (1973-1974), and FIneScale Modeler (1982

a worId

their roots

dozens of



commercf a I IndustrlaIandgas
1+ now supplies natural gas for heating and cooking and since 1965customers.

has been known as Wisconsin Gas Company.
Wlscons In Be I I

From Its Inception Wisconsin Bell dominated telephone service In the state.
Perhaps Its greatest period of growth In the 1890's when the number ofwas

Increased In just ten ImprovedsubscrIbers years.
and the development of technology have been the company'sservlce new

hallmark throughout the century.
The history of Wisconsin Electric Power Company Is a complex one and a

electricInnumerable and acquisitions both of smalI erstory of mergers
companies and public transportation companies. A commercially profitable arc
light was not available until 1878 and In three years It had competition from
the brighter Incandescent light developed by Thomas Edison. Electricity was
cheaper and cleaner than gas and more lights could be operated from a single

the lampspower source.

simultaneously and the elimination of manual start up made the new service
A number of small electric companies sprang up In the cityquite popular.

of each other. They headquartered Infew variousyears were
commercial buildings downtown and supplied power for street lights as well as
commercial customers. Many larger businesses and hoteIs such theas
Republican Hotel power plants to furnish their
Individual needs.

ordlnance I n 1892city passed requiring companies to convert towas
underground cable In the Central Business District. With the electrification

transportation, various street railway companies began to acquireof public

Nominating companies.

1 18 
lamps, the utility switched to residential,

was orlglnaly chartered as Wisconsin Telephone In 1882.

and merge

even established their own

The most successful was The

within a

The convenience of being able to turn on all

from 5,900 to 19,000

with the

So prolific were the aerial wires and poles downtown that a



virtual monopoly on the city's public transportation systems. Eventually
supplanted that ofrest dentlal

number of major power plants In Milwaukee and one
In 1938 the corporation was reorganized as the Wisconsin ElectricWashington.

Power Company.
Wisconsin Gas Company

for street lighting had become fairly widespreadThe Ingas

cities by the middle of the nineteenth century.Amer I can
proposed for MlIwaukee In 1849 but no action was taken on the matter for

Interest was revived upon the visit of Cincinnati engineerseveraI years.
John Lockwood In 1851. Although his proposed waterworks and sewage disposal
system were postponed, Lockwood contracted to construct and operatewas a

Together with four MI Iwaukee res I dents, Lockwood formed thegasworks.
Milwaukee Gas Light Company and on March 27, 1852 the company received a state
charter giving It exclusive and perpetual franchise to

The gas works located In the lower Third Ward on propertyMl Iwaukee. was
bounded by East Erie, Corcoran and Jefferson Streets. A 52 foot by 52 foot

assorted smaller structures and a 75,000 cubic foot gasometerretort house,
manufactured fromerected and coa I. In November, 1852waswere gas

Milwaukee's main thoroughfares were lit for the first time through seven miles
of pipe.

Residential use soon outstripped street lighting and by 1859 the Milwaukee
Gas Light Company operated 56 retorts, had 17 miles or main and served 1334

By 1881 there were some 65 miles of pipeline and total consumptioncustomers.

100,950,000equaled feet of which only 25,250,000 feet went to street

I Ightlng. (MUIS, 1979; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 425-426, 429) Expansion
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as far as Port
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use of
It was first



Third Ward plant In was required
following the Third Ward fire of 1842. In 1893 the company was purchased by

Emerson McMillan
the Western Gas Company of New York.buslnesses, Major Improvements were

undertaken In the facilities and a switch was made from coal to carbureted
result of McMII Ian’sblue gas. efforts, gas prices were materially

reduced by 1910. (Milwaukee Press Club, Commercial History 1910 p. 100)
In 1901 Milwaukee Gas Light became a subsidiary of the American National

Gas Company system, known today as American Natural Resources Company. By

competitor, the Fifth Ward Gas Light Company, and the establishment of four
affiliated companies to service Milwaukee suburbs. The company's greatest
period of growth, however, began In 1949 with the Introduction of natural

Converting over 500,000 appliances from use of manufacturedgas to the state.
to natural took three months, 1,300 trained servicemen and over 4.5gas

Expansion outside the city began In 1960 and In 1965 themillion do Ilars.
company's name was changed to the Wisconsin Gas Company to reflect Its larger

On June 30,service area. 1975 Wisconsin Gas achieved Independence from the
Amer I can Natural Gas Company System and Wisconsin Gas Company stock was
Introduced to the New York Stock Exchange. The Itsformedcompany own

WEXC0 Delaware Inc.,subsidiary, of I n 1978 I nto ol Iandengage gas
exploration through financial participation with producers. A reorganization
In 1980 resulted In the creation on of a holding company, WIC0R Inc., to serve
as the parent company of Wisconsin Gas and WEXCO and to eventually diversify
Into other businesses. Today Wisconsin Gas Is the oldest utility In the state
and the largest natural gas utility In Wisconsin with over 404,000 customers
In 42 countries through Wisconsin. (Anderson and Olson p. 219)
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1885 and

1926 Milwaukee Gas Light Company had expanded through the acquisition of one

As a

who transferred the company's stock to one of his other

some rebuildingdoubIed the



At 117 North Jefferson Street (Ml-155-33) I s thewith Gas Company history.
Cream City Brick purifying house built around 1885 and converted Into a meter

The building was part of a large complextesting and repair shop by 1910.
which by 1958 had become economically Impractical to maintain. Fol lowing the
demolition of most of the buildings on the five acre site, the site was sold
for redevelopment In 1962. The old pur IfyIng-meter shop survived and today Is

fabricator. (MUIS, 1979)by Louis Hoffmann Company, metalowned
Wisconsin Gas Company’s other building Is its prominent downtown I andmark

Built at a cost ofheadquarters at 626 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI-145-9).
$1,500,000, the building was designed by the firm of Eschweiler and Eschweller

The 22 story art deco masterpiece features dramaticand completed In 1930.
setbacks and a flame shaped light on Its roof which changes color to signal
changes In weather conditions. Except for the replacement of sash windows,
the building remains essentially Intact today.
Wisconsin Bel I

The telephone was first Introduced In to Wisconsin by Professor Charles H.
In 1877, Just one year after the Instrument's Invention by AlexanderHaskins.

Graham Bell, Haskins organized the Milwaukee Telephone Exchange on the west
side of Broadway Street between Wisconsin Avenue and Mason Street. His son
designed a switchboard and the first phone was Installed In late 1877 In City

mayor's office with f I re and policeHal I to that of the
Haskins soon purchased exchanges In Appleton and Oshkosh.departments. In

1879 he obtained the first license ever Issued by the National Bell Telephone
Company for an exclusive franchise to operate a telephone firm and became
Bell's agent for Wisconsin, Ml nnesota North Dakota.and

(MJ_ 8/1/1982;estab 11 shed to 11 service between Oshkosh and Fond
MIIwaukkee Press Club Commercial History p. 88)
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with $390,000 worth of capital stock. Incorporators Included Haskins, his son
Harry C. Haskins and Milwaukee attorney from the exchange and provided 17
exchanges to service 1798 phones. Wisconsin Telephone continued to expand
despite the competition Independent firmsfrom and the Impediments to
consolidation raised by anti-trust legislation and public sentiment. By 1892
Wisconsin Telephone provided service to 250 cities wl th 6,400over
subscribers placing six million calls annually. Long distanceover
connections, made possible through affiliation with the Bell system, allowed
for calls to Chicago, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac and Madison.

Shortly after 1900 Wisconsin Telephone experienced phenomenal growth which
touched off long and Involved legal battles. The company purchased some 400

I nstations the state and replaced rental properties with
officesfad I Itles. Central I n Wauwatosa (1902),

(1903), Milwaukee’s North Side (1905) and Cudahy (1906). Distressed by such
actions, Independent phone companies joined ranks against the Bell System by
forming the Wisconsin Independent Telephone Association. The WITA accused

of rate fixing and anti-trust violations andBell demanded their lines be
hooked up to the Bell System. A legal Impasse led to the establishment of the
nation's first regulatory agency for telephone companies. In
Wisconsin Legislature empowered the Wisconsin Railroad Commission (predecessor
to the Public Service Commission) to regulate phone companies and It ruled
that telephones were a service not a commodity and that Wisconsin Telephone

not In violation of anti-trust laws. (MJ 8/1/1982; Anderson and Bleyer p.was
96)

This statewIde vIctory was
monopoly, however.
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amicable relationship from Independent phone companies. (MJand
8/1/1982).

Between 1939 and 1941 Wisconsin Telephone pioneered the use of co-axlal
cables which provided better service at lower rates. Following the successful

195-mlle link between Stevens Point and Minneapolis, the cabletesting of a
was Introduced throughout the Bell System and kept long distance stable for 30

Recent decades have seen Wisconsin Telephone continue the testing andyears.

(MJ_ 8/1/1982)Implementation of technological advances.
The most significant change to Wisconsin Telephone has occurred since

As a result of a Justice Department anti-trust suit Initiated In 1974,1982.
AT & T dropped ownership of Its 22 operating companies Including Wisconsin

Now reorganized as Wisconsin Bell with over 900 exchanges and overTelephone.
2 billion dollars In plant facilities, the company has Its own president and

regional Bel I with AT & Tnetwork formerdirectors and
(MJ 8/1/1982)Indiana, Michigan and Ohio.afflIlates in I I Iinols,

Wisconsin Telephone Company has always been headquartered In theThe
Business District. North BroadwayCentra I on
East Wisconsin Avenue and Mason Street were locateed In a four storybetween

The site was rebuilt aroundItaIIanate structure.
Imposing German Renaissance Revival structure was constructed, four stories In
height with a tall attic story, elaborate flemish gable and the tile roof. It

structures built In that style during the 1890's among

which were the Pabst Building (1892) at formerly at 110 East Wisconsin Avenue
(1893-95) at 200 East Wells. In 1905 the main offices wereand City Hal I

moved to the eight-story, second Renaissance Revival structure designed for
the company at Alexander C. Eschweller at 735 North Fifth Street (MI-149-24).

was one of several
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lower
The building Is now occupied by the Tlcor Title Insurance Company.I eve I.

Wisconsin Bell's final move occcurred In 1917 when It relocated to Its new
headquarters at 722 North Broadway, site of Its original offices (MI-141-28).
Designed by Alexander C. Eschweller, the building combined Gothic and French
details and a major addition completed In 1930 brought the structure up to 19

Although the building has undergone alteration, most noticeable onstories.
the lower two stories, It still remains Its distinctive profile which features
a prominent tower capped by a steeply-pitched copper roof flanked by four
pinnacles. (Milwaukee City Building Permits)
Badger Illuminating Company

The Badger Illuminating Company was the earliest of several electric power
companies to operate In the Central Business District. It received its
franchise to operate and maintain the Thompson-Houston system of arc lighting
In 1885. Out of Its power plant In the Exposition Building, site of today's
auditorium at the northeast corner of Sixth Street and Kflbourn Avenue (MI-
152-7), Badger Illuminating Initially provided electricity only to stores but
by 1893 It had 900 lights In Its system out of which 525 were street lamps
spread over 40 miles of city streets. Power was distributed through overhead
wires called aerials In addition to underground cable run through four Inch
cement pipes. The latter were used chiefly In the Central Business District
and In 1893 an ordinance was passed requiring all such electric power lines to
be placed underground.
Edison Electric, Illuminating to the Milwaukee Street Railwaysold Badger
Company In 1840. (Gregory, HI story vo1. 2 p. 1200; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 54)
Edison Electric Illuminating Company
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Bell-shaped medallions were Incorporated on the building's rusticated

Company president Edward C. Wall, who also headed



I n 1888 by
Herman,
When this action failed to produce an active company the articles were ref I led
In 1889 by Charles F. I Isley, Charles Ray and D.M. Benjamin and the company
was franchised to provide Incandescent lighting. A power plant was built on
Edison Street In 1890 according to the design of architect E.T. Mix (MI-144-
21) In Its early years the plant has 800 horsepower capacity and, In addition

I Ightlng, providedIncandescent for street railwaysto and otherpower
commercial users. Power was distributed through an underground cable system
developed by Thomas A. Edison. Although Edison Electric primarily served
commercial customers, It also served a small number of residential users and
by 1892 had over 10,000 lights In Its system. Company president Edward C.
Wall sold Edison Electric to the Milwaukee Street Railway Company In the early

(Gregory, HI story p. 1200; MI Iwaukee of To-Day p. 55; MS 10/5/18881890's.
3/2, 8/21/1889 3/2, 5/8/1890 5/1, 6/14/1890 3/3, 7/15/1890 3/4)
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Ccmpany/WIscons In Electric Power Co.

The MI Iwaukee Street Ra 11 way Company the most significantwas
electrictransportation and 1890's eventuaI Iy
eightconsol I dating smal I local street ralIway 11 lumlnatlngandsome

companies, Including Badger Illuminating and Edison Electric. The Milwaukee
Street Railway In Its turn was taken over by The Milwaukee Electric Railway
and Light Company (TMER 4 L), Incorporated In 1896 through the efforts of the
country's first electric utility holding company, the North American Company.
TMER & L Initially concentrated on street railways and Interurban commuter
operations and set up the Milwaukee Light, Heat and Tractor Company to handle

Residential, commercial and Industrial
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neighboring suburban and rural areas.

Rudolph and Robert Nunnemacher, Charles Pfister and H.M. Benjamin.

power company of the early

customers were served with whatever surplus power remained beyond railway



operations.
extensive network or routes that necessitated the construction ofan ever-

larger power plant facilities. The earliest construction was an addition to
the old Edison Electrical Plant In 1900. This was followed by the Commerce
Power Plant In 1903.

As ridership on mass transportation reclined In favor of the automobile
after 1908, resldentla I, commerclal and

Industrial customers. In 1917 the company acquired the Commonwealth Power
Company, downtown ofproducer steam heat. In 1920 TMER & L begana
construction of the coal-fired Lakeside Power Plant In St. Francis and In 1935
completed the Port Washington Power Plant about 25 miles north of MIIwaukee.

In order to finance the construction of the Lakeside Power Plant, TMER & L
formed a separate holding company, the Wisconsin Electric Power Company, to

the plant and lease Its operation & L. During a majorown

reorganization 1938, TMER & L purchased the stock of Wisconsin Electric merged
with It and changed Its own name to the Wisconsin Electric Power Company. By

Wisconsin Electric had acquired dozen other utilitya
concenrs and provided power and transportation services to Milwaukee Electric
Railway and Transport Company, was also formed to operate virtually all the
street railways, trackless trolleys and motorbuses and Its

In 1941 the Wisconsin Electric System acquired common stock of bothsuburbs.
the Wisconsin Michigan Power Company and the Wisconsin Gas and Electric

The electric properties of WisconsinCompany. Gas and Electric became part
of WE while the gas holdings became the Wisconsin Natural Gas Company I n
Racine, the second largest In the state. (Anderson and Olson p. 217; StII p.
498
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SI nee sale of faclIItles I n 1952, WIscons Ine
Electric AtomIc

RT v.

The Power House Comp I ^,Refe’tfW&ed bywith the history of Wisconsin Electric.
Kllbourn Avenue and the Milwaukee River, Is the location for

two of these buildings. The earliest, at 815-23 North Edison Street (Ml—144-
21), was built In 1890 by Edison Electric for use as a machine shop and boiler
room and was designed by architect E.T. Mix. It passed from Edison Electric
to the Milwaukee Street Railway Company and then to TMER & L. It Is the
oldest remaining power plant In the city. Remodeling In 1928 and between 1961

1968 has significantly altered the .but I ding’sand east and west facades.
Adjoining the old Edison Electric power plant to the south Is the Oneida
Street Station, designed by Herman J. Esser and built In 1900 (MI-144-22)
Alterations have resulted In the removal of a decorative pediment and cornice

facade second story riverof the facade has beenon
completely rebuilt. The two buildings nationally important for theare
historic advances of electrical generation. Between 1914 and 1919 TMER & L
selected these two buildings the site of pulverized coal experimentsas
because they already older facl11ty, smalI er hadand separatewere an
generating facilities.
pressure boilers and metals capable of withstanding Increased temperatures and
pressures and led to the world wide use of pulverized coal as an economical
fue I. Two later structures were added to the power complex in subsequent

3 (1923-1925) and Boiler No. 4 (1938) Wisconsin Electric

809 North Broadway, Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
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The Edison and Oneida plants will be converted Into theaters as therazed.
centerpiece of the
(National Register Nomination Form, 1984)

The Public Service Building Is the Third Major structure associated with
Wisconsin Electric Power Company history In the Century Business District.
The Beaux Arts building was constructed at 231 West Michigan between 1903-1905
and was designed by local architect Herman J. Esser. (Ml-154-5) The structure
was built to house the general offices of TMER & L as well serve as theas
main terminal of the company's street railway and Interurban system. Located
just a block away from the Ml Iwaukee Road Depot, Interurban terminalthe
helped to constitute what was for years the transportation center of the city.
Vehicles once were able to pass through the center of the building but with
the discontinuation of transit services, Wisconsin Electric has coverted the
space Into offices and truck docking. The Corporate headquarters Is now being
enlarged by the construction of a five story, contemporary addition on the
site of the old Milwaukee Road Depot. Designed by Flad and Associates, the
415,000 square foot building will cost 49.6 million dollars and will house the
customer service department we I I 2,000 Wisconsinas as
EIectrIc employees currently dispersed throughout the downtown area.
(Milwaukee City Guide 10/18/1984 p. 5)

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Banks

Milwaukee's early financial history Is a tale of Wildcat Banking and
Instabl11ty.turbulent In 1836 the Wisconsin Territorlal Leg!Iature

authorized the establishment of a number of banks which Included the Bank of
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Bank MineralMIIwaukee, the of and the MIner's Bank of Duguque.
the Michigan charters,Patterned after provisions had been made forno

systematic examinations of the facilities and no specified collateral had been
required. banks suffered from poor management and

Theexperienced great losses. large Influx of settlers attracted by
reliedWIscons In's I and sales theese Institutions and during theon n

financial crash of 1837 the closing of the banks put thousands Into severe
straights. People began to hoard gold and "wildcat" bank notes of uncertain
origin were put Into circulation. The Territorial Leglsature then determined
In 1839 that It had no authority to grant bank charters and forcibly closed
those Institutions that had not closed of their own accord. The estab IIshment
of bank Is eventually became an Issue of the constitutional convention when
Wisconsin attained statehood The matter, however, would not be
resolved for a good fifteen years. (Gregory, SE Wise. Vol. I p. 299; Friend
Marine)

InterIm circumventI n the to the antl-banklng regulations,years,
financier and real estate Investor George Smith from Scotland established the
WIscons In Marine Fire Insurance Company.and The business, after much

dellveratlon by the territorial legislature, received Its charter In February,
Marine1839 which permitted the to se I I I nsurance policies, receiving

deposits, Issue certificates and lend money long as It did not extendas
"banking privileges" to customers. For all Intents and purposes the Marine
functioned as a bank and citizens took advantage of the facility which had a
remarkably stable management and weather several bankwas runs
Instigated by detractors. (Friend Marine)

In 1852 the State Legislature passed a bank act which allowed banks to
operate In Wisconsin. Within seven years of passage, some three hundred banks
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Many of these Institutions operated
mlnlmumwith barestst of cap I to I requiredthe and remalned flnanclally

Mltchel I,unstab Ie. Alexander head of the Marine, together with other
bankers decided that It was time the Industry regulated Itself andreusable

promoted sound banking practises. The forerunner to the Wisconsin Bankers
Association was founded In 1858 as a result of their efforts. But wlIdcat
banking continued and worthless notes remained I n circulation throughout
Wisconsin and Its neighboring states. Many anks had no regu I ar places of

redemption centersbusiness and often inaccesslble non-existent.were or
Counterfeiting was common.

The precarious nature of Wisconsin finances to a head In the earlycame
days of the Civil War. By early 1861 three fourths of the collateral behind
Wisconsin Bank notes In circulation consisted of Southern securities totaling
some $3,215,000. Their value was shattered by the Initiation of hostilities
agalnt Ft. Sumpter on April 12, 1861. Chicago banks quickly refused to accept
the In operation.banks then The State
I eg!stature I nstepped to avert disaster and the Wlscons In Banker's
Association met to determine and endorse the soundest of the banks. However,
MiIwaukee flooded with the securities ofbecame the discredited
outlying Institutions held onto those of the preferred banks. On June 21st
the Association added ten more names to their prior list of forty-one unfit
Institutions. Over the weekend news of the worthless notes got around the
city. Holders of notes from the discredited banks gathered Into an angry the
following Monday mob and marched from the Second Ward Bank to the Marine and
the State Bank of Wisconsin.

Mounted Zouaves eventually broke up the rioters. Exaggerated reports of the

Windows were smashed and furniture and papers
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were established throughout the state.

were burned. The neighboring Newhall House also suffered broken windows.

Issue of forty of Wlconsln's 111

banks as



riots kept outlying farmers Into the city
disrupted for weeks. With the State unable to meet Its war debts and area
banks still on shaky foundation, Alexander Mitchell devised a plan whereby all
the southern and border states bonds were sold In the east for as much as
possible and Wisconsin Banks purchased Wisconsin State bonds to replace the

The creation of a trusted state bond was accomplishedothers that were sold.
by the collection of $100,000 from Milwaukee merchants to back the Wisconsin
securities. Following this unsettled period, Milwaukee banking remained
stable for several
(Cunningham p. 117-120; Friend Marine)

The most severe upheaval to Wisconsin's banks came ourlng the financial
Increased farm output based on borrowed

money met with declining foreign markets and tariffs and prices dropped
dramatically. As a result, the railroads met with many reversals and debts to
the banks went unpaid. In addition, the U.S. Treasury's gold reserves
dwindled to their legal minimum as uneasy Investors and the general public
began to horde the precious metal. With the stock market crash following the

Philadelphia and Reading Railway Company, which went down withfall of the
$125,000,000 I n liabilities, a general liquidation movement began. What
followed was the most severe and prolonged economic dislocation ever suffered
Wlscons In. Across the state four hundred banks closed their doors, some never
to reopen.
Bank, the South Side Savings Bank and the Milwaukee National Bank. Panic
gripped the state when Wisconsin's largest bank, the Marine, closed Its doors
on July 26, 1893. The move precipitated a sharp decline In securities all the
way to Wall Street. Some banks like the First National averted problems by
displaying $25,000 worth of gold coin on their premises and announcing the
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In Milwaukee, the Plankinton Bank closed as did the Commercial

decades and numerous new Institutions were established.

panic of 1893 and Its aftermath.

and business was



Institution.the MlIwaukee’s banks all eventually reopened but for the
Plankinton and the South Side Savings Banks which had suffered at the hands of

It took untilunscrupulous managers. for banks to fully
recover from the panic. (Gregory SE Wise, p. 301-304; Andersen p. 72-84)

The panic finally made statewI de . bank ing legislation mandatory and
bankers joined legislators regulations that would
strengthen financial Institutions as Instill public confidence In

From 1895 through 1929 many reforms took place that have provided thethem.
basis for the type of sound banking practises that taken for grantedare

Power delegated to the state to audittoday. bank's operations,was a
proscribe cash determine capitalization requirements according toreserves,
the size of a community and control branch banks.
amended so that bank reform could be passed by a two-thirds majority of the
legislature Instead of going to a general statewide referendum. Ironically,
rather than hinder the banking Industry, the regulations enabled more banks
than ever before to be established. By 1921 the number of banks In Wisconsin
Increased six fold from 143 to 827, Its all time high, although the population
had grown only thirty percent. Wisconsin averaged one bank for every 2,400
persons while the U.S. average was one bank per 4,400 persons. In these pre-
depresslon years, the larger number of banks resulted In more failures but
also more mergers occurred and chain banking was Introduced as well. The most
Important mergers at this time resulted In the establishment of the state's
largest bank, the First Wisconsin National Bank, In 1919. 85-
132)

By the onset of the Great Depression, Milwaukee's banking Industry had
reached al I time high. forty-one Instltutlonssuch I n thean
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names of thirty prominent businessmen who said they would leave their money In

The state constitution was

(Andersen p.

There were

In working toward new
well as

the late 1890's



with nationalMlIwaukee sevenarea,
Agregate surplus, capita I profits totaled $41,649,207,charters. and

$332,429,713 and deposIts $240,455,766.reached Althoughresources
Wlscons In's generally fared betterBanks than other I nstates pr tor
depressions the Great Depression saw many Wisconsin bank closings In theas
1930's as did the rest of the nation. Between 1930 and 1933 the number of
banks declined by thirty-three percent, resources declined by fifty percent
and more than half the state's banks suspended payments on deposits. After

"Bank Holidaythe Federal ly mandated it In March, 1933, forty-eight banks
liquidated, thirty consolidated plans which carried them through the rest of

It took untlI 1942 for the state's banks to exceed their peakthe decade.
period of resources which occurred In 1928. (Gregory SE Wise, p. 305; Friend
Marine; Andersen p. 155, 170-171)

Since the war, banking has remained stable tn Wisconsin. The trends have
toward Increasing liquidity, banks andlarger andbeen fewer Increased

governmental restriction on completion between banks. A major shift In the
credit system occurred In the late 1940's as major producers began to get
funding from the government Instead of banks while banks extended credit to

government Instead private producers.of Whilethe branch banks were
prohibited In Wisconsin as of 1947, the bank holding act of 1956 had enabled
holding companies to provide the services of
outlying areas as long as each facility maintained Its own offices, directors
and bank examiners. Today there are nine banks operating out of Milwaukee's
Central Business District. A majority of which were founded In this century.

Involved with high financing on a largeAs banks have been more and more
attention to the small depositor has recently been taken over by thescale,

savings and loan associations which have within the last decade been granted
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a large metropolitan bank to

with state



such as checking, previously
At present, ten savings andhandled just by banks. loan operates out of

Milwaukee Central Business District. (Friend Marlne)
Historically Milwaukee's banking has been and remains primarily an east

side or Juneautown Institution although a number of financial Institutions now
located west of the river. North Water Street and the Intersection withare

East Wisconsin Avenue formed the major financial district. The Marine, First
National Bank, Milwaukee National Bank, Mano I Bank, First Wisconsin, National
Exchange Bank and Wisconsin National
within close proximity to North Water Street. Banking Institutions have also
visually dominated the Milwaukee skyline for over the past one hundred years.
The Iron Block (205 East Wisconsin) (MI-147-3) was among the most prominent of
buildings In the 1850's and 1860's. The Mitchel I Bank Building (207 East
Michigan) (MI-147-31) likewise towered over Its neighbors. The Pabst Bui I ding
housing the Wisconsin National Bank (formerly at 110 East Wisconsin) was the
tallest structure of Its day In the early 1890's.

Today, the twenty-two story Marine Plaza (111 East Wisconsin) (Ml—146—
as the city's most prominent

skyscrapers.
Marine National Exchange Bank

Is Wlsconsln'sThe Marine oldest continuously operating financial
Institution, having begun as the Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company
In February, time when banking was not al lowed In Territorial
Wlsconsln. need for Institution despite Itssuch an
prohibition, Scotsman George Smith decided to establish a facility that would
perform banking functions without technically being As his model
Smith used the Utha Fire Insurance Company charter that had been upheld as
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1839 at a

a bank.

located on or

Since there was a

Bank were among those

36), the twenty-one story (Ml-147—12) stands



After legislative scrutiny In
Wlscons In Marine'sthe charter granted and It al lowed to sei Iwas was
Insurance, receive deposits, Issue certificates and lend money as long as It
did not extend banking privileges to customers. George Smith secured the
services of fellow Scotsman Alexander Mitchell to serve as secretary of the
company since Smith himself took no part in the day-to-day operations. Some
Insurance polIcles Issued to comply with the law but most customerswere
availed themselves of the deposit and loan facilities. Within Its first
decade, the Marine Involved Itself with all aspects of pioneer Milwaukee and
territorial Wisconsin. A special farm loan program was established to assist

with the ofsettlers purchase government land. The Marine alsowas
Instrumental In the organization of the first brewery, tannery, meat packing
plant and paper mill. Mitchell also encouraged the production of wheat and
helped to formulate the Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad, forerunner of the
Milwaukee Road.. the
Marine managed to withstand a run Instigated by Chicago and Detroit Bankers
In 1849 and emerged unscathed after several legislative Investigations spurred
by would-be competitors. (Friend, Marine)

After banking was legalized
granted a new charter but retained Its original Capitalization remainedname.
at $125,000 with Smith contributing $100,000 and Mitchell $25,000. Early that

Smith sold his Interest to Mitchell retiredand to Scotland.same year

Alexander Mitchell then became president and held that position until his
I n 1887.death solid f1nancla Ion

footing throughout his lifetime and his services were called upon both on
state and local level during the monetary crises that occurred at the start of
the CTvlI War.

the Marine applied for and was

Mitchell's expertise kept the Marine
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legal by all the courts in New York State.

Through Mitchell's scrupulous and wise management,

In 1853,



MitchelI also continued the practise begun under thethe business' name.
which made the InstItutlon'sInsurance assoclates personally andcompany

a I I debts Incurred by the bank.for After Mitchel I's
John Lenorum Mitchell held the position of president

while David Ferguson became vice president and John Johnston the cashier.
They Increased the bank's capital to $500,000 and declared a stock dividend of
$400,000 payable from their surplus. (Friend Marlne)

Although financially forsound decades, the Marine unabIe towas
withstand the forces of the 1893 panic. The closing of the two Chicago Banks
which had served as repositors for many small Wisconsin banks caused a chain

which engulfed MlIwaukee'sreaction of Instltutlons. The Mar Inemany

remain but eightattempted to after weeks of wlthdrawaIs andopen

uncollectible loans, It closed Its doors on July 25, 1893. Washington Becker
was appointed as receiver to pull the bank out of Its problems. John Lendrum

liquidated $1,347,750 worth of his personal estate to turn over toMitchell
John Johnston came up with $502,937 and Becker himself came upthe Marine.

$500,000. The Marlne I nwith reopened January , 1894 with Becker as
president, John L. Mitchell vice president and John Johnston as cashier.as

began to liquidateThey Immediately old deposits, with Interest, so that by
the time the charter expired on July 5,
had been paid back. (Friend, Marine)

A new charter was obtained In 1900 and the bank was reorganized under
laws as the Marine National Bank of Milwaukee with Washington BeckernatIona I

as president, John Mitchell and John Johnston as vice-presIdents and Arthur H.

Lindsay as cashier. Capitalized at $300,000 to start, the Marine Increased

that amount to $500,000 In 1906. In 1929 the Marine

legally responsible
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In 1880 Mitchell applied for a new charter which added the word "Bank” to

death in 1887 his son

After Becker's death

1900, all $7,870,000 of old deposits



The two
Institutions completed the merger and became the Marine National Exchange Bank
as of August 1, 1930. Headquarters were established at the building which the

In 1927 at 625 North Water StreetNational Exchange Bank had constructed
G.W. Augustyn became president, Eliot G. Fitch vice-president and(razed).

Instltutlon. The Marine
successfully weathered the Great Depression and has experienced continuous

I n last Among thegrowth the three decades. significantbank's more
accomplishments have been the formation of the Marine Corporation, Mar Ine
Trust Company NA Marine Bank Services Corporation. The Marine
Corporation was organized In 1958 as the nation's first registered bank
holding company Act of 1956. The Marine Trust was formed In 1980 along with

Services Corporation which provides data processing and
computer services for all Marine Bank and subsldalrles. Today the Marine

nineteenCorporation has member banks and f I ve bank-relocatedsome
subsidiaries and assets totaling nearly two billion dollars. (Anderson and
Olson p. 201)

Architecturally the Marine has been
Water Street for well over a century. Although Its first offices were located
on Broadway near East Mason Street, the Marine settled at the southeast corner
of Michigan and Water Streets In the 1840's. A site which It occupied until
1929 In a succession of buildings, the latest of which was the Second Empire
style structure at 207 East Michigan (MI-147—31) designed by architect E.T.
Mix and built In 1877. That building today houses a variety of offices. Upon
merger with the National Exchange Bank the Marine relocated Its
offices a half block north to the classical revival building erected by the
National Exchange Bank In 1927. Banking operations eventually expanded Into
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began negotiations for a merger with the National Exchange Bank.

Arthur H. Lindsay the board chairman of the new

In 1930,

a landmark Institution along North

and the

the Marine Bank



adjoining structures I n 1958 president Eliot G. Fitch
pioneered Interest In downtown redevelopment when he proposed plans for the
Marine Plaza which block of nineteenth century buildings

Originally conceived as a five story bank buildingalong the Milwaukee River.
with an adjacent twenty-eight story office tower, Marine Plaza was utllmately

(MI-146-36).
Marshall and I Isley Bank

The Marshall and I Isley Bank began In 1847 In Samuel Marshall and Company
Exchange Bankers. I Isley two years
later, the company was renamed Marshall and I Isley and operated as a private
or unincorporated bank. With capital of $200,000 the business laterwas
Incorporated under Wisconsin Bank In 1888.

held the position ofSamuel Marshal I bank president until his retirement when
assumed the position.Charles I Isley 11sIey remained president until his
Subsequent twentieth century presidents have Included James K.death In 1904.

John Campbel I John H. PuelIcher.I Isley, and A well quietandrun
Institution, M & I Bank has grown steadily In this century and as early as

$23,000,000 In deposits alone.1920 had nearly Through 1883 Marshall and
I Isley had been headquartered on the North Water near Clybourn Street then
relocated to 630 North Broadway (MI-141-27) where It remained for 29 years.
In 1913 the bank moved Into a new classical revival structure at 721 North
Water designed by the firm of Brust, Phillip and Helmer I (razed 1981). SI nee
1968 M 4 I Bank has been headquartered In a twenty-one story glass curtain
wall office tower which It constructed at 770 North Water Street (Ml-140-22).
Gregory SE Wise, p. 300, Milwaukee City Directory)
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years.

was to replace a

built In 1963 as a twenty-two story, glass curtain wall office tower with a

When Marshall was joined by Charles F.

law as the Marshall and I Isley

over the

three-story entry pavilion at the main facade at 111 East Wisconsin Avenue



Farmers' a;

The a state chartered bank In 1853 under the

name of
Ban

Milwaukeeans as E.H. Broohead Hoel H. Camp (associate

of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company). For many years beginning
In 1873 the bank operated out of a striking building of East Wisconsin Avenue
(razed) designed for it by architect E.T. Mix. Merchants, corporations and
manufacturers were the bank's chief patrons. Mergers augumented the bank's
strong position In Milwaukee's financial milieu, beginning with the Merchants
Exchange Bank in 1894. In 1914 the bank constructed what was then Milwaukee's
tallest office building, sixteen stories high, at 735 North Water Street (Mi-

After the First National merged with Wisconsin National Bank in 1919143-25)
to form the First Wisconsin National Bank, the North Water Street building

Today the
building houses a First Wisconsin Branch Bank

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1088; Ml Iwaukee of To-Dayprofessional offices.
p. 83; MS 5/16/1873 8/2, 8/16/1873 8/3, 2/19/1874 8/3, 4/6/1874 8/3)
Second Ward Savings Bank

Known commonly Bank, this financial Institution was
organized as the Second Ward Bank on February 1, 1856 by Augusfus C. Wilmanns

Williamand A. Jacobs. The two loan bus Iness
WIIImann's, Jacobs and Company, during the period when banking had been
prohibited in Wisconsin. In 1866 the bank altered Its name to Second Ward
Savings Bank, the first savings bank in Wisconsin, and Valentine Blatz became

809 North Broadway. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 324, Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53201
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the operation
that branch banks were established In the Sixth and Ninth Wards In 1873 and

Among the numerous brewing magnates to hold Interest In the firm were1874.
Joseph Schlltz, Phillip Best, Fred Pabst, Emil Schandeln and August Ul lheln.

latter gradually accumulated 65? of the stock of the bank and becameThe
president upon Blatz's death.

I n 1893 by announcingbank to the crowd that he would personally be
responsible to every depositor In the bank. Since he was worth more than the

$9,000,000 In deposits, customers satisfied and averted.were
Joseph F. Ulhleln succeeded to the presidency upon his father's death In 1911.
He razed the original three story triangular bank structure and constructed a
new building designed by Thomas Rose of Klrchoff and Rose, Architects, which
still stands at 910 North Third Street (MI-148-12). Under Joseph Ulhletn's
direction the bank began to aggressively develop commercial accounts and by
1922 these commercial accounts represented half of the bank's business. I n
1928 with some $3,000,000 In surplus, the Second Ward Savings Bank merged with
the First Wisconsin National Bank. The French Renaissance building then

became the First Wisconsin's Second Ward Branch. In April,
donated to Milwaukee County which operates the structure
County Historical Center.
State Bank of WI scons In/M11waukee National Bank of Wisconsin

The State Bank of Wisconsin was one of many such Institutions established
In 1853 following the passage of the state's Free Banking Law. Original
dI rectors Included such businessmen and pioneer land developers as Elisha
Eldred, John G. Inbusch and Ellphalet Cramer. Leaving temporary headquarters
on East Water Street, the State Bank moved In August, 1857 Into the handsome
limestone Renaissance Revival structure at 210 East Michigan Street. (MI-146-
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1965 It was

Ulhleln was successful In halting a run on the



2)

leading mon fed The banktheto be among
natIona I charter MI Iwaukee National Bank ofreorganized under a

1865. By the end of the century capital stabilized aroundWIscosIn I n
$450,000, an amount larger than Its competitors Marshall and I Isley and First

The board of directors by this time consisted ofNational Bank of Milwaukee.
some of Milwaukee's most prominent German businessmen: J.D.
William Inbusch, Adolph Meinecke, E. Zohrlaut and J.P. Kissinger. Until Its
dissolution the bank remained headquartered at 210 East Michigan

5/7/1853 2/5, 1/10/1856 2/2, 7/11/1857 3/1 ,Street.
8/20/1857 1/3; Milwaukee City Directories)
Bank of Mliwaukee/Natlonal Exchange Bank of Milwaukee

The Bank of MIIwaukee was chartered In December, 1854 with a capital of
$52,200 by Vermonter C.D. Nash who had had price financial experience In hl s
father's bank and woolen mills. On January 10, 1858 the bank opened In the

completed building at 210 East Michigan Street (Ml-146-2) whichnewly was
nicknamed "Cook's Building" or "Cook's Bank" after Its vice-president Carlisle

Architect for the five-story,Cook.
A.C. Nash and the $35,000 building adjoined an earlier structure occupied by
State Bank of WisconsIn/MIIwaukee National Bank of Wisconsin. This location
was to be the bank's home for twenty-nine years. After Congress established
the National Bank System In 1863 the Bank of Milwaukee became the city's third
Institution to apply for a national charter. Following receipt of the new
charter the bank was reorganized as the National Exchange Bank. In 1887 the
National Exchange Bank relocated to the new Northwestern Mutual Building at
the northwest corner of Broadway and Michigan Streets. (MI-143-20) A kinship
existed between the two institutions since bank founder C.D. Nash had been the
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By this point In time It was recognized through published annual reports

institutions of the Northwest.

In 1913,
(MlIwaukee Sentinel

stone, marble and brick building was

as the

Inbusch, J.F.



C.D. Nash remained the bank's
president until his death In 1892. He was succeeded by Charles Ray (1892-
1900) who successfully guided the Institution unscathed through the panic of

(Milwaukee City Directories; MS 1/8/1855 2/1, 5/21/1858 1/2)1893.

structure at 625 North Water Street.revival The construction of Riverside
Terrace had been considered based on Alfred C. Clas' riverfront proposals but
the Idea had to be abandoned due to older adjacent buildings on the block.

resulted I n I n 1930a merger
Institution was called the Marine National Exchange Bank. The new officers
Included two former Exchange Bank officers, G.W. Augustryn as president and
Eliot G. Fitch as vice-president and one Marine officer, Arthur H. Lindsay as
chairman of the board. (See Marine National Exchange Bank) (Friend, Marine)
Home Savings Bank/German Exchange Bank/Merchants Exchange Bank

The above 1869 with
$25,000 and opened for business on April 1, 1870 as the Home Savings Bank.
Ferdinand Kuehn served as president and Rudolph Nunnermacher as cashier. The
name was changed to German Exchange Bank In 1870-1871 when It consolidated

with the private banking firm of M. von Baumbach and Company. Subsequent
consolIdatlon wl th the Bank of Commerce (estab 11 shed 1870)June, and

$100,000capitalization of resulted I n change to the Merchantsa name
Exchange Bank. Its final merger took place In 1894 when Merchants joined

(Gregory SE Wise p. 302 vol.First National Bank. I; History of Milwaukee
1881 p. 1087-1088)
German-American Bank/AmerTcan Exchange Bank/Amerlcan National Bank

The American Exchange Bank was one of the earliest banks established to
It was
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founder of the Insurance company back In 1857.

The Bank's next move occurred In 1927 when It constructed a classical

a capital stock of

service the city's south side and cater to small jobbing Interests.

Negotiations with the Marine

Institution was chartered In

and the new



large German population In the vicinity of the office at the northeastthe
of Second Street and National Avenue. Branch banks were subsequentlycorner

opened In Bay View (1900) and on Mitchell Street (1906). In 1918 the main
branch moved downtown and secured offices In the Plankinton Arcade. It was
renamed the American Exchange Bank and capitalization Increased to onewas
million dolIars. The bank moved to Its own building 1924 on Second Street
just north of Wisconsin Avenue and was renamed once again as American National

The bank continued to operate In these quarters until 1928 when,Bank. as
Wisconsin's third largest nationally chartered bank, It was acquired by the
First Wisconsin National Bank. (Gregory, SE Wise, p. 301, Bruce, History p.
358-359; Milwaukee City Directory; Andersen, Bank I ng p. 135-136)
Wisconsin National Bank

Wlscons In National Bank of most financially successful ofwas one
Milwaukee's banks, being organized In 1892 with capital of one million dollars

It was headquartered In
Pabst's office building, the city's first skyscraper, which stood at 110 East
Wlscons In Avenue (razed). In 1898 It absorbed the Central National Bank
which had begun as the private banking house of Houghton, McCord & Company In
1868. Louis J. Petit succeeded to the presidency upon Pabst's death In 1904
and under his management the Bank's Increased from $9,000,000 toresources
$54,000,000 by 1919. In that year Wisconsin National Bank merged with First
National Bank to become the First Wisconsin National Bank, the state's largest
financial Institution. (Gregory SE Wlsc. p. 302-303)
West Side Bank of MTIwaukee/Contlnental Bank and Trust

The West Side Bank of Milwaukee opened In 1893 at Dr. Senn's Block, 300
It originally operated
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established In 1892 by Emil Durr and named the German-Amer lean Bank because of

as a branch of theWest Juneau Avenue (MI-151-14).

by Fred Pabst who served as Its first president.



Merchants Exchange Bank but when the
the West Side Plan Incorporated under state law as a separate

Institution. By 1920 the bank the strongest and
financial I nstltutlons I nsoundest the city. West Side Bank remaIned

headquartered at 300 West Juneau untl I 1968 when It moved to a new twelve
story structure at 735 West Wisconsin (MI-153-31) and was renamed Continental
Bank and Trust Company. (Bruce, History p. 360; MlIwaukee City Directory)
Germania National Bank/NatIona I Bank of Commerce

an Institution founded by
George Brumder (of Germania Publishing) and eight leading Milwaukee Germans.
It was organized In 1903 with capitalization of $300,000 and was post of
Brumder's diversification from German language publications which heaway
foresaw to with the Americanization of second generationwane

Brumder was president of the bank and George P. Mayer, of the bootGermans.
and shoe company, was vice-president. Among the other directors were William

Berger, Frank Ziegler and Frederick M. WlImans. Germania National Bank was
headquartered In the Germania Building
Initially had five employees. Brumder succeeded to the
presidency from 1910 to 1919. It was under his administration that the bank
was renamed the National Bank of Commerce due to the ant I-German
sentiments generated by World War I. The bank continues to
employed some sixty persons by 1922. Following the path of other Institutions
I n MIIwaukee, the National Bank of Commerce merged with the First Wisconsin
National Bank in 1932. (Mauman, Brumdess, p 71-76)
First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee

national and even International circles today, the
First Wisconsin began tn 1919 as a merger of Fred Pabst's Wisconsin National
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As Its name Implies, Germania National Bank was

one ofwas considered

prosper and

wouId come

Dominant in state,

at 135 West Wells (MI-153-10) and
Son William C.

Bank In 1894,

In 1917



Bank and the First National
Farmer's and Miller's Bank In 1853. Following the trend of the 1920's, the
First Wisconsin's expansion Included the absorption of such other Institutions
as the Second Ward Savings Bank (largest of the state chartered banks) and the
American National (third largest of the state's nationally chartered banks)
In 1928 and the National Bank of Commerce In 1932. In addition to these were
other acquisitions Including a trust company by which First Wisconsin gained
control ten banks. Ultimately First Wisconsinover to holdmore came
seventeen or eighteen area banks while controlling over a third of the state's
banking resources and eight banks outside of Milwaukee. By 1932 capital stock

$10,000,000, deposits totaled $143,966,000equaIed with tota I resources
$169,180,342.fIgurI ng at

The trend toward chain banking and the feared Intrusion of chains from
Detroit, Chicago and St. Paul prompted the First Wisconsin to organize a
Wisconsin chain called Wisconsin Bankshares Corporation In 1929. Some fIfteen
banks participated and capitallatlon was set at $100,000,000. Chain advocates
said a banking organization would benefit operations in the way that chain
stores benefited retail sales. Widespread distrust and political opposition

trend
Wisconsin Bankshares merged some of the

Institutions, sold back stock modest level of operations by 1948.
Much as Alexander Mitchell had been the driving force behind the Marine,

William G. Brumder shaped the First Wisconsin's leadership role
Son of William C. Brumder and grandson of Germania founder Georgecentury.

Brumder, William G. began working at the First Wisconsin In 1929. He served
as vice president from 1936-1949 and became chairman of the bank's board of

He also

throughout the 1930's and 1940's.

directors from 1950 to 1966 as well as president from 1954 to 1966.

to this concept In Wisconsin, however, led to a reversal of the earlier
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Bank of Milwaukee which had Its roots as the

in this



A glfted

net operating income of theleadership Increased theBrumder'smanager,
deposits by 34%.141% and augmented total Brumderbankcorporation by

steamlined the committee system of operation and delegated greater authority
He personally initiated the construction of new bankto banking officers.

offices and oversaw the complete renovation of the bank's main offices then at
IIkewlse pioneered theStreet (MI-143-25). BrumderWater735 North

of computerized banking operations and helpedI ntroductlon
computer satellite system which made automated banking services available to

He likewise organized95% of Wisconsin's banks Including The First Wisconsin.
and expanded First Wisconsin's International Banking division transforming It

Internatlonal Institution. Brumder retired In the midnatlonaI to
1960's but retained his directorship of Wisconsin Bank shares until his death
In 1976.

fitting testment to Its dominate over Milwaukee's and Wisconsin'sAs a
finances the first Wisconsin's current headquarters Is located In the state's
tallest commercial structure, a forty-two story office tower completed In 1873
at 777 East Wisconsin Avenue. (MI-147-12). (Gregory SE Wise, p. 301; Mailman
p. 77-78; Andersen Century of Banking p. 135-138, 192, 194)
Insurance Industry

Insurance companies have long played a significant role In Milwaukee's
Integral part of the city's commercialfinancial

Particularly Important In the early years were firms specializingactivities.
constant threat In

developed areas and Great Lakes shipping remained a risky venture. One of the
Insurance companies Wisconsin Marlne Firecity's earl Test the andwas

Insurance Company (1839). Although It was chiefly used for Its bank-like
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served as the president of Bankshares Corporation from 1954 to 1958.

against fire and marine cargo loss since fires remained a

from a

history and have been an

establish the



to comply with the letter of the law under which It was chartered. (See
Marine National Exchange Bank) Earliest of the traditional agencies was that
opened by James S. Baker In 1842 who represented protection of Hartford and

By 1847 Aetna Insurance had an office In the CentralHartford Fire Insurance.
Business DI strict did National I nsurance, New England I nsurance andas
Northwestern Insurance. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1101-1102; Milwaukee
City Directory 1847-1848)

1870By when the state office CommIsslonerof of Insurance was
estab 11 shed, MlIwaukee had three local f I rms (Northwestern NatlonaI,
Northwestern Mutual and Milwaukee Mechanics Mutual) and
representing out of state companies. It was In this decade that Insurance
companies began to have an Impact on building codes and fire prevention and
fire fighting techniques with the establishment of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters In 1872. A local board was established around the same time.
Such boards coordinated Information and helped to persuade local officials of
the need for fire codes and better organized fire fighting methods.

By 1880 Insurance sales had grown to become an Industry In Its own right,
employing hundreds of workers and creating a demand for high quality office
space downtown. Some eight local firms competed against 31 outside companies
Including some with headquarters In Paris and London. By 1890 when some 53
companies were in competition new categories of coverage of coverage began to
appear and some firms began to specialize In plate glass as retail display

larger. 1890's began the hiring of women
Insurance agents and the sale of Such
policies had begun to become commonplace among unmarried working women and
even local society women were Inspired by Lizzie Plankinton’s much publicized

a number of agencies
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services, the company did Issue a small number of Insurance policies In order

windows grew ever Also In the
life Insurance policies to women.



Such

retain women doctors to conduct the requisite physical exams for propsect Ive
(Unidentified clipping, 9/30/1892;female cl Ients. MCHCL, MlIwaukee Clty

Directory)
The expansion and diversification of Insurance firms has continued Into

By 1910 there were 15 Milwaukee-based companies and specialtiesthe century.
Included coverage on autos, boiler Inspection, burglary, fly wheels, elevators

Such diversity characterized Insurance salesIIvestock.and for the next
Particularly Important haveseveral decades. health I nsurance

companies. Since World War II the decentralizing trends which have been felt
Of the

dozens of firms and agencies which now comprise 33 pages of listings In the
current yellow pages, many headquartered outside the Central Businessare

Likewise fewer firmsDistrict. and operated as smalI er
companies have been Into large nationalabsorbed conglomerates. Of the
remaining locally-based firms downtown, several are of national significance
Including the giant Northwestern Mutual Life, Northwestern National and Time
I nsurance, the state's largest health Insurance, Blue Cross ShieldBlue
United, Is also headquartered In the Central Business District. (MlIwaukee
City Directory)
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company

founded I n JanesvlI Ie, Wisconsin by John C.was

Insurance Company of
Wlscons In. In 1859 the business relocated to Milwaukee and In 1865, with
nearly 11,000 policies, It changed Its Life
Insurance Company to express Its expansion outside of Wisconsin and give It a
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$30,000 policy taken out before she embarked on a trip to Japan In 1892.
a trend also Influences the medical profession as Insurance companies began to

Johnston on March 2,

I n other areas of commerce also affected the Insurance Industry.

are locally owned

Northwestern Mutual

name to Northwestern Mutual

been the

1857 under the name Mutual Life



more regional appeal.
Olson p. 206)

Although attention to policy holders took precedence over company growth,
Northwestern Mutual was able to expand rapidly due to the attractiveness of
Its low cost coverage. A mutual Insurance company at definition Is owned by
the policy holders who share In the surplus of their company through dlvldens.
Such minimum cost coverage was exceedingly popular and by 1880 Northwestern
Mutual had 34,000 policyholders. The company experienced steady growth Into
this century. By 1922 Northwestern Mutual had some 730,000 American members
with Insurance valued over two and a quarter billion dollars. It was at this
time as well that rural members, who had previously made up the bank of policy
holders, began to be out numbered by urban members.
Anderson and Olson p. 206)

I n MutuaI has changed reputation fora
Innovative programs and Investments. In 1972 Northwestern Mutual became the

Investf Irst life I nsurance to I n off-shore oil exploration Incompany
oil companies.partnership with major It also had plans to construct a

synthetic fuel plant In Wyoming. The company now has substantial real estate,
Through the unique, "Get More Out of Life" project InolI and gas hoidlngs.

million policy Increase their1980,
Insurance coverage without Increasing their premiums. In 1982 the company
made Its first move Into an expanded financial system with the acquisition of
majority Interest In Robert W. Baird and Co., Ml Iwaukee-based brokeragea
business. Today Northwestern Mutual has over 1.5 million policy holders and

Recent dividends paid to policy
holders have totaled over 8 million dollars. Northwestern Mutual Is the tenth
largest Insurance company In the country and the largest offering exclusively
Individual coverage. (Andersonand Olson p. 206; MJ 7/8/1984
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assets of more than 15 billion dollars.

over one

recent decades Northwestern

holders had the chance to



For I Ikes to call Itself, the
firm ha;
arch I tec

eropei

at 205 East Wisconsin Avenue
four story business block at the northwest corner of Broadwa/'^fi^WT^consIn
Avenue In 1870. The outstanding High Victorian Gothic structure outshone It
neighbors and was designed by architect E.T. Mix. It served as the company's
headquarters until 1886 and remained
conslderable alteration untl I demolished I n 1965. The company's new

headquarters were built at 611 North Broadway Street (MI-1443-20). Emm!nent
Chicago architect S.S. Beman was secured to design the six story Richardsonian

In 1914 Northwestern Mutual moveoed to new quarters InRomanesque structure.
the eight story, monumental, classical revlvaI structure designed by the
Chicago firm of Marshall and Fox. The company remains housed as the building
at 720 East Wisconsin (Avenue today (MI-145-8)) A sixteen-story addition to
this building was constructed In 1978 at 800 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI-145-7)
and the two buildings now provide offices for many of the firm's over 3,000
employees.
Milwaukee Mechanics Insurance Company

The Milwaukee Mechanics Mutual Insurance Company was Incorporated under
Wisconsin state law on February 15, 1852, making the firm the oldest German
Insurance company In the northwest. It was established to provide local fire
Insurance protection following the collapse of sevveral out of state firms
which had had offices In Milwaukee. The business grew slowly at first and
only began serious expansion after the Civil War. Milwaukee Mechanics Mutual

809 North Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
Mailing Address: P O. Box 324, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

During Its early years downtown, Northwestern Mutual 
William Ryan Drew 
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of rent^aflMawbecsyDavUbpmZAO block of ^nt<h F.^adway, 
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collapse of numerous fire Insurance companies nationwide In the aftermoath of
the Great Chicago fire. By 1877 It had agencies in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,

Officers In the late
1870's Included such prominent local German-Amer lean businessmen as Frederick

J.P. Kissinger and Jacob Obermann.
From 1875 to 1913 the Insurance company was housed In a stately stone-venerred
structure on the east side of a stock company since many states barred mutual

Milwaukee Mechanics Insurancce continued to prosper and form 1914 tofirms.

Building at 735 North Water Street (Ml-143-25). In 1924 the Insurance company
moved to the old Northwestern Mutual Life building at 611 North Broadway where
it joined a host of other insurance firms. (MI-143-20) Milwaukee Mechanics
subsequently became one of ten Fire and Casulaty Insurance firms consolidated
as the Loyalty Group In 1931 which had headquartered In New Jersey. It was
after this consolidation that 611 North Broadway

Bulldlngg, the name by which It known today. The Loyalty Group, Including
MlIwaukee Mechanics, last operated In Milwaukee In 1958. (Bruce, History p.
375-376; Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 p. 75; Milwaukee City Directory Add 1939
p. 90; Milwaukee City Directory)
Northwestern National Insurance Company

Northwestern National was Incorporated on February 20, 1869 to protect
lake shippers against financialproperty owners and losses due to fire and

marine disaster. Initial the city's top
businessmen and financiers Including Alexander Mitchell, Philp D. Armour, John
Plankinton, Sherburne S. Merrill and David Ferguson. The company quickly
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Iowa, Minnesoa, Pennsylvania, Missouri and Colorado.

Incorporators Included some of

was renamed the Loyalty

Vogel, Guido Pfister, Frederick Pabst,

1923 the firm was headquartered In the old First Wisconsin National Bank

developed a reputation for pursuing new trends In operation and coverage.



I n WI sconsln, Illinois,very
Minnesota and Iowa in order to disperse the risks Inherent In providing only

During the 1870's and 1880's the firm expanded to bothlocal coverage. hthe
east and west coasts and Its agents could be found from Maine to California.
In October, 1872 Northwestern National joined the newly-formed National Board
of Fire Underwriters which coordinated policy rates, and agents' compensation
In addition to trying to resolve the chronic problems of arson and poor fire
protection. In 1884 Northwestern National began tornado Insurance and Is

oldest company writing suchthe line. Coverage was extendedtoday toa
in 1917, to earthquakes in 1925 and to Inland and ocean marineautomob I les as

as explosion I n 1931.we I I 1960's Worker'scoverage
Compensation, life insurance and aviation Insurance. (Rice p. 1-4, 7, 9-10,
14)

Northwestern National's stability and profitability developed an almost
legendary quality In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries following
the Chicago fire of 1871, It was one of only fifty-one companies to settle Its
claims In full out of a total of 200 Insurance claims field. The company

full following Milwaukee's Third Ward FireI Ikewlse paid In (1892). San
Francisco's Fire (1906) and the Minnesota Forests fires of 1918. So we I I run
was Northwestern National that the company faced Its first significant decline
In profits only In the late 1950's and early 1960's. In order to counteract
growing Inflation, Northwestern National changed to a multiple line casualty-

wh I ch woul d Its professlonaIorlenteed market product throughcompany
TheInsurannce agents. also revived through expansion andcompany was

acqusltlon and a series of Insurannce companies were purchased from Texas to

New York. In order to diversify Into non-Insurance areas, a financial service
NN Corporation,organization, In 1968.was formed
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with ARMCO I nc. Ismerged and I after's largest subs Idlaryry.
Northwestern National remains one of the most respected Insurance businesses
in the nation. (Rice p. 7, 9, 12, 16; Anderson and Olson p. 207)

The company's first offices located at thewere
and Michigan StreetsBroadway then moved i n 1878 to the Mitchell Bank

Bulldlngg at 207 East Michigan (MI-147-31) I n 1906 Northwestern National
moved Into its new Beaux Arts style bulIdlnggnl n at 526 East Wisconsin Aevnue
(MI-145-11) designed for It by the firm of Ferry and Clas. A four-story
addition was constructed to the building's rear at 731 North Jackson In 1927,
designed by Holdbird and Root. In 1963 a complete remodeling of this addition
was undertaken which Included the construction of six additional floors (MI-
145-3). NN Corporation remained headquartered out of this building and the

Is still1906 structure used for company offices. (History of MlIwaukee
County Writer's Project p. 437-438; Milwaukee City Building Permits)
Time Insurance

Time Insurance, Wlscons In's pioneer I n the accldent sicknessand
Insurance fields, was founded In La Crosse In 1892. The company relocated to
Milwaukee In 1910 and set up offices In the Germania Building at 135 West
Wells (MI-153-10).
Avenue (MI-153-13, completely remodeled In 1965) In 1918 and remained at this
location untl I 1955 when
building at 735 North Fifth Street (MI-149-24).
adjacent ten story office structure at 515 West Wells (MI-149-23). Now one of

I nsurersthe country's largest heaI th wl th approximately 81,000 policy

holders, Time has recently leased and remodeled the former J.C. Penney store
at 400 West Wlscons In (MI-161-24) and rents I n the Reuss Federalspace
Building at 310 West Wisconsin (MI-161-22).
Directory Add 1949 p. 118; Milwaukee City Directories; MS 2/13/1982

Time moved to the Security Building at 211 West Wisconsin

In 1970 Time constructed an
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I

Chrfl s, an|

business out of his butcher shop In the Third Ward.I, th Hisrun

mon
with him.

(MI-147-
31).
of Schroeder’s sons entered the business. Following the death of William and
departure of Edward, Walter Schroeder joined the firm and took theover
business after his father's death In 1912. The firm them moved to the State
Bank Building at 210 East Michigan Street. (Ml-146-2) Under Walter's
management the firm grew to be the largest agency In Wisconsin and by the
1920's had entered the mortgage and bond Issue markets. As a result of this

of the business,aspect Walter Schroder able to construct a chain ofwas
In Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota.hotels Among the better known hotels

which were part of this chain were the Schroeder/Marc PI aza(1928) at 509 West
Wisconsin Avenue (MI-153-8) The hotel Wisconsin (1913) at 120 North Third
Street (Ml-148-6) and the hotel Astor at 924 East Juneau (MI-135-25) (See

After Walter's death In 1967 a group a long term employees purchasedHotels)
the agency from the Schroeder estate and designated Frank Retd I as chairman of

The agency then moved to the Loyalty Block at 611 North Broadwaythe Board.
(MI-143-20) which originally housed the headquarters of Northwestern Mutual

Today Chris SchroederLife Insurance Company. Insurance I nc. Is a multi
million dollar sales corporation which offers everything from educational and

policies to cargohealth Insurance to wide variety of commercial,care a
Institutional and Individual clients. (Anderson and Olson p. 212)

809 North Broadway, Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 324, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
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155Milwaukee Insurance
Milwaukee Insurance was organized on October 10,

businessmen who meet at the Wisconsin Hotel to form one of MIIwaukeke's early
auto Insurance companies. When the fledgling business met the statutory
requlremment of 200 policy holders It was officially licensed by the State of
Wisconsin on March 29, 1917 as the Milwaukee Automobile Insurance Company,
Limited Mutual. The original officers Included Roger L. Merrill, Robert W.
Pieper, William P. Doucette and Edgar G. Erdmann. Milwaukee Insurance was one
of the city's first firms to venture Into new and risky field of auto coverage
for projections and no guldlellnes forwere
determining premiums. By the end of 1917, howeever, theh company had sold 412

collected $11,585 In premiums and settled 48 claims amountingpolicies, had
to $1,765. 1985 p. 1) Earlyy y policies
restricted coverage to those over age 20 less than five yearsand to cars

An Inspection of each car was required every six months and ownersold. were
required to make the repairs recommended by the Inspector. Policy holders
were also required to follow various safety measures, such as the use of
tire chains, In order to maintain their coverage. (Milwaukee Insurance Mutual
Interest 1977 p. 8)

Expansion outside of Wisconsin began In 1934 when the company opened an
office at St. Paul, Minnesota and annual auto and general liability policies
reached $500,216 per year. The company subsequently expanded Into Indiana In

(Milwaukee Insurance Mutual Interest 1977 p. 8)1969.
As the company grew Its range of policies expanded as well beginning with

fire Insurance In 1956 and Inland marine coverage In 1960. MlIwaukee LI fe
Insurance Company was formed In 1961 as a wholly-owned subsidiary. To provide

even more complete link of Insurance and financial services the companyan

1916 by thirteen area

which there

(Milwaukee Insurance, Keynotes,

no actuarial



To reflect this diversification the
company adopted MIIwaukee Insurance, I n 1969 whI ch appI Iesnewa name,
collectively to all the Insurance companies operating under joint management.

contlnued I ntoDIverslfIcatlon 1970'sthe the added businessas company
Workers' Compensation,I nsurance, glass Fidelity and createdcoverage,

Milwaukee Guardian In 1974 to provide specialized, competitive property and
(Milwaukee Insurance Mutual Interest 1977 p. 8)casualty coverage. MIIwaukee

Insurance Is currently comprised of Ml Iwaukee Life Insurance Company,
Milwaukee Guardian Insurance Company, Milwaukee Safeguard Insurance Company,
Milwaukee Financial Corporation and Milwaukee Equity Services, Inc. As of
June 30, 1985 the company's net worth stood at approximately $26,000,000 under
the management of the chairman of the board and chief executive officer

(Milwaukee Insurance Mid-Year Report 1985)Robert W. Doucette.
Over the decades Milwaukee Insurance has undergone physical expansion to

meet the needs of Its growing staff. Original offices were located In the
Majestic, now universal, building at 231 West Wisconsin (MI-153-15). In 1921
the company moved to 306 West Wells (razed) where It remained for six years.
In 1927 the company built permanent headquarters at the southwest corner of
Eighth and Michigan Streets. The classical revival structure was designed

architects Dick and Bauer then enlarged In 1946 accordingoriginally by local
to the designs of Herbst and KuenzlI and enlarged again In 1954 at which point
the company employed some 128 persons. A complete remodeling In 1970 changed
the neoclassical exterior to a contemporary one. The work was done under the
supervision of Ellerbe Architects of St. Paul, Minnesota who also completed a
major addition to the building In the early 1980's. Milwaukee Insurance now
occupies a major portion of the block bounded by West Michigan, Eighth, Ninth
Streets and West McAuley Place. (Milwaukee Insurance, MutuaI Interest 1977 p
I, 8; Milwaukee City Building Permits) (MI-150-18
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Blue Cross,
Shield United of Wisconsin I s the Centra I BusinessBlue

icent health Insurer and the largest such

Its rootsIndustry and when
The American Hospital

In 1927 primarily to solve th I s F^B6f?W.e:Association was established Its
Initial emphasis was educational and encouraged planned saving for medical
emergencies. The Great Depression forced the AHA to change Its focus and gave
Impetus to the establishment of affordable nationwide hospitalizationan

Independent prototype hospitalizationnetwork. plans already I nwere
operation In various parts of the country. Ultimately these plans were drawn
Into a loosely affiliated nationwide network through Institutional membership
I n the Blue Cross symbol, designed In 1934.

Blue Cross 36; Law 6-7)(Anderson, To qualify forP- P-
affiliation, member plans had to be organized as non-profit, benevolent and
tax exempt corporations whose boards of directors would Include Individuals
from hospital administration and the general public as well as physicians.
Likewise they set apart from private health Insurers by providingwere
services rather than cash Indemnities. Also Blue Cross employees were to be
shared rather than paid on a commission basis.
welcomed balance between national Insurance and private enterprise.health
Hospitals were particularly receptive to the programs In the 1930's as a means
to stab Ilze payments and a majority of Blue Cross plans In the 1930's were
financed Initially by hospitals. Such close Interaction between the two would
remain characteristic Into the 1970’s. (Law p. 7; Anderson p. Blue Cross 36,
40) The Blue Cross network was extremely successful. In 1935 there were

809 North Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Phone (414) 223-5900 
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fifteen plans In eleven states.
over four million persons enrolled. By 1945 this had grown to 80 plans and
nineteen million policy holders. (Anderson p. 36, 41, 45) It was about th Is
time that Into popularity, Blue
Shield. Whereas Blue Cross handled hospitalization costs. Blue Shield covered
physicians’ services. Begun In the late 1930's by

societies, Blue Shield had network of 46 members with threegrown
million policy holders by the mld-1940's 49, 53-54)

Blue Shield generally cooperative but eachprograms were
retained autonomy and control of their own programs. A formal joint operating
agreement between the nation wide Blue Cross and Blue Shield programs was
reached In the 1950's. (Anderson Blue Cross p. 61 Since the 19950's, despite
the vigorous competition from private health Insurance companies, Blue Cross
Blue Shield has secured large group policies with some of the nation's leading
companies, Instituted HMO's and served as the agent through which Federal
Medicare payments were made. In 1972 Blue Cross Blue Shield served Its long
standing affiliation with the American Hospital Association. (Anderson Blue
Cross p. 94)

I n WIscons In, the state legislature approved the exempt status for
service corporations In 1939 allowing for the establishment of Bluehospital

Cross' predecessor organization, Associated Hospital Service Inc. From its
founding into the 1960's, Associated was headquartered downtown in the Loyalty
building, 611 North Broadway (MI-143-20) then at 826 North Plankinton Avenue
(MI-146-23) after which It moved to the city's northwest side. In 1946 Blue
Cross began cooporation with Surgical Care Blue Shield which was owned by the
Medical Society of Milwaukee County. (See Social and Political Movements).

shares actuarial servlces data processing and customer service.
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wide physicians' servlce, MlIwaukee-based Blue Cross and Blue Shield
completed a merger In January, provide service to the entire
state under the name Blue Cross Blue Shield United of Wisconsin. Since that
time, In order to broaden Its base of revenue, the company has established
three subsidiaries: United Wisconsin Insurance Company, a reorganization of

ear 11 er subsidiary, set up stock Insurance corporation to handlean
disability, accidental death,

Life Insurance, a reorganized company purchase from Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Illinois; and United Wisconsin Pro-Service Company which offers admlnIstrator
services for employers who e I ect to be se I f Insured I n their medlcaI

(Unidentified clipping MCHCL 10/13/1979, 12/12/1979; MJ 12/15/1982)programs.

Blue Cross United retains Its tax exempt status although the state legislature
has been considering this designation during the last year. (MJ_ 8/31/1894; MS
8/31/1894) Service, the fastest
growing HMO (Health Maintenance Organization) In the nationwide network, and
Its jumbo accounts (70 companies with 500 or more employees) assures that the
company will successfully weather the slump It has experienced since 1980 due
to the recent recession. At present Blue Cross Blue Shield United has close
to 50? of Wisconsin's group health Insurance market and have over 1.5 million

(M£ 6/24/1984; MS 5/3/1983, 2/13/1982).members In the state.
Since 1977 Blue Cross has been headquartered In the Central Business

District In a 12.9 million
Street (MI-149-14) designed by the local firm of Brust Zimmerman. A pI aza In
front of the entrance features a six ton, Cor-Ten steel sculpture by John
RaImondt, (MJ 4/17/1978) In 1981 the firm bulIt a
six-story companion structure at 501 West Michigan for customer

as a

1980 and now

vision care and group

use as a
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dollar, 10-story structure at 401 West Michigan

Installed In June, 1978.

Blue Cross United's new Compcare Health

life; United Wisconsin



operation center housing (MI-
149—28) With the construction of these two buildings, Blue Cross United has
been ab I e to eliminate eight offices and consol I date 2,000area over
empIoyees.
MGIC Investment Corporation

Perhaps Milwaukee's most unique
Investment Corporation. The business the Mortgage Guarantee
Insurance Corporation (MGIC) by attorney Max H. Karl In the spring of 1957 to
provide Insurance to mortgage lenders and protect them from borrower default.
MGIC enabled mortgage loans to be

allowed many more first-time home buyers a chance at purchasing a house. MGIC
was one of the first private ventures of Its kind In the country since the
Federal Housing Administration had been the chief provider of such coverage
since the I ate 1930's. During the company's first MGIC providedyear,
Insurance thirty-threeto local savi ngs and loans 134 mortgageson
representing thirteen million dollars worth of Insurance. After nine months
the company received licenses to operate in Minnesota and Illinois. By 1967,
MGIC had 4,277 policy holders across forty-six states and proved that private
enterprise could successfully compete against government programs by cutting
red tape, lowering costs and operating more efficiently.

In order to develop further and enter into new programs such as municipal
bond Insurance and securities a holding company, MGIC Investment Corporation
was formed in 1968 and the newly reorganized company was listed In the New
York Stock Exchange. MGIC remalns the chief subsidiary of the holding

The company's one millionth home mortgage was Insured in 1973, thecompany.
same year that the firm moved Into Its International headquarters at 250new
East Kllbourn (MI-140-29). The two building comp I
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one of the city's most recognltable contemporary landmarks. Cincinnati based
Baldwin-United purchased MGIC for 1.2 billion dollars In 1982 and late In 1983
filed a petition for reorganization under Federal bankruptcy law. Sale of the

t Ime. (Anderson and Olson p. 203; MS 9/7/1984)
Capitol Bankers Life Insurance

Capital Bankers wholly owned subsidiary of North American Life
Insurance Company of Toronto, Ontario. Capitol Is licensed In 31 states and

about 1.5 billion dollars of life Insurance policies In force and serveshas
officethe home of North American's US operations. Originallyas

headquartered at 735 North Water (MI-143-25) Capitol Bankers once considered
relocating 75 employers out of Wisconsin but Instead became the principal
tenant of the newly restored (MS 4/9/1984)
Investment Securities

Investment securities firms have long served Important financialas

Individualsadvisors to and Institutions, Including banks. They have
provided this specialized function In Milwaukee since the late 1880's. Today

Central Business District supportsthe local offices of a I I the major

Reynolds Inc., E.F. Hutton and Co., Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner and Smith and
Prudential-Bach. In addition,
nations largest regional firms, Robert W. Baird and Company Inc.
Paine Webber

Paine Webber Is one of the oldest of the national Investment securities
firms to have established Itself in Milwaukee. It opened Its first office In

1902,May, just twenty-two years after the parent company funded Inwas
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Is a



The firm handles Investment
banking, municipal securities, commodltle and mutual Investment funds and has
membership In all the principle stock and commodities exchanges Including the
New York Stock Exchange which It joined In 1890. For many years the firm was
headquartered in the Loyalty Building at 611 North Broadway (MI-143-20). It
now has offices In the Marine Plaza at 111 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI-146-36).
(History of Milwaukee County Writer's Project p. 444; MS 5/27/1954)
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated began In 1919 as the First Wisconsin
Company, securities affiliate of First Wisconsin National Bank.a
established to buy, mortages, stocks and
securities and was to serve as general brokerage firm to public clientele.a
The original dlrectors Included the city's top bus Inessmen and
financiers among which were Cudahy, Falk, Vogel and Davidson. Off Ices were
located in the Pabst Building formerly at 110 East WIscons In Avenue. The

new state law separated banks from
Involvement In the securities Industry and its new name became The Securities
Company of Milwaukee Inc. It was later renamed The Wisconsin Company. When
the firm first Wisconsin Stock
Exchange In 1948, the company was renamed again, after Its president Robert W.
Baird. Having outgrown the Pabst Building, the firm moved to 731 North Water
(Ml-143-24) in 1963 where it remained for eleven years.

Throughout Its history Baird has remained the largest Investment banking
firm In the state and helped Wisconsin's development through such Influential
c 11entele as Kimberly-Clark, Harley-Davldson, Louis Al I Is, NN Corp. MGIC

Marine Bank and all of the state's utilities. Despite Its success with the

firm became Independent In 1934 when a

It was
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large scale Investor, Baird also substantial I ndIvduaInumbers of
Investors. Since the 1960's Baird has expanded outside Wisconsin and remains
one of he largest and most respected of the regional based securities
companies. In 1982 major Interest In the firm was acquired by Northwestern
Mutual and the two companies have formed a cooperative venture whereby Baird
staff members offer Investment seminars to Northwestern agents and clients and
the latter refer Interested parties to Baird. Since 1974 Baird has been
located at the First Wisconsin Center 777 East Wisconsin Avenue

(MJ 7/8/1984; Anderson and Olson p. 184)(MI-147-12).
CathoHe Kn Ights Insurance SocIety

Catholic Knights Insurance Is Milwaukee's only major Insurance company
Not to be confused with the Knights of Columbus,

the organization had Its roots In the Catholic Knights of America, a fraternal
order which was established In 1877 and chartered In Kentucky by members of
the Nashville Diocese. Branches founded In Wisconsin by 1880 but thewere
WIsconsln aft 11 late quickly outgrew the national organ Izatlon.
Dissatisfaction over the rate of return on benefits led Wisconsin to break
with the national organization and form Its order, the Catholic Knightsown
of Wisconsin, In 1885 In Green Bay. By the end of that same year Wisconsin
had 45 branches 1,450 membersand the largest number which,of
concentrated In Milwaukee. For Its first two decades, the Catholic Knights of
Wisconsin retained Its traditional fraternal profile and sponsored social
activities as well as paid out death benefits. Activities were broadened In
this century with the publication of a magazine, CathoIIc Knight, beginning In

contributions made to Catholic Educational Instltutlons such as
Marquette University and St. Francis Seminary. Women were admitted Into the
membership starting In 1915. became the chief focus of
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the organization.
members came to have the rights and privileges of a modern life Insurance

Four forms of Insurance Introduced at that time:company. new were
Ordlnlnary Life, 20 Payment Life, Endowment at age 65 and 20 year endowment.
At the end of Its first 50 years In 1936 and despite the hardships of the
Depression, the society had managed to built assets of $2,142,931. By 1940
the Catholic Knights had $10,000,000 worth of Insurance In force. Expansion
of Its Insurance program continued after World War II. In 1952 the society
Introduced an accident and health plan and In 1958 the society changed Its

to Catholic Knights formuIated toname were
expand outside of Wisconsin. In 1960 the society opened Its first out-of-

I n Detroit, Michigan and the organization has
expanded Into Iowa, Indiana, North and South Dakota and
Pennsylvanla. Tower Insurance Company, a capital stock company, was created

fraternal organization I n North America to create
organization that offers every type of Insurance possible. By 1979 assets had

$108 millionreached and continued growth
President StelnTnger. The society celebrated Its 100th anniversary In 1985
with assets of $163 million and one billion dollars worth of Insurance In
force. True to Its roots, Catholic Knights still hosts picnics and circus
outings for Its membership. (Catholic Knights The First 100 Years p. 6-36)

Over the been headquarteredyears
I ocatlons. Early offices were In Green Bay but were then moved to Milwaukee
where they have remained permanently. Around 1912 the society rented space In
the Merchants and Manufacturers Bank building downtown.
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Minnesota, Florida,

as a

Insurance Society when plans

state office since then

has marked the

subsidiary In 1961 and through It Catholic Knights became the first
a full cycle Insurance

number ofthe society has at a

1980's under



at 812 East State
Street (Ml 136-7) at a cost of $107,000 and used the first floor for offices
while renting the second and third floors as apartments. When the society
outgrew these premises It moved to the Tower Hotel building at the corner of
EIeventh Street WIscons Inand Avenue, wh I ch It purchased In 1952 for
$1,035,000. The old State Street building was acquired by the American Legion
(See Social and Political Movements).

hl gh rise office and apartment towernewly built at Eleventh and Wells
Streets which It still occupies today. (CatholIc Knights The First 100 Years
p. 12-13, 21, 26)
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In 1923 the Knights constructed their own headquarters

In 1970 the society moved Into Its



Commerce heading requirecategories covered under thediverseThe
The standard histories are a good beginningconsulting a number of sources.

point and vary as to the amount of detail given but at least provide dates and
Included are: Bruce, Builders of Milwaukee (1946); Bruce Historychronology.

of Milwaukee City and County (1922); Buck Pioneer History 1833—1841 (1876);
Buck Under the Charter 1847-1853 (1884); Conard History of Milwaukee County
(c.1895); Gregory, History of MIIwauke (1931); Gregory Southeastern Wisconsin
(1932); Milwaukee Writer's Project History of Milwaukee County (1947); Western
Historical Company History of Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1881); Watrous Members of
MI Iwaukee County (1909). Particularly good histories of Individual retailers,
Information services, wholesalers and utilities can be found In the following

Anderson and Bleyer, Milwaukee's Great Industries (1892); Andersonsources:
and Olson, MIIwaukee at the Gathering of the Waters (1984); Men of Milwaukee
(1929-1930); MlIwaukee: A Half-Century's Progress 1846-1896 (1896); MlIwaukee
of To-Day, the Cream City (c.1893); Milwaukee Press Club,
Commercial History of Wisconsin (1910); Morrison, The City of Milwaukee and
State of Wisconsin (1888). Especially good for the researching of department
stores, retailers and hotels are the photograph and clippings collections In
the Local History Room of the Milwaukee Public Llbary and the Milwaukee County
Historical Center Llbary.

Certain specialized references
various topics: Hendr Ickson, The Grand Emporium. The Illustrated History of
America's Great Department Stores (1979); Ma I Iman, "The Store that GImbel
Built" Milwaukee History (August,
(1943);
1969); Mailman, "The Brumders of Milwaukee" Milwaukee History (Autumn, 1980);
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can be consulted when researching the

of the Lakes
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5. Industry



Industry

Introduction A Overview

The history of industry in the Central Business District is a rich, varied

and complex field of study since, to a large extent, it is the story of

industrial itself. Geography had importantan

influence on the development of industry in the early days. The low marshy
river edge land that was undesirable for housing was accessible to sailing and
steam powered vessels and provided a home to early industries. As the marshes

filled, rail transportation augmented the water ways to supply thewere

burgeoning factories with raw materials and a means of transport for shipping

finished goods. As a result, industrial corridors grew up along rail lines.
By the late nineteenth century, industry came to dominate large areas of the
Central particularly alongBusiness Avenue,

Broadway and on today's North Water Street, as wel1 areas north ofas

Wisconsin Avenue along Market and North Water Streets and in the section
between Wells Street and Highland Avenue from North Third to North Sixth
streets.

In the 1840s the city's first industries concentrated on the processing of

agricultural rural hinterlands. Flour milling,

tanning, malting and distilling were the most important of these. A few

including wooden pails and brooms, were produced formanfactured i terns,
as well. producing 6,700,000 bricksexport,

annually by 1849, few of which were shipped out of the city. In all, there
were only about thirty-nine classes of manufacturers present in the city in

the 1840s and most of these were very small operations producing for a local

market. History of Milwaukee County Milwaukee Writers

Project p. 269-271) Within a decade, however, the number of factories had

Milwaukee's brickyards were

(Simon p. 40, 43;

raw materials

District south of Wisconsin

from the

development in Milwaukee
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increased to 558 and the classes of manufacturers had swelled to ninety-three.

Boots and shoes became the leading leather products while men's ready-made

clothing, machinery and steam engine manufacturing grew in prominence. Older

(History of Milwaukee County Milwaukee Writers Project p. 270-271).

industries had clustered into

The upper Milwaukee River, along the old Rock Riverseveral discrete zones.

Canal remained the center of milling and tanning. The Menomonee River Valley,

made accessible by the 1852 harbor cut which bypassed sandbars at the harbor's

original mouth and improved by the dredging of canals and filling in of

marshes after 1870, came to be used for the storage of bulk items such as

grain, lumber, coal and salt as well as for tanning, meat packing and the

manufacture of wood products such architectural mill work and packingas

boxes. The lower East Side and the near South Side at the mouth of the

the city's center of light manufacturing.Milwaukee River evolved into

Clothing, cigars, shoes, furniture and trunks

(Simon p. 42-43; MVIS, 1979). .numerous products manufactured.

By the 1880's, agricultural product processing and shipping had begun to

decline in prominence as manufacturing came to dominate the city's economy.

With 44 to 47 percent of the city's work force engaged in manufacturing,

became the nation's sixth most important industrial city.Milwaukee soon

(Simon p. 46-47). During this period, the Central Business District emerged

as the home of many small industries, a role it was to play until the early

twentieth century. Soap, cigars and bakery
products all were produced in the downtown. Several major breweries developed
including Blatz and Pabst. Small foundries and iron works sprang up to supply
the growing demand for machine parts and products.

industries, such as flour milling and malting remained important as well.

were among theboots and

asbestos products, clothing,

By the 1860's and 1870's, Milwaukee's
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large such as Harnischfeger, Johnston's Bakery (NABISCO) and Palmolive Soap.

Each relocated to large parcels on the fringes of the city or else left the

city entirely as they expanded into national markets. Other industries, such

as garment manufacturing, moved to other regions of the country. Professional

offices, service industries and retailing came to dominate land use in the

downtown.

Today, vestiges of its vanished industrial importance remain visible in
the Central Business District. The Third Ward still smal 1houses some
companies that produce notebooks, handbags, clothing and sheet metal although

most of the handsome structures are used as warehouses. Similarly the area

south of the confluence of the Menomonee and Milwaukee rivers still houses a

number of small manufacturers, but the majority of structures are used for

The old industrial corridor along St. Paul and Clybournstorage purposes.

streets has been decimated by freeway construction, while north of Wisconsin
Avenue civic improvements, institutional growth and urban renewal projects

eliminated thehave of industrial Ambrosiamost structures forexcept
Chocolate, the Pabst Brewing Company and the vacant Blatz Brewery buildings.

EARLY INDUSTRIES

di dn11Al though manufacturing become really important ofparta
Milwaukee's economy until the 1860s and 1870s, industry was present from the

Items produced were

targeted for sale locally and centered upon the production of construction

materials such as brick and lumber on such utilitarian items as pottery, tin

ware, wooden ware, brooms and paper. Shipbuilding was also important in the

city's early years

By the early twentieth century many of the small businesses had grown

before the advent of improved roads and an extensive

time of the city's first settlement in the 1830's.
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railway system, since boats were necessary for the transporting of grain out

of Milwaukee and for the conveyance of goods off the larger lake vessels

Milwaukee'sunable unimproved, sandbar-cloggedto enter harbor. Early

manufacturing tended to cluster along the banks of the Milwaukee River and at

the confluence of the Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers.

Brickmaking

Brickmaking was one of Milwaukee's pioneer industries. It sprang up more

or less simultaneously on the east, west and south sides to serve the needs of

These early endeavors were located near easily workedthe first settlers.

Historians disagree as to the location of the city's veryclay deposits.

first brickyard, but it appears that, at least for a short time, the Central

Business District had its own brick works at the same time that Benoni Finch

and John A. Messenger were seting up their brickyards on the West Side and the

Child Brothers were operating on the South Side. Nelson Olin and his brother

reportedly started one of the first brick kiln's in September, 1835 at the

foot of East Clybourn Street. The site consisted of an excavated hole into

which sand and clay were mixed and brought to the right consistency by the

(Zimmermann CCB p. 56)tread of oxen. William Sivyer was also said to have

started an early brick yard, managed by Horace Keffren, at the head of East

Wells Street on land now partially located in Juneau Park. Some of the brick

manufactured there went into the construction of Sivyer's own residence in

1836 at 449 Jackson Street (demolished in 1855). (Zinmermann CCB p. 5-7;

Gregory History 1931, p. 512) One or both of these brickyards must have

remained in operation for at least a few years as most of the city's early

brick buildings, almost all of which were residences, were constructed east of

the Milwaukee River. By 1856 brickmaking had become(Zimmermann CCB p. 6-7)

a major industry with some eight brickyards in operation employing 300 persons
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to produce 33,000,000 bricks annually. Eventually most of the small scale

operations, such as those in the Central Business District, were eclipsed by

such giant firms as the one begun by the Burnham Brothers in 1844 which had

grown into a multi-million dollar concern by the 1890s. (Ziimermann CCB p. 8).

Pottery Industry

The pottery industry, much like brickmaking, important duringwas

Milwaukee's early years. Unlike brickmaking, however, pottery never grew into

a major industry in Milwaukee. A number of small firms produced a range of

utilitarian products including pots, stoneware,

and earthenware containers for the city's brewers. Production wasvases

chiefly for home consumption. Although adequate local clay deposits could be

found at Bay View, Granville and Wood, a majority of the clay used to produce

the finer products was imported from Neenah, Wisconsin and Ohio. The first

Isaac P. Brazelton who operated a pottery

business in conjunction with his grocery store on West Juneau Avenue in 1844.

The industry did not grow rapidly. By 1854 there were only three potteries in

the city with total sales of only $2,100. As late as 1886, there were only

eight potteries employing 67 persons with annual sales amounting to a modest

$66,000. Pottery manufacturing remained a small business in Milwaukee and in

1896 it still ranked only sixty-eight on a list of eighty manufacturing

categories evaluated by the Milwaukee Sentinel and the Chamber of Commerce. By

the close of World War I, local potteries could neither meet local demand nor

compete effectively against the aggressive Ohio companies. Only one company,

the Pierron Pottery Company, remained in operation by the mid-1920s and it

13-23) Unlike other industries, pottery manufacturing was notp.

concentrated in any particular part of the city, although all of the early

became a jobbing house for an Ohio pottery firm before closing in 1935. 

(Carroon

known potter in Milwaukee was

drain tiles, clay stoves,
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endeavors were located along the banks of the Milwaukee River near the best
clay deposits. As the use of imported clay became more common, the potteries
dispersed throughout the city.

Hermann Brothers Pottery
Frederick Hermann (sometimes Herman) opened an early pottery works on

Market Street in 1845. In 1850 he was joined by his brothers Samuel and
Christopher and the three operated the business under its new name, Hermann
Brothers Pottery at a location on Highland Avenue between Market and Broadway
Streets. The partnership dissolved in 1856, but Frederick remained in the

pottery business By the time he wason

succeeded by his son Albert in 1887 the business had relocated to North Third

Street outside the Central Business District. In 1891 the company moved to

1707-1715 West Brown where it remained until it ceased operations in 1915.

(Carroon, p. 14, 19).

John B. Maxfield

John B. Maxfield initially worked as a carpenter after his arrival in

Milwaukee in 1846 and then became proprietor of a fruit and grocery market on

North Water Street beginning in 1850. With his brother Amos, he subsequently

purchased the Milwaukee Stoneware factory on Plankinton near Clybourn, which

had been established by O.F. Baker several years before. Its production of

jugs, cream pots, churns and flower pots was advertised to be made of the best

Ohio clay. The business was sold to flour manufacturer E.D. Chapin in 1858

and ceased operation. Maxfield was the only non-German potter in Milwaukee.

The city's pottery industry on the whole was dominated by German proprietors,

in contrast to most other American cities where those of British descent

generally ran such businesses. (Carroon, p. 14-15).

Market Street for some years.
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Pierron Pottery Company

The above firm was begun by Charles Herman in 1856 as an adjunct to his

The pottery was located on East Highland

Avenue near the Milwaukee River.

The business was subsequently

named after him.

By 1892 the

empl oyedthirty-fivepowered by awas

stoneware annually.

Milwaukee in 1892 and employed 25 of the industry's city wide total work force

Ohio and eastern clay were used in the production of jarsof sixty potters.

In 1902 the business incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000,and jugs.

but eventually Pierron succumbed to intense competition and became a warehouse
It ceased operations in 1935.and distribution center for an Ohio pottery.

(Carroon p. 15-16).

C. Hennecke and Company
This business was established on Buffalo Street by Caspar Hennecke and

They specialized in the production of Ohio stonewareNicholas Wagner in 1860.
in 1888 with capital stock worthThe business incorporatedand statuary.

By the time of Caspar's$75,000 and production valued at $125,000 annually.

The

business was subsequently carried on by Caspar's widow who ceased making

the production of iron and structural

As a steel maker, the Hennecke Company remained in business until 1964steel.

at its plant on North Pierce Street (Carroon, p. 20).

partner in 1882 and sole proprietor in 1886.

The two story brick building and 40'x 60' warehouse on East

grocery store on North Water Street.

Herman's stepson Louis M. Pierron became a

Highland Avenue housed the business throughout its existence.

horsepower steam engine,pl ant

twenty-five employees of German heritage and produced 500,000 gallons of 

the largest of the eight potteries in

moved to Plankinton Avenue.

pottery in 1895 to concentrate on

Pierron was

death in September, 1892, the firm had
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District.

Most of the boat

to navigate the shallowdraughts which were commonly used on the Great Lakes
A few steam ships wereSt. Clair flats through which all the ships passed.

which were used to transportas many steam lighters,contructed as well
unable to enter the

Milwaukee River due to the sand bars at its mouth. By 1848 more sailing
other port on lakesbeing built in Milwaukee than at anyvessels were

1850's, Milwaukee producingtheSuperior and ByMichigan, Huron. was

(Kuhm p. 61-62). Shipyards relocatedapproximately six vessels per year.

with the same ownerfrequently to different sites on the Milwaukee River,

productive years.several times during hislocationschangingoften
Shipbuilding was a labor intensive industry in which only a few vessels could

Shipyards also required a large work andbe built a year, per shipyard.

Milwaukee's shipbuilding industry remained viablematerials storage area.

the last decades of the nineteenth century.from the mid-1830's until A

dwindling supply of high quality local oak, the high costs of imported

Kentucky oak and the eventual obsolescence of the wooden ship due to the

combined to end Milwaukee's shipbuildingconstruction alladvent of steel

Vessel repair ul timately became important thanindustry. more new

construction since the local industry the transition theto

launched in 1891.

Shipbuilding

Shipbuilding was another important early industry in the Central Business 

Several factors encouraged its establishment in Milwaukee including

the growing number of craftsmen who had located in the area.

yards produced sailing ships, particularly those with flat bottoms and shallow

the protected harbor offered by the Milwaukee River, the availability of good 

lumber from the sawmills that had been established at the city's fringes, and

manufacture of steel ships.

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 135, 137-138; Kuhm p. 59, 62).

The last vessel constructed in Milwaukee was

never made

passengers and cargo to and from the larger ships
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George Barber

He

The first of Barber's several shipyards was located on the east bankin 1836.

of the Milwaukee River just north of today's Juneau Avenue Bridge (site of a

Barber subsequently moved down river on the east bank toparking lot today).

site just above the Wells Street Bridge (site of the Oneida Street Powera

His next locationStation) (MI 144-21) where the Joe Ward was built in 1844.

was on the west riverbank along North Plankinton Avenue between Clybourn and

(today the site of 412-420 North Plankinton MI 160-18) where theSt. Paul

Barber'sschooners Mary G, Bonesteel (1845) and Kirk White (1852) were built.

last shipyard was at the confluence of the Menomonee and Milwaukee Rivers.

Barber's shipyard became defunct in the late 1850's. (Kuhm p. 59-61; Anderson

& Bleyer p. 135).

Samuel Farmin

Samuel Farmin was an early shipbuilder who came to Milwaukee to complete a

vessel begun by a Mr. Pangborn who had been forced to close his shipyard for

Farmin located on the south side of the Milwaukee River atfinancial reasons.

today's Barclay Street where from 1842 through 1848 he completed a number of

brig. Farmin subsequently relocated his shipbuildingschooners and a
operations to Kenosha and later to California and Portland, Oregon. (Anderson

and Bleyer p. 136; Kuhm p. 61).

Alfred Gilson

Gilson's shipyard was situated across from Farmin's shipyard on the north

bank of the Milwaukee River at the foot of Broadway Street, site of today's

Marine Terminal Building at 120 North Broadway. (MI 155-6) During Gilson's

Captain George Barber established the first shipyard in the city.

launched his first vessels, the schooner Solomon Juneau and the sloop Winona,
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James Monroe Jones

Jones was the first of the city's largescale shipbuilders. His original

By 1854 he had moved to the foot of East Bruce StreetSecond Street in 1852.
the land that would become named after him, Jones Island.and later to

Between 1852 and 1857 his shipyard completed twenty-four vessels, more than

Some of the earliest of theseany other shipbuilder of his day in Wisconsin.

ships were commissioned by Daniel Newhall, financier and grain merchant, to

Jones was the first shipbuilder to use a marine railway ontransport grain.

which boats needing repair could be drawn up out of the water. Jones is also

credited with the construction of the first propeller ship, the Allegheny

(1856), which at 595 tons was also the largest ship to be built in Milwaukee

The combination of the financial Panic of 1857 and severeup to that time.
storm damage to the yard in 1858 caused Jones He

subsequently moved to Detroit in 1861 and engaged in shipbuilding there until

(Kuhm p. 62-63; Anderson and Bleyer p. 136).is retirement in 1873.

Wolf and Lawrence

Ellsworth and Davidson

Wolf and Davidson

German-born William H. Wolf learned shipbuilding in Buffalo, New York and

partnership withunder Captain James

Theodore Lawrence in 1858. Their business was located where Samuel Farmin had

formerly had his shipyard at the foot of Barclay Street on the Milwaukee

River. In 1863 Wolf and Lawrence sold the business to Lemuel Ellsworth and

short stay here, from 1845-1847, he constructed several schooners and a brig 

before relocating to Racine (Kuhm p. 61).

yard was built on the south bank of the Milwaukee River near today's South

to leave Milwaukee.

Monroe Jones before entering into
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Ellsworth and Davidson subsequently relocated to the westThomas Davidson.

bank of the Milwaukee River between Wells and Kilbourn Street, where George

In 1868 Ellsworth sold hisBarber's second yard had been twenty years before.

interest in the business to William H. Wolf who had recently returned to

Wolf andhad operated a shipyard.from Fort Howard where heMilwaukee

Davidson became Milwaukee's largest shipbuilding enterprise and set up a new

thirteen acre yard at the foot of Washington Street at the juncture of the

Dry dock and repair facilities augmentedMilwaukee and Kinnickkinnic Rivers.

their shipbuilding and an average of 200 persons were employed throughout the

the firm merged with Milwaukee's other large shipbuilder,In 1892,year.

Allan, McClelland and Company, to become the Milwaukee Dry Dock Company which

(Kuhm p. 64-66)specialized in vessel repair rather than shipbuilding.

Allan, McClelland and Company

Robert Allan and George McClelland began their business in 1862. Space

was first rented in the Ellsworth and Davidson yard, but by 1863 the firm had

relocated to Vogel's Island, in the Menomonee River southwest of the current

main Post Office building. Schooners and tugboats were produced there. In

1874 the firm incorporated and reorganized as the Milwaukee Shipyard Company,

but remained at the Vogel Island yard. Like Wolf and Davidson, Milwaukee

Shipyard built a variety of vessel types and had dry dock that coulda

accommodate the repair and rebuilding of large ships. As fewer and fewer

wooden vessels were being conmissioned, however, the business turned more and

more to repair work and Milwaukee Shipyard merged with Wolf and Davidson to

form the Milwaukee Dry Dock Company in 1892 (Kuhm p. 65-66).

Joys Brothers

The of shipbuilding also spawned satel1i te industries thatpresence
supplied the shipyards with such goods as sails, rope and rigging parts. One
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the successor to G.D. Norris and Company,

In 1856The firm dealt in sails, awnings, tents and naval stores.Streets.

For twenty years

after Norris1 death
the businessby the timebusiness, butin the was

Business was
In 1892 the company had localIllinois and Michigan.

architects Crane and Barkhausen design a new five-story building (125 North

In 1957 Joys(Ml 154-21) adjacent to their original site.Water Street)

began to retail camping and recreation equipment. This remains their chief

Since 1961, the old Joys Building on North Water Street hasoccupation today.

been occupied by the Hari Hoffman Company, manufacturers of shoe polish and
(MVIS 1979).related shoe care products.

CLOTHING INDUSTRY

The production of ready-to-wear clothing, which we take for granted today,

was an innovation that began in the 1830's. Prior to that, most garments were

made at home, while professional seamstresses and tailors, working out of

designed and sewed custom clothing for the

The ready-to-wear garment industry evolved out of the slopseller'saffluent.

shops which had made clothing for American sailors and out of the volume
tailoring establishments that were expanding in the early nineteenth century
to meet the needs of an increasingly urban and industrialized society. The

Norwegian inmigrant Andrew Joys joined the Norris company.
members of the Norris and Joys family were

such example was Joys Brothers, 
which had been established in 1844 at the corner of Erie and North Water

jointly involved 
incorporated in 1904, all of the Norrises had withdrawn from the company and 

conducted throughout

merged with another long established canvas manufacturer, R. Laacke Company.
The two businesses combined their operations in joint quarters in 1961 and

Wisconsin, Minnesota,
as Joys Brothers.

in 1869,

the firm was known

their homes or small shops,
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New technology, particularly the advent of the sewing

Contracts for uniforms during themachine, made mass production possible.

(Walsh p. 178-191).Civil War established the industry as a big business.

While merchant tailors were present in Milwaukee by the late 1840's, the

ready-to-wear industry's greatest period of expansion occurred between 1860

The industry continued to expand to keep pace with the growingand 1870.

regional demand and by 1892, clothing manufacturing employed more people in

Milwaukee than any other branch of industry with some 5,000 persons working at

In terms of value of production, clothing ranked eighththis occupation.

ironengines and machinery manufacturing,
(Anderson andflour milling and wood working.production, construction,

Bleyer p. 205-206).

Men's clothing dominated the market and the dozen largest f i rms

manufactured mostly suits and overcoats for men and boys as well as work

clothes for miners and lumbermen. Often the garments would be cut at the

piecework basis or sublet to tailoring shops. Inexpensive garments were

nearly all made by female employees of German and Polish descent. The sewing

of dresses and millinery employed 2,000 employees, some of whom worked at home

Gloves, mittens and fur garments were madeand some at the large sweatshops.

mostly for a local trade but were also marketed in the south and west. In

terms of knit goods, Milwaukee was the largest center of production outside of

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 154-155).New England.

The Central Business District was the center of the garment industry in

Milwaukee, particularly the Third Ward south of Wisconsin Avenue and east of

the Milwaukee River. Eventually sewn clothing was eclipsed by the production

nascent garment industry moved westward with the settlers and immigrants in 

the 1840's and 1850s.

on amanufacturer's establishment and then assembled by workers at home

behind brewing, meat packing,
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of knit goods, particularly hosiery. Today, most of the knitting industry has

left the city, although a few companies continue to operate such as Allen D.

Everitt Knitting at 234 West Florida (MI 158-27) and Reliable Knitting at 233

East Chicago (MI 156-9).

Garment Manufacturers

Friend Brothers Clothing

Henry and Elias Friend, like many of Milwaukee's early businessmen, did

not initially undertake manufacturing when they first arrived here. The two

Bavarian Jewish immigrants opened a retail shop in 1847 as their first venture

and sold dry goods, clothing and Yankee notions. Rather quickly they expanded

their markets throughout Wisconsin and in 1848, a third brother, Meyer, joined

the firm. The firm began to manufacture clothing in 1850 in addition to

jobbing cloth and tailoring goods. had

established branch stores in Watertown and Jefferson. In just three years the

firm's capital was expanded threefold from $5,000 to $15,000 and by 1866 the

company was worth over $100,000. In 1868 the business moved to a rented

building at the southeast corner of Broadway and Michigan Streets, which the

firm later acquired and enlarged. The 1870's witnessed the company's most

rapid growth as the value of production increased from $175,000 in 1870 to

$300,000 in 1873 and to $800,000 by 1875. Mechanization contributed to the

firm's success and by 1881 all cutting was done by steam powered machinery.

By this time, the number of workers had grown from the ten or fifteen employed

in the early years to over 1,000 persons during busy The businessseasons.

incorporated in 1883 and by the decade emergedwas

undisputed leader of Milwaukee's clothing industry. The company remained in

business on Broadway Street until 1910 when the firm dissolved. (Morrison p.

105; Walsh p. 181-183; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1241).

the end of as the

By the mid-1850's the business
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David Adler and Sons

Like the Friend Brothers, immigrant Solomon Adler initially operated a

retail store upon his arrival to Milwaukee in 1848. This short-lived venture

and Adler begandissolvedSteinhart topartnership with Jacobin soon

By the early 1850's his firm wasmanufacture ready-made men's clothing.

in Milwaukee to set up a retail clothing store on North Water Street.

David took over Solomon's manufacturing concern and for awhile was associated

The 1860's were boom years for the firm as thewith another brother, Jacob.

1863 to $150,000 by 1870.increased from $75,000 invalue of production

War fueled thefor army uniforms duringGovernment contracts

changes, the company becameAfter a number of personnelcompany's expansion.

By the 1880's the firm rankedand Sons in the 1870's.known as David Adler

second in value of production behind Friend Brothers. The firm continued into

the early twentieth century and occupied the former Wellauer and Hoffman

(MVIS, 179,Building at 246 North Broadway after 1906. P.

183-186) (MI 154-35).

In addition to these two large companies, there

clothing manufacturers in Milwaukee into the twentienth century.

Monarch Manufacturing occupied 233 East Chicago Street (MI 156-9) in the

1920s then 246 East Chicago Street from the late 1940s until the mid-1950s (MI

156-10). Their production included sheepskin and leather products, duck

(MVIS, 1979).clothing and mackinaws.

Rhea Manufacturing was one of the few modern producers of women's clothing

Business District and specialized in juniors dresses andin the Central

In the 1930's the company occupied space at 201 North Water (MIsportswear.

154-23) and 306 North Milwaukee Streets (MI 156-28) with branches in Georgia

and in Watertown, Wisconsin (MVIS, 1979).

selling $15,000 to $30,000 per year in goods when his brother, David, arrived

In 1857

the Civil

were numerous other

1979; Walsh
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Stuart Manufacturing also produced women's clothing for some years at 201

(MVIS, 1979) (MI 154-23).North Water Street.

Schmitt-Orlow Manufacturing Company opened a factory and men's wear store

at 201 North Water in the late 1940's, but discontinued manufacturing by the

(MVIS, 1979). (MI

154-23).

Moritz and Winter

Adolph and Leo Moritz and Sigmund Winter began their retail clothing

business in 1915 at the Lipps Building 1103 North Third Street (MI 148-22).

Within a few years they were also manufacturing men's clothing on Broadway

then at 215 North Water Street by 1933 (MI 154-24) at which time the firm

employed over 100 workers. Jack Winter, descendant of the early founders has

since began to manufacture a well-known line of women's clothing. Today the

Knitting Companies

Phoenix Knitting Company

Phoenix Knitting Company was the largest of Milwaukee's twentieth century

clothing manufacturers with extensive operations occupying four large plants

in the city's Third Ward. The business was established in 1880 by Dernehl and

Wilde. Charles Button replaced Wilde in 1884 and three years later Button

assumed sole proprietorship. By 1893 the business employed between 125 to 150

persons, had 100 knitting machines and manufactured from 700 to 900 dozen

gloves and mittens per week. In 1902 the firm commissioned local architects

Uehling and Linde to design a five story, 60'x 120'

(MI 156-11) An

business is located at 8100 North Teutonia Avenue (MVIS 1979; Milwaukee City 

Directory).

factory at 311 East

Chicago (southeast corner of Broadway and Chicago Streets).

late 1970's and ceased its retail operations in 1984.
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The company's expansion required yet more space and in 1916 architects1910.

Kirchhoff and Rose designed a reinforced concrete frame building at 207 North

This was followed by the factory at 219 North(MI 155-26)Milwaukee Street.

Milwaukee in 1918 by O.C. Uehling (MI 155-24) and the eight-story building at

320 East Buffalo designed by the Lockwood Green Company (1922). (MI 155-25)

At the time of this last expansion, Phoenix was making the transition from

men' s, women1sof andthe manufacturemitten and glove production to

Phoenix even began to process its own silkchildren's silk and nylon hosiery.

had Wisconsin's only silk throwing plant. addi tion itsIn toand own

buildings, Phoenix had leased a number of nearby properties including 302

North Broadway (MI 154-34) and 525 East Chicago (MI 155-36). In 1925, both

claimed to be the largest hosieryPhoenix and its competitor Holeproof,

the U.S.manufacturers in

effects of competition mi 11 s. Afrom southernbeginning to feel the

revitalization effort in 1954 led the company to transfer its operations to

North Carolina and Hillsville, Virgina. Numerous other businessesMonroe,

have since occupied the old Phoenix plants. (MVIS 1979).

Holeproof Hosiery
Holeproof was founded in 1875 in Kalamazoo, Michigan by Carl Freschel as

It was the first hosiery company in the midwestthe Kalamazoo Knitting Works.

to produce knit goods such as gloves and mittens in addition to hosiery. In

1881 the firm relocated from Kalamazoo to Milwaukee. Its 500 employees were

the first to be organized in the industry and they operated 400 knitting

machines which produced 1,000 dozen knit goods daily. In 1918 the company had

Lockwood Greene and Company design a new facility at 400 North 5th Street.

(MI 160-33) By 1922 Holeproof had offices in New York, Chicago, Canada,

80'x 120' matching addition was constructed on the building's south end in

As early as the 1930's, however, Phoenix was
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London and on the Pacific Coast and employed 1300 persons who produced 3,000

for men and women.

operated one of the largest silk plants in the country in the 1920s. The firm

remained in operation in Milwaukee until its consolidation with another firm

Since that time the old Holeproof building hasand moved to Georgia in 1958.

(MVIS, 1979; Milwaukeebeen used by the Boston Store for warehouse purposes.

of To-Day p. 143).

and Holeproof, there other knitwearPhoenixaddi tion toIn were

manufacturers in the Central Business District.

H.S. Mack and Company was one of the earlier knitwear companies, producing

knitted scarves, jackets and fancy woolens beginning about 1872. They later

produced shirts, overalls and furnishings at their shop on North Water Street
between Michigan and East Wisconsin Avenue. (Milwaukee Illustrated p. 60).

Hansen Manufacturing Company was established in 1905 by Oscar C.O.C.

Hansen, former vice-president of Hansen's Empire Fur Factory. It manufactured

gloves for motoring, driving, dress, work and general

In 1911 Hansen's commissioned local architects Ferry and Clas to designwear.

(MVIS, 1979) (MI 155-23).

Morawetz and Water Street in the

then laterearly years of

(MVIS, 1979) (MI 154-23).manufacturer of hats, gloves and furs.

Middleton Manufacturing Company occupied 341 North Milwaukee Street from

the 1 ate It manufactured hats, gloves andcaps,

(MI 155-23) (MVIS, 1979).mittens.

Eagle Knitting was begun just after the turn of the century by David and

Its various locations have been on North Water Street, 233 WestMax Karger.

dozen pairs of hose daily among which were the "Luxite" and "Holeproof" brands 

Like its competitor, Phoenix Knitting Company, Holeproof

Company was in operation at 201 North 

this century originally as a wholsesaler

"built like a hand"

teens into the 1920's.

its new plant at 341 North Milwaukee which it occupied for eight years.
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Pittsburgh and now at South Second and Virginia Streets. In 1963 Eagle was

acquired by Zwicker Knitting Mills of Appleton and now manufactures headwear

for Zwicker in addition to knit clothing. (MVIS, 1979)

Everitt Knitting is one of several knitwear manufacturers still active in

the Central Business District. Since 1972 it has occupied 234 West Florida

Street where it produces knit clothes, hats and outerwear. (MI 158-27) (MVIS,

1979).

Reliable Knitting began in 1911 as a manufacturer of knitted headwear and

winter outerwear and golf club covers. Reliable originally occupied 141 North

Water but since 1969 has been at 233 East Chicago Street. (MI 156-9) (MVIS,

1979).

LEATHER GOODS

One outgrowth of the tanning industry was the establishment of numerous

subsidiary businesses that produced various from the raw

leather. By 1872 Milwaukee was the largest tanning center in the world, a

position made possible by the abundance of hides from the local meat packing

industries and the availability of hemlock from the wooded interior of the

(Simon p. 44).state and Michigan. The tanneries themselves were located

outside the Central Business District, chiefly along the Rock River Canal to

the north and the Menomonee River Valley to the west. Some of the largest of

the leather goods manufacturers were located near the tanneries, such as the

V. Schoenecker Boot and Shoe and Mayer Boot and Shoe companies, but the
Central Business District also figured prominently leatherin goods

production, particularly the area known as the Third Ward, south of East

Wisconsin Avenue and east of the Milwaukee River. A great variety of leather 

goods were produced including such diverse items as horse collars, saddles, 

boots and shoes.

consumer items
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Boot and Shoe Manufacturing

The boot and shoe industry was particularly prominent in Milwaukee and,

Massachusettscomparison with huge output,theinit

of shoes were manufactured daily by 15 major

Boot and shoe productioncompanies that jointly employed some 2,500 persons.

Milwaukee's1891.the city's tenth most important industry inranked as

general decline in the demand for leatherthe private automobile led to a

(Still p. 495) As a result, manygoods in America following World War I.
Few of thesetanneries and leather goods manufacturers ceased operations.

industries remain in the Central Business District today.

The Bradley and Metcalf Company

The Bradley and Metcalf Company was not only the oldest shoe company in

Milwaukee but also the oldest in the country operating under the same name by

(Milwaukee Press Club p. 61) The business was begun by New Yorkers1910.

Their original wholesaleBradley and William H. Metcalf in 1843.Charles T.

supplemented by a full scale manufacturingand retail

Initially their factory constructed the shoe uppers while solesfacility.

were attached at private homes as part of a cottage industry. Within fifteen

Bradley and Metcalf had 70 employees and was one of the

largest employers in Milwaukee. By the mid-1880's the firm employed some 400

persons and with mechanization had increased production from 300 to 2,000

Production included ladies, mens and children's bootspairs of shoes per day.

The business was incorporated in 1890 and in 1896 moved to a newlyand shoes.

through the center of Indiana.

shoe sales due to more sedentary lifestyles and the increasing prevalence of

although it paled

Milwaukee's production was the largest in the nation outside of New England.

primary market for finished leather goods extended westward from a line drawn 

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 196-197, 206) Falling

years, however,

shoe shop was soon

In 1892 some 8,000 pairs
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constructed six-story factory on the east bank of the Milwaukee River. This

structure, designed by Walter A. North Water

(MI 154-22) By 1914 Bradley and Metcalf had moved out of thisStreet.

building and in 1924 the firm dissolved. Subsequent occupants have included

the Yahr and Lange Drug Company and Reliable Knitting. (MVIS 1979; Milwaukee

of To-Day p. 100).

Beals and Torrey Shoe Company
It

brand men's Goodyear welt dress shoes"B-P" in additionmanufactured to

wholesaling men's, In

156-7) designed by local architect C.F. Ringer. This structure most likely

served as a general office and sales center after the company opened a new

manufacturing plant in Watertown. In the 1920's when James Pratt became

partner, the firm's name was changed to Beals-Pratt Shoe Manufacturing Company

and the company relocated outside the Central Business District. (MVIS 1979).

A.W. Rich Shoe Company

The A.W. Rich Shoe Company was established in 1886 by the same A.W. Rich

(See Commerce-Department Stores).who was in the retailing business. By the

early 1890's, shoe production was Rich's only concern. The firm employed 175

persons and manufactured Wigwam slippers in popular colors and also Rich's

Rustic Oxfords. By 1889, with the addition of four electric motors to run the

machinery, production doubled and the firm introduced a more diverse line of

ladies and children's fine shoes. The company distributed its products from

Maine to California. The Panic of 1893 forced the business close but it was

revived in 1899 in a new structure at 183 North Milwaukee Street, designed by

women's and children's rubber and leather footwear.

1897 the firm constructed a large building at 231 East Buffalo Street, (MI

Holbrook, still stands at 141

and Torrey Shoe Company was established about 1867.The Beals
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(MI 155-27) By 1930 the firm waslocal architect Robert Messmer and Son.

uses (MVIS, 1979).

Mayer Boot and Shoe

The Mayer Boot and Shoe Company maintained an important presence in the

plant was located in theDistrict even though its mainCentral Business
River Canal.tanneries along thetheHillBrewers area near

Established in 1880 by Frederick Mayer, a shoe retailer, the firm grew to

employ 175 employees producing 800 pairs of men's and women's shoes daily by

In 1910 the company constructed a new building at 342 North Water1896.

Street (MI 154-6) just a block south of the Button Block at 500 North Water

(MI 141-20) Thewhich it had occupied as a warehouse and showroom since 1896.
new structure, designed by Schnetzky and Son, was designed to a

Constructed in stages,showroom, factory and warehouse facility for Mayer.

additional floors were added between 1915-1926. By the mid-1930's the Mayer

Its building at 342 North Water Street wascompany had gone out of business.

acquired by the Federal Government in the 1940s to house offices of the

With the removal of government offices to the ReussVeteran's Administration.

Federal Plaza in 1984, the building now houses a variety of tenants and an

artist's supply shop (MVIS 1979).

C. Trieschmann Company

concerns that co-existed with the major manufacturers such as those mentioned

above. The firm produced cut soles and leather uppers after 1865. Its

building at 188-194 South Second Street today is occupied by Prime Leather

known as the Rich-Vogel Shoe Company but had gone out of business by 1932. Its 

buildings have since been used for miscellaneous warehouse and manufacturing

serve as

The C. Trieschmann Company is typical of the many small independent

ol d Rock
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Finishes. (MVIS 1979) (MI 157-26).

Mi seel1aneous Leather Products

the close of World War I.

wholesaled saddlery, gloves, mittens, and fur robesmanufactured as well as

The Young Saddlery was begun by Benjamin Young whountil 1924 (MVIS 1979).

transferred his eleven-year-old business here from Beloit in 1868. In 1896

they moved into the structure at 233-245 North Water (MI 154-28) and by 1909

A six storyclaimed to be

addition was constructed in 1915 to accommodate the growing business but after

Subsequent occupants have included theWorld War I the business dissolved.

J.C. Wachs saddlery business located on(MVIS 1979)

the Central Businessinmany

A German immigrant, Wachs began his business in 1878 and was knownDistrict.

for making the highest quality saddles, harnesses, whips and the like for sale

The salesroom was located on thethroughout Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois.

ground floor with the production area upstairs. (Milwaukee Half Century P-

D. Fishbeck and Son manufactured horse collars and harnesses and133-134).

fly nets out of their building at 412-420 North Plankinton Street. (MI 160-18)

The business was established by Fishbeck in 1878 after he had worked in such

diverse occupations as farming, the flour and grain trade and wholesale lumber

By 1893 the business employed 175 persons a majority of which, 120,sales.

were engaged in the fly net department. Fly nets were a woven net device

placed on draught horses to prevent them from being bitten by horseflys while

The firm's women's and men's riding saddles,confined in their harnesses.

Piggly-Wiggly Company.

North Water Street between Michigan and Wisconsin Avenue is typical of the

The saddlery business manufactured harnesses for the thousands of draft

Theanimals in use throughout Milwaukee until

Wallace-Smith Company located at 412-420 North Plankinton Avenue (MI 160-18)

one of Wisconsin's largest saddlery houses.

smaller scale establishments to be found
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whips and horse furnishings were sold throughout the U.S.bridles, and

(Milwaukee of To-Day p. 115; MVIS, 1979).Germany.

Among the more unusual products manufactured in

District were hammocks and horse fly nets. The Gem Hammock and Fly Net

Company was the largest of these, occupying the six story structure at 234

West Florida Street designed for the company in 1893 by Otto Strack. (MI

158-27). Subsequent additions were made in 1897 and 1906. Owners William

Koote and Charles Knoerschild housed a number of their other businesses there

as well, including tanning, leather goods and polish manufacturing concerns.

Gem produced cotton and leather hammocks and fly nets. (MVIS, 1979).

TOBACCO INDUSTRY

The industry, includingtobacco both ci gar and chewing tobacco

manufacturing, is another of Milwaukee's now vanished industries that once

enjoyed a prominent position in the city's economy. From two tobacco shops in

1847 and a few small fields of tobacco plants, the business grew until, at its

peak in 1897, there were 284 manufacturers and some 37,626 acres devoted to

growing tobacco in Wisconsin. The first significant growth occurred in the

decade between 1867 and 1877 when the number of manufacturers jumped from six

to fifty-one. This reflected the post Civil War switch from pipe smoking to

cigar smoking and the presence of skilled immigrant craftsmen who knew the

secret of combining just the right amount of filler, binder and wrapper to

make a cigar that would burn at the correct rate and temperature. By the

1880's Wisconsin ranked among the nation's top tobacco producing states and

Milwaukee manufactured more tobacco products than any other city in the

northwest except Chicago.

businesses Unfortunately,as
The flourishing industry spawned such auxiliary 

cigar box manufacturing and label making.

the Central Business
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fl avor compared with other

in the manufacture ofvarieties, particularly Cuban tobacco, but it was useful

So popular were the

inmigrant Germanlocal brandsthatCuban products even

such asoften given Hispanic namesmanufactures were

Cirilo, Mi-Vera and others to indicate the addition of imported Havana tobacco

tobacco manufacturingLike other industries,into the blending process.

trend toward consolidationexperienced the same

overall number of manufacturers decreasedthe totalresult,1890s.

dramatically in the twentieth century while the volume of cigars manufactured

Since most of the manufacturers were small scale operations theyincreased.

could not compete with the bigger firms that could invest in the machinery to
uniform shapes and allowed for greater production and moreproduce more

After World War I, the number of manufacturers continued toquality control.

decrease not only as a result of consolidations but also because of an overall

decline in the popularity of cigar smoking. Acceptance of the cigarette

(which had been invented in the mid-1850's) by soldiers returning Europe where

they had been exposed to it and an increase in the number of women smokers

together wi thdemand for cigars. Thisgreatly reduced the consumer

inmigration quotas imposed in the 1920's that restricted inmigration from the

Mediterranean countries and Cuba which had supplied the greater part of the

tobacco processing work force and the advent of minimum wage laws that made

cigar manufacturing less profitable in the face of declining sales, resulted

in a drop in the number of Milwaukee manufacturers from 129 in 1927, to 43 by

1947 and only 9 in 1967. At present, only one firm, the Celestino Fernandez

Company, still produces a small quantity of hand rolled cigars in Milwaukee.

(Bergstrom p. 25-36; MVIS 1979).

inexpensive cigars and as binding for the finer ones.

produced by

As a

Wisconsin tobacco was

and incorporation in the

Mi-Carmen, Flor Di

coarse and had little
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Badger State Tobacco Works, F.F. Adams and Company

Described as the largest of the tobacco firms in 1877, the Badger State

Adams and Henry F.F.F. Avers

purchased a building on Clybourn Street near the Clybourn Street Bridge in

1864 and progressively enlarged it until it measured 60 feet by 200 feet. Its

four floors and basement were used entirely for the production of smoking and

chewing tobaccos which included such labels as Peerless, Excelsior, Standard

The firm later became a branch of the American TobaccoAromatic and Ambrosia.

Company and continued production into the 1920s. (Milwaukee Illustrated p.

101).

Edward Aschermann and Company

German immigrant Edward Aschermann established a retail cigar business on

Plankinton Avenue in 1859-1860 and soon started manufacturing a small quantity

of cigars. Expansion began around 1864 and by 1877 the firm employed 250

persons at a plant located at today's 170 South Second Street that also housed

office and shipping rooms. (MI 157-25) The firm produced every grade of
cigar and in York, Ohi o, Indiana,New Illinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Texas, Minnesota, Colorado and Nebraska indicatingIowa,

in penetrating markets previously dominated by eastern
firms. By 1881 Aschermann's was the third largest cigar manufacturer in the

country and the largest in the midwest and employed 420 cigar makers, 73

strippers, 41 packers and 3 salesmen who produced and marketed 21-25 million

cigars a year. Also in 1881, the company refused the wage demands of the 

local Cigar Makers Union, which paid employees to strike. The company broke 

the strike by hiring women and children as scab labor from other cities. In

1892 the company relocated to a new plant, but by 1895 it had been absorbed by 

another firm, William Graf and Company, and moved to North Water Street. 

(Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 p. 102; MVIS 1979; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 136).

Milwaukee's success

had dealers

Tobacco Works was established in 1847.
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Celestino Fernandez Company
The above company began modestly as a joint effort of Bernardo, Celestino

The firm reached its peak employment of forty cigarand Cirilo Fernandez.
one of the five largest cigar companies init was1924 whenmakers in

Its various labels have included the November 11th - Victory DayMilwaukee.

(produced after World War I), the MAC for the Milwaukee Athletic Club (now

machine manufactured outside Milwaukee), the Gargoyle Brand (after the famous

1909-1919) a

label acquired from another manufacturer, Adolph Winckler, and the Mi-Carmen

took advantage of the popularity of Cubanand Flor Di Cirilo brands which

The Fernandez Company is the only remainingcigars and their Hispanic names.

It is operated by Pedro Prendes, a newphewcigar manufacturer in Milwaukee.

and is located at 510 North Water Street where it stillof the founders,

(Bergstrom, p. 29-31, 36) (MIproduces small quantities of handmade cigars.

141-19).

Confectioners

Another of the little known industries that once flourished in the Central

the manufacture of confections.Business District was Candy and sweets

production was the city's twentieth most important economic activity in 1891,

and the value of production of the 40 firms engaged in this business totaled

$1,200,000. 1920, Milwaukee ranked the fourth largest candyBy as

manufacturing center in the U.S. Most of these industries were located in the

Third Ward or immediately south of it across the Milwaukee River. The most

notable exception was Ambrosia Chocolate which still operates today at its

original site at North Fifth Street and Highland Avenue. One striking aspect

Gargoyle Restaurant in operation at 3rd Street and Wisconsin Avenue from 

and Conwerce-Restaurants)(see Recreation and Entertainment,
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Many were in business from the late

Company, are still in business today.

238).

George Ziegler Company

Bavarian imnigrant who worked for the Bradley anda
In 1861

name of Boll Brothers and Company.

By 1880 he had forty-two male employees,the company and it grew rapidly.

producing such items as mint lozenges, gum

In 1882, after having been at

several

architect H.P. Schnetzky, a portion of which still stands today.

The firm name was changed to the George Ziegler Company when the Ziegler sons

1890's Zieglerassociated with By wasbecame

manufacturing over six tons of candy daily and had the distinction of being

the first company in the state to produce marshmallows and allegedly was the

The firm's products were shippedfirst to put peanuts in chocolate bars.

In 1907 expansion forced the business to relocate once again,Philadelphia.

this time to a spacious 100'x 140' seven-story structure at 400 West Florida

Schnetzky and allegedly the first concreteStreet, also designed by H.P.

(MI 158-33)skeleton building in Milwaukee.

thousand square foot addition was made to the original building in 1920.

Through the 1960's the firm continued to produce gum drops, rock candy, mints

eight women and eighteen children 

drops, rock candy and chocolate cream drops.

prior locations, 

subsequently erected a new five-story building in 1890 designed by local 

(MI 154-26)

of these firms was their longevity.

nineteenth century until 1950s, although only two, Ambrosia and the Johnston

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 206; Bruce p.

George Ziegler was

Metcalf Shoe Company after arriving in Milwaukee in the mid-1840's.

he went into the candy making business with his two brothers-in-law under the

By 1874 Ziegler had gained full control of

nationwide and Ziegler was the largest manufacturer of its kind west of

A seven-story, seventy-two

the firm moved to 223 North Water Street and

the 1 atethe business.
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The company ceased operations at the Florida Street plantand marshmallows.

in the early 1970's and C and H Distributors took over the building. (MVIS,

1979; History of Milwaukee, Clarke 1922 p. 41-42, 45-46).

American Candy Company

The above firm was originally known as Kuhn Brothers and Budde when it was

founded in 1884. By 1892 the company had seventy employees and produced

100,000 pounds of candy per month including cream almonds, assorted mixed

"Rex"varieties and their famous brand of fine chocolate. In 1902 they

constucted a six-story, $60,000 building at 193 North Broadway, designed by

(MI 155-13)Milwaukee architect Charles Crane. A seventh story was added to

the original structure in 1906 along with a 60'x 120' seven story addition.

The company remained in business at this location through 1941. Their

(MVIS 1979).

Sperry Candy Company
Sperry Candy, a division of Barg and Foster Candy Company, moved to 200

South Second Street in 1924, the building the Huseby Cycle Company had built

for itself in 1894. (MI 157-28) Sperry produced marshmallow eggs and such

popular candy bars as the Chicken Dinner and the Denver Sandwich. Barg and

Foster used the lower floors of the building for offices and packing. In 1929

5-story bri ck and factory inconcrete the International Style wasa

constructed for Sperry next door on Pittsburgh Street. (MI 159-16) The

business remained in operation at this site until the 1960's when it relocated

to St. Paul Minnesota. Barg and Foster is now a subsidiary of Continental

(MVIS 1979).Coffee Company of Chicago.

building has been used for a variety of warehouse and light manufacturing 

purposes since that time.
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The Johnston Company

The Johnston Company is the oldest of the Milwaukee confectioners and is

one of only two nineteenth century firms still in operation. The business

began in 1847 as the A.H. Johnston Confectionery and Cracker Company in a

After a few years the name was changed to A.H.building on Second Street.

Johnston and Sons. When Scotsman Alexander H. Johnston died in 1866, the

business passed to his sons. In 1870 the company moved to a four story

building on North Water and then relocated to bigger quarters on Broadway in

1879. When Hugh L. Johnston died, Robert Johnston took over as head of the

firm, which became known as the Johnston Brothers Company. In 1890 Johnston

Brothers joined the American Biscuit and Manufacturing Company, a corporation

formed manufacturers from theto protect western encroachment of a
conglomerate of eastern firms who had combined into a trust under the name of

the New York Biscuit Company. In autumn of the following year, Johnston built

the largest factory of its kind in the state at 214-228 East Erie Street. (MI

156-16) By 1894 American Biscuit, NY Biscuit and a third trust US Biscuit

amalgamated to form the National Biscuit Company (NABISCO) with Robert A.

Johnston as a manager. Sensing a growing public distaste for big business

trusts and yearning for independence, Johnston pulled out of NABISCO in 1899.

Since the plant on Erie Street stayed with NABISCO, Johnston built a new

factory at the northwest corner of Florida and South First Streets (razed).

He named his new business the Robert A. Johnston Company and went into

competition with NABISCO advertising in any trust". The plant was

subsequently enlarged in 1910, 1atter

doubling the manufacturing capacity. Capital ization increased fromwas
$250,000 to $300,000 in 1906 and to $400,000 by 1910. At that point the

business employed 600 and of goodspersons

"not

1906 and addition almostwith the

produced $1,500,000 worth
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Products included a variety of biscuits, confectionery and highannually.

grade chocolate which were shippped to markets throughout the United States

Upon Robert A. Johnston's death on August 15, 1907, presidency ofand Canada.

the firm succeeded to Harry S. Johnston. The firm subsequently vacated its

Florida Street plant and moved to a huge new plant at 4023 National Avenue in

1920. The original building on Erie Street remained in use by NABISCO for

the 1940's (MVIS 1979; Milwaukee Press Club p. 102; Eveningbaking until

Wisconsin Newspaper Reference Book p. 215).

Ambrosia Chocolate Company

Ambrosia Chocolate was organized in May, 1894 by Otto J. Schoenleber, Emil

C. Kropp and I. Sadoff. The site of the plant, 1133 North Fifth Street (MI

149-20), had formerly been used by the furniture manufacturing business

Schoenleber had inherited from his immigrant father in 1886. Schoenleber

bought out his co-partners in 1896 and conducted the business alone until 1903

when William C. Bloimer was admitted to the company. New buildings were

constructed in 1907 and 1911 to house the expanding business. In 1916 the

firm Incorporated to acquire the necessary capital to keep up with the demand

for its products which included Peter Peter Bars, Nonpareils, Angel Food and

When Schoenleber died in 1927, his daughter Gretchen tookChocolate Cigars.

over the presidency and successfully managed and expanded the business through

the Great Depression. Continual growth has marked the firm since then and

researchers for the company have developed several pioneering techniques for

refining and storage processes.

Chocolate and Confectionery Division. Two other plants are located in Newark,

remains in Milwaukee.

In 1964 Ambrosia was acquired by W.R. Grace 

and Company and now functions as part of its newly-organized International

New Jersey and Charlotte, North Carolina, but the corporate headquarters 

Today, Ambrosia is the largest manufacturer of bulk
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chocolate in the world and employs approximately 350 persons. Keebler,

Miss are major ofSwissQuaker Oats andNabisco,Pillsbury, consumers

chocolate, Ambrosia al soaddition bulktoAmbrosia's Inpro due ts.

manufactures chocolate and sugar candies and such specialty items as carob,

(Milwaukee Press Club p. 60;yogurt, butterscotch and peanut butter products.

Martin Anderson Milwaukee's Ambrosia).

HEAVY INDUSTRY

Most heavy industry in Milwaukee developed outside the Central Business

District in the Menomonee River Valley and at various locations on the South

The Central Business District did, however, house a number of smallSide.

scale foundries and manufacturers which produced such items as stoves, machine

parts, lathes, drill presses, implements and the like. Many of these products

were used by the breweries and other industries as mechanization increased in

the late nineteenth century and the need for machine parts and supplies grew.

around East Pittsburgh Street and in the area south of the Milwaukee River and

east of the C.M. and St. and water
facilities. Such well known twentieth century companies as Harnischfeger,

Chain Belt and Nordberg had their start here,

industry status in the early years of this century, relocated to larger sites

elsewhere.

Foundrles/Machlne Shops

Foundries and machine shops existed in the Central Business District from

The types of products manufactured varied

Machine shops and metal products firms clustered in the three block area

considerably but most frequently consisted of smaller machines and parts as

the 1870's through the 1950s.

but, upon achieving major

Paul Railway yard, close to rail
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opposed to the heavy machinery and steel products produced in the Menomonee

Valley or on the far south side of the city. Since the early 1980’s most of

Milwaukee's larger foundries have either gone out of business, relocated

outside the city or drastically reduced operations in response to a sharp

The smaller machine shops have faired somewhat better. Thedecline in demand.

cluster of structures at 152-158 South Ferry Street and 155 South Barclay

Street was once the site of the machine and forge works of Joseph Obenberger

(MI 159-19, 159-26)and Son. Begun initially as a blacksmith and shipsmith

shop in 1873, the company later turned to the manufacture of hoisting buckets,

automatic coal

mid-1950's, the premises have been used for a variety of purposes (MVIS
1979). The Milwaukee Bronze Casting Company was a small operation located in

the two story structure at 145 South First Street. (MI 158-16) From 1909 to

(MVIS 1979).

the Lutter and Gies Machine Shop which had been established in 1891 (MI

159-18) (MVIS, 1979).

The Loefelholz Company was among the largest of the Central Business

District foundries. The business was founded in 1867 by Loefelholz and Prier

and became

The firm incorporated in 1906. By
1910 the firm employed 80 persons and had annual output valued atan
$125,800.

The Milwaukee Press and Machine company at 114 East Pittsburgh 

has been operating its machine shop at this location since 1926 when it bought

Its products included metal fittings for railroad 

office and bar tri innings;

Loefelholz and Company in 1880 when Prier was replaced with 

Loefelholz's son-in-law John W. Suetterle.

cars; cabinet,

1957 the company specialized in bronze and aluminum casting and molding.

The company

tubs, rods and bolts. Since the business closed in the

art metal work; bank fixtures; pressure cocks; 

locks; models; and fire fighting appliances such as stream and spray nozzles. 

Castings were made of coppper, brass, bronze and aluminum.
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remained in operation under various owners into the 1950's. The Loefelholz

Complex at the southeast corner of First and Oregon Streets was last used for

storage before it was razed in the late 1970's. (Milwaukee Press Club, p. 74;

MVIS 1979).

Among the best known of the nineteenth century foundries was that of

William Bayley and Sons. Located on Chicago and Clybourn Streets the firm was

the biggest manufacturer of architectural iron, iron work for

buildings, derricks, gangsaws, stone yards, stable fixtures, crestings, garden

goods and all forms of heavy and light castings. The firm was founded as

Bayley and Greenslade in 1856 at the corner of Seeboth and Second Streets.

After several relocations the firm moved to the lower Third Ward. After

Greenslade's death in 1887, William Bayley purchased his interest and took his

four James Edward, Arthur, Frank W. and Harry F. Bayley intosons,
partnership. The business furnished iron for such major structures as the

Mi tchel1 Building, the Chamber of Commerce Building, the Evening Wisconsin

Building (razed), the Milwaukee Road Depot (razed) and the Metropolitan Block

(razed). The company relocated out of the Central Business District by 1896

and remained in operation into the twentieth century. (Milwaukee of To-Day p.

92).

Another lower Third Ward firm was the Greenslade Brothers Foundry at the

northwest corner of Jackson and Corcoran Streets. The firm was established in

1884 by Alexander and O.W. Greenslade and specialized in architectural iron

work and general foundry work. The firm employed 75 skilled workers in 1893

and did a yearly business of $300,000.

company went out of business. (Milwaukee of To-Day p. 131).

Another firm that produced architectural metal work was Biersach and

Niedermeyer. Founded in 1873, the firm began operations on Market Street,

The company remained in operation at 

the above location until 1914 when president Oliver W. Greenslade died and the

wire and
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relocated to East Wells Street and in the 1890's occupied a former synagogue

(see Religion) Specializing in galvanized iron, the companyon Fifth Street.

employed 30 persons in the manufacture of cornices, dormer windows, window

Their important commissions included many majorcaps, and metal roofing.

buildings such as the Exposition Building, the Pabst Hotel, the Milwaukee Road

Pfister Hotel and the Pabst Brew House. (Milwaukee of To-Day p. 178).

One of the more interesting of the Central Business District foundries was

Located at the corner of Oregon and Barclay

Streets, the foundry was known as the Centennial Bell and Iron Works in honor

The firm employed 25 skilled workers in the

fire alarm and bell chimes and peals in
addition to cast catch basin covers, fire cisterns, and gratewatergates,

bars. The bells were known for their tone, reliability and excellence and

commissions were completed for bells for the Northern Pacific Depot in Chicago

and for the Ringling Brothers Circus. (Milwaukee of To-Day p. 112).

Perhaps the best known of these early foundries and machine shops was that

begun by Henry Harnischfeger in 1884. Harnischfeger had had experience as a

well as the Singer Manufacturing Company on the east coast before he relocated

to Milwaukee in 1881.

The two formed

1884 and were

Early clientsgovernor Bruno Nordberg and

While working for the Whitehill Sewing Machine Company 

he made the acquaintance of wood pattern maker Alonzo Pawling.

As business expanded the company relocated to the 

northeast corner of South First and Oregon Streets.

the Pawling and Harnischfeger Machine and Pattern Shop in 

located on Florida Street.

Early production included 

carving machines, brick-making machines and a special device called a poppet 

valve governor for steam engines.

locksmith and had worked for the Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Company as

Gardiner Campbell's Sons.

Depot, and the Merrill Building, all demolished, as well as the extant

manufacture of church, school,

of its founding in 1876.
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Christopher W. LeValley went on to establish major manufacturing companies as

A commission from the E.P. Allis Company, now Allis Chalmers, in 1887parts.

to design and build the first electric traveling crane was so successful that

P & H became permanently associated with the crane industry. The plant was

subsequently expanded, a foundry built in 1892 and the company took over

Gardner Campbell's bell works at the east end of the block in 1898. Pawling

and Harnischfeger remained in operation at this location until 1904 when the

The firm is known today for road

construction and mining equipment as well as traveling and overhead cranes.

It's old site on South First and Oregon Streets became the site of the School

of Trades from 1906-1907 (see Education) and was later occupied by a variety

of wholesalers and manufacturers (MI 158-22). (MVIS, 1979; Anderson and Olson

p. 193; History of Milwaukee deluxe supplement p. 337-339).

Manufactured Metal Goods

Manufacturers of metal goods abounded in the Central Business District and

were scattered from the area south of the Milwaukee River to north of West

Wisconsin Avenue along Third, Fifth and Sixth Streets.

Toepfer and Sons, Inc. 1855

By the 1880's the firm was nationally known for its malting andBroadway.

brewing products.

insured efficient malting. The floors were used by Pabst, Schlitz, Blatz and

other brewers and malters throughout the United States. The company al so

boilers, sheet-iron and steel Still in

far south side.

a result of Pawling and Harnischfeger's innovative customed-designed machine

goods.

business, the company produces perforated metal at its plant on Milwaukee's 

(MVIS, 1979; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 132).

Wenzel Toepfer invented, among other products, the Dumping

Kiln Floor which had a revolving hopper and adjustable loading spout which

on North

company relocated to West Milwaukee.

manufactured tanks, tubs,

was an iron works founded in
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The Brand Stove Company began originally as Busche and Gallon in 1863.

The firm name became Brand and Company with the entry of Sebastian Brand into

In 1884 the firm was incorporated as the Brand Stovethe company in 1868.

Company with Sebastian Brand as president. By 1910 the company employed 250

men, had an annual output of 1,500 stoves and shipped its stoves, ranges,

furnaces and gas appliances throughout the US, China and Alaska. Products

were manufactured not only for the home but for hotels, railroad and lumber

The company's site on Sixthcamps and included coal as well as gas ranges.

Street between West State and West Highland is now occupied by the Milwaukee

Area Technical College. (MI 149-34) (see Education) (Milwaukee Press Club p.

66).

The A.J. Lindemann and Hoverson Company was established in 1892 for the

L4H brand gas stoves and ranges, heaters and other metalmanufacture of

The firm's two hundred employees worked out of leased quarters at 331goods.

South Third Street until 1909 at which time the Pabst property was rented to a

(MVIS 1979) (MI 158-28).variety of other tenants.

Hoffmann and Bauer was established in 1878 on South First Street and

produced mill buckets and elevator works as well as furnace flues, galvanized

details cornices, window

finials.

In the 1920's when Louis

Hoffmann became the sole proprietor, the business expanded its line to make

employees to Corcoran Street in the Third Ward. The company is still in

operation today at 117 North Jefferson Street. (MVIS 1979; Milwaukee of

To-Day p. 141) (MI 155-33).

In 1895 the firm moved into a new building at 117 West Pittsburgh 

(MI 159-13) and its 30 employees produced general sheet metal work including

galvanized iron and tin products and moved into an exising adjacent building.

The company

shingles, roofing, windows, doors and cornices.

caps and

remained at this site until 1960 when it relocated its 100

iron work and architectural such as
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F.A. Walsh and Company, a manufacturer of tin ware and tinner's machinery,

diverse businesses Businessthewas
Located at 160 South Second Street in a building designed byDistrict.

architects Crane and Barkhausen, the firm eventually became a branch of the

American Can Company. (MI 157-24) From 1902-1910 the building on South Second

Street served as a warehouse for a new venture, the F.A. Walsh Transfer and

The building has since been used for a variety of purposes.Storage Company.

(MVIS 1979).

The S. Heller Elevator Company was founded by German inmigrant Seigfried

In 1908 Heller built his own factory at 240 North Milwaukee StreetHeller.

which he subsequently enlarged with a two story addition in 1919. In 1922 a

four story loft building was constructed adjacent to the original. (MI

156-30) The company, which manufactured and repaired dumb waiters, elevator

doors and gates, was carried on by Siegfried's son Irving until the company

became defunct in 1956. The plant has since been occupied by a variety of

tenants (MVIS, 1979).

The Huseby Cycle Company was one of the more unusual manufacturers in the

Central Business District, specializing in the fabrication of wood frame and

aluminum bicycles. Its predecessors were Huseby and Field established in 1892

and Delmanzo and Huseby established in 1891. Huseby was a Norwegian immigrant

who was trained as a machinist and millwright at the Edward P. Allis Company.

With Field, Huseby had manufactured patterns and novelties with the assistance

of ten skilled workmen. Their products included a cork extractor and a patent

factory at 200 South Second Street. (MI 157-28) Their bicycles were shipped 

throughout the US. By 1900 the company had dissolved or relocated and the

window fixture which allowed the sash to be easily removed for cleaning. By 

1896 the firm specialized in making bicycles and produced 40 per day in their

to occupyanother of the Central
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(Seebuilding was used for other purposes including candy manufacturing,

Confectioners-Sperry Candy Co.) (MVIS, 1979; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 124).

of the oldest continuously operatingisLindsay Brothers Inc. one

The firm was established in 1868businesses in the Central Business District.

by E.J. Lindsay and grew until by 1888 the company was described as one of the

Lindsay's currentleading dealers in agricultural machinery in the country.

building at 126 South Second Street was constructed in 1892 to the designs of

(MI 157-23) At various times through its historyarchitect R.W. Williams.

distrubuted Ashtabula handLindsay Brothers has tools, buggies,wagons,

table saws,

Twine was one of the company's most popularpipe fittings, safes and belting.

products and it sold 55 million pounds during its peak period. The company

also manufactured its own feeder for threshing machines called the Lindsay

Feeder, mounted wagons, and later truck bodies and did some blacksmithing.

Like other agricultural equipment distributors, Lindsay moved its warehousing

other midwest locati ons. firm currently hasThe

facilities in Peoria, Illinois, Madison, Wisconsin and St. Louis, Missouri

although its main offices remain on South Second Street. The main building is

now leased to other companies (MVIS, 1979).

DRUG AND CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Although little remains of it today, the Central Business District was

once the center of a flourishing drug and chemical industry which included the

production of such items patent medicines, paint, glass andas soaps,

cosmetics. The largest of these companies were primarily wholesalers although

they did actually make flavoring extracts, lubricants and patent-medicines in

addition to jobbing ready-made products. The peak years for the drug and

harnesses, Oliver plows, weeders, planters, pumps, feed mills,

out of Milwaukee to
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chemical industry were the late teens after which local business tapered off

dramatically as the larger manufacturers such as Palmolive Soap expanded to

serve a national market and relocated out of Milwaukee. Most of the drug and

chemical manufacturing buildings in the Central Business District today are

Kolmar Labs, a manufacturer of cosmetics, was one of theused as warehouses.

last representative of this type of industry survive in the Centralto

Business District, having remained in business until two years ago.
The Patton Paint Company was founded in 1855 by James E. Patton as a

jobbing house for other manufacturers, but before long, Patton started making
paints himself. The Third Ward fire of 1892 destroyed the Patton building on

North Water Street but the company immediately rebuilt and entered into a

period of great expansion. By 1910 the plant occupied an entire complex of

buildings at the southeast corner of Barclay and East Pittsburgh streets and

had a large facility at Newark, New Jersey. Patton claimed to have one of the

largest prepared paint businesses in the nation. brand was

the company's most famous product as a result of successful advertising.

James E. Patton Junior, president of the company in 1910, was also general

paint manager of the Pittsburg Plate Glass Company which affiliated with

Patton Paint Company in 1919 and merged with it in 1920. The most striking

building at the complex was the Art Moderne structure at 235 East Pittsburgh

designed in 1937 by Alexander Eschweiler and Company. (MI 159-28) The

complex was later used by Hydrite Chemical Company for their Coating and

A similar but smaller scale operation was carried on by the Patek Brothers

at 226 North Water Street. (MI 154-13)

Resins Division and is now a warehouse for the Wayne Chemical Corporation. 

(Milwaukee Press Club p. 118; Gregory History 1931, Vol. IV p. 664).

Their "Sun Roof"

The firm was founded by George and

Mark Patek in 1895 and manufactured high grade paint and wholesaled plate and
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window glass.

designed by the local firm of Schnetzky and Son. The company remained in

business until the early 1960's. Its name has since been acquired by another

local glass and paint dealer to become the Lurie-Patek Glass Company. Since

the mid-1960's, 226 North Water Street has been used as a leather warehouse

and office for the A.L. Gebhardt Company. (MVIS, 1979).

Palmolive Soap, one of today's best known consumer products companies, had

its Milwaukee'sin Central Businessstart District. The business was

established

(grocer and soap maker) and George Beard. In 1867 the Johnson Soap Company

bought out its competitor, John Plankinton and Company, and moved its soap and

candlemaking business to Plankinton Avenue. The firm incorporated in 1894 as

the B.J. Johnson Soap Company. The famous Palmolive brand toilet soap was

developed in 1898 by Burdette's using a combination of olive,

coconut and palm oils. Its green tint, unusual in the day of all white soaps,

was successfully promoted as a natural by-product of the ingredients and in

1910 a vigorous advertising campaign was launched. By 1917 the company had

established a plant in Toronto and adopted Palmolive as the company name. The

firm had nineteen warehouses in various cities and in addition to soap it

manufactured cold cream, edible coconut oil and koline for oleo margarine.

Chicago became the company's headquarters in 1923 and five years later it

merged with two other firms to form the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company. In

1934 the company's headquarters was moved to Jersey City and the Milwaukee

operations were shut down. The former factories at 424 North Fourth Street

(MI 160-80) and 431 North Fifth Street (MI 160-32) are all that remain of

(MVISPalmolive's presence in Milwaukee and are used as warehouses today. 

1979).

son, Caleb,

in 1864 by two men from Buffalo, New York, Burdette Johnson

In 1915 the firm constructed a new building on the site
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The F. Dohmen Company was established at the corner of South Second and

Pittsburgh Streets in 1858 as Dohmen and Schulder but later became Dohmen,

Schmitt and Company in 1860 and finally the F. Dohmen Company in 1884. The

firm handled a general drug business in addition to oils and varnishes and had

By the late 1880'sseparate laboratory at which 23 persons were employed.a

the firm was located on the west side of North Water Street between Buffalo

and St. Paul and remained at this site until 1954 when it relocated to South

Thirteenth Street. The firm is still in business today, as a wholesaler, in

Germantown, Wisconsin and has a distribution center in Appleton. (Milwaukee

Illustrated 1877 p. 53; Rascher's fire insurance map 1888; Anderson and Bleyer

p. 179; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 154; Anderson and Olson p. 187).

Drake Brothers was one of the top four drug concerns in Milwaukee in the

late 1890‘s. It was established in 1859 by new York natives John, Harvey and

Henry Drake who bought out L.F. Lake's drug business. The Drakes established

a wholesale and retail operation at the corner of North Water and Michigan

Streets and by 1893 employed 40 persons. In addition to a general drug

business the firm also prepared tinctures and extracts and handled paints and

oils and glass. In 1893 they established a warehouse at 235-239 South Second

Street where they maintained operations until about 1920. (MI 157-31) (MV IS,

1979; Anderson and Bleyer p. 179; Milwaukee of To-Day p. 108).

Yahr-Lange Inc began in 1871 under the firm name of Baumbach and Rosenthal

and was later incorporated in 1885 as the Charles Baumbach Company. The firm

specialized in German drugs and brewer’s supplies. The company's quarters on

Market Street adjoining the Blatz/St. Charles Hotel were destroyed by fire on

The company name was changed to Yahr and Lange Company after the

introduction of Ferdinand T. Yahr into the firm and subsequently moved to the

1887 and replaced with a new five story structure on the same street opposite 

City Hall.
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former Bradley and Metcalf building at 141 North Water Street. (MI 154-22)

The firm remained at this last address from 1914 to 1969. Now known as

the company provides wholesale druggist supplies. (MVIS

1979; History of Milwaukee Clarke, p. 443; Anderson and Bleyer p. 179).

T.W. Goodrich and Son Company located at Barclay and Florida Streets was

the city's only oil works. The company was the proprietor of the Milwaukee

Linseed Oil Works and manufactured old process linseed oil, ground and whole

flaxseed, ground oil cake and related products. It was established in 1875 by

Hamil ton and Goodri ch and incorporated in 1892 with Goodri chT.W. as

president. The extensive operation used two hundred thousand bushels of seed

produce from 8,000 annually.to to Two 1 arge

warehouses, and three large tanks with a storage capacity of 160,000 bushels

of seed comprised the complex. The old process linseed oil, manufactured by

steam heat and hydraulic pressure, was highly prized for its resistance to

cracking and peeling. By 1896 business was valued at $250,000 per year.

northwest side.

Kolmar Labs was the newest of the drug companies in the Central Businesses
District. The firm moved into the former Breslauer and Company buildings at

220-246 North Broadway in 1945. (MI 155-2, 154-35) The firm has branches all

over the world and manufactures cosmetics. Kolmar recently relocated to the

New York City area and its former buildings new being considered forare

residential (MVIS, 1979; MS 3/5/1984; Business

Journal week of 11/12/1984).

The H.W. Johns - Manville Company is another nationally prominant company 

that traces its origins to the Central Business District. The firm began as 

the Manville Covering Company in Milwaukee in 1858, a modest operation begun

Goodrich remained on Barclay Street until 1907 when it relocated to the city's 

(Milwaukee Half-Century p. 131-132).

Yahr-Lange Inc.,

condominium conversion.

10,000 barrels of oil
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boil ers.

After its merger with the New York based H.W. Johns Manufacturing Company in

1901 the firm was known as the H.W. Johns Manville Company, and it was the

Ultimately plants wereits kind in the country.oflargest company

Nashua, New Hampshire, South Amboy, Newestablished at Brooklyn, New York,

The firm's products were marketed throughJersey and Allegheny, Pennsylvania.

the sales offices in Canada and London,thirty-one branches in addition to

In addition to manufacturing, theEngland and the larger cities in Europe.

company owned and operated extensive abestos mines and a railroad in Quebec.

Milwaukee and Brooklyn had the company's largest plants. The main Milwaukee

plant was located at the southeast corner of Third and Clybourn Streets and a

second structure was located at 418 North Third Street (MI 160-28). The main

six story building housed 300 employees in five acres of floor space and

boiler firespecialized in Pipe and coverings, packings,cements,

extinguishers and household articles. had been

to Johns-Manville Corporation and it concentrated on packings,shortened

roofing, electric and automotive supplies. The company eventually abandoned

subsequently used by Gimbel'swas

Department store as a warehouse before it was razed for the construction of

(Milwaukee Press Club p.1-794 in the 1960s.

Haight p. 118-119).

Miscellaneous Manufacturers
The Central Business District was home to a wide variety of manufacturers

of such diverse products as willow ware, furniture and bedding. Particulary

it pioneered the use of asbestos as a covering material for steam pipes and 

Coverings were also made of wool, fire clay and wood felt papers.

by C.B. Manville and his three sons. It was incorporated in 1886 and by 1893 

had factories in Providence, Rhode Island and Norristown, Pennsylvania where

By 1926 the company name

101; MVIS 1979; Nailen and

the old Clybourn Street plant, which
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the box manufacturers who were so essential in supplying thenumerous were

cigar boxes, candy boxes and packaging for the numerous other producers in the

area.

Furniture Manufacturing

Furniture production was once a thriving industry in the Central Business

the localEarly furniture manufacturers catered primarily toDistrict.

however, fi rmsBy the late nineteenth century,trade.

Brothers and Wollaeger Manufacturing specialized in making luxurious interior

staircaseselements such andarchitectural

Furniture production was dispersed throughout the

By the early twentieth century, large nationalCentral Business District.

firms out of Grand Rapids, Michigan and other furniture centers began to

dominate the market and local production declined. Furniture retailing then

(See Commerce-Retailreplaced manufacturing in the Central Business District.

Sales).

Early furniture making was often done in conjunction with a retailing

establishment. Matthews Brothers was typical of these, having been established

in 1857 retail furniture laterthat became involved instoreas a

1890, the firm its retailing operationsmanufacturing. In ceased to

concentrate soley on manufacturing at its 5-story plant on Fourth Street.

Eventually the firm ceased furniture making to concentrate on custom millwork

and had branch offices in New York and Chicago. At its height in the early

1930, the firm employed 300 workers in Milwaukee in addition to 100 men who

worked installing the company's products throughout the country. Important

commissions included Chicago's Tribune Tower and Union Station, the Henry Ford

home in Dearborn, Michigan and the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.

The company moved away from the Central Business District in 1921 and remained

such as Matthews

as mantles, panelling for a

nationwide clientele.
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(Gregory History 1931 Vol. Ill p. 627-628,in operation into the late 1930s.

87, Milwaukee City Directory). John F. Birchard was another retailer and

manufacturer with showrooms at 323-331 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI 147-7) and a

After thirty years of

making fine furniture, Birchard declared bankruptcy in 1877. (see Commerce

Retail Sales) Nathan Brick, another of the early dealers and manufacturers,

specialized in parlor, dining room and chamber furniture. Brick had been in

operation for twenty-six years by 1877 and was located initially on Plankinton

Avenue then across from the Plankinton Hotel on West Wisconsin Avenue until

1880 when he sold the business to his son. (Milwaukee Illustrated p. 78;

166-167). In the 1880s, Otto Schoenleber inherited the

retail furniture and manufacturing establishment that his father had

established in 1849, at North Fifth Street and Highland Avenue. Sensing a

greater potential in trade, the

premises to a chocolate factory and began Ambrosia Chocolate in 1894 (See

Indus try-Con feeti oners). W.S. Seaman Company was established in the 1870s and

is thought to be a continuation of the A.D. Seaman Company founded in 1846.

In 1891 the furniture manufacturer had local architects Crane and Barkhausen

design a four story building for the firm at 144 North Water Street. (MI

154-16) In 1906 the company moved to Virginia Street. The Seaman Company

later went on to manufacture telephone booths and supplies and by 1919 was

making closed auto bodies at three small plants. (MVIS 1979). Another

prominent woodworking firm was the Wollaeger Manufacturing Company which, like

bank, saloon, store, office and church furniture. The firm was established in

1887 with Franz Wollaeger as president and William Wollaeger as vice-president

factory on Sixth Street near the Menomonee River.

and treasurer. The firm's 140 employees worked in a 70,000 square foot

Conard Vol. Ill p.

Matthew Brothers, produced fine quality mantles, built-in sideboards, and

the confectioners Schoenleber converted
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In thefactory on North Water Street between Juneau Avenue and Knapp Street.

mid-1890s

buildings built east of the Rocky Mountains and was doing commercial work as

Among its local commissions was Trinity Lutheranfar west as Los Angeles.

(MI 152-21). The company remained inChurch at 1046 North Ninth Street.

operation at this address until 1917. (Milwaukee-Half Century p. 112) The

Milwaukee Chair Company on Milwaukee Street was another large manufacturer,

library, hall and fancy chairs andspecializing in office, dining room,

had been founded in 1877 by New York native Juno C.The businessrockers.

Spencer and by 1896 occupied a four story building and employed 150 persons.

(Milwaukee of To-Day p. 184).

Among the best known of the furniture manufacturers was A. Meinecke and

Son, also known as the Milwaukee Willow Works. Founder Adolph Meinecke began

the manufacture of willow ware and toys after 1857 as an outgrowth of his

earlier wholesale toy and importing business, the Meinecke Toy Company.

Bamboo furniture was added to the company's product line when Adolph's son,

mid-1870's.entered the business in the Under Ferdinand'sFerdinand,

goods were sold throughout the United States and exported tomanagement,

England, Germany and Russia. There was even a sample room in Chicago on

Wabash Avenue. By the early 1890's production included Punjab and Bamboo

verandah furniture, reed chairs and rockers in addition to willowware,

baskets, trunks and hampers. 150,000 ladiesOver satchel baskets were

produced annually and sales of the company's twenty-eight styles of children's

carriages exceeded 20,000 Wooden and toys alsoper year. games were

including hobby,manufactured rocker and platform horses, wheelbarrows,

baseball bats, sleds,carts, furni turewagons, toy and croquet sets.

Production took place in a large complex of buildings at the northwest corner

the company had contracts to furnish all of the US Government
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of Front and Mason streets, site today of the Manufacturer's Home Building.

145-19) Some 350 employees were engaged(MI in upholstering, trimming,

dying, drying and box

making. Raw material was supplied by a forty-acre willow farm near North

Avenue and Fifteenth Street where large crops of Osier willows were grown and

where shoots were steamed and peeled in preparation for use in the factory.

Everything from toys to bird cages and fishing tackle were sold. The toy

business employed thirty workers and six traveling salesmen. The Meinecke Toy

Company building still stands at 117-125 East Wells Street. (MI 146-29)

Another company involved in a furniture-related trade was Bostrom, founded

by former furniture upholsterer Harold Bostrom to manufacture industrial

As a result of a 1937 contract, to make seats for Allis Chalmerscushions.

Bostrum developed and produced the detachable seat pad and thetractors,

shock-absorbing cushion seat for tractors as well as the integrated molded

bucket seat for automobiles. In 1947 Bostrum moved to 133 West Oregon Street.

(MI 158-25) Although the company was sold to Universal Oil Products, Inc., of

Illinios in 1967 U.O.P's Bostrum division continued to produceDes Plaines,

out of the Oregon Street facility until the late 1970s or early 1980s. (MVIS,

1979).

Mattresses and Bedding

As an adjunct of the furniture industry, the manufacture of mattresses and

small but important place in the Central Business

District. An early firm was the William Berger and Company, begun in 1883,

The wholesale toy company was carried on as a separate enterprise and a

bedding also held a

variety of goods was imported from Germany, Austria, France and England.

(Milwaukee of To-Day p. 162; Milwaukee Press Club p. 94; Milwaukee Half 

Century p. 172; "A Visit to Meinecke's" pp 113-119).

operating steam bending equipment, blacksmithing,
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which both manufactured and wholesaled bedding. By 1886 the company was known

as the Badger Bedding Company. The business vacated its original Market

Street quarters in 1907 to move to its new structure at 500 West Florida

Street designed by local architects Buenning and Dick. (MI 158-34) The

business moved back to Market Square in 1927 and after two more relocations
went out of business in 1942. (MVIS, 1979)

bedding manufacturer, Milwaukee Mattress and Furniture Company, wholesales and

retails its product and has been located at 423 North Third Street since

(MVIS, 1979) (MI 160-27).1957.

Box and Trunk Manufacturing

Considering the large number of remaining buildings which once housed

paper and wood box companies and trunk manufacturers, this was obviously once

a substantial business in the Central Business District. Boxes were needed

for all sorts of manufactured items from beer to canned goods, ginger ale,

shoes and spices. (Milwaukee of To-Day p. 157). The Molitor Box Company for

example, was established in 1874 and built its own seven story building at 212

(MI 157-21)South Third Street/223 West Pittsburgh in 1904. The company

specialized in paper boxes, candy boxes, display stands and mailing tubes. By

1930 Molitor was producing over 40,000 boxes per day at its West Pittsburgh

(MVIS, 1979)Street plant, where it remained until 1934. The Milwaukee Box

Company, established in 1886, made packing boxes and shipping cases its

The company's automatic machinery, planers and saw were operatedspecialty.

by fifty employees in the factory on East Oregon Street. The A. George

Schultz Company, in business since 1877, moved into the existing five-story

(MI 158-25) Between this

building and another factory on Clybourn Street, Schulz employed over 600

people producing paper boxes and containers (MVIS, 1979). The F.J. Schmidt

building at 133 West Oregon Street in 1920.

Milwaukee's sole surviving
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Company, a more recent firm, occupied 131 West Seeboth Street from 1940 to

(MI 159-17) Paper boxes, cartons, labels and advertising display cards1960.

(MVIS, 1979).were its major products.

Trunk manufacturing was another prominent industry in Milwaukee which had

its heyday during the period of train travel. The introduction of the

automobil e el iminated the for suchneed trunks although localsteamer

manufacturers did produce smaller scale auto trunks and luggage into the 1930s.

The Romadka Brothers Trunk and Traveling Bag Company is an example of this

industry and was once the largest in the country. John Cocup established the

company in 1848, but sold it to Charles P. Romadka in 1859. Brothers Anthony

and John M. joined the firm in 1863, which was then located on NorthV.

Broadway. By 1877 the company had moved to a large Gothic style factory on

North Third Street between Wells and Kilbourn that extended westward to Fourth

Street with a lumber yard and auxiliary buildings between Fourth and Fifth

Streets. Romadka Brothers employed 146 persons and manufactured 300 trunks

per day. An additional 49 employees manufactured traveling bags, the first to

be produced in the west. Goods were sold throughout the northwest and south.

The firm retained the Third Street building until 1905 when it was sold to

M.P. Gilpatrick who remodeled it into a hotel (razed). (see Commerce-Hotels)

The business later became McKane-Lins Inc. which sold luggage and leather

goods in the Iron Block at Water Street and Wisconsin Avenue until its recent

restoration. The firm is no longer in business. (MI 147-3) (Milwaukee

Illustrated p. 97; Unidentified Clipping MCHCL).

John H. Barth was another prominent manufacturer and dealer in trunks and

leather goods. Originally in partnership with George Burrough on North Water

Street in the early 1870s, Barth was joined by his brother Henry in 1874 and

Plankinton Avenue. By 1885 the firm had theiropened a retail store on
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factory on Third Street and a retail store on East Wisconsin Avenue. In 1909

the retail outlet moved to the Bielfeld Building at 769 North Water Street (MI

140-27) and in 1912 moved next door to the newly built structure at 775-777

North Water Street (MI 140-28). The retail shop remained open until Barth's

death in 1933. City directories indicate that a Barth Trunk Company continued

for several decades after his death at various locations throughout the city.

(Milwaukee Historic Designation Study Report - North Water Street Historic

District; Milwaukee City Directories).

PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPHY

Overview
Printing and especially 1ithography important industries inwere

Milwaukee's role as a printing center developed after the CivilMilwaukee.

War when it became a national center for pictorial reproduction printing

during the last third of the Nineteen th LithographyCentury. was a
particularly prominent form of commercial printing since costs ran

approximately one third those of steel engraving.

Buffalo and

Milwaukee as in Chicago.

lithography center.a

By

Products included advertising, checks, diplomas,

One was Milwaukee's large German population which 

included printers familar with lithography, the process having been developed 

in Germany in the early 1800s.

Several factors account for Milwaukee's emergence as

on short notice and with nominal freight rates.

1896 there were nine lithography firms listed in the city directory in the 

Central Business District.

Milwaukee was also close to a major paper 

producing region, the Fox River Valley, where large orders of paper could be 

obtained at low prices,

A contemporary account 

indicates that Milwaukee's growth in this industry was faster than that of New

that there was twice as much work commissioned inYork or
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and other businesses.

The industry had succumbed to cheaper

pictorial reproducing methods, such as photoengraving, by World War I when

Onlymost of the important nineteenth century firms had gone out of business.

Moebius Printing Company.Business District today,

introduction; Anderson and Bleyer p. 115-116).

Milwaukee Lithographing and Engraving Company

city'sLi thographing, of the earliest largestMilwaukee andone

founded by Henry Sei fert. in Saxony,Born

his first business in Scheitz. In 1852 Seifert emigrated to Milwaukee where

he had a succession of business partners through the years including Christian

Weber, Louis Kurz, James Lawton, Julius Gugler and Henry Gugler. The name

Milwaukee Lithographing and Engraving Company was adopted shortly after the

Guglers were made partners in 1871. In 1876 the company acquired its own

three story, 60' x 120' building that housed some sixteen hand presses, two

steam presses and sixty-five employees including artists and draughtsmen. It

was first firm in Milwaukee with a steam powered press. By 1881 the firm had

ninety-one employees and filled orders across the United States and Cuba. In

1896 the company was located on North Third Street. Seifert had retired in

1893 and the presidency of the company passed to long term employee Fred

Brosius. The company went out of business shortly before World War I. At

maps, tradecards, portraits and letterheads for notes and bills used by banks 

Many firms also produced special subscription panoramic

one major pictorial reproducing company remains in operation in the Central 

(Beckman, preface and

or birds-eye views upon occasion.

their peak of production the firm printed checks, receipts, letter, note and 

bill heads,

and commercial stationery in addition to at least five Milwaukee city-scape 

views. (Beckman, introduction, catalogue entry #51).

bonds, diplomas, maps, pictures, portraits, trade cards, labels

lithographic companies, was

Germany, Seifert was trained in lithography and printing there and established
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Gugler Lithographing Company

Gugler Lithographing began as H. Guguler and Son in 1878, a culmination of

many years of printing experience on the part of Henry Gugler and his son

Henry was born near Stuttgart Germany and received training in an artJulius.

school followed by an apprenticeship to engravers in Darmstadt and Munich.

His early work consisted of city views and zoological

In 1853 Henry came to the United States and worked in Brooklynillustrations.

and Mt. Vernon, New York and Washington D.C. before returning to Germany for a
Among his proudest commissions were the steel engraved portraitshort time.

heads General Lincoln that he betweenof Grant executed

In 1871 Henry joined his son Julius in Milwaukee. Julius, after a1867-1869.

brief apprenticeship with his father's friend Ferdinand Mayer in New York,

went on his own and worked primarily in the New York and Philadelphia area

with a short stint in Cincinnati.

When his father joined

him in 1871, the Guglers initially planned to enter into partnership with the

firm of Doniat and Zastrow but James Lawton induced them to become his

In 1878 they left Lawton to establish their own business, H. Guglerpartners.

three years after Henry's death, Julius reorganized theIn 1883,and Son.

company as the Gugler Lithographing Company. By then the firm had an annual

income-of $100,000 and a staff of 55 artisans and artists. Gugler specialized

in advertising material and produced color illustrations for books from its

plant on North Water Street. By 1903 the firm had dozens of hand presses,

eleven electrically powered presses and was producing over fifteen million

impressions annually. one of

Sandusky, Ohio and the other of Milwaukee. The latter is probably the most

famous of all Milwaukee views, a 360 degree birds-eye depiction of the city

In 1869 Julius accepted an offer to work 

with Seifert and Lawton and relocated to Milwaukee.

The company printed two known city views,

studies for book

and Abraham
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A tour de force of printing, the view was printed in sixteenfrom City Hall.

colors and was the width of two lithographic stones laid end to end. From

1896 to 1973 Gugler was located at 1839 North Milwaukee Street (MI 142-13) and

was one of the few printing companies to survive into this century when Pabst

Brewing was one of their chief accounts. Now a division of TCI, the company

(Beckman, introduction and cataloguehas relocated to suburban Brown Deer.

entry #46; Anderson and Bleyer p. 213).

J. Knauber and Company

of Milwaukee's German-born printers,Jacob Knauber, another tocame

After an apprenticeship with LouisMilwaukee at the age of six in 1852.

Lipman, Knauber opened his own office with a single hand-operated press in

By 1872 his business utilized twelve hand presses, a steam press and1867.

1889,In after

incorporation, Knauber built his own four-story printing plant, 50'x 150' in

dimension on West Juneau Avenue. By 1893 the forty-four artists and printers

in his employ worked on electrically powered presses, gilding, ruling and

bankers' and merchants1cutting machines. The firm specialized in fine

commercial work including letter, note and bill heads, checks, drafts, notes,

receipts, insurance policies and labels. Orders were filled throughout the

One particularly noteworthy product was the Knauber PatentUnited States.

Pocket Check Book which won a gold medal at the Paris Exposition. (Milwaukee

of To-Day p. 119; Beckman, catalogue entry #33).

Beck and Pauli

Clemens Pauli (1837-1896) and Adam Beck (1852-1932) were German-born

printers who combined efforts 1878in found the Beckto

Lithographing Company. The firm was intially located at Second and Wells

one yearcould handle orders

and Pauli

of 100,000 lithographs.
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Pauli was no longer associatedStreet on the site of the Germania Building.

company by the time of its incorporation in 1886. Adam Beckwith the

subsequently held the presidency until the business closed in 1906. In the

1890's the firm was located in the former Axtell House Hotel at the northwest

corner of South First and East Seeboth Streets. The firm produced many city

(Beckman, catalogueviews

entries #28, 32, 43 and introduction).

Marr and Richards
John Marr (1831-1921 ) was born in Germany and trained as an engraver

In 1852 he emigrated to Hartford, Connecticut and three years laterthere.

relocated to Milwaukee. From 1855 through the 1860's his partner was Peter L.

Mossin, who eventually left the business as a result of poor eyesight. Marr

acquired a new partner, New Yorker George L. Richards in 1877 and in 1882 the

two opened a branch office in St. Paul, Minnesota with one of Marr's sons in

charge.

vice-president. By 1892 the firm employed sixteen artists and draftsmen and

produced wood and metal engravings, zinc etchings, and half-tone engravings

for use as catalogue illustrations and book illustrations. The production of

colored half-tones from photos and drawings was their specialty. The firm was

located in the Mack Block at the southwest corner of Water and East Wisconsin

Avenue now the site of the Marine Bank Building. In 1895 Marr left the

company and by 1897 the longer listed in the Milwaukeeno

directories. (Anderson and Bleyer p. 273; Beckman catalogue entry #31).

Moebius Printing Company

Moebius is the Central Business District's last remaining link with the

printing industry. The firm began in 1900 and moved to its current location

firm was

for publisher Joseph John Stoner of Madison.

The firm incorporated in 1888 with Richards as president and Marr as
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at 300 North Jefferson in 1938, in a building that once housed E.C. Kropp's

postcard manufacturing firm. Moebius produces prints and lithographs for

publications, advertising and brochures. A Moebius subsidiary, G1enview

Products, produces murals at the same location. (MVIS, 1979) (MI 157-4).

ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

The development of automated controls for heating and ventilating systems

successful enterprise that had no equal in the Central Business

District. The brainchild of Warren S.

maintains offices downtown although corporate headquarters are located at 5757

North Green Bay Avenue.

Johnson Controls Inc.

Electric Service

Company in 1885 following the development of the thermostat by Warren S.

Johnson, professor of natural science Normal School.

Supported by business partner William Plankinton, Johnson helped pioneer and

cormercial ize wireless telegraphs, steam and electric-powered automobiles and

large pneumatic tower clocks in addition to the pressurized air and electric

temperature control systems. By the time of Johnson'd death in 1912, the

company was concentrating on the automatic temperature control field for such

commercial clients as schools, hospitals and offices and there were sales and

service offices in 17 US cities, four Canadian provinces and four foreign

countries.

fire and

security systems. During the 1960s the Johnson

Following wartime production of various devices for ships and 

aircraft the company expanded into controls for air conditioning,

Service Company began 

acquisition of a number of outside firms and turned to the design and service

was one

Johnson, today's Johnson Controls

Today's Johnson Controls originated as the Johnson

at the Wisconsin
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of instrument controls for power plants, wastewater treatment facilities and

By 1974 when the company changed its name to Johnson

the world's first computerized

compl ex.

manufacturer of auto batteries that had been founded andGlobe Union, a

The company, now celebrating its 100thheadquartered in Milwaukee since 1911.

anniversary, has over 18,000 employees and general offices remain located at

507 East Michigan in a building designed in 1902 by local architect Herman J.

(MI 147-23).Esser.

BREWING
Overvi ew

Brewing was another of the diverse industries that found a home in the

Pabst and Blatz were perhaps the most prominent,Central Business District.

Central

prominence in beer making was a happy combination ofMilwaukee's national

plentiful natural resources, ample transportation and skillful advertising.

Pure water, abundant ice and hillside cave storage facilities made Milwaukee a

Grain and coal were easily transported over thenatural choice for brewers.

railways that converged here, during the period when Milwaukee was the largest

midwest outlet for the northwest barley belt from the 1850's through the

Helpful legislation early on also encouraged the production of malted1880s.

"Blue"beaverages. The 1850 dollar a gallon tax on

whiskey compared to a dollar a barrel tax on beer, making the latter a more

profitable enterprise. A 1arge, German, beer drinking population also

building automation system, staffed by a single person and able to control 

heating, air conditioning, ventilation, fire safety and security for a large 

In the late 1970's the company further diversified by merging with

petrochemical plants.

Controls Inc., it had already introduced

liquor law placed a

in the Business District.but by no means the only breweries
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(Anderson and Bleyer p. 174; History ofcontributed to the breweries success.

(later called Lake

Brewery) was founded in 1840 by Welshmen Richard Owens, William Pawlett and

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1456-1457). By the following yearJohn Davies.

the first lager beer was being brewed by Herman Reuthl isberger, formerly of

Wurtemberg, Germany, at the corner of Third and Virginia Streets in today's

It was the German style lager beer, rather than theHistoric Walker's Point.

Reuthlisberger'sales, that ultimately would dominate the industry.Engl ish

evolved into the Melms Brewery which in turn was absorbed by PabstBrewery

1881 1457-1458; History of(History of MilwaukeeBrewing Company. P.

Milwaukee County Milwaukee Writers Project p. 282).

By the mid-1850s some twenty-six breweries were in operation among the

larger of which were Jacob Best (later Pabst) (1842), Gipfel's Union Brewery

(1843), Stultz (later Junge & Borchert) (1848), Brown's Brewery (later Blatz

(1846), August Krug (later Schlitz) (1849), Cream City Brewing (1853), Strohn

and Reitzenstein's Brewery (later Gettleman) (1854), Obermann (1854) and Goes

and Falk Bavarian Brewery (1856). (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1460-1467;

History of Milwaukee County Milwaukee's Writers Project p. 282-285).

Following 1856 the number of breweries steadily declined as consolidation

The Chicago Fire of 1871 stimulated Milwaukee's brewery growth bytook place.

the local breweries burned thus successfully preventing the establishment of a

The 1870’s also witnessedmajor local brewery there. the expansion of both

the Jacob Best Brewery and the Blatz Brewing Company into national markets.

(Simon p. 44).

Although popularly assumed to be Milwaukee's main industry due to its high

visibility and advertising, beer production actually only dominated

Milwaukee County Milwaukee Writers Project p. 285).

The city's first brewery, the Milwaukee Brewery

allowing Milwaukee's breweries to capture a large portion of the market after
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Milwaukee's industrial scene for a brief year or two in the early 1890's. By

mergers and acquisitions had reduced the field to only eightthat time,

breweries directly employing some 2400 employees with another 46,000 persons

About two-thirds of the production wasworking in brewery-related industries.

(Anderson and Bleyer p. 165, 205).consumed locally.

In the twentieth century, brewing steadily declined in relative importance

By 1909 brewing had fallen to fourth place into the city's overall economy.

Milwaukee's industrial production, following iron, steel and heavy machinery

(Commercial Milwaukeemanufacturing, leather production and meat packing.

Between 1914 and 1919 comsumption of beer and ale1909 Yearbook p. 7).

products dropped 18.7% and many of the smaller breweries closed. Prohibit!on

devastated the industry and all of the breweries either closed or turned to

the production of soft drinks and non-alcoholic malt beverages and syrups in

Anticipating the end of prohibition, the portion of theorder to survive.

industry that had limped through prohibition geared itself up again and when

3.2% beer was legalized in early 1933 the surviving breweries went into full

By the next year, Milwaukee brewers were able to deliver someproduction.

3,876,646 barrels of beer to consumers.

The war years checked the growth momentum of most breweries but expansion

resumed aggressively in the late 1940s and 1950s. In the highly competitive

market of the post war U.S. such giants as Blatz, Schlitz and Pabst found

themselves struggling to survive amidst corporate mergers and buy outs. Blatz

was an early fatality. Its brewery closed in 1958 after Pabst acquired its

assets, but lost the right to make Blatz beer to the Heilemann Brewering

Company in an epic anti-trust suit. The Schlitz Brewery was closed after it

was acquired by the Stroh Brewing Company of Detroit in the early 1980s.

Pabst has been purchased by an out-of town company and the future of its old
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Only Miller, infused with millions of dollars by its

Mi1waukee/Lake Brewery

The Central Business District had the distinction of being the location of

It was founded in the spring of 1840 at the foot ofthe city's first brewery.

East Clybourn Street along the lakefront by Welshmen Richard Owens, William

Their first brew kettle was a large ordinary woodenPawlett and John Davis.

box with a five barrel capacity lined with sheet copper. Within a short time,

By January , 1841 a twelve barrel capacity copperthey were producing ale.

kettle had been acquired in Chicago and by 1844 an even larger brew kettle

At this time the companyenabled the firm to produce forty barrels at a time.

Richard Owens, a former millstone maker, boughtwas renamed the Lake Brewery.

out his partners and continued in business on his own until 1864 when M.W.

Powell of Chicago purchased the company. It continued as the Powell Brewery

until it closed in 1880 (Austin p. 81).

Gipfel Brewery

The Gipfel Brewery, was one of the many small breweries to line Juneau

Avenue in the nineteenth century between the Pabst Brewery on the West and the

Blatz Brewery on the East. German-born David Gipfel purchased his property on

Juneau Avenue between Fourth and Fifth streets in June of 1843. Shortly

afterward, he opened a small brewery on the site. By the early 1850's

management of the firm had passed to his elder son Charles for whom it appears

the earliest section of the present building was constructed in 1853. Charles

Gipfel remained in business there for forty years, operating his brewery, the

Union Brewery, as well as a saloon and a wine and liquor store. The building

brewery is uncertain.

purchaser the Phillip Morris corporation, is relatively stable holding onto 

its position behind Anheuser-Busch as the second largest brewery in the world.
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is not only the city's oldest remaining brewery

(MI 151-10)in Milwaukee.

thereby joining the building to a wooden structure dating from the 1870s. The

building has subsequently been occupied by a harness shop, soap company and

the offices, showrooms and store rooms of a food service equipment company.

(HABS, 1968).

Pabst Brewing Company

The Pabst Brewing Company was begun as a small operation in 1842 by Jacob

Under Best's management and with the assistance of his sons Phillip,Best.

Charles, Jacob and Lorenz, the business prospered under the name of Best and

Son Charles Best started his own brewery in 1848, the forerunner ofCompany.

today's Miller Brewing Company. Jacob Best Sr. retired in 1853 selling his

interest in the business to his sons Phillip and Jacob Jr.. In 1859 Jacob Jr.

retired leaving Phillip the sole proprietor.

as the story goes, Phillip'sdawned for the company when,

daughter Marie was rescued by dashing Captain Pabst when she tumbled off the

Following his marriage to Marie in 1862 Fred Pabstof his ship.gangplank

father-in-law'ssold his interest in his steamship and invested in his

Pabst became Phillip's partner in 1864. When Phillip retired twobusiness.

his shares were sold to Pabst and another son-in-law,years later, Emil

Following his entry into the firm, Pabst initiated wide rangingSchandein.

changes which eventually led to national prominence for the brewery by the

of the century. Heturn

facilities for the manufacture of beer and increased production while reducing

As part of Pabst's national expansion, their beer was advertised incosts.

Chicago's foreign language press, fifty-one breweries were opened out-of-state

structure, but is also one of a mere handful of federal style buildings left

A brick addition to the south was made in 1892

A new era

introduced new methods, new machinery and new

at 423-427 West Juneau
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in Germany and the company constructed about 600 corner saloons

Eventually Pabst built a hotel,

Rival breweries such as Mel ms and Falk, and Jung & Borchert were boughtname.

In 1874 the company became theout in a series of mergers beginning in 1869.

largest beer producer in the US and retained this title until the early

the board of directors credited Pabst with aIn 1889twentieth century.

record production of two million barrels and changed the name of the company

To prevent consumer confusion atto the Pabst Brewing Company in his honor.

the name change, the slogan "He who drinks Best drinks Pabst" was instituted.

The old logo, a capital letter B superimposed over hops leaves, was retained.

Another slogan, "Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer", has had amazing longetivity. It was

initiated when the beer won first place at the Chicago Columbian Exposition in

1893 and is used to this day although actual blue ribbons are no longer

affixed to the bottles as they were for many years.

By the time of Fred Pabst's death in 1904, the Pabst Brewing Company was

Its multi-acred Milwaukee complex stretchedthe largest brewery in the world.

from Eighth to Eleventh Streets and from Highland to Winnebago streets.

pres i dency and fami1yand Fred succeeded him in the

members subsequently continued to hold a majority of the stock although the

first non-family member, Harris Perlstein, took over active management after

the end of Prohibition.

share of ups twentieth

Falling behind Schlitz early in the century, production grew fromcentury.

700,000 barrels in 1933 to three million by the end of World War II and Pabst

regained its number one spot in 1946. The 1950s was a troubled decade for the

jP* company as Pabst fell to eleventh place by 1958. In an effort to bolster its

throughout the country to retail Pabst beer.

theater and restaurant in New York City to remind consumers of the Pabst

wi th one

Pabst's sons Gustav

Pabst has experienced its and downs in the
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rank in the increasingly competitive market, Pabst purchased Blatz Brewing

It acquired, among other assets, James Windham, who as nextCompany in 1958.

president, reoriented marketing strategies and lowered the price on the Blue

By 1961 Pabst had climbed backRibbon brand saving the company from collapse.

Sales grew and the firmto third place, a position it held through the 1960s.

The 1970s brought changes, however.appeared financially sound. After a

long, drawn-out anti-trust suit, Pabst was forced to divest itself of Blatz

and the brand was sold to the G. Heileman Brewing Company of LaCrosse. Miller

Brewing's introduction of Lite beer and agressive advertising put the brewing

respond to these major changes, stillindustry in turmoil.

in 1976 when production totaled 17.1managed to have its best year ever

old facil ities, drop in sales,mill ion barrels. In a

unsuccessful marketing and costly maneuvers to prevent an unwanted corporate

takeover have all negatively impacted the company. In the spring of 1985

Pabst's breweryPabst was sold to California businessman Paul Kalmonovitz.

complex is still in operation and still retains many of its buildings from the

1890's although it has divested itself of all extraneous real estate (MI

150-30-, 35; 151-3 to 6, 9 to 11; 152-22 to 35). The old Blatz complex which

Pabst retained after the anti-trust suit, has now been sold to a number of

different concerns. Pabst corporate headquarters are currently located in the

former Blatz Bottling House which Pabst leases from another owner. (Aikens p.

252-254; Johnson 231-234; Milwaukee Public Library Clipping Filep.

1960s-1970s; Austin p. 81-82; Pauly p. 38-42).

Blatz Brewing Company

Valentine Blatz was one of the first of a long line of German breweries to

Blatzestablish Milwaukee as an international capital of beer manufacturing.

was born on Mittenberg-on-the-Main, Bavaria, and come to the United States in

Pabst, slow to

recent years,
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After spending time in Buffalo, New York he came to Milwaukee and1848.

a

After Braun died in 1851, Blatz married his widow andsite of stockhouse #3.

took over the business.

Under Blatz's management the brewery grew steadily. By 1868 Blatz was

By the early 1870's, Blatz, likeproducing 16,000 barrels of beer per year.

Pabst, recognized the potential of shipping beer to other metropolitan areas,

distribution andpotential made possible by improvements in shipping,a

refrigeration techniques which gave beer a longer shelf life. By 1875 the

In that same year Blatzfirm was producing 95,000 barrels of beer annually.

was the first Milwaukee brewer to establish a bottling department after bottle

ofwhi ch woul d withstand theperfectedmanufacturers pressurea cap

and after Pasteur's discoveries became wellcarbonation within the bottle,

This enabled Blatz to ship his product in bottles to far-away placesknown.

more cheaply and safely than keg beer. Soon 2,000 bottles of beer were being

produced daily. The following year, the company took the top brewing award at

the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition.

By 1880 Blatz had established agencies in New York, Boston, Chicago, New

Orleans, Memphis, Charleston, Savannah and "most of the other principal cities

and was producing 125,000 barrels annually.of the nation", Within four

years, production reached 400,000 barrels, representing the greatest increase

in production of any company in Milwaukee.

Blatz continued to be a leader in technological In 1889 heprogress.

installed a pipeline between the brewery and the bottling works, the second

such pipeline in the country and the first in Milwaukee. In 1892, the Blatz

Brewery became the first in the country to run on electric power.

worked as a brewmaster in John Brown's (Braun) small brewery begun in 1846 on 

hilly site at the southwest corner of East Juneau and North Broadway now
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In 1889 the brewery was incorporated and in 1890 Blatz secretly sold his

known as the Chicago andthe brewery to a London syndicate,interest in

Blatz retained the presidency untilLtd. his death inMilwaukee Brewers,

followed his father as the principaland his

officer in the firm until a Chicago man, Edward Landsberg, bought the firm in

1920.

The period from 1890 until prohibition was a time of great growth for

Blatz and the other big Milwaukee brewers despite the growing threat from the

the 1890s,temperance movement. In

themselves to be leaders in the temperance movement because of the purity of

their brews and the relative mildness of beer compared to hard liquor. By the

1890s, Milwaukee had become "the queen of the world in lager beer". Milwaukee

breweries regularly shipped beer to the great beer gardens in Germany and

saloons the United This real2,200 States. estateacross

investment is another major reason for the success of Milwaukee's exporting

breweries.

With the passage of the Eighteenth Amendement in 1919, however, the Blatz

The production ofBrewery was forced to curtail its activities drastically.

near beer used 25% of the plant's capacity, but soon went out of favor as

Blatz then turned to the production ofbootlegging became more prevalent.

"Blatz Gold Star Ginger Ale" and other types of soda water, keeping the

The brewery resumed fullcompany on its feet until the repeal of prohibition.

production in 1933 on the day prohibition ceased. In 1935, Blatz continued

its leadership roll by being one of the first breweries in the country to sell

beer in cans.

Blatz held its position as one of the major US breweries until it was

bought out by the industry's giant, Blatz beer is still

son, Albert,1894, however,

Pabst, in 1958.

owned over

Blatz and other brewers proclaimed
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manufactured today by the G. Heilemann Brewing Co. of LaCrosse, but the

brewhouse, millhouse, stockhouses and boilerhouse of the historic brewery have

remained vacant since 1958. Within the last few years, the Blatz complex

buildings have been sold by Pabst to a number of different Theconcerns.

former office and later advertising department building at 1120 North Broadway

now houses a restaurant. (MI 139-6) The former bottling house serves at the

corporate offices for Pabst Brewing. (MI 143-15) Condominum or cooperative

apartment conversion of the brewhouse, millhouse and stockhouses had been

under consideration for several years.

(National Register nomination September

Survey, 1979; Austin p. 83).

Brewery Related Industries

In conjunction with brewery development numerous satellite industries

developed to meet the specialized needs of brewers. Yeast production and

malting are two examples.

Universal Foods Corporation

Universal Foods originated as the Meadow Springs Distilling Company,

incorporated in 1882. The distillery was located on Twenty-Seventh Street in

the Menomonee Valley and offices and a store were opened on Erie Street. In

1887 the company name was changed to National Distilling Company. Following

several fires, including the great Third Ward fire of October, 1892, National

Distilling constructed a new four-story structure at 221 East Buffalo Street

designed by local (MI 156-8) During

Company and focused its production several by-products of distillationon

including industrial

(MI 143-10, 11 , 12, 14, 36; 164-9)

prohibition the company changed its name to Red Star Yeast and Products

20, 1982; State Historical Society

architects Crane and Barkhausen.

alcohol, vinegar, dried feed and yeast, its primary
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product. The company began to diversify from the yeast business in the early

1961. After the purchase of a second firm, Chili Products Corporation of

California, Red Star changed its name to Universal Foods Corporation. Today

the company manufactures Italian-type cheeses and cheese substitutes, Red Star

Yeast, Anderson brand snack foods, soft drinks, dehydrated foods and

seasonings and imports gourmet and fancy food items. The company currently

employs more than 3,000 employees and has 30 major facilities throughout the

The Buffalo Street building was sold in 1963 and UniversalUS. Foods now

occupies offices at 433 East Michigan Avenue.

Anderson and Olson p. 216).

Mai ting Companies

The Central Business District also had its share of malting firms which

processed grain, particularly barley, until it sprouted and was ready for use

in brewing and distilling. These malting firms were mostly clustered near

waterways and railways to facilitate the receipt of large grain shipments. A

small district evolved at the intersection of South Water and East Florida

Streets where large grain elevators still stand. These are chiefly used for

storage since malting has declined drastically in Milwaukee in concert with

the overall drop in beer production here. The A. Asmuth Company was typical

of these firms, originating as a dealer in grain and barley only to switch to

In 1892 the firm merged with Adolph Zinn to create themalting in the 1880s.

Milwaukee Malting and Grain Company. It was located at 322-334 East Florida

(MI 160-7)Street.

the 1930s.

The Milwaukee Western Malting Company was also located in 

the vicinity, run by members of the Zinn and Manegold families from 1903 to

1960s and acquisition of Universal Foods Company of Chicago took place in

Kurth Malting subsequently occupied the firm's buildings at 

300-350 South Water Street (MI 160-3, 4) in the 1960s but is now located on 

South 43rd Street. (MVIS, 1979).

(MI 147-27) (MVIS, 1979;
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Detailed histories of individual businesses abound in the late 19th and

Among the best of these are Anderson andearly 20th century publications.

A Half-Century's

Progress (1896) and Milwaukee of To-Day, the Cream City of the Lakes (c.1893).

Unfortunately the popularity of such publications declined by World War I

leaving a dearth of information about businesses begun in this century. The

recent publication by Anderson and Olson, Milwaukee at the Gathering of the

Waters (1984) makes up for this lack of information by devoting an entire

to Milwaukee's businesses which have had long andsection of their book

Surveys of particular industries such as brickmaking orsuccessful histories.

Milwaukee Countyeasily be found in thecigar manufacturing mostcan

Society's itspublication Milwaukee History and predecessorHistorical

Hi stori cal Messenger.

Bleyer's Milwaukee's Great Industries (1892), Milwaukee;
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GOVERNMENT

Introduction
Since it has long been the largest city in Wisconsin, Milwaukee has been a

major center of government in southeastern Wisconsin since Territorial days.
Both Milwaukee County and the federal government both established a presence

made a Territory in 1836. Citybefore Wisconsin washere in 1835 even
The first governmental structure to begovernment was organized in 1846.

built was the County Courthouse in 1836, which was erected on a square bounded

This was followed by the USby Jefferson, Jackson, Wells and Kilbourn Avenue.

Post Office and Customs House in 1859 and the first city hall in 1861, the

remodelling of an existing Market Hall. All three levels of

government have since built additional structures to accommodate their growing

The most recent government to establish a presence in thebureaucracies.
is the State of Wisconsin, which did not open offices in thestudy area

Central Business District until shortly before World War I. Today,
Old FederalMilwaukee's City Hall, County Courthouse, State Office Building,

Building and Federal Building and easilyReuss strongnew serve as
recognizable visual reminders of the power of government.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Introduction
The Federal Government's presence in the Central Business District dates

to 1835. Since that time it has served as a regulatory body with jurisdiction

latter a
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governments such asmatters that transcend the jurisdiction of localover

interstate and international commerce.

distribution of the mail and to collect federal revenues.
to the postaland limited1850srelatively small in the

department, Customs Service, steam boat inspection, US Court and US Marshal.

the city of which

twenty-eight are located downtown and fill most of two substantial buildings.

US Post Office

the government officeThe postal
President Johnson appointed Solomon Juneau as firstestablished in Milwaukee.

postmaster in December of 1834 and the first post office was opened at the
corner of Water Street and East Wisconsin Avenue in the summer of 1835. By
1837 Milwaukee had become an important mail distribution point and some six

Daily mail service beganroutes either terminated or passed through the city.
when Milwaukee became incorporated as a city in 1846. By the 1850s the post
office had already moved six times to various sites along East Wisconsin
Avenue and North Water Street (Conard p. 296-297). Work began on a permanent
post office building on May 1, 1856 and it was completed in January, 1859.

corner of Milwaukee Street and Wisconsin Avenue. In addition to the post
office, the building also housed the Customs Department, Federal Court and
Federal Marshal's offices. The superintendent of the project H.W. Gunnison

and the contractor Col.

building which was designed by Treasury Department architect Ammi B. Young.

(Milwaukee City Directory 1856-1857 p. 17). Commonly called the Customs House

justice through the Federal court system, to provide for the handling and

The US Government's
presence was

Today there are numerous Federal agencies present in

The three-story Renaissance Revival structure was located at the northwest

C.A. Jones carried out the construction of the

service was first Federal

It has also served to implement

to be
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the Federalthe Post Office this building served as the headquarters foror

in 1888 of
$1,435,000 by Congress for the construction of a new building. A site was
eventually acquired two blocks east of the old Post Office and work began in

supplied by Treasury Departmentdesign of the building1892. The was
architect Willoughby J. Edbrooke and the local construction firms of Thomas R.
Bentley and Charles B. Roberts were awarded contracts for the foundation and

Bailey and Sons were contracted for the ironmasonry work respectively.
Richardsonian Romanesque in style, the building was(Conard p. 297)work.

inspired by H.H. Richardson's Allegheny County Courthouse in Pittsburgh and

1929-1932 to whichA south wing was added incompleted in 1899.was
Like its predecessor, the Federaladditional stories were added in the 1940s.

housed the Postal Service, Federal Courts andBuilding, as it was called,
Customs Department in addition to The Customs
Department moved into its own structure in 1914 and the post office relocated

to new quarters in 1968 leaving the courts and other agencies at the East

Commonly called the Old Federal Building today, the buildingWisconsin site.
still stands at 515 East Wisconsin (MI 147-10) and houses such agencies as the

Federal Bureau of Investigation,Defense Department,Commerce Department,
Federal Housing Administration and Internal Revenue Service.

Avenue was the result of aThe new post office at 345 West St. Paul
development project undertaken by local investors in return for a sale/lease
agreement on use of the site by the Federal government. Architects Miller,
Waltz, Diedrich, Architects and Associates won a Wisconsin AIA award for their

The large 950'x 465' building serves asproject which was completed in 1968.

government in Milwaukee into the 1890s.

The need for a larger facility led to the appropriation

a regional district mail distribution center as well as the city's central

numerous other agencies.
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Over one third of the building occupies air rights over railroad

state-of-the-art mailthanMoreto

processing equipment and much of the machinery was hung from the ceiling to
In addition to mail handling facilities, the designconserve floor space.

vehicle maintenance shop, a

sheltered public parking facility and a 5,400 square foot customer service

The contemporary exterior makes use of concrete, lannon stone andarea.

(Dorr Public Buildings No. 6).self-weathering steel.

Prior to the construction of the new Post Office in 1968, the Postal

Service had made use of a leased building at 522 North Second Street (MI

The $1,500,000 structure was designed by147-33) for its parcel post service.

Walter E. Browne in 1950 and an underground conveyor system transported parcel

post items from the old Milwaukee Road Depot which formerly stood a block away

to the parcel post facility. The building is currently owned and occupied by

(MJ 12/7/1950).Wisconsin Electric Power Company.
In addition to the main post office, the Central Business District was

also served by a satellite postal station from the early years of this century
It was located first in the Plankinton House Hotel,into the 1950s. then in

the Plankinton Arcade Building (MI 153-12) and later at the Germania Building

153-10). this postal station was
Since 1976 the Juneau Station Post Office has been serving theeliminated.

Located at 606 East Juneau (MI 144-33),Central Business District. the

two-story, contemporary, brick and concrete structure provides rooftop parking

for 90 cars, a workroom, platform and delivery vehicle parking. The project

was built at a cost of $1,300,000 by owner/developer the Marcus Corporation.

(Dorr, Public Buildings No. 14; Milwaukee City Directory).

post office.

tracks which service the post office and lead to an Amtrak passenger terminal

incorporates docking births for 120 trucks, a

the west.

at 135 West Wells (MI

$1,500,000 was spent on

In the 1960s
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Customs House

in 1850.established in Milwaukee AsCustoms Department was aThe

officeMilwaukeetheregional headquarters,
Manitowoc, Marinette,Sheboygan, Green Bay,Kenosha, Racine,subports:

By 1894 the district oversaw the activities ofKewaunee and Sturgeon Bay.
over 270 sailing vessels and 154 steam vessels and had a revenue cutter, the

(Conard p. 298) FromAndrew Johnson, stationed at Milwaukee's port of entry.

1859 through 1913, the Customs Department shared quarters with the Postal

Service and the Federal Courts, first at the northwest corner of Milwaukee

Building 515 Eastat the Old FederalthenAvenueStreet
facility was built for theIn 1914 a newWisconsin Avenue (MI 147-10).

Customs department at 628 East Michigan Street (MI 145-34). The three-story,
designed by US Treasuryclassical revivalbrick, structurered was a

The Customs Department vacated itsDepartment architect named Wenderoth.

Michigan Street office and the new owners razed the structure in August of

1985.

Reuss Federal Building
After the size of the federal government outgrew the Old Federal Building

at 515 East Wisconsin Avenue in the 1960s efforts were begun in the late 1970s

to construct a new building that would consolidate all of the various Federal

Although approved in June of 1978,offices scattered throughout Milwaukee.

Wisconsin representative Henrypostponement of the project for several years.

Reuss was instrumental in initiating the project and clearing the obstacles in

The new construction was to follow the practicethe way of its realization.

in effect since 1967 that Federal offices would lease space in a structure

erected by private developers and thus circumvent high construction costs and

escalating costs and a moratorium on federal construction resulted in the

had jurisdiction over eight

and Wisconsin
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The Carley Capital Group was chosen to
The new structure

sited on the block bounded by West Wisconsin Avenue, Wells, Third andwas

Fourth Streets and required the demolition of several buildings including the

(see andRecreationHotel and TheaterTheater and TowneEsquire
Chicago architects Perkins and Will designed the 14-storyEntertainment).

Federal Building containing 720,000 square feet of space in two wings joined

The large west wing is leased to federal agenciesby an interior atrium.

The east wingwhile the right or east wing is occupied by private offices.

features a series of angled, set-back walls that allow for a corner plaza with

The atrium space is joined to the Grand Avenue mallsculpture and plantings.

by way of a skywalk and a second, proposed skywalk will join the building to

The building was named in recognitionthe Hyatt Regency Hotel to the north.

of Rep. Reuss1 efforts and opened in the fall of 1983. Its bright milk-of-
magnesia-bottle blue color has been the subject of constroversy among local

the building has generally been recognized

Today such Federal agencies as Housing and Urban Development, Health and Human
Services and the Small Business Administration are headquartered in the Reuss

owned or leased other structures in the Central Business District over the

Three of these, the lighthouse, signal service building andlast 150 years.

life saving station attest to Milwaukee's importance asthe Coast Guard a

As shipping activity gradually shifted to the new port southshipping port.

of downtown, these services were moved out of the study area.

Building (MS 4/24/1981, 2/18/1983, 2/23/1983; MJ 1/6/1980).

In addition to the above named buildings, the Federal Government built,

keep the building on local tax rolls.

be the developers for the project on September 15, 1980.

as a

significant contribution to the Central Business District's revitalization.

residents but overall,
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US Lighthouse

result of

Rogers were contracted to build Milwaukee'spioneers James H. and Jacob M.

Racine and one on thelighthouse in addition to lighthouses at Sheboygan,

Although intended for

the bluff at the foot of East Wisconsin Avenue in 1838. It consisted of a

substantial fifty foot tall, stone, circular tower, atop which rose a ten foot

It proved to be of little service to mariners so it was relocatedlantern.

out of the study area to the projecting promontory at North Point in 1855.
Subsequently beacons and lights were erected in the 1860s and 1870s on the

IIjetties which flanked the "straight cut or new mouth of the Milwaukee River

One of these, the Small Pier Light House, located at thebelow Erie Street.

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 439, 479).

US Signal Service

The US Signal Service established its Station No. 38 at Milwaukee in

It was initially located on the third story of the Northwestern Mutual1870.

Life Insurance Company Building at the northwest of Broadway andcorner

It subsequently moved into the dome of the taller MitchellWisconsin Avenue.
Mitchell (MI 147-31,32) 1878 whichBuilding at 207 East in had been

specifically planned for the Signal Service's use. The Signal Service's chief

function was to monitor weather conditions and signal mariners of approaching

It remained in operation at the Mitchell Building until 1898 havinggales.

undergone a name change to the US Weather Bureau. In 1899 new quarters were
occupied at the Federal Building at 515 East Wisconsin Avenue. The Weather

Michigan coastline at the mouth of the Kalamazoo River.

the mouth of the Milwaukee River, Milwaukee's Lighthouse was actually built on

root of Erie Street, remained in operation into the twentieth century.

The lighthouse was the first Federal improvement in Milwaukee and was the 

a congressional appropriation of $5,000 made in 1837. Local
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Building untilremained at the FederalServi ce
relocated to the city airport, General Mitchell Field, at 5300 South Howell

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 480).Avenue.

US Life Saving Station

The establishment of a system of Federal life saving stations began in

1871 on the coasts of New Jersey and Long Island and was extended along the

Although Milwaukee was one of a number ofAtlantic coast in 1872 and 1873.

potential sites outlined in an 1873 feasibility study, a life saving station

was not constructed until 1877 following local petitions in the aftermath of a

The $2,095, two-story, Gothic Revivalserious wreck in the fall of 1875.

Style building was constructed at the end of South Pier, near the "Straight

Milwaukee's station was one ofCut" or the new mouth of the Milwaukee River.

It was theeighteen in the 11th district and the largest on the Great Lakes.

By 1886 the life saving station hadfourth largest in the entire service.

been relocated to Jones Island. It subsequently moved to the North Point area

near the lighthouse and then to Lincoln Memorial Drive (building extant). The

(History of Milwaukee 1881service 1s now part of the Coast Guard. p.

475-476, 478; Milwaukee City Directory).

Veterans Administration Building

Until recently the Veterans Administration had been housed at 342 North

Water Street for nearly forty years (MI 154-6) in a structure originally built

between 1910 and 1926 for the F. Mayer Boot and Shoe Company, designed by the

local firm of Schnetzky and Son. In 1945 the building was acquired by the

the localFederal and used for the Veteransgovernment centeras
Administration. With the phasing out of residential care at the VA Hospital
at Wood, Wisconsin and the subsequent availability of space in the buildings,

the late 1950s when it
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the Veterans Administration offices were relocated to the hospitalthere,

The Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design has since occupiedgrounds in 1984.

(see Education - Vocational Schools).the North Water Street Building.

STATE GOVERNMENT

Introduction

The Wisconsin State Government offices are the most recent to locate in
the RailroadBusiness District.the Central

Commission which was housed on Milwaukee Street near Mason Street and the

State Athletic Commission on Mason Street, both of which appear for the first

time in the 1916 City Directory. By 1930 the number of state agencies had

increased to include the Industrial Commission on Fourth Street, the Board of

at today's Milwaukee Area Technical College and theIndustrial Education

Workshop for the Blind on North Water Street.
dramatic increase in the number of agencies downtown including the Department

the Public Service Commission, the Athletic Commission,of Motor Vehicles,
Estate Board, Employment Security, the HighwayEmployment Relations, Real

Commission, and the Tax Commission. Today, the state continues to serve the

public with offices for the licensing of motor vehicles, child care agencies,

social services agencies, civil rights agencies and benefit programs such as

Workers Compensation and Unemployment Compensation. Although there are small

branch offices throughout the city, most state agency functions are housed in

the State Office Building at 819 North Sixth Street. (MI 149-32).

State Office Building

rented quarters

scattered throughout the Central Business District. The continued growth in

By 1940 there had been a

state offices were located in

The first departments were

Between 1916 and 1949
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the scope of State Government, however, necessitated consolidation into one

In 1950 the State acquired from Milwaukee County the old Masonicbuilding.

Building at the northeast corner of Jefferson and Wells Streets. Tenant

agencies included the Department of Motor Vehicles, State Board of Pharmacy,
and Highway Commissions, the Employment and UnemploymentIndustrial and

later the State traded the MasonicCompensation departments.
Building to the city in exchange for a new site at the northwest corner of

twelve-story building was designed bySixth and Wells Streets.

al and completed in 1963. The contemporaryGrellinger-Rose-Jurenec et

structure combines brick and pre-cast concrete panels and feature projecting

(MI 149-32). The State Office

Building houses the Department of Motor Vehicles, Job Service, Equal Rights,

Department of Revenue and various licensing, apprenticeship and benefit

(MJ 5/26/1955).offices.

MILWAUKEE COUNTY GOVERNMENT

General Overview
What is today Milwaukee County was once part of a vast wilderness area

under the jurisdiction of the Colony of Virginia. Virginia relinquished

possession in 1784, and the land was subsequently designated as part of the

Northwest Territory by the Continental Congress on July 13, 1787. At that

time it was determined that the Northwest Territory would eventually be

subdivided to form no less than three and no more than five states. As states

gradually formed out of this what is today Wisconsin fellwere area,

successively under the jurisdiction of Indiana, Illinois and finally Michigan.

Since Detroit was

Wisconsin began to petition for separate territorial status as early as 1824.

concrete sun screens on its south facade.

considered too far away for convenient administration,

A decade

A new
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This desire was partially satisfied when(Bruce p. 37, 118; Gregory p. 211)

September 6, 1834.

In 1835 an eighty mileWisconsin with the county seat located in Green Bay.

to the south of what is now Sheboygan and Fond du Lac Counties wassquare area
Wisconsin achievedAfterMilwaukee County.becameoff andsectioned

Milwaukee was authorized to establish its ownterritorial status in 1836,

George H. Walker served as the first county supervisor,county government.

Horace Chase as clerk and 22 other officers served the fledgling Government.

By the creation of additional

The last to be formed was Waukesha County in 1846, which left Milwaukeesize.

at its present size.

located in the city ofThe Milwaukee County

In the early years the county dealt primarily with recording landMilwaukee.

It was also the chief law enforcement and judicialclaims and purchases.

As Milwaukee's municipal government grewauthority over criminal matters.

into the largest in the county, however, many services came to be duplicated

A consolidation of city and county government was evenby the two bodies.

proposed under Mayor Joseph Phillips in the 1870s although this did not come

In general, the county came to have jurisdiction over large-scaleabout.

public institutions such as the Medical Complex and House of Correction as

well as for the administration of an impressive park system, including the

city parks which were transferred to the county in 1936. Today the county is

governed by an elected executive and a board of supervisors. In addition to

the above, the county oversee's highways, the airport at Mitchell Field, and

In the

the Michigan Territorial

Brown County covered the eastern half of what would become

(Bruce p. 557; Gregory p. 237; Conard p. 191)

counties from within its boundaries, Milwaukee County was greatly reduced in

seat has always been

the zoo, all of which are outside the Central Business District.

Legislature formed Brown and Iowa Counties on
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downtown area the county administers the Court House at 901 North Ninth Street

(MI 150-23), the Safety Building at 822 West Kilbourn (MI 150-24) and such

quasi governmental units as the Milwaukee Public Museum at 800 West Wells (MI

the County Historical Society at 910 North Third152-5) (see Education),

Street (MI 148-12) (see Education and Conwerce-Financial Institutions), the

War Memorial and Art Center at 750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive (MI 149-2,7)

and the Performing Arts Center at 929 North Water Street (MI 140-33) (see

Recreation and Entertainment).

Milwaukee County Courthouse

Today's County Courthouse at 901 North Ninth Street (MI 150-23) is the

third such structure to be constructed to house the county government. The

first courthouse was begun as soon as Milwaukee was authorized to establish a

court by the Territorial Legislature. The site for the building consisted of

two lots on what was then known as Juneau Square, an acre plot bounded by

Kilbourn, Wells, Jefferson and Jackson Streets. Solomon Juneau and Morgan L.

Martin donated the lots to the county with the provision that they revert back

Theto the original proprietors or heirs should the courthouse be removed.

two men also defrayed all building expenses and on April

contracted with Enock Darling for the constructionG. of the building.

(Conard p. 294) The resulting structure was built in the Greek Revival style

cost of $5,044 and consisted of two-story frame building with aa

monumental portico supported by four Tuscan columns. A short bell tower was

located on the roof. The courtroom was situated on the second story and the

first floor had

functions. As the first sizeable public building in the city, the courthouse

was used for various functions in addition to judicial proceedings. Early 

church congregations met there for worship services, concerts were performed

at a

four offices used for jury rooms, meetings and clerical

15, 1836 Juneau
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(Conard p. 294; McCabe'sand even classes were conducted on the premises.

The courthouse was situated at theDirectory of Milwaukee 1847-1848 p. 58)

north end of what came to be known as Courthouse Square and oriented to the

south with the remaining grounds left open for public use. Youngsters would

pitched its tent at the site.

1852, to assist in firefighting, the city constructed a large cistern at the

(Historyeast end of the square some fifty feet long and eighteen feet deep.
Landscaped with gravel walks and trees and flowerof Milwaukee 1881 p. 353)

beds, the square became a popular park.
The growing bureaucracy, however, soon outgrew the modest courthouse and

by 1848 brick wings had been constructed to provide additional office space.
58) In spite of these(McCabe's p.

enlargements, by 1850 the whole complex was declared inadequate and nearly two

decades of debate over the merits of constructing a new building at a new site

promoted their part of town and claimed it was moreWest Sidersbegan.

centrally located while businessmen Noonan and McNab offered 40 acres on

South Siders also made a(MS 12/3/1866 1/4-5, 12/12/1866 1/3)Whitefish Bay.

bid for the new courthouse. The East Siders countered with an offer of

$50,000 to ensure that the new building would be built on the same site as the

In 1866 the county's committee on building examinedoriginal court house.

Nash, Mygatt and L.A.courthouse plans submitted by A.C. E.T.

dismissed as too costly and Nash's for beingSchmidtner. Mix's plan was

Although Mygatt's plan was the cheapest, aunsuitable for a northern climate.

majority of committee members favored Schmidtner's design despite forseeable

Schmidtner's plans were accepted inproblems with lighting and ventilation.

December of 1866. (MS 12/18/1866 1/3; 11/28/1866 1/3; 2/16/1866 1/6).

Mix, G.W.

Directory of Milwaukee 1847-1848,

play in the frog pond on the square and in 1849 the Crane and Company circus 

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 353, 398) In
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It was ultimatelyobtaining state authorization for the new construction.

decided to utilize the same site as the original courthouse and to build the

The west wing was begun in the fall of 1868 necessitating theprocesses.

number of residences which had been built on the northwestremoval of a

As work progressed on the central wing, the old Greeksection of the square.

Revival structure was moved fifteen feet but remained in use. When the west

wing was ready for occupancy in June of 1870, the old courthouse was razed.

Work then continued steadily on the remainder of the new $650,000 structure

which was opened for public inspection 'in January of 1873. (MS 7/20/1868 1/4,

8/10/1868 1/4, 10/23/1868 1/4, 4/5/1869 1/5, 4/29/1870 1/2, 6/11/1870 1/3,

6/18/1870 1/5, 6/21/1870 1/6, 1/21, 23/1873 4/1).

wing with monumental porticos on its north and south fronts, flanked by two

two-story wings each with its own portico. Atop the whole was a dome said to

be patterned after the bell of the Colossus of Rhodes and a lantern crowned

with a figure of Liberty (MS 4/28/1873 8/2). The courthouse was said to be

modeled after St. Isaacs Cathedral in Leningrad and was the tallest structure

Reddish-brown IslandMilwaukee when completed. Bass Lake Superiorin

sandstone which sheathed the building distinguished it from the scores of

contemporary of city structures built with cream city brick or Wauwatosa

stained glass, elaborate chandeliers and solid blacklimestone. Frescoes,

walnut woodwork graced the interior.
Despite detractors who referred to the new courthouse as the Tower of

Babel or the Mammoth Sandstone Elephant, the public and county officials were
generally pleased with the building. (MJ 12/2/1871 4/3, 12/27/1872 4/2). The

As built, Schmidtner's design consisted of a large three-story central

new structure in stages so that there would be no interruption of governmental

The following two years were spent in the selection of a site and
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sheer scale of the new building led some Milwaukee residents to campaign for

the removal of the state government from Madison so that it could share

(MS 2/24/1870 1/2) The city,quarters with the county in the new structure.
took advantage of the opportunity and rented the east wing forhowever,

(MS 5/3/1870 1/5) By the 1890s both the Cityoffices for $12,000 per year.

and the County found themselves overcrowded in the building and the municipal

courts and one branch of the superior court had to be moved to quarters in the

of Third and StateMetropolitan Block formerly at the

(razed) (Conard p. 294) The removal of the city offices to the newStreets.

city hall in 1895 helped to alleviate the county's space problem. By 1920 all

of the county functions could no longer be contained in the court house so the

Masonic Building was acquired at the northeast corner of Jefferson and Wells

It was referred to as the Courthouse Annex and housed the civilStreets.

It was retained by the county until its sale to thecourts and other offices.

(MJ 5/26/1965).state in 1950.

The decision to build a third courthouse was the subject of the same

stormy controversy as had surrounded the construction of its predecessor in

From the turn of the century, the matter was under considerationthe 1860s.

The scheme for the new courthouse, however, wasfor nearly three decades.

probably one of Milwaukee's most ambitious projects. Conceived as the focal

point of a City Beautiful Plan, the courthouse was seen as the western anchor

of a civic center corridor that would extend from Tenth Street east to the

City Hall along landscaped boulevards. Although funds were appropriated for

1920, the project was fraught with

controversy and in a 1925 referendum, voters rescinded their approval of the

The courts ordered the project to proceed, however, and the firstproject.

properties were acquired in 1925. (MJ Remember When 5/23/1984) U1 timately,

northeast corner

construction and site acquisition in
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the project required the razing of dozens of structures in the area between
The courthouse was completed in 1931Seventh, Tenth, Wells and State Streets.

and remains the seat of county government today, a monument to one of the
major cooperative efforts between the county and the city.

The new courthouse was designed by Albert Randolph Ross of New York who
was one of 33 architects to submit plans for the project. Local architect and

planner Alfred C. Clas judged the competition. Ross designed the building in

the Neo-Classical mode then popular for civic buildings in Washington DC and

Its massive scale has made itother large municipalities from coast to coast.

one of the largest classicaly-inspired buildings in Wisconsin, a feature much

The courthouse is an eight-story steelenhanced by its hilltop location.

36,000 limestone blocks. The interior is

ornamented with travertine and Italian marble. New York artist Francis Scot

Bradford to paint murals in (Statechosen the various courtrooms.was
1981) whichHistorical Soci ety Survey The modern courthouse Annex,

incorporates parking and offices for Public Works Employees and the Expressway
designed in contemporary style by Donald L. Grieb andCoimission, was

Associates and completed in 1970. Located west of the main Courthouse, the

Annex occupies air rights over the northbound lane of the north-south freeway

and is designed to serve as a base for future upward expansion. (Dorr, Public

Buildings No. 8).

Although the original civic center concept called for a landscaped mall to

extend from the courthouse to city hall, this was never realized. A two-level
plaza, however, was designed for the courthouse in the 1960s which extends
from Seventh to Ninth Streets. It was designed by the New York landscape

firm of Clark and Rupano in collaboration with Donald Griebarchitectural
Associates worked wi thwho the firm Needles, andof Howard, Tammen

framed structure sheathed with
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The plaza is landscaped with trees and flower beds and features aBergendoff.

fountain as well as an 85-foot clock tower designed by the Grieb firm and

donated by the Schoenleber Family in 1969 in honor of Otto Schoen!eber,

founder of the nearby Ambrosia Chocolate Company (see Industry).

After the various county agencies moved into the new building in 1931 the

old courthouse on the east side was left vacant for a number of years pending

a decision on its fate. Reuse plans were numerous and called for conversion

of the building into a school for crippled children, a home for the deaf and

industrial a branchand veterans center,museum,

library, offices for the Red Cross and headquarters for the County Historical

Society. offered theIt to city free in exchange forwas even

rehabilitation. One ambitious scheme by local architect William Schuchardt
removal of the upper stories and conversion of the remainingcalled for the

structure into an art museum. Officials refused to fund any of the projects
and after a WPA grant application for remodeling was denied, the building was
razed in 1939. Because of the reversion provision in the deed, the heirs of

Juneau and Martin shared an award of $4,480 when the land was converted to

park use. The grounds are now known as Cathedral Square, a county park.

(MCHCL clipping files 1933-1939; MJ Remember When 4/24/1979).

Milwaukee County Safety Building

Milwaukee County government served as the first law enforcement body in

Milwaukee and served in this capacity from 1836 until Milwaukee established

its municipal police in 1855. After that time the cityown assumed
jurisdiction of street patrol and civil offenders while the county shifted its

role to the lockup and and long term incarceration of convicted criminals.

The first county jail was situated at the rear of the courthouse and

consisted of crude logtwo with miserablestructures cells which a

a war memorialdumb, an
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contemporary commentator likened to the Bastile and the Black Hole of Calcutta

(MacCabe's Directory of Milwaukee p. 58-59) By the 1850s, a new jail had

replaced the log structures but conditions were still far from satisfactory.

In 1855 the situation was eased somewhat by the establishment of the County

House of Refuge later renamed the House of Correction on the city's south

side, a penal farm to which convicted persons would be sent for the duration

of their sentence. (Milwaukee County House of Correction Annual Report 1962 p.

1).

Throughout the 1850s and 1860s the construction of better jail facilities

Some fel t tha twas postponed as the question of a new couthouse was studied.

the proposed new courthouse should incorporate jail facilities while others

When the ol dfelt they should be separate structures on separate sites.

courthouse and jail were

(MS 2/1/1847 2/3, 2/26/1870 1/4,House of Correction.assi gned to the

5/14/1870 1/5) Since the decision about new construction was still not

resolved, the county took over a vacated city fire station on the west side of

North Broadway between Mason and Wells Streets. The building was adjacent to

the city's Central Police Station and remodeling allowed for the inclusion of

eighteen cells, The

remodelling work was finished in 1872 and the jail housed about 600 prisoners

(MS 8/1/1872 4/2, 1/1/1880 3/1) Overcrowding led to the ultimateper year.

touring penalbrand buil ding 1885.construction of in Aftera new

institutions throughout the United States, the county's building committee

drew up specifications based on a model institution in Mansfield, Ohio. The

to have up-to-date security features including

cel Is wi th solid doors which would not allow for communication between

prisoners. Men and women were to be in separate wings and space was provided

new Milwaukee facility was

razed in 1870 county prisoners were temporarily

the sheriff's office and quarters for the jailor.
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theto accommodatefor temporary holding cells.

sheriff's office, and rooms for the jailor and hired help. Charles A. Gombert

chosen next to Temple Emanu-Elsite was on
the part of theVigorous protest onStreet.Broadway north of State

congregation and neighboring property owners led the county to purchase an

southeast corner of Broadway and Wells Streets foralternate site at the

Construction of the three-story stone building was completed in 1887$16,000.

Gombert's flamboyant style which crownedcharacteristic ofand anwas

otherwise sedate Richardsonian Romanesque structure with a riot of gables and

(MS 6/3/1885 7/3, 6/20/1885 3/2, 6/24/1885fanciful turrets at the roofline.

4/7, 10/15/1885 3/4).

to remain in until 1930.The County Jail on Broadway Inwas use

conjunction with the civic center project, a new jail facility was proposed
Called the Safetyand erected to the north and east of the new courthouse.

150-24)State Street) (MIBuilding (821 the structureWest was anew

by the city and county. The county secured localcooperative venture
Clas to design quarters in their half of the buildingarchitect Rubens F.

while New York architect Albert Randolph Ross designed the city's half. The

building's unified, Neo-Classical exterior of Bedford limestone is ornamented

with Art Deco sculptures. In 1967 the county acquired the entire building

when the city police department moved into a new structure next door to the

The facility continues to house the sheriff's office, courtrooms andeast.

After some debate as to its future, the old jailholding areas for prisoners.
(Wells p. 200; MCHCL Historic

Photograph Collection).

was selected architect and a

at Broadway and Wells was razed in 1935.

The building was also
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Mi1waukee County War Memorial and Art Center

given to the cause in theStrong impetus wasfor nearly four decades.

mid-1930s when veterans' groups actively worked toward the acquisition of the

old courthouse, vacated upon completion of the new one in 1931. The old

courthouse would have provided meeting rooms for patriotic organizations, for

a unified art museum to replace the Layton Art Gallery and the Milwaukee

the Old Courthouse fellWhen WPA funding to remodelof Arts.Institute

razed in 1939 leaving the veterans withoutthe building wasthrough, a

(MCHCL clippings 1933-1939).memorial building.
however, and in 1944 aWorld War II renewed interest in the project,

proposal was made to construct a memorial to victims of World War I and World
A year later the War MemorialWar II and incorporate it with an art center.

Corporation was established to perform a needs assessment and raise funds.
The architectural firm of Saarinen, Swanson and Saarinen was commissioned to

scheme whichSaarinen prepared the initialdo a desi gn proposal. Eliel

included an art museum, veterans memorial hall and arcade, halls for music and

court and reflecting pool.administrative wing and a memorial

to fruition. After nearly aSaarinen died before this lakefront project came

plans by Saarinen's were accepted.Eero,decade of debate, son,new
Construction began in 1955. Rather than a series of interconnected buildings

single structure was built with upper floors cantilevered out over twoa

levels of galleries. The upper level was approached from the already existing

Lincoln Memorial Bridge and was dedicated to the county's dead. A new bridge

was built in the early 1980s. A central court features a pool with an eternal

flame as well as black granite blocks inscribed with names of victims from the

Although a movement to erect a veteran's memorial building began shortly 

after World War I, the realization of the scheme did not came to a fruition

drama, an
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The west facadethe Korean Conflict and the Vietnam War.World War II,

features a mosaic by artist Edmund Lewandowski in which the dates of World War

II and the Korean Conflict appear in Roman numerals. This upper level was

The lower galleries are approached by Harbor Drive. Acompleted in 1957.

major addition to these galleries was completed in 1976 spurred by Mrs. Harry

It was designedLynde Bradley's donation of a large collection of modern art.

by architect David Kahler of the firm of Kahler, Slater and Fitzhugh Scott.

The building continues to house the Art Center in the lower level and offices

(Dorr, Public Buildings No. 15).and meeting rooms in the upper stories.

Milwaukee Public Museum

The Milwaukee Public Museum at 800 West Wells (MI 152-5) had its origins
in the natural history collection of German educator Peter Engelmann. By 1881

when the collection had grown to 19,000 specimens, it was donated to the city

with the provision that the city establish a free museum. From the 1890s

until 1962 the museum shared space with the Milwaukee Public Library on West

Having outgrown its old quarters, a new museum structureWisconsin Avenue.

was built by the city a block away at 800 West Wells Street, to the south and

east of the county courthouse in alignment with the old civic center plan.

designed by Eschweiler,The modern style Eschweiler andstructure was

After its completion in 1963, the museum was turned over to theSielaff.

(seeadminister. The the facility today.county to county operates

Education).

Milwaukee County Performing Arts Center (PAC)
The idea of building a unified center for the performing arts in Milwaukee

originated in 1946 when a need was identified for space for musical concerts,
ballet and legitimate theater. Previously such performances were held in the
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city's Auditorium (500 West Kilbourn) (MI 152-7) or in such private theaters

All of these were too small to accommodate largeas the Pabst or Davidson.

audiences or a large symphony orchestra. Although neither the Milwaukee

Symphony nor the Milwaukee Repertory Theater had been established at that

time, a new building was envisioned as part of a complex along the lakefront

that could al so house veteran's memori al and art center. Budgetarya

constraints eliminated a theater for the performing arts from the lakefront

War Memorial and Art Center when the latter was constructed in 1955. When

urban renewal cleared large parcels of land to the north of City Hall in 1960,

the long proposed Performing Arts Center was finally built at 929 North Water

Street (MI 140-33). Completed in 1969, the complex designed by Harry Weese

and Associates (Chicago) houses the Todd Wehr Hall (504 seats), Vogel Hall

(482 seats) and Uihlein Hall (2,331 seats) in addition to the Bradley Pavilion

and a restaurant. The Peck Pavilion is a recently added outdoor amphitheater

used for sunnier concerts. Although built with private contributions, the PAC

was turned over to the County to administer upon completion. (Wells p. 267).

CITY OF MILWAUKEE GOVERNMENT

General Overview

It was

horse traffic, chimney construction,arms,
street maintenance and taxation

on

Walker's Point,

The forerunner of today's City of Milwaukee dates from February 27, 1837 

when the Village of Milwaukee was organized in what was commonly referred to 

as Juneautown, the settlement on the east side of the Milwaukee River.

run by a board of trustees with Solomon Juneau as president. Jurisdiction 

included the regulation of fire

among other things. Kilbourntown, or the 

settlement on the west side, merged with the village two years later and 

March 11, 1839 the two legally became the Town of Milwaukee.
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south of the Menomonee and Milwaukee Rivers, joined the town inthe area

On January 31 , 1846 Milwaukee became incorporated as a city with a1845.

Solomon Juneau was elected the city's firstpopulation of 9,660 persons.

marshal, policeother elected officials included treasurer,a

justice, aidermen and one justice of the peace for each ward. The city
enforce localCouncil authority andto enactthecharter Commongave

education,ordinances.
fire and police protection, ferry service and bridges, water works and public

1852 and 1874 broadened and refined theSubsequent charters inheal th.

(History 1881 p. 253-260;responsibilities of Milwaukee city government.
Gregory History p. 244-245).

the growing population, industry and allThe demands of commerce

necessitated the creation of specialized departments in order to handle the

public services required.

municipal court in 1859, a Board of Public Works in 1869 and a Board of Water

The latter two were later consolidated into the BoardCommissioners in 1871.

of Public Works.

Since some services duplicated or overlapped those provided by the county

proposed as early 1870 consolidateit to the twogovernment, aswas

governments, particularly when the two administrations began to share quarters

in the Second County Courthouse in 1873. The issue was voiced again in 1910

Milwaukeeand backed by the Greater Association, the Merchants and
Manufacturers Association and the Westminister Civic League. Mayor Hoan and

the City Club revived interest in the subject in the 1920s. In 1934 a

referendum to consolidate the two governments was successfully introduced.

However, while a majority of city and county residents approved the plan, the

cities of West Allis and Wauwatosa were able to defeat the move and the two

mayor and

Early concerns centered around street improvement,

A police department was inaugurated in 1855, a
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result of the need togovernments have remained separate entities.

clarify jurisdictions for greater efficiency in government, especially during

the Depression, however, some functions were transferred between the two units

of government including the transfer of the city's parks to the county in

(Wells p. 259-260).1936.

result of unprecedented physical expansion from the late 1940s

through the 1950s, the City of Milwaukee doubled its area from 46 to 92 square

246). however, remained withinmi 1 es (Wells p. Expanded services, the

The City of Milwaukee isjurisdiction of previously established departments.

today responsible for the public library system, police and fire departments,

building inspection, forestry department, municipal court, public education,

playgounds and playing fields, street lighting and maintenance, the Sewerage

Commission, Water Department, Redevelopment Authority, Housing Authority and

Harbor Commission. ten major structures owned by the city for
governmental purposes in the Central Business District.

Milwaukee City Hall

Initially, the city government was housed in rented quarters until the

size and scope of its operations and the loss of public records in fire and

through frequent moves necessitated the acquisition of a permanent City Hall

The Common Council, for example, first met in the basement ofin the 1860s.

the Spring Street Methodist Church at the northwest corner of Wisconsin and
Plankinton Avenues. In 1847 it relocated to rooms above George F. Oakley's

livery stable on the south side of Wisconsin Avenue, just west of today's

Plankinton Avenue. A fire in 1850 destroyed city records and forced the

government to move to Martin's Block at the southwest corner of Water and

Wisconsin Avenue. Subsequent locations included Cross' Block (1857-1860) and
Charles Hotel (1860-1861 ). Finally, in 1861 the city

As a

There are

As a

rooms in the St.
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acquired the Market Hall on Market Square on the site of the present City Hall

This City Hall remained theand remodeled it for governmental offices.
In the winter of 1872,headquarters for city administration for eleven years.

prompted by overcrowding and the offer of spacious quarters, the Common

and most city offices moved into the east wing of the new countyCouncil

courthouse located on Kilbourn Avenue between Jefferson and Jackson Streets.

The city water works and health departments continued to occupy the old City

Hall as did the municipal court which had previously been located over the

(Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 p. 75-76;police station on Broadway Street.

History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 270-271) In 1886 when the courthouse quarters

became too cramped, Mayor Emil Wallber began to promote the construction of a

new City Hall. Debate on where it would be located continued for years until

the Corrmon Council1890 when chose the Market Street site. a

nationwide architectural competition was held and from the eleven finalists,

Milwaukee architect H.C. Koch's design was chosen. The resulting eight story

Flemish Renaissance Revival structure has as its dominant feature a 393 foot

and clock tower. On the interior,bell situated around an

eight-story lightwell. Since it was first occupied in January of 1896, City

Hall has remained the headquarters for the Common Council and the mayor and

(MI 144-25).numerous city departments.

When the city government functions outgrew the City Hall in the 1950s work

began on the construction of a modern glass curtain wall building to the east

of City Hall at 841 North Broadway (MI 143-16). Known as the Municipal

Building, the ten-story structure was designed by the firm of Eschweiler and

Eschweiler and was completed in 1961. City Hall and the Municipal Building

are linked below ground by a pedestrian tunnel.

offi ces are

In 1891
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In later years additional office space was leased for city offices, in the

Enterprise Building, formerly at the northwest corner of Second and Michigan

Streets, and in the Central Library on Wisconsin Avenue in the wing vacated by

the Milwaukee Public Museum in 1963. All such scattered offices have been

consolidated in the city's newest office building at 809 North Broadway (MI

143-17). The four story building originally was constructed in 1920 as a Nash

for Rudolph Hokanson.Automobile dealership

inside and out beyond recognition of its original appearance in 1983-1984 by

Flad and Associates.

MILWAUKEE POLICE DEPARTMENT

General Overview

to Milwaukee's formal incorporation as a city, law enforcement wasPrior

to an elected marshal and the constables of the various wards.entrusted In

1846 the position of City Marshal was created and he was assisted by an

occasional deputy and the constables of the wards. Basically they patrolled

the streets to keep the peace and serious criminal matters such as burglary or

murder were turned over to county authorities. Following an outbreak of crime

and fires in 1855, the Common Council created the forerunner of today's police

department, which became functional on October 4, 1855 when William Beck was

appointed as the first police chief. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 281, 285).

Perhaps the next most significant event in the history of the police

department was the adoption of the first Fire and Police Commission Law

enacted in the United States on April 11, 1885. The Commission consisted of

four unpaid commissioners who would serve four year overlapping terms. The

Conwission was created to address abuses in the mayoral and common council
appointment of police and fire chiefs. These positions had been awarded based

It was completely remodeled
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on political favoritism with the result that there were frequent and major

To

the Commission was empowered to set employment
standards for positions in the fire and police

departments. It also had the authority to appoint the fire and police chiefs

Following the creation of the

Commission, the police and fire departments became stable institutions that

became known for their well run and honest operations. It was largely through

the efforts of the Commission that the country's first police-training school

was established in 1921 and the police department won national accolades from

the Wickersham Commission for corruption-free policing in 1931. (Milwaukee

Board of Fire and Police Commissioners p. 5, 9, 14) In the hundred years

since the Commission's establishment, its scope has been broadened several

times. Now the Commission hears public complaints
against the fire and police departments, hears appeals from disciplinary
actions, has the responsibility to conduct an annual policy review of the fire

police departments and has the authority and suspendand to create
departmental rules. (Milwaukee Board of Fire and Police Commissioners p. 8,

12).

Since its inception the police department has always been headquartered
Branch stations did not appear until 1876 and up until 1900 theredowntown.

were only three stations serving the entire city. By 1905 this had increased
to five and in 1927 seven stations were in operation serving seven districts
throughout the city. The districts remain the same today and the Central

Business District falls within the jurisdiction of the First District police

station (Milwaukee City Directory).

turnovers in staff which local citizens felt threatened public safety, 

curb such political abuses,

and the power to remove them from office.

and examine candidates

a five-member board,
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Police Administration Building

After its creation in 1855, the police department and its force of six men

basement of

Wisconsin Avenue.

station in 1857 on the west side of Broadway between Mason and Wells Streets.

The building was enlarged in 1871 and, in addition to cells for prisoners, had

offices for the police chief, rooms for the station-keeper and an upper hall

for the police court. The coroner's department and city morgue were located

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 281 , 285-287)in the basement. By the early

1880s poor conditions at the police station jail were under criticism and in
1884 the decision was made to construct a new facility. The new Central
Police Station designed by architect H.C. Koch in simpl ifiedwas a
Richardsonian Romanesque style and was built at the northeast corner of

Broadway and Wells Street. After the new structure was occupied, the old

1892.

quarters of a century during which time it expanded into the adjacent Light
Horse Squadron Armory at 814 North Broadway, which was converted into an
auxiliary station and pistol range. (see Social and Political Movements)

completed Safety Building in 1930. Located at 831 West State Street (MI
150-24) The Safety Building was constructed as a joint venture between the

city and the county with the county sheriff's department occupying half of the

structure. Architect Albert Randolph Ross designed the portion of the

building used for the city's police department. The old station on Broadway

Prompted by the construction of the new county courthouse and implementation 

of the civic center project, the Central Police Station relocated to the newly

(Frank p. 156; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 285-287; MS 3/23/1884 7/4).

The Central Police Station remained at 806 North Broadway for nearly three

Broadway station was used as an emergency hospital until it was razed in

a commercial building on Eastwere intially housed in the

The city built its own jail house and central police
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was subsequently razed in the 1930s and became a parking lot. By the 1960's

the Safety Building was no longer adequate to accommodate the administrative

functions required by a force of 2,000 men. The construction of a new Police

Administration Building was approved in 1969. The structure was built to the

east of the Safety Building at 951 North Seventh (MI 150-8) and was completed

in 1971. The nine-story, modern style concrete building was designed by the

firm of Grell inger-Rose-Jurenec et al. The former first floor lobby area has

since been converted for by the Milwaukee Municipal Court. Thisuse

remodeling and the erection of a Post Modern style entry portico on Seventh

Street was designed by architects Pfaller Herbst Associates in 1983. (MJ

4/8/1983) The building today houses over 100 prison cells as well as offices

for the city police chief and the Fire and Police Commission.

South Side Branch Station

For nearly two decades after its establishment, the entire city of

Milwaukee was served by one police station, the central station on Broadway.

In 1865, the Common Council authorized the establishment of two branch
stations to be located on the city's north and south sides. The project was

delayed for a decade and it was not until 1876 that the first branch station,

the south side station, was built at a cost of $8,550. The station was

located on the southwest corner of Florida and South First Streets and shared

quarters with the fire department's Hook and Ladder Company No. 2. To better

serve south side residents, the police station relocated to the southwest

corner of First Avenue and Mineral Street, outside the study area, in 1892.

The old site at Florida and South First Streets is now vacant. (Nailen, 2nd

200; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 394) Since 1892 the downtown

Central Police Station, the Police Administration Building, have

served as the police station for the study area.

ed., p.

and now
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MILWAUKEE FIRE DEPARTMENT

General Overview
Milwaukee's fire department began as a volunteer effort in 1837 with the

creation of the Village of Milwaukee. The first company, Hook and Ladder No.

1, included such notables as Alexander Mitchell. The meager equipment was

purchased by the companies or benefactors and was kept at the city's first

firehouse, a shed on East Wisconsin Avenue. Early volunteers came from all

walks of li fe. Grateful storekeepers and hotel managers would frequently feed

the volunteers during bouts of firefighting. Members were also expected to

help quiet civil disturbances when called upon. By 1859 there were some

eleven volunteer companies in the city. (History of Milwaukee 1881 P.
346-347, 358, 362).

In 1861 a half-pay department was inaugurated whereby firemen would hold

regular daytime jobs but be on standby for emergencies. Equipment consisted

of hand pumped engines, hoses and ladders. The work was arduous, dangerous
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 370)fires were frequent. In 1874 aand

regular, full time, paid fire department was instituted, administered by a

chief engineer who was appointed by the mayor and subject to confirmation by

the Common Council. By 1885 the force consisted of 119 men and ten steam

It was in that year that the Board of Fire and Police Commissionersengines.

was created to rectify abuses in the appointment of the fire chief and chief

The Commission was empowered to set employment standards andof police.

examine candidates for positions in the fire and police departments. It also

had the authority to appoint the respective chiefs and the power to remove

them from office. (Milwaukee Board of Fire and Police Commissioners p. 6)

Largely through the efforts of the Commission, the Fire Department has

stable and well run institution. In the 1930s and 1940s theremained a
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department won achievement awards from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce for fire
(Milwaukeesafety and waste management. Board of Fire and Police

Commissioners p. 10).

The Fire Department's subsequent history is one of continued growth and

the adoption of new technology. The first motor driven engine was put into

use in 1914 and the last horse drawn aparatus was retired in 1928. A fire

prevention bureau was organized in 1915 and
1922. From 1889 to 1984 the department also ran fireboats along Milwaukee's

27 miles of canal, river and lake frontage. In addition to firefighting, the

fireboats were used for ice breaking, snow dispersal, lifesaving and pumping

water to land engines. An underwater rescue team was formed in 1962 and since

1980 the department has also provided the city with paramedics. Through the

paramedical unit, the force's first two women joined the department in 1981

and the first woman graduated from the training academy in 1982. (Milwaukee

Board of Fire and Police Commissioners p. 12, 16, 17; MVIS 1979) Over the

thirteen firehouses inthere have been the Central Businessyears some
Of these, six survive today: 784 North Broadway (MI 139-18), 755District.

North Seventh Street (MI 153-10), 411 North Third Street (MI 160-25), 534
North Second Street (MI 147-34), 204 North Broadway (MI 155-3) and 105 North

(MI 154-20). fire department's inception,Water Since theStreet its

administrative headquarters have remained at various locations downtown: with

Engine Company No. 1 until 1895, at City Hall from 1895 through the 1930s; in

the Safety Building from the 1940s through the 1950s; and with Engine Company

No. 2 at 755 North Seventh Street from 1961 to the present.

Engine Company No. 1

Engine Company No. 1 evolved out of the city's first volunteer fire

fighting body, Hook and Ladder Companythe established in 1837.No. 1

a Drill School instituted in
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Initially its equipment was stored at a shed on East Wisconsin Avenue, but in
1838 a sizeable building was constructed by the company at the northwest
corner of Milwaukee Street and Wisconsin Avenue. In

Hook and Ladder No. 1 subsequently shared quarters with Supply Hose Company in

a building on the west side of Broadway between Mason and Wells Streets

adjacent to the Central Police Station. In 1861, with the inauguration of

paid, part-time volunteers, the company was renamed Engine Company No. 1. In

1872 the company moved into spacious new quarters at 784 North Broadway across

the street from its previous home. Built at a cost of $13,000, the two-story,

Italianate structure featured a prominent multi-staged tower and had quarters

for the company's 18 men. Its equipment included a steamer, a hook and ladder

wagon, a hose cart and a patent extension ladder. The building also served as

the headquarters for the entire fire department until 1895. In 1935 the

Italianate facade was removed and replaced with a simple Art Moderne front.

It still houses Engine Company No. 1 (MI 139-18) (Nailen, 2nd ed., p. 200;

History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 389).

Engine Company No. 2

Engine Company No. 2 was organized on November 6, 1862 and was originally

located at the corner of Third and Commerce Streets. In 1893 it moved to 1325

Since 1961, Engine Company No. 2 has been housed in theNorth Fourth Street.

$750,000 brick and steel structure at 755 North Seventh Street.modern, (MI

153-10) In addition to housing firemen and equipment, the building now serves

fire department's administrative headquarters.as the (Nailen, 2nd ed., p.

200).

It was enlarged in 1840.

1856-1857 the firehouse was razed to make way for the new US Customs House.
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Engine Company No. 3

of Florida and South First Streets in what was called Volunteer House No. 4.
In 1869 the company moved to the corner of South Second Street and National
Avenue outside the Central Business District study area. (Nailen 2nd ed., p.
200) The original 1863 building was razed.

Engine Company No. 4
Engine Company No. 4 was organized on February 12, 1866 and located at 411

(MI 160-25)North Third Street. A building was constructed at a cost of

$8,788 to house the nine men and the engine and hose cart. (History of

Milwaukee 1881 p. 390) The crew's living quarters were on the second floor

and a 50'x 60' horse barn with hayloft was located at the rear. The two

sections were joined by a thirty foot wide blacksmith ship. Originally, the

building had a 76 foot tower at its northeast corner. It is the oldest

In 1888 the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paulremaining firehouse in the city.

Railway laid tract to the north of the firehouse. To avoid delays in

answering fire alarms by having to cross the fequently travelled tracks, the

company moved to new quarters at 534 North Second Street (MI 147-34). A three

story Queen Ann style building was constructed at a cost of $17,605. Engine

Company No. 4 vacated this station in 1921 when it merged with Engine Company

No. 10 at 204 North Broadway (MI 155-3). No. 4 subsequently was housed with

Engine Companies No. 1 and 2, but since 1976 has been located outside the

Central Business District at 9511 West Appleton Avenue. (Nailen 2nd ed., p.

200; MVIS 1979) The original firehouse at 411 North Third Street was later

A has obliterated the building's

(MVIS 1979)original appearance.

This company was begun in 1863 and was quartered at the southwest corner

occupied by H.J. Delaney and Co., a dealer in oils, and by Portz Plastics 
since 1943. new facade added in 1901
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Engine Company No. 10

Engine Company No. 10 was organized on September 21, 1886 and quartered in

a newly constructed firehouse at 176 North Broadway. This was rebuilt in 1893

at a cost of $14,089. No. 10 occupied its Third Ward building until 1949 when

it merged with Engine Company No. 1 at 784 North Broadway (MI 139-18) Since

1954 No. 10 has been quartered outside the Central Business District at 5600

West Oklahoma. (Nailen, 2nd ed., p. 204) The old firehouse at 176 North

Broadway has since been used for city and fire department storage.

Engine Company No. 20

Engine Company No. 20 was established on September 1 , 1894 and was housed

in a two-story brick firehouse at 533 North Sixth Street, whose site is now

occupied by the Ramada Inn (MI 151-34). The building was razed in 1957 and

No. 20 was merged with Engine Company No. 2. After several years at 1325
North Fourth Street both companies moved into the new structure at 755 North

(MI 153-10).Seventh Street where they remain today.

Ladder Company No. 2

Ladder Company No. 2 was organized on February 1 , 1877 and was housed in

the new, two-story, brick building recently completed for it at the southwest

corner of Florida and South First Streets. The site had previously been

occupied by Engine Company No. 3 which had vacated the site in 1869. Ladder

Company No. 2 shared its building with the city's second police station, the

South Side Branch. The Police Department left the building in 1892 and Ladder

Company No. 2 followed in 1894 when it was reassigned to serve with Engine

Company No. 4 at 534 North Second Street (MI 147-34) After several more

reassignments, to 533 North Sixth Street in 1912 and 1325 North Fourth Street,

Ladder Company No. 2 moved into the main firehouse at 755 North Seventh Street
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in 1961. (MI 153-10) (Nailen, 2nd ed.» p. 210) The old firehouse at Florida

The old firehouse at Florida and South

First Streets has been razed.

Engine Company No. 15

Engine House No. 15 was built in 1915 according to the design of local

architect Charles Ellis Malig. Located at 105 North Water Street (MI 154-20)

at the confluence of the Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers, the building replaced

an earlier privately-owned structure on the site which had been leased by the

fire epartment since 1889 when the first fireboat was put into operation

there. The site was chosen specifically because of its proximity to the

highly combustible grain elevators, hay and feed sheds and coal yards that

lined the river banks in the area. As the number of fire-prone structures

diminished and the city water system improved, the need for the fire boats and

crew declined. In 1940 Engine Houseits 15 was one of only threeNo.

remaining fireboat stations. Underutilization of the facility led to its

remodeling into offices for the Fire Inspection Bureau. When the Inspection

Bureau later relocated to another unused fireboat station house on Cherry

Street, 105 North Water was shared by Civil Defense and then used for city

The building is no longer used for firefighting purposes duerecord storage.

the retirement of its Fireboat, the Deluge; (MVIS, 1979;to

Milwaukee Board of Fire and Police Commissioners p. 17 Nailen, 1st ed., p. 31).

and South First Streets was subsequently occupied by Engine Company No. 19 

from 1894 to 1901 when it moved to a new building outside the Central Business 

District. (Nailen, 2nd ed., p. 205)

in 1984.
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MISCELLANEOUS PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Milwaukee Auditorium

Bounded by Fifth, Sixth, Kilbourn and State Streets, the

square was reserved for public use by Byron Kilbourn with the provision that

the north portion of the block remain undeveloped in order to accommodate an

outdoor market. In 1867 a large hall was erected on the south half of the

property known as Market Hall. It was initially used as a skating rink, but

then was converted into a combination market and public meeting hall. It was

After the highly successful Centennial Exposition in Philadeplphia in

1876, many communities, including Milwaukee, began to consider the advantages

of erecting large, multi-purpose exhibition buildings. In 1880, the Milwaukee

Industrial Exposition Association was organized to construct and promote such

a building in Milwaukee. The Association chose the site of Market Hall for

their new building and leased the property from the city for 50 years. The

new Exposition Building designed by architect E.T. Mix, was a magnificient

Queen Anne style structure. It housed industrial displays, an art gallery,

provided rooms for concerts and festivals and was the location of an early

electric power company, the Badger Illuminating Company.

By 1903 the Exposition Building was already showing its age and the

Merchants and Manufacturers Association appointed a committee to study its

replacement. While discussion was underway, the old building was destroyed by
fire on June 4, 1905. Spurred by this event, proponents doubled their efforts

new a

Today's Auditorium stands on a site that has been designated for public 

purposes since 1835.

host to bicycle races, skating parties, walking matches and traveling shows. 

(Bruce p. 423; Latus and Young p. 83).

obtained through 

combination of private subscription and city bonds and a final obstacle, a

to construct a convention center. Funds were
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suit against the project by the Kilbourn heirs, was removed when the courts

decided that the Auditorium satisfied the public use stipulation imposed by

Kilbourn in 1835 and that the city was the legal owner of the property.

(Bruce p. 423, 425-427) A design competition was won by local architects
Ferry and Clas and construction began 1908.in The classical revival
structure was dedicated in 1909 and has a main hall, Bruce Hall (with seating
capacity of 8,008), in addition to a nunber of smaller halls. The Annex,

built shortly afterwards, constructed the Auditorium'sto east andwas

contains five smaller halls each named after a prominent early Milwaukeean.

Paintings by Thorsten Lindberg, executed 1942 and 1944, depicting persons

important in the city's early history ornament the interior. Today the

Auditorium hosts a variety of events from rock concerts to festivals, often in

conjunction with activities at the adjacent Arena and MECCCA. It remains

under the ownership of the City of Milwaukee. (Latus and Young p. 83) (Mi

152-7).

Milwaukee Arena

the constructionPrior of theto Auditorium

Milwaukee's chief exhibition and entertainment center for traveling shows,

concerts and conventions. Sporting events were also held there and included

everything from rodeos to wrestling to football games. In 1945 city residents

and officials began to study the feasibility of constructing a new building to

supplement the Auditorium. Revenue bonds were sold to finance the project.

Site acquisition progressed slowly due to the necessity of relocating numerous

immigrant families, particularly the Chinese, who lived in the tenements on

the block bounded by Fourth, Fifth, Kilbourn and State Streets. Once this was

Local architects Eschweiler and Eschweiler

accomplished in 1949 the 12,800 seat Arena was completed rapidly and the 

building opened on April 9, 1950.

the Arena, served as
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designed the contemporary structure whose roof is highlighted by a series of

sweeping concentric curves.
Milwaukee's

pro-basketball team, the Milwaukee Bucks, and the Marquette University

Warriors use the Arena as their home court. In 1977 a new basketball floor,

designed by American pop artist Robert Indiana was installed at the Arena.

(Latus and Young p. 84; "A Condensed History"; "Milwaukee's GreatSammond

Community Center").

Milwaukee Exposition and Convention Center and Arena (MECCA)

MECCA was the result of years of planning for a new center to supplement

the Auditorium and Arena and allow Milwaukee to competitively bid for national

Built at 505 West Kilbourn (MI 151-26) in 1974, the largeconvention trade.

multipurpose facility occupies two full city blocks (5.5 acres) bounded by

Kilbourn and Wells Streets. MECCA'SFourth, Sixth, major feature is the

66,000 45 foot high Great Hall which together with smaller

meeting and conference rooms can acconwodate up 15,600 persons.to Food

service facilities are able to handle up to 7,000 people in one seating.

Designed by the Los Angeles firm of Welton Becket Associates the simple,

functional exterior features a recessed entry on its north or main facade. It

is joined to the Auditorium and Arena by a skywalk. MECCA was the last

structure built and owned by the city as part of the Civic Center Plan

corridor which extends along Kilbourn Avenue from the County Courthouse in the

west to City Hall on the east. (Dorr, Public Buildings No. 10; Latus and

Young p. 84).

Milwaukee Central Library

The Milwaukee Public Library System began in 1878 when the Young Men's

Association transferred its substantial collection of books to the City of

The Arena serves as the city's primary sports 

facility and the lobby houses Wisconsin's Athletic Hall of Fame.

square foot,
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Milwaukee. From 1880 to 1897 the library occupied rented quarters at the
northwest corner of Fourth Streets and Wisconsin Avenue. In October of 1898
it moved into the newly completed Beaux Arts Central Library structure at 814
West Wisconsin Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-36) which it shared with the Public

Local architects Ferry and Clas wereMuseum.

competition that included such entrants as Frank Lloyd Wright and H.C. Koch

Additions were constructed in 1909-12, 1913-14, 1930-31 and in theand Co.

mid-1950s to accommodate the growing collections. The Public Museum moved

into its own building in 1963 and its vacated quarters were occupied by city

government offices. Since 1984 the library has shared its building with the

Science and Technology Museum. It remains the administrative headquarters for

the city's public library system. (see Education-Educational Services).

Pabst Theater

The Pabst Theater was built in 1895 to replace the Nunnemacher Grand Opera

House, which had been destroyed by fire in January that year. Owned by brewer

Frederick Pabst and designed by Otto Strack, the theater served as the center

Milwaukee's German-languageof theater into the mid-1930s. Changing

entertainment needs and financial difficulties led to the building's decline

and in 1953 the Pabst family sold the theater to the Pabst Theater Foundation.

The foundation, in turn, sold the theater to the City of Milwaukee in 1960 for

$250,000. Although its threatened by the completion of thefuture was

Performing Arts Center in 1969, when most of the groups that had used it

switched to that facility, the decision was ultimately made in 1974 to restore

the structure. Assisted by funds from city, federal and private interests

(particularly the Pabst Brewing Company and the Pabst Family) the restoration

was completed and the building re-opened in 1976. Still owned by the City of

Milwaukee, the Pabst Theater serves as a center for concerts, musicals and

chosen from a nation wide
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children's theater. It will be one of the anchors of the new Theater District

redevelopment project. (see Recreation and Entertainment).

Harbor Commission
Although Milwaukee had a harbor master as early as 1849, a formal Harbor

Coimission was not established by the Conmon Council until August 19, 1912.

Advisory in nature, the Commission's function is to study the shipping needs

of the city and to make recommendations for improvements and promote harbor

development. The Board of Harbor Commissioners was established by the Common

Council on June 1, 1920 and empowered to implement improvements and exercise

publicly-owned docks and public lands abutting public

(Bruce p. 296-300) In the early years, the Commission was housedwaterways.

at the City Hall. The Commission is now housed at 500 North Harbor Drive (MI

149-5) in a building that was completed in 1959 in conjunction with the

construction of the Municipal Passenger Pier. Fritz Von Grossman was the

architect. site at the lakefront between

Michigan and Clybourn Streets, the pier and building served as an easily

accessible terminal for the Wisconsin and Michigan
Steamship Company. By 1973 the Wisconsin and Michigan Steamship Company had
discontinued passenger service and vacated the terminal building. It was

remodeled in 1974 and the Harbor Commission moved in March of 1975. (Earl

Anderson, Harbor Commission).

Located on a 15-acre landfill

jurisdiction over

passenger and auto
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The best summaries of early governmental units in Milwaukee remain the

standard historical references: Bruce's History of Milwaukee City and County

(1881).

Dorr'sis Building Survey (1977) whichgood Downtown includessource
historical and architectural information on over 100 downtown buildings and

chronicles the development of some of the city's major civic projects. The

clipping files and collections at the Milwaukee County Historical Center

Library are also valuable on such topics as the County Courthouse and the

Auditor! un-Arena buildings.

A commemorative centennial booklet published by the Milwaukee Board of

Fire and Police Commissioners provides a good over-view of the two municipal

departments which have been responsible for the erection of the greatest

number of municipal buildings in the Central Business District. Nailen and

Haight's Beertown Blazers (1st and 2nd editions) is an excellent summary of

the city's firefighting units and firehouses.

For up to date information on twentieth century governmental buildings, a

(1922), Conard's History of Milwaukee County (1895), Gregory's History of

Milwaukee (1931) and the Western Historical Company's History of Milwaukee
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EDUCATION

Elementary and Secondary Education

facilities have long been an important feature of theEducational
Central Business District and literally dozens of institutions were
headquartered here over the past 150 years. Elementary schools made up the
bulk of these institutions as both private and public sectors insisted on
basic literacy and mathematical skills for the city's youngsters. Secondary
education, originally the province of private institutions, was eventually
adopted by the municipal schools as the attitude toward lengthier instruction
became more favorable. Today no elementary schools are in operation downtown
and only one middle school and
one high school maintain enrollments.

PUBLIC ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

General Introduction

Municipal education during Milwaukee's territorial period tended to
be a sporadic affair in which schools were established wherever a room and a
teacher could be found. The 1827 Michigan School Law, under which Wisconsin
initially functioned, determined how many families were required to establish
a common school in the territories and how taxes would be levied to support
it. The law also provided for the selection of school commissioners,
directors and inspectors. These positions sometimes elected andwere
sometimes appointed. Despite the provision for free schools, however,
Milwaukee's earliest schools were pay schools since the settlers had concerns
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Milwaukee'simmediate than that of education. first public schoolmore

classes were held of the Milwaukee River.

to whether they were held on the East or West Side,
the bias of the author consulted. (Buck Pioneer Historydepending upon

1840-1846 p. 308-311; Stearns p. 437; Roots p. 3)

When Milwaukee incorporated in 1846, its citizens ensured that

education would be a responsibility of the new municipal Thegovernment.
Common Council quickly appointed a Board of School Commissioners to administer
educational activities with one commissioner representing each ward. The
Board acted directly through the school principals for the first thirteen

Some school buildings were acquired through purchase, but most wereyears.

By the 1847-1848 school year, eight public schoolslocated in rented spaces.

were in operation with a total registration of 865 pupils and total school

expenditures of $3,512.99. (Roots p. 3-4)

The decade of the 1850s was a period of both growth and recession.
In 1852 five substantial brick buildings were erected, each capable of housing
350 pupils. They were two stories high in addition to a basement. One was

located in each ward. The total cost of the five structures was $15,000 and

John A. Messenger, brickmaker, was the contractor. (History of Milwaukee 1881

p. 519; Buck Pioneer History 1840-1846 p. 314) Curriculum advances were made

in addition to the improvement in the physical plant. Textbook uniformity was

established and the German language also became part of standard education

since 2,577 children out of a total school population of 5,914 were of German

origin. As the need for higher education became evident, two short-lived high

schools were established. Both closed due to the recession brought on by the

in 1835-1836 along the banks

Sources disagree as
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The Panic of 1857 caused enormous funding problems for thePanic of 1857.
school system as a whole and temporarily set back the progress of public

1859 elected by theeducation. In Board the firstas
Superintendent of Schools to bring order to the disrupted school system.
(Roots p. 5)

the 1860s through the 1870s the Milwaukee PublicFrom Schools

experienced a period of steady growth. A graded plan was introduced which
replaced the class or departmental system. Students were now promoted from
grade to grade as they successfully completed a period study. School district
boundaries drawn conform ward boundaries. The first cityto towere
kindergarten, following on the heels of the privately sponsored ones, was
instituted in 1879 and became part of the city wide public school system in

(Roots p. 6-8; Watrous p. 416)1881.

Under the superintendency of William A. Andersen (1883-1892), the

school system developed into the multi-faceted operation that it is today.

Under Andersen's administration, unprecedented twenty-six schools werean
built or annexed into the system. Many of these schools are still in use. In
addition to keeping wi th the physical demands of growi ng schoolup a
population, Andersen also made progressive curriculum revisions. He promoted
the addition of supplementary readings to various grades and encouraged public
reading and dramatic presentations. Andersen also wrote a textbook for an
experimental physics class and began a dialogue with teachers to discuss new
methods of instruction and new courses. Cooking classes were made available
to girls above the fourth grade level. (Roots p. 9) Before he left office,
Andersen saw his teaching staff grow to number 517, a significant increase

Rufus King was
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over the 126 instructors working just 21 years earlier. The teachers were

(Roots 1943 pp. 17, 23)instructors, one per classroom.

Over its nearly 150 year history, the Central Business District was
the location of fourteen schools devoted to elementary education. They were
dispersed through five wards designated by the municipal government as units
of administration. Each ward had at least one school but frequently a second

enrollment demanded. site wasas
rebuilt two or three times in an attempt to upgrade facilities and accommodate
the continously expanding school-age population during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. This trend was reversed starting in the 1930s and
a decline in the number of school age children in the area resulted in the
closing of all but one of these schools. The remainder have been razed but
for the vestiges of the Webster/Second Ward School now incorporated into the
Pabst Brewing Company complex at Ninth and Juneau Avenue.

First Ward School

The First Ward, bounded by the Milwaukee River to the west, Juneau
Avenue to the south, Lake Michigan to the east and the city limits to the
north, was one of the original five districts to receive a permanent school
house. Built and possibly designed by John Ryecraft, construction on the
$2450 building was begun in 1850. Located at the northwest corner of Van
Buren and Juneau Avenue the modest brick structure exhibited a mixture of
Greek Rivival and Italianate features and was surmounted by a squat cupola.
The school, later called Hathaway School, served the elementary grades until

dispersed across 35 schools and the average three-story structure held 14

Oftentimes aor third was constructed
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it was used for high school purposes from 1868 to 1873 when it was damaged by
Following its repair, Hathaway School once again servedfi re. a highas

school until 1877 when the classes were transferred to another facility. (See

Secondary Education) By this time the elementary school classes were being

conducted at a Koch-designed school house located outside the Central Business

District between Brady and PleasantStreet Streets.
Ward/Hathaway school subsequently razed and replaced with a residence.was

(History of Milwaukee 1881 529, 530 532; MS 6/15/1850 2/2; Milwaukee City

Directory; Rascher's Fire Insurance Map 1888)

Second Ward Schools

The Second Ward encompassed the greatest number of schools owing to

its large area and population density. Its boundaries stretched west of the

Milwaukee River between Vliet Street and Kilbourn Avenue and extended to the

western city limits.

totaled 1485 and ranked this sector second behind the 1695 children of the

First Ward. This area experienced rapid residential development beginning in

the late 1870s and early 1880s and maintaining accommodations for the
thousands of students became a continual concern of the school board. By 1887

this vast area was subdivided with the Second Ward's westernmost boundard set

at Thirteenth Street.

Much as in the other wards, the first municipally sponsored classes

held in temporary quarters. The earliest permanentwere structure was a
duplicate of E. Townsend Mix's design for the Seventh Ward School but in

mirror immage reversal. Completed in the fall of 1858 and located at the

The First

As early as 1851 the number of school age children

on Cass
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southwest corner of Ninth Street and Juneau Avenue, the school cost $21,000 to

After several additions and modifications through the years, thecomplete.

accommodated 663 students and 13 teachers in ten classrooms.school The
Second Ward School like its twin in the Seventh Ward was built to serve both
grade school and high school purposes. The high school component was dropped
in 1860, however, when the municipal high school system was discontinued due
to financial considerations. In 1869 it became known as Jefferson School. A

number of factors led to the disposal of Jefferson School in 1886 among them

being over crowded conditions, a deteriorating physical condition and Pabst

As the brewery literally surrounded the schoolBrewing Company's expansion.

other buyer came forward to purchase the site and the school board wasno

forced to sell it to Pabst for $18,000 although they had anticipated $20,000

in the deal. Pabst claimed to have no use for the structure but retained it

Today Jefferson School is still visible beneath thefor office purposes.

crenellations added by Pabst and could very well be the oldest extant school

(MI 151-3) (Milwaukee City Directory, MS 4/3/1886 3/2,house in the city.

10/23/1886 3/3, 11/19/1886 3/1; Rascher's Fire Insurance Map 1876 and 1888;

Sanborn 1894 and 1910)

A second school was constructed in the Second Ward a mere block away

School Tenth between Highlandfrom Jefferson and inState Streetson
approximately 1868. Known alternately as the Second District #1 and Second

District and also Webster School, the two-story building was comprised of a

centralthree-bayed pavilion flanked by long pedimented wings.narrow
Numerous additions were constructed over the years but by 1886 the building
was considered unhealthy. Poor venilation caused headaches among the students
and allegedly caused the death of an older teacher. Its proximity to a Pabst
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Brewing Company elevator also detracted from the school's academic character.

Like Jefferson School, Webster School was initially offered for sale in 1886

but Pabst's offer was too low and the school board decided to hold onto the

After two new grade schools were constructed to replace Webster andproperty.

the Board of Public Works authorized the conversion ofJefferson Schools,

Webster School into a municipal work shop and storage building in 1890. Over
the years the facade of the former school house became obliterated by numerous
additions and it was last used for auto repair and storage before it was razed
in the early 1960s (Milwaukee City Directory; MS 1/6/1868 1/3, 4/3/1886 3/2,
5/23/1890 7/3)

The Second District Primary #2 School was built in 1888 to upgrade
the teaching facilities of the Second Ward whose Webster School at Tenth
Street was sadly out of date and whose Jefferson School had been sold to Pabst
Brewing Company just two years earlier. Built at the northeast corner of
Seventh Street and Highland Avenue the site had long been associated with

The corner had been the location of the originaleducational matters. West

Side German-English High School which subsequently served as a municipal high

school from 1873 to 1874 and then as the normal training department for the .

blic schools until the State Normal School was completed in the fall of 1885.

The city permanently acquired the German-English High School in 1877 and razed

it some years later. The new 1888 structure was later known as Highland

Avenue School and housed 708 pupils in twenty-two classrooms. Among its more

The oral method of

instruction for the deaf began in 1877 when Messrs. Bossart, Trieschmann and
Dohmen rented a building for such purposes at Seventh Street and National

A boarding school was added the following year and instruction was inAvenue.

important functions was the education of the deaf.
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German.
Attempts at obtaining state aid werePhonological Institute for Deaf Mutes.

unsuccessful but in 1883 the Phonological Society was given permission to
classroom in the municipal school at Seventh and Highland and thereoccupy a

In 1886 the state legislature passed athe eleven students were instructed.
law mandating that day school education for the deaf be incorporated into

At this point the City of Milwaukee took over themunicipal school systems.
and continued the program into the twentiethPhonological Society's school

Highland Avenue School remained in operation as a municipal gradecentury.
school until 1935-1936 when it was taken over for use by Milwaukee Vocational

The structure was subsequently replaced by MATC's shop andSchool (now MATC).

technical building which was constructed between 1952-1958. (Milwaukee City

The last public school in the Second Ward was built in 1889 at the
northwest corner of Tenth and Highland Avenue. The new structure named Second
Ward Second District School and built to the south of Webster School, was

The site wasdesigned by E.T. Mix and Company and cost $60,000 to construct.

proposed as an ideal location at least as early as 1887 but there were some

A proposed street car line onnegative features associated with the area.

Highland Avenue was viewed as a deterrent to the construction of a school.

Likewise, the site's proximity to a sectarian school (Marquette College) was

also seen as objectionable since such proximity in other wards had led to

These negative aspects were overcome by 1889clashes between the students.

and the sixteen-room facility was built. The school later served as the

school system's administration building until it was replaced by the current

Directory; MS 12/11/1887 6/6; Milwaukee Public Library Historic Photograph 

Collection; Watrous p. 418-419).

On January 20, 1879 the institution incorporated as the Wisconsin
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administration building on Vliet Street. The old building at Tenth and

(Milwaukee City Directory; MS 9/24/1887 3/1,Highland was razed in 1963.

6/15/1889 4/5, 7/24/1889 3/3; Rascher's Fire Insurance Map 1888; Sanborn 1910).

Third Ward Schools

the city'sThe thi rd ward of five original municipalwas one
districts to receive a permanent school house between 1850 to 1852 although
classes had been conducted in rented quarters prior to 1850. The once low

by the Milwaukee River, Wisconsinbordered and LakeAvenueswampy area
Michigan, had been filled in and became home to a sizeable student population

which by 1851-1852 numbered 1250. The first permanent school house was built

in 1850 at the northeast corner of Detroit and Jackson Streets according to

the design of local Flood damage, overcrowding andarchitect J.F. Rague.

settling due inadequate foundationto led the building'stosevere an
demolition in 1865. A replacement school designed by G.W. Mygatt was set on
440 piles to insure the building's stability. The eight-room facility housed
lower level students as well as those considered more advanced, equivalent
today to those in junior high school. One noteworthy feature of the building
was the movable partitions incorporated into the second floor which allowed
for the accommodation of special events and exhibitions at the school. The
new building opened for classes September 1, 1866 And was later known at
Jackson School from 1869 to 1877.

Despite the increasing commercialization of the studentarea,
population grew steadily and in 1867 a second grade or branch school was
constructed at the southeast corner of Jackson and Chicago Streets. The small
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four-classroom building accommodated students from the seventh through the

tenth grades and was named Pomeroy School in honor of the superintendent of

theshort-1ived institution,schools.public A

condemned in 1874 for a railway right of way for the Chicago North Western
Railway and the Chicago Northwestern ultimately paid the city $8,000 for the

subseqently incorporated into thePomeroy School1879.inproperty was
which stretched alongfreight warehousesChicago Northwestern's massive

The school building wasJackson Street from Buffalo to Menomonee Streets.
used by the railway for freight department offices into the 1960s.

The loss of Pomeroy School and subsequent need for a bigger academic
facility led to the demolition and replacement of Jackson School in 1878. The

The

board frequently used the same design for several school ds (as ins;chool

Mix's Seventh and Second Ward Schools) and Koch's Third Ward School repeated

his design for the Thirteenth District School (at Central and Palmer Streets)

Both were constructed at approximately the samebut in mirror image reversal.

time.

This school survived into the twentieth centuryaccommodated 708 pupils.

under the name Detroit School and a public natatorium was added by the city to

the structure in 1915. Enrollment by the 1920s reached 1,010 students and by

been remodeled incorporatethe had twenty-fourthat time structure to

Detroit School was in operation until 1957 after which time itclassrooms.

and its neighboring structures were razed for freeway construction. (History

533; Milwaukee City Directory 1851-1852; MilwaukeeP.

Illustrated p. 110-111; MPL Historic Photograph Collection; MS 2/22/1850 2/4/,

1/26/1865 1/5, 11/28/1865 1/7, 1/5/1866 1/5, 6/11/1866 1/3, 6/3/1869 1/5,

new large, three-storied, towered structure was designed by H.C Koch.

site and building were

The new Third Ward School cost $30,000, had eleven classrooms and

of Milwaukee 1881
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9/11/1869 1/5, 5/29/1874 8/3, 4/29/1879 3/2, 5/3/1879 8/2, 9/3/1879 8/2).

Fourth Ward Schools

The current Eighth Street Middle School, once known as the Fourth
today Milwaukee'sname changes, is oldestitsSchoolWard manyamong

It represents the third building on the siteschoolhouse still in operation.
and took in pupils of the Fourth Ward which was bounded by the Milwaukee
River, Kilbourn Avenue and Canal The origins of education in thisStreet.
ward predate a permanent schoolhouse and early classes in the mid-1840s were

held in the basement of the Methodist Schurch at the corner of Plankinton and

(see Religion).Wisconsin Avenues.

The first school was built at the northwest corner of Eighth and

cost of $3,049 and housed 350 pupils. It wasMichigan in 1850
A majority of the school age children in theconstructed by John Messenger.

A new school was builtward were of either American, Irish of German descent.
on the site in 1857, design by the architects Mygatt and Schmidtner. The
three-story classically-inspired building was crowned with a cupola. Each
floor consisted of a large classroom with two adjoining recitation rooms. UP
to 480 pupils could be accommodated and students were divided into grammar
school, intermediate and higher level classes. A two-story addition in 1874
and other modifications the accommodation of 770
students and 13 teachers by 1881. This overcrowding led to the demolition of

structure and its replacement by the current H.C.the 1857 Koch-designed
building. (MI 150-17) Pupils were temporarily housed in the Exposition
Building until the building October, 1884.opened Cost ofnew was

over the years led to

at a
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construction ran between $43,000 to $51,000 depending on the sources checked.
in continual operation until 1964.The school remained One of is more

significant programs was a night school for immigrants begun in 1905. This
program was eventually taken over by the school board when enrollment reached

Since 1964 the school has served as a center for exceptional1500 pupils.
education classes and as a temporary classroom building during periods of high
enrollment or when other schools undergo remodeling. A private concern, Urban
Day School, rented the facility from 1969 to 1972. Since 1976 the building
has been run by the school board and used as a middle school. (Jaeger p.
1-29).

Seventh Ward Schools

The Seventh Ward bounded by the Milwaukee River,was an area
Wisconsin Avenue, Juneau Avenue to the north and Lake Michigan to the east.
It was a ward in which not only a grade school but a high school structure was
bullt.

The earliest school building opened for use in January, 1858 and was
located on Jefferson Street between State and Juneau Avenue. Designed by
architect E. Townsend Mix, the I tai i anate three storystructure was a
rectangular building flanked by projecting end bays. Stone quoins and a belt

distinguished the basement from thestory stories. Ironcourse upper
pediments enlivened the second story. The south bay was surmounted by a large
cupola supported by immense brackets. Built to accommodate 350 pupils, some
425 were enrolled during the first semester causing overcrowding. Designed to

as a municipal high school as well as elementary school, the Seventhserve
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Ward School housed secondary students from 1858 to 1860 then again from 1868
to 1870 after which time the high school classes were transferred to other

school in both design and educationalmodelConsideredfacilities. a

received a lion's share of thetechniques, the Seventh Ward School press

coverage on education during its first decade of operation and was visited by

The building's twin, the Jeffersonnumerous local and out-of-state officials.

School in the Second Ward completed in the fall of 1858, in contrast received

minimal fanfare.

By 1871 overcrowding and poor ventilation became constant complaints

much as they did with other schools. Additions were constructed beginning in

1872 and by the following decade the Seventh Ward School (also called Hadley

1870-1876) could accommodate 683 students and 13 teachers in tenSchool

it was replaced in 1897 by aclassrooms. The school remained in use until
three story classical Revival Style structure designed by the firm of Ferry
and Clas. This latter, known as Thomas Jefferson School, was built on the

the old structure and remained in use through 1978.site Aftersame as
theseveral of razed in the early 1980s.structureyears vacancy was

(Milwaukee City Directory; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 537; MS 12/30/1857
1/2; Milwaukee Sentinel Index).

Parochial Elementary Education
Catholic Parochial Education
General Introduction

Catholic parochial education the earliest form of churchwas
supported primary education in Milwaukee. Introduced 1842in after the



founding of the first Catholic church in 1839, St. Peter's, parochial schools
satisfied the needs of the congregation as well as the mandate imposed by

The First Provincial Council of Baltimore (1829) followedchurch hierarchy.
by the First and Second Plenary Councils (1852, 1866 respectively) also at
Baltimore exorted bishops to begin schools and encouraged parents to provide a

for their children. Rome reaffirmed the importance ofCatholic education
church-sponsored education for the American 'territorities' in 1875. By far
the strongest order resulted from the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore
(1884) which ruled that schools should be established within two years of the
formation of a congregation, that parents were obligated to send their child
to a parochial school, that the bishop would have authority to prod along
reluctant parishes and that uncooperative priests could be removed from their
parishes for failure to build or maintain a parish school.

Significantly, nineteenth parochial schools inmost century

Milwaukee's Central DistrictBusiness established before the 1884were

wellimperative. That they attended attests the fact thattowere

parishioners found them valuable despite any mandates to encourage support.

Even non-Catholics attended the schools prior to the era of tax-supported
public education. public schoolOnce levied in 1846taxes were many
congregations found it financially difficult to support the public schools in
addition to their own but the parochial schools did flourish and substantial
brick and stone school houses replaced the early frame structures.

Starting in the 1920s, however, decline in the number of school age
children in Centralthe Business District resulted in closings of
consolidation among the various parish schools. This trend continued until
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the final schools closed in the mid to late 1970s. At present, none of the
Catholic parishes operates a full time primary school. (Bichler p. 3-16).

St. Peter's School

St. Peter's Church, in addition to being the first Catholic church in

Milwaukee, also introduced Catholic education to the city through the efforts

On August 10, 1842 Kundig opened aof its second pastor Fr. Martin Kundig.

for girls on the east side of Jefferson Street just north of Stateschool
from the church itself. Two friends of Kundig,around the blockStreet,

Misses Murray and Catherine Shea, were the first teachers. A short while
later that fall, Kundig established a school for boys in the basement of St.

German pupils were under the chargePeter's Church, taught by Joseph Murray.

Both schools were held inSome 25 boys were enrolled.of Mr. Engelhardt.

high esteem and got liberal popular support. After two years, accommodations
When St. Peter's became Bishop Benni'swere secured for boarding students.

cathedral in 1845 an addition to the church and basement allowed for both boys
The boys' curriculum includedand girls classes to be taught there. a

classical and mercantile education with students being able to specialize in
Girls were taught grammar, arithmetic and geography asone or both programs.

well as tutored in such manual skills as plain sewing, marking, ornamental
needlework, embroidery, bead and crepe work and flower painting. Layteachers
for girls were replaced by Sisters of Charity who came to Milwaukee at Benni's

From June, 1846 to 1848 the basement of St. Peter’s becamerequest in 1846.

the First Ward public school upon an agreement made between Bishop Benni and

the Milwaukee School Board. Religious instruction took place following normal

school hours. Once a building for the First Ward School was procured, St.
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John'sschool again. Afterparochial St.Peter's reverted once

Cathedral was dedicated in 1853 and assumed the educational and religious

the latter was used as a children's chapel and Sundayduties of St. Peter's,
School center among its other functions as a chapel for French and Bohemian

12-15; Rummel 79; Centennial(Bichler p.and seminarians.residents p.

History St. John's Cathedral p. 24).

St. John's Cathedral Schools

Peter's was ably taken over by St. John'sThe work begun by St.
for the diocese's other parishes.and quickly became the modelCathedral

Progress in education at St. John's did not follow a smooth linear progression
As there were inti ally nothe 1870s.but experienced ups and downs until

other facilities, Bishop Henni continued the boys' and girls' classes in the
succession of layteachers,Following aPeter's Church.basement of St.

Brothers of the Holy Cross from Notre Dame, Indiana were given charge of the
boys' school they ran it from 1855 to 1858. Pupils ranged in age from seven

reading, spelling,to
Financial difficulties and theand catechism.penmanship, poorgrammar

accommodations in St. Peter's basement led Bishop Henni to close the school in

The girls' school followed much the same pattern as the boys'. Early1858.

layteachers were replaced by Sisters of Charity who took over the girls'

classes upon their arrival in Milwaukee in 1846. These remained situated in

There being a demand for a more exclusiveSt. Peter's basement until 1854.

schooleducational arrangement led the for

Originally entitled St. Joseph's Select School fortuition-paying students.

Girls, classes were conducted in the nun's new frame dwelling on Van Buren,

nuns to form a second girls'

seventeen and the curriculum included mathematics,

into a
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Wells This school later relocatednorth of thejust Street. to new

orphanage-convent building on Jackson Street just north of the cathedral and

was renamed St. Rose's Select School. In 1854 the parish girls' school moved

out of St. Peter's basement into the north wing of the newly vacated Van Buren

Street dwelling. The remainder of the building was rented by Fr. Kundig's

sisters who lived and operated a school out of the south wing. The Kundig

school remained in operation as a quasi-parochial school for some years and

provided a much-needed educational facility for boys after the departure of

The curriculum included reading, U.S. History,the Holy Cross Brothers.

geography, German, writing, spelling, language, mathematics, and catechism.

The declining health of teacher Frances Kundig led Bishop Henni to purchase

the Smith residence just up the block from Kundig's school and fit it up for

clasroom use for the 1873-1874 school year. Two layteachers were hired to

instruct the boys' classes there. In the fall of 1874 all the boys' and

girls' classes were transferred to the newly completed $25,000 three-story

Bishop's Hall which provided four classrooms for each school. The Brothers of

the Holy Cross returned to take charge of the boys' classes while the Sisters

of Charity continued in charge of the girls. In 1884 St. John's Cathedral

School became a totally free school for children of parishioners and was said

to be the first Catholic free school in the Northwest. The girls' school

later transferred to the old orphan asylum on Jefferson Street in 1888 after

the orphanage moved into a new facility in the North Point area. In 1895

management of both schools was placed under charge of the Dominican Sisters of
Sinsinawa. A major evolution in the schools occurred in 1905 which up to then
had been treated as separate entities to the point that each school even had
its own library. Public opinion had come around in favor of mixed classes and
coeducation was introduced to the diocese through the Cathedral School in that
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Consistant increases in enrollment led to the construction of ayear. new
facility in 1908 which the grade school shared with the new high school. St.

John's Cathedral Grade School, to be called, eventually wasas

displaced by expanding high school enrollment and in 1947 its six classes were

relocated to the vacant school building belonging to St. Mary's parish. Like

the high school, St. John's grade school came to have a city-wide enrollment

experienced earlier this century. Classes continued at St. Mary's until 1974

when they were discontinued due to falling enrollment. (Bichler p. 17-19,

44-45; Centennial History St. John's Cathedral p. 55-56; History of Milwaukee

1881 p. 891; Milwaukee City Directory; MS 3/12/1963; O'Hearn p. 160-205).

St. Mary's School

When the congregation of St. Mary's Church at Broadway and Kilbourn

building's basement under the charge of layteacher Michael Bodden. Upon

arrival of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in late 1850, they were assigned

to St. Mary's School and began teaching there January 2, 1851. Although male

teachers handled the older boys' classes, the School Sisters comprised the

bulk of the teaching staff. In 1866 a separate structure was built to the

south of St. Mary's Church and housed the parish house as well as the new
classroom facilities. Additional classrooms were provided in 1873 when a barn
on recently purchased property was remodeled for school purposes. Under the
pastorate of Rev. Dominic F. Thill in the late 1870s the schools became graded
and catechism instruction was inaugurated in English which replaced the
earlier German language classes. As the number of students continued to grow,

Avenue became situated its new church in 1847, a school was begun in the

i t came

by the early 1960s but attendance fell from the 300 to 500 student average
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property was purchased on Milwaukee Street behind the church for $38,000 and a
Dedication took placelarge school building was erected at a cost of $35,000.

The new structure had eight classrooms, an assembly hall, aFebruary 4, 1894.
basement meeting hall and apartments for a janitor. The Metre Dame Sisters
continued in charge of the school until it closed in 1927 due to declining

St. Mary's School reopened in 1947 when the Dominican Sisters ofenrollment.

St. John's Cathedral took over operations and ran it as a grade school for St.

Improvements in the facility by the addition of a thirdJohn's Cathedral.

floor gymnasium in 1963 made the school building viable into the 1970s. At

the end, St. Mary's School served as a teaching center for the combined grade

school classes of St. Gregory the Great parish, St. John Cathedral and St.

Grades one through eight were taught there. The schoolMary's congregation.

was

It was razed in 1979. (Rummel p. 77; St.Bruce,

Milwaukee City Directory).

Notre Dame Convent Schools

in addition to providing living quarters and
the teaching also provided educationalcentrali zed operati ons for nuns,

facilities on its premises for young women and girls. Mary's Institute,St.

later called Academy of St. Mary of the Holy Angels, provided a boarding
at which girls were taught German, French, piano and use of musicalschool

instruments, vocal music, painting, drawing, needlework and embroidery. Some

150 students were housed in the convent's west wing along Milwaukee Street.

Mary's Day School provided the educationalSt. opportunities forsame

approximately 400 non-boarders, both in English and German in the convent's

closed in 1975 and the building was subsequently used as a parish center.

Mary's p. 71-74, 23-25;

Notre Dame convent
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The boarding school closed in 1886 for lack ofnorth wing along Ogden Street.
adequate space and the day school closed in 1892 for the same reason. The
boarding school reopened in the 1920s and the Sisters of Notre Dame continued

Notre Dame convent relocatedto operate an art and music school until 1955.
to Mequon in 1956 and the old convent was razed in 1959. Although once the
largest teaching order in the counrty, the Notre Dame Convent is much reduced

scale and numbers and is today headquartered at 1231 North Marshallin
No longer engaged in a convent school, the School Sisters(MI 134-6)Street.

of Notre Dame concentrate a majority of their efforts at Mount Mary College at

(Bruce St. Mary's p. 101; Milwaukee CityNinety Second and Burleigh Streets.

Directory; The Catholic Church in Wisconsin p. 54; History of Milwaukee 1881

p. 892; Bichler p. 29.

St. Gall's School

Gall's School established in 1857 under the name of St.St. was

Located in a remodeled former parish house, the school wasAloysius Academy.

under the care of Jesuits who had intended the academy to evolve into the

economicearnestly wanted. Staffing andcollege that Bishop Henni so
constraints prevented this from happening and the academy became a standard

The frame building was replaced with a new structure inparochial school.
After the congregation erected its new lavish Byzantine Style church in1864.
the old frame church was remodeled into a two story school building for1870,
and was placed under charge of the School Sisters of Notre Dame as ofgi rl s

By 1880 the boys' school averaged 325 pupils and theSeptember that year.

The two school structures remained in use until St. Gallgirl's school 230.

parish consolidated with Holy Name and became Gesu Church at Twelfth Street
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and West Wisconsin Avenue in 1944. A grade school was subsequently erected at
Gall'sThirteenth and Michigan former siteStreets. St. razed forwas

(Catholic Church in Wisconsinredevelopment. 25-27; Hamilton p. 9-11;P.
History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 903).

St. Benedict the Moor School

Benedict the Moor began as a black mission church in 1912 andSt.
established educational facilities shortly thereafter. A boarding school as
well as day school were conducted in various buildings along Ninth and Tenth
Streets in the early years. Upon purchase of the old Marquette College
property at the northwest corner of Tenth and State Streets in the mid-1920s,
all classes relocated the former college building.to Althoughwere
enrollment in the grade school numbered 290 pupils under the charge of two
layteachers and six Dominican in 1963, declining parish membershipnuns
resulted in the school's closing in 1970. The building was razed in 1970 and

Benedict'stoday St. criminal outreachconcentrates (MSon programs.

7/20/1963; Milwaukee City Directory.

Protestant Parochial Primary Education

Protestant parochial grade schools where feature of only thea
Lutheran and Episcopal congregations in the Central Business District while
the remainder of the denominations provided only for Sunday School slasses.
Like Catholic schools, the Protestant schools suffered dwindling enrollment
during this century as the number of school age children declined in the
Central Busines District and as the public school system improved.
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Trinity Lutheran School

Trinity Lutheran School was begun immediately after the organization
of the congregation in 1847. Classes were held in the church itself and

operation operation for eight Enrollmentremained years.a one room

fluctuated up to 50 pupils per term. By 1855 a second teacher was employed

and many children of non-members were enrolled as pupils. By 1868 enrollment

had grown to 300 and a timely donation of land by John Pritzlaff enabled the

congregation to build a new school structure at Eighth Street and Highland

The $14,000 structure was dedicated on January 3, 1869. By 1876Avenue.

enrollment had grown to 367 and, when branch and mission schools operated by
Trinity congregation were included in the count, numbers sometimes reached 500

Tuition charges in effect since 1847 were permanently discontinuedstudents.

in 1892 even for children of non-members. After the turn of the century,

Trinity's curriculum underwent modification to bring it into conformity with

By 1912, primary school classes were rounded out to

include all eight grades, approved textbooks were used and public school

Full accreditation wastechniques in teaching secular subjects were utilized.

in the 1920s until only seventy-fiveEnrollment decreased
students attended the school during the Depression. Enrollment was bolstered
during those lean years when the neighboring Greek community lost its school

fifty Greek students enrolled atdue to commercial
Trinity. By 1947 the number of Greek students dwindled to eight and overall

enrollment numbered a total of ninety-five pupils. As the number of school

aged children continued to decline in the Central Business District, Trinity

found it necessary to close its school after 1956. The school building was

granted so that students could procede to city high schools without further 

examination.

encroachment and some

the city's schools.
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(100th Anniversary Trinity p. 7-8, 16-23).subsequently razed in 1963.

St. John's Evangelical Lutheran School

St. John's School was operated by St. John's congregation after the

The school building was located along sidechurch's establishment in 1848.

By 1881 three teachers were instructing an
The school remained in operation until 1890 whenaverage of 250 pupils there.

congregation outside the Central Business District toit relocated with the
(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 926).804 West Vliet Street.

Grace Lutheran School

Grace Lutheran School was organized in 1851 when the congregation
A school room wassettled at the northwest corner of Broadway and Juneau.

located in the lower level of the simple Greek Revival church building in the
This was later supplemented by a brick structure built to theearly years.

Between 1892 and 1900 a substantial three storywest along Juneau Avenue.
churchnorth of the Broadway andschool constructedstructure onwas

The school remained in use until 1938accommodated an average of 200 pupils.
After several years of vacancy, the Blatz Brewingwhen it apparently closed.

Company used the structure as their city sales depot. It was subsequently
church addition occupies the site.demolished and contemporary nowa

(Rascher's 1888-92; Sanborn 1894-1909; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 927).

the church on Fourth Street.
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All Saints Cathedral School

The Episcopalian Church like the Lutheran was also concerned with the

uniting of spiritual and mental training and the new All Saints congregation

built a schoolhouse on its property at Prospect and Juneau Avenues in 1869.

In fact, for lack of an official church, worship services took place at the

The school was moved to the 800 block of Juneauschool for several years.

between Cass and Marshall Streets when the congregation relocated there in

When All Saints acquired the former Olivet Church in 1873, the school1871.

building was devoted to day school activities. By 1881 the school had 75

The early frame structure was replaced by theMarch and Sarah P. Kemper.
Institute Building erected in 1891 to the design ofGuild Hall-Cathedral

Kimball. (MI 135-22) Classes were continued at All Saintsarchitect W.D.

(History of Milwaukee 1881 874—875; Milwaukee City1947.through P.

Directory).

PRIVATE NON-PAROCHIAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

General Introduction

Privately-owned non-parochial elementary schools encompassed a wide

variety of educational methodologies and theories and varied in quality as

well. Appearing in the late 1830s through 1850s with great abundance were the
instructor institutionssmall one-and-two that had relatively small

enrollments. Frequently ministers would initiate such classes although they
were not official church schools. As there was no money to be had for school

pupils and was run by principal Frances M. Buchan with assistants Abby S.
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construction, early schools depended on the rental of existing structures
Examples ofwhich were most easily found in the Central Business District.

such educational institutions were those run by David Worthington (in the
block between Water, Michigan, Broadway and Clybourn Streets), Rev. William P.
Huntington (Third and State Streets), Miss Spaulding (on Juneau between Third

Taylor (on Jefferson north of Wells), Eli Batesand Fourth Streets), Mrs.
(courthouse) and Silas Chapman (corner of Milwaukee and Mason Streets in First

(Gregory, HistoryAll operated prior to the mid-1840s.Presbyterian Church).

Sometimes mixed classes of boys and girls were taught but1931 p. 1150-1151)

frequently the schools specialized in the education of just young boys or

The girl's schools emphasized a smattering of arts and householdyoung girls.
skills in addition to the basic reading, spelling and penmanship. Boy's

functioned as collegeschools tended

Oftentimes, however, it is hard to classify thesepreparatory institutions.

schools by today's standards of elementary or secondary education because

pupils would range in age from five to fifteen and grading as we know it today

did not develop until later in the nineteenth century.

By the late 1850s there was a marked decline in the number of private

elementary schools in the Central Business District. With the establishment

of municipal education in 1846, many educators left private practise to teach

or serve in the administration of the city schools. The Panic of 1857 also

adversely affected the small private schools whose students could no longer

afford tuition costs. By 1860 only a few survivors such as the German-English

Academy were left to caFry on.

to cater to the older student and
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1870sThe perhaps the biggest strides forward in primarysaw
education with the development of the kindergarten systems. It was first

introduced to Milwaukee by the German-English Academy using German models

based on the theories of Froebel who believed in the early training of young

and easily impressionable minds. Other private kindergarten associations soon

the early twentieth century despitedeveloped and carried into theon
incorporation of kindergartens into the public school system in 1881 (Watrous
p. 416).

nineteenth centuryBy the end of the the private grammar or

elementary school had all but disappeared from the Central Business District

with the exception of the German-English Academy and Milwaukee College. Both,

substantialdespite their handled numbers of grade schoolers innames,
addition to college preparatory, teachers' training and college classes. A
summary of the most notable institutions follows.

Milwaukee Grammar School

This school was established in 1849 and was located on Mason near
Milwaukee included theStreet. Trustees of prominentmost andsome
influential men of the city: James H. Rogers, William P. Lynde, Alexander

Mitchell, J.S. Farr, John Ogden, P.C. Hale, J.E. Goodall and Rector Wallace C.

It last operated in 1852. (Milwaukee City Directory).Wilcox.

German English Academy

The German-English Academy was incorporated on May 10, 1851 by the
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Milwaukee Education Association,

emigres who wanted better educational opportunities than those found in

The MEA's goalMilwaukee the time. to make of the Academyat was an
in which children learned perfectly both English and German,institution

received besides a liberal education, and were as ably instructed as students
in a good German 'Realschule'. Although intended to be a free school, the
Academy was forced to charge tuition to meet expenses. The directorship was
offered to Peter Engelmann who had been an educator in Germany and, after
arriving in Milwaukee in 1851, worked as a tutor then as head of his own
school on today's North Water Street. Classes started July 1, 1851 in the same

building in which Engelmann had his own school. Two classes were arranged

with Engelmann taking the upper level students and F. Regenfuss handling the

In 1873 theEnrollment totaled about forty students.elementary class.
school came to house the first kindergarten class conducted in Milwaukee and
one of the earliest in the west. Attended by German children initially,
enough interest grew in the project that inso
English-speaking class was organized as well. Promoted in Europe by Froebel,

the kindergarten was viewed as a necessary transition from the unstructured

life of infancy to the rigid educational format of grammer school. By 1865

the school had relocated to Broadway between Juneau and Knapp Street and
enrollment had grown to 450 pupils divided into ten classes with sixteen
teachers employed. Boys and girls both attended the school and the bulk of
the students were of grade school level. In addition to reading, mathematics
and penmanship, manual instruction was considered important and girls were
instructed in needlework and boys in woodworking. Reorganization in 1867

establishmentresulted in the of elementary department having fouran
By 1874 these lower four classes were made a self-contained entityclasses.

a group comprised of German revolutionary

the following year an
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that completion would enable graduates to enter the practical life.so
Maximum class size was set at 60 although sometimes there were as many as 70

Upper level classes in contrast often contained fewer than tenper class.
students.

As the years went on the Academy structure grew closer to that of the

public schools and as of 1893 Academy graduates were being accepted into city

high schools without special exams. So thorough was the educational system at

the Academy that the school wrote and published its

primary classes when existing German-American texts failed to meet their
The elementary school eventually came togoals. andserve

practise school of the National German-American Teachers Seminary which was

established at the German-English Academy in 1878. By the turn of the century

classes included spelling, declamation,reading, penmanship, composition,
singing, arithmetic, natural science, geography, U.S. history, French, ethics,

natural philosophy, geometry, physiology and literature. Latin could be taken

in seventh grade and a special German class was offered for Anglo-Americans.

Adapting to the changing political climate, the Academy was renamed

Milwaukee University School in 1918. German was removed from the lower grades

after World War I By the
mid-1920s the board of trustees and patrons of the school decided to move to
new quarters and in 1927 the school left the Central Business District and

The prominent school
left behind 1020 North dating fromstructure at Broadway, 1891, was

subsequently used by Klode Furniture for the sale of high line furnishings and
then acquired by the Milwaukee School of Engineering. Sold within the last

relocated to a new building at 2033 East Hartford.

as the model

and was only available as of seventh grade.

own readers for the
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few years to a private developer, the building is now used for offices.
(Kurzgefasste Geschichte p. 85-86, 88, 91, 93, 97, 100, 104; Engelmann

Heritage p. 13-14, 18-20; History of Milwaukee 1831 p. 550-551).

St. Ann's Hall

Ann's HallSt. short-lived school operating from 1854 to

approximately 1857. Adds promised a thorough education with "studies adapted

to the most youthful mind and advanced pupil". Located at the corner of

Jefferson and Mason Streets,

(Milwaukee City Directory 1854-1855 p. 331).

Wheelock School for Girls

The above school was run by Martha Wheelock with the assistance of

her younger sister Fannie out of a townhouse at the corner of Jackson and

Juneau Avenue. Popular as a combination academic and finishing school for

daughters of prominent citizens, the school operated from about 1869 to 1875

when Martha Wheelock became Mrs. William S. Trowbridge. (History of Milwaukee

1881 p. 548-549; Gregory, History 1931 p. 1181).

Slovanska Lipa

The Slovanska Lipa was a Slovak equivalent to the German-English

Academy and offered a Bohemian-English education at a small dwelling in the

700 block of West Highland just east of the Bohemian Turner Hall. In

operation from 1869 1878 the schoolto boasted its own library.even

the school was run by three Kissam sisters.

was a
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(Milwaukee City Directory; Rascher's Fire Insurance Map 1876).

German-English Academy Kindergarten

Although there had been agitation for a kindergarten as early as 1853
and Peter Engelmann advocated such an institution, nothing much developed in
Milwaukee until the 1870s. The Ladies Association, a fund raising adjunct of
the German-English Academy, finally decided in 1872 to operate such a class
and the first kindergartenvereign opened in the following year under the
direction of Miss Dethloffs. The Academy provided two classrooms for the
venture and the first German students were admitted. An attempt was made to

English language kindergarten at the time but lackedstart an sameup
until the following year. Within short time the Ladiespatronage a

Association established a similar facility west of the river on Seventh Street
and Highland Avenues. Milwaukee along withbetween Juneau Detroit and

Louisville shared the distinction of the earliest kindergarten established in

Similar Academy-sponsored kindergarten organizations were soonthe west.

established on the west and south sides. An independent kindergarten, the

Milwaukee English Kindergarten also known as Mrs. C.H. Clarke's Kindergarten,

opened in 1875 and occupied a variety of locations including the parlor of the

Unitarian Church on Cass Street. Classes averaged about 20 pupils per term.

Other such classes were in operation on Franklin Street and Tenth Street south

of Wisconsin by 1881. The MilwaukeeAvenue Mission Kindergarten and

Neighborhood Association was another private institution which supported three
to four schools in different parts of town from about 1907 to 1916. The Board
of Directors included wives of influential men

including Mrs. Sherburne Becker, Mrs. James Pereles, and Mrs. E.P. Bacon.
some of Milwaukee's most
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(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 558-559; Milwaukee City Directory; Kurzgefasse

p. 96-97).

Milwaukee College

Milwaukee College began Milwaukee Female Seminary in 1848.as
wifeInitiated by Lucy Ann Parsons, of the new minister of the Free

Congregational Church, classes began on September 14, 1848 in a two story
frame building on the east side of Broadway south of Wells Street behind the

A former teacher in upstate New York, Lucy Ann Parsons taught courseschurch.
in mental and natural philosophy, logic, evidences of Christianity, history,
geography, instrumental music and languages. Although established to be a

well. By 1866 even young boys were being educated at the elementary level.

This grammar school component was eventually phased out by the time Milwaukee

College merged with Downer College in 1895. (Kieckhefer pl. 1-2, 21, 39, 66).

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Public Secondary Education

The development of public high schools was not a part of curriculum
planning of the early Milwaukee school boards. Classes beyond primary school
were viewed as important educationally but not crucial for the vast majority
of students who would enter the work force at a relatively early age. The
need for a public high school also was not immediately warranted since a
number of private high schools had been established in the late 1840s and

secondary or high school, and college, grannar students were accepted as
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early 1850s to offer college preparatory or finishing classes. By the late

1850s, however, the School Board to recognize the importance ofcame
continuing education and in 1857 authorized the construction of three high
schools. One was to serve the Third and Seventh Wards, one was for the
Second, Fourth, Sixth and Ninth Wards and the third was to serve the Fifth and
Eighth Wards. Only two of these proposed structures were actually built, the

Seventh Ward (Hadley) School on Jefferson near Juneau Avenue and the Second

Both
as secondary classes. The

three-year course of high school study was open only to those age twelve or
above and the prospective high schooler had to pass a qualifying exam that
included such subjects as spelling, punctuation, composition, U.S. history,

Financial setbacks resulted in the closing of themathematics, and algebra.
two high schools in 1860 and no municipally sponsored high school was operated

the next however, al 1 owedfor Instructors, to rentseven years. were
facilities in the buildings and teach upper level courses on their own if they

so chose.

In 1867 the Wisconsin State Legislature voted to re-establish high

schools in Milwaukee and in January, 1868 high school classes resumed at

Seventh Ward School and at Webster School on Tenth Street between Highland and

The Seventh Ward School proved too overcrowded its firstJuneau Avenues.
semester so high school classes were relocated to the old First Ward School at
Van Buren and Juneau Avenue the following year. The latter, a former grade
school, was made available for such purposes by the construction of
First Ward School on Cass Street near Brady which handled elementary classes.
The year 1873 saw relocation for both high schools. A fire at the old First

Ward (Jefferson) School at the southeast corner of Ninth and Juneau, 
opened in 1858 and handled elementary as well

a new
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Ward School forced classes into temporary quarters in a former Baptist Church
on West Michigan between Third and Fourth Streets. Classes resumed in the
repaired old First Ward School in 1874. In the Second Ward, high school
classes were moved from Webster School to the northeast corner of Seventh and
Highland in premises later acquired from the West Side German-English High
School. Eventually high school classes appear to have been phased out in the
Second Ward and only one city-wide high school
Seventh Ward, at the corner of Cass and Knapp Streets, a building acquired
from Milwaukee Academy in 1877. The three story structure, constructed in
1865, had nine classrooms, nine teachers and a 350 student capacity.

During the 1870s as enrollment continued to increase, the school
board new approaches to high school education. By 1873
rigorous admissions tests were given because the school board feared a decline

This practicein academic standards. eventually supplanted bywas
that confirmed successful completion of gradecertificates school. The

practice of having teachers instruct in specialized rather thancourses
performing as generalists began about this time as well. College preparation
was de-emphasized since the majority of the students were found to have no

further educational goals beyond high school. Manual training was introduced

in the early 1890s.

By 1886 conditions in the old Milwaukee Academy building warranted a

larger facility and the Common Council appropriated $75,000 for a new

The city's first school built exclusively for secondary educationbuilding.
was a four story Richardsonian Romanesque structure which opened in 1887. It
was located on the old Academy site and named East Division High School. It

was operated, out of the

tried out some
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remained the high school for the entire side of Milwaukee untileast
supplanted by the larger Riverside High School in 1915 built outside the
Central Business District. After a period of time during which the old

classes were reinstated. The 1887 structure was eventually replaced in 1928
by the collegiate gothic Lincoln High School designed by G.E. Wiley which
still stands today. (MI 140-2) No longer used for high school proposes, the

Lincoln Center of the Arts. (History of
Milwaukee 1881 528-530, 532, Milwaukee City Directory; Milwaukee PublicP.
Library Historic Photograph Collection; Watrous p. 414; Bielenberg p. 9-12).

Parochial Secondary Education

Since the main thrust of parochial education, both Catholic and
Protestant, was in the establishment of elementary schools, high schools were

a relatively late development. In the Central Business District only the

Catholic church established on-going classes for those beyond grade school.

An early attempt at such classes was started by St. John's Cathedral called

Bishop's College. In operation for a few years

offered upper level classes for boys. The Cathedral also instituted a girls

high school beginning 1883. Boys were eventually admitted and the co-ed

school remained in operation until 1976. Cathedral High School remained the

chief parochial secondary school in the Central Business District. St.
Benedict's (1912-1971) essentially took care of parish high school needs and

remained relatively small. St. Joan Antida High School, established for girls

in 1954, draws a city-wide enrollment and remains the only Catholic High

in the 1850's, the school

facility served as a school for the deaf and as a junior high, high school

school in recent years has served as a center for various small arts and
theater groups under the name
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School in operation dowtown.

Cathedral High School

In addition to its important role in elementary education, St. John's

Cathedral was also significant for the establishment of a boys' and girls'

high school. In 1852 and continuing for several years was an institution

called Bishop's College which was located in a newly vacated residence on

Jefferson Street which had previously served as the Bishop's residence. A

predecessor to the later St. Francis Seminary, the college served to train men

for the ministry but was known to provide upper level classical education for

those who did not become priests. Upon the opening of St. Francis Seminary,

Bishop's College was suspended and high school classes for boys would not be

available for decades.

A high school department was added to the girls' school in 1883 for

those who wanted to take advantage of higher education. Courses were offered

physics, algebra, rhetoric,in modern and ancient history, advanced
physiology, etymology, physical geography, high bookkeeping, civil government,

and Christian Thisdoctrine. first high schoolastronomy
discontinued in 1891 and elementary school graduates were forced to attend a
public high school or the Notre Dame Convent at Knapp and Milwaukee Streets.
When the latter discontinued its high school classes in 1892 no Catholic high
school for girls was available in the city. In response to this circumstance,
the Cathedral reopened its high school in September, 1893 and offered female
students the option of a classical or a business program. By 1894 student

enrollment reached 21 pupils. When co-education was introduced in 1905, boys

program was
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were admitted to the school for the first time. When the new Cathedral
Institute Building completed i n 1908, designed by local architectswas
Buemming and Dick, the high school and elementary classes were joined under
one roof. (MI 138—19) An earlier classroom building on the block. Bishop's
Hall, was converted into a gymnasium for the high school and remained in use
until fire of 1935 necessitated its removal. By 1947 high schoola
enrollment, which drew pupils city-wide, reached over 600 and required the

transfer of grade school classes out of the Institute Building to the vacant

St. Mary's school building two blocks away. A new gymnasium was constructed

in 1955 at the corner of Jackson Street and Kilbourn Avenue (MI 138-19) and a

contemporary addition, designed by the firm of Brielmaier,
Scherer, was added to the Jackson Street facade of the Institute Building in
1966 when enrollment reached 700 students. (MI 138-18) Following 1966,

enrollment took a reversal and continued falling until 1975 when only 332

students were in attendance. Higher operating costs left the 1974-1975 school

year with a deficit of $140,000-$!50,000. Rather than rely on last minute

contributions from St. John's parish and from concerned individuals, school

administrators decided to close the school in June, 1976. The gymnasium has

since been used by the Milwaukee School of Engineering. (See Vocational
Schools) (Centennial History p. 55; MS 3/12/1963, 10/15/1975; O'Hearn P.

173-174, 200-202).

St. Benedict the Moor High School

As a full service mission established in 1912 for the central city
Black population, Benedict'sSt. offered educational facilities
children at its inception. Attendance that first year totaled nine students

Scherer and

for area
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and by 1914 had reached 73.

enrollment reached 87. In these early years classes were conducted in various
residences along Ninthformer

A $100,000 gift from brewer Ernest G. Miller enabled St. Benedict'sAvenue.

purchase the old Marquette College buildingsto situated between Tenth,

Eleventh, State and Highland Avenues. A second donation from Miller in the

amount of $50,000 allowed St. Benedict's to construct an addition to the old

Marquette building the following year. Classes were subsequently conducted in

this building for many years. By 1963 high school enrollment totaled 84

requiring the services of two part-time lay teachers, full-time layone

teacher and two Capuchin priests.
Marquette College building was subsequently razed. (Biehler p. 38; Rummel P.

133-134; MS 7/20/1963; Milwaukee City Directory).

St. JoanAntida High School

St. Joan Antida High School was established in 1954 by the Sisters of

Charity of St. Joan Antida. Initially a French order, the Sisters of Charity

established convents in Italy as well. Around 1932, the Italian branch of the

order sent nuns to Milwaukee to assist with a day care center and grade school

education at Our Lady of Pompeii Parish, founded to minister to the city's

Italian Catholics of the Third Ward. In 1954 the Sisters of Charity decided

to build a girls' high school at 1341 North Cass Street. (MI 134-32, 33)

Accommodations are available for a maximum of 480 pupils although enrollment

has averaged around 425. The fully integrated school has attracted students

from about 30 city-wide parishes as well as the city public schools. Emphasis

Both grade and high school classes were taught.
In 1921 the Sisters of St. Catherine of Siena took charge of instruction as

The school closed in 1971 and the old

Street between State Street and Highland
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is on college preparatory and business education classes. (Sister Monica,
telephone interview April 23, 1985).

PRIVATE SECONDARY EDUCATION

General Introduction

Privately-owned non-parochial secondary schools were initially the

only form of higher education available in Milwaukee. Faculty credentials

were as diverse as the schools themselves and included full professors and

self-taught instructors as well as professionals who had turned to teaching.

Although many specialized in the education of either male or female students,

some accepted both. Often elementary pupils were instructed as well. Classes

ran the gamut from ancient to modern languages and from science to drawing.

The most successful schools such as the German-English Academy and Milwaukee

Female College were well planned institutions run by a board of directors and

assisted by affiliated fund raising associations. Many others lacked such

organizations and had but one or two faculty members who failed to weather

financial difficulties. The Academy was one of these latter, in operation

from 1847-1848 at the corner of Jackson and Wells Streets. Instructors Henry

L. Low and John P. McGregor accepted both male and female pupils and classes
covered Greek, Latin, German, French,
Professor Amasa Buck likewise operated a short-lived school "of the useful

Arts", the Milwaukee Collegiate Institute, from 1851-1853 on Broadway between

Kilbourn and State Streets. The Spring Street Female Seminary at Third and

Wisconsin was run by Misses Chamberlin and Ransom and although its board of

trustees included such prominent Milwaukeeans as James H. Rogers, William Pitt

Italian, science, music and drawing.
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Lynde and Alexander Mitchell, the school folded before the 1854-1855 academic

year after only two years in existence. The Milwaukee University, despite its

the option ofname,

preparatory classes in the 1854-1855 school year. Headed by principal E.P.

Hotchkiss, closed by 1856

assistants entered the practise of law. (Milwaukee City Directory 1847-1848

p. 138, 1851-1852 p. XXi, 1854-1855).

As the public high school became an accepted part of the educational

system, the private, non-sectarian high school declined in popularity. Three

such schools then sold their buildings for use by the Milwaukee School System

in 1877: The West Side High School, the South Side German-English Academy and

the Milwaukee Academy. A summary of some of the more long-lived institutions

follows.

Milwaukee Female Academy

The Milwaukee the first school for higher

education in Milwaukee, established by Rev. Lemuel Hull in 1841 at the corner
of Wisconsin and Jackson Street. Courses included such introductory subjects

reading and spelling and more advanced classes in ancient geography,as

mental philosophy, chemistry, algebra, evidences of Christianity and Latin and

Greek. Music, drawing and painting were offered as well. After Hull's death

(Gregory History 1931 p. 1163-1164)/

in 1842 the school was carried on through 1848 by the eldest Hull daughter 

Miss Eleanor Hull and her younger sister.

offered young men

the school

an English education or college

ancient and modern history, astronomy, logic, rhetoric, natural moral and

and Hotchkiss along with his two

Female Academy was
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Markham Academy

The Markham Academy, unlike many of the small scale private schools,

was the product of efforts made by Milwaukee's top businessmen. In August of
1364 a series of public meetings was conducted in the Newhall House Hotel to

college preparatory school.formulate Provisions made for thea were
construction of a building and setting it on a firm financial basis. Such
prominent Milwaukeeans as John H. Van Dyke, Charles F. Ilsley, Elias Friend,
H.H. Button and J.H. Inbusch contributed their time and money and lent their
influence for the project. Classes opened on September 14, 1864 in rented
quarters but the school soon moved into its own mansard roofed and towered

Professor Albertstructure at the northeast corner of Cass and Knapp Streets.
Markham was placed in charge of the school and enrollment reached 91 during

Liberal local patronage allowed the school to maintain highthe first year.
academic standards and the Academy was soon recognized as one of the most
influential and leading college prep schools in the state.

In the summer of 1877 the academic building was transferred to the
city for use as a public high school and the Academy built a better edifice at
the southwest corner of Wells and Van Buren Streets. With this change in
location, the original corporation dissolved and the school came under more
strictly private management and was renamed Markham Academy. In addition to
college prep classes, students could also study higher English, math, physical

French and other more business oriented courses. After
Markham's death in 1887 the Academy was continued by Cyrus Hill and Isaac

Under the direction of Dr. Julius Howard Pratt, the school mergedThomas.

with the German-English Academy and Pratt served as dean of the latter's high

sciences, German,
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school from 1909-1925.
The site is now

occupied by the American Heart Association Building. (MI 137-31) (History of

Milwaukee 1881 549-550; Gregory History 1931 1179; Milwaukee CityP. P.

Directory).

Toechter Institute/German, English, French Academy

The German, English, French Academy was founded in 1866 by Mathilde
Franciska Anneke noted feminist, author and publisher who had tocome

Milwaukee in 1849 following unsuccessful revolutionary activities

native Germany. Her early years here were spent in publishing and after an

absence during the Civil War, her supporters urged her to establish a girl's

school in Milwaukee. Anneke raised funds for the school by cross country

lecturing and free lance writing for German newspapers. Courses were taught

by her and an associate Caecilie Kapp in a variety of subjects from social

problems to economics to languages. Her reputation drew students from around

the Milwaukee area as well as out of state and up to 50 pupils would be

enrolled at a time. Classes were conducted out of Anneke's homes on Jackson

Street (1866-1867), Jefferson (1868-1874), Ninth Street (1875-1879), Marshall

(1880-1882) and on Cambridge Street (1883-1884) after which the school closed

(History of Milwaukee 1881her death. 549; Hoeveler 15-16;upon P. P.
Milwaukee City Directory).

West Side German English High School

Founded in 1851, the German School it wasas

The old school building on Van Buren was eventually 

taken over by the UW-Extension in 1912 and later razed.

first known, was

in her
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established by West Side Germans who wanted better educational opportunities
for their children. Located intially on Highland Avenue, the school purchased
property on Fifth Street between State and Highland when it incorporated in
1854 the West Side German-English High School. 1861In the schoolas

relocated to the northeast corner of Seventh and Highland where a new building
erected. Attendence averaged between 150 250 students althoughtowas

enrollment sometimes got as high as 289. After a brief consolidation with
own

once again for the next decade. Unable to clear debts of $8,000-$9,000, the
WS German English High School ceded its property to the city in 1877 since its

thecharter had forbidden of for other than educationalpropertyuse

The public school system by this time had achieved what the Westpurposes.

Siders felt was an acceptable level of academic instruction. The original

building was later used as the municipal Normal training school and as the

center for deaf education. The school board replaced the structure in 1888.

(see also Public Secondary Education) (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 555).

German-English Academy

The German-English Academy was incorporated on May 10, 1851 by the

emigres who wanted better educational opportunities than those found in
Milwaukee at the time. The MEA's goal to make of the Academywas an

institution in which children learned perfectly both English and German,
received besides a liberal education, and were as ably instructed as students
in a good German 'Realschule'. Although intended to be a free school, the
Academy was forced to charge tuition to meet expenses. The directorship was

Milwaukee Education Association, a group comprised of German revolutionary

Engelmann's German-English Academy in 1867, the school operated on its
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offered to Peter Engelmann who had been an educator in Germany and, after
arriving in Milwaukee in 1851, worked as a tutor then as head of his own
school on today's North Water Street. The Academy's classes started July 1,
1851 in the same building in which Engelmann had had his own school. Two
classes were arranged with Engelmann taking the upper level students and F.
Regenfuss handling the elementary class. Enrollment totaled about forty
students. By 1865 the school had relocated to Broadway between Juneau and
Knapp Street and enrollment had grown to 450 pupils divided into ten classes
with sixteen teachers employed. Boys and girls both attended the school and
the bulk of the students were of grade school level. lipper level or high
school classes often had fewer than ten students because parents would remove
their children from the Academy when they considered the children sufficiently

To ameliorate this situation an affiliation with other institutionseducated.
was attempted in 1867 which combined the upper level classes of the German-
English Academy, West Side German-English High School, the Independent Academy
of the Fifth and Eighth Wards and Westhill School. As attendance continued to
fall off in all areas, the Academy was closed after the end of the term and
reopened in February, 1869 again under the management of Peter Engelmann. He
remained in charge until his death in 1874. An attempt was thereafter made to
rename the academy Engelmann School but legal difficulties resulted in the
matter being dropped. In 1891 the school erected a new building at 1020 North
Broadway designed by the firm of Crane and Barkhausen. (MI 139-7) Curriculum
reorganization led to the delineation of upper level classes as the high
school in 1909 and at 1025 North Milwaukee Street was
constructed for these classes in 1912. (MI 142-23) College prep continued to
be the main emphasis as before and in 1916 bookkeeping classes were added as
well. Although the grade school had admitted girls from its inception, they

a new structure,
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were not admitted into the high school until 1920.

Adapting to the changing political climate, the Academy was renamed
Milwaukee University School in 1918. German language classes were removed
from the lower grades after World War I and were available to students

beginning in the seventh grade. By the mid-1920's the Board of Trustees and

patrons of the school decided to move to new quarters and in 1927 relocated to

2033 East Hartford on the city's northeast side. Today the old high school

building in the Central Business District is owned by the Milwaukee School of

(Kurzgefasste Geschichte p. 86-89; 90-92; Engelmann Heritage p.Engineering.

12-13, 19-20.

Milwaukee Female College

Founded in 1848 by Lucy Ann Parsons, wife of the pastor of the Free
Congregational Church, Milwaukee Female College served preparatoryas a

secondary school in addition to its role as a degree-granting institution.
The secondary school, in fact, had the bulk of the students; some 131 students
out of a total enrollment of 188 in the 1850-1851 academic year were in the
high school level classes. By the 1890s college students had dropped to a
mere handful while the number of lower level students had remained more or
less consistent. The high school component was eventually phased out after

the school's merger with Downer College in 1895 when curriculum changes

resulted in an academic structure similar to that with which we are familiar

(Kieckhefer p. 1, 11, 16, 39).today.
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POST SECONDARY EDUCATION

Post secondary education in the Central
diverse as that found in many major metropolitan centers. Unlike the primary

schools whichand secondary declined in this century, post secondary
educational institutions are today large and thriving enterprises.

NORMAL SCHOOL EDUCATION

General Introduction

The Central
teacher training institutions. The first organized program of training was

offered by Milwaukee Female College beginning in 1851. Other private programs

became available at a later date, the National German American Teachers
Seminary (1878) and the Turnlehrerseminar (1891) both affiliated with the
German-English Academy at 1020 North Broadway and both focused on the training
of bi-lingual teachers. The most successful of the normal institutions in the
long run, however, was that begun by the Milwaukee Public Schools in 1859.
Although discontinued for a time due to financial setbacks, the program was
reinstated in 1871 and continued in operation until 1885 when it was succeeded
by the State Normal School.

Milwaukee Female College

Founded in 1848 by Lucy Ann Parsons, wife of the pastor of the Free
Congregational Church, Milwaukee Female College served preparatoryas a

Business District was as

Business District was home to a number of normal or
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secondary school in its first few of operation. Upon theyears
recommendations of nationally known educator Catherine Beecher, the school
incorporated as a college in 1851 under the name Milwaukee Normal Institute
and High School. Emphasis was placed on college level courses and teacher
training which made the institution the first normal school in Milwaukee.
Normal training, however, did not attract many applicants and by 1853 only two
students were enrolled in the program. The school's name was subsequently
changed to Milwaukee Female College. Although normal training continued to be
offered, it always remained a minor department of the school (Kieckhefer p.
1-4, 9-13, 16) (see also Education-Colleges).
Municipal Normal School

As early as 1858 the Milwaukee School Board recognized the importance
of establishing a normal department for the training of teachers. At this
point in time, local teachers' training was avilable at only one institution,

the Milwaukee Female College, and enrollment at that program had always been

In 1859-1860 academic year, the Board established a normal departmentmeager.
at the Second Ward High School (Jefferson School, see Elementary Education).

high school classes were discontinued in 1860, the normal trainingWhen
department was continued for a short time on a private basis. In March of
1870 the state legislature authorized the Board to establish a normal class in
the city high school (Seventh Ward) and in 1871 normal training was organized
into a department offering a three-year course of study. The first class

1875 and consisted of five members. By that year crowdedgraduated in
conditions led the Normal Department to find new quarters and in 1877 moved
into premises at the northeast corner of Seventh and Highland, the former West
Side German-English high school. The program remained in successful operation
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until 1885 when it was succeeded by the State Normal School at Nineteenth and

Wells which later evolved into the Milwaukee State Teacher's College and later

the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. (Roots p. 7, 9).

National German-American Teacher's Seminary

Among the most ambitious educational projects of the German-English

the establishment NationalAcademy of the German-American Teacherswas
The Academy had voiced a desire for such an institution as early asSeminary.

In Germany, teachers' training had a tradition going back to 1732 but1866.

the concept was relatively new to the United States and Wisconsin organized

its first state-sponsored normal schools only in 1865. Other German educators

in this country were particularly interested in a national normal school as

well. Instructors fresh from Germany were becoming fewer in number and a need
recognized for the training of bi-lingual educators since bi-lingualwas

education was considered of utmost importance. A national seminary would also
promote German pedagogical methods which consideredbe to were

superior to those practised in America.

At a national convention of German-American teachers in Louisville,

Kentucky in 1870,

taken by the formation of the Lehrerbund. Rigorously promoted by the

Milwaukee delegation, the Lehrerbund proposed to raise between $50,000 and

$100,000 for such a seminary and place it in a school offering the best

inducements. The Bund would determine the course of study and supervise
instruction through officers. The host school would supply classrooms and
instructors. The final for the normal schoolcontenders where thetwo

the first positive step toward a teachers' seminary was

a means
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Seminar-Schule in Detroit theand German-Engl i sh Academy in Milwaukee.

Milwaukee was ultimately chosen and the German-American Teachers' Seminary

opened September 2, 1878. Admission requirements were stringant. Out of 23
applicants only 7 were selected that first year. Also, unlike other normal
programs, students were not allowed to drop out temporarily for employment.
Neither were they allowed to work or teach on the side while in the program.

Loans were made available for needy students. By 1881 the three year program

had 23 students dispersed in three classes.

The Seminary's financial situation remained precarious for a number

of years, although the instructors were paid by the Seminary's administration

and other salary expenses physical education instructor,director,

physician and janitor were shared with the Academy. In 1885 a faction of the
proposed to relocate the institution to New York and the New YorkBund

tried detract from Milwaukee's accomplishments.to Lack ofproponents

financial support, competition from the newly opened State Normal School and

the failure of Wisconsin and Milwaukee to recognize the Seminary's diploma

were seen as forces that would destroy the school. Administrators voted,

however, to keep the school in Milwaukee with the promise of backing from the
business community and donation of property the school. Whento the
German-English Academy was moved to 1020 North Broadway in 1892 (MI 139-7),

the Seminary was given the use of five classrooms and the Academy served as a

model and practise school for the Seminary. The Seminary continued in

successful operation until anti-German sentiment and lack of need for German

instructors forced the school's closing in 1919. (Engelmann Heritage p. 13,

27-29; Kurzgefasste p. 109-116; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 550).

for a
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Turnlehrerseminar

A second program to which the German-English Academy played host was
the Turnlehrerseminar. This training program for gymnastic teachers was
founded by the North American Gymnastic Union in 1861. The first classes were
held in Rochester, New York but the school did not flourish there. In 1874
rather than abandon the enterprise the majority of the members voted to

the program to Milwaukee and place it under the controltransfer of the
Milwaukee Turnverein. The Milwaukee group had subsequent charge of the
operation until 1888 when it was transferred to Indianapolis. Just two years
later a proposal to affiliate with the National German-American Teachers'

The Turnlehrerseminar subsequently moved backSeminary was approved. to
Milwaukee in 1891 when new facilities were provided for it at 1020 North

(MI 139-7) Although sharing premises with the German-EnglishBroadway.
Academy and the National German-American Teacher's Seminary, there was not a
formal merging of the schools but rather a cooperative teaching program.

academic instruction seminaryreceived and students receivedTurners
This venture remained in practise until 1907 when thegymnastics training.

relocated permanentlyTurnlehrersemi nar Indianapolis. (Kurzgefassteto
Geschichte p. 118; Engelmann Heritage p. 13).

Private Colleges

Private colleges relatively few in number in the Centralwere
Business District as most institutions using that name really functioned as
high school and college preparatory facilities. The Milwaukee Female College
was ultimately the most successful of these, formulated according to an
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devised by nationally knownacademic plan educator Catherine Beecher.
Marquette College (1881) at the northwest corner of Tenth and State Streets
and Milwaukee Medical College (1894) at Eighth and Wells Streets technically
fall within the boundaries of the Central Business District survey area but
since their significance lies in the development of Marquette University,
their histories are actually tied to the evolution of the West Side.

University of Milwaukee

The University of Milwaukee was an incorporated institution which

advertised full university powers in the fields of language, mathematics and

Founded in the 1850s, classes were conducted in an old congregationalGerman.

site of the later central firechurch building on Broadway
The faculty consisted of Rev. Charles Wiley, Chancellor, G.S. Lordstation.

Starks, George Bosworth, Rev. N. Dauber, I. French and Theodore B. Elliott.
The school was unable to weather the Panic of 1857 and closed its doors in

The faculty dispersed and only G.S. Lord Starks remained in Milwaukee,1858.
(Milwaukee City Directory; Gregory History 1931in practise as an attorney.

p. 1174).

Milwaukee Female College

MilwaukeeMilwaukee Female College, predecessor DownerThe to
founded in 1848 and offered preparatory, junior, middle andCollege, was

senior levels of study, roughly equivalent to today's high school. Elementary

students were admitted as well. Inspired by the writings and reputation of

educator Catherine Beecher (1800-1878), the school's founder Mrs. Lucy Parsons

near Wells,
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invited Beecher to Milwaukee to discuss educational matters.

Catherine Beecher, eldest of 13 children of the illustrious Lyman
had begun her longBeecher, women's education in 1822

following the untimely death of her fiancee'. Her initial efforts involved

the establishment of a select school for young women followed by the Hartford

Female Seminary in 1826, both Poor health led

Beecher away from teaching to concentrate on writing, publishing and lecturing

on the subject of women's education. Her numerous writings dealt not only

curriculurn but with the design of the school buildingswith structure
themselves. Beecher's plan in its distilled form advocated the creation of

colleges run by a faculty of co-equal teachers, each faculty member being the

head of given department. The non-sectarian curriculum was to reflect the

namely child care, teaching,subjects for which women were most adapted,

home making. Beecher felt such subjects frequentlynursing and were
denigrated but were actually worthy of professional Teachertreatment.
training or normal instruction was to be emphasized. A school was also to

a job placement agency. Since the remainserve as
self-supporting, boarding students were to be avoided as an unneccessary drain

Catherine Beecher's later years wereon the school's budget and personnel.

spent in the promotion of the Plan and in monitoring those schools established

Women'sits provisions. Through the American Educationalaccording to

Association, Beecher also raised money for endowments for those institutions.

Beecher's visit to Milwaukee in 1850 was a fruitful Impressedone.
by Lucy Parson's school strong board of
trustees, Beecher suggested changes that would bring the Female Seminary into

and the stability lent it by a

involement with

institution had to

in Hartford, Connecticut.
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alignment with the Plan. In for adherencereturn to the Plan and the

investment of $10,000 in a building and equipment, the school would receive

$20,000 from the American Women's Educational Association. Upon Beecher's

recommendations, Parsons moved the school in the summer of 1850 out of the two

story frame building at the rear of the Free Congregational Church (southeast

corner of Wells and Broadway Streets) into a brick residence at the northwest

corner of Milwaukee and Wells Streets. Also per Beecher's recommendation the

school was renamed the Milwaukee Normal Institute and High School, reflecting

the school's emphasis on college level teacher training. In the fall of 1850

Beecher made a follow-up visit to Milwaukee to check on the school's progress

to assist in the raising of anand endowment. Beecher considered the
endowment an all important matter ennabling the school to maintain its self-
sufficiency and pay for expenses not covered by tuition. On March 1, 1851 the
school formally incorporated and was given authority to grant collegiate and
secondary diplomas. Enrollment totaled 131 students in the high school and 57
in the preparatory department. By 1853 the normal department had attracted
only two students so the name of the institution was changed to Milwaukee
Female College.

The school was to maintain economic and philosophic ties to Catherine
Beecher until the late 1860s. Beecher was responsible for the design of the
$5,000 Gothic Revival building constructed the southeast ofat corner

Milwaukee and Juneau Streets in 1852 and she made a number of fund raising
tours for the school over the years. Construction of an addition to the
school in 1860 sparked a heated exchange with Beecher who was opposed to what
she considered an unhealthy basement and was opposed to the third story which
she felt ruined the symmetry of her earlier design. The accommodation of
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boarding students in the new wing was also against the Plan but threats of the

withdrawal of the promised $20,000 did not sway the trustees. Incorporating
her proposed domestic department into the new wing did little to appease
Beecher.

Relations with the educator were not to improve. A drastic decline
in enrollment in the late 1850s carried into the Civil War years and by 1862,

only 60 students were enrolled. Old debts remained to be paid and the $20,000

never materialized from the Educational Association. To avert the school's

Samuel Shermanclosing, the Board of Trustees appointed principal.as
Horrified that a male should be placed in charge of

promised the trustees the non-existing $20,000 for Sherman's removal. The
trustees wisely retained Sherman who, out of his own pocket, retired the
institution's chief debts. The matter remained an issue with Beecher and in
1865 she finally threatened legal action for the reimbursement of money and
equipment she had donated to the school in 1850. Sherman resigned rather than

former teacher and friend of Beecher, Marystri fe and
Mortimer, was recalled to head the school. A deal was struck with Beecher
whereby the trustees would pay off their
Association would come forth with its promised contribution. Since the
Association was never able to raise the promised sum by the specified date,
the Milwaukee Female College had further obligations to Beecher andno
correspondence between the two ceased.

Under the direction of Mary Mortimer (1865-1874) and Charles Farrar

(1874-1889) enrollment resumed its pre-war levels and additions to the school

allowed for the expansion of the gymnastics, art, music and physical education

cause additional

'debt' to her when the Education

'her' school, Beecher
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Mortimer was responsible for the introduction of two women into theprograms.
William Pitt Lynde and Mrs.previously all-male Board of Trustees, Mrs.

Alexander Mitchell.
department of science, was given authority to hire, fire and set entrance

at the beginning of hisof study. It wasrequirements and the course
school's thethat Female dropped from the andadministration was name

institution became known as Milwaukee College. Farrar increased dormitory
space and contributed much of his own equipment to the school. Under his
presidency the Ladies Art and Science Class offered a forerunner of adult

The group had evolved from Farrar's popular lecture series giveneducation.
The group was responsible for theduring his first winter at the college.

purchase of books and slides and through their efforts the art library was
The group also contributed money for the construction of a new wingformed.

The Ladies Art and Science Class became an integral part offor the school.
the school when a new constitution and bylaws included them in the college in

Eventually the group took over more fund raising activities and became1878.
the Milwaukee College Endowment Association which incorporated 1893.

The two directors who followed in the wake of Farrar's retirement in
1889 struggled to raise academic standards and to build up the dwindling

By the early 1890s, college enrollment had dropped to acollege enrollment.
mere ten students although the preparatory school had over 100 students. As

the school's closing seemed imminent in 1894, two trustees approached the
the

presidency of Milwaukee College. A merger of the two schools was proposed as
Stockholders agreed to the merger in February of 1895 and a new legalwell.

corporation formed in January of 1897. Ground was broken that year for a new

Charles Farrar, previously chairman of Vassar's first

dynamic president of Downer College, Ellen Sabin, with an offer of
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campus on the city's northeast side and the new buildings were occupied in

Despite the school's official disassociation with Catherine Beecher1899.
College actually remainedMilwaukee-Downerbefore, the newyearssome

committed to the serious instruction of domestic science. In 1901 the school
became the first college in the United States to offer a degree in Home

The most successful of Beecher's schools, Milwaukee Downer existsEconomics.
in 1964.University with which it mergedoftoday part Lawrenceas

(Kieckhefer p. 1-71; Jupp p. 43-47; National Cyclopedia Vol. Ill p. 128.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

General Introduction

Milwaukee's Central Business District has had a strong tradition of

vocational education in addition to its numerous liberal arts institutions.

The business school made its emergence in the nineteenth century and replaced

of the older apprenticeship forms of instruction. Adds for numeroussome
institutions in Milwaukee in the late 1840s and early 1850s proclaim their

to that of classical instruction.
The curriculum would vary from school to schooladdition to those for men.

penmanship, commercial law,generally included bookkeeping,classesbut
to Milwaukee'sThese schools were well suitedlike.retailing and the

economic climate which concentrated heavily on services and retailing through
Among the more famous business

schools established early in Milwaukee were Bryant and Stratton College and
Business schools remained an important form ofSpencerian Business College.

legitimacy alongside the liberal arts schools and boasted an importance equal
Special ladies departments were offered in

a great part of the nineteenth century.
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education into this century and the Central Business District averaged around
such institutions at any given time.six By the 1930s business school

include such diverse subjectslistings began to School of
Embalming (Fine Arts Building East Wells) (MI 146-29) and the Hade School of
Fashion Design (707 North Broadway) as well
Today such private institutions are relatively few in number owing to the
availability of such programs at local universities and state technical
schools. Short term and affordable programs are currently being offered in

the Central Business District by Stratton College, Milwaukee Business Training

Institute and Control Data Institute.

As Milwaukee emerged as one of the nation's industrial giants in the

1880s and 1890s a majority of the newly created jobs fell under the category

of manual machine operation and skilled engineering rather than white collar

occupations. educational little si owerThe in meetingresponse was a
industry's needs since on-the-job training and membership in skilled trades
unions generally provided for instruction. A need perceived forwas
specialized training, however, that would supply of workersa source
knowledgeable in the rapidly changing technologies.

Brewers' School, branch of the Industrial and Chemical Institute ofa
Milwaukee, provided training in chemistry geared specifically for Milwaukee's

whichbrewing industry had ri sen national andto internationaleven
significance during the 1890s. Operating out of a small building on Broadway
Street between Juneau and Knapp Streets, the school offered classes from 1898
to 1918 after which time it relocated out of the Central Business District.
Another training school, the Milwaukee School of Engineering, was founded in
1903 by German immigrant Oscar Werwath. Specializing in electrical and

One example, Hantke's

as numerous beauty academies.

as Goodman's
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mechanical engineering, MSOE became a degree-granting institution in 1917 and

remains a significant and nationally recognized school to this day.

These types of trade schools met with wide ranging support since

municipal and public education did not address these areas at first. Although

training had been introduced into the Milwaukee Public Schools inmanual

1893-1894 it was for seventh and eighth graders and really provided just basic

than thorough knowledge aboutoperational skills rather
To compensate for this educational gap the State Legislature in 1911trades.

authorized the creation of technical schools for communities with populations

The legislature also made attendance at such schoolsover 5,000 persons.

mandatory for individuals between the ages of 14 and 16 who had dropped out of
theschool in

comprehensive knowledge of a trade, from calculation and blueprint reading to
After 74 years, MATC continuesthe understanding of the nature of materials.

its tradition of excellence in occupational training.

Somewhat removed from the business school and the technical college
the various schools of music and art which flourished in the Centralare

prominent among these was the Layton SchoolBusiness District from the 1890s.

Likewiseof Art and its successor the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design.
the Luening Conservatory and Wisconsin Conservatory had their origins downtown
as well.

Milwaukee Commercial and English School

This business school was established in 1850 by Professor C.F. Larigo

order to work.

various manual

The resulting instruction was aimed at
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with the assistance of Mrs. F.M. Lari go. Located near the northwest corner of

and Broadway opposite Young'sWisconsin Hall, the curriculum offered a

complete English and Commercial education. Classes included German, French

Women were admitted into the language classes, bookkeeping andand Latin.

penmanship programs. Men had the option of a special double-entry bookkeeping

class and subjects related to a career in accounting. The school relocated to

today's North Water Street in 1863 and Largio formed a partnership with H.H.

1867 schoolClemons. the absorbed by the burgeoning SpencerianIn was

Business College, (Milwaukee City Directory 1854-1855 p. XX-XX1, 161; Gregory

History p. 1179; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 557).

Baylies and Lincoln's Milwaukee Commercial College

This school was opened on North Water Street in 1856 by Aaron Baylies

and Lowell Lincoln. Course offerings included bookkeeping, commercialJr.
correspondence, commercial law and the detection of conterfeit bank notes.
Bookkeeping was further specialized into categories on mercantile, wholesale,
retail, steamboat, railroad and compound company businesses. The premises
were advertised as beautiful and spacious, with a separate reading room. A

point made of the fact thata

accommodations were separate from the men's

Professor Lincoln died in the 1867 Seabird Disaster and the school was taken

over by Spencerian Business College. (Milwaukee City Directory 1856-1857 p.

88, 132; Gregory History p. 1180; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 557.

ladies department was also offered and

area and "neatly fitted up".
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Spencerian Business College

Spencerian was one of the longest-lived and most successful of the
Central Business District business schools. It was founded in 1863 as the
Milwaukee branch of the famous international chain of Bryant, Stratton and
Company Business Colleges. Mismanagement by the company headquarters led
Milwaukee principal R.C Spencer (1829-1916) to break with the chain in 1865
and Spencer renamed the newly independent school after himself. In 1867 the
school merged with the former Lincoln's Commercial College and then in 1868

with Lari go's Commercial College. The Wisconsin State Legislature
subsequently granted Spencerian a charter to confer degrees in 1870. From its
early years through 1925 Spencerian was located at the northeast corner of

Wisconsin and Broadway, the old Miller Building. Photos over many decades

show Spencerian's name emblazoned across the entire facade of the structure.

The school's curriculum included a broad range of business subjects which

earned it a national reputation and by 1918 over 20,000 students had graduated

from its programs. Day classes were offered year round and night classes from

September through July.

Wisconsin Avenue and in 1930-1931 moved to the northeast corner of Jackson and

Wisconsin. After 87 years in the city's Central Business District, Spencerian

relocated to 2800 West Wright Street in 1950-1951 and eventually built a new

facility on the city's West Side near Concordia College in 1972. Financial

difficulties forced the school’s closing in December, 1974, ending the career

of what had been one of Milwaukee's oldest educational institutions. (Gregory

History 1931, p. 1180; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 556-557; Milwaukee City

Directory 1918 p. 163; MS 11/14/1974; MJ 11/13/1974).

In 1926 the school relocated to Sixth Street and
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Bryant and Stratton Business College

Bryant and Stratton was established in Milwaukee in 1863 as a branch
of the internationally famous chain of business colleges. Mismanagement and
overextension led resident principal R.C. Spencer to break with the chain and
establish his own school in 1865. Since Bryant and Stratton wanted to remain
in Milwaukee, administrators purchased the lease, furniture, charter and "good
will" of the Milwaukee Commercial College which had just lost its director
Lowell Lincoln in a steamer fire in 1865. C.E. Hollenbeck was put in charge

out reorganization, enlargement and generalschool and carriedof the

school struggled for but the publicTheimprovement. two years was

indifferent to low tuitions and other inducements to attract students. When
Stratton died in the spring of 1867 the Milwaukee branch once againH.D.

broker with the international chain and was absorbed by Spencerian Business
Bryant and Stratton returned to Milwaukee in 1964-1965, after nearlyCollege.

a century of absence, and located in a 1941 moderne style structure at the

southeast corner of Plankinton and Wells Streets. In 1973 the school moved

into its newly completed two-story building at 1300 North Jackson Street

(MI 138-23) Milwaukee Stratton College,designed by Daverman Associates Inc.
as it is known today, offers over 14 different associate degree, diploma and
certificate programs and is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools. (History of Milwaukee 1881

Dorr Downtown Buildings; Milwaukee City Directory; Sanborn Fire556;P.
Insurance Map 1910).
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McDonald College

The McDonald College was organized in Milwaukee in 1883 and claimed

to be the first institution in the state to introduce shorthand. Courses were
offered in bookkeeping, shorthand, language, science and mathematics. In 1395
enrollment totaled 175 pupils. The school remained located in the Matthews
Building at 301 West Wisconsin until after 1918. (MI 153-17) (Conard p. 186;
Milwaukee City Directory).

Milwaukee School of the Trades

Milwaukee School of the Trades opened on January 2, 1906 with 60
young men who were instructed in patternmaking, plumbing and machining. Run
by the newly formed Merchants and Manufacturers Association, classes were held

at 224-286 South inFirst Street premises vacated by the Pawling and

Harnischfeger and Chain Belt Companies. (MI 158-22) The School of the Trades
part of the Milwaukee Public Schoolbecame System by act of the state

legislature in 1907. (Watrous p. 413-415; MVIS 1979).

Milwaukee Workers College

Milwaukee Workers College was an important manifestation of the labor

movement in Milwaukee and represented labor's most successful attempt at

organizing an educational program for its membership. As early as 1888 when

the trade unions established the Workingmen's Reading Club, attempts were made

provide lectures, organizaeto enrollment in thecourses or encourage
University of Wi sconsi n-Extensi on. December 1921In of the Milwaukee
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Federated Traders Council was finally able to attract the support and funding

necessary to establish Milwaukee Worker's College through which it hoped to

statisticians, organizers and speakerstrain economists, from within the
Early classes met at City Hall (200 East Wells, MI 144-25) andmembership.

the first three courses had an average enrollment of 95 and average attendance
Later classes met at the Central Library (818 West Wisconsin Avenue,of 35.

MI 161-36). Milwaukee Worker's College was the only one of about 17 statewide

workers' schools to maintain its program without interruption following 1922.

Despite funding, the presence of labor leaders in Milwaukee and a large union

membership, Milwaukee Workers College rarely offered more than two classes per

(Gavett p. 144-146).term and discontinued after 1936.

Milwaukee School of Engineering

The Milwaukee School of Engineering was begun in 1903 by German
immigrant Werwath. specialist in electricalOscar A and mechanical
engineering, Werwath relocated to Milwaukee upon the offer of a consulting
position with Louis Allis. Classes began as informal evening discussions held

at the Werwath Home. Werwath's knowledge and innate teaching abilities drew

numerous individuals who were eager for the latest technical information from

Europe. Quarters were soon rented at Sixth Street and Wisconsin Avenue and
the overwhelming response to the practical electricity course resulted in the
move to larger quarters at 1025 West Winnebago Street in 1905. Established at
a time of revolutionary advances in the realm of electrical and mechanical
engineering, the School of Engineering, as it was first called, dedicated
itself to three main goals: the education and training of men, the serving of
industry and the advancement of applied scientific research. (Bolton p.
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10-11, 29),

New technologies required new academic solutions to instruction. By
1908 daytime and evening classes where arranged to meet the scheduling
requirements of the diverse student population. Emphasis was on practical
application and work study in full operation. Many ofprograms were

Milwaukee's major industries such Allis Chalmers, Harnischfeger andas
Wisconsin Telephone their full cooperation this program wherebytogave
students would spend 20 to 22 hours on the job and 25 hours in class each
week. A pioneer form of quarter system was instituted early as well and an
extension division allowed for home study in Michigan, Illinois and
Mississippi. Numerous specialized courses of varying lengths were offered in

addition to a program in electrical engineering. By 1910 the school had ten

instructors and 132 students. Need for more laboratory space resulted in the

school's relocation to the Stroh Building at 525 East Michigan Street in

(MI 147-22) (Bolton p. 12-14, 19).1911.

The years around World War I were significant for the school. In
1917 the School of Engineering of Milwaukee, as it was now called, received a
state charter to grant baccalaureate degrees based on a 36 month program of

The concentric curriculum also was formulated as well.study. Designed to
accommodate to each student's aptitude, courses were sequenced according to a
student's capacity to absorb them. The successive series of technical courses
were enhanced by supportive classes in math, physics and general studies.
Each phase of study was complete in itself but also provided a step toward
attainment of a degree or advanced employment opportunities. Enrollment,
which jumped to 950 students by 1918, prompted the rental of additional space
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in the old Northwestern Mutual Building at 611 North Broadway where three
floors were occupied. (MI 143-20) (Bolton p. 17-20).

Succeeding decades continued in the During the 1920s

prestigious scientists were added to the faculty and the school relocated to

the corner of Jackson and Wells Streets. The school also began operation of a

radio station, WSOE, later taken over by the Wisconsin News who changed the

call letters to WISN. By the time of the school's 25th anniversary in 1928,

over 20,000 students had been trained from every state in the US and eighteen

foreign countries. (Bolton p. 21-24).

Despite the economic severity of the depression years, enrollment
remained high throughout the 1930s. Courses expanded to include welding,
refrigeration, commercial radio engineering and air conditioning engineering.

1932 the school receivedIn non-stock, non-profita as a
institution governed by a Board of Regents. In keeping with this event the

school's name was changed once again, to the Milwaukee School of Engineering

by which it is still known today. Continuing its tradition of close
association with industry, such manufacturers as Paul H. Hammersmith, Walter

Joseph Heil and Bruno Nordberg early regents.Harnischfeger, served as

Architect Thomas L. Rose and industrialists Gustav A. Trostel, Fred F. Loock,

Albert C. Kieckhefer and Harold Falk were also to lend their talents to MSOE

The year 1932 was also significant for the school's purchaseover the years.

of the former German-English Academy building at 1020 North Broadway which led

to the development of a permanent campus at that site. (MI 139-7) The
Industrial Research Institute, begun in 1935, formalized the bond between the
school and manufacturers and served to discover new methods of production and

same vein.

new charter
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provide reaseach for firms too small to have their own laboratories. (Bolton

P. 24-29).

Growth of the campus and student body was only momentarily halted by

the war years when a reduced faculty concentrated on the training of workers

for the various was industries. Post war GI Bill benefits enabled many more

students to attend school and by 1950 enrollment at MSOE climbed to 2,263.

This growth and Oscar Welwath's death in 1948 ushered in a new era for the

school.

To celebrate the school's 50th anniversary, a long range development

plan was initiated for the first time in MSOE's history. The $625,000 goal

was met in 1953 and followed by a second, MSOE of Tomorrow launched in 1957,

and a third begun in 1960. In addition to providing for the institution's

security, the various campaigns resulted in the establishment of a faculty

pension program and technical reference library as well as student loan and

grant programs and the creation of a department of humanities and social

sciences. Most significant was the development of and physical expansion of a

During the 1950's emphasis was on acquisition with the purchase ofcampus.

the old Welsh Presbyterian Church (1001 North Milwaukee Street, see Religion)

(MI 142-24), the engineering labs and metal labs buildings. In 1958 an

existing structure at the northwest corner of Jefferson and Kilbourn was

obtained and remodeled into Allen Bradley Hall of Science. (MI 144-32)

Dedication took place in 1960 and the structure formed the cornerstone of the
proposed Technology Park. Aided by city redevelopment plans which cleared
many of the surrounding structures, Technology Park would be the result of an

buildingintensive campaign that would include dormitories, cl assroom
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buildings and a library. Campus planner Fitzhugh Scott was responsible for

(MI 138-32) and Margaret Loock Residence Hall (324 East Juneau Avenue 1966).

(MI 142-21) Most recent expansion has included the construction of the

library (530 East Kilbourn) (MI 144-31) and rental of St. John's Cathedral

High School Gymnasium since 1976. (MI 138-19) (Bolton p. 45-57, 61-68, 89),

Today, the Milwaukee School of Engineering is of and

accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools

endowed

scholarships, upgrade current facilities and enable the school to purchase

additional land and construct a new classroom and laboratory building. It

offers preparatory technical
programs in nine applied science areas, bachelor's degree programs in eight
fields, graduate work in engineering management and continuing education

Enrollment in 1984-1985 totaled 2, 642 students. (Latus and Youngcourses.

p. 41; Dorr MSOE; Gawkoski p. 7).

Milwaukee Area Technical College

The continuation school movement in this country began when the

Wisconsin State Legislature passed the nation's first compulsory continuation

school law in 1911. Milwaukee was among twenty-seven Wisconsin cities with a

population of 5,000 or more mandated to organize and maintain such a school.

Although state mandated, local boards were empowered to control curriculum,

qualifications of teachers and acquisition of property and equipment.

the design of Roy W. Johnson Residence Hall (1103 North Milwaukee Street, 
1964) (MI 142-22) Loock Engineering Center (900 North Milwaukee Street 1965)

and has embarked on a new 5-year development program to expand

a member

three fields, associate degreeeducation in
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Targeted were four particular groups overlooked by traditional institutions:
Those from age fourteen to seventeen who had left school to enter the labor
force, juveniles temporarily unemployed, those in formal apprenticeship

and adults wanting personal enrichment training forprograms jobor
Continuation classes were mandatory for all but the adults.advancement.

State law initially required a half-day attendance at school per week but by

1921 this had been increased to a full day. Over the opposition of employers

and parents who were dependent on their children's wages, Milwaukee's first

Cooley,director, organized curricul urn tailoredR.L. the city'stoa

diversified industrial climate. (Bruce p. 654-657; Tarbell p. 14-31).

Experimentation characterized the early years of Milwaukee's Central

Continuation School it was first called. Classes and schedules wereas

satisfy employer andfrequently adjusted to student needs. Hours were
eventually set so that juveniles would attend from 8:00 a.m. to noon or 1:00

p.m. to 5:00 p.m., while apprentices, who had previously been assigned to UW-

Extension, were scheduled from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 5:30

Evening classes began in 1913 and chiefly attracted adults. Instructionp.m.

was aimed at skills not easily acquired on the job such as calculation,

blueprint reading, and understanding the nature of materials used in the

The goal was to make the student not onlyvarious manufacturing process.

job-ready but eligible for advancement into more skilled occupations. Courses

were often organized at the request of employers who would sometimes pay for
materials and tuition. Entire programs were often initiated at the request of

The nursing school, begun in 1923, about wheninstitutions. came area
hospitals suggested consolidation of individual programs into one location at
the vocational school. While the hospitals would continue practical training,
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Milwaukee Vocational School (as it came to be called in the 1920s) would

provide instruction in anatomy, bacteriology, chemistry and so on. Columbia,

Deaconess, Milwaukee, Misericordia and Mt. Sinai were among the hospitals to
participate in the program. Similar circumstances prompted the Industrial
Training Conference to request an evening technical engineering program in

(Tarbell p. 47-54, 78-85).1924.

Courses were initially conducted at the Manufacturers Home Building,
104-106 East Mason Street (MI 145-19), but soon expanded into the Stroh
Building, 525 East Michigan Street (MI 147-22). Branch classes were also held
throughout the city by the rental of public schools for evening courses.
Overcrowding at the Stroh and Manufacturers Home Buildings led to the purchase
of the old Brand Stove Company site for construction of a permanent building.
The block was bounded by State, Highland, Sixth and Seventh Streets. The

first phase of construction consisted of a six-story wing at the northwest

section of the block and the entrance was on Seventh Street near Highland

Architects Eschweiler and DeGelleke were responsible for the design.Avenue.

The boys' class vacated the Stroh Building and moved into the new wing in
A matching second unit designed by DeGelleke was built at theApril, 1920.

northeast quarter of the block and included a temporary auditorium. Girls'

classes and administrative offices moved into this portion in the spring of
1923. A third wing, also by DeGelleke, extended from mid block to State
Street between Sixth and Seventh Streets and was completed in 1927. It housed

a 1900 seat auditorium, separate gymnasiums for men and women, a swimming pool

and cafeteria.

1938. (Tarbell p. 55-66; Dorr MATC).

It was the largest vocational school in the nation up to
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Despite the eleven acres of floor space and 200 classrooms in the new

facility, the Milwaukee Vocational School found it necessary to expand within

the next decade. The old Highland Avenue School, one block north at 630 West

Highland Avenue, was acquired in the 1930s and served MVS purposes until the

early 1950s. Subsequent expansion included the renovation of a three story

A new facility was built the site of the old Highland Avenueon

School in 1953. (MI 149-35) Designed by the firm of Grassold and Johnson to

house technical courses, the new structure contained a machine shop, foundry,

welding and auto mechanics facilities among other special labs. Additions

were made to the building in 1955 and 1958 and the structure now occupies the
entire block bounded by Highland, Juneau, Sixth and Seventh Streets. More

includedrecent expansion has the acquisition of motion pictureformer

distribution buildings in the 700 block of State Street and the construction

of the Continuing Education Center at 721 West Highland Avenue and 1965.

(Tarbell p. 205-211) (MI 150-6) plans include the construction of anFuture

administration building at the northwest corner of Seventh and State Streets
projected for completion in 1987.

Known today as MATC, the school has remained ever responsive to local
needs and offers courses pertinent to current technology as well as personal

Today's curriculum includes associate degree programs, high schoolinterest.

equivalency courses, apprenticeship training and self-enrichment classes. One

of MATC's most visible products continues to be its sponsorship of WMVS

Channel 10, one of the nation's early public television stations. With a

building at 1137 North Fourth Street in the late 1940s (MI 149-17) (Door MATC;
Milwaukee City Directory).
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total enrollment of 18,900 students as of Fall, 1984, MATC is far and away the

largest vocational, technical adultstate's and education institution.

(Tarbell p. 47-54, 78-85; Gawkoski p. 23).

SCHOOLS OF ART

Early History

Professional art schools with a structured curriculum and formal

faculty were a relatively recent development in Milwaukee's history. The

tradition had been for individual artists such as Henry Vianden or Panoramist
Heine to give lessons to promising young painters who, when matureF.W.

enough, would complete their education in Europe. (see Fine Arts) Carl Marr,
Koehler and Robert Schade followed this practi seRobert and attended

prestigious art academies in Munich or Paris after early studies in Milwaukee.

Art classes for self-enrichment also had long been feature of women'sa

education and Milwaukee College instituted courses in drawing and painting
from the time of its formal incorporation in 1851. Professional artists would
provide self-enrichment classes as well and Vianden in his later years was

considered, somewhat prejudicially, as a "Ladies Teacher" by the up and coming

generation of male artists. (Butts p. 113, 127).

Among the earliest of the formalized art schools was that begun for

lithographers and engravers in the early 1870s by Julius Gugler. Located on

Broadway North of Mason Street the school was responsible for some of the
first exhibitions in the city. The interestart generated by these

exhibitions led to proposals for an art museum that would also include a
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school of art. Championed by Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Mrs. S.S. Frackelton
and Mrs. C.D. Adsit, the Milwaukee Museum of Fine Arts was incorporated in

Its main goal, other than to build up a reputable collection, was to1882.
establish "A school of design capable of winning general recognition and of

and exerting influencestimulating correcting artistic efforta over
Classes began in January of 1884.throughout the Northwest." Fluctuating

led later name changes: Milwaukee Art (1886-1887),fortunes Schoolto

Wisconsin School of Design (1888-1889) and Wisconsin Art Institute (1891).
The school lacked a permanent home and rooms were rented in a variety of

Colby-Abbot Building (330 East Mason) (MI145-25),locations: The the
Northwestern Mutual Life Building (611 North Broadway) (MI 143-20), the Durbin
Art Gallery and a building at Second and Wisconsin. Teachers included such

By the mid 1890sRichard Lorenz and Robert Schade.artists aas new
institution assumed the role of art education, the Wisconsin School of Art.
(Bruce p. 685-688; MS 5/12/1882 6/2, 6/28/1882 2/5, 7/20/1882 10/1).

Wisconsin School of Arts

Wisconsin School of Arts was an out growth of the Art Students League
founded in 1894 by Edward J. Steichen and initially comprised of men employed
in the engraving and lithography field. Instruction was an integral part of
the group's purpose and classes were conducted on Gordon Place, in Ethical
Hall (1018 Jefferson Street between State and Juneau) and in 1900 in the
University Building (738 North Broadway). The group formally incorporated
after 1900 and a patron's association was formed, scholarships awarded and
exhibitions arranged. Instructors included George Raab, George Niedecken,
Armand D. Koch and Richard Phillip among others. Although its finances were
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precarious it enabled many to obtain an art education. Important patrons were
Arthur H. Gallun and Frederick Layton. Ten years and hundreds of students

the Board of Regents of Normal Schools decided to takelater, over the

Wisconsin School of Arts and in 1911 it was made a department of the Milwaukee

Normal School on the city's northeast side (Bruce p. 688-689).

Layton School of Art

Layton School of Art wasThe founded

the Church School of Art, Chicago which had closed in June ofsuccessor to
that year. The Layton organized and founded by Charlotte Russellwas

Partridge and patterned after the industrial art schools of Europe which had

had a long tradition of training artists for industrial and applied arts

Studio space was originally located on the ground floor of thepurposes.

Layton Art Gallery at 758 North Jefferson and both the Milwaukee Art Institute

and Layton Art Gallery contributed to equipment and remodelling. At least

nine instructors were employed by the school's second year and enrollment was

over 300. Daytime and evening classes were offered to accommodate the working
student and free classes for children were held on Saturday mornings. The
Layton School of Art moved out of the Central Business District in 1951 and
occupied quarters at 1362 Propsect Avenue and later Port Washington Road until
it closed after a faculty dispute in 1974. (Bruce p. 692-693; MJ 8/15/1984.

Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design

The Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design was established in 1974 by
a group of art professors formerly associated with the Layton School of Art.

in September of 1920 as a
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The new school reconverted warehouse at 207 North

Milwaukee Street. (MI 155-26) In the fall of 1984 the Institute's need for

additional space resulted in its rental of six floors in the former Veterans

Administration Building at 342 North Water Street. (MI 154-6) Classes are
offered in painting, ceramics and photography. Enrollment in the Fall, 1984
semester totaled 211. (MJ 8/15/1984; Gawkoski p. 7).

Schools of Music

Early History

Music education like that of art was early under the jurisdiction of
individual artists. Formalized study began in the 1870s not surprisingly, as

the number of choral groups and local bands began to increase dramatically.

(see Recreation and Entertainment). William Mickler's Conservatory, founded

1873in is said to be the city's first official music school. Early
institutions suffered from financial problems and loss of their directors to

other more lucrative musical programs. Of the many schools that came and went

only two weathered the rough years, the Wisconsin Conservatory and the
CollegeWisconsin of Music. Unlike today, music education was once

exceedingly popular and thousands of students enrolled allowing for the
coexistence of two big schools. Today, only the Wisconsin Conservatory
survives but outside the Central Business District. Universities such as UW-
Milwaukee have now assumed leadership in local music education leaving the
private institutions to struggle with small enrollments and uncertain futures.
(Mueller p. 9-10).

set up quarters in a
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Luening Conservatory

The Luening Conservatory was founded in 1887 by Eugene Luening
(1852-1944) who served as musical director of the Milwaukee Musical Society
for over twenty years. The Conservatory was an expansion of an earlier idea
of having choral school associated with the Musical Society. (seea
Recreation and Entertainment) It was to provide new talent for the Musical
Society and the lossprevent of "such growing talent the Englishto

societies." The Conservatory became independent of the Musical Society when

it filed articles of incorporation in 1888 and the school was located on

Jefferson Street between State and Juneau Avenue in a former Baptist Church.
Luening, always outspoken and contentious, closed the school in 1892 because
of the other demands on his time and adverse public reaction to inflamatory
comments he made about Yankee supericiality in regards to music. (Reagan p.
96-97).

The Wisconsin Conservatory of Music

The Wisonsin Conservatory of Music was incorporated on April 27, 1899
and was an outgrowth of the Luening Conservatory. Early quarters were the
same
Baptist Church. (see Rel i gi on) An adjoining dormitory housed some of the
school's 500 students in 1906. Courses included all phases of musical
instruction from piano, violin and orchestral playing to composition, voice,
music history, music education, dramatic art and languages. In 1910 the

Conservatory entered into with Marquette University buta themerger
association lasted only a year. By 1918 the Conservatory had 30 teachers and

as its predecessor, on Jefferson Street in what had been the First
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1500 students and a decade later had eight branch locations across town. A

member of the National Association of Schools of Music, the Conservatory
offered a degree program by the 1940s. Subsequent locations included the
Stephenson Building (756 North Milwaukee Street) (MI 138-26) the Watkins
Building from 1937 to 1961 (840 North Third Street) (MI 148-11) and 1428 North
Farwell. In 1969 the Conservatory merged with the Wisconsin College of Music

1584 schoolNorth Prospect. The has maintained highat standards of

instruction and in recent years gained a reputation for its jazz program.
Enrollment as of Fall, 1984 totaled 54 students. (Watrous Memoirs p. 430;
Mueller Music p. 9-10, 16, 19; MJ 2/17/1906; Hamilton p. 104; Milwaukee City
Directory 1918 p. 165; Gawkoski p. 7).

The Wisconsin College of Music

The Wisconsin College of Music was formed in 1901 by the merger of
the Milwaukee Institute of Music (1884) and the Wisconsin School of Music.
Like the Conservatory, the College offered courses in theory, applied music
and dramatics among others and had classes for both children and adults. By

1918 the school boasted over 70 teachers and had branches throughout the

city. Locations included quarters on Second Street and on Broadway. In the
1930s the Wisconsin College relocatedof Music the former Goodrichto

residence at 1584 North Prospect. The Wisconsin College of Music and the

Wisconsin Conservatory of Music merged in 1969. (Milwaukee City Directory

1918 p. 164; Mueller Music p. 9-10.
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University of Wisconsin-Extenslon

The University of Wisconsin-Extenslon began informally in 1885 as an

implement the school's newly-founded philosophy of communitytoattempt

Farmers Institutes were the first manifestation of this concept andoutreach.

placed on practical information and solutions to specificemphasis was
As the outreach idea progressed it was influenced by the thenproblems.

popular University Extension movement in England and the national Chautauqua
Movement which had evolved into a peoples' university which offered diverse

Lecture series and vocationalindividuals of all age groups.
Milwaukee was an early

participant in the extension concept, hosting a university-sponsored lecture

(Curti and Carstensen Vol.series in 1888 and a Mechanics Institute in 1890.

I p. 711-723).

formalIn 1891 the outreach program received sanction from the

university's Board of Regents and the University Extension was created. Based

students would pay course fees, professors would receiveon English models,

modest compensation for their efforts and the Individual schools would arrange
coursework and assign faculty while the secretary of the Extension would

Public response to lecture seriesprovide overall coordination of activites.
and correspondence courses was overwhelming. By 1895-1896 some 57 courses
were offered in 43 communities in Wisconsin and northern Illinois. Milwaukee,
lacking a university, was especially receptive to the Extention concept and

enrolled in thestudents Literature, Business and Engineeringnumerous

classes. Resignation of the secretary of the Extention in 1897 and lack of
administration resulted in a collapse of the program untiladequate 1906.

courses to
instruction soon followed the Farmers Institutes.
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(Curti and Carstensen Vol I p. 723-729; Homes p. 2-3).

Under university president Charles Van Hise, the decision was made to
revive the Extension in 1906 and expand its scope of operations. Milwaukee
businessmen J.H. Puelicher of Marshall and Ilsley Bank and James A. Sheridan

of Sheridan and WolIaeger played significant role in the Extension'sa

by their active support of the proposal.resusitation When the state
legislature approved $7500 for the Extension in October, 1906, curriculum
planning began in earnest. A neat pigeon hole definition of UWX is difficult

to arrive at because of its diverse functions. In an attempt to be all things

for all people offerings included correspondence study, lectures, debating and

public discussion and general information classes. Couses also fell into five

general classifications depending their degreeon
regular university work, high school and college preparatory work, special
advanced classes, elementary education and vocational work.

departments would set requirements and determine staffing whileindividual
overall administration would come under the province of the Director of the
Extension. About the only unifying factor to this diversity in aim and

the concept that educationmethodology was the best way i mprovetowas
(Curti and Carstensen Vol. Ip 731, Vol. II p. 553-568).society.

Milwaukee emerged as the main center of UWX activity right from the

Classes, particularly in the technical fields, were much in demand bystart.
area employers who often provided classrooms, paid tuition and offered time
off for their employees to attend such programs. City residents paid higher
fees for the same classes than their Madison counterparts but unlike other

Milwaukee'sdistricts, branch of the Extension remained sei f-

or non-edegree status:

the most

As in 1891,
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supporting of all the schools. Milwaukee students tended to be mature adults

who were also working and supporting families so serious attention was paid to

included Commerce,academics. Early programs Business, Engineering, the
Institute of Social Services and the Bakers Institute. Due to Milwaukee's

rapid expansion, it became the first of eleven districts to gain semi-autonomy

when it received its own local administrator in 1908. (Curti and Carstensten

Vol II. p. 569-572, 575, 577; Holmes p. 2-3, 5). During these early years
classes were held in a variety of rented spaces and successive moves rarely
kept up with the demand for classes. Free lecture halls were donated by the

John'sCentral Library and Cathedral need dictated. TheYMCA, St. as

Extension's first location (1907-1909) was in the original Empire Building at

the northeast corner of West Wisconsin and Plankinton Avenues. From there

classes were transferred to 133 Second Street (1910-1911) and next to the old
Markham Academy Building at 471 North Van Buren (1912-1924). (see Private

Secondary Education) The Extension's last rented quarters were at 637 South

Second Street (1924-1927). (Holmes p. 4, 8).

1928 permanent building finally constructed for theIn a was

Extension at 623 West State (MI 152-11), designed by the firm of VanRyn and

Although considered a blighted district, the location was chosenDeGel 1 eke.

for its access to public transportation, its closeness to where students

worked and because civic improvements in conjunction with the new Court House

promised an attractive civic The rather starkcenter. and utilitarian
building contained 25 classrooms, 17 offices and 4 science laboratories. It
could acconmodate the 500 day and 3000 night students but by the following
year was already overcrowded and four classes had to meet in the Central
Library. A proposed four building campus situated around a quadrangle never
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materialized but a second building was constructed to the south of the first
in 1944.

By the 1920's the Milwaukee branch of UWX had become a successful

147 offering andeducational institution with 3500over course over
Early vocational courses and apprenticeship programsenrollments each term.

legislature authorizedwhen thebeen transferred MATC statehad to

(see Vocational Education)continuation schools in 1911. Emphasis turned to
generally available Worl dcredit classes, made after War I.degree

status did little to influence accreditation,Milwaukee's semi-autonomous

leery Extension relegated thehowever. Madison remained of programs,
Extension to junior college status and more readily accepted transfer credits

from other institutions although Madison-based professors made up the bulk of

Extension teaching faculty. Undergraduate degrees required completion in

Graduate degrees, authorized in 1941, faced the same requirements.Madison.

(Holmes p. 4-7, 36-37, 122).

Despite the necessity of Madison residency for degree completion,
coursework expanded to encompass most of the major disciplines. Included

Journal ism, Zoology, Sociology, Anthropology,Botany, Politicalwere:

Science, Psychology, Physics, Mathematics, Pharmacy, Art and Home Economics.
Non credit courses ranged from Real Estate and Insurance to How to Write for

Even short term vocational programs were offered during times of needMoney.
such as in the depression and during World War II. Although efforts had been
made since the 1920s to expand the Extension into a four year branch of the
university, nothing had been accomplished. Only when civic and labor groups
started applying constant pressure on Madison in 1947 did the matter receive
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In 1953 a merger of the Extension, strong in sciences, andserious attention.
the State College, strong in liberal arts and teacher education, seemed the

The merger was completed in 1956 and created today'smost feasible solution.

UW-Milwaukee and the majority of former extension courses relocated to the

Non-degree coursesState College's at Kenwood and Downer Avenues.campus
Although servicesreverted to the jurisdiction of the Extention Division.

have been greatly reduced at the Extention since 1956, variety has remained
Night courses still predominate as in thethe keynote in course offerings.

(ETN) now links Extension campusesThe Educational Telephone Networkpast.
studentslecturerthroughout the state

Departments today include Businessthroughout Wisconsin in a single evening.
Services, Communications, Engineering and Urban CommunitySocialOutreach,

Courses range from financial planning to medicalDevelopment among others.
seminars to historic tours and are frequently taught by UW faculty members.
(Holmes p. 31, 128-129).

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Educational services are represented in the Central Business District

by two of the city's major institutions, the Central Library and the Public

Both are old and respected institutions with roots going back to 1847Museum.

More resent is the Milwaukee Countyfor the library and 1857 for the museum.

Historical Center operated by the Milwaukee County Historical Society since

1965.

and one to reach manyis able
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Milwaukee Public Museum

historythe naturaloriginated inPublic MuseumMilwaukeeThe
specimens collected over a thirty year period by educator Peter Engelmann and

1857 Engelmann and hisInat the German-English Academy.his students

augment the collection.

Academy for the display and storage of over 25,000 specimens and 1500 books.

The society decided to donate the collection to the city provided it be used

The Common Council approved the proposalas the basis of a municipal museum.

and state ennabling legislation allowed for the transfer of the collection and

empowered the city to levy taxes for support of the museum. Quarters were

the ground floor of the Exposition Building on Fifth Streetobtained on

between Ki1 bourn and State Streets, site of today's Auditorium. (Engelmann

Heritage p. 20-21; Watrous p. 418; Latus and Young p.lll).

Established as part of the city's school system, many educational

introduced at the Public Museum which have since becomeinnovations were
In 1887 a visitation programstandard features in museums worldwide today.

was inaugurated at the request of the school board whereby students were taken
to the museum and instructed in geography, geology and the natural sciences

presented by the curator utilizing examples from thelecturesthrough

In 1888 specimen loan programs for schools was started. In 1889collection.

the first habitat exhibition in the museum world was completed by the staff

His muskrat diorama revolutionized the displaytaxidermist-artist Carl Akely.

objects which hitherto had been arranged shelves withouton

interpretation of their natural or human context. (Watrous p. 418, Latus and

colleagues organized the Natural History Society of Wisconsin to maintain and 

By 1882 space proved inadequate at the German-English

of museum
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Young p. 113).

As the collections were broadened through acquisition and numerous
donations, the Board of Trustees began to favor erecting a building in which
the Public Museum and the Public Library could find a joint and permanent
home. A site was acquired in the early 1890s at 818 West Wisconsin Avenue and

the new building ready for occupancy in 1898. Dedication of the new $600,000

facility took place January 23, 1899. (MI 161-36) The Public Museum was

eventually augmented by the addition of a historical museum for which the

state had passed ennabling legislation in 1897 and the Common Council passed a

resolution in 1906. A $400,000 addition for the historical museum was built

in 1912.

By the 1960s the library and the Public Museum both needed additional
space and the museum decided to construct a new facility a block away at 800
West Wells. (MI 152-5) The new structure, designed by Eschweiler, Eschweiler

and Sielaff of Milwaukee, opened in 1963. Exhibition space and public areas

occupy the first three stories while offices, studios, research facilities and

laboratories are located the uppper three floors. The Public Museumon

continues to offer outstanding natural history and historical exhibits of
which the Streets of Old Milwaukee and the European Village are particularly
popular. School programs, lectures, publications, travel and film programs,

radio and television programs, workshops and nature hikes are also offered

among the museum's many services (Engelmann Heritage p. 21; Latus and Young

p. 113).
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Central Library

Prior to the days of the public lending library, residents had to
rely on their own collection of reading materials which was usually confined
to the bible, the family almanac, newspapers and magazines. The concept of
the lending library, however, began early in Milwaukee chiefly as one of many
services offered by area booksellers. In October, 1837 the first such library
was advertised by Henry Williams and Company and subscribers were actively
solicited. Similar lending services were offered by Philetus C. Hale on West

Wisconsin Avenue in 1842 and by James Yallop at Third and Juneau and by H.H.

Angers on Water Street in the mid 1850s. (Schwartz p. 58, 60, 63; Milwaukee

City Directory 1857-1858 p. 315; Krueger, June, 1939 p. 421).

A municipal or at least publicly sponsored library came
consideration for the first time in January, 1838 when a meeting was called to
discuss the matter. The proposed establishment would have been under the
patronage of the Methodist Church but never materialized. The subject was
dormant for nearly a decade when the press began to actively campaign for a
public reading room or library. 1847 a correspondent of theIn December,
Wisconsin proposed a Young Men's Association patterned after one in Albany

whereby yearly fees of two or three dollars per member would enable the rental

of space, purchase of books and sponsorship of a lecture series. Several days

later a public meeting was held at the US Hotel (corner of Water and Clybourn

see Hotels) and Milwaukee's Young Men's Literary Association wasStreets,
established (Krueger, June 1939 p. 421; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 560).

The Association and its library grew rapidly. From 1848 to 1857
membership increased from 121 to 404 and the number of volumes grew from 810

up for
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The library and reading room were generally open from 9:00 a.m. toto 4,000.

9:00 p.m. daily except for Sundays and holidays, no book was to be out more

than two weeks, fines were imposed on late books and smoking, spitting, loud

conversations and sitting on tables and railings were prohibited. Lecture

series were sponsored as well bringing Morale Mann, Horace Greeley, Ralph
Waldo Emmerson, Henry Ward Beecher and Carl Schulz to Milwaukee. In the early

years fires and overcrowding necessitated periodic relocation. Early quarters

were found in Martins Block at the Southwest corner of Water and Wisconsin,

the northeast corner of Water and Wisconsin and in Young's Block at the

northeast corner of Wisconsin and Broadway Street. In 1872 rooms were taken

at the Academy of Music building on Milwaukee Street. (see Recreation and

Entertainment) (Krueger June, 1934 423 History of Milwaukee 1881P. P.

562-565).

debt and found the
administration of the library too cumbersome. A proposal was made to transfer
the program to the city and the state legislature granted the action on
February 7, 1878 specifying that the library should function as a branch of
Milwaukee's educational department. The city retained the library's old

quarters until May, 1880 when an elegant building erected for the library was
occupied at the northwest corner of Fourth and Wisconsin Avenue. The second

empire building was designed by architect E.T. Mix and the library was given

the second floor for its 17,000 volumes. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 542).

The Library Block, it was called, remained the institution'sas

headquarters until the completion of a new structure at 814 West Wisconsin
Avenue in 1898. (MI 161-36) The building was the result of a drive to unite

By 1878 the Young Men's Association was in
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the Public Museum and Public Library under one roof and the new Beaux Arts
style structure was the work of local architects George B. Ferry and Alfred C.
Clas who chosen in nation-wide competition sponsored by thewere a

institutions' trustees in 1893. The library occupied the east wing and the
museum the west. Need for expansion led the Public Museum to vacate its

and into facility in 1963.quarters Government officesmove a new

subsequently rented space in the west wing until April, 1984. Since that
time, the Central Library, as it is now called, has expanded into the west

wing and now operates a hands-on science museum for youngsters in part of the

public reading rooms, a childrens' library, a local history collectionarea.
and rare book room are also offered at the Central Library.
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The Milwaukee County Historical Society
The Milwaukee County Historical Society was incorporated on December

5, 1935 to gather and preserve records and artifacts significant to the

history of Milwaukee County. The original incorporations included Marion

architect Alexander Guth and journalist-historian Frederick Heath.Ogden,

Among its projects were the relocation to Estabrook Park and restoration of
the Benjamin Church House (1938), the operation of the Lowell Damon House in
Wauwatosa beginning in 1941 and the operation of the Jermiah Curtin House in
Greendal beginning in 1952. The Society also sponsors publications including
The Historical Messenger (1941-1977) and its successor Milwaukee History

(1978-present), and since 1971 began publishing books. Beginning in the

mid-1970s the Society has also been responsible for the County Courthouse (MI

150-23) and the Otto Falk mansion in the North Point area (razed). Since 1965

the Society has had permanent quarters in the former Second Ward Savings Bank
at 910 North Third Street (MI 148-12) donated to the Society by the First

(see Commerce-Financial Institutions)Wisconsin Bank.

Historical Society presents lectures,

research library valuable for its geneological and local history materials.

(Anderson and Olson p. 178).

tours and displays and provides a

At the center, the
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RELIGION

The Central Business District, as the core of the city and point from

and generated congregations in other parts of the city. Many are still

represented today. Unlike the West or South Sides which had numerous foreign

language congregations, the Central Business District catered to predominantly

English speaking groups, reflecting the largely Yankee population of the area.

Characteristic of all of these denominations in the early years was their

extreme mobility.

encroachment, the need for a larger building or financial setbacks. It would

require a very complicated map to follow their successive moves about the
downtown area. Denominations also frequently purchased structures from one

another and moved them to new sites adding to the complexity of studying their

histories.

By the 1870's, however, a measure of stability was achieved as well

established congregations with secure incomes erected permanent structures of

brick and stone. Earlier frame houses of worship were often repaired and put

to use as seaman's missions, mission outposts and social welfare centers.

which Milwaukee evolved, naturally has had a long and fascinating religious 

history. All of the city's major religious denominations had their start here

The congregations moved often due to fire, commercial
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Milwaukee also witnessed the introduction of

a

Spiritualism,

Salvationism, the Theosophical Society and the Peoples

Pulpit all claimed adherents during this time period. It was also in the

early years of this century that newly arrived immigrant groups, such as the

Greeks and Italians, established congregations and built their own churches in

the Central Business District. With the establishment of offshoot churches in

the recently developed residential parts of the city in the twentieth century,

the parent churches in the Central Business District leveled off in terms of

membership and building activity, but nevertheless remained prestigious, vital

institutions. After World War II, however, many of these old line congrega

tions experienced a decline in memberships that reached a crisis point in the

early 1960's. In the face of dwindling incomes, most of the churches declined

to retain their exclusively downtown ministries and today draw on a city-wide

membership. Despite fire, urban renewal and commercial expansion, the Central

Business District retains probably the best collection of high style church

structures in the city, most of which are still used for worship by the same

congregations that built them.

BAPTIST

The Baptists were an early and significant denomination that is no

The first Baptist churchlonger represented in the Central Business District.

in Wisconsin was founded in 1828 as a mission to the Brothertown Indians and

18)

on the near

sizeable response during the last two decades of the century.

Swedenborg!anism,

occupied a site on the east side of Lake Winnebago. (Killiam p. 

Milwaukee's first Baptist congregation was established in 1836

a number of religious sects 

outside the mainstream Christian and Jewish denominations that received
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south side on today's South Third Street but subsequently met at a school

house near Walker and First Avenue. The congregation dissolved after the

(Gregory, 1931, p. 841)departure of two successive pastors in short order.

The congregation was revived in 1841 by the Home Mission Society and became

known as First Baptist Church.

First Baptist Church

The First Baptist congregation intially met in rented rooms until it

secured a lot on the southeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Milwaukee Street

in October of 1844. The congregation subsequently constructed a frame Greek

Revival style church on the site. A faction later left First Baptist to

establish a congregation west of the Milwaukee River only to reunite with it

The merged congregation vacated theiragain in 1865 to form Union Baptist.

Wisconsin Avenue building, which was subsequently converted into retail shops

and a billiards parlor. Ultimately, T.A. Chapman built his department store

1872 (see Commerce) and the Greek Revival style church

structure was moved to the corner of Broadway and Chicago Streets where it

became a carpenter's shop. (Zimmermann 3/24/1974) Union Baptist subsequently

moved to the east side of Jefferson Street between State and Juneau Streets.

After two factions left to form their own worship groups, the congregation

reverted to the name of First Baptist once again. In 1888 the congregation

commissioned prestigious Chicago architect S.S. Beman to design a new church

for them at the southeast corner of Marshall Street and Ogden Avenue. The old

church on Jefferson Street became a music hall at first and later served as

stone-veneered

the headquarters for the Ethical Society and Wisconsin Conservatory of Music.
(see Education) The congregation remained in their

on this site in
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East Ogden Avenue until it was
destroyed by fire in 1975. (MS 12/16/1888 11/3, 4/28/1889 12/1, 12/10/1899;
Gregory, 1931, p. 866).

Grand Avenue Baptist

In a second attempt to form a west side congregation, twelve members

of Union Baptist Church seceded to form their own church in September, 1867.

They adopted the articles of faith and covenant known as the New Hampshire

Confession and called themselves the Sycamore Street Baptist Church. For

years this group occupied the church that had been vacated by the first West

Side Baptist congregation in 1865 after it became part of Union Baptist

Church. In 1872 the Sycamore Street Baptist rented and later purchased the

church at the southeast corner of Seventh Street and Wisconsin Avenue that had

earlier been vacated by the First Universalist Society. Subsequently the

congregation changed its name to Second Baptist Church (1873), to Spring

Street Baptist Church (1875) and then to Grand Avenue Baptist Church (1879).

Under the pastorate of J.D. Herr in 1885 the congregation decided to build new

quarters and get away from the encroaching commercial development on West

Wisconisn Avenue. The new structure was built outside the Central Business

District at Seventeenth and was designed by

architect H.C. Koch.

Westside Baptist Tabernacle. The old church on Wisconsin Avenue was converted

(MI 153-29)

were its successful

into a livery stable with flats in front, then in 1898 became a clubhouse for 

the Wheelmen, a bicycle club. The structure was razed and the Clark Building

now occupies the site, 

accomplishments while

The congregation's most significant 

in the Central Business District

The congregation renamed itself, once again, as the

Richardsonian Romanesque structure at 911

and Wells Streets in 1887
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operation for two years without a pastor in 1879 and 1880 during which time it

retired over half its debt and significantly added to its membership, and the

formation of two offshoot congregations, one on Milwaukee's southside (1875)

(Conard p. 224-225; MS 11/15/1886 8/1).and one in Licking, Missouri (1870).

Calvary Baptist Church

Milwaukee'sAs first Baptist congregation established by Blacks,

1893-94 Salem missionCalvary began in the church. The fledglingas

congregation under pastor J.B. Odeam met for a couple of years at several

locations including St. Paul Avenue near the Milwaukee Road Depot and at the

corner of Fifth and Ki 1 bourn. In 1897 Salem Baptist purchased land on the

west side of Seventh Street between Wells and Kilbourn. A two-story, brick

building was erected with the church auditorium on the first floor and the

In 1900 Salem joined the North Riverwood Baptistparsonage on the second.

Association of Illinios. Financial in the loss of

ownership of the church building although the congregation was permitted to

rent the structure. In 1902 the congregation changed its name to Mt. Olive

under the pastorate of Rev. C. Ferar. The name Calvary was adopted in 1905.

The following year the church withdrew from the North Riverwood Baptist

Association and affiliated with the Wisconsin Baptist Convention. For three

years starting in 1906 Calvary had a rival Black Baptist Congregation, Zion,

which worshipped in the Central Business District as well, at Sixth and State

Streets but it disappeared about 1910. Calvary remained downtown until 1913

when it relocated to the four hundred block of West Cherry Street. The

(Houses of Worship Survey 1975; Milwaukee City Directory).

congregation is still active today and since 1966 has worshipped at 2959 North 
Teutonia.

difficulties resulted
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ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

Catholicism has had a long presence in Wisconsin going back to the

mid-seventeenth century when the first series of Indian

established by Fr. Allouez. As a French possession under the jurisdiction of

the Diocese of Quebec, Wisconsin the

nineteenth Wisconsin subsequently fellcentury. under the province of

Louisville, Kentucky (1810), then Cincinnati (1822) and finally Detroit (1832)

as various Sees were established to minister to the rapidly growing population

in the midwest. Papal approval ultimately created a See headquartered in

Milwaukee on November 28, 1843 with Rev. John Martin Henni as its bishop.

Within four years of his arrival, Henni increased the number of priests in

Milwaukee from three to thirty-four, increased the number of parishes from

four to thirty and embarked on the construction of a cathedral church as well

and Trinity. The industrious Henni becameas

archbishop in 1875 and by the time of his death in 1881, Wisconsin had three

religious and charitable instituti ons and 200,000 Catholic parishioners

statewide. (Catholic Church p. 16-17). Today St. John's Cathedral, St. Mary's

and St. Benedict the Moor remain as reminders of the Roman Catholic Churches

historical presence in the Central Business District.

St. Peters Pro-Cathedral

The history of St. Peter's goes back to 1837 when Solomon Juneau 

conveyed property (block 73 lots 10 and 11) to the Rt. Rev. F. Reese, Bishop

retained its mission status until

258 churches, 125 schools, 25

missions were

dioceses (Milwaukee, LaCrosse, Green Bay),

the churches of St. Gall
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of Detroit, for the purpose of building a church. Milwaukee's first mass had

just been celebrated that year by the Rev. Fleurimont J. Bonduel at the Juneau

residence, which was located at the southeast corner of Water and Michigan

streets. Subsequent services took place at the court house. The city's first

resident priest, O' Kelley,Rev. Patrick raised later thefunds for

construction of a permanent church on the property which Juneau had donated.

The new church, dedicated to St. Luke, was blessed on March 15, 1841 but not

actually completed until 1842. Under the new pastor, Fr. Martin Kundig, the

church's name was changed to St. Peter's in honor of the baptismal name of

Coadjutor Bishop Peter Lefevre of Detroit. By Christmas of 1844 the single

story, clapboard church at the northwest corner of today's Jackson and State

streets had been doubled in size to accommodate the increasing number of

Upon Bishop Henni's arrival in 1844, St. Peter's became the firstworshi pers.

Cathedral and served as such until the present St. John's was dedicated in

1853.

Peter's had a colorful later history being used as a children'sSt.

where Mass and Sunday school were held, then as a location for specialchapel

French services and as a chapel for seminarians. From 1863 to 1868 St.

Peter's was used as a Bohemian parish church and in the 1870s it was used

St. John's Cathedral's expenses necessitated the sale ofagain for children.

the old St. Peter's church and property, but to prevent its use for secular

purposes Msgr. Leonard Batz, pastor of St. Mary's, purchased the church for

$10,000 in 1874 and the grounds for $2,000 the following year. Batz sold the

grounds in 1879 and used the money to finance the acquisition of property for

Old St.

new

a new parish, the present S.S. Peter and Paul, on the east side.

Peter's Church was then moved to N. Cramer Street and became part of the
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Peter's was subsequently moved to the grounds of St.parish complex. St.

Francis Seminary in 1939 and since 1975 has been located at Old World

Eagle in Waukesha County. (Centennial John'sHist. St.

Cathedral p. 24).

St. John's Cathedral

Peter's

Cathedral was just too small a structure to serve the burgeoning diocese of

Milwaukee. The present cathedral site was purchased on Jackson Street and

thatconstruction began On December 5, 1847 Henni laid thesunmer.

cornerstone of the new structure. Work progressed slowly on a pay-as-you-go

basis as Henni solicited funds from numerous sources including churches in

Cuba and Mexico. The cathedral, named St. John's, was ultimately consecrated

Catholic cathedral. (MI-138-16).

The cathedral is one of three Zopfstil churches in Milwaukee designed

in the 1840's by the German born carpenter-architect Victor Schulte. Similar

to, but larger than its contemporaries St. Mary's and Holy Trinity, it is a

simple, rectangular building, classical in form and detail with walls of local

cream-colored brick. The upper stages of the tower were replaced in 1892-1893

with the present neo-baroque design which was the work of George Bowman Ferry

of the firm of Ferry and Cl as. A devastating fire in 1935 left only the

exterior walls standing. out beginning in 1936

John 'sSt.

to this day. Over the

according to plans by Pittsburgh architect William R. Perry.

Cathedral remains the seat of the Milwaukee archdiocese

on July 31 , 1853 as the first church in Wisconsin specifically built as a

Rebuilding was carried

Wisconsin near

clear to Bishop Henni by 1847 that St.It had become
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years the cathedral has expanded into a complex of religious residences and

school buildings that occupy the complete block bounded by Jackson, Van Buren,

Kilbourn and Wells Streets. (See Education) (National Register Nomination

Form 1974; Catholic Church p. 15).

St. Mary's Church

St. Mary's is the oldest surviving church structure in the city of

Milwaukee and was built for the community's first German-speaking Catholic

parish. Subscriptions for the new church began in the fall of 1845 as a

result of the efforts of a German Catholic women's society, the St. Anna

Frauenverein. In February of 1846 a lot was purchased at the southeast corner

of Broadway and Kilbourn Avenue for $425. (MI-139-13). The cornerstone was

laid on April 19, 1846 and the church was dedicated on September 12, 1847.

St. Mary's was designed by Victor Schulte. TheLike St. John's Cathedral,

rectangular building was built of local cream-colored brick and was two

stories in height with the lower level serving as a school. By 1851 there

were between 800 to 900 families in the parish. When a separate school

building was constructed in 1866, the church was significantly altered under

the direction of Victor Schulte. The auditorium floor was lowered, the east

west facade enlarged and a spire was added.end and the The elaborate

interior decoration was completed in 1878 with the installation of a new main

windows as well Thepainting.

the

the church to the corner of Knapp and

Milwaukee River in 1889, SS Peter and Paul, significantly reduced the parish 

population of St. Mary's. Encroaching commercialization at this same time led 

one faction to agitate for relocating

establishment of a

as decorative wallal tar and ornamental

second German language Catholic parish east of
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Jefferson streets. But the majority of the congregation voted to remain at

their original site and not allow what they perceived to be desecration of

consecrated land by Connercial activity. The congregation therefore remained

at St. Mary's and retained a good deal of its German character until 1903 when

its first native-born American priest, Rev. Nicholas D. Becker took over as

Unlike many of the other churches in the Central Business District,pastor.

St. Mary's has survived in a remarkably intact state, with only a minor fire

in 1893 resulting in the only significant repairs on the structure since

Schulte's remodeling of 1866. At present the parish consists of mixed ethnic

groups including at least 100 Hispanic families and confessions are heard in

(Rummel p. 77; Houses of Worship SurveyEnglish, German, Italian and Spanish.

1975; National Register Nomination 1973; Bruce, Hoffmann and Schrank, p. 16,

19, 21, 24, 28).

St. Gall Church

St. Gall parish was organized by Bishop John Martin Henni in 1847 to

minister to the needs of English speaking Catholics on the south and west

sides. A small frame church was built at the corner of Third and Michigan

Reverend Beauprey served as theStreets and dedicated in October of 1849.

first pastor, followed by Father Kundig. In September, 1855 Henni transferred

care of the church and parish to the newly arrived Jesuits who had been

recruited from St. Louis to establish a college. Additional Jesuits arrived

Growth of the parish necessitated a new church and in October

of 1868 work was begun on 
dedicated on March 6, 1870.

in subsequent years and a boy's school, St. Aloysius Acadeny, was started, 

(see Education)

a "Bizantine Style" [sic] structure, which was 

The new St. Gall's was one of the largest and
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most expensive churches in the state built at a cost of $95,000 and featuring

a 214 foot tall spire and a seating capacity of one thousand. The original

frame church was retained and used by the parish for a girls' school. By 1890

the church was in the way of encroaching commercial development and the

congregation was plagued by expensive repairs due to the severe settling

problems caused by the site's originally swampy character. A decision was

made to relocate and the Archdiocese determined that the St. Gall congregation

should be merged with nearby Holy Name parish and a new structure built for

the combined congregations. The resulting church was built at Twelfth Street

and Wisconsin Avenue, outside the Central Business District. Although fire

insurance maps indicate that the new church was to have been known as St.

Gall's, Gesu Church was the name finally adopted. The last service at the old

St. Gall's was held on October 21 , 1894. Ephraim Mariner then purchased the

property for $237,000. The Milwaukee (now WisconsinInterurban Terminal

Electric Public Service Building) was subsequently constructed on the property

in 1905. (MI 154-5) St. Gall's chief significance lay in the fact that the

Milwaukee Jesuit community was originally headquartered at this parish and

through the strenuous effort of onetime pastor, Reverend Lalumiere, Marquette

(Catholic Church 25-27; Rascher's 1888 FireUniversity was founded. P-

Insurance Map vol. 3 p. 214).

Notre Dame Convent

Other than the Cathedral Complex, perhaps the most significant

complex built by the Catholic church in the Central Business District was the

Dame.

had branches, ofnumerous group was

convent for the School Sisters of Notre 
in 1597 and

The order originated in France 

which the Bavarian
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parti cularly success ful.

became the largest female order exclusively devoted to the cause of Christian

education. Invited to America by the Rt. Reverend Michael O'Connor, Bishop of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania who wanted to have

congregations, the first four nuns arrived from Munich in 1847. Their first

permanent mother-house was established in Baltimore, Maryland and became the

mother-house for the eastern states the

principal mother-house for the whole American branch has been situated in

Milwaukee. In late December of 1850 the first School Sisters arrived in

Milwaukee from Baltimore and Pittsburgh after being invited by Bishop Henni.

The first convent was located in the Federal style former residence of a

Presbyterian minister at of Milwaukee and Knapp streets. In

January of 1851 the nuns established Milwaukee's first parochial school at St.

Mary's Church. Additions to their residence were also made and a select day

school was inaugurated. By 1886 these early structures had been removed to

make way for the immense complex that occupied the entire block bounded by

East Ogden, Milwaukee, Knapp and Jefferson Streets. Three brick wings, each

of which stood four stories high, enclosed a courtyard garden. Built at

different times between 1853 and 1876, the wings were generally Romanesque

Revival in style. The most impressive structure of the complex was the chapel

built in the garden in 1887-1888 at a cost of $35,000. Its simple exterior

Italian marble and multitudes of sculptured figures.

The various wings of Notre Dame convent housed retired nuns back from 

the various missions and at least 100 novices who were there to receive

Secularization surpressed the order in the early 

nineteenth century, but it was revived with updated rules in 1833 and rapidly

the corner

was contrasted with an elaborate interior that featured stucco work and

trained teachers for German

Since 1850, however,in 1876.
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religious and scholastic training comparable to the public Normal schools. In

addition, the convent housed 90 to 160 individuals in various stages of

entering the order as well as paying lay pupils who studied music, painting

and fine needle-work. A non-profit enterprise, the convent's day to day

operating expenses came from the various missions it directly administered in

the midwest, south and Canada. Private donations from Alexander Mitchell, the

Baasen family, and John Furlong among others also helped. Throughout the

nineteenth century the majority of the sisters were of German descent although

other ethnic groups were also represented.

Known as gifted educators, the School Sisters of Notre Dame were in

demand throughout the country and by 1897 the order numbered over 2,000 nuns

and had charge of some 80,000 pupils in 230 schools, orphan asylums and

institutions for the handicapped. By 1921 over 4,400 nuns were in charge of

136,000 pupils. The convent was retained by the order until the mid-1950's

when new quarters were built in Mequon. The old complex was razed for

redevelopment in 1959. It was replaced in 1960-1961 by the Convent Hill

A smallHousing for the Elderly at 1325 North Jefferson Street. (MI 142-10)

commemorative shelter on the site was built from materials salvaged from the

demolished complex. Today the School Sisters of Notre Dame have undergone

decentralization of retirement facilities and novice and postulant education

and have moved to smaller quarters at 1233 North Marshall Street. (MI 134-6)

(MS 5/13/1888 11/7 and undated article c.1981; Catholic Church p. 53-58;

Places of Worship p. 109; Bruce, Hoffmann and Schrank p. 68-69; History of 

Milwaukee 1881 p. 892).
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Blessed Virgin of Pompeii Church

The Blessed Virgin of Pompeii congregation was formed in 1891 when

RosarioFr. Nasca organized his Italian countrymen into a parish of 53

families in the city's Third Ward. Early services were held at a vacant inn,

but after the donation of a site at 419 North Jackson Street, a church was

constructed in 1904. Reminiscent of Italy's country churches, the modest

Romanesque Revival structure featured a campanile-like tower and a statue of

an angel executed by Gaetano Trentanove that surmounted the central gable.

The founding of the parish is illustrative of the shift from an Irish to an

Italian population that took place in the Third Ward in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. In fact, it was families of Irish descent who

donated the site of the church to the immigrant Italians. The church, along

with what was left of the surrounding Italian community, was razed in 1967 for

freeway construction. The site today is marked by a plaque and a small

landscaped area.

North Cass Street.

Places of Worship p. 18).

St. Benedict the Moor Church

Following a 1912 study made on the condition of Blacks in Milwaukee,

the traditional center of Milwaukee's Black community, to enable Blacks to

learn about the Catholic Church. With the appointment of Fr. Cyril Kuener as

Rapid expansion took place

the first pastor in July, 1912, the infant parish was named St. Benedict the 

Moor after a similar mission in Harlem, New York.

the Capuchin fathers established a mission at Ninth and State Streets, near

(History of Milwaukee County Writer's Project p. 442;

Trentanove's angel was relocated to St. Rita's Parish on
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under the second pastor, Fr. Stephen Eckert, who systematically canvassed the

neighboring community for a potential congregation. By September, 1914, the

congregation had outgrown the converted residence which had served

chapel. After considering several other sites, the archdiocese decided to

buil d a State Street on the block between Ninth and Tenth

Streets. The Milwaukee Land Commission threatened to refuse to issue a permit

for the proposed new church, but the issue was ultimately resolved and a new

church was built at 924 West State Street (MI-152-15) and dedicated on March

amounting to $63,750 were paid by Ernest G.Construction costs,

Miller, then president of Miller Brewing. When more space was required,

$100,000 toward the purchase of the original ofcampus

Marquette College at the northwest corner of Tenth and State streets. Miller

subsequently donated another $50,000 for an addition to the old college

building in 1926. The old Marquette buildings thereafter served as a Black

activities center and school for many years. (see Education) The Capuchins

next established a hospital adjacent to their church

Cownunity, with the result that St. Anthony's Hospital, a 60-bed facility, was

dedicated on May 10, 1931. (MI-152-16) (see Social and Political Movements)

It's holdings on the west side of Tenth Street including the old Marquette

College buildings, have been lost to freeway construction but the hospital,

church and rectory still stand. Today St. Benedict's continues its role of

service to the disadvantaged by providing a free soup kitchen for the needy

and counseling for prisoners at the nearby county jail through the Benedict

(Houses of Worship Survey 1975; Rummel P.
115-117, 133-134; MJ 9/18/1963).

new church on

to serve the Bl ack

as a

2, 1924.

Center for Criminal Justice.

Miller donated
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Christadelphian Society

The Christadelphian Society, also known as the Brethren of Christ,

was begun in 1844 by Dr. John Thomas an English immigrant who had left the

Disciples of Christ. The Christadelphians were pacifists and espoused a form

of Christianity similar to the beliefs of the Unitarians and Seventh Day

Adventists. At the heart of their theology was their belief that the Kingdom

of God would be established in Palestine upon the personal return of Christ to

earth. The group first appeared in Milwaukee in the late 1880's and met in

Miller's Block at the northeast corner of Broadway and Wisconsin Avenue. From

1896 to 1910 the Christadelphians did not appear in the city directories,

perhaps due to a lapse in the congregation. They reappeared in 1911 and met

at Sixth Street and Wisconsin Avenue through 1916, after which they were no

longer listed in the city directories. (Hardon p. 290-291; Milwaukee City

Directory).

Church of Christ, Scientist

Considering the traditional

Milwaukee's religious denominations, the flowering of the Church of Christ is

all the more remarkable a phenomenon. Begun in 1884, the group rapidly

expanded to the point where five congregations flourished by the 1920's on the

city's east, west and north sides. The Central Business District was home to

the city's first congregation and for a period of approximately twenty years

was also the location of a second active congregation which met at the Woman's

(MI-140-14). The two subsequentlyClub or Atheneum at 813 East Kilbourn. 
merged in 1904.

and conservative values of most of
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Sixth Church of Christ Scientist

The building that is now called Sixth Church of Christ, Scientist,

was originally called First Church of Christ, Scientist, Milwaukee. The fact

that this edifice was the first Christian Science Church built in Milwaukee

In Milwaukee: The History

of a City Bayrd Still writes, "The first Christian Science Association in the

West was organized in Milwaukee in October 1884; the first [Milwaukee] church

was organized in 1889.... II Research indicates that Milwaukee was the third

city in which

Massachusetts, where Mary Baker Eddy established the movement in 1866 and

Boston where the Mother Church was founded in 1879.

In 1883, Dr. Silas J. and Mrs. Jenny E. Sawyer of Milwaukee traveled

to Boston to study with Mrs. Eddy. The dentist and his wife returned to

Milwaukee and began to perform healing work in January, 1884. In March of the

same year, under the direction of Mrs. Eddy, the Sawyers began holding public

meetings, on Friday evenings and Sunday afternoons, at Dr. Sawyer’s dental

parlor, 119 Wisconsin These meetingsStreet. publicized in "Thewere

of that year.

In 1884, an official charter was obtained from the State of Wisconsin

"Wisconsin Metaphysical Institute," established for healing and

educational purposes. On October 30, 1884, at a meeting of the Institute, Dr. 

and Mrs. Sawyer, in accordance with Mary Baker Eddy's instructions, organized

assumes additional significance because Milwaukee played an important part in 

the national history of this religious movement.

Christian Science Journal"

a Christian Science Association was organized, after Lynn,

for the
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the "Christian Scientists Association of Wisconsin." The association's name

was subsequently changed to "Students Christian Scientists Association, No.

11" in 1886, when the religion was organzied on a national level. The charter

authorizing the Association is currently

displayed in what is now called Sixth Church of Christ Scientist, 1036 North

Van the original charter thealong with WisconsinBuren, granted to

Metaphysical Institute by the State of Wisconsin. At first, meetings were

held in a number of locations in rented halls. In 1901-02 the present church

edifice was constructed at 1036 North Van Buren as the first permanent home of

the congregation. (MI-138-4). It was designed by architect Elmer Grey, a

SixthMilwaukee native who had apprenticed with the firm of Ferry and Cl as.

Church was one of Grey's last major works in Milwaukee before poor health

forced him to move to California.

In 1904 another congregation, which was at that time called "Second

Scientist," that had been meeting at the Atheneum on theChurch of Christ,

corner of Cass and Kilbourn, sought to merge with First Church. Eventually,

the two organizations combined, taking the charter and name of "First Church

of Christ, Scientist, Milwaukee." The combined congregation was too large for

the edifice on Van Buren Street and, in 1907, it was offered for sale. The

majority of the original congregation objected to the sale of the church, and

the dissenters, many of whom were pioneers of Milwaukee's Christian Science

movement, incorporated as the "Christian Science Society of Milwaukee." They

received recognition from The Mother Church in Boston, Massachusetts, and

purchased the church edifice on Van Buren. Much later, in 1937, the Society

applied for and was granted, the title of "Sixth Church of Christ, Scientist, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin," which explains why the oldest Christian Science edifice

the new nameto operate under
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(Still p.

National Register Nomination Form 11/12/1979; Milwaukee City

Directory). Sixth Church is still active and is the only Christian Science

congregation in the Central Business District.

Congregational

Congregationalism is another denomination that once flourished in the

Central Business District but is longer represented by activeno an

congregation there. Although an attempt was made in 1837 to establish a

Congregational Church in pioneer Milwaukee "technicality" prevented itsa

happening until 1841. Under the 1801 Plan agreed to byof Union

Congregational ists and Presbyterians, the denominationstwo agreed to

cooperate rather than complete for members in evangelizing the west. In any

given locale, only one unified Calvinistic congregation would be established,

after which the members would vote on the style of church government they

Congregationalism was decentralized with decisions made by thepreferred.

membership of each autonomous congregation within a loosely organized local

association of churches. Presbyterianism had a centralized governing body

with the authority vested in elected officers and there was a more binding

relationship between the various congregations and the local association.

Those residents who preferred Congregationalism did not give up and, 

ijioring Presbyterian opposition, voted to become a separate congregation in

When such a vote was called at Milwaukee's courthouse on April 13, 1837 the 

Calvinist members decided on a Presbyterian format by a margin of one vote.

in this city houses the most recently named congregation. (Still p. 420; 

Board of Trustees, Sixth Church of Christ Scientist Historical Sketch for WPA

Survey, 1940;
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1841.May,

Churches in New England.

(Flucke, p. 6-9).

Plymouth Church

Following the vote to organize as a congregation, the group of nine

pastor from Knoxville, Illinois, John J. Miter. Early worship services were

conducted on the second floor of the J.P. Rogers Block at the northeast corner

of Wisconsin and Plankinton Avenues. Membership grew from 65 in 1842 to 155

in 1843 following two effective revivals conducted by Miter. In order to

provide an adequate and appropriate place of worship, First Congregational

Church, it was then called, purchased a site one block west at theas

northeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Second Street and began construction

of a $7500 brick building, which was dedicated The

congregation was proud of its status as the first church in the city which had

not received out-of-state aid to establish its ministry or to pay for its

building. On March 10, 1845 a legal entity was formed to own the physical

the First Congregational Society in the ofTown

Milwaukee. Once established, First Congregational Church immersed itself in

the temperance and abolition movements, but, by taking too conservative a

stance on the latter, the church lost membership when dissidents formed their

own Free Congregational Church in 1847. (Flucke p. 10-12).

men and fifteen women successfully secured the services of an aggressive young

First Congregational subsequently relocated closer to its Yankee Hill 

menbership and sold the old church to the Spring Street Methodists. A new,

The new group adopted a Concession of Faith and Covenant in 

harmony with those of Orthodox Congregational

on January 3, 1844.

the church,assets of
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brick Greek Revival edifice, built at the southeast corner of Milwaukee and

Wells Streets, cost the congregation $12,500 but provided a basement prayer

and meeting room in addition to the main floor auditorium. The congregation

adopted the name Plymouth Church and dedicated their new church in May of

(Flucke p. 12-13).1851.

The succeeding years witnessed almost continual growth and expansion.

By 1861 Plymouth was the largest Congregational church in the state and by

1866 was considered the wealthiest. Prominent members included Judge Arthur

MacArthur, Judge Jason Downer, attorney Asahel Finch, merchant T.A. Chapman

and architect E.T. Mix. Plymouth helped establish the YMCA in 1857 and

organized a mission Sunday school which later became Olivet Church. In 1876,

Plymouth Church was refurbished with new plaster, pulpit, furnace and a new

vestibule and entrances added according to architect Mix's designs.were

(Flucke p. 18, 25).

By far the period of greatest significance for Plymouth Church took

and 1890's under the pastorate of Judson Titsworth.

Instead of fleeing its increasingly commercial neighborhood, Ti ts worth

envisioned community outreach as a way of diversifying the church's activities

and keeping viable institution. After his arrival 1883in the

congregation entered wholeheartedly into Titsworth's programs. Pew rentals

reduced by half to encourage the attendance of the less fortunate.were

Plymouth Church helped to establish the Milwaukee Protestant Home on Van Buren

Street in 1884. A year later the church took over the Third Ward Mission

the Third Ward fire of October

1892 after

originally set up by the Seaman's Friend Society, 

kindergarten were successfully operated until 

28,

place in the 1880's

A Sunday school and

it a
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given by a number of guest speakers. Up to 1 ,000 persons would attend these

talks. A Boy's Club was begun the following year which would ultimately have

500 members. (Flucke p. 29-32).

With the need for a new and larger church facility alreacfy apparent,

a subscription drive was begun in 1888, which quickly reached its $50,000 goal

and a new lot was purchased at the southeast corner of Wells and Van Buren

After examining structures in Chicago, Indianapolis, Philadelphia,Streets.

Elmira and New York City, Rev. Titsworth came away with a good idea of what

the new church structure should be like. In June, 1888 E.T. Mix was asked to

Delayed by Mix's poor health the plans were finally completedprepare plans.

and work began in 1889. The new building which ultimately cost $101 ,000 was

dedicated on December, 1889 and was as unique as Titsworth's vision of the

church's mission. In addition to a 1200 seat auditorium and gallery, there

lecture hall,were reading rooms,

amusement hall with stage, kitchen and dining facilities and a gymnasium with

athletic equipment. The institutional looking exterior of Plymouth Church did

not have the normal features of an ecclesiastical building and was the talk of

the town. Lacking spires, rose windows and the like the building was often

The

as far away as New York, Missouri and Texas. (Flucke p. 32-34).

work.

Undaunted by public opinion, Plymouth Church continued its outreach 

Classes on the premises included clay modeling, gymnastics, electricity,

likened to a post office, railroad depot or other public building types.

Associated Press criticized its unconventionality and criticism was heard from

which St. Paul's Episcopal Church took over that ministry, 

lecture series was

In 1886 a popular 

instituted which expanded into an eight-lecture program

parlor, classrooms, a pastor's office,
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telegraphy, typing and typesetting. A day school was started as well as a

The reading room was openedsummer camp program. to the public. A mission

Sunday school and sewing program were established. Plymouth also was one of

the sponsors of the successful 1893 revival which led to the formation of the

(Flucke p. 34-39).Rescue Mission.

By 1900, however, social forces and population shifts had reduced the

church's activities and Plymouth's membership began to decline. Some programs

such as the Boy's Club, outgrew the church facilities and located to roomier

quarters of their Other programs ofown.

supplanted by civic recreational facilities. The expanded public school

system provided evening and sunnier classes reducing the attendance and the

need for such programs at Plymouth. Most of the congregation's elite members

were moving further up the north shore away from the downtown. (Flucke p.

39-40).

In view of these circumstances, Plymouth Church initially considered

establishing a north shore mission, but later decided to relocate completely

to the upper east side near today's University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. A new

350 person capacity church was designed by A.C. Eschweiler. The last services

were held at the old Plymouth Church on Van Buren Street on September 15, 1912

and the building was sold to the Scottish Rite Masons for $44,000. The Masons
still the structure today but extensive interior and exterioroccupy
remodeling in 1936-1937 has obliterated Mix's originalmost of desi gn.

(Flucke 40-42). (MI 140-19). (See Social and Political Movements).P-

an entertainment nature were
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Grand Avenue Congregational

Grand Avenue was the first of two splinter congregations to form from

Milwaukee's pioneer Plymouth Church. Seeking freedom of expression, radical

abolitionists from Plymouth and First Presbyterian joined forces to create the

Free Congregational Church in 1847. Formal incorporation took place in

December, 1848. Early services took place in rented quarters, but in 1848 the

congregation built a church on Broadway between Mason and Wells Streets that

could accommodate between 400 to 500 persons. In 1852 the congregation moved

to Plymouth's former building at the northeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and

Second Street and changed its name to Spring Street Congregational. This

church was subsequently sold to the Methodists and, lacking a permanent

minister, Spring Street Congregational held irregular services in a variety of

Plagued with inconsistent operations and a perceived popularrented halls.

prejudice against their zealous work in abolition and temperance, the

congregation considered disbanding several times from the early to mid-1850's,

but never actually did so. By the late 1850's their fortunes had changed and,

after generous contributions from such non-menbers as Alexander Mitchell, a

constructed in 1857 at a cost of $20,000 at the southwest

corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Sixth Street. This remained the congregation's

home for thirty-one years during which time it changed its name to Grand

Avenue Congregational in 1881. The westward shift of the congregation's

membership led to their relocation out of the Central Business District to

Twenty-Second and Wisconsin in 1888, where the congregation remains today.

The old church at Sixth and Wisconsin was remodeled into Lincoln Hall and was

a popular meeting hall. now
(McArthur p. 33; Boardman p. 11-19; Bl ix P-

It has been razed and the Howard Johnson Hotel 

occupies the site. (MI 149-30).

new church was
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49-51; MS 12/10/1899).

Olivet Church

Olivet Church began in 1858 as a mission Sunday school of Plymouth

Church and was located at the corner of Astor and Lyon Streets. The success

of the mission led to regular services and formal organization as the Astor

Street Congregational Church in 1862. Dissent among the congregation of

Plymouth Church in 1867 led to the loss of eighty members and pastor John

16 need of largerAllison, who then joined Astor Street Congregational.

facilities, Astor congregation purchased a large lot at the northwest corner

of Juneau and Marshall Streets and moved their small church to the site to

serve as temporary quarters while a new structure was built. In 1868 the

$63,000 Gothic Revival church was dedicated and the name changed to 01 ivet

Church. E.T. Mix was the architect of the building. (MI 135-23).

01 ivetThe dissention which prompted the eighty members to join

Church the next couple of years. Allison sought formal

installation as pastor but a substantial number of members opposed the move

against him in Milwaukee County Circuit Court in 1870.

resigned in June of 1872. Olivet Congregational struggled to keep the

its large construction debt, but finally sold its 1 ,000 seatpayments on

church to the Episcopal Diocese of Milwaukee in 1873. The Episcopalians

transformed the building into All Saints Cathedral, by which name it is still

(See

known today. The Olivet Congregation subsequently met for worship at a vacant 

Unitarian Church then later at the Academy of Music on Milwaukee Street.

and since Allison continued to perform his pastoral duties, a suit was filed

Allison finally

continued for
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Recreation and Entertainment)
A few members returned to Plymouth

Astor Street. (Flucke p. 18-22; McArthur p. 32; MS 7/16/1868 1/5).

Tabernacle Welsh Congregational Church

In Milwaukee's early years all Welsh settlers worshipped together as

the Welsh Calvinist Methodist Church. In September of 1857, however, those

members who were Congregationalists broke away to found their own church.

Early meetings were held in a building on Broadway between Michigan and

Clybourn Streets. Rev. John Parry came up from Racine to organize the church

Eventually the congregation,

calling itself Tabernacle, built a house of worship Jefferson Streeton

between Michigan and Clybourn. It remained at this site until the 1890's when
site on West Michigan between Sixth and

After 1903, the Tabernacle Church disappeared from the citySeventh Streets.

directories. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 855; Milwaukee City Directory).

Episcopal Church

The history of the Episcopal Church in Wisconsin is somewhat clouded

by disputes over authority in the early years and dates for the first service

range from 1835 to 1838. However, sources indicate that an impromptu service

1836 by a traveling clergyman

Inability to increase its membership, however, 

resulted in Olivet's dissolution in 1877.

enroute to an Indian mission in Green Bay. Subsequent to this visit, a group 

professing themselves as Episcopalian met regularly without a formal church

the congregation relocated to a

Church, but the majority became members of Immanuel Presbyterian Church on

was conducted in Milwaukee on January 10,

and remained its pastor for several years.
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organization.

Rev Jackson Kemper was designated as

bishop and, despite lengthy disputes over internal organization, the Episcopal

church subsequently flourished in Milwaukee. Its period of greatest expansion

occurred in the 1890's. Two of the city's finest ecclesiastical structures

remain in the Central Business District as evidence of the denomination's

prominence, St. Paul's Church and All Saints Cathedral (Watrous p. 341-344;

Welcome to St. Paul's).

St. Paul's Episcopal Church

Milwaukee's pioneer Episcopal church, St. Paul's was a direct result

of a visit made to the community by Reverend Henry Gregory en route from

Chicago to Green Bay to teach the Winnebago Indians. Following the January

10, 1836 service, a number of interested individuals decided to hold regular

prayer services assisted by a young student of Bishop Chase. The group later

met on its own. The establishment of a permanent congregation was delayed by

the repercussions of the financial

permanent mission was set up under the brief pastorate of Rev. John Noble.

Regular services were conducted at the court house, on today's Cathedral

In April of 1838 a parish was formally organized and wardens andSquare.

vestrymen elected. Rev. Noble was succeeded by Rev. Lemuel Hull (1838-1843)
who instilled the church with the missionary zeal for which it became known.

nevertheless

parish. In 1847 the diocese of Wisconsin was formally established as an entity 

independent of the Michigan diocese.

crash of 1837 but in January, 1838 a

which soon afterwards became organized as an official

This was remedied in 1838 when a permanent mission was set up,

St. Paul's Church,

Founded during a time of dispute over Wisconsin's autonomy from the Michigan 

Episcopal diocese, St. Paul's nevertheless flourished and its missionary
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spirit resulted in the establishment of St. James Parish on the west side

(1850) St. John's parish on the south side (1847), and Trinity mission, which

was to become All Saints Cathedral. It also sponsored St. Paul's Mission

House which operated out of several locations in the Third Ward and functioned

as a kindergarten and dispensary starting in 1892. After a number of moves

and changes this mission ended up in 1912 at Twelfth and Center Streets where

it became St. George's Parish. A fourth mission, at Mitchell Heights on the

east side also began in 1893 and ultimately became St. Mark's Church. Among

its many accomplishments, St. Paul's established Forest Home Cemetery on the

south side in 1847. Although it was initially used as a burial ground for

epidemic victims, it eventually became the preferred cemetery for the city's

el i te.

St. Paul's first permanent church structure was completed in March,

With1845 the Jeffersonnortheast of and Streets.at Masoncorner

modifications and alterations to accommodate an ever-expanding congregation.

In 1881 a decisionSt. Paul's remained at this site for thirty-nine years.

was made to erect a new church and a site at the northeast corner of Marshall

After examining plans submitted by architectsand Knapp Streets was chosen.

Ware and Van Brunt of Boston, Harrison of New York City, Upjohn of New York

City, Howland Russell of Milwaukee and E. Townsend Mix of Milwaukee the vestry

chose Mix's design in may of 1882. Work began that summer and the cornerstone

Richardsonian Romanesque church in October of 1884. Completion of the main

tower and parish house took until 1890 when St. Paul's was consecrated free of

seriously damaged

debt. (MI 135-12). St. Paul's remained essentially unchanged until December 

of 1950, when fire gutted the north end of the building and

The first servicewas laid in September. was held in the outstanding
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portions of the parish hall. The costly reconstruction and remodelling

project began in 1951 and included redesign, rebuilding, and refurnishing of

the chancel and alterations to the nave arcade, which was simplified and

extended across the transepts to join the new chancel. Fortunately, the

too, were the dazzling nineteenth century stained glassSo,

windows, several of them the work of Louis Comfort Tiffany's New York firm.

St. Paul's reopened in January 1953. In recent years the exterior of the

building and the stained glass have been cleaned and restored. (Welcome to

All Saints Cathedral

The history of the establishment .of All Saints' as a cathedral church

Despite the valiant efforts of several well-intentioned churchis complex.

leaders, the anti-cathedral forces mounted an extensive propaganda campaign of

published and spoken innuendos that lasted for over 25 years from the date of

the first attempts to establish All Saints as a cathedral church.

All Saints' Cathedral traces its origins to Trinity Church, a mission

church established on Jackson Street in 1847 by St. Paul's Church, Milwaukee's

In that same year, the Episcopal Diocese of Wisconsinfirst Episcopal parish.

was formed with Reverend Jackson Kemper as its bishop. Kemper had visited the

Wisconsin Territory as early as 1834 and returned to make his permanent home

St. Paul's by St. Paul's Church; Watrous Memoirs p. 341-348; MS 4/27/1882 6/2, 

5/17/1882 2/3; National Register Nomination Form).

to Wisconsin in 1866 

In May of that year, in a formal

intricately beamed ceilings of the nave and transepts escaped damage and were 

left intact.

in Delafield ten years later. In 1867 Trinity Church was assigned to 

Assistant Bishop William E. Armitage who had been brought

by Kemper to establish a cathedral church.
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meeting held at St. Paul's Church, Armitage officially announced that both the

parishes of Trinity and Atonement, another mission church, would be dissolved

All Saints' Churchand "the future

cathedral Immediately opposition arose and, within a year, the congregation

of the newly formed church had demanded that All Saints' be returned to parish

status.

The reluctance to establish a cathedral church did not involve just

the meirbers of All Saints', but included churchmen from all of Milwaukee's

Episcopal parishes. Their objections part from the American

Episcopal Church's historical rejection of the cathedral system of church

government that was associated with the Anglican Church in England. The

opponents were quick to point out that just as the American colonies had

broken from England in the war for democracy so did the Episcopal Church break

Armitage's feeble attempt to establish a cathedralfrom its Anglican roots.

"cathedral and what followed were

emotional, often public debates that were copiously reported in detail by the

At the heart of the matter was the dislike and distrust of

establishing a centralized authority with power emmanating from a bishop down

to the churches. Preferred was the See system where members in individual

churches had the power to control the affairs of their congregations.

sincere desire that the poor and indigent people of Milwaukee be served by a

church body whose clergy and laity were free of parish responsibilities. In

his first visit to Milwaukee in 1866 he addressed the Diocesan Council on the

scheme"church was quickly dubbed the

Armitage's motivation for establishing a cathedral church was his

local press.

would be formed as

stemmed in

nucleus of a
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need for a cathedral; (Armitage is speaking presumably of himself in the third

person as he was not officially elected to the bishopric at this time).

all the diocese, in which every churchman may feel at home.

While the debate continued, All Saints,

assigned Armitage as rector. He purchased property a reasonable distance away

from St. Paul's (Jefferson Street Church) on the northwest corner of Juneau

and Prospect Avenues in 1869. The congregation, with donated labor, built a

site which also served the group as a chapel. Thethe

following year Armitage resigned rector when heas

Wisconsin upon Kemper's death. Due to the rapid escalation in real estate

prices, All Saints sold its site on Juneau and Prospect at a considerable

profit and .moved three blocks west to the old Townsend residence at the

The old Juneau Avenue and Prospect sitenortheast corner of Cass and Juneau.

was subsequently acquired by Jason Downer whose residence remains there today.

(MI 133-3). After remodeling, the frame school/chapel, which had been moved
The Allfrom the old site, was offically reopened on September 3, 1871.

Saints' property abutted Olivet Congregational Church which occupied the

eastern portion of the block. This edifice had been erected in 1868 from the

designs of Milwaukee architect, Edward Townsend Mix. When the financially

troubled Olivet congregation put their church up for sale in

vacationing Bishop Armitage purchased it with funds raised back east for the

purpose of establishing a cathedral. In this same year, under the influence

canon

of Bishop Armitage, the diocesan council passed a resolution designating All 

Saints' as a Cathedral, though it was not until 1878 that a provisional

was named Bishop of

as a parish church, was

After the election of an assistant bishop...to provide him a 
cathedral in your city...pl ant himself in Milwaukee, the chief 
city...and make it his see (his seat)...a cathedral is more than a 
name and not like an ordinary parish church...designed for a certain 
congregation, but one which is the center of the bishop's work for

school house on

1873, the
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was passed and still more years before the Cathedral as a diocesan rather than

parochial organization came into being as it is organized today.a All

Saints' is widely regarded as the first Episcopal Cathedral in the United

States.

The acquisition of Olivet Church gave All Saints' title to all of the

property along the north side of Juneau Avenue between Marshall and Cass

Streets. (MI 135-21, 135-22, 135-23) In 1873 the cathedral complex on Juneau

included the newly acquired Olivet Church, the chapel and school of 1869-70,

and the frame Townsend house on the northeast corner of Juneau and Cass, which

served as the rectory and bishop's residence. The chapel and school were

subsequently razed to permit the construction of the present Guild Hall in

1896. The cornerstone from the old chapel was incorporated into this new

fabric. This structure was originally intended as the Cathedral

Institute, a parochial school. (see Education). It was later remodeled for

use as the Guild Hall and now contains the sacristy, offices, the library, an

Sunday school, choir, meeting, and storage rooms and kitchens.apartment,

Interestingly, there is a window attributed to Tiffany's firm in the former

auditorium-gymnasium room on the second story. In 1902, the old Townsend

house at Juneau and Cass was removed to a site just behind the cathedral on

North Marshall Street and was given a brick veneer and generally refurbished.

Named Armitage House, this structure survived until the late 1960's, when it

was razed to provide parking space. The present Bishop's House, now known as

Nicholson House, designed by Kirchoff and Rose, was erected on the original

Townsend house site in 1902-03. Today this building serves as the diocesan

offices.

for use
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Although the exterior of the church had remained unchanged since

1868, numerous alterations have been made on the interior over the decades

including installationthe of sculpture and stained glass windows,

simplification of the nave arcade and removal of such elements as colonettes

and the string course. The church complex is listed in the National Register

of Historic Places and is also a City of Milwaukee Historic District. (HABS

9/18/1969; City of Milwaukee Historic Designation Study Report 1983; National

1974;Register Nomination of Bishop Armitage miscellaneousandpapers

Evangelical Church

represented in the Central Business
District by two congregations, Zion Evangelical Church Italian

The Zion congregation worshipped downtown from 1846 untilEvangelical Church.

1867 when it relocated closer to its German membership in the Brewer's Hill

The Italian Evangelical church was the result of the influx of Italianarea.

inmigrants into the formerly Irish Third Ward and was active from 1909 to 1928.

Zion Evangelical Church

Zion traces its roots back to 1840 when the Ohio Conference sent Rev.

Lutz to Milwaukee to determine the need for an Evangelical church from meirbers

who had come to the city from Pennsylvania. In 1843 Wisconsin was established

Preachers not exceed one year. The

information on All Saints Cathedral at MCHCL; MS 3/27/1875 2/1-2, 9/28/1875 

3/1).

as a formal mission area under the jurisdiction of the newly formed Illinois 

District. Preachers were sent for terms that could

The Evangelical Church was

and the
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following year, Rev. J.G. Miller recognized the need for a permanent mission

to work among the German immigrants to Milwaukee. Services were held in a

nunfoer of locations including Military Hall, the most popular German assembly

place of the 1840's. (See Recreation and Entertainment) In 1846, with fifty

students in the Sunday School and an adult membership of thirty-three, the

worshippers built a small church at the corner of North Fourth Street and

Kilbourn Avenue, assisted by a donation of $250 from Byron Kilbourn and with

the permission of the Illinois Conference. Dedication of the $1400 structural

took place in July, 1848 and the congregation took the name Zion. Merribershi p

fluctuated in succeeding years, but by the 1860's steady growth led Zion

church to relocate to Fifth and Walnut Streets where in 1867 it constructed

the largest church in the Wisconsin Evangelical Conference. Zion subsequently

Zion's importance as therelocated to Eleventh and Brown Streets in 1906.

mother church of Milwaukee's Evangelism began while it was in the Central

Business District with the establishment of Salem Evangelical Church in

Walker's Point in 1865. (Houses of Worship Survey 1975).

Italian Evangelical Church

The Italian Evangelical Church began in 1909 as the Guiliani Memorial

Brethren Milwaukee's onlyEvangelical United Church, Italian Protestant

church. Its building at 535 North Van Buren was constructed in 1910 by the

Mission Association of the Evangelical Association of North America. For

In 1917 it was the target of an attempted bombing,

In

North Astor

eighteen years it served the newly-arrived Protestant Italian immigrants who 

settled in the Third Ward.

one of eleven that took place in the district over a period of five years.

1928 the church was vacated when the congregation moved to 1527
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The old building was sold to the Wisconsin Players who remodeled theStreet.

church into playhouse and theater workshop. (See Recreation anda

Entertainment) It was razed for urban renewal in 1957. After Worl d War 11

the congregation switched from Italian to English language services. In 1953

the congregation i tselfrenamed the First Community Evangelical United

Brethren Church. That same year it made headlines by instituting Milwaukee’s

first drive-in worship services held at the Blue Mound Drive-In. kindling

membership led to the congregation's merger with Summerfield United Methodist

Church in 1969. The Astor Street Church has since been used by a variety of

congregations, most recently the Mt. Zion Church of God in Christ. (History of

Milwaukee County Writer's Prospect p. 441-442; MJ 1/13/1957; MS 4/4/1963).

Jewish Congregations

Jews inwere

Milwaukee but it was not until their numbers exceeded one hundred persons in

the late 1840's that the first congregation, B'ne Jeshurun, was established.

Within a decade, organizational disputes led to the establishment of two

additional congregations but all had reunited by 1859. The liberal reform

tendencies being espoused nationwide in the 1860's sparked dispute once again

and a permanent second congregation, Emanu-El, was formed east of the river in

1869. The two provided a study in contrasts,

English-language oriented (Emanu-El) while the other was poorer, orthodox and

retained German as the official language of church records (B'ne Jeshurun).

The two churches provided the only places of worship for Jewish inhabitants

city

until an influx of Eastern-European immigrants in the 1890's resulted in the 

founding of additional congregations. Victims of population shifts and

one rich, progressive and

included among the earliest traders and settlers
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B'ne Jeshurun

B'ne Jeshurun was the first Jewish congregation in Milwaukee and in

the State of Wisconsin. The first religious service was held on Rosh Hashonah

in 1847 and consisted of ten individuals who met at the home of Isaac

Neustadel at Fourth Street and Juneau Avenue. It was decided to form a

congregation and call it Imanu-Al. Although lacking a rabbi or cantor the

group continued to worship and subsequent services were held at the residences

of Henry Newhouse on Jefferson Street and Nathan Pereles on Third and Juneau.

(1924 Bluebook p. 19-21; Swichkow and Gartner p. 33-34).

Some members objected to the use of German as the official language

of the congregation as well as its extreme orthodoxy and in 1854 formed a

separate congregation, Ahabath Emuno which adopted Polish its officalas

This latter congregation also had a nomadic life, meeting for worshiptongue.

at a number of places until constructing its own building for worship in

1856. Ahabath Emuno was not without its dissenters as well and a splinter

group formed a third congregation with forty-six members named Ansche Emeth

which was formally organized in 1856. By this time there were 200 Jewish

families among the three congregations and a drive began for consolidation.

Meetings were held

1858. Consolidation with

Late in 1856 Ahabath Emuno and Imanu-Al reunited and formed congregation B'ne 

Jeshurun and obtained the services of a permanent rabbi.

at the small synagogue on Fourth Street between State and Highland Avenue. 
Formal incorporation took place on September 20,

redevelopment, the early synogogues of B'ne Jeshurun and Emanu-El no longer 

stand in the Central Business District.
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Ansche Emeth subsequently occurred in 1859. (1924 Bluebook p. 21-22; Swichkow

and Gartner p. 34-39).

B'ne Jeshurun thus served as the only Jewish congregation in the city

and was made up of a diverse membership who had come from Germany, Austria,

Bohemia and Hungary. The ritual remained orthodox but was slightly modernized

to meet American conditions. Prayers were chanted in Hebrew but the rabbi was

required to deliver at least one English-language The

remaining sermons, meetings, minutes and records were in German. To house

the large new congregation, Fi fth Street

between Wells Street and Kilbourn Avenue and dedication took place September

16, 1859. (1924 Bluebook p. 23).

The mid-1860's were a time of upheaval for the congregation once

again when a large segment of the membership wanted to change the ritual in

conference with the new reform movement then sweeping the country. Unable to

resolve differences, the dissenters formed a new congregation Emanu-El east of

the Milwaukee River. (1924 Bluebook p. 23).

Despite the loss of thirty-five members, B'ne Jeshurun razed their

old synagogue and built a fine new one on the site as previously planned.

Dedication took place in 1872. The new $20,000 brick structure resembled a

Christian church in A domed central tower over the entrance wasmany ways.

flanked by two side spires. The auditorium held 96 pews, had frescoed walls

and a $1 ,700 organ. Three classrooms were arranged in the basement. Only a

and 172).P.

a new synagogue was erected on

sermon per month.

star of David on the tower identified the building as a Jewish temple.
(Swichkow and Gartner
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As happened to many downtown churches, business encroachment by the
A new

Koch was chosen to design the building. The resulting $35,000 temple had a

capacity of 750 and was dedicated on January 1 , 1887. The striking building

was referred to as "Moorish" by the press and although similar in massing to

Koch's Turner Hall design, the temple featured prominent chimneys, turrets and

keyhole windows as decorative elements. The old church was sold for $12,000

and became a factory for the galvanized iron works of Biersach and Niedermeyer

(razed).

To-Day p. 178). (See Industry).

B'ne Jeshurun remained a conservative congregation into the early

twentieth century. Although lagging in membership and far less affluent than

B'ne Jeshurun nevertheless

active congregation which provided for immigrant relief and helped to found

Mt. Sinai Hospital through its spirited rabbi Victor Caro (1892-1912). It was

under Caro's leadership, as well, that English became the offical language of

the congregation and that amended by-laws were first read in English. (1924

Bluebook p. 27; Swichkow and Gartner p. 203).

resurgence of membership and under his influence the residual use of German

language for sermons and responsive prayer was dropped. By 1915 the ritual

congregation was thereafter considered as a reform congregration.

Under Caro's successor, Charles S. Levi, B'ne Jeshurun experienced a

1880's made the Fifth Street site undesirable to the congregation.

location at Tenth and Ki 1 bourn Avenue was selected for the new temple and H.C.

was a sociallyits east side rival, Emanu-El,

(1924 Bluebook p. 27; Swichkow and Gartner p. 175; Milwaukee of

was further modified to bring it into line with modern needs and the
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By 1924 plans for the new Milwaukee County Courthouse called for the

demolition of B'ne Jeshurun's temple and the congregation began to search for

Financial difficulties did not leave many alternatives and

consolidation efforts were begun with Emanu-El. The merger was completed in

1927 and B'ne Jeshurun joined Emanu-El at the latter's spacious structure on

Kenwood Boulevard across from today's UW-Milwaukee campus. The name of the

B'ne Jeshurun.congregation was called Temple Emanu-El (Swichkow p.new

204-205).

Emanu-El

The Emanu-El congregation was formed when thirty-five dissenters left

B'ne Jeshurun to establish a less conservative church in 1869. A formal

constitution and by-laws were adopted in September of that year, modeled after

the group's namesake in New York. By unanimous vote, English was declared to

be the official language of all business and discussion meetings. Early

services were held at Harmony Hall and later at Field's Hall on East Wisconsin

Avenue. A site for a permanent synagogue was purchased at the northeast
corner of Broadway and East State Streets in July, 1870. The elaborate

turreted structure complete with a rose window and stained glass panels cost

$60,000 to construct and was dedicated on August 31 , 1872. With a seating

capacity of 800, the interior was enriched with black walnut, white oak, and

the walls and ceiling.frescoes Meirbership included such prominenton

businessmen Rich,A.W. H.M. Benjamin, B.M.as

(1924 Bluebook p. 31-36; Swichkow and

Gartner p. 174).

Max Landauer,

Silber, Hugo Teweles and David Adler.

Weil, Lewis

a new site.
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Jeshurun and a congregation that only nunbered in the 90s, Emanu-El was not a

very active synogogue. Successive rabbis attempted to inspire the apathetic

membership to little avail. The Emanu-El Ladies Society (later Sisterhood of

Temple Emanu-El), however, was responsible for the construction and furnishing

of Emanu-El Hall (1893) adjacent to the north of the synagogue which was used

by the congregation as a community center. (Swichkow and Gartner p. 175, 203;

1924 Bluebook p. 44).

Membership in the congregation gradually increased, however, and by

1921 the downtown synagogue was declared too small and too encroached upon by

businesses. A majority of the members lived on the upper East Side as well.

The congregation consequently purchased a site convenient to the membership on

Kenwood Boulevard. In January, 1922 ground was broken for the new synagogue.

The winners of the design competition were Milwaukee architects Robert and

Henry Messmer. Final services were held at the old Temple on March 24, 1923

and worship began at the new structure the following week.

Since B'ne Jeshurun had adopted reform ritual and was losing its

synagogue to make way for the new county courthouse and since Emanu-El had

room to spare in its new temple, there was no longer any reason for the two

congregations to remain apart. Emanu-El extended an invitation to consolidate

the members and B'ne Jeshurun accepted. The amalgamation of the two was

(1924 Blubook 37-39; Swichkow and Gartner p. 203).

completed on August 15, 1927 and the resulting congregation was called Temple 

Emanu-El B'ne Jeshurun.

With membership dues that were twice as high as those at B'ne
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Lutheran Church

The origins of Lutheranism in Milwaukee can be traced to 1817 when

King Frederick Wilhelm of Prussia formed a union of the Lutheran and Reformed

churches and patterned it outwardly on the Church of England. Many Germans

opposed this forced ecumenicity and decided to emigrate to the new world.

Milwaukee's first large influx of Lutherans occurred in 1839 with the arrival

of Johann Andreas Grabau and 800 German religious dissidents. The group was

not destined to remain a unified body of worshippers, however. Doctrinal

disagreements and conflicts over organization led the various factions to

affiliate with either the Buffalo, Missouri or Wisconsin Synods. While the

descendant of the city's first Lutheran congregation is no longer located in

the Central Business District, Trinity (Missouri Synod) and Grace (Wisconsin

Synod) churches proudly continue their role as the mother churches of their

respective synods in Wisconsin.

St. Paul's Lutheran Church

the first of Milwaukee's Lutheran congregations, was

organized on September 26, 1841 by Pastor L.F. Krause. He had been sent to

Wisconsin upon the recommendation of Rev. Grabau to look after the spiritual

needs of the state's Prussian inmigrants.

The group's headquarters remained

with its leader, Rev. Grabau, in Buffalo and evolved into the Buffalo Synod.

temporary

The Wisconsin colonists were part 

of a large group that had emigrated together to America but had scattered

across New York, Buffalo and Wisconsin.

The church's first services in Milwaukee were held in

St. Paul's,
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quarters on North Water Street near Juneau. Subsequent locations were found

on the site of today's County Historical Center (910 North Third Street) (MI

148-12) and then Fourth Street between Wells and Kilbourn. Doctrinal and

organizational dissension resulted in the loss of members who went on to

establish Trinity Lutheran Church and the Missouri Synod. This splinter group

retained control of the church building, however, so St. Paul's acquired other

property on Fifth Street between State and Highland Avenue. Following the

Civil War, another factional dispute arose and the church property became tied

up in litigation forcing St. Paul's to conduct its worship services in the

upper rooms of the LaCrosse Depot starting in 1867. By 1870 the problems had

been solved and a formal constitution was adopted. Later that same year St.

Paul's moved out of the Central Business District and into a newly built

Today, St. Paul's is locatedchurch structure at Seventh and Galena streets.

on the West Side at Twenty-Eighth and Wisconsin Avenue and is affiliated with

(McArthur p. 39; Houses of Worship Survey 1975).the American Lutheran Church.

Trinity Lutheran Church

Trinity Lutheran Church beganAs recounted above part ofas

Milwaukee's original Lutheran congregation, St. Pauls, one of only three in

the state, the other two being at Friestadt and at Kirchhayn. St. Pauls' was

first located near the intersection of today's North Water Street and East

Juneau Avenue, but later moved to Fourth Street just north of Wells. Dissent

over doctrine and the church government of the Buffalo Synod lead to a rift

and in 1847 a faction left to worship on their own. They affiliated with the

Missouri Synod which also believed in strict confessional ism and had a hier

archical concept of the ministry, but generally retained more doctrinal unity
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on the parish level. This splinter group retained St. Paul's Fourth Street

property and, when they could not sell it, traded it for a lot on the south

side of Wells Street near Fifth Street. The old frame church was moved to the

new site for use an an auxiliary building and in June of 1851 a new church was

dedicated. In 1868 Trinity received the donation of a landscaped hilltop site

at Ninth and Highland by church trustee John Pritzlaff. A brick school

building was constructed the site immediately, but the congregationon

continued to worship at their old church at Fifth and Wells Streets. Due to

the increase in membership, Pastor Henry F. Sprengler determined that a new

church was in order and in the fall of 1877 it was decided to start building

when subscriptions reached $20,000.

architect Frederick Velguth was engaged to design the present structure. The

The ultimate construction costs including bells, paintings, stained

glass and incidentals reached $43,500, making Trinity one of the more costly

churches constructed in the city up to that time.

Active in proselytizing, Trinity established St. Stephen's church on

the south side (1854), Immanuel church on the north side (1866) and Bethlehem

church on the west side (1888). Through the efforts of Pastor Lochner and his

congregation,

College, was set up in 1881.

menbership today and its impressive church has survived in a remarkably intact

state.

Although the composition of its congregation is 

no longer exclusively German, Trinity Lutheran retains a viable integrated

cornerstone was laid July 8, 1878 and the dedication took place on April 11, 

1880.

(Watrous p. 348-349; Woehrmann p. 5; Stubbe p. 2 McArthur p. 39-40;

Trinity 1880-1930)

That amount was soon met and local

a preparatory school for future Lutheran clerics, Concordia
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Grace Lutheran

was

Milwaukee's Germans by Rev. John Muehlhaeuser in October, 1848. He had come

in answer to an appeal made to the Langenberg Missionary Society, an immigrant

missionary group, which was headquartered in the east. Early meetings were

held at Hustis' Hall at the northwest corner of Third and Juneau streets (see

Recreation and Entertainment).

established under the name German Evangelical Lutheran Trinity Church with

The church subsequently bought a lot at the

northwest corner of today's Broadway and Juneau streets in March, 1851. Un der

Lutheran Grace Church, the congregation

erected a brick church on the site, which was dedicated on December 25, 1851.

The congregation

retained its exclusively German-language services until 1918. The congregation

is still active today.

Grace Lutheran is perhaps best known as the mother church of the

Wisconsin Synod.

Missionary Society, John Muehlhaeuser, Johann Weinmann, W. Wrede and P. Meiss

Unlike the nationwide Buffalo

groups which regarded Wisconsin as just one link in a national

state matters.

This building was razed in 1900 and the present structure, dedicated in August 

1901, was built to the design of H.C. Koch and Company.

chain, the Wisconsin Synod was the first Lutheran organization to headquarter 
itself in one state and occupy itself almost exclusively with

broke with the Missouri and Buffalo Synods to establish a new synod, the 

German Evangelical Ministerium of Wisconsin which is now called the Wisconsin

Evangelical Lutheran Synod (Wisconsin Synod), 

and Missouri

Rev. Muehlhaeuser as pastor.

On May 13, 1849 a formal congregation was

its new name, German Evangelical

an outgrowth of a mission established amongGrace Lutheran

In May of 1850, four representatives of the Langenberg
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Membership was drawn from descendants of states earlier German settlers rather

than from a cohesive group of religious colonists, as had been the case with

Grabau's band of German dissidents that had formed the basis of theRev.

Buffalo synod.

Northwestern College at Watertown, Wisconsin to train future clerics. After

establishing a firm foothold in southeastern Wisconsin, by the early 1880's

extensive mission work was being carried out in German-speaking communities in

Nebraskanorthern Wisconsin, and Northwest.

Michigan consolidated into the Joint Synod of Wisconsin in 1892.

high esteem from its earliest days,

largely as a result of the efforts of Pastor Muehlhaeuser. The care and aid

of epidemic victims and invalids was particularly noted and Muehlhaeuser is

credited with pursuading Dr. Passavant the city's second

hospital, which was located on the west side. As the mother church of the

Wisconsin Synod, Grace Lutheran was responsible for aiding the establishment

of many other Wisconsin Synod congregations.

Today the Wisconsin Synod remains headquartered in Milwaukee and

operates Northwestern Publishing House, the Lutheran Seminary at Mequon,

Northwestern College at Watertown and Wisconsin Lutheran High School.

All of the early ministers were supplied to the congregations 

directly from Germany until 1863 when the Wisconsin Synod churches established

Synod 

membership totals over 402,000 and there are 1,105 congregations in 47 states. 

(Lutheran Study Unit; Houses of Worship Survey 1975; Unidentified clipping 

MCHCL 1/14/1918).

Grace Lutheran was held in

the Pacific Minnesota and

to establish
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St. John's Evangelical Lutheran

St. John's was organized as an independent Lutheran church in the

wi th thirteen families. At the beginning of 1849 the

congregation took occupancy of a former Episcopal church which had been built

at the southeast corner of Fourth Street and Highland Avenue in 1847. The

Rev. L. Dulitz remained the pastor of St. John's for eight years until he

joined the Missouri Synod. The congregation chose not to follow him, but

rather to affiliate with the Wisconsin Synod and obtained the services of a

Rev. William Streissguth. Under Streissguth a new church wasnew pastor,

erected on the site. The clapboard structure was modest in scale with a
central tower that terminated in a cupola. The interior was frescoed and the

congregation was able to supply a pipe organ. On the church property a

parsonage and school were constructed as well. By 1881, membership in the

church had reached 490. A large and elaborate brick church was subsequently

constructed in 1889 at the corner of Eighth and Vliet Streets where it remains

to this day. (McArthur p. 40; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 926).

Methodist Church

The Methodist

Protestant denomination in Milwaukee, with the first services being held in

May of 1835. The Milwaukee Mission, as it was first known, was established

Although at one time there
Business

An active denomination, Methodism served not only the English 

speaking population, but also the German and Black communities 

were four congregations in the Central

under the jursidiction of the Illinois Conference and by the close of 1836 had 

53 members.

as well.

is believed to be the oldest continuously active

winter of 1848
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District, today only one, Sunwerfield Methodist, remains.

Grand Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church

Methodistwas

It was first known as the Methodist Episcopal Church of Milwaukeechurches.

when the original worshippers organized their congregation on July 22, 1837.

Early services took place in a carpenter's shop on the marshy ground at the

of today'ssoutheast corner

construction of a church building had to be postponed due to the depression

that followed the Panic of 1837, but on May 28, 1841 a small frame building

Located on Broadway between Wells and Kilbourn, the building

had a seating capacity of 200. The congregation built a larger brick church

in 1845 on the site of today's Caswell Building at the northwest corner of

Plankinton and Wisconsin Avenues. (MI 161-15).

auditorium was located above four stores, the $10,000 construction cost was

offset by the rental of the shops. The name of the church was changed four

years later to Spring Street Church in keeping with its location on Spring

Street, as Wisconsin Avenue was then known. It was at this church that the

Thefirst city council met and where Solomon Juneau was inaugurated as mayor.

inflamatory, anti-Catholic speech made in April, 1851 by a defrocked monk and

orator known as Leahy. After this the Spring Street Church was plagued by

Thefortune.

congregation next acquired a former Congregational church down the block at

carriage

the northeast corner of Second and Wisconsin only to have it too destroyed by 
fire in 1861. After a brief time in a rented hall above John Ogden's

was dedicated.

A fire destroyed the structure in January, 1854.

of the Leahy Riot which broke out during an

more ill

Water and Clybourn Streets.

church was also the site

the first of the city's

Plans for the

Grand Avenue ME Church

As the 600-seat church
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factory on Wisconsin Avenue, Spring Street Church built another church with

the auditorium located above commercial space which was rented out. Designed

A few years later, Spring Street Church moved again, this time to the

bustle of commercial activity at their old site. The lot was acquired for

$8,000 in October of 1867 and the congregation erected a brick parsonage in

the spring of 1868. In the winter of 1869 architect Edward Townsend Mix was

hired to design the church structure. Much more lavish than the church's

previous quarters, the Gothic Revival building resembled Mix's designs for

Like those

others, Spring Street Church had a prominent canted corner tower which also

served as an entry and atop which was a tall spire. Dedication took place on

October 8, 1871. The thriving Methodist congregation was to remain here for

the next 37 years during which time it would change its name to Grand Avenue

Methodist Episcopal Church. The congregation left the commercialized Central

Business District in 1908 when it built a new structure on Wisconsin Avenue at

Tenth Street. Its old site at Fifth and Wisconsin is today occupied by the

Marc Plaza Hotel. (MI 153-8) (See Cownerce) The congregation is now known as

the Central United Methodist Church and is located at North Twenty-Fifth

Street and Wisconsin Avenue. (Austin p. 100-101; Young and Powell p. 7-35;

McArthur p. 18-19).

Summerfield United Methodist Church

In September of that year pastor Thomas of

Summerfield United Methodist was organized as a mission church of 

Spring Street Methodist in 1852 to meet the growing demand for a Methodist 

Church on the populous east side.

by architect E. Townsend Mix, the $9,500 church was dedicated in January of 

1864.

southwest corner of Fifth and Wisconsin Avenue, a little removed from the

other contemporary churches in Racine, Monroe and Waukesha.
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Spring Street Church bought the former Universal 1st Church building (later the

site of the Newhall House Hotel on Broadway) for $400 and moved it to a lot on

The following year the mission becameJackson Street near State Street.

independent as the Jackson Street Church. In 1854 the new congregation was

joined by some members of the Spring Street Church who had lost their building

to fire. As a result of this, larger quarters were required and in 1855 a lot

A new churchwas purchased at the northwest corner of Van Buren and Kilbourn.

was built and dedicated a year later. On February 3, 1857 the congregation

changed its name to Sunwerfield in honor of John Suimerfield (1798-1825), an

Irish Methodist who became one of America's most eloquent preachers. The

Panic of 1857 adversely affected the struggling congregation and although

foreclosure proceedings instituted, the Summer field Church memberswere

managed to save the building and to pay off the debt by 1865.

remained stable institution following thea

retirement of its debt and from 1890-1897 sponsored Farwell Avenue Church with

money obtained from the rental of commercial space in Sunrnerfield's basement.

The mission church was not successful and reunited with its parent congrega

tion in 1897. Efforts to find a site for a new church began in 1902. The old

church and $5,000 were given in trade for the former Metcalf property at the

northwest corner of Juneau and Cass Streets. The substantial old Metcalf

residence stood on the site, but was moved north to another lot to make way

for the new church building. Construction began in 1904 and dedication of the

new $51,000 structure took place a year later. The Chicago firm of Turnbull

and Jones designed the church. (MI 135-20) The Metcalf residence was used as

(see

a parsonage until 1907 after which it was converted into a rooming house and 

finally sold in the early 1920's to help pay off the church mortgage. 

Fine Arts) A new parsonage was added to the church property in 1928.

Summerfield Church
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Summerfield has knownbeen for its social since theprograms

In 1869 it organized Wisconsin's First Women's Foreignnineteenth century.

Missionary Society and was only the second church in the country to do so.

Summerfield assisted in the founding of the Protestant Home for the Aged in

1883. For thirty-five years starting in the 1880's the church sponsored an

i nterdenomi nati onal people.for Perhaps its best knowngroup young

accomplishment was the establishment of the Goodwill Industries movement that

grew out of a 50 member adult Sunday school class in 1919.

Today Summerfield's congregation numbers between 250 to 300 members.

It has merged with the congregations of Immanuel Methodist Church (formerly a

German church at Center and East Palmer streets) in 1935 and with the Italian

Evangelical Church (formerly on North Astor Street) in 1969. (McArthur p.

201; Houses of Worship Survey 1975; Historic Milwaukee Inc., script for tour

of Surmi er field United Methodist).

First German Methodist Episcopal Church

German Methodism in Wisconsin began in the fall of 1846 when Rev.

William Schreck was appointed missionary to Milwaukee. The first meetings

were held at a site on the east bank of the Milwaukee River south of the

present Ki 1 bourn Avenue bridge. By the following year a Wisconsin District

was formed with Conrad Eisemeier designated as presiding elder. In 1848, a

A larger and more elegant building was constructed in 1872

$5,000 brick church was erected on Fifth Street that was to remain the group's 

home for 24 years.
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the southeast corner of Juneau Avenue and Eleventh Street. As i tsat

membership shifted westward and as the old church was surrounded by industrial
buil dings, First German Methodist sold its property and moved out of the

Central Business District to the corner of North Twenty-First Street and

Highland Avenue in 1896. The old church building was converted into a saloon,

restaurant and concert hall. In 1933, the still extant building was acquired

by the Pabst Brewery Company, which used it as a training center. While in

the Central Business District, however, First German Methodist served as the

mother church for German Methodism in Wisconsin and was responsible for the

establishment of at least five German language congregations in Milwaukee.

Organizationally English languagefrom Methodism, theseparate German

Methodists had their own regional and national conferences throughout the

and early twentieth centuries. The German and English conferencesnineteenth

ultimately merged in 1933. First German Methodist disbanded in the 1960's.

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 812, 819; Bennett p. 453; Colver p. 30-34; MS

12/10/1899).

St. Mark’s African Methodist Episcopal Church

Milwaukee's relatively small throughout the

the Central Business

District west of North Third Street and north of Kilbourn Avenue. In response

to the presence of this community, two congregations developed before the turn

of the century to specifically meet the religious needs of Black residents.

One, Calvary Baptist, has already been discussed the other, St. Mark's African

Methodist Episcopal Church is the older of the two.

Black population was

nineteenth century and was concentrated chiefly in
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congregations in the country, the Bethel African Church.

Milwaukee' First African Methodist Episcopal Church was established in 1869 by

Ezekiel Gillespie. The eight-member congregation first met on Wisconsin

Avenue, but then settled for several years at the old Elgin House on Second

Street where their name was changed to African Methodist Episcopal Church -

the Church of Allen.

On May

29, 1887 the congregation dedicated its own church on the site. The $6,000

structure had a seating capacity of 500 and was noted in the press for its

pleasing bell tower and good ventilation. By 1894 it became known as St.

Marks A.M.E. Church. Business
District until fire destroyed their church on December 28, 1913. St. Mark's

then relocated to the former German Reformed Church building on Fourth Street

near Cherry Street.

At the time that the new church was constructed there

(Houses of Worship Survey 1975; MS 5/18/1888 11/7; Green

p. ID.

Orthodox Church

The group next occupied the former Zion Evangelical

Church at the southeast corner of Fourth Street and Ki 1 bourn Avenue.

The Orthodox religion considers itself to be the direct descendant of 

the early Christians without the theological and organizational additions of

group of worshippers 

withdrew from St. George's ME church in 1787 to form one of the first African

in 1969 it was said to be the largest such structure in the US built by people 

of African descent.

By 1816 a unified 

body called the African Methodist Church was functioning in the eastern US.

origins to eighteenth century Philadelphia where a

America's Black Methodist Episcopal congregations can trace their

The congregation remained in the Central

Still active today, the congregation now worships at 1616

West Atkinson Avenue.
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Roman Catholicism or the subtractions of Protestantism. Not introduced to

Milwaukee until the turn of the century, by 1960 the Eastern Orthodox Church

had grown to 20,000 members in the city represented by two Greek, three

Russian, one Serbian and one Ukranian congregation. (MJ 3/30/1960).

Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church

The first orthodox congregation in Milwaukee was Annunciation Greek

Orthodox. The majority of the early Greek immigrants to Milwaukee were young

males who intended to earn a nest egg and return to their homeland. Some

decided to stay and sent to Greece for brides. A formal orthodox congrega

tion was established in 1904 to serve the growing number of permanent Greek

Annunciation's congregation met initially on Third Street then inresidents.

1909 relocated to 1300 North Broadway at the corner of Knapp Street. Architect

Carl Barkhausen designed a Byzantine style double towered church for the

in 1914. The congregation remained locationcongregation for

fifty-three years until it left the Central Business District when its church

was taken for freeway construction in 1962 to occupy its present Frank Lloyd

Wright designed church in Wauwatosa. (MJ 3/30/1960).

Presbyterian Church

margi nBy of Presbyterianism,vote, rather thana one

Congregationalism, became the first established form of Calvinist worship in

Milwaukee in 1837. The

In answer to

came to the

city's early Calvinists had worshipped informally 

since 1835 but desired to establish a permanent congregation, 

the call for a minister, the Reverends Ordway and Cutting Marsh

at this
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pioneer town in April of 1837. According to the 1801 Plan of Union between

the Congregational and Presbyterian churches, members espousing Calvinist

beliefs would vote on which of the two outward forms of church government they

would prefer. Although many of the original eigh teen-member group preferred

Congregationalism, they lost by one vote. result, First PresbyterianAs a

became the first Calvinist church in Milwaukee. (Flucke p. 6) Ultimately to

emerge as Immanuel Presbyterian, this congregation has remained the Central

Business District's only Prebyterian congregation since 1870.

First Presbyterian Church

First Presbyterian's early years After its

establishment in 1837, for

several years until the congregation was declared illegal because it had

withfailed comply certain regarding reli gi ousto state statutes

organizations. The congregation reorganized in 1840 and met for a time at a

small, one story frame chapel it had constructed at the northwest corner of

West Wells and North Second Streets. First Presbyterian continued to flourish

of some members who left to form the First/Plymouthdespite the departure

Congregational Church. Larger accommodations were obtained by renting a hall

A permanent structure was eventually built at the

northwest corner of Milwaukee and Mason Streets site of today's Colby-Abbot

(MI 145-25)Building. The new building was comnonly referred to as the "Old

White Church" and later as the "Steamboat Church" when extra seating was

provided by the addition of transepts that resembled the paddle-boxes of a

steamer.

in

In response to the church's growing east side population and some 

doctrinal disagreements, a new congregation, North Presbyterian, was formed in

worship services were held at the courthouse

in the Rogers Block.

were troubled ones.
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1849.

Loss of the west side members adversely

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p.

826-828; McArthur p. 22)

North Presbyterian Church

North Presbyterian Church was the city's second Presbyterian church,

established in 1849 handleto the burgeoning side Presbyterianeast

population. Permanent quarters were established in 1854 when the congregation

erected the still extant $7,000 brick Gothic Revival church at the northwest

corner of Milwaukee and State Streets, just three blocks away from its mother

church, First Presbyterian. (MI 142-24) With the loss of its west side

members, who had established their own church, Calvary, in 1869, North Church

reunited wi th First Church in 1870. Al though individually the two

exceeded the space of either church. A decision was make to build a new

structure and services were held in First Church in the interim. In 1871 the

Presbyterians sold North Church di fferen t con gre ga ti on, the Wei sh

Calvin is tic Society, later Welsh Presbyterian Church.

Houses of Worship Survey 1975).

WelshPresbyterian Church

The first public

affected both the First and North Presbyterian Churches and they united in 

1870 to form the present Immanuel congregation.

Welsh families had been among the first settlers in Milwaukee and 

worship services were initially held in private houses.

West siders as well wanted their own congregation and another group 

formed Calvary Presbyterian in 1869.

congregations were each too small to go it alone, together their numbers

(McArthur p. 22;

to a
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services were conducted in an old carpenter shop on East Clybourn Street near

Broadway in Increased membership necessitated permanent

quarters and a small frame structure was built at the lakefront. Because of

the unstable condition of the land at the lake shore, the group soon moved

their structure Wei shStreets.

families of all Protestant denominations had originally worshipped together,

but since the majority were Methodists the group formally organized as the

First Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Church of Milwaukee. Its first offical

pastor began ministry in 1855. Badly in need of larger quarters within just

Episcopalians for $250. A lot was purchased at the corner of Michigan and Van

Buren and a former Methodist church building was moved from Jackson Street to

The need for better quarters arose again in the late 1860's whenthe site.

the North Presbyterian Congregation vacated its fine brick church. The Welsh

purchased the building in 1871. In 1882 the congregation changed its name to

the Welsh Presbyterian Church. The congregation remained at the corner of

State and Milwaukee until December, 1954, when it dissolved. Since that time,

the building has belonged to the Milwaukee School of Engineering which has

most recently used it as a bookstore. (see Education) (Historic American

Immanuel Presbyterian

Immanuel was formed by the merger of First Presbyterian Church and

while

North Presbyterian Church in 1870.

First Church at the northwest
Services were held originally at the old 

corner of Milwaukee and Mason Streets

Building Survey 1968; Houses of Worship Survey 1975; MJ 12/13/1954; McArthur 

p. 45).

to the corner of Michigan and Jefferson

two years, the Welsh congregation sold its old building in 1857 to the

the mid-1840's.
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construction of a larger building was under way. The plans for a new church

designed by architect E. Townsend Mix approved in March, 1873.were

begun two months laterConstruction at 1100 North Astor Street andwas

dedication took place January 3, 1875. (MI 137-5) The interior decoration of

the nave and chancel was executed by Chicago decorative painter P.M. Almini,

who had worked on Milwaukee's Grain Exchange Room, and were as colorful as the

High Victorian Gothic exterior. A fire in 1887 destroyed the nave and chancel

leaving only the exterior walls standing. Mix supervised the rebuilding,

which was completed in March of 1889, but no attempt was made to duplicate the

decoration of the original auditorium and the new interior was considerably

less elaborate than the original. The exterior remains essentially today as

Business

District churches, Immanuel responded to the call from east side residents and

established a mission at the corner of Cambridge and Kane Place in 1876, The

mission achieved autonomy in 1890 and became Westminster Presbyterian Church.

Immanuel is still occupied by its original congregation, which enlarged the

chancel (Pagel,

"Immanuel

Salvation Army

a social

welfare organization it is also a religious denomination in that it has a

well-defined ecclesiastical hierarchy.a

" p. 82-95; Historic American Building Survey 1971).

It was begun in 

England in 1865 by Rev. William Booth who left the Methodist fold in order to 

better care for the poorest and most despised of London's east end poor.

Although the Salvation Army is generally better known as

mandatory body of doctrine, follows a prescribed ritual and form of worship 

and is run by

and extensively redecorated the interior in the 1950's.

it was at the time of its reconstruction. Like other Central
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At first called the East London Revival Society and later the Christian

Mission, by 1877 Booth had named his organization the Salvation Army. The

ori ginal Methodist organizational structure transformed intowas a

quasi-military one with the congregation being termed and with

converts being known as recruits. Articles of war replaced articles of faith,

meeting houses were termed citadels and prayer meetings referred to as knee

drills. Ranks within the organization paralleled the various military levels

after which they were named: cadet, lieutenant, captain, major, and at the

general. Women had full equalityvery top, to work

organizational ladder. Worship consisted of song,

reading, testimonials or short addresses, band music, announcements and an

appeal to sinners. In terms of beliefs, Salvationists denied man's utter

depravity and affirmed the power of mankind to elevate itself through the

grace of God. Acceptance of the doctrine of free will meant that even the

saved had to be on guard against back sliding into sin. Since disputes

concerning sacraments had often disrupted other denominations, Booth chose to

dispense with them. Unusual methodology was employed to stir up the souls of

the hard core alcoholics and rough urban poor that the Salvationists targeted

for their efforts. Marching brass bands and street corner preaching were

recruitsSome physically dragged off to worship throughcommon. were

organized raids into notorious gin mills. Many who were subsequently "saved"

were channeled back into the denomination but the

(Hardon p. 227-236).cause.

It

Within a decade of its founding, Salvationism had spread to Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales and finally made its way to the United States in 1880.

of their upbringing, 

remainder had the opportunity to join the Salvationists and work for the

an army,

their way up the
prayer, chorus, bible
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appeared in Milwaukee in 1891 and a headquarters was established on today's

North Plankinton Avenue. Although a group of ministers formally welcomed the

arrival of the Salvation Army in 1891, Milwaukee's established churches on the

whole did not greet the group with open arms. The Salvationist's tactics were

viewed as grotesque and sacreligious and the use of bands, tambourines and

flags was thought to be more reminiscent of music halls than religious

worship. The man in the street also appeared contemptuous of the group and

fistfights broke occasion. The Salvationists relished suchout on a

challenge, however, and by 1892 claimed 200 converts with all but 80 having

gone on to join established congregations throughout the city. By 1898 they

were conducting around 1000 meetings per year in the city and averaged about

1000 persons per week in attendance at worship services. The Salvationists

inspired three spinoff groups to establish posts in Milwaukee in theeven

later 1890's: The King's Soldiers, the Volunteers the Christianand

(Unidentified clippings MCHCL 5/1/1891 , 5/11/1891 , 10/17/1891,Crusaders.

9/17/1892, 5/7/1898; Evening Wisconsin 10/6/1891, 5/23/1896, 5/25/1896).

Milwaukee1904 the Salvationists had become permanentBy a

institution and had established the now-familiar shelters and social

centers,industrialWorkshops, referredrehabilitation tocenters. as

provided temporary work for the down and out and for individuals experiencing

short term unemployment. There, used clothing and household articles were

sorted and prepared for sale in shops targeted at a low income clientele.

Shelters were located at various places during the Army's history among which

were 137 East Juneau Avenue and the luxurious, suburban, Hiram Story mansion

The Salvationists also operated a

including Fourth

at Forty-Fifth Street and Bluemound Avenue, 
home for unwed mothers at various locations over the years
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and Walnut Streets (House of Mercy, former John Baasen residence) from 1894 to

1900, on Thirty-Fifth Street from 1901 to 1908 and at 6306 West Cedar Street

in Wauwatosa (Martha Washington Home) from 1909 to the 1960's. In addition,

since 1953, an adult rehabilitation center has been located in the former E.R.

Godfrey and Sons warehouse building at 324 North Jackson Street. (MI 157-4)

Work therapy and dormitory facilities are provided for 86 homeless men who

rebuild and reupholster furniture and do other work in the shop and factory.

10/14/1953;

By the mid twentieth century the Salvation Army had dispensed with

the street preaching and brass bands that had characterized its early years.

Still committed to "working in the gutters," the Salvationists' efforts began

to shift away from the Central Business District as the low income population

moved north and west due to freeway construction and urban renewal. After

being headquartered at 823 North Fourth Street for decades, the Salvation Army

was forced to seek out new lodgings when their building was acquired and razed

as part of the City's Civic Center renewal project. MECCA now occupies the

site. (MI 151-26) The former Grant Fitch residence at 1321 North Prospect

(see Notable Persons) was purchased for their future headquarters in 1957, but

neighborhood opposition led the Salvationists to abandon that site and move

their state headquarters to 1022 North Eighth Street (the former Warner

Brothers film distribution center) (MI 150-28) and construct a new Citadel and

The
now

Seventy-Sixth Street. 4/8/1957,

community building at 4129 West Villard, closer to their constituency.

Citadel

located at 4757 North 
4/29/1957; MS 7/15/1958).

(Unidentified clippings MCHCL 11/25/1904, 6/1922; MJ 3/1/1940, 

Milwaukee Leader 11/12/1923).

remains on Villard today but the divisional headquarters is

(MJ 4/5/1957,
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Spiritualism

alleged ghostly revelation in 1848 to two daughters of a Hydesville, New York

farmer. Although the young women later admitted the relevation was a fraud, a

form of worship eventually evolved based on the belief that the spirits of the

dead communicate with the living through the agency of a medium. It was

favored by those who feared that the increasing scientific and naturalistic

temper of the times left no place for the supernatural. It was also favored

by those who wanted proof that life existed beyond the grave. Spiritualism

evolved as small groups that met regularly at seances and were united through

the use of a common medium. Eventually, these meetings took on religious

and were professed to be form of Christianity, since Christovertones a

himself was believed to be a medium. Services and seances were held in

churches in addition to private homes and rented halls. Worship assumed the

general structure of the protestant liturgy with prayer, singing, music and

readings from the Spiritualist Manual. This would be followed by a sermon or

lecture and by spirit messages from the departed. Making contact with the

medium was recommended. The first national

organization was established in 1863 and lasted for nine years. The National

Spiritualist Association was established in 1893 in Chicago and became the

largest autonomous sect and was headquartered in Milwaukee in this century

until relocating to Fl orida in 1972. Its seminary, Pratt

Institute, was originally situated in Whitewater, Wisconsin, but has since

correspondence courses.

operates today and also offers many

The school prepares ordained clergymen, licentiates

Spiritualism began as a formal body of belief as the result of an

dead without the aid of a

the Morris

moved to Wauwatosa where it still
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who teach, and mediums. Another nation wide organization, the Progressive

Spiritual Church, was established in Chicago in 1907 to lift spiritualism

above the realm of mere psychic research. It recognizes the scriptures as the

word of God and sees them as the only guide necessary for communication with

spirits,the by of prophecy, palmistry, automa tic writing, andway

nationalmaterialization. Other include the National Christiangroups

Spiritual Alliance (1913), The Spiritualist Episcopal Church (1941) and the

Universal Psychic Science Church (1942). The International General Assembly

of Spiritualists (1936) charters spiritualist churches throughout the world.

Considering its proximity to the large Spiritualists center in Chicago, it is

not surprising that Milwaukee had many active supporters of this belief.

(Harden p. 313-317, 327; Bednarowski p. 4, 6).

The history of Spiritualism in Milwaukee is not well documented, but

it appears that the belief had some adherents here as early as 1851 when

pastor John Miter of Plymouth Church denounced the Spiritualist 'heresy' from

his pulpit. Listings for regular spiritual meetings had appeared in the City

Directory by 1857 and the group met at Treat's Hall on North Water Street and

at Young's Hall at the corner of Wisconsin and Broadway. By 1894, however,

two well organized groups were meeting regularly on West Wisconsin Avenue, the

First Society of Spiritualists and the Lincoln Spiritual Society, which met at

Lincoln Hall, the former Spring Street Congregational Church. In 1897 a

German Spiritualist church was organized, but it met outside the Central

Business District.

three

groups
century:

Unity Spiritual Society.

Although they moved about from one rental hall to another 

and various other different Spiritualist organizations came and went,

consistently met downtown into the early years of the twentieth 

the First Spiritual Church, the Progressive Spiritualists and the

The First Spiritual Church attempted to acquire
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permanent quarters downtown in 1914 but lack of cooperation between the

various Spiritualist organizations frustrated their attempts to purchase the

old Temple Emanuel-El on Broadway. A fund raising drive for the construction

of a permanent church structure apparently was not successful since, by 1917,

First Spiritual Church longer listed in the Milwaukee Citythe

Directories. Other Spiritualist organizations continued to flourish, however,

and today there are three active churches in the Milwaukee area, none of which

are located in the Central Business District. (Flucke p. 15; Milwaukee City

Directory; Unidentified clipping MCHCL 4/24/1914).

Swedenborg!anism/Church of the New Jerusalem

The Church of the New Jerusalem or Swedenborg!anism began in 1783 in

London when printer Robert Hindmarsh would get together with his friends to

Swedi shdiscuss the writings Emmanuel Swedenborg (1668-1772). Theof
scientist turned theologian wrote extensively of his spiritual experiences in

which he saw visions of a New Jerusalem that would inaugurate a new era in the

religious life of nations. Swedenborg claimed to have had conversations with

an gels, devils, Luther, Melancthon Calvin. denied theMartin and He

incarnation of Christ, although his followers later to believe incame a

The first Swedenborgian society wasdivine trinity. founded in America in

1792 in Baltimore by which time it was on its way to gaining adherents from

Germany to Australia. Milwaukee's New Church Society appears to have been

West Wisconsin Avenue as well as Broadway at least into the

1890's. (Hardon p. 290; Milwaukee City Directory).

established in 1854 and met at the northwest corner of Wisconsin and Broadway 

and later on

was no
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Theosophical Society

The Theosophical Society or "Ancient Wisdom Religion" was founded in

New York in 1881 by internationally renowned medium Madame Blavatsky. She had

been an active Spiritualist medium prior to that date. Al though she was

subsequently unmasked as a fraud by the Society for Psychical Research in

1885, she managed to establish a religious organization which was an amalgam

of oriental, esoteric and spiritualist beliefs. Tibetan writings were said to

shrine in India. Although Madame Blavatsky died in London in 1891, her

writings The Secret Doctrine, The Key to Theosophy and The Voice of Silence

inspired a loyal group of dedicated occultists who carried on after her death.

Brotherhood League

apparently had a small group of devotees, which first met in 1898 at the

northeast corner of Broadway and Mason Streets. The Universal Brotherhood

Lodge #5 also began meeting the same year in the same location. After 1905

both groups had disappeared from the city directories. (Brandon, p. 13, 44,

236-237, 378, 239; Milwaukee City Directory).

Unitarian Church

The Unitarian Church was born as a secessionist movement within the

Congregational church in late eighteenth century New England. It was a

of

liberal rebellion against the constraints of Calvinism as then practiced in 

Unitarianism militantly opposed dogma and professed to bethe colonies.

anti-supernatural, thereby denying the divinity of Christ and the existence

be at the core of her teachings and the Theosophists later constructed a

Milwaukee's Theosophical Society, International
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the trinity. Unitarianism also challenged Calvinistic views on predestination,

the depravity of man and the wrathfulness of God. Although their denial of

Christ's divinity jeopardized their status the

Unitarians declared themselves to be followers of Christ's teachings. By 1821

the Christian Register began publication to bring theological unity to the

numerous independent congregations which had broken with the Congregational

Although each congregation is an independent entity with its ownchurch.

by-laws and statement of purpose, in general Unitarian churches follow the

basic organizational the Congregational Church.patterns Anassame

intellectual and philosophical denomination that downplays niysticism and

ceremony, Unitarianism spread westward with the march of settlers and found

Milwaukee to be a favorable social climate in which to flourish. A letter

from three early trustees seeking a minister complimented Milwaukeeans for

their freedom of thought and liberal sentiments. Milwaukee was portrayed as a

place in which people of reason could be found who scrutinized every dogma and

creed and rejected rigid orthodox doctrines. People such as this were deemed

Evidence ofripe for the intellectual worship afforded by Unitarianism.

interest in the denomination in Milwaukee manifested itself in 1841 and steps

were soon taken to organize a group of worshipers. (Hardon p. 241-249).

First Unitarian Church

1841 in the Milwaukee Couriernoti ce inviteda

interested persons to meet for the purpose of establishing a formal Unitarian

Congregation. Following a series of twelve inspirational addresses by Rev.

was constructed

Joseph Harrington of Chicago, the congregation was formally organized with 

forty members in 1842. A Greek Revival style church building

as a Christian religion,

On August 18,
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the following year at a cost of $2,500 at the northwest corner of Second

Street and Wisconsin Avenue. Financial difficulties resulted in the mortgage

being foreclosed in 1849 and the church was sold to the St. James Episcopal

congregation who moved the building to St. James1 present site at Ninth and

Wisconsin. 1849 1856 the fledgling congregation's membershipFrom to

result of discontent with the minister'sa

anti-slavery stance. Without a church of their own, services were held from

time to time at the courthouse. Interest in the congregation revived in 1856

and a second church was constructed at 1038 North Cass Street, which was

dedicated on March 15, 1857 with twenty-eight families in the congregation.

After that, the congregation grew so rapidly that an addition to the church

was constructed in 1858 and by 1865 the church debt had been paid off. Unable

to maintain financial stability,

vacate its building in 1871 and rent it to the Olivet Congregational Society.

The Unitarians were able to carry out successful social programs despite their

sometime precarious financial condition. Members of the church were

responsible for founding the Wisconsin Humane Society in 1879 and initiating

other projects including Friendship House, the Industrial School for Girls,

Lakeside Children's Center, the Protestant Home for the Aged and the Visiting

Nurse Association. In 1890 the old church building was sold to T. A. Chapman

whose home adjoined the church, and plans were made for the erection a new

$50,000 building. The present English Gothic style structure at 1009 East

Ogden Avenue, designed by the firm of Ferry and Clas, was dedicated on May 15,

1892. (MI 136-24) The membership has continued to grow despite the fact that

most members live a considerable distance away from the church. The need for

(McArthur p. 35-36; Historic Milwaukee Inc.

a suburban congregation led to the establishment of the Unitarian Church West 
in the late 1950's in Brookfield.

decreased and partially as

however, the congregation was forced to
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Universal 1st Church

The Universal 1st Church, which is slightly older than its doctrinnal

cousin Unitarianism, had its roots in the reaction against the harsh predes

tination doctrine of John Calvin. The movement began on the east coast in

1779 through the efforts of George de Benneville, a French Calvinist, and John

Murray, a Wesleyan evangelist from England. Universal ists believe in the

essential goodness of man and universal salvation for all, since there is no

These views ultimately resulted in the denial of Christ's atonement,.hell.

his divinity and the doctrine of the Trinity. The group became the second

largest anti-trinitarian body in America after the Unitarians and by 1955

there 386 organized churches throughout the Since thecountry.were

theobjectives and beliefs the simil ar,of two so

Unitarians and the Universalists formally united in August of 1953. (Bardon

p. 291-292, 327).

First Universalist Church

The Universalists, like the Unitarians, espoused an intellectual form

of worship but, unlike the latter, were unable to survive their fluctuating

financial

A

congrega-

The first meeting of the Universalist

Church took place at the northwest corner of Michigan and Broadway in 1844.

small church was constructed at that site between a theater and a tavern and 

after utilizing the services of

script for tour of First Unitarian Church; House of Worship Survey, 1975; MS 

6/15/1963).

a series of visiting ministers, the

condition in Milwaukee.

denominations were
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tion secured a permanent pastor, Rev. C.F. LeFevre. The group thrived under

LeFevre's ministry, but, upon his retirement, the congregation fell dormant

and their church was sold to the Methodists. This building subsequently

passed to a Welsh congregation who moved it away from its by then undesirable

location the corner of Jefferson and Michigan.to

Universalist members joined the Unitarians for a time until the Northwestern

Universal! stsConference of made attempt to revive the Milwaukeean

congregation. The group was reactivated in 1865 and even expanded to the

point that the optimistic congregation decided to build a substantial brick

church at the southeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Seventh Street. The

Universal ists overestimated their however, when theirandresources,

membership subsequently declined, the group dissolved and no further attempt

was made to revive it. Their brick church at Seventh Street was subsequently

acquired by the Baptists and later converted into a livery stable and a

clubhouse. (Gregory, 1931, p. 866; Watrous p. 376-377; McArthur p. 37-38).

Some of the former
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Of the more obscure denominations such as Spiritualism, Theosophy,

Christadel phianism Swedenborgianism there is publ ishedand muchnot

information. John A. Hardon's Protestant Churches of America (1956), however,

provides handy reference the Bednarowski 'sto above Marya groups.

"Spiritualism in Wisconsin in the Nineteenth Century" Wisconsin Magazine of

History (1975) is a good overview of the phenomenon and provides some general

information about the movement in Milwaukee. City Directories, clippings at

the Milwaukee County Historical Center Library and the Sentinel Index have

proved helpful inmost researching these 1ittle-known denominations.
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VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

- Women's Organizations -

General Overview

Women's organizations established for purposes other than charitable

services to the poor, homeless and handicapped are relatively few in number.

Some as the Women's Republican Club or Women's Democratic Club were founded in

the late 1880s during particularly fervent presidential campaigns but lost

their momentum following election days. Three notable exceptions to this

trend of short-lived organizations existed, however, in the Central Business

District: the Woman's Club of Wisconson (1876), the Woman's Exchange (1882)

and the College Women's Club (1894).

nature of the city's female elite which included such individuals as Mrs.

Alexander Mitchell, Elizabeth Plankinton and Mrs. William Pitt Lynde. Each

group professed goals beyond the merely social and sponsored lectures,

exhibits and the like, and each was influential in its own right. The Woman's

Club of Wisconsin influenced similar female stock companies in Indianapolis

and Philadelphia. The Woman's Exchange, an early retail enterprise staffed

and stocked solely by women,

preceded interest in a self help concept soon to be adopted in other midwest

cities as Detroit, Lake Geneva and Madison. The College Women's Club, less

socially ambitious than the other two nevertheless provided women college 

graduates with a place to congregate and actively promoted college education

All predated their male counterparts 

(Milwaukee Club and University Club) and attest to the particularly active

was one of the earliest in the country and
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for women. Today, the Woman's Club of Wisconsin and College Women's Club

remain flourishing institutions. The Exchange, having achieved its initial

goals, closed in 1965 after 83 years of service to the community.

Woman's Club of Wisconsin

The Woman's Club of Wisconsin was founded at the Wisconsin Avenue

home of Mrs. Alexander Mitchell in October of 1876 during the period of

nation-wide interest in women's concerns sparked by the country's Centennial.

The thirty Milwaukee women who formed the organizing group had "grown not only

weary, but rebellious to hearing of the "Sphere of Woman" as a modest, retired

and obey and please her lord."

Declaring ". . . that we have as much right to dwell in the sunlight and make
our brother man," the Club stated as the first article of itsa noise as

proposed Constitution:

Present at the organizational meeting was Mrs. Julia Ward Howe of

Boston, representing the Woman's Club of New England, who had accepted the

invitation in the founding of their

organization. Mrs. Mitchell was elected the first President; Mrs. W.L. Page,
William Pitt Lynde, Second Vice President; Miss

Mary Mortimer, Secretary; and Mrs. J. H. Warner, Treasurer. (Report of the

Committee of Organization Woman's Club of Wisconsin 1978, p. 7-10).

The object of this club shall be primarily to elevate and purify our 
civilization. As a means toward this end, it shall seek to excite 
woman to intellectual and moral culture, and also to a careful study 
of the practical arts of our common life. The Club shall, also, offer 
opportunity for this culture and encouragement in a field of activity 
for meritorious talent. (Woman's Club of Wisconsin, 1978, p. 9-10)

First Vice President; Mrs.

one, . . . where, with quiet, beautiful patience, she shall rear her children

(Woman's Club of Wisconsin, 1978, p. 9)

of the Milwaukee women to assist
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As members and activities increased, it became increasingly difficult

and in the 1880s, the idea of constructing a clubhouse arose. The

Club's Board of Directors proposed that a clubhouse with a rentable hall or

auditorium as well as meeting rooms to provide income, be constructed, with
the construction itself to be financed through the sale of stock. The stock

sold one

thousand shares (most to Club members) at twenty-five dollars per share. A

the building site in the ci ty's residential andarea,

specified the clubhouse's desired dimensions and composition. This founding

of the first known women's stock-holding company was judged then to have

potential repercussions beyond the Club's operations; as Secretary Ellen Peck

speculated in The First Annual Report of the Secretary of 'The Athenaeum1 in

. . if the experiment of forming the first "Woman's Stock Company,'
prove a successful one, it will furnish an argument in favor of other forms of

co-operation among women, for the accomplishment of needed objects." (Fifth

Annual Report 1892, p. 28; First Annual Report 1887, p. 12).

Confirmation of the importance of the venture came one year later in

"Our Propyleum will soon vie withthe form of a challenge from Indianapolis:

your Athenaeum." When that club and company was successfully established with

the dedication of the Propyleum, Ellen Peck of the Woman's Club of Wisconsin

was present as a supporting sister. In the interim, Martha Fitch had gone to

Philadelphia in 1890 to encourage the incorporation of the New Century Club;

following her speech, $50,000 in stock was subscribed, and Mrs. Fitch was

(Second

1887, "

to assemble in members' homes or in rooms donated by local colleges and 

hotels,

company, called the Athenaeum, with Martha E. Fitch as President,

named an honorary member and "mother" of the Philadelphia club.

committee chose
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Annual Report 1899, p. 11; Fifth Annual Report 1892, p. 32; MJ 9/23/1923.

In addition to the regular meetings of the Woman's Club of Wisconsin,

the Kilbourn Avenue clubhouse was the site of a great range and number of

social sponsored by the Club in

Milwaukee: botany, geology, and art lectures; Girls'a Ladies Art Class,

Cooking Club, a public cooking club (the first in the city), the early Boys'

Club, the College Endowment Association, a history club, art exhibits, dances,

musicales, services (pending construction of a
separate structure), and the National Whist Conference in 1890. Woman's Club

members were involved in

the development of the manual training, the domestic science department of

and financial support of the first vacation

which eventuallyschool

recreation department." In the last fifty years, the Club has maintained a

Children's Service Society; Welfare Committee (which supported the hiring of

the first woman probation officer in Milwaukee in 1926); participated in WW II

activities of the Red Cross, Motor Corps, and Civil Defense; and supported the

work of various agencies assisting the chronically ill, mentally retarded,

foreign-born, and contemporary problems. (MJ 9/23/1923; Woman's Club of
Wisconsin, 1978).

The Richardsonian Romanesque clubhouse which served as the elegant

backdrop for the club's constructed at 813 East

(MI 140-14)Kilbourn in 1887. The work of local architect George Bowan

Ferry, the Athenaeum, as it was popularly called, was designed with all the

standard amenities of a clubhouse including a kitchen, president's office,

numerous activities was

activities promoted or

"sponsorship of the first Kindergarten in Milwaukee,

and educational

lectures, Unitarian Church

Milwaukee schools, the moral

grew into our now nationally famous municipal
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large parlor, library, committee second story assembly hall.

Numerous groups took advantage of the assembly hall and it was rented for

lecture series, visiting speakers and religious worship by such congregations

as the Christian Scientists. The building has been listed in the National

Register of Historic Places 1982. (National Register

Nomination Form July, 1980).

The Woman's Exchange

The Woman's Exchange was founded in December, 1882 as a branch of the

month-old Woman's Education and Industrial Association. The Association was

inaugurated to:

Educational and

Industrial Union Harriet Clisby. The

Milwaukee group alleged itself the second in the country and was spearheaded

by Mrs. Dudley who had beenMarion V.

Dudley's group patternedorganization prior to her moving to Milwaukee.

itself extensively its predecessor organization and used the Bostonon

constitution verbatim only substituting Association for Union in the group's

the Education Department, Committeename. on

Hygiene and Physiology, Department of Civil Responsibility, Committee on

Protection of friendless young girls and Committee on Industries which was to

promote moral and intellectual culture among women and afford them 
industrial advantages; also to induce social fellowship and friendly 
intercourse between those who are now widely separated. . . . This 
organization hopes to do for women what numerous young man's associa
tions aim to accomplish for men; and more, for while offering to all 
its educational and social opportunities its industrial department 
opens avenues to renumerative avocation. (MS 12/20/1882 3/3).

an active member of the Boston

founded in Boston in 1877 by Dr.

Working committees included

since October of

room and

The organization was modeled after the Woman's
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job referral service in the of nursing,serve as a areas
housekeeping, teaching and sewing. Life memberships were taken out by Mrs.
William H. Metcalf, Mrs. T. A. Chapman, Mrs. Dudley, Mrs. Wolcott, Mrs. Angus
Smith and Miss Lizzie Plankinton and the funds thus acquired enabled the group
to start a series of lectures on art and a class on political economy by
January, 1883. Gifts by Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Phillip Armour, T. A.

Chapman and John Plankinton allowed the Exchange to retain its momentum. (MS

12/20/1882 3/3, 6/12/1883 8/2; Unidentified clipping, Milwaukee Public
Library, 11/15/1942).

The Woman's Exchange the Association's most successfulwas

accomplishment. Simply stated, the Woman's Exchange was a consignment center

where genteel ladies in straightened circumstances or women otherwise confined

to the home were able to sell handmade household goods upon payment of a

dollar per year membership fee. The consignment center received a ten per

cent commission on the amount of the sale. The goal was the creation and

preservation of women's independence and the maintaining of self respect for

those who might otherwise have to rely Very

progressive in its outlook, the Exchange stressed the monetary and economic

value of a woman's time and efforts and emphasized that homecrafted products

were of a value on par with men's occupations. (MS 12/20/1882 3/3, 3/11/1883

5/1).

The Exchange opened for business in December of 1882 in today's 700

block of North Milwaukee premises with Miss McGrath'sStreet and shared

millinery shop. Within a short time the shop relocated to the 500 block of

East Wisconsin Avenue, later to be occupied by the Federal Building of 1892.

for women

on charitable assistance.
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By October of 1883 the Exchange had returned to its original location on

Milwaukee Street. Items sold that first year included needlework, knitted

goods, wax work objects, paintings and children's aprons as well as baked

goods, jellies and food items. In order not to compete with other retail

only products of quality design and workmanship and onlyestablishments,

articles made by women were accepted. Numbers were assigned to the sellers or
the

seif-respect. The consignors set their own prices and were responsible for

getting their products to the Exchange.

The Exchange soon branched into other areas aside from retail sales,

namely the operation of a restaurant and the sponsorship of classes. The

Exchange restaurant was located to the rear of the retail shop and specialized

in lunches targeted at the out-of-town women shoppers. Since noontime dining

1883,unheard the Exchange special

inducement of caring for the shopper's parcels while they were in town.

Always concerned with the improvement of women's skills, the Exchange also

offered classes in cooking, culinary chemistry, sick room botany and household

Unidentified clipping Milwaukee Public Library,economy.

By 1932 the Exchange had completed 50 years of successful operation

from its original

(MI 142-32) Consignors had been paid out over a million and a halfquarters.

(MJ 12/11/1932;

11/15/1942).

(MS 12/20/1882 3/3, 1/2/1883 3/3, 

3/11/1883 5/1 Unidentified clipping, Milwaukee Public Library, 11/15/1942; MJ 

12/11/1932).

and was located at 719 North Milwaukee Street, across

the mainstay of the entire

women's anonymity andconsignors as

dollars over the years and the restaurant,

downtown was almost

they were called,

of in

to preserve

added a
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operation, averaged 11,000 meals annually. Individual consigners earned an

average of one to two thousand dollars per year although some earned as much

as $4,000. Income over and above operating expenses went into the employees'

old age pension program. Just three years later the Board voted to close the

Exchange due to declining restaurant patronage, the advancement of women into

industry and increased competition from department stores. The Exchange

remained in operation, however, since unfavorable tax laws prevented the

distribution of the group's capital to charities, a provision stipulated in

the articles of incorporation should the Exchange disband. Restaurant

patronage picked up and the Exchange moved to 611 North Milwaukee Street in

(MJ 12/11/1932;1936, taking over the former Colony UnidentifiedInn.

clippings, Milwaukee Public Library, 2/8/1935, 11/15/1942).

By the 1960s, however, the Exchange had outlived its period of

usefulness. The corporate membership voted to disband and the store and

restaurant closed September 1, 1965, ending a record 83 years of continuous

operation by a single owner. Tax laws allowed the disbursement of the group's

capital to charity and the $200,000 was subsequently divided among eleven area

organizations with the largest donations of $70,000 each, going to Planned

Parenthood and the Easter Seal Society. Local caterers, the Russell Deazy's,

purchased the Exchange restaurant and began their own operation in December

(MS 6/22/1965, 6/23/1965, 12/9/1965; MJ 6/22/1965, 7/19/1965).that year.

College Women's Club

The College Women's Club, as it is commonly called today, originated

in 1894 when eight Milwaukee women organized a local branch of the nationwide
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Association of Collegiate Alumnae. Mrs. George W. Peckham served as first

Meetings initially took place at members' homes and early goalspresident.

revolved around the promotion of college education for women as well as social

service work.

worked for improved methods of selecting school board members, furnished

teachers for YWCA extension classes, operated a job placement bureau and

campaigned for women's suferage. In 1913 the group also established the

residence for young working women of modest means. First

located at the corner of Class and Pleasant Streets, the home moved to 1035

North Van Buren in later years (razed). The College Women's Club formally

incorporated in 1919 when membership reached 200 and permanent quarters were

acquired in a double residence at 818 East Wells Street (razed). Three years

later the club, now reorganized as a branch of the American Association of

University Women, moved to the former Patrick Cudahy/Charles L. Colby mansion

Spacious enough to provide room and board for membersat 1330 North Prospect.

and elegant paneled rooms for meetings, the club retained these quarters until

1961 when growing membership necessitated a larger facility. The Cudahy

mansion was subsequently sold to the Layton School of Art and temporary rooms

were rented at the War Memorial Center. The College Women's Club eventually

purchased an elegant residence at 1119 North Marshall in 1963. (MI 134-2)

Designed for the shipping captain Robert Patrick Fitzgerald by architect E.

Townsend Mix in 1874, the house was subsequently owned by Oliver Clyde Fuller

Miller beforeand George B.

Originally slated for demolition, architect Frederick J. Schweitzer convinced

club members to restore the building. The three year project included the

construction of a new west wing to the rear of the building which replaced the

original coachhouse and provided the club with a large dining hall-meeting

Girl's Club, a

Committees studied child labor and sweat shop conditions,

conversion into a rooming house in 1946.
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room, lounge, kitchen and lobby. As of 1984, membership totaled 500 and the

1982-1984 p. 2; Fifty Years of the College Women's Club p. 711, 13-17, 25-27).

- Fraternal Organizations -

General Overview

Fraternal organizations are by far the oldest and longest lived of
Milwaukee's social They provided fellowship, diversion and socialgroups.

activity for their members and helped to create and maintain group identity.

Fraternal organizations also provided assistance to members' families in the

days before public forms of assistance. The first to organize were the

freemasons in 1843 who traced their roots back to medieval builders' guilds.

Throughout the nineteenth century their numbers dominated the listings of

fraternal and benevolent organizations and numerous branches of masonry formed

lodges here including the Free and Accepted Masons, Commanderies, Shriners,

Scottish Rite and Royal Arch Masons among others. The masons set the tone for

many of the later groups who adapted masonic secret ritual and pageantry for

organizations. the Odd Fellows, was

established in 1843 and for years rivaled the Masons in popularity. Dozens

more organizations followed over the years, many of which were of relatively

short duration. The most successful of these were the Knights of Pythias

(1871) the Elks (1887) and the Moose (1906). All still exist today but club

quarters have for the most part dispersed across the city and suburbs since

the 1960s.

club continues to support its original goals of camaraderie, promotion of 

scholarship and presentation of programs. (College Women's Club Directory

their own The next oldest group,
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The above organizations were predominantly Anglo Saxon Protestant in

composition although Blacks and minorities were allowed to form their own

lodges in affiliation with the main orders.

Wisconsin Avenue from the late 1880s till the 1920s. In general, ethnic

groups tended to join lodges in which they had similar social standing and

cultural background. Owing to the large numbers of German residents in the

city, a number of organizations were founded by this group as an alternative

to the English language orders. The Sons of Herman

nationwide organization popular wherever there sizeable Germanwas a

population.

addition to social activities. The Turnverein is another German organization,

founded for free thinkers who believed in the training of both mind and body

through gymnastics, literature, art and music. Jewish residents in the early

years tended to join German societies since a majority had had German roots

but they also formed their own lodges as part of the larger orders of the

The most prominent of the exclusively

Jewish fraternal associations, however, was the B'nai B'rith founded in New

York in 1843 and organized in Milwaukee in 1861.

thoseAmong that did participate in thenot above fraternal

organizations were Catholics and immigrants from eastern and southern Europe.

Catholics founded their own societies which maintained unquestioned allegiance

to the church hierarchy and sacraments. They also served as instrumental

organizations providing life insurance and assistance to families of members.

Many of the eastern and southern European immigrants had lived in regions 

where secret societies were proscribed so were not drawn to such organizations 

once in America.

Black masonic orders including

Widow's Son Lodge No. 25 and Tachnor Consistory No. 11 met at halls on East

Free-masons, Odd Fellows and so on.

The group offered a mutual insurance program to its members in

is one example, a
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The heyday of fraternal organizations in Milwaukee laster from about

1880 to the mid-1920s with groups such as the Elks building large scale

clubhouses in Business District. Many went beyond purely

recreational pursuits to sponsorship of charitable undertakings. By the 1930s

fraternal organizations began to wane in popularity for a number of reasons.

Elaborate ritual, once a drawing point, fell into disfavor. The Depression

hurt members well the financial of benefitstructuresas as many

associations. Other forms of entertainment and recreation became popular such

the cinema. Despi te fleeting revival in the 1950s, fraternalas a

organizations have not fared well in the post-war period. They generally have

failed to attract younger members, and have slipped into the background of

social life where they often unnoticed. Their charitable work hasgo

continued, but with the exception of large organizations like the Shriners

this has not served to keep them in the public eye. A series of court

decisions in the 1960s censured fraternal groups for their racist policies and

in

perception.

The fraternal organizations are still active in Milwaukee, however,

although with the exception of the Masons and B'nai B'rith and the Turners all

major groups are headquartered outside the Central Business District. The

Elks and Moose were among the last to relocate and have experienced some

resurgeance as a result of moving closer to their membership. (Fraternal

Organizations Study Unit; Swichkow p. 113-117).

no doubt this has had negative consequences

the Central

terms of their public
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Freemasonry

United States and Wisconsin. Although the Order traces its origins back to

the guilds of the medieval era, the modern organization dates from the early

Masonic lodges appeared in America as early as 1730,eighteenth century.

apparently carried across the Atlantic by Englishmen who had been familiar

with the order in Britain. By 1776, the Order was firmly established in the

east, and according to the Masons, several heroes of the Revolution, including

Washington, Franklin, Revere, and the Adams' played active membership roles.

As the population grew and expanded beyond the eastern seaboard, the flow of

humanity across the Appalachians carried the order to the west. A secret

society enamored with regalia, passwords, mystic rites,

degrees, signs, and signals, the Masons had a powerful attraction; select

membership in the exclusive organization seemed to confer status, privilege,

and a certain degree of prestige to its menbers. Most importantly, the Masons

provided an archetype after which hundreds of other fraternal groups modeled

themselves.

Not surprisingly, fraternal activity in Wisconsin began shortly after

the establishment of the first permanent white settlements in the Territory.

The earliest Masonic lodge was formed in Green Bay in 1823 by a group of

military officers stationed at Fort Howard. Although this Menomonee Lodge

lasted only seven years, the Masonic Order grew steadily over the next two

statewide convention in Madison.

lodges in operation at Platteville, Mineral Point and Milwaukee. (Fraternal

By this time there were sizeable, active

seals, ceremonies,

The Freemasons are the oldest fraternal organization in both the

decades and in December of 1843 the Wisconsin Masons held their first
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Organizations Study Unit).

Milwaukee's first lodge had been formed in early 1843 when 40 to 50

masons united to petition for lodge status from the nearest Masonic authority

in Springfield, Illinois. Authorization came from the Grand Master in June

but the charter was not officially signed until January, 1844. Originally

called Milwaukee Lodge No. 3 the name was subsequently changed to Kilbourn

Lodge in honor of early member Byron Kilbourn. Numerous other Freemason

lodges followed: Tracy Lodge (later Wisconsin Lodge #13) in 1847, Aurora

Lodge #30 in 1850, Independence Lodge #80 in 1856, Excelsior Lodge in 1869 and

Harmony Lodge #142 in 1863, the city's first exclusively Jewish Lodge. Other

branches followed suit:of Masonry Royal Arch inMasons 1844, the

Commander!es in 1850 the Scottishand Ri tes wi th its Wisconsin Grand

Consistory in 1863. Generally the various Masonic bodies would share a coimon

meeting hall although ritual and pageantry might vary from group to group.

Early meetings were held in several locations including the corner of today's

Plankinton and and at Ludington's Bl ock

northwest corner of Water and Wisconsin Avenue. Eventually two main meeting

places emerged, the Masonic Temple in the 700 block of Plankinton Avenue

(razed) and the Masonic Hall in the Iron Block at 205 East Wisconsin. (MI

147-3) The latter was first occupied in January of 1862. Described as "one

of the most unique and chastely elegant in the city", the Masonic Hall was

decorated by the firm of Faxon and Vaux with Siennese marble wall paper and

(Milwaukee City Directories; MSwas located at the west end of the building. 

2/1/1862 1/4).

delicately relieved with grained cornice and mouldings and had a paneled 

ceiling. The main hall was flanked with anterooms and a second smaller hall

at theWest Wisconsin Avenues
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By the late 1870s the Freemasons who occupied the Iron Block began to

seek out other quarters and a Masonic Union was formed to share the burden of

In

1878 consideration was given to the rental of two upper floors in Plankinton's

Library Block at the northwest corner of Fourth and Wisconsin (razed) but this

was superceded by a scheme to build a $100,000 temple east of the river.

Ultimately the Masonic Union (consisting of three lodges, two commanderies and

Rite masons) the Northwestern Mutual Life

Insurance Company for use of the third floor and part of the second in the

insurance company's building at the northwest corner of Broadway and Wisconsin

The sumptuous High Victorian Gothic building had been designed by E.Avenue.

Townsend Mix and the new Masonic Hall was likewise elaborate. Dubbed Egyptian

Hall, the new quarters were decorated with frescoes by Chicago artist P. M.

Almini at a cost of over $3,000 and even boasted an organ. Dedication took

place on April 7, 1880.

The dream of an exclusive clubhouse did not die, however, and through

the 1880s plans periodically discussed jointly-owned lodgeforwere a

building. A Site was selected on East Wisconsin Avenue at Jefferson Street

but the building was eventually of

Jefferson and Wells Streets. In place of an intimate, homelike clubhouse, the

Masons erected a prominent commercial block. The gabled, six-storied building

was the work of local architects Ferry and Clas and completed in 1896.

2/17/1905). Retail was

The Masons, including Shriners and other lodges, used this structurerooms.

until 1923 when the building was sold for use as the county courthouse annex.

(MS 1/20/1880 8/4, 1/25/1880 5/1, 1/26/1880 8/1, 

2/21/1880 4/6, 4/1/1880 2/1, 2/16/1878 8/2, 2/28/1878 8/1, 3/5/1878 8/2).

site selection, rental fees and overall maintenance of a headquarters.

constructed at the southeast corner

contracted with

(W

available in addition to lodgeand office space

the Scottish
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One of two surviving Masonic headquarters in the Central Business

District is the Wisconsin Consistory at 790 North Van Buren.

building was acquired by the Scotish Rite Masons from Plymouth Congregational

Church in 1912 at a cost of $40,000. The original Richardsonian Romanesque

exterior was designed by architect E. Townsend Mix in 1889 and its lack of

overt ecclesiastical references on the exterior might have appealed to the

Masons as well as its abundance of specialized areas including meeting rooms,

a dining room, kitchen, gymnasium and theater in addition to the galleried

auditorium. The Masons made no major changes in the structure until 1936 when

complete remodeling of the exterior was begun. Designed by Herberta

Tullgren, removed al 1

substituted strong Art Deco elements along with emblematic figures significant

to Masonic rites. Many lodges came to share this facility over the years

including the Shriners, the Knights Templar and Grand Lodge. Most came to

build their own facilities later. The Scottish Rite Masons continue to occupy

(Flucke p. 33, 43).the building today.

Most recent of the Masonic Halls is that built for the Grand Lodge.

The Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons was formed in December, 1843 by

delegates of the state's three existing lodges, Milwaukee, Mineral Point and

The Grand Lodge's function was to coordinate the activities of theMelody.

order throughout Wisconsin and the by-laws adopted were patterned after those

Through most of the nineteenth century the biennialMissouri.

convocations were held in Madison then Milwaukee became the lodge's permanent

(MS 7/9/1884 3/4, 8/30/1884 3/1, 10/27/1888 3/2, 11/11/1888 3/3, 11/13/1888 

3/3, 11/27/1888 3/1 ).

in use in

the new facade traces of the earlier church and

(MI 140-19) The
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located in the impressive Masonic Building athome. Headquarters were

Jefferson and Wells then after 1913 at the Scottish Rite Consistory on Van

Buren and Wells Streets. In 1956 the Grand Lodge constructed its own offices

(MI 133-22)at 1123 North Astor Street. The Mies-inspired lodge was designed

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 959;by local architect Fritz Von Grossmann.

Milwaukee City Directory; Milwaukee Building Permits).

Independent Order of Odd Fellows

The Odd Fellows much like the Masons were an English institution

brought by immigrants to the new world. Thomas Wiley founded the American

Order in 1819 in Boston and it quickly spread westward with the settlers

moving into the northwest territory. Like the Masons, Odd Fellowship was

steeped in ritual and regalia and the two arrived in Wisconsin about the same

Milwaukee's Lafayette Lodge #2 of 1843 was the state'stime in the mid-1830s.

first successful Odd Fellows organization, three prior lodges having lapsed

By 1851 Odd Fellow lodges were as numerous as Masonic onessome time before.

in Milwaukee and all but one lodge met at Odd Fellows Hall in Martin's block

the southwest of WisconsinWater and (razed). Theat Avenuecorner

organization sought to build its own clubhouse in 1877 and considered possible

sites at the intersection of Plankinton and Wisconsin Avenues and on East

Wisconsin Avenue. Unfavorable economic conditions prevented the realization of

the scheme, which if it had succeeded, would have made it the city's earliest

building built exclusively for club With the demolition of Martin'suse.

Block for redevelopment in the 1880s, the Odd Fellows dispersed to numerous

meeting halls in the Central Business District including the Iron Block, the

Lipps Building (1103 North Third Street) (MI 148-22), Stark's Block on
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Plankinton Avenue, and halls at Third and State Streets as well as South

Odd Fellows were eventually able to erectTheSecond Street. their own

building in 1917 which housed the state headquarters and numerous affiliated

lodges. The new temple, designed by architect R. E.

outside the Central Business District at 745 North Tenth Street. (Fraternal

Organization Study Unit; History of Milwaukee 1881, p. 965-966; Milwaukee City

Unidentified clipping MCHCL 6/9/1916; MS 3/5/1878

Knights of Pythias

The Knights of Pythias was nati onwi de fraternal organizationa

founded in Washington in 1864. Milwaukee's first branch was established in

1871. Typical of the rapid growth of fraternal organizations following the

Civil War, Pythians formed a new lodge or two in the city each year. A

Uniformed Rank was also available to members and women could join the Pythian

By 1894 there were fifteen lodges all together including one forSisters.
Bl ack members which Broadway. Themet Central Business Districton
headquartered most of these lodges and meeting rooms were located in halls at

the corner of Wisconsin and Plankinton Avenues, Sixth and Juneau, Third and

State, Fifth and Wisconsin and at the Mitchell Bank Building. Later meetings

took place in the Goldsmith Building formerly at the southwest corner of

Jefferson and Wisconsin. Perhaps the most outstanding clubhouse occupied by

the Pythians was that at 1119 North Cass Street. The prominent stone mansion

was built in 1892 and designed by architects Crane and Barkhausen for the

widow of Guido Pfister. The family occupied the house until the 1920s and

then Lake Drive.moved Parqueted floors, paneled ceilings, richto

Directory; MJ 6/24/1917;
8/2).

Oberst, was located
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wainscoting and leaded windows created an elegant ambiance for the Pythians

who acquired the house in 1925. The organization occupied the site until 1938

at which time the Pythinas moved to 1925 West National. The Cass Street

mansion was later razed in the 1950s to provide parking for the nearby Plaza

Hotel.

fraternal organizations, the Knights of Pythias have

experienced declining membership in this century but at a more accelerated

rate than most. Between 1960 and 1976 the number of lodges fell from 80 to 35

and membership dropped from 5,109 to 3,000 and overall, membership has dropped

about 90% since the turn of the century. Charitable activities incl ude

donations to cystic fibrosis and multiple sclerosis funds. The Knights of

285;

Unidentified clippings MCHCL 4/9/1957, 8/8/1976).

Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks

The Elks Club was founded in 1868 and became established in Milwaukee

in 1887. Early meetings took place in rented quarters along Wisconsin Avenue.

From 1905 to 1925 the Elks occupied the former Phoenix Club building at 768

North Jefferson. The order subsequently raffled off the building when their

new clubhouse was nearing completion. Raffle winner William H. Kemmerling and

his associates in turn sold the building to the Loyal Order of Moose. The

Elks new clubhouse was situated the lakefront at 910 East Wisconsinnear

The nine-story ClassicalAvenue. Revival building was dedicated in 1925 and

the product of architect Robertwas A. Messmer. Facil ities included

cardrooms, a gymnasium, pool and lounge rooms plus bowling alleys and health

Pythias are

Like most

now headquartered on the city's south side (Conard p.
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The two uppermost floors were utilized as dormitories.facilities. It was

considered among the most spacious Elks lodges in the country. Membership in

Milwaukee peaked in 1954 with 5,500 merribers. The Elks experienced a steady

decline thereafter and by 1971, membership had fallen to a mere 500. Under

orders from the Grand Lodge the underutilized clubhouse was put up for sale to

clear the Milwaukee Lodge of past debts and to enable the construction of a

new and smaller facility. The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company

purchased the site for 1.5 million dollars in early 1971 and demolition of

the old landmark clubhouse began in late August. NML has since constructed a

16-story office the completed in 1979.tower The Elksproperty,on

subsequently built a new facility at 5555 West Good Hope Road in surburban

Brown Deer near to the majority of its membership and has since doubled its

membership. Although primarily a social organization, the Elks contribute to

Easter Seals, cerebral palsy victims and the handicapped.

5/16/1955).

Loyal Order of Moose

The Loyal Order of Moose originated in Louisville, Kentucky in 1888

during the golden years of fraternal organizations. The Moose spread rapidly

throughout the midwest and the order was assisted by the national board of

organization which systematically sent Moose representatives through the

country after 1906. In 1908 the organization incorporated under the law of

Indiana and a supreme council was organized.

totaled 13,000. By the following year membership had mushroomed to 82,000. A

(MJ 1/30/1967,

9/17/1969, 3/1/1971 , 8/17/1971 , 2/8/1972; Unidentified clippings MPL 8/8/1976,

The Moose call, "Howd'y Pap" 
(purity, aid, progress), was heard in 23 states and territories and membership
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Although primarily social, the Loyal

Order of Moose established a home for children in Illinois and a home for

senior citizens near Jacksonville, Florida.

The Moose reached Milwaukee around 1910 and in 1914 and 1944 the

Milwaukee lodges hosted the national convention. Early meetings took place at

Third and Wisconsin then and Wisconsin. In

Jefferson for $48,000. The handsome stone building had been designed by local

architect Howland Russell for use by the Phoenix Club in 1889 and it was

subsequently owned by the Elks from 1905 until the completion of their East

Wisconsin structure in 1925. The Moose retained the clubhouse until 1969 when

they sold the structure to Mariner Realty and relocated to a new facility

built closer to their blue collar membership at South Thirteenth and West

Grange Streets. The old clubhouse, situated between the Layton Gallery and

the Art Institute, was subsequently razed and that entire half of the block

was redeveloped into today's Shops on Jefferson. (Unidentified clipping MPL

7/26/1914, 4/23/1946, 8/23/1944, 8/8/1976; MS 8/16/1969).

Milwaukee Turner Society

The first Turner societies in the United States were organized toward

the close of the year 1848, originating in Cincinnati, Ohio and like their

European counterparts were a combination gymnastic and social organization

devoted to the harmonious development of mind and body.

Another group

organized and first met on June 17, 1853, however, encouraged by a visit from

A small group started 

in Milwaukee in March of 1850 but dissolved early in 1853.

woman's chapter was formed in 1912.

Noveirber of 1925 the Moose acquired a permanent clubhouse at 768 North

at Alhambra Hall at Fourth
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August Willich who had been active with the Cincinnati association. It was

first called the Sozialer Turnverein Milwaukee but was soon changed to simply

the

applies. Along with the Free Congregation (Freie Gemeinde) and the Society of

Free Men (Verein Freier Manner), the Turner Society was one of three major

organizations in Milwaukee which originally drew their strength from exiles of

the German revolution and "revealed the enthusiasm of the Forty-eighters for

1iberal social thought and identified them with the transcendental trends

already active in American society in the Middle Period." The Turners' creed

was and still is liberty, and tolerance" Free speech, free press,reason,

free assembly for discussion of all questions so that men and women may think

unfettered and order their lives by the dictates of conscience." (Kamenarz p.

5; Still p. 122-123).

The new group organized rapidly and by August, 1853 held its first

public gymnastic tournament with the Mequon Turner Society. The Milwaukee

Turner's first permanent hall was constructed on Fourth Street just two years

later. 1857In turnfest of the American

Turnerbund.

The Civil War years interrupted the Turner's growing momentum. The

Turners were against slavery considering it "unworthy of a republic and not in

accord with the principles of freedom." (Fox p. 1-2) In keeping with these

(Metzner

Needless to say, their regular, disciplined gymnastic training made

principles, "The Milwaukee Turnverein organized a battalion of sharpshooters, 

and their forty members,...augmented to 105 by Turners from other Wisconsin

societies.., joined the 5th Wisconsin as Company C, Turner Rifles." 

p. 21).

Milwaukee hosted the national

or Milwaukee Turner Society,Turnverein Milwaukee name which still
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them quickly become an effective fighting unit.

Following the end of the war, the Turners entered into their golden

era as an organization and branches were setup in other parts of the city. In

1868 a woman's auxiliary was founded. The Turners also succeeded in getting

physical education incorporated as a part of local public school education in

1874. to headquarter the National

Turnlehrer Seminar or gymnastics teacher training institute from 1875 to 1888

and again from 1892 to 1907. Installation was carried out at the nearby

German-Engl ish Academy teachersand trained for societiesTurnerwere

nationwide. (See Education-Normal Schools). also

international well nationalparticipated in andmeetsas

distinguished themselves as prize winners. (MJ 4/12/1953). It was in this

(MI 151-20) Of Richardsonian Romanesque design,

the new hall formally opened on January 21, 1883. In addition to gymnastic

also housed the group's singing society and dramatic

section which were expressions love of music, poetry,

literature and drama. The clubhouse has been listed on the National Register

of Historic Places since 1977.

In this century, World Wars I and II and the resultant anti-German

backlash did much to diminish the Milwaukee Turner Society. Since the end of

the last war, however, membership has been making a comeback. Politics,

particularly Socialism, which played a major role in the nineteenth century,

no longer dominates the organization and membership is no longer predominantly

Emphasis is now on gymnastics and social activities.German. (MJ 4/12/1953;

National Register Nomination Form, 1976).

heyday of activity that the Turners constructed their second and current hall 

at 1034 North Fourth Street.

activities, Turnhall

Milwaukee Turners likewise were able

turnfests as

of the Turners'

The Milwaukee Turners
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B'nai B'rith

The B'nai B'rith was the first Jewish fraternal order in the United

States, founded by German Jews in New York City in 1843.

and

benevolent precepts to bring about a union and harmony among Jews. Secret

adopted from the Masons with whom many Jews were affiliated.

Insurance was available for the price of yearly membership dues as well. The

Milwaukee lodge dates when earlier Junge Maenneran group,

Verbruederung, decided to affiliate with B'nai B'rith and change its name to

Gilead Lodge No. 41. German was the official language of the order. The

original 40 members met over a saloon on Market Street. By the late 1860s two

additional lodges had formed, one of which was an English-language lodge.

The golden era for the organization spanned the 1870s and 1880s.

B'nai B'rith's major philanthropic efforts were focused on the raising of

funds for the Hebrew Orphan Asylum in Cleveland, Ohio. Other relief work

concentrated on assistance to Russian Jewry, Russian Jewish inmigrants and the

local Social activities included balls, picnics and 4th of Julypoor.

celebrations. In early 1874, B'nai B'rith had about 300 local members which

two times the enrollment of Jewish congregations and constituted a

majority of the city's 526 Jewish males over 20 years of age. The group's

most prominent lodgings were those in the Lipp's Block, 1103 North Third

Street, into which they moved in 1879. (MI 148-22) Other Jewish

organizations were headquartered there as well.

The organization was 

based on the teachings of Judaism and advocates the practise of moral

was over

ritual was

from 1861
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longer in vogue and private clubs became more socially prestigious for the

weal thy. By 1917 all lodges had merged with the original Gilead lodge and

this remained the only branch of B’Nai B'rith in Milwaukee until 1939. The

situation changed in the late 1930s when the native German Jewish organization

began to accept Jews of Eastern European heritage who had previously organized

their own fraternal societies. The war years also brought the groups together

and intensive membership drives between 1940-1944 pushed membership up to

4,400 representing 2,800 in five lodges and 1,600 in sixmen women

auxiliaries. In this century activities have focused the defense ofon

Jewish rights, support of the collegiate Hillel foundation, emphasis on Jewish

cultural activity and many youth-oriented and non-sectarian services. B'nai

B'rith was the largest Jewish organization ever organized in Milwaukee and the

men's council is now headquartered in the Conwerce Block at 744 North Fourth

Street. (Swichkow p. 56-57, 115-117, 329). (MI 151-22)

- Military and Veterans Organizations -

General Overview

Military and veteran's organizations were among the most popular and

Besides the pomp and

bravado associated with military organizations they also satisfied a

recreational function with full dress military parades, marching bands and

mock battles put on for eager spectators. On the practical side, military

Elaborate rituals were no

prestigious organizations for men in the nineteenth century and remained so, 

although to a lesser degree, in the twentieth century.

led to the group's decline in the late 1880s.

Dissatisfaction over annual dues, disinterest and aging membership
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organizations provided a pool of trained militiamen who were called

quell rioters or assist in emergency situations that local municipal police

could not handle alone. These military organizations also early served as a

type of national guard called on by state authorities for emergency situations

and by national authorities to form core units of trained soldiers for such

hostilities as the Civil War, Spanish-American War and World War I. By and

large such groups disappeared following World War I and were replaced by a

formal statewide National FederalGuard and Reserve system. Veteran

organizations such as the GAR, VFW or American Legion blossomed following

major wars and provided a means by which survivors could maintain wartime

friendships, keep alive historical details of the war, promote patriotism and

lobby for veteran's benefits. The VFW and American Legion remain the only

active organizations today and locally serve chiefly as social centers for

veterans and their families.

Milwaukee's Central Business District has had a full complement of

such organizations including the Washington Guard, Light Guard, Light Horse

Squadron, GAR and American Legion. There were also numerous groups started by

immigrants who had shared common military experiences in Europe and the

numbers of such organizations peaked at the turn of the century. None are in

operation at this time.

Washington Guards

The Washington Guards were among the earliest of Milwaukee's military

organizations having been founded in January of 1845 by German-Americans, some

of whom had had prior military experience in Europe. The group was known for

on to
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the precision of its drill and the German Brass Band which had been organized

earlier but attached itself to the Guards after the latter was formed. The

Guards subsequently erected a wooden building called Military Hall

south side of Wells between Broadway and East Water Streets. It was used as

an armory and drill hall and also for dining, dancing, political assemblies

(Gregory p. 813-814).and theatricals.

Light Guard

The Light Guard was organized in 1855 with Rufus King as captain and

Cyrus Hawley as second lieutenant. Target shoots, annual dress balls and

parades were their major peacetime activities. The largest of the martial

organizations in the Central Business District, the Light Guard supplied many

trained men for active duty when the Civil War broke out. Before it disbanded

(Gregory p. 816, 818-819, 827; Milwaukee City Directory).Wisconsin Avenue.

Milwaukee Light Horse Squadron

The Milwaukee Light Horse Squadron was organized in 1880 for the

purpose of providing a mounted escort for General Ulysses S. Grant on the

occasion of the great soldiers'

Membership numbered 65 at the start and the picturesque uniforms chosen made

the group a consistent crowd pleaser. The state supplied arms and ammunition

plus a small sum for the rental of an armory as it did for many such military

organizations. Members had to provide their own horses which effectively made

this a somewhat elitist group. Many of the city's best known businessmen and

on the

reunion held in Milwaukee in June, 1880.

the Light Guard met regularly at Armory Hall at Broadway andin 1876,
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professionals were at one time or another members of the squadron. By private

subscription, the Light Horse Squadron raised money to build the large but

fanciful castellated stone armory building in the 800 block of Broadway,

designed by E.T. Mix and Co. in 1885. The Light Horse Squadron retained this

building until 1906 when it was sold for $385,000 to the city. The city

subsequently used the structure adjunct of its adjacent policeas an

administration building. The Squadron relocated to a nineteen and a half acre

site along Oakland Avenue in Whitefish Bay which provided excellent stable and

drill field facilities. It remained active into the 1930s. Throughout its

existence the Squadron has been known for its gala balls and summers at

Oconomowoc as well as for its active service during the 1886 labor riots and

as part of the 120th Light Field artillery during World War I. (Gregory p.

829-833; Milwaukee City Directory; MS 12/27/1885 12/5).

The Grand Army of the Republic

The Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) was an organization of veterans

of the northern armies of the Civil War. A Milwaukee branch was established

on July 31, 1866 and numerous posts soon followed. The organization served as

a social group in addition to providing for needy veterans and their families.

Interest in the GAR had begun to wane by 1880 when the Milwaukee posts hosted

what was to have been a statewide reunion of Civil War veterans. Word spread

outside the state and resulted in a nationwide reunion that saw some 250,000

persons attending from across the nation. A revived interest in the GAR

followed this event and led to regular reunions held in different states each

Milwaukee posts played host once again in 1889 when 70,000 veteransyear.

attended that year's encampment. (Conard p. 123-125).
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GAR posts were situated throughout the city and at the Soldiers Home

(VA Hospital) at Wood, Wisconsin. Two posts, however, consistently met in the

Central Business District, the Robert Chivas Post #2 and the E. B. Wolcott

Post #1. The Chivas post was organized on January 9, 1875 and named after a

nephew of Alexander Mitchell who served as a lieutenant in the 24th Wisconsin

and was killed in the Civil War battle of Mission Ridge in 1863. After early
Avenue, toyears occupy

Renaissance building on Fourth Street just south of Turner Hall. After nearly

two decades at that site, the Chivas Post relocated to the Lipps Building at

1103 North Third Street and by 1920 had disbanded. The Wolcott Post was

chartered on January 5, 1880 and was the largest in Wisconsin. The Wolcott

Post led a nomadic existence, meeting on Wisconsin Avenue, the Light Horse

Squadron Armory, the Academy of Music and the public museum among other

places. It was active into the 1920s.

(Conard p. 123; Milwaukee City Direstory)

American Legion

The American Legion was formed following World War I in order to

perpetuate the principles of justice, freedom, and democracy; to preserve the

history of the members' participation in the war, to instill in citizens a

sense of their duties and obligations to the State, and to cement the ties of

friendship formed in the war. The association was open to all officers and

President Wilson signed the legion's national charter on

September 16, 1919. (Jones, p. 29).

As an organization comprised of Civil

War veterans, the GAR naturally disappeared with the passing of its members.

enlisted men.

on Plankinton a Germanthe Chivas post came
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(Jones p. 345; Milwaukee City

headquarters until and Alonzo

Cudworth Post did rent various locations downtown through the years and the

In

former Catholic Knights Insurance Building at 812 East State Street (MI 136-7)

when the latter moved to Eleventh and Wisconsin Avenue. The Legion State

Headquarters has occupied the classical revival building, designed by Backes

(Milwaukee City Directory; Milwaukee

City Building Permits).

- Service and Social Groups -

Service Clubs General Overview

will benefit the community.

Unlike

defined as a group of persons who meet regularly at compulsory luncheons to 

hear an entertaining or edifying speaker and who sponsor some project that

early as 1920 Milwaukee itself had 12 posts.

Directory 1920, 1921).

Such clubs are neither purely social nor purely 

welfare and membership is drawn from a variety of occupations, generally with 

entry limited to one or two persons from each specific occupation, 

fraternal organizations, service clubs lack ritual,

The Central Business District hosted no permanent legion clubhouse or

Service clubs are primarily a twentieth century phenomenon and are

Blatz and Pabst breweries provided rooms for meetings in the early 1950s.

1955, the Wisconsin State Headquarters of the American Legion acquired the

secrecy, passwords, and

and Pfaller in 1923, to the present.

Between the time of its founding and 1945, Wisconsin membership 

ranked among the top twelve in the nation in terms of Legion membership and as

the mid-1950s although the County Council
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clubhouses and refrain from involvement in politics and coimercial ization.

segments of the community, provide support for community projects and draw

community recognition to such projects. (MS 9/3/1951 , W 10/4/1951).

The 1950s seem to have been the peak time for these associations;

news items in 1957 indicated that the county had three dozen service clubs

with overall membership of 4,000. Among the most well known were the City

Club, Rotary, Kiwanis, Tymo, Lions (8 in Milwaukee County with the Milwaukee

Central Lions Club having 112 members), Gyro, Exchange Club, Optimists, Junior

League, Quota Club, Zonta Club and Pilot International, the last four being

women's organizations. decline in these

associations, paralleing the general decline in the popularity of fraternal

organizations. Today only the Kiwanis, Rotary, Junior League and Tymo Club

remain active. A brief history of some of the major service clubs follows.

City Club

The City Club, far and away the most active and successful of the

city's service clubs, was founded in 1909 to promote the interchange of ideas

and facil i tate cooper a ti on the part of citizens interested in theon

advancement of civic welfare. Early meetings took place in private residences

and local hotels. Formal incorporation took place in 1911 in a meeting at the

Blatz Hotel

Streets). The first permanent quarters were leased at what is today 219-221

East Wisconsin Avenue. The City Club early on established some twenty civic

Although most are not considered very efficient or very thorough going in 

their welfare work, the groups serve to promote understanding between varying

Recent decades have witnessed a

of Water(formerly at the southwest corner and East Wells
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committees to study problems confronting city and county government and these

committees in turn worked with public officials and other organizations to

bring about needed changes through legislation. Among its first major

accomplishments was the establishment of the civil service system in Milwaukee

Other projects included assisting in the development of a master planCounty.

for the city, introduction of uniform street lighting, the establishment of

the Metropolitan Sewerage Commission, the consolidation of the County

Institutions under instituti on of a municipal playgroundone management,

the of the lake front, theregulation of and promotion ofsystem, use

annexation of suburban areas and construction of Milwaukee's Civic Center.

Although its watchdog role in municipal affairs was paramount, club members

also gathered for recreational activities such as bird watching, photographing

Annual membership dues were originally 15 dollars and entitledand gardening.

the member to weekly luncheons and dinners at which different speakers would

lecture.

The club's period of greatest growth took place during its occupancy

Building (1917-1928) formerly at 211of the Merrill West Wisconsin when

membership increased from 800 to 2,000. Peak membership of 2,322 was reached

in 1928 while in new quarters at the Empire Building, 710 North Plankinton

(1928-1937). (MI 146-15) Membership subsequently began to decline in the

1930s attributed to the effects of the depression and dispersal of members to

the suburbs. New quarters were then acquired in the Stephenson Building 756

North Milwaukee in 1937. (MI 138-26)Street Despite its decreasing

membership, the City Club remained active in a variety of reform movements.

By 1960, a drop to 500 members resulted in the club's relocation to smaller

quarters at the Pfister Hotel and the group gave up its own dining facilities
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for those located at the hotel. By the 1970s, the City Club membership was

down to 350 and lacked the financial resources and motivation to study civic

problems or develop positions regarding municipal programs. After the death

of its longtime secretary (1917-1974),TiefenthalerLeo the City Club

disbanded at the end of May, 1975. (Gregory p. 1086; MJ 5/28/1975, 5/29/1975;

MS 5/29/1960).

Rotary Club

The Rotary Club was founded on February 23, 1905 by former Racine
The name

The concept grew slowly at first, the second Rotary Club was not organized

until 1908 in San Francisco, but by 1910 there were sixteen clubs and a

national association. By 1912, organizations in Canada, Ireland and Great

Britain led to the formation

Clubs.

but grew to 315 members by 1955. Offices were once located in the Astor Hotel

924 East Juneau (MI 135-25) but are now located in the lakefront War Memorial

Center at 750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive. (MI 149-2, 7) Making no pretense

to broad service activities, the Rotarians contribute to community service

programs and encourage members to become involved in such programs on their

(MJ 9/3/1951; Unidentified clipping MCHCL 1/14/1955).own.

Junior League

The Junior League was formed in 1915 by Alice Miller (later Mrs.

native Paul Harris who was a young Chicago attorney at the time.

referred to the practise of rotating meetings at member's places of business.

of the International Association of Rotary

The Milwaukee chapter was founded in January, 1913 with twelve members
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William M. Chester) as an affiliate of the nationwide Association of Junior

Membership is comprised chiefly of younger women from the upperLeagues Inc.

group'sincome brackets. The is to establishpurpose co-sponsor or

organizations that meet community needs then turn over the administration of

the programs to the co-sponsoring agency or municipal government. Among their

projects were the establishement of a venerealnumerous disease education

theand successful National Register listing of Walker's Pointprogram

Historic District. The latter project led to the formation of a neighborhood

Walker'sdevelopment organization, Point Development Corporation, and a

city-wide preservation group, Historic Milwaukee Inc. Offices were located at

(MI 153-12) and are now in the former George P.161 West Wisconsin Avenue.

Miller residence at 1060 East Juneau Avenue. (MI 135-32) (MS 10/23/1975).

Social Clubs General Overview

Social clubs headquartered in the Central Business District have

numbered in the hundreds and have encompassed everything from the historically

minded Old Settl er's Club the Scottish Andrew'sto St. Society which

introduced popul ar i zed Scottish athleticand in Milwaukee.games

Generalizations are difficult because of their diversity. Most, however, were

exclusively for men but allowed women access to activities upon escort of male

members. Many of these organizations built impressive clubhouses of which

three remain in use today. As with fraternal organizations, the golden age of

the social club seems to have occurred during the last two decades of the

nineteenth century and to have declined thereafter. A sunmary of the oldest

and most unusual clubs follows.
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Old Settlers Club

1864 with 80

gatherings for its members. Meetings were held irregularly and members were

preoccupied with events of the Civil War and subsequent reconstruction so

formal organization did not take place until July 5, 1869. The club's

Benjamin Church and Cyrus Hawley.Ogden, Garrett Vliet, Membership was
"any [male] person of good moral character who had settled inlimited to

Milwaukee County as organized before January 1, 1839." Banquets were held at

the city's major hotels and became the most prestigious social and civic event

each season. Meetings included papers on reminiscences, historical events and

individuals and were held in the original courthouse and its replacement until

the 1880s when the club relocated to today's 210 East Michigan Street. (MI

146-2) Faced with the eventual disappearance of the club as pioneer members

passed away, an amendment was made to the constitution in 1881 which al 1 owed

the admission of descendants of those individuals who had settled in the

county prior to January 1, 1843. The Old Settlers incorporated on September

sizeable collection ofa

pamphlets, correspondence and documents. Need for

larger quarters resulted in the leasing of second floor rooms at the Loan and

Trust Building, 200 West Wisconsin, in the 1890s.

Around the

turn of the century the Old Settlers began their efforts at placing historical

maker's at designated sites.

Club rooms were open during 

the week for members, local history researchers and newspaper men.

The Old Settlers Club began informally in August, 

members whose goal was to preserve the area's local history and provide social

constitution was signed by 90 charter members on that day and included many of 

the city's pioneer settlers such as Daniel Wells Jr., William Sivyer, John

arti fac ts, momen toes,

time the club had amassed19, 1887, by which
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The twentieth century saw various changes made to the Old Settlers

organization which made its collections more easily accessible to the public

and its structure more aligned with changing social habits. Once excluded,

women were now allowed as honorary members starting in 1935. In 1946 the

constitution and by-laws were revised to allow eligible members moving outside

Milwaukee County to retain membership and make it more

organization. name became the Settlers Club of

The following year an agreement was made with Milwaukee CountyWisconsin Inc.

Historical Society whereby the Settlers Club would be allowed meeting and desk

space at the county's museum (former Otto Falk residence) on Terrace Avenue

and allowed use of the Historical Society's facility as a depository for the

Settlers Club collections. The two organizations worked harmoniously together

and many club members served on the Historical Society's Board of Directorys.

In 1964 all Settlers Club material was conveyed to the Historical Society as

Although never offically disbanded, the Settlers' Cluban unrestricted gift.

has been inactive for the last several years. (Gregory p. 1087; Salomon p.

87-94).

Milwaukee Club

The Milwaukee Club is the oldest and most exclusive men's club in the

city. Leading business and professional men discussed the formation of such a

club in the winter of 1881 and by January, 1882 active recruitment of members

Articles of association were signed at a meeting in thewas under way.

Newhall House Hotel (see Commerce) on March 6, 1882 and Alexander Mitchell was

elected as the first president. The objectives of the club were purely

social. Within a short time the club grew to 159 members.

The organization's new

of a statewide
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Temporary quarters were leased at the northwest corner of Jefferson
After consideringin

several sites, Milwaukee Club members purchased property across the street for

$16,000. The group invited E. T. Mix and Co., Howland Russell, H. C. Koch and

Burnham and Root, Silsby and Kent and Cobb and Frost to submit designsCo.,

Sentinel accounts list Mix as the chosen architect.for the new clubhouse.

The distinctive red brick and terra cotta trimmed structure was completed by

The facilities included a parlor, cafe, public and private

reception room for visitors, billard room,business office,dining rooms,

kitchen, card room, library and suites for overnight guests. An addition,

designed by Walter A. Holbrook (Mix's partner for close to a decade) was

completed in 1893. No major interior or exterior alterations have been made

in keeping with the club's well-knownthe structure since that time,to

Women were allowed entry into the clubhouse onstability and conservatism.

specified days as of 1944 but required escorts. The Milwaukee Club remains a

bastion of male business and professional men to this day. (Zimmermann p.

3-21; Gregory p. 1095; MS 6/15/1883 5/1).

Milwaukee Athletic Club

The traditionally low profile Milwaukee Athletic Club has remained

three prestigious organizations since its

founding in 1882. The

businssmen who wanted to promote physical fitness in a club-like setting. The

result was the Milwaukee Athletic Society, the club's original Earlyname.

locati ons included the Library Building at Fourth Wisconsin, theand

Exposition Building at Fifth and Clybourn, Marquette College and Armory Hall

June 1, 1884.

one of Milwaukee's top two or

the former Wolcott-Miner residence.

idea for the club originated with three local

and Wisconsin
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In 1902 the MAC moved to the upper floors of the new Wellson Broadway.

Building at 324 East Wisconsin Avenue. (MI 145-15) The club subsequently

built a thirteen story structure at the northeast corner of Broadway and Mason

Streets (MI 139-19) the architect. Some 73

sleeping rooms available for members and out of town guests and theare

building also houses offices, dining rooms, swimming pool and recreation areas.

Since its founding, the club has evolved into veritablea

institution, known as a place where many of the city's big business deals are

struck. For many years this aspect, as well as the group's social activities,

overshadowed the athletic character of the club's origins. During the last

two decades, however, new emphasis has been placed on physical fitness and the

MAC has invested in Nautilus equipment, saunas, pools, ball courts and related

fitness apparatus. Promotion these facilities has attracted younger members

with the average age now falling in the forty-five year old bracket. About

700 persons use the fitness facilities each day.

The general public's perception of the MAC is that admission is

restricted to wealthy Caucasian Christian males but as of 1983 the club's

enrollment indicated 267 women, 3 Blacks, and 200 Jewish members. The club's

Grill Room is restricted to males only but the main dining room is open to all

members. Separate physical fitness facilities are maintained for males and

females. Current social activities include dinner-dances and chartered bus

trips to various sports events. (Gregory p. 1096; MJ 9/25/1983).

Armand Koch wasin 1917.
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Calumet Club

The Calumet Club began in 1884 as the Junge Deutsche Kaufleute (Young

German Merchants), a club for young men of moderate circumstances who had no

place to socialize outside of saloons. soon changed to the

Calumet Club when English-speaking members were admitted. The first clubroom

consisted of rented quarters at No. 1 Grand Avenue (site of Gimbel's today)

and activities included debates, poetry readings, piano playing and career

lectures by men in various professions. The low dues, twenty dollars per

year, did not allow for many amenities but when membership reached thirty men,

the club purchased the Italianate mansion built by Danforth W. Blanchard in

1867 Street between Wisconsin and Wells for $72,000.Ninth Streetson
Architect and later club member Alfred C. Cl as remodeled the structure and

after active canvassing, the clubhouse officially opened in 1887 with 300

The clubhouse had a billiard hall, ballroom, bowling alley andmembers.

formalparlors for smoking, reception, Thevarious and guests.women
constitution and by-laws were adopted May 1, 1888 and stated the club's

advancement, the cultivation of science, art and

literature and the promotion of sociability. By 1901 the Calumet boasted a

growing membership and revealed plans to build a five or six story clubhouse

with a fully equipped gymnasium, swimming pool, baths, athletic instructor,

restaurant and stage for private theatricals. Although oriented to men of

moderate income, such notables as Emil and Valentine Blatz, Albert F. Gallun,

Jacob Best, four Uihleins and two Pabsts were members. Architects Henry J.

Van Ryn, Alfred C. Clas and Carl Barkhausen had also joined. Their business

savvy and connections were said to be beneficial to the more ambitious of the

younger members. The new clubhouse never materialized but the Calumet members

The name was

purpose as intellectual
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retained their Ninth Street headquarters until 1923 when the club disbanded.

The loss of income from liquor sales due to Prohibition plus the loss of the

groups earlier exclusiveness led to the organizations demise. The building

subsequently became an annex of the Public Museum (see Education) and was

engulfed by numerous additions. It was ultimately razed for the new library

(Constitution and By-Laws Calumet Club 1896 p. 13, 19, 25,addition in 1956.

Roster Calumet Club 1901 p. 7-11); MJ 10/15/1953; Unidentified27, 29, 31;

clipping MCHCL, 10/15/1953, 3/21/1954).

Phoenix Club

The Phoenix Club was the premier social club of Jewish society from

1885 to 1900. Having its roots in the disbanded Concordia Club (1876-1884)

the club sponsored numerous parties, balls and family picnics. After fi ve

years in rented quarters, the 68-member Phoenix Club organized a stock company

for the construction of a clubhouse. The three story Richardsonian Romanesque

ture was designed by Howland Russell, cost $50,000 and was formally opened at

New Year's Day 1890. Like many of the clubhouses of its day and

even later, the building at 768 North Jefferson featured bowling alleys, a

beer stuben, billiard room, card room and private dining rooms in addition to

a lounge and library. In 1900 the Phoenix Club announced its dissolution and

put its clubhouse up for sale. The Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks

purchased the building 1905 and it passed to the Loyal Order of Moose in

1925. The until 1969. The clubhouse was

ultimately razed for new construction on the site.

Unidentified clipping MPL 5/19/1955).

a bal 1 on

(Swichkow p. 117-118;

Moose maintained ownership
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Tombstone Club

block at Second and West Wisconsin Avenue. The club was named after its

grisly decor which included skulls, shinbones, "grave", headstone, and aa

long table shaped like a casket. Members came from all walks of life and

perhaps the most prominent of these was songwriter Charles K. Harris who

served as the club's second vice-president. Harris was known to try out songs

(Austin p. 157).at the club before publishing them.

University Club

The University Club was incorporated in 1898 to cultivate interest in

the sciences and liberal arts

university men could congregate socially. Membership is limited to graduates

of accredited institutions of learning and US Navel or Military academies.

Among the 19 charter members was architect Alexander C. Eschweil er. Early

meetings took place on Jackson Street then the club moved to a new Georgian

Revival clubhouse at 825 North Jefferson (razed). The club maintained their

modest premises until 1926 when it constructed a four story Georgian Revival

building at 924 East Wells Street. (MI 136-16) Nationally known architect

John Russell Pope was secured to design the project. Dining facilities and

private rooms are available to the membership. The University Club ranks with

organizations in the city. (The University Club of Milwaukee 5-7;P.
Milwaukee City Directory; Gregory p. 1096).

The Tombstone Club was a men's social organization which met during 

the mid 1890s in a cellar under North Water Street and behind a commercial

the MAC, Milwaukee Club and Wisconsin Club as one of the most prestigious

and to provide a place where college and
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Eagles Club

The Eagles social organization infounded Seattle,

Washington in 1898. Milwaukee's branch was established in 1901 and early

membership consisted of many men in the theater business. Meetings often

featured vaudeville acts, performed by the members, as a way to attract new

members. Rented rooms in the Uihlein Building (Fourth and Wisconsin), on

Second and Street between Michigan andWisconsin Avenue Secondnear on

Wisconsin AVenue served the Eagles into the 1920;. In 1925 the fast growing

club whose menbership numbered in the thousands left the Central Business

District to build a large clubhouse on the West Side at 2401 West Wisconsin

(Unidentified clipping MPL 1/22/1948; Milwaukee City Directory).Avenue.

- Professional Organizations -

General Overview

Professional organizations have been the various

professions themselves in the Central Business District. Some theas

Bartlett Clinical Club provided a unifying organization through which two

hospitals were established. Today over twenty professional organizations are

located downtown and range from the American Malting Barley Association Inc.

to the Wisconsin Dental Association and provide self-regulation for their

respective professions as well as a means to implement needed legislation with

respect to their occupations.

Milwaukee Press Club have been more social in intent while others as the

as numerous as

Club was a
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Medical Societies

Medical societies have been among the most important professional

organizations, the earliest being established in 1845 the Medicalas

Association of Milwaukee and later renamed Milwaukee City Medical Association.

Membership demanded thoroughly trained individuals and was a means by which

standards were continually upgraded and physicians could exchange the latest

technical information. The Milwaukee City Medical Assocation very early

proposed the establishment of a medical college in the city but lack of

funding prevented its realization. The Milwaukee City Medical Association had

the distinction of admitting the city's first woman physician, Dr. Laura J.

(Gregory p. 984-986).Ross, as a member in 1869.

The Clinical Club was established in January of 1886 and changed its

to Bartlett Clinical Club in November of that year. Clubrooms werename

intially secured in the 700 block of Milwaukee Street with dissecting rooms on

In 1892 the club, now renamed the Milwaukee MedicalJuneau near Third Street.

Society, purchased the old Ethical Society Building which had also served as

the Luening Conservatory of Music and was originally the First Baptist Church

in the 1100 block of North Jefferson Street. (see Religion and Education).

The society later moved to the Goldsmith Building formerly at the southwest

corner of Jefferson and Wisconsin Avenue. The Bartlett Clinical Club's most

significant contribution the ci tyto itswas

Emergency Hospital in 1888 and the Elms Hospital for women which also opened

that same year.

organization, the Medical Society of Milwaukee County. (Gregory p. 990-991;

establishment of Johnson

an olderi t became part of

In 1902 the Milwaukee Medical Society's battle over authority 

for Milwaukee county came to an end and
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Frank p. 155-156, 160-161 ).

The Medical Society of Milwaukee County was founded on May 5, 1846

during a meeting of physicians at the courthouse. It attracted the leading

physicians in the city among which were Doctors Marks, Senn, Ladd, Bartlett,

Following a period of inactivity from 1853 to 1879 theWight and others.

association was revived and in 1902 emerged as the sole representative of

medical practise in Milwaukee County. Today is it affiliated with the State

Medical Society of Wisconsin and the American Medical Association and offices

are located at 1020 North Broadway the former German-Engl ish Academy Building

(MI 139-7). (Gregory p. 986; Milwaukee City Directory).

Press Clubs

The Milwaukee Press Club and the German Press Club were

manifestations of the extremely active newspaper publishing business in the

Central Business District. (see Information Services). The Milwaukee Press

November 1, 1885 by four Sentinel

organization set up seven days later with representatives from every English

Prior rivalries had upset earlier attempts to organize such adaily in town.

club but members this time made an effort to cooperate and officers were

distributed impartially among representatives of the different papers. The

success of the endeavor led to better overall communication among the papers

and their employees. Among the club's early activities were the sponsoring of

annual entertainments which became a leading social event each year. The

Press Club also successfully promoted Milwaukee to the organizers of the 

Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 which resulted in an increase in

men and a formalClub was founded on
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tourism and overall interest in the city.

collection of chalk signatures written by such famous guests as Franklin D.

William Jennings Bryan and Woodrow Wilson. It also hasRoosevelt, some

notoriety for its mascot, the Sacred Black Cat Annubis, a petrified cat found

between the walls of two buildings one of which had been ruined by fire. Now

enshrined at club quarters, the cat graces the club and stationery. The club

has occupied many quarters since its founding including rooms in the Herold

Building (southwest corner of Mason and Broadway), Evening Wisconsin Building

(northeast corner of Milwaukee and Michigan), the Bradford Building on North

Broadway, the Commercial Club at Second and Wisconsin, the Quiet House at the

northwest corner of Broadway and Mason, the Miller Building at Water and Mason

Streets, the Jung Building at 783 North Water Street and the Marc Plaza Hotel

(MI 153-8)509 West Wisconsin Avenue. Most recently the Press Club has moved

into rooms in the Germania Building at 135 West Wells (MI 153-10) and is

(Watrous p. 460-463; Anderson and Bleyer p. 58; Once a Year 1942 p. 19, 42-43).

The German Press Club or Society of German American Journalists and

Writers (Deutsche Journalisten and Schriftstell er) was formed in the fall of

1882 by Herman Sigel, editor of the Freie Presse, George Koeppen of the

Germania and Dr. Emil Knotzer of the Seebote. The group mixed business with

pleasure and sponsored festivals of provided financialas

assistance for members in cases of death, sickness or loss of employment.

was responsible for the formation of the

Nati on al Association of German Journalists and inspired German journalist

clubs in other parts of the country. Meetings were held at a variety of

locations including rooms on Third Street and North Water Street. The German

Milwaukee's German Press Club

celebrating its centennial and status as the nation's oldest press club.

art as well

The club is famous for its
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Press Club continued to meet until 1934 after which the group no longer

appeared in the city directories. (Anderson and Bleyer p. 58; Watrous p.

463-464; Milwaukee City Directory).

- Youth Organizations -

General Overview

As consciousness of the nineteenth

youth organizations establishedcentury, to provide wholesomewere

recreational facilities and decent housing for the thousands of young people

attracted to the urban centers because of available jobs. In Milwaukee's

Central Business District these services were provided by two organizations

Early activities

included prayer meetings, lectures, theatricals and gymnastics. In this

emphasis has from overtly religious programscentury, to

concentrate on physical fitness, emotional counseling and various educational

and crafts classes.

YMCA

The non-sectarian organization had

as its goal the spiritual and mental welfare of young men employed in the

trades who were subject to the many unsavory temptations of urban life in

their off work hours. Religious meetings and wholesome recreation were

offered to members. The organization obviously filled a real need and in five

The Young Men's Christian Association was founded in June of 1844 by 

a London draper's clerk, George Williams.

that were of international scope, the YMCA and the YWCA.

part of the growing social

shi fted away
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months the group grew from six to seventy members and by 1848 numbered a

In 1851thousand. the YMCA established branches in Canada and the United

The Milwaukee YMCA was initiated byStates. group of younga

Summerfield Methodist Church and with the cooperation of a number of other

Charter membership numbered 116 and by the end of the

first year the organization had grown to 358. Such prominent Milwaukeeans as

J. H. Van Dyke, John Johnston and E. P. Bacon were among the organizers. A

mission meetings and lectures were

conducted for the members. The organization became inactive during the Civil

War, reorganized in 1870 then lapsed once again from 1872 to 1876.

Following the second reorganization in 1876, the Milwaukee YMCA soon

became the center for all state-wide activities and embarked on a number of

ambitious programs which drew large numbers into its membership. A boy1s

department was inaugurated in 1881 as well as a German branch and a Railroad

Branch both in January of that year. The German branch was headquartered

initially at the old LaCrosse depot at the southeast corner of Juneau and

Third Streets then transferred to Brewer's Hill where the old Baasen residence

was acquired at Fourth and Walnut Streets in 1887.

The Railroad Branch as it was called was one of many similar branches

organized across the country that provided accommodations for young working

At the end of 1882 the Milwaukee YMCA secured $500 in pledges from themen.

three principal railway companies which serviced Milwaukee and rooms were

opened on today's Seeboth Street. To supplement its precarious funding, the

Railroad Branch opened a coffee house which provided 24-hour service and

local churches the first meeting took place on September 29, 1859 at Plymouth 

Congregational Church.

men from

reading room, weekly prayer meeting,
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proved a long lasting financial success. The Railroad Branch eventually moved

to a former hotel at the northwest corner of Third and Florida Streets in 1896

and remained in operation until the branch was phased out in 1903. The

building has since been razed.

The main branch of the YMCA had a nomadic existence in its early

rented every few years. Among its variouswere

locations were the Miller Block, the Birchard Block and the Evening Wisconsin

A permanent building was finally erected on the west side of FourthBuilding.

Street between Wisconsin and Michigan Streets. Designed by E. T. Mix and Co.,

the three story Richardsonian Romanesque building was completed at the end of

December, 1886 and the new quarters were occupied the following month. One

feature of the new building which was to become the organization's hallmark in

the twentieth century was the gymnasium. The subsequent popularity of body

building led to the organization's nickname Muscular Christianity by the

1890's. In 1895 the building was destroyed by fire and a Georgian Revival

structure came to be built there. In 1956 the YMCA built a new eighteen story

facility at 915 West Wisconsin Avenue. The old Fourth Street location was

(Conard p. 251-258; MS 3/14/1886 3/2; Milwaukee Cityrazed for parking.

Directory).

YWCA

The Milwaukee YWCA was founded in 1892 by group of 200 younga

the first president andwomen. was

following year by Mrs. C. Winkler. TheF. ofpurpose

organization reflected that of other YWCA's from around the country: to

Pauline Saveland was

years and new quarters

the Milwaukee

succeeded the
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foster an environment where young women could make the transition from home

and school to the factory and office. Through the 1890s the organization

rented space in the Hathaway Building on the present site of the Milwaukee

Athletic Club. At this facility classes were offered in domestic science,

nursing, business and physical education. On the fifth floor of the Hathaway

Building a gym and locker room were constructed as well as a lounge area where

women could come, particularly during the noon hour, to rest, eat lunch and

social ize. This was the first known facility of its kind in the downtown for

the exclusive use of working women. In 1898 the program was expanded to

include a cafeteria, a branch of the public library and an employment bureau.

gift from Miss Elizabeth Plankinton, in honor of her

mother who was a champion of women's causes, was used to build the structure

(MI 145-32)at 626 North Jackson Street. This building became the first

headquarters of the organization. This facilitypermanent

1 i br ary, rece p t i onauditorium, theater, gymnasi urn, cafeteria androoms,

1ounges. A residence hall was operated at the Blue Triangle Clubhouse on

Substantial alsoKilbourn donati ons receivedAvenue. were

community leaders to complete install fixtures and

William Reckmeyer of the Reckmeyer Fur Company donatedpurchase furniture.

$50,000 for the interior finish of the upper four floors. (see Commerce,

Reckmeyer Furs). At this location the YWCA instituted an extension department

which assisted women in industrial jobs and a religious education program

which evolved into the Girl Reserves, a club system that was promoted in the

senior and junior high and grade schools.

In 1901, a

the interior finish,

included an

from other
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After WWI the membership grew significantly and there was a dramatic

need for more housing as an increasing number of young women were coming to

the city for employement. It was decided in 1927 that a new activities

building would be built and the existing structure would be converted to a

residence hall and the Blue Triangle Clubhouse would be closed as Kilbourn

Avenue was to be significantly widened. Ground was broken in 1929 for the

present structure at 610 Jackson Street (MI 145-33) and a community fund drive

was launched to raise $500,000. The six-story facility included a swimming

pool, auditorium, theater, two gymnasiums, restaurant, bowling alleys and

clubrooms. The corner stone was laid in May of 1930 and the building was put

into operation that fall. The fifth and sixth floors remained unfinished for

a considerable period of time. The fifth floor was partially finished in 1942

by the U.S. Army Corp, of Engineers and was used by them through that year.

In 1956 a gift in excess of $140,000 was given to the YWCA and the fifth floor

was refurbished and the sixth floor was finished to house Children's Service,

Legal Aid, Psychiatric Services and Mental Health Department.

During the 1940s the Milwaukee YWCA experienced its greatest use,

averaging between 20,000 and 25,000 women per month. After the war women's

salaries increased and the need for economical housing began to decline.

Unfortunately, the residence hall was no long attracting the career minded

woman who was looking for short-term, low cost housing while establishing

herself in a job, but rather women who had serious emotional and social

problems. The situation had deteriorated to the point that it was decided to

However, the activities building was in use until 

early January of 1985 when it was closed and programs were transferred to the

phase out the residence hall beginning in the late 1960s and it was eventually 

closed in the early 1970s.
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Plankinton Arcade Building at 161 West Wisconsin Avenue. (MI 153-12)

The YWCA was founded in 1866 at Boston by a group of women who wrote

the first official constitution for the organization. It was modeled after a

similar group in Great Britain that began in 1855 and an earlier organization

in New York City called the Ladies' Christian Association. By 1900 there were

hundreds of YWCA's in existence in the United States and all of the local

organizations were brought under national administration in 1906. The
Milwaukee YWCA was reflective of the expansive growth the organization

experienced at the end of the 19th century. (Still p. 425-426; Encyclopedia

837; 2/15/1925,Britannica MJ 3/2/1927, 10/13/1935, 11/11/1959; MSP.
5/5/1930, 3/31/1945; Unidentified clipping MPL 1/16/1944, 2/10/1946).

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

General Overview

Social movements reflective of broader national developments, such as

women's suffrage and temperance, had their adherents in the Central Business

District as far back as the 1850s. They were not particularly effective in

engendering local or state legislation although they did serve an important

consciousness-raising function for the citizenry.

suffrage movement was the stronger of the two and state activities seemed to

have centered around Milwaukee. It is to the suffragettes, moreover, that the

credit can go for having Wisconsin be the first state legislature to ratify

the U.S. Constitutional Amendment granting women the right to vote in 1919.

Local intellectual societies, popular from the 1870s to 1890s, provided open

If anything, the women's
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forums for the debate of local issues and ultimately had a strong impact on

municipal legislation as they evolved into well run service organizations.

Women 's Suffrage Movement

On June 10, 1919 Wisconsin was the first state to ratify the U.S.

Constitutional amendment granting women the right to vote. The state had had

no prior provision for women's suffrage although the issue had been debated

from the beginning of Wisconsin's statehood in 1848. Perhaps of greatest

importance in these early years was the publication of the state's first

women's suffrage paper Die Frauen Zeitung. Begun in the spring of 1852 by the

free-thinking poet-educator Madame Mathilde Franziska Anneke, the paper was to

have been printed using the facilities of the Wisconsin Banner. Opposition

from male typesetters over Anneke's preference for female compositors led to

the use of the Volksfreund's facilities instead. After only six editions,

Anneke transferred her paper to New York then Jersey City where it ran as a

weekly for two and a half years. Following a lull in suffrage activities

during the late 1850s and during the Civil War, women began to passionately

pursue the vote that they had helped achieve for the freed Black slaves but

which was denied to themselves. (Hoeveler p. 15; Gavett p. 7).

A state suffrage convention was organized and held in Milwaukee in

February, 1869. Arranged by Dr. Laura Ross and attorney Lila Peckham, the
convention featured such national leaders as Mary A. Livermore, Susan B.

Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton who spoke to the crowds and inspired the

formation of local groups espousing suffrage. Milwaukee hosted a second

in June of 1880 as part of a series of midweststate-wide convention
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conventions held that sunnier by such national leaders as Susan B. Anthony,

Mrs. Stanton, and Lillie Devereaux Blake among others. Delegates were present

from twenty-five statewide associations.

Eventually Milwaukee was to serve as headquarters for the offices of

Colby-Abbot Building at 330 East Mason) (MI 145-25) which served as a base

from which the activists lobbied the state legislature. In 1913 the two

organizations united under the name of the earlier organization. Activities

included the distribution of literature purchased from the National American

Woman Suffrage Association, speeches at county and state fairs and regular

correspondence with some hundred statewide newspapers including German and

Polish publications. Milwaukee formed part of

marchers sent to Chicago in 1916 to participate in a major suffrage parade

conducted to impress delegates of the National Republican Convention being

held there. During World War I the Wisconsin Woman's Suffrage Association

assisted with food conservation, Americanization, the Red Cross, Liberty Loan

drives and relief operations. Following the years of ceaseless lobbying,

Wisconsin delegates in Congress finally voted in favor of women's suffrage and

the final in Congress May 19, 1919passage on

ratification on August 26, 1920. (Bruce Volume I, p. 565-569).

The Temperance Movement

The Temperance Movement had relatively little overall impact in the

The

two prominent organizations, the Wisconsin Woman's Suffage Association (formed 

1885) and the Political Equity League (established 1912 and located in the

for that matter, Milwaukee as a whole.

a contingent of Wisconsin

Central Business District or,

1 ead to and ultimate
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vociferous outcries, press editorials and mass meetings did not alter the

city's political or social structure but did bring the scientific, social and

political implications of alcohol abuse to the attention of the public and

therefore served an important consciousness raising function.

Prior to the Civil War, agitation toward the regulation of the liquor

trade was not unknown in Milwaukee. Adherents were generally English-speaking

who comprised the majorityresidents of

Catholics and Protestants alike participated. The first temperance

organization in Milwaukee was established in the winter of 1842 and named the

Wisconsin Catholic Abstinence Society. It was organized under the auspices of

Rev. Martin Kundig who was then pastor of St. Peter's Church. (see Religion)

the group's first president and Solomon Juneau the firstKundig served as

Kundig established similar branches throughoutvice- president. many

Wisconsin and the groups appeared active into the late 1840s. The Wisconsin

Catholic Abstinence Society's public activities consisted of worship services

The WCAS did not remain the only temperance groupand marches through town.

followed byCentral Business District. the Washingtonin the

Temperance Society (1844) and the Sons of Temperance, organized statewide in

May, 1846 and introduced locally in August of 1846. By 1855 the Sons of

Temperance had two branches in the city. (Ring p. 105; Milwaukee City

Directories 1847-1848 p. 66 and 1854-1855 p. 329).

Perhaps the most significant of the nineteenth century temperance

groups to establish themselves in the Central Business District were the Good

Tempi ars.

the city's earliest settlers.

It was
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Founded in 1851 in Utica, New York, the Templars strove to realize

two goals—the securing of personal abstinence from alcohol on the part of its

members, and obtaining government prohibition of the manufacture and sale of

intoxicating liquors and spirits. done through moral suasion,

educational campaigns, and the provision of an institutional alternative to

the saloon in the form of Templar meeting halls. The group was established in

in theWisconsin formation of lodge in Sheboygan Falls.a

Milwaukee's first lodge, Queen City Lodge #94, first appears in the city

directory for 1859-1860 and met at Bowman's Block. 1861 there were fiveBy

such lodges, four of which met in the Central Business District. By 1875 the

Templars were the only temperance group listed in the Milwaukee directories.

Membership was open to all, women and children included; and perhaps this fact

along with the group's proselytizing attitude explains the Templars phenomenal

In 1856, the organization had slightly over 500 members in the Stategrowth.

Four years later that figure had increased over twelvefold toof Wisconsin.

7,134; and at the close of the Civil War, Wisconsin membership hovered around

the 10,000 mark largely concentrated in the southeastern portion of the

(Brownsword 1960; Nesbit p. 356; Milwaukee City Directories).state.

The Temperance movement, despite the large membership in the Good

Templars, was not overtly active in the Central Business District imnediately

following the Civil War and only experienced a resurgeance in the 1870s and

1880s. In 1874 a mass meeting of the city's women residents took place at the

Spring Street Methodist Church (see Religion) and resulted in the formation of

the Women's Temperance Following this event,Band. temperance activities

their and much publicized instepped up the Newwerepace press.

organizations were formed including the B.I.T.A., Cream City Temple of Honor

This was

1854 with
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#73, Excelsior Degree Temple, St. Abstinence Society, the

Catholic Milwaukee C.T.A. Society and the Women's Christian Temperance Union

established in 1889. Common to a majority of these organizations was the fact

that women constituted the core of support. Meetings were generally religious

and evangelical in nature. The pledge ceremony, during which individuals came

of alcohol, frequently accompanied public

meetings and lectures. Most of Milwaukee's groups did not favor outright

prohibition, however, but actively worked through the local YMCA and their own

members to provide clothing, food and shelter for the habitual drunkards.

Local activity inspired the formationtemperance non-temperance

Citizen's League in 1883 which was comprised of middle class professionals who

worked to prevent the sale of liquor to minors. The Citizen's League was not

opposed to alcohol consumption per se but saw the proliferation of saloons and

drinking by minors to be social evil that contributed to crime anda

Temperance activity likewise entered Milwaukee politics throughcorruption.

of John M. Stowell who became mayor in 1882. A temperance

advocate, Stowell refused liquor licences to saloons he considered nuisances

thereby touching off a controversy that pitted the power of the Common Council

against that of the mayor's office. Although Stowell lost in the courts,

Milwaukee citizens later voted overwhelmingly to double license fees for

saloons, hopefully weeding out the most undesireable gin mills. (Ring p.

98-105).

By the turn of the century fervent temperance activity on a local

level had subsided. The Good Templars were reduced to one branch in the

Central Business District on East Wells Street. The Crystal Spring Lodge #553

Wisconsin the

the person

of the

Women's Christian

forward to renounce their use

John's Total

Avenue andhad offices at Second and
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Conflicts and

tensions over goals and methodology, total abstinence versus licensing of

sales, left the cohesive plan of cooperative action.

Likewise the substantial German population and the number of powerful brewing

interests effectively prevented local prohibition ordinances. The National

Prohibition Act of 1920 took away the purpose for most of these organizations

that remained. Following prohibition's repeal in 1933 the WCTU was the sole

into the 1940s but meeting outside the Central

(Milwaukee City Directories).Business District.

Agricultural Movements

Milwaukee's pl ayedCentral Business District role inno any

agricultural movements in either the nineteenth twentieth centuries.or

Agriculture was never a factor in the area's development since commercial,

industrial and residential activity were of primary importance.

Intellectual Societies

Intellectual societies were once numerous in the Central Business

District and a necessary complement to the life of many a self-respecting

educated person. Their existence dates back to the late 1830s with the

Milwaukee Lyceum and groups tended to fall into two categories: those that

concentrated on more literary pursuits and those that provided open forums for

the discussion of social issues.

survivor, lingering on well

Temperance Union continued to meet but at members' homes.

groups without a
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The 1iterary-oriented societies were often patronized by the city's

Examples are the Curran Literary

Society, the Alphabet Club, the Shakespeare Club and Literary Association of

Wisconsin. The Curran Literary Society began in the winter of 1866-1867 and

evolved from an amateur dramatic society to one that studied oratory and

1iterature. As the group's meeting place moved about downtown its name was

Meeting places included St. Gall's Hall

(Second and Michigan Streets), St. Peter's Church (northwest corner of Jackson

and State Streets), Sivyer's Hall and Curry's Hall (Second and Wisconsin).

The group disbanded around 1875. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 569; Gregory,

volume II p. 1079). The Alphabet Club was organized in January, 1872 at the

Newhall House Hotel. Membership was open to men and women and meetings

consisted of original compositions done in imitation of designated authors.

Eventually declamation, readings and brought into

Meetings took place at the residences of members which includedprograms.

such prominent east siders as Captain Irving M. Bean at 1216 North Propsect.

(MI 139-24) (Gregory, volume II p. 1074).The group disbanded by 1881. The

Shakespeare Club began in the 1870s and was the first of several later clubs

devoted to the study of the bard. Although it originated on the South Side,

meetings after 1878 took place at the John M. Stowell residence on Jefferson

Street. The group survived about fifteen years. (Gregory, volume II P.

1080-1081 ) The Li terary Association of Wisconsin short-1ivedwas a

organization during the mid-1890s whose membership consisted of authors
throughout the state. (MI )

These literary groups

tended to disappear by the turn of the century as the novelty of club member

Meetings took place in the Iron Block.

(Gregory, volume II p. 1018; Milwaukee City Directory)

changed from East Side Literary Society to West Side Literary Society to, 

finally, Curran Literary Society.

elite and admitted both men and women.

music were the cl ub
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presentations began to pall and the socially prominent began to patronize more

purely social organizations.

The intellectual societies that concentrated on more scientific and

civic issues would ultimately contribute the most to Milwaukee's welfare as

they evolved into the important service that accomplished muchgroups

municipal reform from the 1920s to the 1960s.

The Milwaukee Lyceum the earliestwas among groups,

established in January, 1839. Original officers included Dr. Lucius I.

Barber, Hans Crocker and J.A. Lapham. The meetings brought together most of

the educated persons of the city and resulted in the establishment of a

natural history museum in 1842. Members collected specimens and meetings

revolved around the discussion of social and political problems. The group

several years when many of the early members left the

(Gregory, volume II p. 1076).Milwaukee area.

Perhaps the most significant and certainly the longest lived of the

intellectual societies was the Freie Gemeinde. The society was founded in

1867 by a group of leading Milwaukee German-American intellectuals to provide

forum for progressive thought.a

Thinkers." The Society vigorously opposed religious and political dogma and

encouraged radical intellectuals and social activists to lecture in Milwaukee.

Among the many distinguished guest speakers were Robert Ingersoll, Clarence

events were held by the society in the Italianate style structure that served

Darrow, Margaret Sanger, Emma Goldman and Milwaukee educator Peter Engelmann. 

In addition to debates and lectures, parties, dances, theatrical and musical

The name of the Society means "Free

of these

disbanded after
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as their headquarters from 1870 to 1923. Located at North Fourth and West

the hall was also used for meetings of civic, social and laborState Streets,

organizations. When the structure was sold by the Society and demolished in

make for the present Milwaukee Journal Building, the Freieway

Gemeinde moved to new quarters, Jefferson Hall, at 2617 West Fond du Lac

Avenue. The Freie Gemeinde Society remained active through the 1960s but

to changing intellectualsuccumbed andtastes

disbanded in 1977.

The Liberal Club was a free-wheeling often boisterous organization

that offered an open platform to speakers on contemporary issues. Subjects

ranged from the evils of tobacco to women's suffrage. Meetings were open to

the general public and the speaker's premises were subject to debate. The

organization met for into the 1890s and usedover

HallSeverance's in the Conroy Block, Milwaukee Street.

(Gregory Volume II p. 1081-1083). (MI 142-31)

The Milwaukee League began circa 1877 and initially was comprised

of attorneys and an occasional newspaper man but gradually allowed members

from different professions. Known for its professionally prominent and brainy

members which numbered over forty, the Milwaukee League featured regular

speakers followed by an open debate of the issue. The group dissolved after

1894. A reunion of old members in 1904 led to the formation of the Sunset

Dinners and

As the group moved more

and more toward the development of civic consciousness it too disbanded when

members formed the City Club in 1909 (see Service and Social Groups).

Club which sponsored speakers on social and political issues, 

meetings were held in the various downtown hotels.

twenty-five years

and social

1923 to

725-727 North

in the 1970s
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recent of the intellectualMost

Early meetings took

By 1931 membership had grown so large that quarters were obtained atAvenue.

the Republican Hotel on Third and Kilbourn. (see Commerce-Hotels) Members

consisted of freethinkers from the Freie Gemeinde and those interested in

1iterature, politics and other topics. Speakers on religion, psychiatry,

philosophy, communism, heard. Lectures were

followed by a question and answer period which often became boisterous and

spirited since topics were generally controversial. The club continued to

thrive during the depression, numbering fifty members, but dissolved in the

late 1930s as members moved away and dropped out. P.

49-55).

HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

General Overview

The Central Business District's historical importance in the field of

health and social services lay in the fact that it served as the point of

origin for many institutions which later relocated to outlying sections of the

The state's first non-military hospital, St. Mary's, began here as wellcity.

as major facilities for orphans, delinquent teenage girls, the homeless and

the elderly. German and Jewish immigrants also were assisted through special

organizations devoted to their welfare. Increasing commercialization downtown

led many institutions to seek the fresher air and more spacious accommodations

at the city's furthest limits. The West Side, for example, became the center

Club founded in 1930 by bookseller Harry W. Schwartz.

place at his Downer Avenue bookshop then moved to a speak-easy on Reservoir

fascism and literature were

societies was the Tuesday Night

(Schwartz "Tuesday"
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for many of the city's major hospitals which still provide service today.

northern boundary of the city. Of the diverse institutions once located in

- Hospitals and Health Care Facilities -

St. John's Infirmary

St. John's Infirmary had the distinction of being the oldest non

military hospital in Wisconsin opening its doors to patients of all religious

and medical persuasions on November 12, 1848. It was run by the Sisters of

Local physicians treated patients there

for free. The modest two-story frame building at the southeast corner of

Jackson and Wells Streets was soon left for better premises on Van Buren
In 1852 the infirmary moved once again,Street. to a two-story house on

Jefferson Street which had belonged to Henni and which had been used as

Bishop's College. (see Education) The cold, damp building served patients

for six years while area residents complained of possible contagion. The

infirmary also served as a national Marine Hospital as early as 1850 and cared

under a federal government subsidy. In 1857 the city

donated to the sisters three acres of former pesthouse land at the Northpoint

Fundraising took place in 1858 and a new brick building was completedarea.

on the site in 1859. St. John's Infirmary then left the Central Business

District and was renamed St. Mary's Hospital. It continues in operation today

Charity of the Order of St. Joseph who had come to Milwaukee from Maryland at 

the request of Bishop Martin Henni.

the Central Business District only one remains in operation today, St. Anthony 

Hospital.

Other institutions situated themselves around the North Point area, once the

for ailing seamen
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146;P-
Shoemaker and Jones p. 107).

Johnston Emergency Hospital

Johnston Emergency Hospital organized by members of Bartlettwas

Clinical Club in 1888 and located in the old police station of 1857 on the

west side of Broadway between Mason and Wells Streets (see Government). The

operation was funded by donations solicited from local businessmen, patients

and friends. Banquets and balls were also sponsored as fundraisers.

In 1892 the city decided to take over the hospital and support it by

way of municipal funds. Trustees were appointed by the mayor and Dr. louis

Financier John Johnston donated a parcel of land

of West Michigan Street for the construction of

facility with the stipulation that the city build a hospital there within two

After considering a number of plans those of local architects Kimballyears.

and Moller were selected. The new three story chateauesque structure was

completed in the summer of 1894 and had a capacity of 35 beds. It remained in

use, treating thousands of patients per year, until the county opened its new

emergency facility at 2430 West Wisconsin Avenue in 1928. After several years

of vacancy Johnston Emergency Hospital was razed and replaced with a parking

lot. (Frank p. 156; Milwaukee City Directory).

The Elms Hospital for Women

Frank was elected president, 

in the 300 block a new

The Elms Hospital was founded in 1888 by members of the Bartlett

as one of the city's major hospitals. (Gregory p. 995; Frank
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Clinical Club as a specialty institution for women. It was set up under the

control of a partnership consisting of Drs. Ernest Copeland, Arthur J. Puls,

Samuel W. French and Harriet Sercombe. For three years the facility operated

out of the former Gerlach residence at Eighth and Juneau Streets. Nursing

staff was provided by students from the Wisconsin Training School for Nurses

and in 1890 the hospital organized its own nursing school, the Elms Hospital

for Women Training School for Nurses. In 1892 the hospital relocated to the

Ethical Society Building on Jefferson Street occupied in part by the Milwaukee

Society, theMedical of the Bartlett Clinical Club. (seenew name

Professional Organizations) In 1893 the training school incorporated and

furnished for Milwaukee County Hospital Milwaukee Children'sandnurses

The Elms moved out of the Central Business District to FarwellHospi tai.

(Frank p. 160-161).Avenue in 1894 then disbanded in 1895.

Trinity Hospital

Trinity Hospital was founded in 1890 by Dr. William E. Earles and Dr.

W. H. Neilson and occupied a former residence at the southeast corner of Ninth

and Wells. The increased number of patients resulted in the construction of a

Famous for its medical schoolcompletely new facility on the site in 1897.

and nurses' training, the instituti on became

University in 1907 and was fully taken over by Marquette in 1912. The 100-bed

general hospital and Free Dispensary remained in operation until 1930 when it

was condemned by the city and razed for future library and museum expansion. 

(Hamilton p. 318; Frank p. 161-162).

affiliated with Marquette
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Wisconsin General Hospital

Wisconsin General Hospital was established in 1891 primarily through

the efforts of Mrs. E. Abbot who had organized the Wisconsin Training School

for Nurses in 1888. Property was purchased on Seventh Street and student

nurses were supplied by the Wisconsin Training School for Nurses. In 1899 the

A proposal to the

Children's Free Hospital to take over the facility was not accepted and it was

ultimately rented to the Wisconsin Training School for Nurses. The facility

closed again in 1903 and was subsequently rented by the city for the care of

contagious diseases under the name of Isolation Hospital No. 2. By 1916 the

property had become the site of the well-known Carpenter Baking Company.

(Frank p. 162-163; Conard p. 248-249; Milwaukee City Directory).

Knowlton Hospital and Training School for Nurses

The Knowlton Hospital and Training School for Nurses was founded by a

Miss Knowlton and Dr. N. A. Gray in June, 1901. It was located in the former

Rock residence in the 800 block of West Michigan Street and served as a

private General Hospital with a 50-bed capacity.

three years and admission was contingent upon a high school diploma. In 1909

the hospital changed its name to Columbia Hospital. Planning for a large

modern facility began in 1913 and in 1918 the hospital moved to the northwest

corner of Hartford and Maryland Avenues where it remains today as one of the

city's major health The old premises were subsequently

(Frank p. 166; Milwaukee City Directory).

turned over to the Milwaukee Maternity and General Hospital which occupied the 

site through 1929.

care facilities.

Nurses' training lasted

institution closed, encumbered by a $6,000 mortgage.
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St. Anthony Hospital

St. Anthony Hospital is the Central Business District's most recent

health care facility, located at 1004 North Tenth Street. (MI 152-16) An

outgrowth of the St. Benedict the Moor Mission (see Religion) the Capuchins in

1931 opened a modest five story hospital building dedicated to St. Anthony and

designed by E. Brielmaier and Sons. Additions to the structure were made over

the years and in 1966 ownership of the hospital

parish to an independent non-profit organization. In November, 1973 work

began on a new outpatient diagnostic/treatment addition at Tenth and Highland

1975,Avenue. Completed in

architectural firms Mark. F. Pfaller Associates Inc. and Wenzel-Zol1er-Gunn 4

St. Anthony's continues to provide emergency services and

(Latus and Young Downtown Milwaukee p. 107-108).

Fowle Hospital and Radium Hospital

other small scale hospitalsTwo serviced the Central Business

District, Fowle Hospital and Radium hospital. The former was a short-lived

facility founded by Dr. Irving H. Fowle at the corner of Cass and Ogden in

1910 and had a 21-bed capacity. The Radium Hospital specialized in radium

therapy and was established by Doctors Oscar Strauss and J. N. Daniels in

1914. The 20-bed facility was located in the former Richardsonian Revival

style Julius Klauser residence on Cass Street between State and Juneau. In

1916 the hospital had been renamed Roosevelt Hospital and was under the

directorship of Dr. Frederick N. Sauer. In 1926 the hospital closed and the

general hospital care in addition to alcohol and drug abuse assistance and a 

foot health center.

Associates, Ltd.

was transferred from the

the new center was the work of two local
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building converted into a rooming house. It has since been razed. (Frank p.

174; Milwaukee City Directory).

The Milwaukee Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Wisconsin Eye and Ear Infirmary

In addition to the general hospitals and facilities for women, the

Central Business District also had two specialized clinics for the treatment

of eye and ear problems. The Milwaukee Eye and Ear Infirmary was established

in 1870, incorporated in 1872 and was located at Second and Wisconsin Avenue.

A private institution, free treatment

referred by county or city doctors. The facility operated into the 1880s.

(Frank p. 149; Milwaukee City Directory).

Henry Harpke as assistant surgeon. Bartlett had

attended medical college in New York City and Europe and in 1873 returned to

the continent to study eye and ear diseases. The High Victorian Gothic style

clinic was located in the 700 block of Jefferson Street and was built in 1877

according to the plans of architect George Mygatt. The $20,000 three story

town house served as Bartlett's residence as well as a 40-bed clinic. Poor

patients were treated free of charge. The clinic building was razed in 1911

for expanding business demands and the site is today a parking lot. (Gregory

p. 975; Milwaukee Illustrated p. 115; Frank p. 150; MS 10/21/1877 8/1).

Visiting Nurse Association

The Visiting Nurse Association was incorporated on June 10, 1907 by

The Wisconsin Eye and Ear Infirmary was organized in 1877 by Dr.

Edwin Bartlett with Dr.

was nevertheless provided to those
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Boyd, William Austin Smith and Marietta Tweedy to provide medicalSarah M.

services for the sick poor and school children. From 1937 through 1955 the

VNA had offices in the former T.A. Chapman residence at 1038 North Marshall

Street (razed) (see Commerce and Notable Persons). Today the organization has

three offices and services include home physical therapy,area care,

occupational therapy, mobile meals, hospice home care and light housekeeping.

One branch office is located in the Central Business District at 795 North Van

Buren (MI 137-31) (Frank p. 213; Yellow Pages 1984 p. 842).

- Humanitarian Institutions -

Home for the Friendless

The Home for the Friendless was organized by local women in October,

1867 to provide a temporary home for friendless and destitute women and

children. Permanent quarters were acquired on Van Buren Street in 1869. The

institution was supported by voluntary contributions together with some State

and County aid. The nondenominational shelter provided care for local women

as well as those from out of state and assisted in job placement, adoption,

travel expenses and the securing of permanent lodgings. Women of limited

means were allowed to board at the Home for a minimal fee while seeking

empl oyment. During its first thirteen years the shelter took in over 4,000

women and 1 ,000 children. It remained in operation in the 600 block of Van

Buren until the mid-1970s when it relocated to 1029 North Marshall and became

known as the Friendship House which is still in operation today. (History of

Milwaukee 1881 p. 989-990; Milwaukee City Directory).
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Sailor's Home/Bethel Home

The Bethel Home was organized in August, 1868 by the Wisconsin

auxiliary to the American Seaman's Friend

Society. Earlier work among Seamen had been conducted by the Bethel Union and

consisted of the distribution of religious tracts and bibles and the holding

of prayer meetings. The Milwaukee organization, patterning itself after an

earlier society in Cleveland, Ohio, purchased an old hotel at the foot of

Milwaukee Street in the Third War to provide clean beds, wholesome food and

reasonable amusements for sailors at a moderate price. A self-supporting

Home considered itself a philanthropic but not

1885 Plymouth Congregational Church took over thecharitable enterprise. In

mission portion of the Seaman's Friend Society and opened quarters on Broadway

near Buffalo Street out of which it operated a Sunday school and kindergarten.

When the disastrous Third Ward Fire of 1892 destroyed their building and

dispersed the children the mission work Paul 's

Episcopal Church. In later years a full scale congregation developed, St.

George Episcopal Church, which relocated to Twelfth and Center Streets in

1912. (History of Milwaukee 1881 993-994; Paul'sSt.P.
Episcopal Church n.p.).

The Wisconsin Industrial School for Girls

streets following the severe winter of 1874. A small building was rented on

Michigan Street and a day school opened. Two months later the State legis-

The Wisconsin Industrial School for Girls was organized in February, 

1875 by local women concerned at the high number of vagrant children in the

Seaman's Friend Society as an

institution, the Sailor's

Flucke p. 30;

was turned over to St.
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lature authorized industrial schools for the manual training of youngsters and

the local facility was reorganized as the Milwaukee Industrial School. A

larger building was acquired on Jackson Street and provided residential care

and instruction for delinquent girls under sixteen and boys under ten years of

In 1878 the State legislature appropriated money for a larger facilityage.

and the city donated eight acres at Northpoint for the site. Now renamed the

Wisconsin Industrial School for Girls since it accepted inamtes from across

the state, the institution subsequently left the Central Business District to

occupy its new E. T. Mix-designed facility where it remained in operation for

several decades. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 987-988).

Wfsconsin Humane Society

The Wisconsin Humane Society was founded December 5, 1879 following

inspirational talk to the local Fortnightly Club by George T. Angell,an

president of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals and vice president of the American Humane Society. The Wisconsin

Humane Society had as its objectives the prevention of cruelty to animals,

children, criminals and defective and dependent people. The organization used

existing laws to enforce its objectives plus embarked on educating youth to

the morality of humane treatment of all General consciousnesscreatures.

raising for the public was also undertaken. Early concerns focused on the

humane treatment of livestock enroute to market, horses and children. Small

animals such as dogs and cats did not become the society's chief concern until

the 1920s due to the influence of such local humanitarians as Lenore Cawker.

Offices of the Humane Society were located in the Central Business District

from its founding to the 1920s and moved about from Wisconsin Avenue to
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Broadway to Milwaukee Street and to the Colby-Abbot Building. (MI 145-25) A

small animal shelter was located on South Tenth Street by 1926 and offices

Milwaukee Rescue Mission

The Milwaukee Rescue Mission was established in 1893 following a

city-wide, month-long Evangelistic Revival conducted by Rev. B. Fay Mills at

the old Exposition Building. Interest in continuing the spirit of the revival

resulted in a meeting at the Grand Avenue Methodist Church and involved

practically all the non-Lutheran Protestant denominations in the city. With a

Wells between Second and Third Streets. Described as a "church in overalls",
an

problem and to bring as many of the down and outers to Godalcohol as

possible. Meals, clothing and shelter were offered to those men who showed up

Early financial and personnel problems were

resolved by 1906 and the Rescue Mission began to consider a permanent home.

Plans mission structure met with area

businessmen and neighbors who objected to the clientele and feared for the

safety of their property and their female employees. In 1910, however, the

mission succeeded in erecting a permanent, four-story building at 1023 North

Fifth Street designed by the local firm of Leenhouts and Guthrie. So

successful did the new facility become that it was paid off in a matter of

promise of pledge money for operation, the Rescue Mission officially opened a 

128-bed facility on May 15th in rented quarters on the north side of West

subsequently moved to 4151 North Humboldt Avenue, its present headquarters. 

(History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 994; Palmer "Lenore H. Cawker" p. 47; Milwaukee 

City Directory).

to build a new

at the mission's doorstep.

the goal was to help homeless, indigent men, particularly those with

resistance from
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eight years. Major remodeling in 1978 has completely altered the facade (MI

149-22) but was necessitated by the separation of the brick veneering from the

main portion of the building.

new site at Water and Erie Streets and decided to remain on Fifth Street. (MS

10/12/1963, 11/13/1978; MJ 5/24/1968).

demands.

Bible and sewing classes. Druing World War II the Mission housed several

hundred Blacks from Barbados who had come to the city to work in the local war

industries. Currently the Mission offers voluntary religious services, Bible

study, personal counseling and an employment service. Efforts are made to

bring men to a religious persuasion through subtle rewards such as better

and dining facilities and easier access to recreational facilities.rooms,

Accommodations for up to 252 men remain free for those who cannot pay and a

minimal charge is made for those who can pay something. Since December, 1982

the Rescue Mission has operated a Christian Family Center at the old Wells

Junior High School (formerly State Normal School

Technical School) at 819 North Nineteenth Street. There the Mission conducts

Sunday and weekly worship services, Sunday School classes and teen acti titles

and eventually wants food pantry and clothing distribution

Since its founding, the Rescue Mission has been supported mainlycenter.

through annual public subscription and the assistance of local Protestant

churches.

With the cancellation of city redevelopment 

plans for the area in the late 1970s, the Rescue Mission gave up a potential

Over the years the Mission's focus has adapted to meet the changing

In 1918 a women and children's department was established to provide

It receives no Federal, State, County or City aid. (MS 10/12/1963, 

10/9/1972, 11/13/1978, 10/2/1982, 11/26/1982, 11/27/1982; MJ 5/21/1968).

to operate a

and Girl's Trade and
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The Jewish Community Center

The Jewish Community Center was a successor to the earl ier Settlement

House and Abraham Lincoln House, which had been located at the heart of Jewish

settlement in Brewers Hill. The community center opened in 1931 at the former

University High School 1025 North Milwaukee Street. (MI 142-23) (see

Educati on) Direct relief to new Jewish immigrants was replaced with programs

that included dramatics, musicales, sports and social activities. The center

also provided child guidance clinics, vocational assistance and an employment

It also operated an Americanization program for the German Jews whobureau.

emigrated to this country in the 1930s. After twenty four years of community

the Central District,service in Business the Jewish Community Center

relocated to a new facility on the lakefront in 1955. (Swichkow p. 33).

NURSING HOMES

St John's Home

St. John's Episcopal Home was organized by Bishop Jackson Kemper in

1868 to provide shelter for women and children but it gradually evolved into a

nursing home for old ladies. Originally located in the 300 block of West

Michigan Street, the facility moved to Van Buren in 1869 and in 1877 a High

Victorian Gothic structure was built in the 1200 block of North Cass Street.

(MI 137-23) It remained in use until

recent years when a new facility was constructed on Prospect Avenue. (f£
5/13/1923 p. 11; Milwaukee City Directory)

That structure was replaced in 1923 with a Georgian Revival building designed 

by the firm of Kirchhoff and Rose.
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ORPHANAGES

St Rose’s Orphan Asylurn

Rose's Orphan Asylum was unofficially established in May, 1848St.

Cathedral School. The institution was offically chartered in December of 1850

and the nuns' residence served as the orphanage for the early years. The home

was supported chiefly by contributions from English-speaking Catholics and

housed local destitute female orphan children, chiefly of Catholic faith,

although those of other denominations and from other locales were admitted

when the occasion arose. From 1853 to 1888 the orphanage was located in a

handsome Greek Revival building designed by Victor Schulte to adjoin St.

John's Cathedral on Van Buren Street. An identical building flanked the

Cathedral on the south and served as the Bishop's residence. In 1888 the

institution left the Central new orphanage was

the Northpoint area. (History of Milwaukee 1881 991;P.

O'Hearn p. 87, 201).

Milwaukee Orphan Asylum

The Milwaukee Orphan Asylum was organized in January of 1850 by

menbers of the Ladies Benevolent Society of Milwaukee. The institution was

maintained by voluntary subscriptions and the first quarters were in a rented

house. In 1853 a $4,500 building was constructed Street and

subsequently enlarged several times. In the spring of 1869 the institution

when Bishop Henni brought an orphaned infant to the Sisters of Charity of St. 

Vincent de Paul who had come to Milwaukee to instruct girls at St. John's

on Marshall

Business District when a

constructed in
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purchased the house and grounds of Wallace Pratt for $15,000. Located at the

foot of East Juneau Avenue, the former Pratt residence provided care for an
average of 55 children per year. The Milwaukee Orphan Asylum occupied these

quarters for nearly twenty years and in 1888/1889 moved to a new facility in

the North Point area at the corner of North and Prospect Avenues. The former

orphanage building has since been remodeled into apartments and, until

recently, housed a locally well known Greek restaurant. It is currently

addressed at 1236 East Juneau Avenue (MI 135-36) (History of Milwaukee 1881 P.

990; Milwaukee City Directory).

St. Aemilianum Orphan Asylum

St Aemilianum’s was founded in 1849 for the support and education of

orphan boys. The home was located on Van Buren near Wells and by 1855 was

caring for 36 younsters. Within a few years the orphanage relocated outside

the Central Business District to the town of Lake, then three miles south of

(Milwaukee City Directory 1854-1855, p. 324 and 1857-1858,the city limits.

p. 314).

The Infants Home

The Infants Home was an adoption agency begun in 1882 by local

Protestant women for the care of orphaned infants under the age of two. The

original quarters were on Wells Street between Marshall and Cass Streets.

Although successful adoption procedures kept the number of infants below ten

on the average, the board of directors embarked on the construction of a

larger facility in 1884. The new two story Queen Anne structure, designed by
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Mix and Co., was located on Jefferson Street north of the old First

Baptist Church on land donated by Charles Colby and Ephraim Mariner. (see

Rel i gi on) Residential the

The Infants Home remained at this location through 1903 then relocatedso on.

to Prospect Avenue near the Northpoint area. (MS 5/11/1884 10/7; Milwaukee

City Directory).

- LABOR MOVEMENTS -

General Introduction

The evolution of organized labor constitutes one of the more complex

chapters in the history of the Central Business District. Labor movements

necessarily parallel the development of industry itself and grew from the

small individual trade unions to the giant international organizations that

today coordinate the activities of millions of workers. Labor's story is one

of cyclical violence, concessions, progress and backlash and is indisolubly

linked to the fluctuations of the economy. As a generalization it can be said

that Business for

demonstrations through the 1870s and that later displays of picketing and mass

assembly took place to the south and southwest as employers moved to larger

Business headquarters and labor meetings, however, tended to remainquarters.

downtown as did labor parades, and popular gathering spots included Casino

Hall at Seventh and State Streets (site of UW-Extension today), Freie Gemeinde

Hall at Fourth and State Streets (razed), Brisbane Hall at Sixth and Juneau

Avenue (razed), the Commercial Building at 318 West State Street (MI 161-12)

featured laundry and 

hospital rooms in addition to the standard parlor, dining room, bedrooms and

E. T.

new home

District wasthe Central the location active labor

in character,
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and the Lipps Building at 1103 North Third Street. (MI 148-22)

Early Labor Organizations 1840s-1850s

Milwaukee's earliest labor unions date from the late 1840s when

industry began to emerge as a major activity in the Central Business District.

Unions were to be found in the skilled trades such as masons and bricklayers,

coopers, shoemakers, ship carpenters, typographers, tailors and cigar makers.

The need to organize was prompted over concerns about wages, hours, piece work

rates, the inclusion of female labor and general working conditions. Strikes,

boycotts and worker co-operatives were the only avenues available to labor in

their fight for liveable wages and better working conditions. As was the case

throughout the country until the 1860s, disputes were often sporadic events

and for the most part unsuccessful since the unions were local bodies and

disputes often involved a single employer. The first successful strike was

staged by the Ship Carpenters and Caulkers Association in September, 1848

against Captain George Barber's shipyard, then located on the west bank of the

Milwaukee River between Clybourn and St. Paul Avenue (see Industry). Although

the gains were not permanent, employees did get reduced hours, increased wages

and a restriction in the number of apprentices taken on. (Gavett p. 5-6).

In these pre-Civil War years numerous strikes occurred throughout a

variety of businesses from cabinet making to cigar manufacturing. On July 11,

1853 some 300 to 400 German employees of the LaCrosse and Milwaukee Railroad

gathered at the company's offices at the southeast corner of Plankinton and

Wisconsin Avenues to demand back pay which had not been forthcoming from the

contractor. AA riot ensued when company officials refused to pay the men.
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store window was broken, Mayor Walker was hit in the head with a shovel and

brickbats flew as firemen turned water on the crowd and men were arrested.

Mayor Walker resolved the conflict that night by declaring that the railroad

would pay the workers out of money owed to the unscrupulous contractor. Those

who had been arrested were freed and a jubilant parade ensued. Another

violent outbreak occurred on September 15, 1858 at Stronach and Company's

lumber yard on Erie Street. Unpaid workers assaulted the company's office,

smashed furniture and seized one of the partners to whom they threatened

violence if they did not get paid. Arrests broke up the crowd but the company

filed no charges against workers. The first case of multi-employer bargaining

took place in the Central Business District as well when journeymen tailors

attempted to standardize pay among the numerous tailoring firms. The strikers

met at Military Hall (see Recreation and Entertainment) and followed this up

with a march through the city. They were ultimately unsuccessful but set a

The first strike over the issue of a closed shopprecedent for later groups.

took place in January, 1855 at Bradley and Metcalf's shoe company on today's

North (see Industry) Following this intense periodWater Street. of

activity, the labor movement fall into dormancy until the Civil War.

The most historically significant labor organization established in

this early period was the Typographical Union. It was formed in 1852 by

printers of the Wisconsin (see Coimierce-Information Service)Banner in

opposition to the women compositors and the women's rights slant of Madame

Anneke's Die Frauen Zeitung published the premises.on

sporadic existence until 1859 when it became the first Milwaukee union to have

Opposition to female compositors erupted once again in 1863 and strikers

national affiliation by joining the International Typographical Union as Local 

23.

The union had a
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countered with their own shortlived co-operative newspaper. Typographical 23

temporarily disbanded in 1864 due to enlistments in the army but reorganized

by 1866, this time with female members. This remains the oldest union still

in existence in Milwaukee and is today headquartered in the Germania Building

(MI 153-10)at 135 West Wells Street. (Gavett p. 7, 11-12).

Early Labor Organizations 1860s-1870s

Labor activity underwent a revival in the 1860s prompted by high

inflation during the war years and the introduction of women into the labor

force which was viewed as a threat in traditionally male occupations such as

printing. Strikers were frequently successful in achieving higher wages a

earlier labor organizations discarded their frequently benevolent or social

aspect to 1865-1867,For business

experienced an upswing,

before the war. Some sixteen local unions represented employees from such

various occupations as boilermakers, stone cutters and bell boys. (Gavett p.

10, 13).

Prosperity was followed by a period of depression from 1868-1871 and

labor lost many of its former gains. Strikes failed, unemployment was common

and labor organizing was considerably curtailed. One of the most successful

unions during this time period was the Knights of St. Crispin. A national

organization of shoe factory workers, the Knights established inwere

of Gimbel's today).

Milwaukee on March 1 , 1867 and originally met at the Riverside Building (site 

Newell Daniels originally from Milford, Massachusetts, 

was one of seven area organizers. The organization intended to function as an

unemployment was rare and wages were better than

three years,become more militant.
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union of allindustrial

construction and limit the number of apprentices. In place of strikes, the

Knights of St. Crispin formed three co-operative shops to compete with firms

that did not comply with union demands. Incompetent management and national

defeats in the East brought the group to an end and during the Panic of 1873

the Milwaukee shops were bought by private interests. (Gavett p. 21-22;

Milwaukee County Historical Museum Exhibit on Labor in Milwaukee).

The entry of labor into the political arena began in this era as

well. The Labor Association, inspired byReform the Nati onal Reform

its chief

purpose being agitation for the eight-hour work day. Instrumental in passing

weak state legislation, the movement ultimately collapsed after 1867 when

local employers conceded to the eight-hour work day but reduced wages. The

activity, however, generated the formation of the State Labor Reform party in

1869 with headquarters in Milwaukee and the formation of the Milwaukee Labor

Reform Assembly in October, 1869 which promoted various political reforms.

The Assembly began to dissolve in 1871 following a brief period of economic

prosperity and was last active in 1874. (Gavett p. 14-19).

Later Labor Organizations 1880-1900

Organized labor's most active period began in the 1880s with the

It was

The

return of prosperity and lasted through the turn of the century.

during these two decades that Milwaukee trade unions joined the emerging 

national organizations which gave local labor more leverage in disputes in 

addition to providing much needed assistance during times of strike.

shoe workers and fought to set prices on shoe

Association, was organized in Milwaukee on September 1 , 1865,
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course was not an easy one; suspicion, jealousy and differences in ideology

prevented total cooperation among the numerous unions. Employer backlash was

also persistent and unions frequently had to organize a given industry or

occupation time and again after unsuccessful strikes or disputes broke the

organization at that location. Among the most important groups to emerge at

this time were the Knights of Labor and the American Federation of Labor.

Espousing different philosophies, the two organizations were bitter enemies.

The Knights favored the ultimate establishment of producer's cooperatives

while the AFL pursued wage increases and improved working conditions within

the existing economic order. The AFL was to be the victor in the long run,

forging a successful alliance with the socialist Party and the Progressives at

the turn of the century.

Milwaukee Trades Assembly

The Milwaukee Trades Assembly was an early city federation begun in

July, 1880 and later incorporated under state law. Originated by three

unions, within a year it came to represent more than twenty one member unions

the Cigar Makers,which ranged from Paul Railway Shop Employees,St.

Amal gamated and Steel WorkersIron theto Stonecutters, Brewers and

Shoemakers. The trades Assembly was headquartered in the 800 block of North

Plankinton Avenue. The group's first annual picnic-demonstration was held at

September 4, 1881Gardens the turnout of 2,000andon

participants was said to be the city's largest such labor demonstration seen

In 1881 also the Trades Assembly participated in a nationalup to that date.

conference that created a national labor association which was to later become

promote economicof Labor.the American Federation

the Milwaukee

Al though formed to
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Company (see Industry). With the help of the Democrats, the Trades Assembly

elected John Stowell as mayor on a platform that disavowed radicalism and

appealed to good government reformers. Interest in political affiliation

began to wane, however, and the expense of inaugurating the Volksblatt in 1882

caused internal dissention. Subsequent financial problems, lack of attention

to economic needs and lack of a unifying ideology resulted in the withdrawal

of numerous trades unions and the Trades Assembly dissolved in 1885. (Gavett

p. 41-47).

Knights of Labor

The Order had existed as a

secret society since 1869 but was neither well-known nor overtly active in

order to protect its members from harassment. In 1878 the secrecy element was

abolished and a new preamble advocated the union of all workers. The Knights

spread rapidly across the country due to vigorous newspaper publicity and

organized recruitment. Both skilled and unskilled workers were enrolled. The

Knights were present in Milwaukee in the late 1870s but disbanded in 1883

following unfavorable public reaction to their support of a nation wide strike

of the Brotherhood of Telegraphers. A recession in 1884 and a successful

strike against railroads controlled by Jay Gould in 1885 reversed this

Several

District

Assembly headquarters were located first on Third Street near Highland then at

The Noble Order of the Knights of Labor was one of the city's most 

powerful labor organizations in the mid-1880s.

advances for labor, the Trades Assembly became politically active following 

the bitter Cigar Maker's strike of 1881-1882 directed against Ascherman and

attitude and thousands of worker flocked to join the organization.

assemblies were established in Milwaukee in the winter of 1885-1886.
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the northwest corner of Third and Juneau Avenue. (Gavett p. 48-49).

The Knights reached their pinnacle of national and local power in

1886. In Milwaukee alone there were 42 local assemblies with over 12,000

members. Statewide membership totaled 25,000 while national figures reached

700,000. The Knights advocated producer's cooperatives and more leisure and

social advantages for the working class. They proposed the establishment of

bureaus of labor statistics, equality of pay regardless of sex, the eight-hour

day and the abolution of the contract system on public works, child labor

under fourteen and convict labor contracts. Advocacy of the eight-hour day

touched off a major conflict the first week of May, 1886 which was ultimately

nationwide struggle work er' sof for rights. Knights localspart a

participated in strikes and formed mobs which closed numerous businesses such

as Falk's Brewery, St. Paul Railroad Yards, the E. P. Allis Company and the

Chicago Rolling Mills in Bay View. Union officials were anxious to avoid

association with the rioters and called on members to assist authorities and

aid in lawthe restoration of and When soldiersorder. fired upon

demonstrators at the Bay View Mills, killing or wounding nine persons, all

rioting ceased and public agitation for the eight hour day ended. By the

following year the Knights had lost its fighting zeal and problems arose over

where its jurisdiction ended in relation to that of the unions. It was

suggested by some of the labor press that the Knights should concern itself

with economic and political education and political action while the unions

would handle wage issues. Antagonism with the Federated Trades Council over

the acquisition of locals also was a factor in the Knights decline. By 1889

membership dropped 2,000to and represented fewer than sixteen local
assemblies. The few remaining assemblies either dissolved or joined the ranks
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of the trade unions during the 1890s and after 1896 the Knights were no longer

(Still p. 288-289; Gavett p. 50, 77-79, 82).functioning in Milwaukee.

The Central Labor Union

The Central

successor to the waning Milwaukee Trades Assembly. The organization was born

out of the conflict between the Knights of labor and the local trade unions.

The group was headed by former anarchist Paul Grottkau who came to Milwaukee

at the invitation of brewer Vai Blatz to organize workers under socialism.

The organization was headquartered on North Water Street between Buffalo and

Chicago Streets. Within months the Central Labor Union claimed a membership

of 5,300 including painters, custom shoemakers, cigar makers, metal workers,

butchers and bookbinders. Members of the organization participated in the

mass protests of early May, 1886 when marchers left the Milwaukee Garden to

Sixth Street between State and

Highland Avenue. (see Industry) The group forced the business to shut down

but no violence ensued and workers dispersed. The Central Labor Union leaders

Knights of Labor but despite its almost overnight popularity, the Central

Labor Union collapsed in January, 1887 (Gavett p. 56-57, 77; Milwaukee City

Directory)

Federated Trades Council/AFL

The Federated Trades Council was established by area trade unions to

function as a new central organization in the wake of the defunct Central

as a

congregate at the Brand Stove Factory on

claimed that they were more familiar with local conditions than were the

Labor Union was established on March 31, 1886
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Labor Union. The FTC was formally organized on February 28,1887 by Molders

Local 66, Typographical Local 23 and Cigar Makers Local 25. Early offices

were located on North Plankinton Avenue between Wells and Kilbourn and then at

716 North Second Street. In August it received a charter from the American

Federation of Labor, itself newly reorganized from the Federation of Organized

Trades and Labor Unions. Reaction to over-involvement in politics resulted in

a ban on political discussion although members were free to participate in

to win wage increases and

improved working conditions within the existing economic order and to promote

unity and combat the encroachment of capital. The FTC did not easily attrack

support, however, and after a year had only six member unions. (Gavett p.

77-78; Milwaukee County Historical Society Exhibit on Labor in Milwaukee).

Coalition with the Socialists and People's Party (Populists) led the

FTC toward active involement in municipal and state elections beginning in the

1890s and in 1895 offices moved to 318 West State Street. (MI 161-12)

Socialists took active dominance of the FTC in 1899 when the membership, now

20,000 strong and representing 70 locals, elected an executive committee

composed entirely of socialists including Victor L. Berger. A change in the

FTC's constitution in 1900 reflected Socialist influence. The group now

demanded the collective ownership of all means of production and distribution,

communication and transportation. It also advocated a system of public works,

national insurance for working people, the abol ition and the

introduction of international arbitration. The FTC likewise lent support to

social ist candidates and such social istadopted the Socialpapers as

Democratic Herald and Wisconsin Vorwarts as its own. In 1909 the FTC joined

the Socialists to form the People's Realty Company which built Brisbane Hall

The group's goal waspolitics on their own.

of war
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at the corner of Sixth Street and Juneau Avenue. It was completed in 1911 and

housed the offices of the Socialist Party, the labor paper the Milwaukee

Leader (after 1943 Milwaukee Labor Press) and the offices of the Trades

Council.

(Gavett p. 95-98).

The close cooperation between the FTC and the Socialists ultimately

paid off when Socialists swept the municipal election of 1910. Milwaukee's

first clearly pro-labor administration did much for city reform and together

with the progressive state legislature (1901-1915) involved in

union welfare activities. These activitiesnumerous together with

anti-Social ist factions and agressive empl oyer backlash (employer

associations, injunctions, industrial espionage) did much to weaken the FTC in

the years prior to World War I. During the early years of the war, the FTC

tended to follow the lead of the Socialists who denounced the conflict as an

outgrowth of capitalistic rivalry. The two groups, however, began to shift

away from each other when the FTC was included in the Councils of Defense and

given a voice in determining the conditions and status of labor during the

The FTC was subsequently drawn into awar. to

criticize Victor Berger, later indicted by the U.S. Government under the

Espionage Act. (Gavett p. Ill, 127-130).

The Federated Trades Council and the Socialists did maintain their

alliance,

municipal government and were instrumental

favorable to the unions. The ultimate break came in 1936 when the FTC adopted

Brisbane Hall, named after working class agitator Albert Brisbane, 

also served as a union meeting site and had a bookstore and tobacco counter

however, through the mid-1930s since Socialists played a part in

pro-war stance and came

in the passage of legislation

the FTC
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a new constitution which dropped all Socialist language and planks except for

Symbolically, the FTC moved out of

Brisbane Hall and relocated to the Metropolitan Block formerly at Third and

State Streets. For the next two decades, the FTC was to meet a new challenge

in the form of the Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO). Originally

named the Committee for Industrial Organization, the CIO stressed the concept

of industrial unionism and vigorously campaigned for membership. Fear of

competition for established unions led to inmediate animosity between the AFL

The organization of the CIO took place in Milwaulee in 1936 and theand CIO.

Council. Con fl ict over

selection procedures for FTC candidates led the CIO to withdraw from the

Trades Council in 1937. The two were ultimately reunite during theto

anti-labor era following World War II, nationally in 1955, statewide in 1958

and locally in 1959. With the merger, the organization took on a new name,

Milwaukee County Labor Council;

services to members, promote harmonious community relations and to further the

political and legislative demands of the trade unions. The labor Council is

today headquartered on South Hawley Road, outside the Central Business

(Gavett p. 150, 160-166, 172, 201).District.

Later Labor Organizations 20th Century

The twentieth century saw a leveling off of militant union activities

and never again was there to be the nationwide series of riots and strikes

that occurred in early May of 1886. Likewise, union membership tapered off

and declined significantly prior to World War I. The reasons for this were

several.

locals were initially accepted into the Trades

the public ownership of utilities.

Successful alliance of the city's major union organization, the

its purpose has been to provide social
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Federated Trades Council, with the Social Democrats led to victory in the 1910

muni ci pal elections. Reformist quelled 1 ab or' s Aunrest.measures

progressive administration in the state government from 1901-1915 likewise met

many labor passed for Worker's Compensation,

industrial safety, womens hours, minimum wage, child labor restriction and a

state commission to arbitrate labor disputes. Employer opposition to union

gains was also steady and unrelenting through this period which undermined

labor's attempt at successful organization. Companies united to form the

Milwaukee Foundrymen's Association (1898) to settle labor disputes and provide

times of strike. Central Business District

employers who retained mentoership in this organization included William Bayley

and Sons, Filer and Stowell, Johnson Service, Linderman and Hoverson and

(see Industry)Greenslade Foundry. Blacklisting, injunctions and industrial

espionage likewise undermined union activity. World War I saw a reversal of

this trend as labor was in short supply and labor organizations were placed on

important war boards. Following the war public backlash against all forms of

perceived radicalism and the Red Scare plus a lack of cooperation between the

unions and a lack of fresh ideology saw another cyclical decline in unionism.

Organized labor's biggest lull in Milwaukee occurred from 1923 to 1933 when

only 40 strikes were called. The Great Depression triggered collective action

once again and in 1934 alone, 42 strikes were called including the first big

department in the (seeStore.

Conwerce) In this era of renewed unionism a new national collective was

production industries.mass

organizations have experienced the cyclical growth and decline that has marked

their history from the first. Current labor history actually falls outside

founded, the Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO), established to promote 

the organization of

demands as legislation was

assistance to each other in

store strike nation against the Boston

Since that time, labor
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the realm of the Central Business District since disputes are handled on a

nationwide basis and active strikes of sizeable proportions take place at

manufacturing concerns no longer located downtown. Today only some 15 labor

organizations have offices located in the Central Business District and range

from the Allied Printing Trades Council and Milwaukee Typographical union No.

23 both in the Germania Building, 135 West Wells, (MI 153-10), to the United

Steel Workers at 615 East Michigan. (MI 145035) (Gavett p. 117-121, 126,

131 , 133, 137-139, 156, 160).

By the mid-1930s New Deal legislation managed to restore much of what

rubber industries remained essentially unorganized since the AFL still

concentrated on the skilled worker and only made minimal attempts to organize

the above-mentioned the nationalAt AFL convention 1935,ingroups.

cohesive national policy. Representatives of eight national unions met on

their own and formed the Committe for Industrial Organization whose goal was

to organize industrial union within the framework of the AFL. The latter,

however, feared competition and the two groups split. The CIO later renamed

itself the Congress an agressive

organization campaign which brought it to Milwaukee in the summer of 1936.

Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO)/Milwaukee County

Industrial Union Council (IUC)

proponents of industrial unionism were defeated in their attempt to organize a

labor had lost in the early years of the Great Depression. However, unskilled 

workers, those in mass production industries and those in the auto, steel and

of Industrial Organization and began
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Wisconsin and Milwaukee labor advocated cooperation between the two

and the CIO was represented in the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor and the

Federated Trades Council. Distrust and conflict over the selection of FTC

officers, however, led to a break between the two groups in 1937. The CIO

subsequently established its own central organization, the Milwaukee County

Industrial Union located in the Plankinton Building at 161 West Wisconsin

Avenue then at 332 West Wisconsin Avenue. A si mi liar organization functioned

1evel, the Wisconsin IndustrialStateon and

coordinated the CIO's 56 members unions and 64,772 members statewide. The

infiltration of numerous Communists into positions of power in the CIO kept

the organization at odds with the AFL for nearly two decades. This also

contributed to the generally unfavorable public opinion that labor unions were

radical institutions, threatening to national security. Purges in 1946 and

1950 plus the Red Scare and Cold War Years of the early 1950s did much to

In

of 1958 and the local Milwaukee merger in September of 1959. The new AFL-CIO

central organization was renamed the Milwaukee County Labor Council and i s

today headquartered on South Hawley Road. (Gavett p. 159-163, 165-166, 179,

196-197, 201)

Labor laws and Conditions

Legislation regarding wages, have

generally been the province of state government since local municipalities

often regarded such topics outside of its jurisdiction and labor groups

lobbied for such legislation on a statewide level. Despite labor's efforts in

eliminate the Communists from the ranks of CIO membership and leadership.

1955 the AFL and CIO central bodies merged, followed by a state merger in July

Union Council,the state

hours and working conditions
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the nineteenth century, it took until the period of Progressive governors

(1901-1915) for such laws to be passed. Among them were the establishment of

worker's compensation, industrial safety, regulation of hours of women and

children workers, setting of minimum wage standards, prevention of advertising

for strikebreakers and the creation of the Industrial Commission which would

mediate labor disputes.

the eight hour day and the other adressing itself to

municipal power during a labor dispute. The movement for the eight hour day

early 1848 butbegan vigorous organizing and compaigningas as was

accomplished only in the 1860s. The local Labor Reform Association, later

1865, tried unsuccessfully to have statewiderenamed the Eight Hour League in

They turned then to municipal government and in 1866

introduced a resolution to the common council to limit the municipal employees

work day to eight hours. Nothing came of the attempt and the eight hour issue

was abandoned until the 1880s. Labor unrest prompted the city to pass the

eight hour day for municipal employees on March 16, 1886. Success led labor

to demand the same of private employers but only about 21 agreed to the

demands, touching off strikes and lockouts and the Bay View "riots". To keep

peace, the common council repealed the eight hour ordinance on July 14, 1886.

It took until April 17, 1890 for the matter to successfully pass the common

council once again. The Boncel Ordinance was the second of the short lived

ordinances, passed on September 30, 1935. Inspired by the uncontrollably

violent Lindemann-Hoverson strike, it empowered the mayor and chief of police

to close plants when employers refused to bargain collectively in a strike.

The mayor was also authorized to appoint an advisory committee of employees,

legislation passed.

ordinances, one on

Municipal action regarding labor issues involved two short-lived
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labor and religious leaders. Employers refusing to close their premises could

be fined and even imprisoned. Employers attacked the ordinance for forcing

so-called unconstitutional bargaining. The following year saw a repeal of the

ordinance when Socialist suffered heavy losses in the municipal elections.

(Gavett p. 14-17 , 58 , 60-61 , 65-66 , 81 , 157).

- POLITICAL MOVEMENTS -

General Overview

Political movements figure minimally in the history and development

of the Central Business District with the exception of the Social Democratic

Party. From 1848 until the 1930s the Socialists were the most significant

themselvesheadquarter downtown. Otherto such thegroup groups as

Milwaukee but their efforts were directed more to state than local legislation

and they had nothing of the longevity of their Socialist compatriots.

Following the corrupt and vice-ridden administration of mayor David Rose,

Socialist mayor Emil Seidel initiated measures in 1910 which encouraged and

protected labor unions as well

government earning the party the nickname of "sewer Socialists". Subsequent

Social ist Daniel (1916-1940) and FrankHoan (1948-1960)Zeidl ermayors
continued the legacy of good government. Since

influence, political activities have confined themselves to the Democratic or

Republican parties.

as brought reform and organization to city

Greenbackers, Populists and Progressive Republicans did have followers in

the wane of Socialist
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The Socialist Party

Socialism was probably the most significant of the nineteenth and

twentieth century political movements in Milwaukee. The Socialistic ideal had

been espoused by the German immigrant artisans of 1848 but it was essentially

a philosophical stance taken against the bourgeois nature of the majority of

political emigres of the time. During the Civil War these socialists involved

themselves with war matters and the slavery issue.

The seeds of modern socialism were sown following the war and were

inspired by two European sources: Karl Marx's International Workingmen's

Association (1864) which espoused unionism and the teachings of Ferdinand

Lassalle which advocated political action as means of achieving labor'sa

goals. philosophyMarxi an brought Milwaukeeto through suchwas

German-language publications as the Phalanx in 1865-1866 and the establishment

of local branches of the IWA in 1874 and 1876 which met at Casino Hall at

Seventh and State Streets, site of the UW-Extension today. It was Lassallean

socialists and by the mid-1870s the Social

Congress and the state legislature in their attempt to free society of

capitalism. Early political demands concentrated on such reformist measures

as sanitary regulations, regulation of food adulteration, factory workers

as

In its first election

in the spring of 1877, the Social Democrats received about 1500 votes and

health and safety and the prevention of child labor under age fourteen, 

well as public ownership and overall political reform.

Strikes and consumer cooperatives were not considered effective in furthering 

labor's goals and the Socialists concentrated on achieving political power in

Democratic Party was formed.

theory, however, that would ultimately become most important for local
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Following this

auspicious beginning, the party declined as did the Socialist press due to the

as disunity among the Socialist themselves.

(Gavett p. 27-34).

Following the labor unrest of 1886, interest in Socialism was renewed

and Socialists more closely allied themselves with the trade unions and with

the reformist People's Party (Populists) which was a more radical organization

locally than was the case on the national level. Socialists subsequently

rallied around Victor Berger and split with the Populists in 1896 over the

latter's endorsement of William Jenning Bryan for president. Dissatisfaction

with the Socialist Labor Party led Berger and his followers to endorse the

newly instituted Social Democratic Party created by Eugene Debs, the first

branch of which formed locally in July, 1897. Just two years later in 1899

the Socialists gained control of the Federated Trades Council the city's only

strong central organization of trade unions and affiliated with the American

Socialists were voted into all the executive positionsFederation of Labor.

of the FTC and in 1900 the FTC's constitution was revised to include the

endorsement of such Socialist ideas as the collective ownership of the means

of production, distribution, communication and transportation, the creation of

a system of public works for the employment of the jobless, national old age

and the introduction of

international arbitration. (Gavett p. 92-97).

Labor and Socialism worked hand-in-hand during the next decade while 

the FTC gave support to the Socialists and the Socialists managed to elect 18

revival of trade unions, return of prosperity and loss of its principal 

leader, Gustav Lyser as well

elected two aidermen, two supervisors, and two constables.

of warand accident insurance, the abolition
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pro-labor state legislators between 1904-1910. Labor warmed to Socialism not

which constructed Brisbane Hall at 536 West Juneau. Brisbane Hall served for

years as the headquarters for the Socialists, the FTC and the daily Milwaukee

Leader and also served as a meeting site for various unions in addition to

housing a bookstore and tobacco stand. (Gavett p. 98, 103-104).

The group's hard work paid off in 1910 when for the first and only

time in this country Socialists gained control of a major American city. Emil

Seidel was elected mayor and a majority of the aidermen were either workingmen

Victor Berger himself was

Under

Only union printing was used for city printing and the city attempted

direct hire of workers in order to enforce union standards. Factory safety

and sanitary conditions were enforced. Police were given two days off per

month and wages were raised for some city employees. Strikers were given

police protection. Government reforms included the reorganization of the

Public Works Board, the instituting of cost accounting, centralized purchasing

and standardized record-keeping procedures. City and county planning programs

Strict law

alsoenforcement characterized Building codes were

strictly enforced and the River Street vice district was shut down. (Gavett

p. 111-112; Bernard p. 65).

for its utopian ideals but for its practical ambitions and unifying ideology.

The FTC and Socialists joined to form the People's Realty Company in 1909

pro-labor administration came the long overdue recognition and protection of 

unions.

were begun as well

elected as theor Socialist representatives.

as the reclamation of lake front land.

that fall. the city's firstnation's first Socialist congressman

the Socialist era.
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Despite the remarkable achievements, the Socialists suffered defeat

in the municipal elections of 1912 and Socialism began its long decline from

The reasons for this were many. Reform minded voters were satisfiedpower.

by the Socialists' clean up campaign and returned to their traditional party

affiliati ons. Labor wanted a broader base of support as provided by the

Democratic and Republican parties and turned to the Progressive Republicans

for important statewide legislation. World War I further separated labor and

Socialists as the latter, heavily supported by German-Americans, came out

strongly against the war while labor won important concessions while serving

Tentative alliances were maintained, however, into

the administration of Socialist Daniel Hoan (1916-1940) although Socialists

never were able to command a majority of common council In 1936 theseats.

estrangement of labor and Socialism became more pronounced when the Federated

Trades Council adopted a new non-social ist constitution and moved out of

Socialist headquarters at Brisbane Hall. Socialists were not even able to

secure the necessary funds from labor to bail out its paper, the Leader, and

Hearst interests took it over in 1938. (Gavett p. 148-151, 172-173).

Although another Socialist, Frank Zeidler, was to serve as mayor from

1948 to 1960, his election was more the result of a split between local

Democrats and Republicans than a result of pro-Socialist fervor. The group's

of Socialist hands.

local politics.

until 1965-1966 when the building was razed for freeway construction. Today,

overwhelming Germanism and inability to attract other ethnic groups led to its 

ultimate decline as well as the New Deal reforms which took many projects out

Since World War II labor has been aligned with the

Democratic Party and the Socialists have remained quietly in the background of 

The Socialists retained their headquarters in Brisbane Hall

on national war boards.
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Milwaukee's Socialist Party is centered about the person of former mayor and

historian Frank Zeidler who has attracted a small but loyal group of young

working class residents. The party is headquartered at 1011 North Third

Street and continues to nominate condidates for municipal elections.

warmly remembered for their legacy of integrity and honest and efficient

(Gavett p. 208-209).government.

Al though 

no longer serious contenders for governmental seats, the Socialists are still
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RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

General Introduction
A thorough history of recreation and entertainment in the Central Business

District would of necessity encompass several volumes since it has become the
center of virtually all important theatrical and musical activity in Milwaukee
for a hundred and fifty years.

ballgrounds, fields, tracks outdoor activities,race

recreation and entertainment downtown have always been housed indoors. The
sole exceptions were the few beer gardens that flourished from the late 1840s
to the early 1880s the fringes of settled areas. Indoor recreationalon

facilities were limited largely to the bowling alleys and billards halls that

were situated in proximity to saloons or, in a few cases, housed within the

more elegant hotels. Sharpshooting galleries also seem to have been popular

in the 1840s. In later years when skating became one of the most prevalent

forms of amusement, an indoor rink was built on the site of today's Auditorium

at Fifth Street and Kilbourn Avenue. Later remodeled into a meeting hall, the

building remained in use until 1880 when it was replaced by the E. Townsend

Mix-designed Exposition Building. The latter had numerous exhibition halls

and a roller rink of its own as well as areas for public concerts. Indoor

entertainment of another sort was available to gentlemen and conventioners on

the infamous River Street in what was Milwaukee's red light district. Along

the riverfront from Wells to Knapp Streets and in the surrounding neighborhood 

were located numerous establishments that offered everything from gambling to

Since from the outset commercial development 

and residential settlement precluded the wide open spaces required for fair

or other major
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The area was treated as a civic asset in the 1880s and 1890sprostitution.

and particularly flourished under the five-term administration of mayor David

Rose. Law enforcement officials condoned the centralization of such
activities along River Street in the name of easier surveillance. Civic
reforms instituted by Mayor Seidel in 1910 cleaned out the vice district and
River Street was renamed Edison Street. Urban redevelopment in the 1960s
destroyed what remained of past including the
building that once housed Kitty Williams notorious establishment for ladies of
the evening. (Wells p. 136-142).

In the entertainment realm, however, music and theater afforded the most
produced the most striking architectural

Classical concerts and choral presentations were imnensely popularmonuments.

mid-nineteenth until Elegant publicfrom the Worldcentury War I.

setting for most musical events in the early years before the major theaters

were constructed. Variety shows, vaudeville and burlesque emerged as the
dominant form of popular entertainment during the period from the 1880's until
World War I and a small theater district developed along North Second and
Third Streets and West Wisconsin Avenue in the early 1900s. This locale, in
the hub of retail activity, on the major streetcar lines, close to the larger
hotels and just two blocks from the Milwaukee Road Railroad Depot was an ideal
location because of its accessibility to audiences. These vaudeville theaters
were soon joined by nickelodeons and early movie houses. From 1910 to 1917

new motion picture theaters built and older buildingsnumerous were were
remodeled for movie viewing as interest in the new media grew. Despite a

critic's prediction that the patrons' over exposure to film and the over

abundance of theaters would lead to the industry's collapse, the motion

auditoriums, such as Albany Hall or the Musical Society Hall, provided the

popular form of amusement and

Edison Street's colorful
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picture business thrived and eventually huge movie palacestwo were
constructed in the Central Business District, the Wisconsin Theater (1924) and
the Warner (1931). In its heyday, Milwaukee's theater district contained over
twenty showhouses within a six block area. On Second Street were the Crystal,
Toys and the Bijou theaters while along Third Street were the American, the
Princess, the White House, the Vaudette, the Orpheum, the Davidson and the
Miller. West Wisconsin Avenue was lined with the Riverside, the Warner, the

Majestic, the Merrill, the Alhambra, the Strand, the Palace, the Telenews, the

Butterfly, the Rialto and the Wisconsin. One neighborhood theater served the

Yankee Hill residential area, the Jackson, which was built on Jackson Street

just south of Ogden in 1915. Milwaukee also served as one of the thirty-one

regional film distribution and exchange centers in the United States from the

1920s. These exchanges were responsible for the regional rental, scheduling,
distribution and repair of films. Most of the major studios had an exchange
here and by the early 1930s they clustered together in the vicinity of Eighth
and State Streets where new Art Deco style structures were built with the
latest in fireproof storage facilities. (MJ 6/2/1940) (MI 152-12, 13, 150-28).

The theater district had a great economic impact on the Central Business
District and numerous restaurants and bars operated in the area to provide
hospitality after the shows. The Schiltz Palm Garden on Third Street across
from the Davidson Theater was perhaps the most architecturally interesting of
the taverns with its barrel vaulted ceiling and profusion of plants. The

dining facilities. theacross
street provided the same sorts of amenities for patrons of the old Pabst

Theater east of the river.

The Central Business District's role as the entertainment center for the

Ballrooms fell out of favor, vaudevillecity declined after World War II.

Gargoyle Restaurant just a half block away offered more formal drinking and

The Pabst Theater Cafe and the Blatz Cafe
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died and television replaced the motion picture in popularity. Night spots

gravitated toward the suburbs as fewer and fewer people came downtown. Only

serious stage productions and classical concerts remained downtown. Something

renaissance has been occuring in recent years,of a however. The Warner

Theater has been refurbished and the Riverside has been restored for live
stage shows. A proposed theater district for legitimate stage productions is

under consideration site adjacent to the old Pabst Theater. The

prospects are encouraging for the Central Business District to recapture its

traditional role as Milwaukee's entertainment center.

Outdoor Recreation

The Central Business District has always

center for indoor activities since, in the early days, its swampy terrain, and

steep hills did not lend itself well to wide scale outdoor recreational

In addition, most of the suitable conuiercial and residential land wasevents.

needed for development. A few recreational activities were popular. For

example, prior to the 1860s skating on the Milwaukee River south of the

Wisconsin Avenue bridge was a popular activity in winter. Sleighing along the

various thoroughfares was also popular. Proximity to Lake Michigan and the

(Krueger, March, 1939 p. 320-321).well.

Beer Gardens

Probably the most distinctive form of outdoor recreation in the Central

Business District was the beer garden. Although they flourished from the 

1840s to the 1860s, commercial and residential development pressure eventually 

led to the demise of these downtown establishments.

functioned essentially as a

for a

Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers encouraged recreational fishing and hunting as
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Mozart Grove

Mozart Grove started out as a small temporary pavilion constructed by the

German Sharpshooters Club for Fourth of July celebrations in 1847 on property

bounded by West Wisconsin, Wells, Eighth and Ninth Streets. The green wooded

area, nicknamed the Cloud Seat because of its height above the city, was for

several years the chief amusement spot for Milwaukee's German citizenry. When

management of the park passed to Thomas Lorenzen he introduced dancing at the

pavilion. The next owner J.A. Heinsohn enlarged the structure and renamed the
establishment Belleview. Somewhat west of the original pavilion, John Amberg
constructed a building which he named Mozart Hall, where Sunday afternoon
music programs were regularly presented. Stage performances were added by
John Kurz around 1852. By the late 1860s, the city had expanded to the edge
of the park which had been totally replaced with residential construction by
1876. The

present central library was built on the site in the late 1890s. (MI 161-36).

Terrace Gardens

Another short lived outdoor public pleasure garden was Terrace Gardens.

As an adjunct of the Eagle Brewery, Terrace Garden occupied a lovely hillside

vineyard, fruit trees and fountains. It was a popular place in the 1850s when

Bach's Orchestra would give performances there. The block was acquired in

1868 as a new site for Trinity Lutheran Church, and the present building was

begun in 1878. (See Religion) (Austin, p. 82; History of Beer Gardens p. 34;

City Directory 1847-1848 p. 67-68).

Bielfeld's Garden

The longest lived beer garden in the downtown area was Bielfeld's located 

between Knapp, Ogden, Astor and Franklin Streets. It was established in 1850

spot at Ninth and Highland Streets that was landscaped with shrubbery, a

Rascher's 1876 Fire Insurance Map p. 47).(Koss p. 276-278;
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by John William Bielfeld and was noted for the many exotic Mexican plants and

flowers which he had brought to the garden. After Bielfeld's death in 1863,

management of the establishment passed first to his widow Louisa, then to

Edward Charles Blech and finally to John Pesther. During his proprietorship

from the late 1870s to the early 1880s, Pesther made a number of additions to

the park including a bowling alley, a concert and dance hall and a saloon.

The nightly revelry bothered area residents, however, and by 1889 railroad

magnate Edwin Abbot had bought the park and constructed a major row house

project, Abbot Row on the site. (MI 139-27) (Mueller Milwaukee's German

Heritage p. 86-88; Wisconsin Inventory of Historic Places 4/11/1974; History

of Beer Gardens p. 3).

Musical Entertainment

The Central Business District's musical performances were presented mostly

by local groups who, although often of amateur status, were frequently capable

of presenting programs of professional quality. Milwaukee's musical life was

dominated by German Americans who had organized themselves into scores of

choral

place in the Central Business District where there were structures that could

accommodate sizable audiences. All types of structures were pressed into

service in the early days. Hotels, such as the Mansion House (razed), hosted

early vocal concerts. (See Commerce-Hotels) Even the courthouse was pressed
into service as an auditorium in 1843. Rented halls, such as Dickerman's

(razed) on today's North Water Street and Young's (razed) at the northeast

Accoustical considerations were

corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Milwaukee Street had become more common by the 

1850s and most performances were held in these large multipurpose spaces, 

taken into account in the design of sudi

groups and bands. Not surprisingly, most musical performances took
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(1865-1925). Later in the century, the Exposition Building (1881-1905) at

Fifth Street and Kilbourn Avenue served to accommodate mass audiences for such

crowd of 12,000 was

entertained by a massed chorus of 2,500 singers accompanied by a 125-member

orchestra. Its replacement, the Auditorium (1909-present) (MI 157-2), also
hosted a convention of the Northwest Saengerbund (1911) as well as many other

Since 1969, the Performing Arts Center at 929 North Water Streetconcerts.

has been the city's primary concert hall for classical music programs (MI

140-33).

Choral Groups

The early history of vocal groups in Milwaukee is a saga of numerous short
lived societies that frequently merged, changed names and dissolved, often
within the span of only a few years. The earliest such organization was the
Milwaukee Beethoven Club or Beethoven Society which was established in 1843
with 135 members. Its purpose was to promote improved choral and instrumental

The group performed at the courthouse before an audience of 300 butmusic.
disbanded after a second concert. (Mueller Music p. 2). Reflecting the

influx of talented German emigres in 1848, numerous German choral groups were
founded in the succeeding decades and flourished until the first World War.
The Deutsche Maenner Quartet (German Male Quarter) founded in 1848, was one of
the earliest of these and eventually became the Deutsche Saengerverein an

important West Side group. To counter their popularity, the East Side Singing

Society was established by Hans Balatka in 1849. Rivalries between the City's

various ethnic choral groups were common and seriously held. Too numerous to

list were the many working men's choral groups, socialist choirs, and women's 

and ethnic singing societies. An attempt to merge some of these smaller

private auditoriums as Albany Hall (1856-1862) and the Musical Society Hall

functions as the Great Saengerfest of 1886 when a
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groups into one main choral and instrumental society took place late in 1849.

Although primarily of German composition, the English name was chosen

to attract Anglo-American membership. the group' s

musical director and its first concert was given in May, 1850. In subsequent

years the group presented increasingly elaborate pieces which by 1851 were

group'sThe

professionalism and aggressive stance quickly made it the premier musical

organization in the city. Within a year of its founding, the group secured

the regional Saengerfest (singing festival) for Milwaukee and hosted singing

societies from Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan in 1851. It was the only
organization in the city or state to belong to the National Saengerbund. In
another first, the Musical Society performed the first German opera in the
northwest and the second ever performed in the US, Zar and Zimmermann (Czar
and Carpenter), in 1853. Additional operas were presented in later years.
The Chicago Democratic Press hailed the accomplishment and stated that the
Musical Society was comparable in quality to any group in any older and larger

(Mueller, Music p. 3-5; Progressive History p. 13, 32; Krueger, June,city.

1939 p. 420).

Performances during these formative years were held at either Young's Hall

(northeast corner of Wisconsin and Milwaukee) or at Albany Hall (southwest

of Broadway and Michigan) the 1atter of whichcorner

After the Albany burned on March 1, 1862, the Musicalpreferred for opera.

Society embarked lengthy subscription drive buildto betterupon a a

auditorium. The $60,000 result was the Musical Society Hall (also called the

Academy of Music) at 625 North Milwaukee Street.

The result was the Milwaukee Musical Society which was formally inaugurated in 

1850.

The first plans were drawn 

up by a New York architect named Peterson who specialized in designing public

Hans Balatka served as

100-voice choir andperformed by a a 30-member orchestra.

was acoustically
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buildings and halls and was especially knowledgeable about acoustics. The

building committee, however, chose local architect E.T. Mix's reworking of the

plan which had some of the same acoustical properties as Peterson's design but

otherwise was an entirely new design. The Italianate structure was formally

opened on January 29, 1865. The interior was decorated in the French style

with salmon pink accented by blue, grey and gold detail. The seating capacity

ranged from 1,500 to 2,000 including a balcony which ringed three sides of the

auditorium. The building also contained offices, a rehearsal hall, dressing

and reception rooms. the first theater inIt the city to havewas an

auditorium on the ground floor and was among the few theaters in the country

not used for any other commercial purpose. Between performances of the Musical

Society, the theater hosted traveling musicians and entertainers and

Never a financial the Musical Society Hallsuccess,

1871 on Wells Street but nevertheless managed to keep on its feet. In 1890
the theater was sold to private interests and became a showcase for vaudeville

legitimate theater (Thanhouser's Company)acts, and later, motionsome

In 1925 the McGeoch Building Company remodeled the theater into apictures.

five story office building , the Pioneer Building at 625 North Milwaukee

Street, by adding facade and destroying the theater interior. (MI

143-3) The Musical Society lost some of its musical impact and declined in

after theprominence Financial support from area

businessmen was withdrawn during World War I and the Society was ultimately

forced to merge with the Arion Club in 1930-1931, It is no longer extant. (MS

5/20/1864 1/7, 2/1/1865 1/5, 2/3/1865 1/7; Evening Wisconsin 10/15/1895;

Unidentified clipping MCHCL 1899; Progressive History p. 44; Mueller Music p. 

13; Zinuiermann 1/13/1980).

theatrical companies./

gained some stiff competition when Nunnemacher opened his Grand Opera House in

a new

turn of the century.
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The Arion Club was established as an English-language choral group, the

Philharmonic Society, in 1871. It was renamed the Arion Club in 1876. A year

later, a women's chorus, the Cecilian Choir, was added. Although it was not

group's originalthe the club eventually performances ofpurpose, gave

religious and secular music and even opera and performed at the Chicago

Columbian Exposition in 1893. Over the years, the Arions rehearsed and

performed at some of the city's must prominent halls: Boynton's Hall (the

former First Presbyterian or Steamboat Church at the northwest corner of

Milwaukee and Mason Streets), Bon Accord Hall

Dickinson's Hall next door to Chapman's Department Store, Lincoln Hall (the

former Spring Street Congregational Church Si xth and Wisconsin)at and

Severance Hall in the Conroy Building at 725-727 North Milwaukee Street (MI

142-31)) where the group met from 1884 to 1921. A long-lived institution, the

group merged with the Milwaukee Musical Society in the 1930s and survived into

the 1970s. It is no longer extant. (Mueller Music p. 8; Progressive History

choral It originated as singing faction ofgroups. a

Thinker's but became independentSociety, in 1878. Unlike suchmany

organizations, the Liederkranz Society had its own performance hall first on

State Street then in 1880 on Fifth Street between Kilbourn and State. The

hall was equipped with a tavern, stage and balcony and featured an adjacent

outdoor Gemuetlich garden for small concerts and outdoor rehearsals. They

subsequently met for thirty-three years at the Forst-Keller restaurant, housed

in a remodelled former German Methodist Church, at 1037 West Juneau. (See
(MI 151-9)Reli gi on) A Ladies' Liederkranz Society met there through 1973

(Mueller Musicafter which time Pabst Brewing Company took over the building, 
p. 8; MJ 10/9/1971).

p. 27-29; MJ 5/13/1977; Wascher p. 215-220).
The Liederkranz Society was another of the important nineteenth century

on West Wisconsin Avenue,

the German Free
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The Deutscher Maennerverein was yet another of the important German choral

groups to meet in the Central Business District. A Catholic organization, the

society was established as a young men's group in 1859 by William Casper, Vai

Zininermann and Joseph Baumgaertner under the name Nobles of St. Vincent. In

1863 the group filed a new constitution and remaned itself the Deutscher

Maennerverein.

participated in the large singing festivals held in the city although they

were not affiliated with any state or national singing societies. The group

also sponsored debates (in English) and lectures on scientific and popular

topics and for two decades were headquartered at the Nunnemacher Grand Opera

House Building (predecessor to the Pabst Theater).

the early 1890s when membership totaledIn

Maennerverein successfully raised funds and built their own impressive hall at
the northwest of EighthState and Streets. The three-storycorner

Richardsonian Romanesque style structure was dedicated on January 27, 1894 and

had a large auditorium, library, bowling alley, billiards hall and various

rooms for meetings and receptions in addition to a tavern. Called German

Hall, the building became the center of German social life and was the scene

of numerous weddings, dances and union meetings. The building was also used

for the drilling of troops the Spanish-American War. An

apparent decline in membership led the Deutscher Maennerverein to sell the

building to Miller Brewing Company in 1908. The group continued to meet on

Jefferson Street until 1910 and then dissolved. The former clubhouse went

through a and the name of the building was changed

through a succession of owners and the name of the building was changed to

Miller Hall in 1914 and to Milwaukee Hall in 1939. The building was last used

as a hall in the early 1950s and thereafter had an assortment of tenants

succession of owners

over 200,

The members performed operas, oratorios and melodrama and

the Deutscher

recrui ted for
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including a sail maker. The hall was razed in the summer of 1961 and although

redevelopment plans called for the construction of a hotel or office building,

133-135).

Considering how many choral groups Milwaukee once had, today there are

relatively few organizations of a professional caliber in the city. One of

the best known is the Bel Canto Chorus which produces several performance each

year at the Performing Arts Center, most notably Handel's Messiah at Christmas

time. Les Jongleurs, a group devoted to medieval and renaissance song, has

performed regularly in the Central Business District during the past four

both at the War Memorial Theyears

Skylight Comic Opera group has been successfully presenting light operettas

and musicals in the Cathedral Square area since 1959. It took its name from

the skylight at the old stained glass factory at 929 North Jackson which

served as the group's original home. The Skylight Opera now performs in a

commercial North (MI 142-2) (MJ,renovated structure Jefferson

6/5/1960, 10/30/1960). .

Orchestral Music
Bach's Orchestra

Orchestral music was introduced to Milwaukee on a permanent basis by

Christopher Bach who settled in His early classical

training was supplemented by work under the noted German musician and composer

Edward Von Sobolewski who had emigrated to Milwaukee. Always conscious of

good quality music, Bach organized a small orchestra which played at various

In 1865 he

began a

functions and accompanied numerous theatrical and choral groups.

series of popular Sunday concerts at the West Side Turner Hall

the site has been used for surface parking ever since (MS 1/23/1902; MJ 

5/11/1961; Unidentified, Undated Clippings MCHCL; Souvenir and Program 1898 p.

and at St. Paul's Episcopal Church.

the city in 1855.

at 813
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(1030-1040 North Fourth Street) (MI 15-20) and later
director of the Pabst Theater. By 1890 his orchestra had grown to ninety
members and creditably performed in St. Louis and Kansas City on tour. For a

great part of the nineteenth century, Bach's name was synonymous with fine

(Aikens p. 172-174; Mueller Music p. 5).music in Milwaukee.

Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra

Starting in the late nineteenth century, numerous attempts were made to

but these efforts didn't bear fruitestablish a civic symphony orchestra,

until the mid-twentieth century. The Philharmonic Society, the fourth such

musical group of that name but the first orchestral one, began in 1893 as the

intended permanent symphony orchestra for the city. Unfortunately, the group

had four directors in quick succession and never developed into a creditable

orchestra before it soon dissolved. (Progressive History p. 40). The Civic

Orchestra followed in 1921 but lasted only a few seasons. During the 1930s

the Milwaukee Philharmonic Orchestra made valiant showing but ended up a

short-lived enterprise as well. A little more successful the W.P.A.was

sponsored Wisconsin Symphony Orchestra, a small group of sixty performers, but

it was not a permanent institution either. After decades of false starts the

Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra was finally established in 1959, a reincorpora-

tion of the Milwaukee Pops of 1953, and supported by private and municipal

funding. Largely through the efforts Schermerhorn

(1968-1980) the symphony grew into a nationally acclaimed orchestra that now

regularly tours the country. Since 1969, the Milwaukee Symphony has been

housed in in (MI 140-33) (MJ

9/18/1983).

served as musical

Uihlein Hall the Performing Arts Center

of conductor Kenneth
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Popular Music and Dance
Small musical bands provided the mainstay of publicgroups or

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.entertainment Military

bands were one of the earliest expressions of musical interest. As early as
1837 voters were marching to the polls accompanied by bands. Band music

became a staple feature of political rallies, demonstrations and processions.

Among the best known of the military bands were Lueder's Music Corps, Hess'

Band, Zeitz's Band, the Light Guard Drum and Bugle Corps and the Washington

(Mueller Music p. 1)Guards.

Music was also popular at dining and drinking establishments. The Schlitz

Palm Garden regularly offered musical entertainment and made it a feature of

their advertisements in the late 1890's. Higher class dining establishments

such as the Gargoyle also provided background music for a refined dining

(see Connerce-Restaurants)experience. establishmentsOutdoor such as
Terrace Gardens, Mozart Grove and Bielfeld's Garden regularly featured more

popular musical entertainment and even eminent director Christopher Bach would

Vaudeville, burlesque and early motion picture housesperform on occasion.

likewise made use of musical accompaniment for their shows.

Where there was music, dance often followed and the Central Business

District's history is rich with accounts

Mozart Hall (at Ninth and Wells Street) was popular with the German citizenry

in the 1850s and dancing would regularly follow theatrical performances.

Bielfeld's Garden, between Knapp and Ogden Streets(Mueller German p. 92-93)

on the East Side, also had a dance hall on the grounds from the late 1870s to

the early 1880s. (Wisconsin Inventory of Historic Places 4/11/1974). The

Dreamland Ballroom,

(MJ 3/1914) Public

-•—located in a former panorama studio at 622 West Wells, 

offered nightly dancing and dance instruction around 1914.

of dance halls and ballrooms.
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Bal 1 rooms, including the Futuristic (642 North Second Street) and the

Wisconsin Roof Garden (536 West Wisconsin Avenue) reached their height of

popularity from the 1920s to the early 1940s. The Wisconsin Roof, the best

known of these, was one segment of a giant entertainment empire run by Saxe

Amusement Enterprises numerous

picture theaters as well.
(MI 161-28) Saxe

nephew George Devine managed the establishment before making for

himself at the Eagles Club Million Dollar Ballroom. The Roof booked all the

popular big bands and hadmost to 10,000 patrons. (MJ

1/16/1984) More intimate night spots which featured dancing, floorshows and

music were Fazio's on Fifth, allegedly the city's only full fledged nightclub

at 634 North Fifth Street (MI 151-31) and the Tic Toe Club an earlier and

Drama and Theater

Theatrical entertainment in the Central Business District included a wide

variety of different types of performances from the earliest years. Traveling

companies would perform popular farces, Shakespearean drama and contemporary
pieces. Lectures on phrenology, mesmerism and magic were also quite popular

Natural

curiosities, such snake displayed in 1854, drew 1argeas

(Krueger June, 1939 p. 414)audiences. Even after permanent resident theater

similar establishment located at the same address in the early 1950's (MJ 

2/23/1967; MS 11/26/1952) (MI 151-31).

The Roof was located atop today's Carpenter

Building and opened in 1924 upon the building's completion.

room for 3,000

a name

companies became established in Milwaukee in the 1850s, the traveling road 

show continued to provide the mainstay of Milwaukee's popular entertainment 

through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

as were glass blowing exhibitions, comedians and ventriloquists.

that also included

the mammoth

vaudeville and motion
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Popular Theater

In general, the traveling variety show, which featured such acts as fire

the most affordable. By the late nineteenth century this form had evolved

into vaudeville and burlesque shows which traveled well established circuits

comprised of literally hundreds of theaters from coast to coast. The odd and

bizarre spectacles which were the mainstay of the mid-nineteenth century road

shows, which provided live performances

several times each day.

Unlike the better-documented histories of the permanent theater companies,

the history of this transcient popular entertainment is sketchy and locations

are not as well described. Places that catered to such entertainment were

succession of managers and either

flourished or declined at the whim of popular Quite often thesetaste.

"theaters" were simply rented public meeting halls. Also, too, these places

that they were guaranteed

historic anonymity since it was not proper to discuss them in the press.

Before the 1870s most amusement halls were situated east of the Milwaukee

River, particularly along Broadway. One of the earliest of these theaters was

the Milwaukee Saloon on North Broadway. After being used for a season by an

English-language stock company, Signor MacFarland, a professional gymnast,

the premises in 1844 and under his management the saloon soon

46; MJ 11/13/1964;P-

10/15/1895) on

degenerated into a concert saloon and a place of questionable character. 

(Progressive History

eaters and acrobats, was the earliest and most pervasive entertainment type. 

Such diversions appealed to the broadest spectrum of the population and were

became relegated to dime museums,

took over

were sometimes of such questionable reputation

characterized by a

Gardner's Hall the top floor of Martin's Block at the 

southwest corner of Water Street and Wisconsin Avenue also served as a popular

often short-lived,

Unidentified clipping MCHCL
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interior as compared with earlier halls.

2)

lasted three seasons and was located in the Webber Block on North Water Street

between Wisconsin Avenue and Mason Street. (Evening Wisconsin 10/15/1890)

Amusement halls also sprang up along today's East Seeboth Street due to the

activity generated by the nearby Reed Street Railroad Depot and the numerous

hotels that clustered in the area.

(Cream City Courier Vol. 2 # 43).

During the 1870s the West Side began to have its complement of entertainment

halls as well. Patsy Coyne's Variety Theater lasted a mere season at the

corner of today's Plankinton and Kilbourn Avenues. Curry's Hall, operated in

1872 by a Mr. Marshall, was situated at the northeast corner of Second Street

Ned Campbell operated a similar variety theater onand West Wisconsin Avenue.

today's Plankinton Avenue. The Alcazar Music Hall provided entertainment in

the late 1880s and early 1890s on the west side of Second Street near Wells.

p. 29). The close proximity and

intense competition of these amusement halls may have contributed to the short

life spans of these enterprises. Consistent entertainment bookings were hard

to come by, since the days of the national circuits were still in the future,

and each theater in competi tion to procure enough goodmanager was

entertainers to keep the halls open.

Dime Museums

The Dime Museum was another form of popular entertainment that combined

the thrills of a circus midway with the respectability of a museum and the

At least sixteen of these were located

West

entertainment experience of a theater.

in the Central Business District from the 1880s to the late 1890s.

(Rascher's 1888 Fire Insurance Map Vo. 1

Ned Turner's Variety Theater, which opened 

in October, 1874, was typical of these.

entertainment spot beginning about 1850 and was noted for its elaborate

(Progressive History p. 47; View p.

Sweatnam's Milwaukee Theater was another shortlived enterprise which
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Wisconsin Avenue was the site of two of them the most prominent of which was

Litt's Milwaukee Mammoth Museum, successor to the Cosmopolitan Dime Museum,

situated between Plankinton and Second Street across from the Plankinton House

Hotel. The Wonderland Dime Museum was located at the site of today's 730-734

North Third Street in the late 1880s and early 1890s. Another was situated at

what is now 730 North Second Street. The Olympia Musee, which operated in

1896, succeeded the Wonderland and was in turn succeeded by the Columbia

Museum, the Nickelodeon and Palace Museum and the New Zoo and Musee (Widen p.

35-36).

Litt's program was typical of these institutions. It featured permanent

Zoological and naturaldis pl ays, wonders

comprised the displays and although Litt emphasized "no monstrosities", other

such museums would exhibit such biological freaks. Demonstrations included

Venetian and Bohemian glass-blowing techniques as well as the cosmorama which

presented views of noted local and foreign scenes. Live performances rivaled

the best of the circus midway with such individuals as Kee-Bo the Imp of the

Michigan prairies, Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien the Irish Giants, Irene Woodward

the tatooed lady and Princess Lilly the smallest woman on earth who stood just

twenty-one inches high and weighed twenty-three pounds. Comedy, operetta,

drama, burlesque and farce were presented in the lower hall or Bijou which was

the predecessor to Litt's later theater of the same name. The popularity of

the motion picture and the construction of the large

the early twentieth century. Unidentified

cl ippings 8/25/1885,MCHCL 11/10/1885, 12/7/1885, 10/27/1896,

11/9/1896, 11/14/1896)

(Trade Bulletin 8/13/1883;

11/2/1885,

vaudeville and burlesque houses led to the demise of small-scale dime museums 

in

demonstrations and

nickelodeons and

live acts.
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Burlesque

It did not take long for the variety hall to evolve into the vaudeville

and burlesque theater as we are familiar with them today. Both had their

start in the mid-nineteenth century and were popular until the Depression when

motion pictures and the high cost of road shows took their toll on live

performances. Burlesque originated as musical parodies of well known plays

Eventually this broadened into generalemploying song, dance and caricature.

humor and slapstick presentations.

bawdy as police and local censors would allow. Sometime before 1900 early

is most commonlymanifestations of the striptease, with which burlesque

associated, were being performed. Its popularity peaked in the 1920s and

1930s. One longtime Milwaukee manager recalled that the city did not get a

striptease act until the 1930s. Commentators reflected that the advent of

spelled the end of true burlesque, since customers became lessstriptease

interested in seeing the other comedy acts. (Unidentified clipping MCHCL

9/29/1954).

The earliest manifestation of a burlesque theater in Milwaukee was the

Gaiety Theater (first of many to use that name) built in 1847 by John Ryan on

Broadway just south of East Clybourn Street. It was a popular spot until it

burned on November 15, 1869 killing two persons. (Progressive History p. 47;

MJ 10/20/1939) credit John Slensby with introducingSome truesources

burlesque to Milwaukee. Slensby began in the entertainment business in the

late 1870s with a variety theater, the Buckingham, today's East Seebothon

theto (MI 158-13). Soon

afterward, today1s

Plankinton Avenue just north of the Cawker Building. He subsequently bought

Unlike vaudeville, burlesque was 'naughty' 

theater featuring scantily clad women and off color jokes that were often as

Street next door

he moved uptown Theater on

famous Axtel1 House Hotel

and opened the Favorite
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Fred Kuettemeyer1s fish and oyster market on Plankinton near West Wisconsin

Avenue in 1883 and added a new front to the structure calling it Slensby's

Variety House. There he introduced "Billy Arnold's Female Minstrels" with

Billy's wife, Ida Siddons, a skip Such

burlesque acts as Sam T. Jack, Sam and Ben Leavitt and Rentz-Santley would

When such acts were unavailable, melodramas like "Dan Sulley'sperform there.

Corner Grocery" would be performed as well Boxing

matches were also featured. In the bar at Slensby's in 1883 the famous song

"The Burning of the Newhall House" was written by Billy Devere and went on to

become a nationwide hit. Slensby's was subsequently enlarged and rebuilt by a

new owner and renamed the People's Theater. In the early 1890s it featured

such acts as Lilly Clays Colossal Gaiety company who formed a display of

living pictures "such as may be seen in any art gallery". By 1895 the sedate

three story structure stood vacant and was little used until it was demolished

in 1927 to make way for the new Empire Building containing the grandest of the

(Evening Wisconsin 8/25/1894,vaudeville houses,

10/15/1895; MJ 4/27/1927).

With the passing of People's Theater, the Star on Plankinton Avenue south

of Wisconsin Avenue became the elegant new home of burlesque in the city. The

building itself had initially been constructed as a commission warehouse for

1875 by architect Edward TownsendA.J.W. Mix. The remodeled

warehouse featured frescoed walls, box seats ornamented with bas reliefs and

plush covered pillars on the first floor. An oriental smoking room and bar

was located beneath the theater.

1907. Adds

"nothing to offend" and special Friday matinees were

Comedy musical farces, the Trocadero Burlesquers and the Gay Morning Glories

The Star occupied the premises from 1899 to 

took great pains to emphasize that their

as "Uncle Tom's Cabin".

offered for women.

"refined" acts had

rope dancer, as the headliner.

Pierce in

the Riverside Theater.
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were among the featured shows. (MS 10/16/1875, 8/11/1902; County Historical

Unidentifed clippings MCHCL 1/27/1902, 11/20/1902) The Star relocated to a

newly built theater at the southwest corner of Third and Wells Street in 1907

and was renamed the New Star. The old building on Plankinton Avenue was

subsequently demolished to make way for Gimbel's expansion in 1914-1915.

The Empress Theater, another prominent burlesque house, opened March 28,

1910 at 748 North Plankinton, just south of Wells Street. The 2,800 person

capacity theater was built by the Sullivan-Considine circuit which had over

one hundred first class theaters throughout the country. Designed by the

firm's architect Lee DeCamp, it was cited as being one of the safest fireproof

theaters in the country and was provided with an unusually large number of

exits to allay the public's about the disastrous theater f i resconcerns

prevalent at the turn of the century. Loges extended entirely around the

balcony and maids were in attendance in the ladies room. Articles about its

opening emphasized management's policy of strictly clean and artistic acts.

(Unidentified clipping MCHCL 3/20/1910) Such performers as Charlie Chaplin

and Gil da Gray once graced its stage. (Unidentified clipping MCHCL 9/6/1954)

The Empress eventually moved into the former New Star Theater at the southwest

corner of Third and Wells Streets as its last tenant.

North Second Street which it occupied from 1912 to 1917. Burlesque, unlike

Throughout its existence,

The Gayety, another of the burlesque houses, began in the old Star Theater 

on Plankinton Avenue before moving to the former Bijou Opera House at 631

the New Star-Gayety-Empress building 

witnessed all sorts of entertainment from the performances of Al Joi son and

vaudeville, seems to have had a migratory existence. The Gayety ultimately 

also relocated to the structure at Third and Wells that had been built for the

New Star.

Center Library photograph; Once a Year 1903 p. 28; Free Press 8/30/1902;
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Fannie Brice to the comedy of a young Phil Silvers and the striptease acts of

Qypsy Rose Lee and Sally Rand. The last of the burlesque houses, the Empress,

was sold by the Uihlein family to the Posner family estate and razed to make

way for a parking lot in 1955. A one-story segment of the Empress was saved

for retail purposes when the rest of the theater was demolished in 1955. This

segment, last tenanted by a porno shop, was itself razed in the early 1980s

for construction of the Reuss Federal Plaza (Unidentified clippings MCHCL

9/6/1954, 9/7/1954, 9/29/1954, 6/19/1955; MJ 2/27/1955).

Vaudeville

Vaudeville shared the same basic roots as burlesque, evolving from the
entertainment provided in music halls, beer houses and variety shows. John

allegedly the first

'vaudeville' to a group of performers in the 1850s. The word, of French

origin, originally denoted a district where comic ballads were performed. The

success of Ransome's company inspired a host of imitators and the traveling

Vaudeville show became an accepted and popular form of entertainment. Such

individuals as Keith, Proctor, Alber, Pantages and Martin Beck applied big

business techniques to Vaudeville and developed huge chains or circuits which

made it possible for popular acts to travel fifty-two weeks a year and be

continuously employed. Small show houses would present four or five acts

while large theaters would often put on seven or eight. The Vaudeville bill

would generally open and close with circusa

woodchoppers, bears, trampoline artists and so on. The second act, known as

the deuce, would be a new act or a less potent performer. Established talent

would come in the pargon of singers, dancers or magicians followed by the star

performer. (MJ 2/22/1948) Unlike burlesque,

Ransome's traveling company was

like act, such as acrobats,

Vaudeville was essentially

to apply the term
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minimum.

Although Vaudeville became the dominant popular entertainment form in the

showcase was built specifically for its presentation until the

Alhambra opened in 1896. Prior to that such legitimate theaters as the Bijou

would offer Vaudeville acts between its run of melodramatic plays. Likewise,

the old Academy of Music Hall, once the home of the Milwaukee Musical Society,

would feature performing elephants and the like. Vaudeville acts would often

the People's.

The Alhambra was built by brewery magnates Alfred and Henry Uihlein at the

northeast corner of Fourth Street and West Wisconsin Avenue. It was initially

Uihlein, but thecal led the name

Architect Charles Kirchoff Jr. designed the theater as part ofimmediately.

Uihlein Building,the larger the that included retailstructure, and

conwercial The classical brick facade rested on a two story stonespace.

base. The auditorium of the theater was located to the rear along Fourth

The most dominant feature of the facade was the projecting cornerStreet.

pavilion surmounted by a cupola-like superstructure. The theater's stage

measured forty by one hundred feet with twelve dressing rooms and had a

seating capacity of 4,000. From 2,300 to 2,500 stationary seats were to be

located on the parquet and in eighteen boxes and the remainder of the seating

was to be provided at movable tables at which parties or family groups could

The

of wood was said to be used in its construction. The building's avoidance of

appearance was also praised. Although it featured such

order refreshments from any of the four bars located in the building.

structure's fireproof qualities were particularly emphasized since not a piece

alternate with the predominently burlesque offerings at such small theaters as

a cheap "gingerbread"

1890s, no

family theater and risque' material as well as bared legs were kept to a

was changed to the Alhambra almost
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Bara and Fanny Brice, the Alhambra was not anotables as Enrico Caruso, Theda

until it was taken over by Saxe Amusement

given to retaining itsAl though consideration was

Vaudeville repertoire, the Saxe's decided to institute an all-movie policy in

The Alhambra lease was subsequentlySeptember of 1911. taken over by

Studios)Famous-Pl ayers (later in 1920. TheHollywood-based Paramount

Alhambra's subsequent history was full of ups and downs. The police often

raided the girlie shows that alternated with the motion pictures. The theater

closed for good in the sunnier of 1959 and the building was razed in October

and November of 1961. Although a motor hotel was supposed to be constructed

on the site, the land remained a surface parking lot until the erection of the

(Evening Wisconsinin 1984. 1/25/1896, 5/23/1896,Federal PlazaReuss
8/26/1898;

The next Vaudeville house to be constructed was a more modest theater, the

Crystal, on North Second Street just above Wisconsin Avenue next door to the

six story Toy Building (see Coimierce-Restaurants). It opened in 1903 with a

seating capacity of 1 ,032 and popularized clean-cut family Vaudeville with its

ten cents admission. The Crystal was taken over by Saxe Amusement Enterprises

in 1910 and updated with the addition of electric lights to the facade and the

installation of statues and decorative glass in the interior. Since it was

not part of a circuit, the Saxes booked independent acts and dropped admission

prices to a nickel. They retained control of the theater until 1917. The

W.C. Fields and Fred and Adele Astaire in their early years. With the decline

Crystal, unlike the Alhambra or the other large Vaudeville theaters, was not 

known for big name acts but rather for presenting rising performers such as

in the popularity of such acts, the Crystal was razed in 1927 for parking. 

The site is still used for parking today.

unidentified clipping MCHCL 12/19/1896; MS 10/8/1961, 10/22/1961;

MJ 11/3/1961, Gomery, Saxe p. 23).

money maker, as it turned out,

Enterprises in 1911.
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(MI 153-15) With a

seating capacity of 1900, the theater was the second largest Vaudeville house

in Milwaukee. The auditorium was described as cozy due to its broad but

shallow configurations. Visibility and accoustics were good and the balcony

projected to within twelve The Majestic becamerows an

important Vaudeville house after the conversion of the Alhambra to a movie

theater. The Majestic exhibited the first Edison talking pictures

novelty on May 28, 1913 but the concept did not make a hit with viewers.

Al though the press in di cated that there was for more Vaudeville

theaters, the Majestic languished in later it succumbed toyears as

competition from the newer Miller/Towne, the Palace and the Riverside. It

converted to an all-movie policy in 1928, but closed permanently in 1932. The

(Evening Wisconsin

4/21/1908; MJ 6/25/1940; Gomery, Movies p. 17; Progressive History p. 82).

The Pal ace Orpheum was constructed at the southeast corner of Sixth

Street and West Wisconsin Avenue in 1915-1916 during the heyday of vaudeville

(MI 153-28)attendance. Like the Majestic before it, architects Kirchoff and

Rose were the designers. by the Orpheum circuit, which dominatedManaged

Vaudeville in the western states, it housed many big name acts, such as

Houdini. Like the Alhambra and the Majestic, Palace'sthe lobby was

incorporated into a commercial/retail structure fronting on West Wisconsin

Avenue with the actual auditorium located behind the main structure. With the

in 1929. The

a

The Majestic, incorporated into the high rise commercial Majestic Building 

at 231 West Wisconsin Wisconsin Avenue, opened in 1908.

decline of the vaudeville circuits, the Palace switched to an all-movie policy 

(Unidentified clipping MCHCL 2/15/1915; Gomery, Movie p. 17)

a need

as a

theater space has since been converted into offices

of the front.

commercial portion of the building still stands, although the auditorium has 

been razed and replaced with a swimming pool structure for the Marc Plaza 

Hotel. (see Conmerce-Hotel).
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The Miller Theater was the Saxes answer to the Palace Orpheum and opened

in 1917 at 717 North Third Street. It was hailed as an up-to-date theater

which incorporated such new features as a mezzanine floor between the main

level and the balcony. The seating capacity was 1800. Acts were booked from

new circuit that was comprised of the Milwaukee Saxes, Marcus Loew in thea

east, C.H.

Theaters of Chicago and Pantages who handled bookings west of St. Paul. The

new venture linked together fifty theaters and twenty-five independents From

Vaudeville and variety acts were booked at the Miller intocoast to coast.

the 1940s. The name of the theater was subsequently changed to the Towne in

1947, as was the name of the hotel in which it was located. The theater's

final years were spent as a movie house under a succession of managers and

alternated between x-rated features and family films. It was demolished in

1980 to make way for the Reuss Federal (MJ 6/28/1916, 4/6/1917;Pl aza.

Gomery, Saxe p. 24).

The last of the great vaudeville showhouses to be built in Milwaukee was

the Riverside. Opening in April, 1928 at a time when other theaters were

switching an all-movie policy, the Riverside successfully presented motion

pictures and vaudeville/variety acts alternately throughout most of its

existence. The 2,900 person capacity theater, like other theaters before it,

was constructed as part of a commercial structure, the Empire Building which

commands a prominent site at the northeast corner of Plankinton and Wisconsin

(MI 146-15).Avenues.

The

Kirchhoff and Rose who had also designed the Palace and the Majestic theaters.

Judy Garland, Abbott and Costello,

Gold coffered ceilings, bronze doors and gold plated 

light fixtures highlighted the lobby while crystal chandeliers and a red and

Red Skelton and the Andrews Sisters were

Miles of the Buffalo-Detroit region, the Jones Linnick Schaefer

architects werethe vast auditorium.cream color scheme decorated
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among the legions of great performers who appeared at the Riverside between

box-office hit films such as "The African Queen" and "An American in Paris".

Recent years saw the introduction of rock concerts to the theater. After

being close for some years, the Riverside was restored in 1984 and reopened in

January of 1985 as a showcase for live entertainment including leading popular

entertainers and road companies of Broadway shows. (MJ 10/15/1984, 6/14/1984;

Gomery, Movie p. 11, 17).

Legitimate Theater

like the popular stage, has long history inSerious drama,

Milwaukee. Often the 1 ine between fine arts productions and popular

entertainment was thinly drawn as theater companies would produce popular

farcical pieces one night and present serious drama the next. As a result,

most segments of society could find form of affordable theatricalsome

entertainment.

English Language Theater

In the early years, serious theater first came to Milwaukee in the form of

traveling road companies who gave performances in English, the dominant tongue

in the city during the pioneer period. In later decades an indigenous German

language theater would evolve to cater to the needs of the growing German

community in the city.

historicalNumerous sources agree

followed by William Tell. (Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 p. 85; Progressive

History p. 45) The plays were enacted at the new Hustis Hall, a three-story

by John Hustis at the

performance was given in 1842 by Lynn and Powell's Detroit and Chicago Company 

which opened their week's engagement with Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice

that Milwaukee's

brick connercial

first theatrical

structure built that same year

had a
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Thirdnorthwest of and Juneau Streets. additionIn suchtocorner

thea tri cals, the rented hall served as concert auditorium for musicala

performances well for politicalcenter meetings and religiousas as a

services. In 1876 Hustis Hall was razed to make way for the Senn Block, which

still occupies the site today. (MI 151-14) (Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 P-

85; Progressive History p. 45; View p. 1).

The first attempt to organize a local resident stock company took place in

1843 when Powel1 Milwaukee withoutreturned to his partner, Lynn, and
converted Saloon Broadway Street into theater. Heon a

presented the plays The Stranger, The Drunkard's Fate and Lady of the Lake.

(see also Popular Entertainment). After receiving $500 in contributions from

friends, Powell relocated to a former warehouse and continued producing plays

for awhile. (Progressive History p. 46).

A more lucrative venture was established in 1846 when John B. Rice came to

Milwaukee with the express intent of establishing a theater. He initially

rented Military Hall on the south side of Wells Street between Market and

north Broadway Streets. The building had formerly been occupied by the

Washington Guard and stood at the rear of the business premises of the Pereles

Brothers. The building was a multipurpose rental hall, like Hustis Hall, and

the site for military drills, political meetings, parties and

(Evening Wisconsin 10/15/1895)concerts.

called, opened there with a run of Shakespearean plays and a popular nautical

comedy of the period entitled "Black-Eyed Susan".

North Broadway and East Wisconsin Avenue. Although it was named Rice's Opera 

House, the theater was constructed to house dramatic presentations rather than 

musical entertainments. It was built of brick and stone forty-two feet high,

Rice's Stock Company, as it was

served as

The enterprise was so

successful that Rice constructed his own theater at the northwest corner of

the Milwaukee
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making it one of the more imposing structures in the city at the time. The

interior was divided into two equal spaces, seating and stage, and had all the

latest in theatrical devices including whale oil lamps, footlights with glass

chimneys and floodlights in the wings. Although built to seat only 650

thousand people attended the opening night performancepatrons, ofa

Shakespeare's Rice's Opera House

remained a popular playhouse and its stock company spent several months in

After a fire destroyed the theater on January 23, 1853,Chicago each year.

(Mu el 1 er German Heritage 92;P-

Progressive History p.

English-language theater languished in

Milwaukee. Traveling road companies satisfied the demand for legitimate

theater 1850s (Unidenti fiedfrom the through 1870s. cl i ppi ng MCHCL

10/15/1895) but they

received little attention from historians or the press so little is known

English-language theater reached its nadir in the 1870s whenabout them.

managers resorted to giving out presents to attract audiences, but attendance

remained only moderate. Even the construction in

boost English-language attendance. National stars complained of indifferent

audiences and threatened never to return to Milwaukee. Harsh critics and

(Evening

Wisconsin 10/15/1895) The situation improved slightly in the late 1870s and

early 1880s only to hit upon hard times in 1883 while an unidentified theater

manager indicated that more English language legitimate theater companies had

church opposition also played their part in restraining the popularity of 

legitimate theater among the city's English speaking residents.

46-47; Evening Wisconsin 10/15/1895; MS 11/27/1848;

Krueger, June 1939 p. 417).

(Kaiser p. 58, View p. 5-6)

1871 of a beautiful new theater, Nunnemacher's Grand Opera House, could not

"As You Like It" on November 29, 1848.

After Rice moved to Chicago,

were established,

Rice relocated permanently to Chicago.

A few resident stock companies
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gone bankrupt that year than in any other previous period. Weekday business

poor while Sundayremained just moderate.attendance (Unidenti fiedwas

clipping MCHCL 12/27/1883) Variety theaters and music halls, on the other

hand, flourished during this time. (Evening Wisconsin 10/15/1895) In 1890

Frederick Pabst bought Nunnemacher's theater, renamed it the Stadt, and made
center of German language theater Milwaukee.in The

English-language theater temporarily shifted to the Academy of Music Hall,

where it alternated with vaudeville until two new playhouses, the Bijou and

the Davidson, were completed to serve Milwaukee's legitimate theater.

The Bijou Opera House was constructed in 1889-1890 by financier John

Johnston at 631 North Second Street. Noted Chicago theater architect Oscar

Cobb's eye-catching orientalizing facade featured bullseye windows, ornamental

a prominent tower and a baldacchino-1ike domed entrance

canopy that was one of Milwaukee's few true fantasy structures. The narrow

building cost $135,000 to construct including $75,000 worth of furnishings and

With a seating capacity of 2,100, ample restroom facilities forscenery.

actors and patrons, steam heating, incandescent lighting and a special men's

smoking room and ladies parlor the theater featured many amentities new to

Milwaukee theater patrons. Operator Jacob Litt had earlier transformed a

failing dime museum into a thriving enterprise and exhibited a flair for

theatrical management. He scheduled nightly performances at the Bijou with

additional matinee shows on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays in the belief

that weekly performances wouldten enable him to first classsecure

attractions.

One of the period's most popular plays 

"In Old Kentucky" was revamped in Milwaukee and achieved national prominence

In its first season the Bijou grossed $124,000, an indication 

that Litt knew what he was doing. Although the Bijou did present vaudeville, 

it was primarily known for melodrama.

brickwork, finials,

focus ofit the
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Dingwall saw

potential in the Charles Turner Deazy story, added a 'pickaninny band' and

created a national hit in the mid-1890s. It was shown here annually during

State Fair week as a standard attraction.

(1921-1931 ). By 1936 the Bijou had succumbed to changing theatrical tastes

and was razed for parking.

When 9/27/1977, 2/15/1938; Unidentified clipping

MCHCL 6/6/1891).

The Davidson was the second major theater constructed for English-language

productions. It was completed in 1890 at a cost of $400,000 and unlike the

Bijou, which was a self-contained structure, the Davidson was constructed as

part of a six story hotel building located on Third Street south of Wisconsin

Avenue. The stone-veneered facade featured a prominent entrance canopy and

arches Prominent crestingogee

enlivened the skyline. Performances included plays by Shakespeare and Bulwer

Lytton, sentimental Irish plays, performances by George M. Cohen and Sarah

Bernhardt and the nationally popular epic Ben-Hur. Fire damaged the theater

in 1894 but it was rebuilt with little alteration. A major renovation in 1903

resulted in the addition of leaded glass panels over the boxseats and the

introduction of a crimson and green color scheme designed by Conrad Schmidt

with materials provided by Gimbel's decorator department. The Davidson was

Milwaukee's longest lived legitimate theatre, other than the Pabst, and was

popular with Broadway road companies. It was razed for parking in 1954. (MJ

10/20/1939, 5/5/1954; Wisconsin 9/7/1903; MS 4/28/1889 12/1;

(MS 4/28/1889 12/1, 3/21/1889 3/1, MJ Remember
Wisconsin News 7/16/1936;

Evening

Progressive History p. 82-83).

Subsequent managements changed the 

repertoire and the Bijou was renamed the Gayety (1912-1917) and the Garrick

at the hand of Litt's partner Alexander "Sandy" Dingwall.

surmounted by rondels at the cornice.
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The best known of the city's permanent English-language stock companies

was Thanhouser's Stock Company which performed at the Academy of Music from

1898 to 1906. Thanhouser succeeded Jacob Litt as manager and changed the

repertoir to legitimate theater from Vaudeville. When the monetary returns

extensive anti ci pa ted,not ownership of the buildingwere as as was
threetransferred partners who, into leasedturn, the playhouse to

Thanhouser, a versatile promoter-actor. The company he had brought with him

from the East soon included native Milwaukeeans. Performances were given

every night of the week with three matinees as wel1. Edwin Thanhouser

stock in foresaw that the growingcompany

popularity of the picture would ultimatelymotion make local dramatic

companies like his obsolete. (MJ 4/25/1956).

Little Theater

Although most of the professional local theater companies disbanded in the

twentieth century to be replaced by traveling road shows from Broadway and

motion pictures, the amateur theater movement in Milwaukee thrived. Such

local groups as the Wisconsin Players, Milwaukee Players, Children's Theater

and the Milwaukee Repertory Theater all have their roots in this "Little

Theater" movement of the early twentieth century.

The Wisconsin Players began in the Milwaukee branch of the

Wisconsin Dramatic Society founded by University of Wisconsin Engl ish

instructor Thomas Dickinson, novelist/playwright Zona Gale and theater manager

Laura Sherry.

an

Aesthetic dancing classes were conducted in the ballroom,audience of eighty.

The following year the group established 

a permanent home in the former T.A. Chapman residence on Jefferson Street. 

The top floor was used for workshop presentations and could acconrnodate

By 1914 they had become independent of the Dramatic Society 

with Laura Sherry as their manager.

disbanded his 1906 when he

1911 as
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which could accommodate hundred seventy-five persons. The group alsoone

operated a bookshop and a tea room at their headquarters. By 1916 the company

was professional enough to go on tour to Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia and

Washington among other cities. By the mid-twenties the company struggled to

balance the interests of commercial

continued to produce quality shows. In 1928 the troupe moved to the vacated

Italian Evangelical Church at 535 North Van Buren (see Religion) and remained

there until it disbanded in 1941. The Wisconsin Players are noted for having

one of the first, if not the first theater workshop in the country. Director

Sherry rose to national prominence and was called as advisor to the Harvard 47

Workshop before ultimately becoming chair of dramatic for theevents

University of Wisconsin Extension. Writer Zone Gale won the Pulitzer Prize

(MJ 5/3/1951, MJ

1/13/1957).

Municipal support of amateur theater followed upon the example set by the

Wisconsin Players. In 1931 the Milwaukee Players was formed by the Milwaukee

Public Schools. Members were drawn from the winners in a drama contest held

Performances were heldata number of

public schools including Lincoln High School at 830 East Ogden. (MI 140-2).

An off shoot, the Children's Theater, was established in 1934 to provide good

entertainment for children as well as expose them to a variety of cultures and

It operated under the auspices of the Department of Municipalcustoms.

Recreation. Lincoln High School also the sitewas

performances.

The Milwaukee Repertory Theater (Rep) is the only remaining local dramatic

group performing in the Central Business District today. Established in 1954

on Milwaukee's East Side, the group has performed downtown in the Performing

for a play she wrote for the group, "Miss Lulu Bett".

success and artistic expression but

between various local drama clubs.

of many of their
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Arts Center since the latter was completed in 1969. Its repertoire includes

period drama, new plays and comedy. Current plans include the establishment

of a new home for the Rep in the old Oneida Street Power Plant as 108 East

(MI 144-21).Wells Street.

Today, the Performing Arts Center is the chief focus for the performing

arts in the Central Business District. Located along the riverfront at 929

North Water Street (MI 140-33), the PAC was originally envisioned as part of a

two-building complex situated along the lakeshore. The 1944 proposal was to

have incorporated space for the visual arts and performing arts along with a

memorial to victims of World War II. Changing needs and budget considerations

separated the performing arts from the visual arts, which were housed on the

lakefront in the War Memorial. Chicago architect Harry Weese was selected to

design the PAC. As built, the PAC incorporates three auditoriums of varying

as dining, meeting and banquet spaces. (Dorr, Municipal

Buildings No. 7).

German Language Theater

By far the most successful, popular and longest lived of the resident

theater companies was the German Theater. The group evolved from a handful of

passionate amateurs into a professional acting company that would regularly

procure leading actors and plays directly from Germany. By the end of the

nineteenth century, Milwaukee's German Theater was the most illustrious of the

foreign language organizations in America outside of New York. Unlike other

forms of entertainment, the German Theater was treated seriously as a great
cultural and educational

venture and was generously supported by such leading German residents as

Albert Trostel, Captain Frederick Pabst and Henry Harnischfeger.

sizes as well

a purely commercialinstitution rather than as
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early German theater got off to a rocky start.Like many other endeavors,

The initial call for players by musician Joseph Kurz in 1848 met with an

apathetic response. By 1850 the extent that twoto

companies were formed, the "Liebhaber Gesellschaft II under the direction of art

patron Edward Weisner and the so-called "Printer's Devils" from the Banner and

Weisner's group was comprised of men and women fromVolksfreund newspaper.

all walks of life. Their first play at Military Hall on February 25, 1850 was

performed as a benefit for the poor. Professional scenery was prepared by

artist Rundt. The plays popular pieces bordering on burlesque.were

Additional plays and farces were presented in March and April before the group

broke for the sunnier. The "Printer's Devils" performed their first play on

February 11 , 1850 at Stein's Building on Market Square. Meant to serve as

part of a carnival, their repertoire included the same sort of popular pieces

as did Weisner's group. The

fall of 1850, but dissent over the disposition of the proceeds of a benefit

Devils"in "Printer'sperformance resulted The

subsequently purchased Weisner's sets and planned to set up a permanent stage

at the popular Mozart Hall near today's Ninth and Wells Streets. Bad weather

and poor roads resulted in a transfer of activities to Bertschy's Hall on

today's North Plankinton Avenue. The group continued until 1852 when lack of

popular support led to the troupe's dissolution. (Kaiser p. 12-22).

The forerunner of what was to become the resident troupe at the Pabst and

Stadt Theaters was organized by Joseph Kurz in 1851-1852 when his call for

actors was more successful than his 1848 effort. Many amateurs from Weisner's

group joined Kurz, who ran the nineteen-member operation on a business-like

basis. A stage was prepared at Mozart Hall and the first performance given on

January 3, 1852. During these early performances,

"Liebhaber Gesellschaft" resumed activity in the

interest had grown

the group's disbanding.

the audiences would
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regularly interrupt the play to order refreshments until Kurz finally

prevailed upon them to act more attentive and hold their drink orders until

after the play when dancing would follow each performance. When Mozart Hall

was sold in August, 1852 the troupe moved to the Old Lutheran Church on Sixth

and State Streets and dedicated the new facility as a theater on September 6,

Through December of 1852, Kurz's group gave two performances per week1852.

and found themselves in even greater demand after Rice's theater burned in

(Kaiser p. 20-25).January, 1853.
The need for a larger auditorium led the troupe to rent the upper floor of

the new Market House on the site of today's City Hall about 1854, which could

accormiodate 500 patrons. The transition from amateur to professional status

occurred in July, 1853 when the troupe actually began to make money. Prolific

performers, some fifty-four different plays were produced during the 1854-1855

season, but all were popular pieces rather than classics. After Kurz left

Milwaukee 1855in acting company in Chicago, internal

squabbles rent the group.

general melee with the cast. The conversion of the Market house into City

Hall in 1860 was, in part, allegedly a move by Aiderman Schulte to antagonize

the troupe by evicting them from their playhouse. Through most of the 1860s

the troupe remained homeless and performed in a variety of locations including

Birchard's Block and the West Side Turner Hall. But it remained a time of

creativity and the group's director initiated the practise of going to Germany

each year for new theatrical material. (Kaiser p. 26-42).

After years of moving about, the troupe finally acquired a new home in the

Stadt Theater built in 1868 by Fred and Henrich Kurz, relatives of Joseph. It

was the first theater devoted to German drama in the midwest and was located

on the west side of Third Street between Wells and Kilbourn. The $22,000

At one performance, irate patrons joined in a

to establish an
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showplace was a two-story, brick structure with a horseshoe balcony, frescoes

and two hot air furnaces and was lit by a large central reflector. Locally

folding chairs provided seatingpatented capacity for 1,000 patrons.

Dedication took place October 21, 1868. In addition to performances by the

world-renowned violinist Ole Bull during its first year. General interior

improvements were made in 1886 when the auditorium and gallery were enlarged

and boxes and loges added. (Mueller German Heritage p. 93; Kaiser p. 45-48,

81).

By this time in

Milwaukee and drew Anglo-American patrons as well as German ones. Milwaukee's

success inspired the formation of similar troupes in Chicago, Davenport, Iowa

Missouri. For several from 1880-1883, the troupesyears,

stayed in close communication and exchanged players. Unlike other stock

companies, which were identified with a particular manager, Milwaukee's German

company was a fairly cohesive body to which various managers came over the

For one season in fact, 1883-1884, the troupe performed on its ownyears.

without a manager.

German theater's golden age was the period from 1884 to 1900 when managers

Welb and Wachsner guided the troupe. The number of weekly performances was

increased and each night had its own theme. Wednesdays were subscription

nights when the German elite would turn out to view the latest in new plays

and experience the old classics.

were relegated to Fridays.

performed on Sundays. The diversified repertoire included translations of

Shakespeare and French authors, comedies, and plays by popular German authors

such as Schnitzler, Goethe and Schiller. Interestingly, Milwaukee's premier

More innovative and thought provoking pieces 

Popular farces, operettas and folkplays would be

stock company, the Stadt also featured gymnastic exhibitions, tableaux and

and St. Louis,

established institutionthe German Theater was an
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performances of Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw plays were also performed

upon the German stage. Management made it an annual practise to secure the

latest scripts directly from Germany and even procured new actors from the

Milwaukee's troupe was the only one recognized ashomeland every two years.

professional by Germany's established theater companies. At its height the

troupe numbered about thirty five actors with four directors and had a fifteen

Small, rival companies begun at the North, West and South Sidepersons.

Turner Halls could with thenot compete Stadt professionals and had

disappeared by 1889.

Urged by brewery magnate Captain Frederick Pabst, the German Theater
company moved into the former Nunnemacher Grand Opera House in 1890. Pabst

had acquired ownership of the financially struggling theater and renamed it

the Stadt in the company's honor. Unfortunately, fire destroyed the structure

in January, 1895 forcing the troupe to perform at a variety of locations for a

Dedication of the new

highlighted the domed auditorium.

their efficient management until the two

parted company in 1900. Wachsner remained with the theater and after his

1909 was Anti-German

Post war financial support and easing of anti-German sentiment led to a

revival of German theater but patronage never reached pre-war levels except

sentiment during World War I curtailed German-language performances and after 

the Pabst was theatened with bombing in 1917, all such performances ceased.

(MJ 6/7/1935; Unidentified clipping MCHCL 5/25/1936;

View p. 6-8; Progressive History p. 57-58).

Welb and Wachsner continued

$300,000 German Renaissance style theater took place on November 9, 1895.

season until the theater was rebuilt as the Pabst.

Gold siena marble, green marble, scagliola columns and ornamental plaster

succeeded by a number of able managers.

to twenty piece orchestra plus an associated chorus of thirty to forty

death in
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To broaden the appeal, popular plays and

operettas were frequently performed. But the drive and momentum were no

longer present, the city's second and third generation German-American's were

disinterested and a new entertainment form, the motion picture, had emerged as

the most popular form of diversion. The theater corporation was officially

dissolved in late May or early June of 1935. The Pabst Theater continued to

showcase English language drama and with the Davidson served as the Central

Business District's only other legitimate playhouse into the 1950s, although

it also showed films. It emerged as the lone survivor when the Davidson was

Acquisition by the City in 1961in 1954.demolished

restoration in the mid-1970s guaranteed its continued prominence in the city's

(Progressive History p. 67-84; MJ 6/7/1935).musical and theatrical life.

Motion Pictures

Panoramas

One of the most popular

twentieth century has been the motion picture. An ancestor to today's movies

was the Panorama of the 1840s. The Panoramas consisted of continuous scenes

painted on giant stretches of canvas that often measured forty or fifty feet

in height and several hundred yards in length and weighed up to five tons.

The canvasses often took from six to eight months to complete and could cost

up to $25,000 to produce. Wound on upright spools, the canvas scenes would be

unrolled to a scripted narration and the musical accompaniment of harp, violin

or melodion would add to the drama of the slowly moving scene. In Milwaukee,

the Panorama's popularity lasted from 1849 through the late 1880s. Favorite

early viewing locations were at Young's Hall at the northeast corner of

Broadway and Wisconsin and Birchard's Block on today's West Wisconsin Avenue

during the 1925-1926 season.

and enduring forms of entertainment in the

and its thorough
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Subject matter consisted primarily of travelogues,at Plankinton Avenue.

Quite a hit in 1849 in Milwaukee was Henry Lewis'fires and battle scenes.

"Mississippi Panorama" which portrayed a trip along that river from St. Louis

Publicity emphasized the excitement of seeingto the Falls of St. Anthony.

the sites without actually leaving home. The two-hour adventure cost fifty

for pi tfor box and twenty-five Among the laterseats seats.cents

attractions were a whaling voyage around the would (1850), Blair's geological,

(1852),and biblical the overland to Californiahistorical routescenes

(1855), (1855),trip from Boston the Rhine River J.R. Smi th' stoa

of SevastopolWorld-Renowned Grand Moving Tour of Europe with the Battle

(1857) and Bullard's Panorama of New York City (1857).

Eventually two panorama schools were established in Milwaukee and their

workshops, at the southeast corner of Sixth Street and Kilbourn Avenue and on

the north side of Wells between Sixth and Seventh Streets, became viewing

halls in their own right (See Fine Arts). "The Battle of Atlanta", one of the

most popular of these later Panorama, is now owned by the city of Atlanta. By

the late 1880s with their popularity on the wane, the painting factories

disbanded and panorama viewing was relegated to history. (Mueller Music p.

95; Krueger, June, 1939 p. 414-415; Kaiser p. 35-36; Rascher's Fire Insurance

Map 1888 vol. 1 p. 80, 81) There are no known extant buildings in Milwaukee

associated with the Panorama industry.

Nickelodeons

The next manifestation of the motion picture came

captured on film rather than on painted canvasses. Unlike panorama viewing,

which often lasted several hours, the new motion picture was often a short

the 1 ike.

vignette taken from daily life or scenes of dance segments, comedy spots and 

Considered a novelty item in the late 1890s, moving pictures were

when images were
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used as incidental entertainments with traveling circuses, amusement parks and

The old variety halls also found that films could attractpenny arcades.

substantial audiences and added them to their already diverse programs. The

typical of the penny Itwas

advertised novelties and polyscope viewing in 1900 on the site of today's

State Office Building at Sixth and Wells Streets, once the site of a panorama

studio. (MI 199-32) (Once a Year 1900 p. 18).

Continued technical innovation resulted in such outstanding novelties as

Developed by mechanical engineer George Hale and first

presented at the St. Louis Fair in 1904, this early attempt at environmental

theater combined the thrills of a railroad trip with the convenience of never

leaving the theater. Up to fifty patrons would be seated in a railroad

car-like contraption that would tilt and sway in accord with the filmed train

Accompanied by clacking railroad sounds and rushes of air from a fan,ri de.

attempt at environmental motion pictures. 'Hale's Tours' was a short-lived

phenomenon, however, that was featured only during the 1905-1906 season at the

Scenes Around the Worl d Theater on Wisconsin Avenue near Second Street run by

brothers John and Thomas Saxe. (Gomery, Saxe p. 20).

As audience demand grew, the early travelogues and slice-of-1ife vignettes

soon evolved into long narrative features with the result that more permanent

established. Popular from 1906 theto

nickelodeons which derived their from the nickelname

the

Nickelodeons were often

located in converted storefronts that were little more than a darkened hall

with wooden chairs. Most could accommodate no more than 75 to 100 persons.

admission charge.

Patronized by individuals who could not afford the legitimate theater, 

nickelodeons appealed to a broad segment of society.

'Hale's Tours'.

arcade nickelodeons.

1915 wereviewing houses were

New Zoo and Museum

viewers actually lived the experience, quite surpassing Cinerama's later
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variety of entertainement which included

colored slides, singers, dancers and lectures in addition to moving pictures.

The first permanent nickelodeon in Milwaukee was the Theatoriurn at 176 West

Wisconsin Avenue, run by the Saxe Brothers in the days they came to dominate

in Milwaukee. 1910movie distribution nickelodeonsBy ten

throughout Milwaukee, and others in neighborhood shopping

centers along trolley line routes (Gomery, Movie p. 8, 16).

Motion Pictures

Stiff competition for audiences and the continued improvement of the film

medium led to the construction of finer and more permanent viewing houses

(Kmet p. 2-3). The first of the major theaters built specifically to show

only motion pictures was the Princess Theater formerly at 738 North Third

Street. Run by the Saxe brothers, the Princess opened December 16, 1909. Its

glistening white facade lit by

remodeling of an earlier theater on the site and cost $50,000. Seating 900

city'sit had musicalthe first theater providetopersons, organ

accompaniment, while uniformed ushers assisted guests to the cushioned opera

Opening night was an invitational affair, an attempt by the Saxes toseats.

secure a better class of patrons.
tl Remember When" 3/26/1984) Following the success of the Princess,Greensheet

the Butterfly opened on September 2, 1911 at 212 West Wisconsin Avenue. Its

most striking facade featured a twenty-seven foot butterfly with female torso

over the entrance and the entire front was lit by 3,000 lamps. The interior

featured an inverted dome, pipe organ and seating for 1500. (Unidenti fied

clipping MCHCL 9/1/1911; Evening Wisconsin 8/22/1907).

Aside from the growing popularity of motion pictures and the desire for 

larger profits the shift to larger and more elegant movie houses was also the

(Kmet p. 5; Gomery, Saxe p. 21-22; MJ

The shows generally provided a

some downtown

there were

1200 incandescent lamps was a complete
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result of pressure from local reform groups. Sleazy, fly-by-night promoters

Also, local legislation

sought to control the exhibition of the highly flammable film stock in order

to reduce the large numbers of theater fires. To head off too much municipal

interference and show good faith with the community, local theater owners

same

(Kmet p. 4-6).areas.

programming. The Academy of Music, once the home stage for the Milwaukee

Musical Society, featured the Vitascope, an early form of motion picture, as

early at 1896 in order to satisfy growing public demand. (Unidentifed

The Orpheum Theater on Third Street

live performances with the presentation of such

pictures as the "The Drug Terror" shown in 1914 as part of a local anti-drug

campaign. (Unidentified clipping MCHCL 4/26/1914) The Strand also alternated

film with live performances after its construction in 1915 at the northwest

corner of Fifth Street and West Wisconsin Avenue.

1915.

formed the Exhibition League of Milwaukee in 1911 and monitored lighting and 

ventilation, pushed for fireproof equipment and censorship, and, in general, 

anticipated the city ordinances passed in 1913 which dealt with these

Such was the popularity of the motion picture and need for larger viewing 

spaces that even vaudeville theaters incorporated movies into their general

showing films in dimly lit viewing halls were regarded with suspicion and 

blamed for contributing to adolescent delinquency.

clippings MCHCL 10/29/1896, 10/31/1896) 

likewise interrupted its

The Davidson, throughout 

its life a legitimate theater with occasional vaudeville, also showed some of

the top movies of its day, such as Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" in July, 

For the privilege of viewing movies in such plush surroundings patrons 

paid top prices, up to $1.50 for orchestra seats for an evening performance. 

Full page adds signaled the arrival of attractions as reknowned as "Birth of a 

Nation" at the Davidson and played up the forty piece musical score which was
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with the movie'ssynchronized (Unidenti fied clipping MCHCLscenes.

7/17/1915) Even some restaurants got into the act and Charlie Toy featured

Milwaukee's "smallest and most unique photoplay house" with two performances

each day at his six story restaurant-entertainment-import company building

formerly on (See Coimerce-Second Street just north of Wisconsin Avenue.

Restaurants) (Unidentified clippings MCHCL 9/9/1915, 9/14/1915).

vaudeville would continue as a popular form of entertainment intoAl though

the 1930s, the motion picture was definitely the trend of the future. Perhaps

the biggest coup for movie distribution in Milwaukee took place in 1911 when

Saxe Amusement Enterprises acquired the lease for the deluxe Alhambra Theater

at the northeast corner of Fourth Street and West Wisconsin Avenue. The

Alhambra had been a straight vaudeville theater since its opening in 1896 and,

to the city's surprise, the Saxe's converted the theater to a movies-only

The 2,600 seats instantly gave the Alhambra status as one of theprogram.

world's largest all-movie theaters. To ensure strong attendance, the Saxes

targeted the female audience, giving away free perfume and providing free baby

sitting service for the price of adnission. Ushers, elaborate lounge areas

and rest rooms contributed to the luxuriousness of the theater. Audience

attendance was strong and the Saxes proved an all-movie policy at a large

auditorium could succeed. The Alhambra, with its many

of the 1920s.

The 1920s and early 1930s saw the culmination of this trend toward ever

larger and more lavish motion picture houses until they could truly be called

picture palaces. Since distributors favored the establishment of neighborhood

movie palaces and numerous extant theaters were available for conversion

downtown, the Central Business District witnessed the construction of only two 

such lavish show houses for motion pictures.

(Gomery Saxe p. 23).

amenities, also foreshadowed the construction of the full-service movie palace
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The Wisconsin Theater (now Cinema I and II), built as part of the new

six-story Carpenter Building at 536 West Wisconsin Avenue, opened March 28,

1924. (MI 161-28) It was hailed in its day as one of the finest in the

country and one of the three largest movie palaces in the United States at the

ti me. (Wisconsin News 7/16/1936) Saxe Amusement Enterprises, in addition to

operating the theater, also managed the Wisconsin Roof ballroom atop the

Carpenter building, as well as operating a recreation arcade in the basement

consisting of pool tables, bowling alleys and other amusements. The baroque

blue, gold and cream interior was designed by C.W. and George Rapp of Chicago

and the auditorium could accommodate 2,700 patrons. Paintings and crystal

globes ornamented the lobby. The Wisconsin was fully air-conditioned and

there were lavishly appointed ladies and mens lounges complete with smoking

rooms, full length mirrors and attendants. The opening night performance was

highlighted with a parade from the Pfister Hotel to the theater. Speeches,

musical numbers, some 3-D shorts and the feature film "Why Men Leave Home"

completed the gala premier. The Wisconsin Theater soon became the city's most

profitable motion picture theater. (Gomery, Saxe p. 24-25).

Last of the picture palaces to be built in the Central Business District

(MI 161-18)was the Warner at 212 West Wisconsin Avenue. Part of a high rise

Art Deco skyscraper that was built on the site of the old Butterfly Theater,

the theater was designed, like the Wisconsin, By Rapp and Rapp and opened May

1, 1931. Owned by Warner Brothers, the Warner exemplified the shift away from

to studio operated national chains.

architects George Rapp, Teddy Bullock, Jane Schwartz and Herman Maier, who was

chief of construction for the film studio. Actress Bebe Daniels made a guest

Following a parade on Wisconsin Avenue from the Court of Honor, opening 

celebrations were attended by 150 Warner Brothers executives from New York and

locally owned chains such as Saxes'
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Mayor Hoan gave an introductory speech and a dedicatory talk byappearance.

Governor LaFollette was shown on film. The program included singing, an Our

Gang comedy, an organ recital, sports reels, the film "Sit Tight" and other

surprises. The 2500-patron capacity theater featured lobby and promenade

murals by artist George H. Bogert who was well known in Milwaukee for having

painted murals in the Auditorium. The Warner auditorium was done in a gold,

ivory, black and red color scheme and was reminiscent of the Louis XIV period

Murals there depicted court scenes from that era.of French Renaissance. The

lobby in contrast was in the "modernistic mode" with chromium being used

throughout. All wood was imported from South America and Italy. A staff of

45 ushers in pale blue and silver uniforms assisted patrons. The Warner

introduced chauffeur parking for patron'sa

vehicles and made Conferee

Buil ding. The Warner subsequently became the Centre I and II and since 1982

the (Leader 4/27/1931,Grand I and II. 4/30/1931;

4/27/1931 , 4/30/1931 ).

The Warner was the last Milwaukee example of the dying phenomenon of the

movie palace. No other such structure would be built in the Central Business

District. As it was, the Depression and War years saw the construction of

only three movie houses in the city and relatively small

neighborhood theaters. (Gomery, Movie p. 9) The Central Business District,

however, witnessed the conversion of the vaudeville and burlesque houses, hit

much harder by poor economic conditions, into movie theaters and by 1946 movie

attendance had climbed back to an all-time high. The

soon faded and the small modern style theater soon began showing feature films.

(Gomery, Movie p. 9)

Telenews (later the Esquire), built in 1947 at 310 West Wisconsin, attempted 

to capitalize on the public interest in newsreels, but this wartime concern

new service for movie goers,

use of

those were

the parking structure at the neaby

Milwaukee Journal
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The 1930s and 1940s movie boom was not to last, however, as television
became the major entertainment source for most residents. Movie revenues in
the Central Business District further when

theaters began premiering first run films. An attempt to bolster downtown's

the center of motion picture viewing came with the

introduction of Cinerama in 1960 at the Palace. A 3-camera, 6-microphone

sound system film was projected onto a 75 foot by 25 foot curved screen by way

of three projectors. Viewers were thereby drawn into the action, much as they

were with the 'Hales Tours' and Panoramas of the nineteenth century. Milwaukee

was somewhat slow to experience the motion picture marvel of cinerama since

the technique had been perfected in 1949 made its debut on Broadway in 1952

and had been shown in Chicago since 1953.

Wisconsin's only Cinerama franchise, it was anticipated that bus tours and

travelers from the Fox Valley and other communities outside Milwaukee would

make it profitable. Since only seven Cinerama feature films were produced,

ultimately razed for a swimming pool for the nearbytowas

Schroeder/Marc Plaza Hotel (see Commerce-Hotels) (Unidentified clipping MCHCL

7/28/1960, MS 7/28/1960, MJ 6/28/1960).

The later 1970s and early 1980s witnessed the nadir of movie viewing in

Central Business District.the In the Strand, Princess,
Mi11 er/Towne and Esquire (Telenews) have been demolished leaving only the

Grand and the Wisconsin as functioning movie theaters.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

BusinessPerhaps the best source on entertainment history in the Central

District can be found in the Milwaukee County Historical Center Library's

however, the Palace's renaissance was short-lived and the theater auditorium
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decl ined even suburban mall
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clipping file under the headings Entertainment and Theater. Not only do the

articles provide factual information on some of the more obscure variety

theaters, but they contain interesting interviews with and conwents from

theater operators and people involved in the entertainment business in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Also housed at the center's library are

various unpublished WPA manuscripts that summarize the development of several

facets of Milwaukee's recreation and entertainment history. Although lacking

references and bibliography, these manuscripts are nevertheless important for

pulling a lot of diverse factual material into an easily readable account.

Among these helpful "Historymanuscripts the inof Beer Gardensare

"Music in Milwaukee", the "Progressive History of the

Development of Musical Culture in Milwaukee" and "View from the Gallery".

Information on English language theater can be gleaned from the above

sources since not much has been written about the subject. In contrast, the

German language theater is well documented. The best currently available

source is the unpublished master's thesis by Norman Kaiser "A History of the

German Theater of Milwaukee 1850from (1954).to By ofuse

German-language Kaiser clear theto ofnewspapers, manages up many

discrepancies found in earlier accounts of the German stage.

The growing interest in movie theaters in Milwaukee since the late 1970s

may eventually produce a definitive history on the subject but to date the

issue.

1890"

"Milwaukee's Nickelodeon Era:

Milwaukee", Mueller's

1906-1915" also in the same

best sources remain Gomery's "Movie Exhibition in Milwaukee, 1906-1947" and 

"Saxe Amusement Enterprises" both in the Spring, 1979 Milwaukee History as

well as Kmet's
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TRANSPORTATION

INTRODUCTION
Conveniently located on Lake Michigan and serviced by three large railway

systems, Milwaukee's Central Business District at the turn of the century was

serviced by a major transportation network. towell

that had theit was commercial shippingdetermine whether
greatest impact on the city's development. Railroads were responsible for

bringing in wheat and raw materials for processing and shipment east, while,

conwercial shipping brought in needed finished goods as well as materials such

by the area' s manufacturing The closeneededPi 9 iron concerns.as

relationship between rail and water transportation was for a time actually

This changed in 1915fostered by the railroads' ownership of cargo vessels.

divestiture of shipping interests by railwaywhen federal law mandated

companies, thus making railroads and shipping lines competitors. Both modes

of transportation eventually declined in importance due to the advent of

automobiles and trucks. Today the old downtown railroad freight yards stand

empty, port activity has decreased and passenger rail service out of the city

has drastically declined.

Mass transportation systems in the Central Business District have had a

similar history. Under the ownership and management of The Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light Company (TMER4L) beginning in the 1890's, Milwaukee came to

have an extensive and reliable system of streetcars. TMER&L also constructed

the longest interurban system in the U.S. with routes extending from Green Bay

to the Wisconsin/Illinois border. TMER&L proved to be an industry innovator

Like rail and water transportation, mass transportation suffered aservice.

severe decline after World War II as residents increasingly relied on the 

private automobile.

or railroads

as well and introduced many improvements in passenger cars and customer

It would be hard
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WATER TRANSPORTATION

Great Lakes Navigation

Water transportation has always been Milwaukee's lifeblood and the means

by which the isolated fur trading post was transformed into an industrial

giant. in particular, played a key role in the

settlement, evolution of a transportation network and economic development of

the area in Milwaukee's formative years. Since the harbor into which it

flowed initially provided little protection for ships, the Milwaukee River,

which was about 250 feet wide and from 15 to 18 feet deep and navigable for

nearly three miles upstream, afforded the best docking for large vessels.

Until

principle means of communication with the outside world. Along its banks from

the harbor northward to approximately Humboldt Avenue clustered Milwaukee's

earliest settlers, promoters and entrepreneurs. Serving as an inner harbor,

the Milwaukee River was the center of trade, conwunication, distribution and

ship building for the pioneer settlement. Agricultural products were exported

out of state through Milwaukee's port and immigrants came through in great

Before it entered the Lake, the Milwaukee River was joined by theeasy.

Menomonee River from the west and the Kinnickinnic Creek from the southwest.

Where the three merged near today's Greenfield Avenue, was a large swampy

delta plagued by flooding and shifting sandbars. Navigating large vessels

past these hazards was very difficult and dangerous so small, shallow-draft

steam launches were used to transport cargo back and forth from the settlement

on the river to the vessels in the lake.

The first one was built at

nunbers (Bruce, p. 435; The Milwaukee River, 1968, p. 23; A Survey, p. 15).

Gaining access to the Milwaukee River from Lake Michigan, however, was not

To permit the direct docking of 

vessels, long piers were built out into the lake.

the coming of the railroads in the 1850s, the river served as the

The Milwaukee River,
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the foot of East Clybourn Street in 1842. It was followed by a second in 1843

and a third in 1845 (Bruce, p. 122). Unprotected, the piers were subject to

frequent damage from storms and were eventually discontinued. Large scale

improvements at the river mouth seemed to be the best way to improve shipping.

federal government began to provide funds for navigational

improvements in the 1830s, Milwaukee residents petitioned for and received

authorization for a federal survey of the harbor in 1835. It was eventually

conducted by Lieutenants Center and Rose of the U.S. Topographical Engineering

Corps and reported in 1837. The survey recommended the construction of a new

man-made entry channel for the Milwaukee River to be situated 3,000 feet north

of the original river mouth. Costs were estimated at $92,183. The process of

transforming the survey results into reality, however, was a long and involved

Milwaukee residents began to push for the federal improvements in 1840funds.

by which time the city had grown to 1 ,600 people and was receiving some 179

vessels per year. Congressional approval was granted in 1843 but the work was

not actually completed until 1857. The resulting "straight cut" or new harbor

entrance is still in use today at the foot of the Third Ward (The Milwaukee

River, 1968, p. 24).

With ships now able to enter the Milwaukee River directly, the Milwaukee

River boomed as the city's center of commerce until World War I. In exchange

for manufactured goods, Milwaukee exported grain, flour, beer, hides, fish,

lumber and tanbark. In the early years, industrial activity wascopper,

concentrated at the warehouses, grain elevators, flour mills and lumber yards

the banks between Juneau lined with

wholesale and retail dealers as well as a variety of manufacturers.

one, requiring Congressional authorization and the appropriation of Federal

that clustered at the northern and southern reaches of the navigable river 

while Avenue and Erie Street were

When the
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By the turn of the century, schooners had been replaced by bulk cargo

carriers that were often up to 500 feet in length. This began a new era in

shipping for Milwaukee; the period of package freight trade when many major

eastern railroads operated steamship lines on the Great Lakes to extend their

freight hauling capacity and capture more of the market. Package freight or

general cargo handling was concentrated along the banks of the Milwaukee River

south of Michigan Street where numerous wharves and passenger docks were to be

1968, p. 26-27). By 1914, Milwaukee was served byfound (The Milwaukee River,

four cross-lake lines, six lower-lake lines, four along-shore lines and two

In its heyday, the Port of Milwaukee received andcross-lake carferry lines.

shipped more than two million tons of high-grade cargo per season. Trade was

conducted with Canadian Ports as well as Buffalo, New York.

In addition to cargo freight, passenger service also played a major role

Steamship lines,

including Goodrich, Pere Marquette, Crosby, Northern Michigan and Hill,

provided service to Racine, Kenosha, Waukegan, Chicago and lakeshore cities

north of Milwaukee as well as cities along the east shore of Lake Michigan.

The Crosby, Pere Marquette and Goodrich lines were all located along the

Milwaukee River with the latter headquartered the west bank betweenon

Michigan and Clybourn Streets. One of the most famous of the passenger

vessels was the Christopher Columbus, the only whaleback steamship ever built

for passenger service. In its heyday, it would bring up as many as 3,000

excursionists from Chicago. It was discontinued in the 1930s and cut up for

scrap in Manitowoc in 1935 (The Milwaukee River, p. 28-29). The Goodrich Line

carried both passengers and freight to numerous Wisconsin ports as well as

Mackinack Island, Sault Ste. Marie and Georgian Bay ports. The Crosby Line 

linked Milwaukee with Grand Haven and Muskegon, Michigan (The Milwaukee River, 

p. 29).

to the mid-1930s.on Milwaukee's waterfront from 1893
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A change occurred in Milwaukee's port traffic with the passage of the

Canal in 1915, which prohibited railroadsPanama Act from owning or

controlling steamship lines with which they would or might compete for

traffic. The railroads subsequently divested themselves of their affiliated

steamship services and their ships sold to newly-formed companies.were

Railroads, which had formerly fostered and encouraged water commerce, now

competed with it and reduced rates to keep traffic on their lines and away

from water carriers. By 1941, the package freight trade had all but ended in

Milwaukee. During World War II, the aging package fleet was requisitioned for

ocean freight service (The Milwaukee River, p. 27).

By the 1920s, the Milwaukee River's importance andas

transportation artery began to decline. the

feasibility of continuing to use it for shipping, given the costs of dredging

and the costs of maintenance and the replacement of the numerous old bascule

bridges. Opposition to the opening of bridges by area motorists and truckers

and concern over traffic delays began to be voiced more and more frequently in

the 1930s. No official action was taken to close the river, however, and

shipping diminished of its own accord. The last commercial vessel to navigate

the river upstream was the steamer Sierra which delivered a cargo of coal to

Commercial shipping, however, did not abandon Milwaukee. While the

Milwaukee River went into decline, the city began efforts to improve what is

known today as the outer harbor. This harbor is just south of the Central

Business District survey area at Jones Island.

than the narrow Milwaukee River plus avoids bridges and surface traffic. Work

Part of over 400 acres of high 

value lakeshore land developed for port purposes, it offers better facilities

the Maumee Coal Company docks near Humboldt Avenue on November 11 , 1959 (The 

Milwaukee River, p. 28).

a conriercial

Studies were conducted on
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began on the outer harbor in 1908 and improvements continue to this day. The

facilities include open docks, general cargo houses, deep water piers, exten

sive land fills, highway and railroad access and the most highly developed

crane equipment on the Great Lakes. The emphasis is now on the international

shipping made possible by the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959 for

which Milwaukee had campaigned for 40 years (Port of Milwaukee, 1962, P-

40-41). Milwaukee is now accessible to ports on the Mediterranean, the Middle

East, the Orient and the Baltic.

The opening of the St. Seaway createdLawrence

By 1962, some 6,000 to 7,000 major cargoMilwaukee's shipping in the 1960s.

ships called at the port each year and commerce reached the nine million ton

Important cargo included steel, grain, iron ore, coal, generalmark annually.

freight and limestone. In conjunction with this surge of activity, the

Municipal Passenger Pier was completed in 1960 at the foot of East Michigan

Street. The 500 foot long, 450 foot wide land fill area was designed to

handle ships, autos and people and has the capacity to berth three vessels.

The Wisconsin and Michigan Steamship Company used the pier as its terminal and

handled both auto trade and passengers for a number of years (see Government)

(Port of Milwaukee, 1962, p. 24).

Recent decades have witnessed a decline in port activity. From a peak of

400 overseas cargo ships in 1967, port traffic has dwindled to the point that

Milwaukee received only 203 vessels in 1984. One major factor in the decline

the discontinuation of Great Lakes service by Ernst Russ, the harbor'swas

major general cargo line to Europe which had once handled 60 percent of the

port's profitable general 1984,Incargo.

improvement, however, as grain shipments increased by 33 percent, general 

cargo increased by 1 percent and dry bulk increased by over 78,000 net tons.

there was some evidence of

a boom period for
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The most important cargos today are coal, grain, salt, general cargo, scrap

petroleum, pig iron and steel are also

Menomonee River Valley

important transportation artery. Forming the southern boundary of the Central

Business District survey area, the Menomonee River was originally a small,

swampy creek incapable of navigation. It joined the Milwaukee River just

north of today's South First Street. potential

Menomonee Valley was first recognized during the Civil War when the Port of

Milwaukee experienced increased traffic due to the interruption of shipping on

Following the war, Guido Pfister, John Rugee, Johnthe Mississippi River.

Hines, T.H. Juss, R.W. Pierce and Stephen A. Harrison proposed that a series

of east-to-west oriented canals be constructed with docking facilities. The

proposal endorsed by the Common Council and presented to the Statewas

Legislature which approved the project in 1869. Work began in 1870 and by

1873 some 13,700 feet of dock had been constructed at a cost of approximately

$200,000. The course of the Menomonee River east of Twenty-Seventh Street was

completely rerouted through the North Menomonee Canal. The Burnham and South

Menomonee Canals extended southwest off the east end of the North Menomonee

Canal beginning at a point opposite today's central post office on St. Paul

Avenue.

tanning, meat packing, and wood products manufacturing. Originally dredged to

a depth of 12 feet, the canals were deepened several times to accommodate the

As in the case of the Milwaukee River,

Until about 1885, the land adjacent to the canals was used primarily 

for the storage of grain, lumber, coal and salt and for industries such as

significant (MS, Port of Milwaukee on the Fourth Seacoast, March 4, 1980, p. 

2; Port of Milwaukee Annual Report, 1984, p. 2-4).

increasing size of the lake vessels.

and dry bulk, but sand, gypsum,

of the

In addition to the Milwaukee River, the Menomonee River was also an

The conmercial
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the Menomonee Valley began to decline when ships became too large for the

canals and it became too expensive to widen the canals. Many of the old

canals and slips have been filled in and the area today is used for grain

sand and stone

(Gregory, p. 260-261; MVIS, 1979).

RAILROAD DEVELOPMENT

OVERVIEW

Railroads, like shipping, were an important force in the development of

the Central Business District and the city itself. Built in the days when

surface roads were almost non-existent and water transportation could not

reach all parts of the state, railroads provided for the fast and efficient

transporting of both freight and passengers. Passengers, however, were of

secondary importance initially as promoters sought to tap into the freight

traffic from the lucrative lead mining regions of the southwest, the lumber

regions of the north and the wheat fields of the interior. Dominating the

fledgling railroad industry in the early years were numerous small companies

that ran relatively short lines, connecting maybe one or two communities.

Spurred by U. S. land grants and rampant land speculation, many of these

railways overextended themselves and failed in the aftermath of the Panic of

1857. Financiers like Alexander Mitchell began to consolidate these diverse

and troubled companies to create unified rail systems that would enable the

economical hauling of freight and provide convenient passenger service.

three major railway companies that Milwaukee'sdominatetocame

transportation: The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, also known as

the Milwaukee Road, the Wisconsin Central Railroad and the Chicago and North

By the 1880s, the numerous small lines had been consolidated into the

shipments, and the bulk storage of cement products, salt,
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The Milwaukee Road was by far the most significant toWestern Railroad.

Backed by local financiers and headed by Alexander Mitchell, theMilwaukee.

railroad was headquartered here and had extensive car shops and freight depots

in Milwaukee which by 1880 employed over 700 people. The Wisconsin Central

was of lesser significance to the city; although headquartered here, most

activity was conducted in the northern regions of the state. In Milwaukee,

the Wisconsin Central shared tracks and depot facilities with the Milwaukee

The Chicago and North Western was the Milwaukee Road's biggest and mostRoad.

aggressive competitor, although it was headquartered in Chicago. The company

viewed with suspicion by the nineteenth century

frequently complained that the company was actually trying to lure business

away from the city to Chicago (Sentinel Index, 1866-1872).

Like commercial shipping, rail transportation declined after World War I

due to the ascendance of the automobile and truck. Milwaukee's downtown

depots, however, remained in use until the 1960s when the railways began to

raze underutilized structures and take up unused track. Today in the Central

Business District, only remnants remain of the golden age the railroad. The

Milwaukee Road depot built at Third and Everett Streets in 1886 was demolished

in 1966 and the extensive yards and tracks were replaced by Interstate-794.

Today only one Milwaukee Road track south of St. Paul Avenue remains in use in

the study area to service the Amtrak Station at 433 West St. Paul Avenue (MI

160-31) built in 1965. The Milwaukee Road freight yards west of South Second

Street receive minimal use. The Wisconsin Central's sole legacy is the 1883

Colby and Abbot Buildings, still standing at the northwest corner of Milwaukee

and Mason Streets (MI 145-25). Of the Chicago & Northwestern even less

remains. Its lakefront depot, built in 1889-1890, was razed in the late

1960s. The extensive freight yards and roundhouse east of Jackson Street in

press, whichwas often
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the lower Third Ward have also been destroyed and only a few spur lines

extending north out of the CentralThe lakefront tracks,remain. once

Business District, have been replaced with a bicycle path.

EARLY RAILROADS 1850-1870

Milwaukee & Mississippi Railroad

The Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad was the state's first railroad,

originally chartered on February 11, 1847 as the Milwaukee and Waukesha

Railroad. Agitation for a railroad between Milwaukee and Waukesha had begun

and competition prevented the company's1836 but sectional rivalriesin

formation until the late 1840s. Financing for the project went slowly and was

raised through subscriptions from farmers,

sales. Track was eventually laid between Milwaukee and Waukesha, the first in

By April,the state, and the first train was operated on February 25, 1851 .

there were two trains running daily, one passenger and one freight. Early

officers included Byron Kilbourn, W. Taintor, W.P. Flanders and E.D. Holton.

While still building the line to Waukesha, the company changed its name to the

Milwaukee & Mississippi Railroad, since its new charter allowed expansion to

the western boundary of the 1857,state. In the railway reached the

Mississippi at Prairie du Chien and was the first such company to traverse the

Four years later the company reorganized and renamed itself as thestate.

Milwaukee & Prairie du Chien Railroad. In 1863, the company was consolidated

with several other financially troubled lines and became the Milwaukee & St.

118-119,

The Milwaukee & Mississippi Railroad the state'serected and

Milwaukee's first railroad depot at the foot of Third Street in 1850. It

remained in use until a new passenger station was built at the foot of South

Second Street in 1866. The old depot was subsequently used as a freight

Paul Railway Company, forerunner of the Milwaukee Road (Rice, p. 

122).

city residents and city bond
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office and eventually razed (History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1404; Milwaukee

City Directory, 1851, p. XVI-XVII).

Green Bay, Milwaukee & Chicago Railroad Company

This company was incorporated on March 13, 1851 and chartered to build a

line from Milwaukee to the Wisconsin-Illinois border via Racine and Kenosha.

At the state line it was to connect with the Chicago and Milwaukee Railroad in

Illinois that direct travel between Chicago andso

The Green Bay, Milwaukee & Chicago Railroad was also authorized toMilwaukee.

lay track to Port Washington and in 1852 was chartered to extend its tracks to

Superior the Minnesota Territory. After the 1 ine theLake toor

Wisconsin-Illinois border was completed in May, 1855, the company name was

On June 5, 1863 the Milwaukee &changed to the Milwaukee & Chicago Railroad.

Chicago and the Chicago & Milwaukee Railroads consolidated under the latter's

name with capital stock of $2,250,000 and rolling stock consisting of 11

locomotives and 219 cars. The president of the new company was Alexander

Mitchell. On May 2, 1866, the Chicago & North Western (CNW) took over

management of the company and eventually purchased it and consolidated the

line into its other operations. Prior to its consolidation with the CNW, the

Green Bay, Milwaukee & Chicago Railroad Company shared the CNW's depot at the

southeast corner of Florida and Barclay Streets (Yesterday and Today, P-

63-66; Milwaukee City Directory, 1855-1866).

The La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad

The La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad was incorporated in April, 1852 and

in 1854 merged with the Milwaukee, Fond du Lac and Green Bay Road, the new

corporation taking the name of the latter. Part of the line was directed

The company's depot intoward Fond du Lac and part toward La Crosse.

could be achieved
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Milwaukee was located at the southeast corner of Third and Juneau Avenue and

Early

officers Ki 1 bourn president,included Byron Moses Kneelandas

president, Edwin H. Goodrich as secretary and James Ludington as treasurer.

In 1856, the railroad completed 51 miles of line from Milwaukee to Horicon.

The Panic of 1857 adversely affected the company and it entered into a long

period of 1 itigation. Despite this problem, the railroad completed its line

to LaCrosse in 1858. Milwaukeean Hans Crocker was appointed as receiver of

the company two years later and in 1863 the Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad

(Milwaukee Road) purchased first the company's Portage to La Crosse line and

later the Portage to Milwaukee line in 1867. It subsequently became the La

Crosse Division of the Milwaukee Road (History of Milwaukee, p. 1330, 1405;

Milwaukee City Directory, 1856-1857, p. 433-434).

Fox River Valley Railroad

The Fox River Valley Railroad was incorporated on June 18, 1852 and shared

the first 12 miles of track out of Milwaukee with the Milwaukee & Beloit Line.

Its route was planned to pass through Waterford, Rochester and Burlington and

the Wisconsin-Illinois border wherereachto

Illinois Fox River Road. In 1860, the Fox River line was deeded to the Elgin

& State Line Railroad. That company was subsequently acquired by the Chicago

and North Western in 1883 (Joyce, p. 7-8; Milwaukee City Directory, 1857-1858,

p. 317).

Milwaukee & Superior Railroad Company

The above railroad was incorporated on March 4, 1856 to construct a line

from Milwaukee to Lake Superior via Port Washington, Sheboygan, Manitowoc and

Green Bay.

corner

In 1857, the company built five miles of track toward Cedarburg 

and shared the Green Bay, Milwaukee & Chicago's depot at the southeast

consisted of a block of stores that had been remodeled in 1853.

it would connect with the

as vice
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The track was subsequently removed in 1858of Florida and Barclay Streets.

and the company was sold at foreclosure the following year first to J.B.

Cross, to Janies Ludington and finally to P.M.then Danaher. The newly

organized Milwaukee and Northern Railway Company took over the Milwaukee 4

Superior in 1870 and constructed a line from North Milwaukee to Cedarburg and

ultimately Menasha by 1871. 1880, the railwayIn again sold atwas

foreclosure to the newly reorganized Milwaukee and Northern Railroad Company.

On September 2, 1887 that company merged with the Republic Branch Railroad

another

It extendedincarnation of the old Milwaukee and Northern Railroad Company.

its line from Green Bay to East River and then to Girard Junction. On June

1893 the company was sold to the Milwaukee Road (Rice, Milwaukee and26,

Superior Railroad Company, p. 1-2; Joyce, p. 12; Milwaukee City Directory,

1856-1857, p. 435).

Milwaukee & Minnesota Railroad Company

The Milwaukee & Minnesota Railroad Company was incorporated on May 24,

1859 by William Barnes, trustee of the La Crosse and Milwaukee Company. The

move secured for Barnes the eastern branch of the old La Crosse line and

The former,

5, 1867 and despite

LATER RAILROADS 1870-PRESENT
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad

The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company through its

various predecessors is the oldest railroad in Milwaukee and Wisconsin. Its

hindered attempts by the Milwaukee Road to acquire this property, 

however,

subsequent litigation, the Milwaukee Road maintained possession of the line 

(Derleth, p. 139; Joyce, p. 10).

Company and the Menomonee Branch Railroad Company to form still

was sold to the Milwaukee Road on March
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origins go back to 1836 when such area residents as Kilbourn, Ludington,

Hathaway, Prentiss and Rogers began to discuss the feasibility of a much-

needed railroad line to connect the interior of the state with the port of

thegoal theThe ori ginal state toMilwaukee. was across

River through lead mining regions, but the charter was delayedMississippi

recessions and politicaldue to sectionaluntil 1847

disagreements over rights the Milwaukee and WaukeshaBegun as

andthe railway changed the Milwaukeeits toRailroad Company, name

Mississippi Railroad Company in 1850 after the first portion of track was

Financing was provided by the

private subscriptions of farmers and city residents and through Milwaukee city

The original directors included Byron Kilbourn, James Kneeland,bond sales.

Lemuel Weeks, Alexander Mitchell, E.D. Holton, E.B. Wolcott, Anson Eldred and

E.D. Clinton (Rice, p. 118; Still, p. 169-170).

The Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad Company finally achieved its goal

and was the first railroad to reach the Mississippi, via Madison, in 1857. It

subsequently reorganized and renamed itself the Milwaukee and Prairie due

Chien Railroad Co. in 1861. By this time, overextension of railroad lines

resulted in bankruptcies, foreclosuresthroughout the andstate many

Banker Alexander Mitchell saw the value of consolidating the smalldefaul ts.

competing lines and in 1863, the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company was

organized out of the merger of part of the La Crosse and Milwaukee line and

the Milwaukee and Prairie du Chien Railroad in addition to several other small

railways. The new company continued to absorb other lines and by the end of

1869 controlled no less than three separate routes from Lake Michigan to the

For a brief time in the late 1860's, the boards of the ChicagoMississippi.

and North Western and the Milwaukee and St. Paul shared some coninon directors

of way.

completed to Waukesha on February 25, 1851 .

rivalries, national

to extend
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and Alexander Mitchell was elected as president of both companies. Mitchell

eventually resigned the CNW to devote his time to the Milwaukee and St. Paul

(Rice, p. 119-122).

During the 1870s, the railway expanded to Chicago, Mason City, Iowa and

Minnesota and, under Alexander Mitchell and his general superin-Paul,St.

tendent S.S. Merrill, successfully countered state regulation of the railroads

and built over 5,000 miles of feeder and mainline in the upper midwest. In

1874, the company's name was changed to the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railroad (Rice, p. 122-125; Woehrmann, Milwaukee Reader).

expansionThe 1880 s westward into the Dakotas. The

Milwaukee Land Company was formed to buy, sell, lease and improve lands owned

by the railroad and remained an important adjunct to the railway until the

It was during the 1880s that

Standard Oil interests, in the person of William Rockefeller, and Armour Meat

Packing interests, in the person of Phillip Armour, took their places on the

Board of Directors.

the Standard Oil and Armour factions came to dominate the

activities of the railroad. By the turn of the century, the Milwaukee Road,

as it came to be called, had reached as far west as Evarts, North Dakota and

various plans were under consideration for reaching the Pacific coast. In

November, 1905, go northwest through Tacoma toto

Seattle, Washington. Construction began the following year. Since no

governmental land grants were available for this undertaking, all rights of

way had to be purchased and many existing small lines were acquired in the

The 2,300 mile project, which passed through five major mountainprocess.

ranges, was completed in August, 1909. The difficulty in using steam engines

in such cold terrains resulted in the development of the country's largest

turn of the century (Derleth, p. 126-127).

the decision was made

Mitchell 1887,

saw continued

Following the death of Merrill in 1884 and that of
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electrified railway operation, covering some 656 miles (A Brief History, p.

8-11).

Although acknowledged as a well-run company in the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, subsequent decades brought financial difficulty to the

Milwaukee Road. By 1920, the company's debt had reached 400 million dollars

result of the war years toll on

equipment. decreased due the rising popularityPassengers to of the

Panama Canalautomobile and the diverted long haul traffic that once went

overland by rail. Bankruptcy proceedings were initiated in 1925 and the

company reorganized in 1927 as the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific

Railroad Company. The depression years were difficult, despite the fact that

the Milwaukee Road revolutionized train travel by the introduction of the 100

mile per hour Hiawatha Trains. The company declared bankruptcy again in 1935

in operation

completed in December of 1945 (A Brief History, p. 12-14).

The post war years and early 1950s saw a return to prosperity for the

Milwaukee Road and many improvements were made in equipment and freight

1955, theyards. In i ts last regularly scheduled steamcompany ran

locomotive, its new engines being all diesel powered. The prosperity was not

to last, however. There were industry-wide declines in passenger and freight

traffic and railroads, which were unsubsidized, could not avail themselves of

the government support given highways, airways and waterways. The Milwaukee

Road attempted to counter such competition by introducing various improvements

the late 1950s and

By 1964, however, the Milwaukee Road had reached an initial agreement

for consolidation with the Chicago and North Western. Al though approved by 

stockholders in 1965, the split and drop in price of CNW stock in 1969 brought

and new technology into its freight hauling lines in 

1960s.

took a

and remained trusteeship until reorganization was

and deferred maintenance as a

under a
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about resistance to the merger so consolidation plans were called off. In

1971, the company reorganized once again under the management of the newly

formed Chicago Milwaukee Corporation. That same year, with the inauguration

of Amtrak on May 1st, the Milwaukee Road ceased to provide passenger service,

although its trains are used by Amtrak between Chicago and the Twin Cities.

Bankruptcy was filed again in the late 1970s and led eventually to the sale of

the Milwaukee Road to the Soo Line in 1985 (A Brief History, p. 15-16; Wood,

p. 167, 172; Joyce, p. 9).

the Milwaukee Road's tracks entered the Central BusinessIn Milwaukee,

District from the south and ran east of today's South First Street to Virginia

Street.

extending north between South First and South Second Streets. The latter

crossed the Menomonee River and ran west parallel to today's St. Paul Avenue.

The railway's first depot was the first depot in the state and was constructed

at the foot of Third Street in 1850. The freight yards were also located here

consisted of five substantial warehouses that were worth overand by 1881

$100,000. The building and repairing of passenger cars also was done at the

site and between 150 to 175 workers were employed (History of Milwaukee, 1881,

p. 1339, 1405). An additional depot was operated at the southeast corner of

Third and Juneau Avenue; it had been erected in 1853 by the La Crosse and

Milwaukee Railroad which had become part of the Milwaukee Road in 1863. The

old LaCrosse and Milwaukee tracks did not connect with the other Milwaukee

Road lines described above but rather extended north along the west bank of

the Milwaukee River into the Brewer's Hill area. In 1866, the Milwaukee Road

built a new depot at the foot of South Second Street for $17,000. It was

from 1866 and later

known as the Union Depot because the Chicago and North Western initially 

shared the facility

There the tracks split into two lines, one veering west and one

to 1873 the Wisconsin Central
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beginning in 1876. Union Depot fronted a large train yard that included

numerous tracks, roundhouses and freight houses that extended westward to the

South Menomonee Canal. This freight area retained its importance into the

Tracks can still be found in the area as well as storagetwentieth century.

warehouses (History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1404-1405; MS, 12/18/1886, 3/1-3;

Milwaukee City Directory; Rascher's Fire Insurance Map 1876). The main car

shops were eventually built at Fifteenth Street in the Menomonee Valley in

1879-1880 with additional car shops at a yard on Humboldt Avenue just above

the North Avenue dam (History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1338-1339).

The South Second Street depot was to serve the Milwaukee Road for twenty

As early as 1874, however, proposals for a new monumental passengeryears.

station were being considered. Early rumors had the new depot situated in

Chicago,

9/17/1874, 8/4). Public and business opposition to a site

other locations proposed by various groups including sites on Wisconsin Avenue

The

railroad also announced that it would build the new depot on its property

along South 3/2).5/17/1884, When behind-the-scenes

purchases were completed through the railroad's real estate agent, however, it

was revealed that the Milwaukee Road would build their grand new station

between Third and Fourth Streets and front on Zeidler Park after all. Plans

drawn by architect E.T. Mix were approved by the Board of Directors in New

Although described as "Modern Gothic" at the

time, the red bri ck, red-sandstone-trimmed

a

f*- Milwaukee (MS,

fronting on the current Zeidler Park (MI 151-30), led the company to consider

generally of

Richardsonian Romanesque design, relieved by stepped Flemish gables and

York City in September, 1885 and work began shortly thereafter on the new 

building (MS, 10/1/1885, 3/1).

and at the Exposition Buildings (MS, 8/10/1881, 3/4; 8/9/1881, 4/1).

but it was quickly publicized that the company would build in

Second Street (MS,

structure was
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prominent central clock
10/1/1885, 3/1). The main floor was

devoted to passenger services while the upper two stories housed offices for

division superintendents, telegraph operators, baggage agents and the depot

passenger station until 1965, by which time themanager.

uppermost portion of the tower had been removed. The need to use the track

right of way for freeway purposes, the desire for renewal in the area and the

U.S. Postal Service's agreement to build next to a new depot along St. Paul

Avenue led to the abandonment of the old depot after the last train left the

old depot on August 4th 1965. The new, modern-style passenger station now in

use at 433 West St. Paul Avenue (MI 160-31) was designed by Donald Grieb

Associates, Inc. and dedicated on August 3, 1965. Fire subsequently damaged

the old depot and it was razed in 1966. Used as a surface parking lot since

that time, the old depot site is now being developed with an addition to the

7).

The offices of the Milwaukee Road were initially located at the first

but by the late 1850s were situated at thedepot, southeast corner of

Plankinton Avenue and Clybourn Street.

moved to the old 1853 LaCrosse and Milwaukee Railroad depot at Third and

Juneau Avenue. A year later, the general headquarters found a permanent home

at the southeast corner of Water and Michigan Streets in one of the several

bank buildings that were to occupy the site. The railroad offices temporarily

relocated to the southwest corner of Plankinton and Wisconsin Avenues in 1877

while the Mi tchel1 Bank Building (207 East Michigan) undernew was

Wisconsin Electric Power Company's headquarters (see Commerce-Utilities) (A 

Brief History, p. 3; MJ, 8/1/1965, part 2, page 1; 8/3/1965, part 1, page 1; 

8/5/1965, part 2, page 1; 8/12/1965, part 1, page 1; 8/13/1965, part 1, page

tower featuring a steep wedge-shaped roof (MS, 

The depot opened on Decentoer 18, 1886.

In 1865, the executive offices were

It remained a
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construction. passenger and

legal departments, moved into the new Second Empire style structure and

occupied rooms on the second and fourth floors (MI 147-31). Maple floors and

mantles graced each office and Superintendent Merrill's rooms were decorated

with frescoes of the seals of the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and

Minnesota which the Milwaukee Road traversed, as well as corner medallions

copied from heads on U.S. coinage (MS, 2/2/1878, 2/1, 3/22/1878, 8/2). The

Mitchell Bank Building remained the location of the railroad's general offices

through 1889 when they moved to Chicago (see Commerce-Financial Institutions).

Chicago and North Western Transportation Company

The Chicago and North Western Railway Company has had a long and complex

history involving the analgamation of over 100 separate railroad concerns

throughout Wisconsin and Illinois. Its predecessor companies were chiefly

concerned with extending lines northwest out of Chicago toward the Mississippi

River and extending lines north into Wisconsin. The earliest of these was the

Galena and Chicago Union Railroad, which was chartered in 1836, but did not

actually complete its first line between Chicago and Elgin, Illinois until

1850. Another was the Rock River Valley Union Railroad which began at Fond du

Lac in 1851 and was chartered to reach the southern border of Wisconsin where

it was to connect with the Illinois and Wisconsin Railroad extending north out

of Chicago. These two lines eventually consolidated into the Chicago, St.

chartered to track between Fond durun

proposed right of way. Through bankruptcy acquisitions and mergers, this

president and Perry H.

Paul and Fond du Lac Railroad Company and absored the Wisconsin and Superior 

Railroad, Lac and the Michigan-

Wisconsin border and controlled some 700,000 acres of valuable land in the

In March, 1878 the general offices, freight,

company grew to become the Chicago and North Western Railroad (CNW) in 1859, 

with William B. Ogden of Chicago as Smi th as
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vice-president. A direct link to Milwaukee, however, was not achieved until

The company's period of greatest expansion took place in 1873 when some

216.93 miles of track was built or acquired.

and by 1910, had 10,000 miles of line which extended into Iowa, Nebraska and

Wyoming (Yesterday and Today, p. 1-4). In competition with the Milwaukee Road

for the diminishing numbers of passengers in the 1930s, the CNW developed high

speed passenger service called the 400 because the Chicago-Twin Cities run

In 1967, CNW organized

and the following year Northwest Industries became the holding company for the

railway. The CNW was subsequently sold in June, 1972 to the Chicago and North

Western Transportation Company, by employees of the

railroad. The company is now employee-run of the nation's more

profitable railroads (Joyce, p. 1-8, Chicago & North Western Transportation

Company).

In Milwaukee, the CNW's predecessor had tracks that entered the city along

the lakefront, passing north through Bay View and running parallel to and east

of today's South First Street. The tracks originally ended on the south side

swampy site.

The following year a new depot was built a

few blocks north at Florida Street. It remained in use until 1866 when a spur

1866 when CNW purchased the property of the Chicago and Milwaukee Railway 

Company (1863), itself a merger of earlier companies which had established a

at Washington Street where there was no depot, so freight and passengers were 

unloaded directly onto wagons or flatboats if the water level was high at the

took 400 minutes of travel time (MJ, 9/26/1982).

Northwest Industries, Inc. as a wholly owned subsidiary of the railway company

Road improvements and land fill were eventually completed and a 

temporary depot was built in 1854.

By the turn of the century, the 

CNW connected Illinois to Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, Minnesota and Dakota,

Milwaukee to Chicago run in 1855 (Conard, p. 4-5; Yesterday and Today, p. 8, 

36).

and one

which was set up
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line was built over to the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Depot on South

theSecond two use was

cooperative venture was made

possible by the fact that the Milwaukee Road at that time, did not have a line

continuous rail network and

permitting thd convenient transfer of goods and passengers. In 1872, when the

Milwaukee Road established its own line to Chicago, the CNW was forced out of

the Union Depot and built a frame passenger depot at the foot of Wisconsin

in 1873 (MS, 2/25/ 1888, 4/4). The CNW track

continued north along the lakefront to approximately Summit Avenue, where it

veered inland to follow the east bank of the Milwaukee River north out the

city. The freight yards remained in the area southeast of the intersection of

Barclay and East Florida Streets where they had been since the 1860s. An

A round house that could accommodate 17 locomotives

was completed in 1876. Located between Jackson, E. Corcoran, E. Polk and

today’s North Harbor Drive, the roundhouse and adjacent machine, car and

8/1; Sentinel

Index, 1866-1885).

School at the southeast corner of Jackson and Chicago Streets, had been

constructed along the east side of Jackson Street by the late 1870s (see

Education) (Sentinel Index, 1879). Perhaps the railroad's most memorable

structure was the impressive depot constructed in 1889-1890 to replace the old

frame station at the lake front. Not be be outdone by the monumental depot

built by the Milwaukee Road in 1886, and North Western

blacksmith shops provided work for 450 men (MS, 3/15/1879,

Massive freight warehouses, incorporating the old Pomeroy

the Chicago

connissioned Chicago architects Cobb and Frost to design their new passenger 

station in 1889. The massive three story Richardsonian Romanesque station was

extensive railroad yard, in excess of 20 acres, was developed in the lower 

Third Ward in the 1870s.

to Chicago while the CNW did, thus forming a

subsequently known as Union Depot. Such a

of what

Avenue on the lakefront

Street where railroads jointly made
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of comfort and convenience and featured a prominent clock tower

visible for considerable distances. the car yards and the stationBoth

they were demolished in the 1960s.remained in use until Both sites remain

vacant today and now known the Coach Yards (MS,as

2/25/1888, 4/4).

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

The Wisconsin Central Railroad began as a joint effort of several groups

of investors who were attempting to build a line to Lake Superior and open up

the virgin pinelands and wilderness of northern Wisconsin. The Winnebago and

Lake Superior Railroad and the Portage and Superior Railroad had both been

assigned land grants for this purpose by Congressional resolution in 1864.

The project was promoted by Judge George Reed of Manitowoc and his brother

Curtis Reed of Menasha and Matt Wadleigh of Stevens Point. Judge Reed was

able to secure the financial backing of Boston's Gardner Colby. In 1869, the

Portage and Superior, Winnebago and Lake Superior and Portage, and the Stevens

Point and Superior companies merged under the title of Portage, Winnebago and

Superior Railroad with combined land grants totaling 888,288 acres. The sale

of these lands netted $6 million for the company. In June, 1870, the company

set in the National Hotel inquarters Menasha.up new

subsequently moved across the street to the Bates Building later that year.

In 1871, the company renamed itself the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company.

By November of that the line had reached Stevens Point and

operating offices and shops were established there and remained there until

1890. The executive offices were moved to Milwaukee in 1872 when the line

finally reached Ashland at Lake Superior. By 1877, with the completion of a

route to Chippewa Crossing and the use of the Milwaukee and Northern Railway

same year,

a model

the car yards are

tracks from Menasha to Milwaukee, uninterrupted travel was possible from

The of fi ces
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Ashland to Milwaukee. Eventually the Wisconsin Central obtained rights from

the Milwaukee Road to use their line from Slinger into Milwaukee (Durrwachter,

p. 1-12; Program . . . Commemorating the Organization, unnumbered pages).

Subsequent expansion included a line to St. Paul, Minnesota under the name

of Minnesota, St. Croix and Wisconsin Railroad, owned by Wisconsin Central's

Charles Colby and Associates. The railroad also built a line from Slinger to

Chicago and named it the Chicago, Wisconsin and Minnesota Railroad Company.

By the 1890s, Wisconsin Central had 2,860 employees and an annual payroll of

over a million dollars. Many spur lines were operated in Northern Illinois

and to Southern Wisconsin resort lakes. The railroad also built a carferry to

travel between Manitowoc, Wisconsin and Ludington, Michigan. In 1898, the

business reorganized into the Wisconsin Central Railway Company with its main

divisions being located in St. Paul, Abbotsford and Fond du Lac. The latter

became the company's operating headquarters and boasted the largest locomotive

The company was not to

survive long into the Twentieth Century under the name Wisconsin Central. In

1908, the Minnesota, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railroad, also known as the

Soo Line, acquired majority ownership of the capital stock of Wisconsin

Central and a year later took over control of all of the Wisconsin Central's

Since that time, the Soo Line has grown to 4,000 miles of track inproperty.

7 states and has proved an important factor in Midwest transportation. In

(Durrwachter, p. 12-14).

Although its executive offices had been located in Milwaukee since 1872,

no separate depot building was ever constructed for the Wisconsin Central

since it shared facilities with the Milwaukee Road. Offices were located on

East Wisconsin Avenue in the Library Block (Young's Block) (razed) at the 

northeast corner of Wisconsin and Broadway, from 1877 to 1884.

lifting crane in the state outside of Milwaukee.

1985, the Soo Line acquired the operation of the bankrupt Milwaukee Road
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The Central Business District's only remaining structure that can be

associated with the Wisconsin Central Railroad is the Colby-Abbot Building at

320 East Mason Street (MI 145-25). The site at the northwest corner of Mason

and Milwaukee Streets was purchased from the First Presbyterian Church in 1881

for $44,000 (see Religion). The red brick Queen Anne building, designed by

E.T. Mix and Co., was begun in 1883 and completed in 1884 at a cost between

$100,000 to $200,000. buildingThe housed the executive offices of the

railroad in addition to other tenants and commercial shops. It was named in

honor of Wisconsin Central president Charles L. Colby and vice president-

secretary Edwin H. Abbot and boasted its own artesian well and the first mail

chute used in Milwaukee (MS, 1/5/1885, 5/1;

8/3/1888, 3/3). The Colby-Abbot building remained the headquarters for the

Wisconsin Central until 1905 when the general offices moved to the Germania

Building at 135 West Wells (MI 153-10). After its acquisition by the Soo Line

in 1909, the offices in Milwaukee were closed. The Colby-Abbot Building

retained its original exterior until 1969 when white cement and marble chips

were applied to the facade covering all the brick and terra cotta ornament.

The structure now houses a variety of tenants including Milwaukee's famous

German restaurant Karl Ratzsch's (see Commerce-Restaurants).

ROADS

EARLY ROAD NETWORKS 1830-1890

Major early roads in Milwaukee's pioneer period did not traverse the

Central Business District but tended to skirt the west, northwest or southwest

fringes of the downtown. This was due primarily to the area's uneven terrain

which consisted of extensive swamplands and steep bluffs, natural features

which have now been all but obliterated through the course of development. In

9/6/1884, 3/2; 3/4/1883, 5/1;
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the early years too, the convenient transportation routes afforded by Lake

Michigan and the Milwaukee River lessened the importance of overland routes.

All this was to change with the advent of public land sales and the influx of

settlers into southeastern Wisconsin.

The early roads consisted of four major trails: the Chicago-Milwaukee,

the Fox River-MiIwaukee, the Lake Michigan, and the Green Bay. The Chicago-

Milwaukee trail followed the west bank of the Des Plaines River in Illinois to

the west bank of the southfork of the Root River and then passed through

Pleasant Prairie, Bristol and Paris in Kenosha County and up past Yorkville

The trail approached Milwaukee from the southand Raymond in Racine County.

and ended at Walker's Point approximately between today's Second Street and

South Fourth Streets (Gregory, p. 264; Bruce, map vol. 1, p. 24). The Fox

River-MiIwaukee trail followed the Fox River through Burlington and Rochester

at which point one

Milwaukee where it approached from the southwest. The Lake Michigan trail

followed the shoreline up Lake Michigan to Green Bay although at Milwaukee the

route turned inland. The Green Bay trail approached the Central Business

District from the west and was one of the few trails formally surveyed in

1833. Improvements subsequent to the survey included bridges and a "roadway"

cleared of trees, making it one of the more frequently used trails since it

could better accommodate carts then the others, which were basically just

paths (Gregory, p. 264, 277; History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1318).

The Business District'sCentral emerged fromstreets pre-existing

footpaths in some instances but most were the result of a grid system imposed

when the land was platted in 1835 and 1836. Several of these streets,

however, traffic arteries when they were joined to

prominent overland trails, although the points at which they were linked to

route branched out to the Muskego Lakes and then to

were to form major
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Today's West Juneauthese trails all fell outside the downtown study area.

It ran parallel withAvenue was the city's first regularly surveyed road.

section lines that led westward out of the city and in 1838 became part of the

federal government's road to Madison (History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1319).

North Water Street, located east of the Milwaukee River, had its origins as a

today' sfootpath extending north from cabin atshort

intersection of Water and East Wisconsin Avenue. By 1840, it had been

extended north to East Juneau Avenue and south to the beginning of the Chicago

trail and became integrated into the overall grid system of Juneautown on the

east side of the Milwaukee River (Bruce, map vol. 1, p. 24). North Third

Street, an important commercial throughfare downtown, was eventually linked to

the prominent federal Green Bay trail through territorial approval in 1845

(Gregory, p. 277). West Wisconsin Avenue was viewed as an important east-west

artery at an early date and in 1845 the territorial legislature arranged for

the road's improvement out to Muckwanago (Gregory, p. 277).

LATER ROAD NETWORKS 1870-PRESENT

Downtown streets have remained essentially local thoroughfares since the

nineteenth century, serving business, residential and commercial interests.

Since the 1950s, however, the Central Business District has become the hub of

an extensive network of freeways that link all parts of Milwaukee. Al though

freeways were conceptualized as early as the 1930s, Milwaukee city planners

did not seriously begin to design expressway routes until the 1940s. Since

freeways required long range planning,

Plans that had been previously prepared by the city and the land already

acquired were turned over the Expressway Commission on March 26, 1954. A

transportation throughout Milwaukee County, the Milwaukee County Expressway 

Commission was created through approval of the state legislature in 1954.

enormous budgets and impacted on

Solomon Juneau's
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Marquette Interchange located between Sixth, Twelfth, Clybourn and St. Paul

Avenue (Milwaukee County Expressway Commission, Annual Report, 1954, 1955).

Of particular interest to the Central Business District was the eastern

extension of the freeway system running between Clybourn and St. Paul Avenue

from the Marquette Interchange to Van Buren Street. Designated as Project 9,

it was one of the last segments to be completed since priority was given to

the north-south routes and those west of the Marquette Interchange. Final

plans for the 3.4 miles of roadway were completed in 1960 by the Kansas City

Tammen & Bergendoff and projected costs totaled

$79,040,000.

connection to a Lake Front Expressway.

County Expressway Commission, Annual Report, 1957, 1960, 1962, 1964).

Work on the Marquette Interchange and eastern extension began in 1964

after federal funding was secured and 1-794 was designated as part of the

federal network of interstate freeways. West of the Milwaukee River, the

the

East of the Milwaukee River, freeway construction necessitated the demolition

of numerous

concerns.

scale manufacturing

The Marquette Interchange was opened to traffic on December 23, 

1968 and 1-794 was completed the following year (Milwaukee County Expressway 

Conmission, Annual Report, 1964, 1968, 1969).

general plan was adopted on February 24, 1955, and although subsequently 

modified, it generally corresponded to today's system with a north-south route 

(1-94, Highway 43) and an east-west route (1-94, 1-794) intersecting at the

loop and proceed west to a projected Park Freeway, and south spanning the 

harbor with a high rise bridge and proceeding to Lincoln Avenue (Milwaukee

freeway made use of the Milwaukee Road right of way made possible by 

closing of the railroad's old depot at Third and Everett Streets in 1965.

The latter was to be routed along the 

lakefront, north to approximately Ogden Street where it would form a downtown

the plan was

firm of Howard, Needles,

In 1963,

structures, chiefly warehouses and small

further enhanced by proposing its
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The joining of 1-794 to the Lake Freeway was never completed. Al though

construction began in 1970, public opposition to the Lake Freeway and to the

Park Freeway, with which it was to connect, resulted in the modification of

plans and subsequent delays. Ultimately, the Park Freeway and the bulk of the

Lake Freeway were dropped. A small, 2.5 mile south section of the Lake

Freeway was built by November of 1977 before the project was halted, including

the Hoan Bridge, at a cost of $75,000,000. Long accessed by temporary ramps,

the various unfinished stub ends of 1-794 are now being brought down to grade

to provide better access to the Hoan Bridge from the freeway and to connect

with the city streets (Milwaukee County Expressway Commission, Annual Report,

1970 through 1979).

MASS TRANSPORTATION

The Central Business District's earliest form of mass transportation was

the omnibus, a multi-passenger, stage coach type vehicle which was horse drawn

In common usage by 1849, omnibus companies likeand operated on city streets.

Frink and Walker and SB & J Davis transported passengers across downtown,

between railway stations and out to Forest Home Cemetery. Some hostelries,

Hotel,the U.S. provided their omnibus theirsuch betweenas own
accommodations and railroad depots. Omnibuses remained in use downtown even

routed along lines once serviced but later abandoned by the street railways in

the 1870s (Sentinel Index, 1849-1874).

portation led to the development of street railways which consisted of horse-

drawn cars pulled along rails that were set in city streets. Rides were

after the introduction of the horse drawn street railways, and some were

The public demand for more comfortable, convenient and faster trans-

OVERVIEW
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smoother and quicker than on omnibuses and fares ran only four to five cents

in comparison with the ten and twelve cent fees common on the omnibuses.

Milwaukeeans, like residents began to agitate for such

service in the late 1850s. The first street railway, the River and Lake Shore

Railway Company, was franchised by the city in 1859. This was followed by the

Milwaukee City Railway in 1865, the Cream City Railway in 1874 and the West

in giving out

franchises prior to the 1890s. The companies were permitted a monopoly over

their specified area and were encouraged to expand lines and to develop

residential property away from the Central Business District. Competition was

fostered among the various railway companies as a means to insure continued

expansion. the city were relatively insignificant,Monetary returns to

55-57). City regulation of the railways was virtually(McShane, 4,P-

non-existent and the mere threat of municipal intervention was enough to

service andthe railway companies make changes inencourage necessary

implement safety procedures to Residents and

government alike saw in the street railways a technological way to solve the

social problem of overcrowded housing by dispersing population away from the

city's center (McShane, p. 3).

This halcyon picture of competing lines striving to provide good public

service and encourgae orderly residential expansion was to change in the late

1880s and 1890s with the emergence of a large railway monopoly, movement for

the municipal ownership of public transportation, public distrust and a bitter

The first major city hall controversy over franchising

boss John

employee's strike.

consisting of a small license fee for each car and the usual property tax

in other cities,

The city was very liberal

occured when two companies proposed installation of a cable railway system. 
W. 4^.

The Milwaukee Cable Railway Company, backed by local political

serve the public better.

Side Street Railway in 1874.
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Wells,

prevented the lines

underwent electrification. One of its principal routes ran north on Milwaukee

Street and west on Wells to Sixth Street (Abendroth, p. 8-9).

Major changes to Milwaukee's transportation systems occured when the

to acquire local transit and illuminating companies for consolidation into one

major business. The result was The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light

Company (TMERSL)

and four suburban power companies under a subsidiary, Milwaukee Light, Heat

and Traction Company. Public perception of TMER4L, while at first favorable,

changed to distrust as the company attempted to raise fares, cut back routes,

experienced a strike and underwent taxation battles with the city. Reformers

demanded municipal ownership because they believed in the public ownership of

social enterprises and wanted to eliminate the corrupting influence of private

utilities on city government. After some stormy early years, public and

municipal agitation subsided by the late 1890s, however, as residents came to

government became

Ofc

confident in the city's regulatory powers as well as the company's ability to 

serve the public well (McShane, p. 70-77, 82-83, 95).

Conmon Council approved electrification of the railways on October 14, 1889.

The West Side Street Railway was the first to complete the process and it put

Equipment failures and shoddy workmanship 

from operating regularly until

its first horseless trolley on the line on April 4, 1890 (McShane, p. 78).

The costs of electrification were high, however, and New York interests began

which merged together five independent railway companies and

three illuminating concerns in Milwaukee in addition to five suburban railways

Hinsey, was eventually franchised in 1887 and was granted approval for routes 

on Michigan Street, Wells, Seventh and Eighteenth Streets as well as other 

lines on the west and south sides.

appreciate the efficient network of routes and local

after 1890 when it
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By the twentieth most major streetscentury, in the Central Business

District were served by a streetcar transit system that radiated out from

downtown. By World TMER&L had expandedWar I, outside Milwaukee with

interurban routes connecting the city to various southeastern Wisconsin towns

including Port Washington, East Troy and Oconomowoc. During the 1920s and

1930s, TMER4L remained an innovator in the transit industry and introduced new

forms of passenger cars. Wide aisled buses were first used in 1934 and TMER4L

light weight, single-operatorperfected the bus with andfront-entry

rear-exiting features. The first gasoline-powered motor bus was introduced on

Mitchell Street in 1920 and trackless trolleys, which were still connected to

overhead electrical lines, began operating on North Avenue in 1936 (125 Years

of Public Transportation). Reorganization of the company in 1938 resulted in

the formations of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Transportation Company

(TMER&T), a subsidiary of Wisconsin Electric Power Company.

With the exception of the war years in the early 1940s, Milwaukee's

transit system has been plagued with fluctuating ridership since the late

1930s primarily due to the increase in ownership of the private automobile.

TMER4T sold its transit system to Milwaukee and Suburban Transport Company in

1952. The Transport Company had replaced all of the old trolleys with diesel

engine buses by 1970 and expanded some routes, but generally restructured

service to accommodate peak commuting hours while reducing non-peak service.

It was the last profit-making major urban transit company in the U.S., but had

succumbed to

The system is today known as the Milwaukee County Transit System.operations.

EARLY MASS TRANSPORTATION 1839-1890

River and Lake Shore Railway

The River and Lake Shore Railway was the city's first street railway 

'-y. Organized by George Walker in association with W.S. Johnson, Lemuel

poor revenues by 1975 when Milwaukee County took over its
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Blodgett, its franchise,Weeks and F.S.W.

allowed the company to construct and operate lines on whatever streets it

chose east of the Milwaukee River. Work progressed rapidly and the first two

horse-drawn cars were put into operation on May 30, 1860. The original route

relatively short and extended north North Water Street to Juneauwas on

By the end of the sunnier of 1860, however, the line had been extendedAvenue.

along East Wisconsin Avenue to Jefferson, up Jefferson to East Kilbourn, along

Kilbourn to Van Buren, up Van Buren to East Juneau and along Juneau to the

foot of Prospect Avenue. In 1861, the line was extended up Prospect Avenue to

the city limits at North Avenue, but that line was eventually discontinued

when it proved unprofitable. In 1865, the company was taken over by the

Milwaukee City Railway Company (Abendroth, p. 1-3; History of Milwaukee, 1881,

p. 1417).

Milwaukee City Railway Company

Following the establishment of the east side's River and Lake Shore

Railway Company, west siders began efforts to obtain their own rail service.

Although the Common Council turned down their initial franchise request in

1861, it was subsequently granted in 1865 and incorporators of the new line

included John Plankinton, Frederick Layton, Samuel Marshall, Charles F. Ilsley

The new company took over the River and Lake Shore Companyand W.S. Johnson.

and established its own line up North Water Street to East Juneau, over the

bridge to West Juneau along Juneau to North Third Street, up Third to West

Walnut Street and west on Walnut to North Ninth Street.

Ellsworth bought the entire system and removed the tracks from the east side

while extending the more profitable lines throughout the west side adding

lines on Plankinton Avenue Seventh and EighthSecond, State,

Streets, in addition to lines on the city's south side. In 1881, the company,

granted on September 24, 1859,

In 1869, Isaac

and South
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which had 32 cars, 250 horses, 80 employees and 14.5 miles of track, was sold

MeGeoch, and John

Johnston. He expanded the line significantly and in 1888 sold it to Thomas E.

1890,In the Milwaukee City Railroad Company was

consolidated with the Cream City Railway and became the Milwaukee Street

4-5;P- P.
McShane, p. 81 ).

Cream City Rai1 way

Soon after Isaac Ellsworth removed the old River and Lake Shore Company

rails from east side streets, efforts were begun to reestablish streetcar

service on the east side. Successful promotion led to the formation of the

Cream City Railroad in 1874.

Franchised to cover the

same streets as the former River and Lake Shore Railway, the Cream City line

ran from Water and Mason Streets as far north as Farwell Avenue and Brady

Street, where its car barns were located. Within two years, the line had been

extended south from East Juneau Avenue to Kinnickinnic Avenue following North

South First Streets. In 1879, Cream City purchased the linesWater and

running to Forest Home Cemetery. By 1881, the company had fifty cars, 200

animals and between 50 and 75 employees. An innovative firm, Cream City was

the first to use girder rails and automatic switches and the first to heat its

in winter. Although the company not particularlypassenger cars was

profitable, active competitor in

(Kuhm, 33-34; Abendroth, 5-7; History ofP- P-
Milwaukee, 1881, p. 1418).

Incorporators included Frank B. Valkenburgh, 

Christian Preusser, Lewis Duerr and James B. Turck.

consolidated with the Milwaukee City Railway Company to form the Milwaukee 

Street Railway Company

Ryan, a New York speculator and the name was changed to the Milwaukee City 

Railroad Company.

1418; Abendroth,

it was an

to Peter

Railway Company (History of Milwaukee, 1881,

a business associate of Alexander Mitchell

the city, and in 1890 was
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West Side Street Re'll way

The West Side Street Railway company was incorporated in June, 1874 by

local businessmen including Sherburn S. Merrill, John Plankinton, Stephen A.

Harrison, John H. Tesch and Samuel Greene. The West Side's route consisted of

a double track extending westward from the intersection of Plankinton and West

Wisconsin Avenue to North Eleventh Street, north on Eleventh to West Wells

Street and west along Wells Street to North Twenty-Second Street. A single

track then proceeded west along Wells to Thirty-Fourth Street. In 1879,

Washington Becker assumed control of the company and the line was extended

east of the river along East Wisconsin Avenue to the lake shore. By 1881, the

company had five miles of double track and 160 horses. Smaller than the other

street railway companies, the West Side was nevertheless the only one to

consistently operate at a profit. It was the first railway to electrify and

*** introduced the first trolley to the city in April, 1890. It was sold to the

Milwaukee Street Railway Company in October of 1891 (Abendroth, 7-8;P.

McShane, p. 78, 82).

LATER MASS TRANSPORTATION 1890-PRESENT

Milwaukee Street Railway Company

Milwaukee Council approvalAfter the Common its thetogave

electrification of the street railways in October of 1889, New York City

financiers became interested in Milwaukee's transit companies and illuminating

Under the leadership of New York millionaire Henry Villard, the Creamfirms.

City and Milwaukee City lines were united to form the Milwaukee Street Railway

Company in 1890. By 1893, the Milwaukee Street Railway Company had acquired

all of its competitor lines in addition to the Badger Illuminating and Edison

Electric companies and had completed elec tri fi cation of its routes.

Controlled by the North American Company out of New York, this venture into
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company

car

system (McDonald, p. 167-168).

satellite citiesroutes to as Cudahy, North Milwaukee and South

Milwaukee. fares from four met wi th

widespread public indignation.

Street Railway company declared bankruptcy in May of 1895, less out of a real

financial crisis than as a means to more completely amalgamate all the legally

separate businesses it had acquired. completed and

solvency achieved in January of 1896. The new company was named The Milwaukee

Electric Railway and Light Company (TMER&L) (McShane, p. 95, 97, 100-106).

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company (TMER&L)

The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company was formed in January,

1896 by American Company York theas a

reorganization of the holdings of the Milwaukee Street Railway Company. Once

operational, TMER&L resumed suburban expansion, replaced track that had been

removed during the 1893 depression, acquired some new rolling stock and

bitter strike. With the return of prosperity after the 1893

depression, the increased five cent fare became less of an issue to city

residents. On the whole, although TMER&L's monopoly

A brief revival of interest in competition in the transit field emerged in the

late 1890s, but TMER&L blocked all rival franchises and remained the sole 

provider of mass transit in the city (McShane, p. 114).

electrification made North American the first electric utility holding 

in the United States as well as making Milwaukee the first city in the country 

to have a city wide, completely interconnected and unified electric street

challenged by social reformers, city residents generally benefitted from the 

better service and city government gave up attempts to take over the utility.

In an effort to maintain financial stability 

during the 1893 depression and its aftermath, the Milwaukee Street Railway 

Company laid off employees, abandoned some lines and refused to build promised 

such

on mass transit was

To resolve its difficulties, the Milwaukee

survived a

of New result of

Reorganization was

to five cents

the North

Attempts to raise
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The company's period of greatest expansion occured from the late 1890s to

World War I.

By 1900, ridership had increased to 41 million and TMER&L had thesystems.

largest interurban system in the United States with routes from Kenosha and

Waukesha to Milwaukee and routes planned to Chicago and Green Bay, although

these latter were never built. The Milwaukee system had more miles of track

per acre than all but two major cities, Buffalo and Cleveland (McShane, p.

120-122, 131 ). The company's impressive headquarters and downtown interurban

terminal was built at 231 West Michigan (MI 154-5) in 1905.

TMER4L proved to be an innovative force among the nation's public transit

In 1919, it originated the industry's use of the weekly pass in itssystems.

Racine city operations and later successfully introduced the pass to Milwaukee

in 1930. The price of the economical pass remained one dollar until 1948.

TMER4L also perfected the one-man, light weight streetcar that revitalized

high density urban transit in the 1920s. It also had the first transit system

owned bus fleet with wide aisles beginning in 1934 and its slightly smaller,

102- inch wide "Milwaukee Bus" became the industry's standard for the next

quarter of a century. Although not the first company to do TMER&Lso,

introduced the gasoline motor bus to Milwaukee on its Mitchell Street route on

At first these rubber-tired buses were used to supplement

regular lines where the laying of additional track was not possible. These

trackless trolleys eventually proved the most efficient and flexible form of

vehicle and were used in conjunction with the streetcar until the 1950s. To

compete with private automobiles and downtown jittnies, TMER&L formed the

Wisconsin Motor Bus Line in 1923 to provide deluxe service for passengers.

The distinctive double decker buses were among the first to be used in the 

industry and, although more expensive than the trolley, the buses promised a

April 17, 1920.

In 1897, some 28 million passengers used TMER&L's transit
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The first bus line originated on the

city's northeast side and continued along East and West Wisconsin Avenue until

1932 (125 Years of Public Transportation; Weingarten, et. al., p. 3-4). In

recognition of its innovations and sound financial structure, TMER4L received

the international Charles A. Coffin award for the most distinguished service

in local transportation in 1931 (Contributions to Progress, p. 4).

In response to pressure by the Federal Securities Exchange Commission and

Supreme Court decision on utility monopolies,U.S. the North Americana

Company divested itself of its transportation interests in Milwaukee in 1938.

Mass transit services were taken over by the Milwaukee Electric Railway and

Transportation Company (TMER&T), a subsidiary of the newly-formed Wisconsin

Electric Power Company which was created out of North American to manage the

burgeoning consumer power industry. By the early 1950s, the high wartime

ridership levels began to decline at an alarming 70 percent per year.

Interurban train service ended on June 30, 1951 with a final run to Hales

The interurban motor bus lines, begun in 1919, wereCorners and Waukesha.

sold off in 1947. In 1952, the Wisconsin Electric Power Company sold its

transportation interests to the newly created Milwaukee and Suburban Transport

Company (Weingarten, et. al., p. 1-2; MCHCL MS Collection, Contributions to

Progress, p. 3).

Milwaukee and Suburban Transport Company

The Transport Company, as it was commonly called, was formed in October,

1952 to take over the divested transit system from Wisconsin Electric Power

Company. The Transport Company shared many stockholders and directors in

common with transit systems in Louisville, Kentucky and Indianapolis, Indiana

and the three formed the largest privately owned system in the country. In
its first ten years of ownership, the firm converted 46 miles of streetcar

comfortable seat to all customers.
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route to motor bus operation, bought 184 new buses, added over $6,000,000

worth of new property to this system, extended routes some 26 miles and

expanded the area it served from 115 square miles to 129 square miles. It
also received the American Transit Association award times forseven
excellence in maintaining its equipment. The company was also able to

maintain the same fare from 1954 to 1958.

trackless fixed-to-wire trolleys and 178 motor buses. The trolleys were

gradually phased out by 1965 and replaced by diesel-powered vehicles which

were cheaper to operate and allowed for more flexible routes (MCHCL MS

Collection, Transport Company Draft, October 23, In March,

1964, the Transport Company inaugurated the industry's still extant Freeway

Flyer concept which allows suburban residents to park their cars at designated

park-and-ride lots along the freeways and catch a bus downtown (125 Years of

Public Transportation). By the early 1970s, the Transport Company was

undergoing financial hardship and was unable to meet operating expenses by

It was the last profit-making major urban transit company inraising fares.

the country and as such, ineligible for federal support. A solution to the

dilemma was achieved by having Milwaukee County take over the system. State

enabling legislation was passed in July of 1973 and Milwaukee County assumed

control of the business on July 1 , 1975. It is now known as the Milwaukee

County Transit System (Weingarten, et. al., p. 8-12).

Milwaukee County Transit System

In the ten years since it assumed control, the Milwaukee County Transit

It

reinstated the

unrestricted universal transfer from the 1930s, eliminated all zone fares and

has put up 600 passenger shelters. Bus and Freeway Flyer routes all pass

hundred new ones,

System has struggled with uneven ridership but has seen some recent gains, 

has replaced old vehicles with several

By 1961, the company had 278

1961, p. 5-7).
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through the Central Business District and some 67,000 miles of travel are

logged daily while average weekday trips total 220,000 passengers (125 Years

of Public Transportation).

AIR TRANSPORTATION

Maitland Air Strip

Maitland Air Strip, the Central Business District's only air field, was

located on reclaimed municipal lakefront property (the North Harbor Tract)

bounded by Clybourn Street on the north, the Chicago and North Western

Railroad tracks to the west, the harbor entrance to the south and Lake

Michigan to the east. The 78 acre site was 4,700 feet long, about 500 feet in

width and was originally planned for municipal harbor purposes. From 1927 to

1930,

It was named in honor of Lieutenant Lester Maitland, a Milwaukeeairport.

army flyer who made the first non-stop flight from the U.S. to the Hawaiian

Islands in 1927. The field was condemned by the Aeronautics Division of the

Department of Commerce in 1930 on the grounds that cross winds and local

obstacles made it too hazardous for safe flying. The municipal airfield

portion of it was converted to the Marine Air
Terminal. This latter was leased in 1931 to Kohler Aviation Company which

Milwaukee and Detroit using amphibious

ships. Pennsylvania Central

Corporation followed in 1936 (Memorandum, 1946, p. 1-2).

feasible and could be operated safely.

The one

Following a citizen's petition for a downtown airstrip in late 1944, the

Civil Aeronautics Administration said that

The airport reopened on an experi

mental trial basis as Maitland Air Strip in 1945 and leased its management to 

the Lange Aviation Corporation, operator of the Air Marine Terminal.

the area was called Maitland Field and was operated as a municipal

a flight strip at Maitland was

Airlines succeeded Kohler and Lange Aviation

operated airline service between

closed but a 14.8 acre
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way landing strip was situated along the Lake Michigan shoreline running

northeast to southwest and was 500 feet wide and 2,500 feet long, the center

part of which consisted of a rolled cinder strip. As there were no landing

charges, Lange Aviation received revenues from the sale of gasoline, hangar

rental, repair and sale of aircraft (Memorandum, 1946, p. 3). Due to the

hazards of the nearby harbor and cross winds, the field was limited to one or

two engine planes and a majority of the flights were from other airports in

Milwaukee County private aircraft rather than comnercialor passenger or

business flights. A department store also operated an air express delivery

service from Maitland (Memorandum, p. 4-5). Despite the public demand for the

facility and the addition of an administration building in 1950, a ten-unit

1951hangar in and improvements the Mai tland remainedto runway, an

underutilized facility. Following Lange Aviation Corporation's management of

the field, Skymotive Aviation Management Corporation leased the operation from

1948 to 1950 and then Anderson Air Activities which obtained a lease from 1950

By 1955, the airport averaged only 6 to 7 landings per day and noneto 1958.

of the lessors were able to make it a profitable enterprise. Maitland

subsequently became a Nike missile site, its remaining air traffic being

diverted to the newly built Mitchell Field and Curtis Wright Airport. Today

all vestiges of the airport are gone and the site is the location for the

city's Summerfest Grounds where various festivals and ethnic folk celebrations

take place in the summer months (Nike Installation at Maitland Airstrip, 1955,

p. 3-10).

BRIDGES

OVERVIEW

The Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers divide Milwaukee's land mass into three 

distinct areas that were originally settled as three distinct connunities:
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Ki 1 bourntown, Transportation between the

communities across the rivers was first provided by ferries which conveyed

passengers over the Milwaukee River between East and West Wisconsin Avenue and

between North Water Street and South First Street. The responsibility for

bridge building, however, and touched-off heatedwas

exchanges between the east and west sides. Bridge construction was fraught

with local jealousies over development and navigation rights and disagreements

flared over the financial burdens of construction and maintenance. This

dissension culminated in what is known today as the Bridge War of 1845.

Prior to this, by 1840, Byron Kilbourn had erected the city's first bridge

across the Menomonee River, joining what is now Plankinton Avenue to South

the ■ construction ofAlthough planned in the mid-1830s,

Kilbourn's bridge had been delayed due to various mishaps. His purpose was to

join his West Side settlement with the Chicago Road that terminated in

Walker's Point and divert settlers to his plat rather than ferrying then

across to his arch rival's Juneautown settlement on the East Side. East

Siders naturally this althoughresented action the need for better

accessibility from the south was becoming a necessity (History of Milwaukee,

1881, p. 496). Earlier official attempts to construct a bridge had met with

failure. In 1836, the Territorial Legislature authorized Milwaukee County to

Street. Localacross

dissension kept the project from being realized. In 1838, the Legislature

once again stepped in and authorized construction of a bridge across the

When disagreement between the two factions

Another bridge was subsequently constructed in

threatened the project, the County Commissioners invoked their authority and 

had the bridge built in 1840.

Milwaukee River, this time at Juneau Avenue, with the costs to be born equally 

by east and west side residents.

very controversial

construct a bridge

Juneautown and Walker's Point.

Second Street.

the Milwaukee River at Wells
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1842 at Wisconsin Avenue, but paid for by private conscription. This was

bridge at Wells Street in 1844, which was built chieflyfollowed by a third

at the expense of East Side residents, who resented the West Side's reluctance

Damage to the Wisconsin Avenue bridge by ato share the financial burden.

1845 fanned the enmity between the communities as Westschooner on May 3,

Siders charged deliberate sabotage, while East Siders blamed the negligence of

the bridgetender. When the Village Board of Trustees met to discuss the

matter, the West Siders, surprisingly, objected to the placement of most of

the existing bridges and, citing its disrepair, voted to demolish their half

On May 8, 1845 a group of West Siders removedof the Juneau Avenue bridge.

their portion of the Juneau Avenue bridge causing the entire structure to

They also damaged the west end of the Wells Street bridge, causingcollapse.

the East Siders to assemble in a mob and threaten canon fire. Violence was

averted but in late May, a mob of the still angry East Siders assembled again

and destroyed the Wisconsin Avenue bridge and threatened to demolish the new

The Village Board managed to diffuse the explosive situation, but nodam.

real progress was made in rectifying the lack of an adequate means of crossing

the Milwaukee introduced into the Legislaturewas

authorizing the construction of three bridges: one at the foot of Water

Street, one at Wisconsin Avenue and one at Cherry Street. The Village Board

approved the matter on February 12, 1846 and thereafter bridge building was

undertaken as needed. As a result of the original town promoters intentions

of never consolidating their separate settlements, west side streets were not

platted in alignment with those of the side necessitating theeast

construction of bridges angled to join the staggered streets on either side of

the Milwaukee River. Despite such awkwardness, by the 1870s, bridges spanned

most east-west streets in the Central Business District including Broadway,

River until a bill
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Buffalo, Clybourn, Juneau, State, Wells and Wisconsin Avenue and also such

important north-south routes as Plankinton Avenue and Water Street. Michigan

Street was relatively late in receiving a bridge and was not spanned until

The city's only consciously architectural European-inspired bridge was1891.

built across Ki 1 bourn Avenue as part of the City Beautiful movement in 1929.

Bridge engineering in Milwaukee illustrated the various technological

innovations of the times. Wood bridges were replaced by iron ones which in

turn were replaced by steel construction. Mechanical power for draw bridges

was replaced by electricity in the 1890s. In the Central Business District

all bridges had to be moveable ones, either draw, swing, bascule or vertical

lift types, to permit commercial shipping on the Milwaukee and Menomonee

Owing to the high volume of traffic and the general wear and tear onRivers.

moveable bridges, no nineteenth century examples remain. Most of the study

built during the last 20 years.

bridge, at Wells Street, was completed on August 12, 1985.

WOOD BRIDGES

Wooden bridges were the earliest structural type to span Milwaukee's

rivers. The first wooden bridge was built over the Menomonee River and joined

Plankinton Avenue to South Second Street in the late 1830's.

followed by one in 1840 at Juneau Avenue which was described as a center

drawbridge. The first bridge at Wisconsin Avenue in 1842 was a floating span,

consisting of a lattice work truss laid on the water, covered with planks and

fastened to the shore at either end. It was replaced by one with floating

bastions largeand draw that pivot. Aa a

confectioner's store was located on one end of the bridge for several years.

A similar form of floating box draw was constructed at the foot of North Water

Street in 1845 and remained in use until 1866. Other forms of wooden bridges

area's bridges were Milwaukee's newest

This was

tobacco andturned on
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included a bascule at Juneau Avenue (1842-1845) and Howe Truss bridges at

A wooden swing bridge operated at Juneau Avenue from 1852 to

The last of the wooden bridges to be built in the Central Business1870.

District was completed over the Milwaukee River at Wells Street in 1869 with a

165 foot draw at a cost of $13,475. This Howe Truss swing bridge remained in

use until 1883. (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 515; WPA 1939-1940). No wooden

bridges survive in the Central Business District today.

METAL TRUSS BRIDGES

Metal truss bridges were the natural progression from the earlier wooden

first iron bridge was built over the Milwaukee River atThestructures.

Clybourn Street in 1868. Described as a tubular wrought iron swing type, the

Clybourn Street Bridge had a 180 foot draw and was built at

$21,703. It remained in use until 1896. The second iron bridge was the State

Street Bridge, also a swing type, completed in 1871 at a cost of $27,890,

which remained in use until 1924. Those described as Pratt Truss swing types

included the Juneau Bridge (1872-1901 ) and the Broadway BridgeAvenue

(1872-1901 ). Other iron truss bridges of various included thetypes

Plankinton Avenue Bridge (1876-1902), the Michigan Street Bridge (1890-1909),

the Wisconsin Avenue Bridge (1882-1901), the Water Street Bridge (1881-1908)

(1901-1935). (WPA 1939-1940;and the Juneau Avenue Bridge History of

Milwaukee 1881 p. 515)

STEEL BASCULE BRIDGES

Bascule bridges have one or two lift portions which when raisedstructures.

provide a single wider channel for larger vessels than the swing type bridges

Wisconsin Avenue (1866-1882), Water Street (1867-1880) and Clybourn Avenue 

(1856-1866).

a cost of

By the late 1890s, steel bascule bridges began to replace the older
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which pivoted from a center pier in the middle of the river. The first

bascule bridge downtown was the Clybourn Street crossing which opened in

December of 1896. Described as a rolling bascule type, the bridge had a 34

foot roadway and seven-foot sidewalks.two It cost of

$23,480. This was follwed by one at Broadway (1901), Wisconsin Avenue (sixth

(1914-1978), State Street (1924), Kilbourn Avenue (1929) and Juneau Avenue

(1935-1953).

The Water Street Bridge, completed in 1910, is the oldest remaining span

downtown (MI-154-19). is the fourth bridgeIt at the site, earlier ones

having been a wooden floating box draw (1846),

bridge (1867) and an iron swing bridge (1881). The current bascule bridge

underwent reconditioning in 1919 and is currently under reconstruction once

again. Work should be completed in late 1986 (WPA,

Bridges and Buildings).

Downtown's second oldest remaining bascule bridge is that spanning the

river at State Street (MI 161-4). The current structure is the second at that

site, the first having been an iron swing bridge completed in March of 1871.

Although a special election bond issue approved construction of a new bascule

bridge in 1912, problems arose over land acquisition necessary to straighten

the approaches to the bridge. The advent of World War I and objections by the

U.S. Engineers Department further delayed construction. Eventually, the

The new bascule bridge, with two bridge houses, was

It is little altered and still in use.

a wooden Howe Truss swing

necessary land was acquired at a cost of $100,000 and the U.S. War Department 

granted its approval.

completed in September of 1924 at a cost of $500,000 (WPA, 1940; Tom Rowe, 

Bridges and Buildings).

bridge at the site, 1902-1975), Plankinton Avenue (1903-1983), Water Street 

(1910), Michigan Street (1910-1977), Wells Street (1912-1984), Bufalo Street

was built at a

193 9-1940; Tom Rowe,
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The Ki 1 bourn Avenue Bridge is the city's most majestic span (MI 161-3).

Originally, there was no bridge across the Milwaukee River at today's Kilbourn

The bridge's history began on May 21, 1900 when newspaper publisherAvenue.

George Brumder (see Commerce-Information Services) and a group of Milwaukee

citizens petitioned the Common Council for the erection of a bridge at the

After some debate, the petition was filed.site. Two years later, however,

the Common Council adopted a resolution that the City Engineer prepare an

estimate for a bascule bridge to connect what was then known as Cedar and
Biddle Streets. The misalignment of the streets from east to west was quite

prominent at this spot and the engineer's report indicated that certain

parcels of land needed to be condemned to straighten the approaches to the

bridge. At this same time,

Center plan which entailed constructing a new courthouse at Ninth Street and

the widening of Kilbourn Avenue into an arterial highway. Uncertainty over

the width of the avenue and, therefore, the bridge led the Council to postpone

action on the bridge indefinitely. The matter was renewed in 1916 and 1920

when bond issues were sold, but action was delayed despite the urging of area

businessmen and civic organizations. Eventually, the SideLower West

Advancement Association introduced a resolution for a Kilbourn Avenue bridge

and it was passed by the Common Council on May 24, 1926. Once the decision

had been made to widen Kilbourn Avenue to 130 feet from Sixth Street to

Broadway, plans for the bridge moved rapidly. On August 2, 1926, plans were

approved for a bridge 250 feet long, with a 60 foot roadway and 12 foot side

walks. Work began in 1927 and the new $757,433 bridge was dedicated and

opened to traffic on June 15, 1929. The double leaf bascule bridge is unique

Business District.

approaches, balustrades and four prominent Classical Revival bridge houses.

the Conmon Council was considering the Civic

It has monumental Bedford limestoneto the Central
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Two of the bridge houses contain lift controls and equipment while the other

two were designed primarily to complete the bridge's symmetry (WPA, 1939-1940;

Latus and Young, p. 79). The bridge is little altered and still in use.

More recent bascule bridges include the ones at Juneau Avenue (1954),

Broachay (1982) and Plankinton Avenue (1984). The origina1 Juneau Avenue

Bridge was the first Milwaukee bridge to be authorized by the Territorial

Legislature, (1838) but its construction was delayed by rivalry between east

and west siders until 1840 when Milwaukee County government stepped in to have

the structure built. Called the Red Bridge, owing to the color of its paint,

the wooden draw bridge connected the east side to Juneau Avenue, at that time

Ki 1 bourntown's main commercial street. Despite its importance, the bridge was

destroyed by west siders on May 8, 1845 precipitating the notorious Bridge

War. It was rebuilt in 1851, then replaced with a Pratt Truss iron swing

bridge in 1871. In 1901, the old Wisconsin Avenue iron swing bridge was moved

to the site. The current bascule bridge was completed in 1954 and has a

single, modern style concrete bridge house (MI 161-6) (WPA, 1939-1940; Tom

Rowe, Bridges and Buildings; History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 515).

The Broadway Street Bridge spans the Milwaukee River and connects Broadway

with East Pittsburgh Avenue on the south side. The first bridge at the site

was a Pratt Truss iron swing type completed in August of 1872. A steel deck,

trunnion bascule bridge replaced this structure in 1903 and remained in use

until the current bridge was completed in 1982. The latter is a strictly

functional modern structure with concrete approaches and a single concrete

bridgehouse (MI 159-33). its location as the first vehicular bridgeDue to

over the entrance to the harbor, the Broadway bridge is the most frequently

opened one in Milwaukee, averaging over 7,000 lifts per year (WPA, 1939-1940;

Tom Rowe, Bridges and Buildings; History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 515).
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The Plankinton Avenue Bridge, over the Menomonee River is the site of the

city's first bridge, constructed by Byron Kilbourn by 1840. The original

wooden structure was replaced in 1876 by a wrought iron truss bridge. A fixed

trunnion bascule bridge was subsequently built at a cost of $127,400 in 1904.

The present span at the site was completed in 1984. It closely resembles the

Broadway bridge with a concrete bridgehouse at its south approach (MI 160-18)

(WPA 1939-1940; Tom Rowe; Bridges and Buildings; History of Milwaukee, 1881,

p. 515).

In addition to the above bridges, a bascule bridge once spanned the

Milwaukee River at Buffalo Street. It was the second structure at the site,

replacing an earlier Pratt Truss iron swing bridge constructed in 1875. The

300-foot bascule bridge, completed in September 1914, had a 38-foot roadway

and two 10-foot sidewalks. By the 1970s, the bridge was determined to be

History of Milwaukee, 1881, p. 515). There is no bridge at the site today.

LIFT BRIDGES

The newest type of movable bridge to be constructed downtown is the

verticle lift bridge. This type of bridge, as it name implies, has a center

portion which raises vertically to allow for the passage of boats. It is less

complex mechanically than the bascule bridge and costs less to operate. Use

of this bridge type has become possible over the Milwaukee River only since

With a clearance of only 25

Vertical lift bridges today

Michigan, Clybourn, Wells and St. Paul

Avenue.

the end of coimercial shipping in the 1960s.

feet, the vertical lift bridge is well suited to the small pleasure craft that

structurally unsound and rather than repair the little-used structure, the 

city had it removed in 1978 (WPA, 1939-1940; Tom Rowe, Bridges and Buildings;

still ply the downtown waterways (MS, 1/6/1984).

X*- can be found at Wisconsin Avenue,
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The first vertical lift bridge in the Central Business District survey

area was the St. Paul Avenue Bridge. It was the first bridge ever to be

It was

followed by one at Clybourn Street two years later. The Clybourn Avenue

crossing had three previous spans, the earliest of which was a Howe Truss

wooden bridge constructed in 1856. This was replaced in 1868 with a tubular

wrought iron swing structure built at a cost of $21,703 (History of Milwaukee.

A rolling bascule bridge followed in 1896. The present

vertical lift bridge, of simple, utilitarian design, was built at a cost of

$1 ,200,000 and opened in October,

Owing to the commercial importance of what were then Spring Street,site.

(now West Wisconsin Avenue) (west side) and Wisconsin Street (east side), the
natural location whichat to from Kilbourntown toa cross

Juneautown. Ferry service began at this site in 1836 and on a busy day as
900 foot and would utilizepassengers

(Gimbelite, p. 14). In 1842, a wooden box float bridge was put up by private

subscription, but it was swept away by spring floods in 1843 and was replaced

by a more solid wooden structure. After the latter was destroyed in the 1845

Bridge War, a new wooden float bridge was constructed on which a tobacco and

confectioner store was located for a number of years. The so-called White

Bridge followed in 1854, succeeded by a Howe Truss iron swing bridge in 1866.

A new iron swing bridge, ornamented with urns and griffins, was constructed in

1882. Eighteen years later when

7/7/1967; MS, 10/11/1968).

The span at today's Wisconsin Avenue represents the eighth bridge at the

a new bridge was under consideration, 

Gimbel's Department Store offered the city a triangular piece of ground along 

the west bank of the river to permit the straightening of the approach to the

constructed at that site, and was completed in 1966 (MI 163-33).

many as

1881, p. 515).

the service

site was

1968 (MI 163-39) (WPA, 1939-1940; MJ,

100 teams
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The city did not accept the offer and the new $87,500 fixed trunnionbridge.

completed in 1902 its

Oscar Greenwald of Gimbel's once again offered theIn 1922,predecessors.

city the triangular parcel of land under the provision that a new bridge be

built within 3 years. The city did not avail itself of the offer and Gimbel's

constructed an eight story addition on the land. The bascule bridge remained

in operation until 1974 when work began on the present span. The new vertical

lift bridge has a 50-foot roadway and was completed at a cost of 2.7 million

dollars in late 1975 (MI 156-24) (WPA, 1939-1940; History of Milwaukee, 1881,

p. 514-515; Gimbelite, p. 16-17).

The Michigan by compari sonStreet Bridge, relatively simple

history. The first bridge to span the Milwaukee River at this- site opened to

traffic on April 28, 1891 and was an iron swing type bridge. This was

replaced by a steel bascule bridge in 1910. The present vertical lift bridge

of simple design was completed in 1978 at a cost of 1.33 million dollars (MI

156-23) (WPA, 1939-1940; MS, 4/4/1968).

The city's newest lift bridge is that at Wells Street. Although a bridge

authorized at this location for the Territorial Legislature in 1836,was

construction was delayed until 1844. Its building caused considerable strife

between east and west siders and tempers flared over who should bear the

burden of the expense. When the bridge's west end was damaged and made

impassible during the Bridge War of 1845, the entire structure was removed.

The Wells Street bridge was later rebuilt as a wooden swing type which was

succeeded by a Howe Truss span in 1869.

The present 3.4 million dollar vertical lift

bascule bridge was

A wrought iron swing bridge followed 

in 1883 and this in turn was replaced by a single leaf bascule bridge in 

1912. The $140,000 structure had a 40 foot roadway and 11-foot sidewalks and 

remained in use until 1984.

at the same sharp angle as

has a
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bridge was opened to traffic in August, 1985. In keeping with the historic

nature of the buildings on East and West Wells Street (City Hall, Pabst

Theater, Oneida Street Power Station, Germania Building) the bridge features

brick piers with planters and a brick veneered bridge house capped with a post

modern style pediment (MI- ) (WPA, 1939-1940; MS,

2/27/1984).

RAILROAD BRIDGES

Despite the prevalence of bascule and lift bridges downtown, there are

still two swing bridges in use, both serving railway companies. The Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Bridge #A316.5, otherwise known as

the Menomonee River Draw, the North Menomonee Canal just east ofcrosses

Plankinton Avenue. Built in 1904, the Warren Truss structure replaced an

earlier wooden swing bridge which had been built at the site in 1872. The 203

foot long structure makes use of stone and concrete piers and abutments which

date from 1885. The 1,310,548 pound swing span was built by the Lassig Bridge

Works. Deck plate girder spans replaced the older concrete slab approach

spans in 1945. Offering a 75 foot clearance, the bridge averaged over 900

openings a year in the late 1970s (MVIS, 1979).

The Chicago and North Western Railroad Swing Bridge #1556 was fabricated

by the Detroit Bridge and Iron Works and erected in 1890-1891. It carried two

railroad tracks and was originally built in three sections. Section 1 was a

3-pier bridge approach, section 2 was a 237'- 2" through pin truss draw span

and section 3 consisted of a 7-pier bridge approach. In 1914, the American

Bridge & Iron Company fabricated and replaced the draw span with a 242'-9"

triple intersection Warren through riveted truss span and reconstructed the

turning and rest piers which were set on wood piles. Sections 1 and 3 were

reconstructed into 2-span and 5-span steel I-beam pony trusses in 1952. In

1/6/1984; MJ,
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the late 1960s, when the Chicago and Northwestern's passenger depot at the

foot of Wisconsin Avenue was demolished, passenger service was discontinued

and the swing bridge is now used only for industrial freight service (MVIS,

1979).

CONCRETE BRIDGES

Owing to Milwaukee's maritime activity and the need for bridges which

opened to allow for the passage of commercial vessels, concrete, stationary

bridges are unknown downtown except for the Lincoln Memorial Bridge. Located

at the foot of Mason Street and providing access to Lincoln Memorial Drive at

the foot of the bluff along the lakeshore, Lincoln Memorial Bridge was a

product of the City Beautiful movement which became an important influence on

urban design in Milwaukee in the early years of the twentieth century.

Intended by local architect Alfred C. Clas to be an impressive visual

monument on the lakefront, Clas's original design called for a classically

detailed structure which featured an elaborate peristyle on the east end, with

a monumental set of stairs leading down to the lakefront. The bridge was to

be clad with granite and equipped with specially designed light fixtures.

Between 1920, when Clas first presented his sketches, and 1924, when

the financialconstruction began, realities of completing such a project

resulted in compromises in the original design. The bridge was never faced

with stone and the monumental east end with peristyle and grand stairs became

several flat and relatively unadorned terraces. Only the light fixtures and

some of the classical balustrades of the Clas proposal were retained.

Selection of the site for the bridge was not without controversy. Some

felt that it should be placed at the foot of Kilbourn Avenue,

monumental structure would complement and monumentally terminate this wide and

formal boulevard. It was finally decided to place the bridge as close to the

where a
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center of downtown as possible. With the Northwestern Depot immediately to

the south, the appropriate place was determined to be at the foot of Mason

Street.

The new bridge replaced an earlier, more functional structure which had

been used by wagons filled with landfill material used to build an extension

This dumping bridge was of considerably smaller proportions,to Juneau Park.

but virtually identical in configuration and siting to the Lincoln Memorial

Bridge.

The Lincoln Memorial Bridge was dedicated on August 6, 1926. From 1934 to

1955, the bridge's focal point was the bronze statue of Abraham Lincoln which

stood on a terrace at the east end of the structure in place of Clas' proposed

This east end was significantly altered between 1956 and 1957 whenperistyle.

the present County War Memorial Center was built into and atop the bridge.

The Lincoln statue was moved at that time to the small park at the northwest

(Wisconsinof Prospect and Wisconsin is today.corner
Inventory of Historic Places, 1975).

Lincoln Memorial Bridge was closed to traffic in

pedistrian mall after it was judgedconverted to be unsafe for

continued use by automobiles. Following much debate, a new bridge was finally

approved in 1980 and financing was arranged through a conbination of state,

county and Federal funds, the latter responsible for 80 percent of the cost.

the new 6.2 million dollar structure began in May,

demolition of the old bridge. The new reinforced concrete structure was

designed by the firm of Kahler, Slater & Scott and approximated the dimensions

of the earlier bridge with two spans, four traffic lanes and a pedestrian

sidewalk on either side.

Like the former bridge, the new Lincoln Memorial

Work on

into a
June of 1976 and

1981 after

Avenue where i t

It also has a bridge pier 60 feet longer than any

other bridge in Wisconsin.
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the balustrade, but they are of contemporary

and space for the future expansion of the art museum.

opened to traffic in January of 1983 but its formal dedication didn't take 

place until May 13, 1983 (MS, 6/23/1976, 5/6/1980; MJ, 12/31/ 1982, 5/13/1983).

Bridge has lamps situated on

design in keeping with the simple lines of the entire structure (MI 149-2).

The area under the plaza and ramp is hollow, housing cooling towers, ductwork

The new bridge was
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12. Planning and Landscape Architecture



PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Overview

Other than the grid system platting by which Kilbourn and Juneau ordered

their settlements, early Milwaukee had no city planning as we know it today.

was viewed

convenient and not necessarily aesthetic means by which to provide ordered

Grid platting made no allowances for natural

provides little indicationfeatures. of the

bluffs, valleys and swamplands that once occupied the downtown before grading

and filling began in the 1840's. The few public squares set aside by the

city's founders were created less for aesthetic purposes than to provide sites

for future public buildings, public assembly and public markets. As the city

grew and became congested with densely-built residential, commercial and

industrial areas and natural recreational areas within easy reach of city

residents became scarce, the concept of a city-wide park system evolved. By

the 1870s and 1880s parks came to be viewed as aesthetic, psychological and

social necessities which could provide healthful amenity for an urbana

population. After several unsuccessful the Milwaukee Parkattempts,

Commission was established in 1889. As the Park Commission began to plan a

comprehensive, city-wide park system, a second planning body, the Metropolitan

Park Commission was established in 1907 to handle not only the development of

the park system but other planning in the city as well. The City Beautiful

Movement became an important influence on city planning at this time as well.

After the Columbian Exposition of 1893, the City Beautification movement

as a

Today's topography, however,

The utilitarian grid system accommodated surveyors and

streets and lots for sale.
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introduced large scale civic planning to American cities and its effects had

been felt in Milwaukee by the turn of the century. By 1909 the Civic Center

project had evolved which sought to link City Hall with a proposed new court

house on Ninth Street by means of a grand boulevard along Kilbourn Avenue

which would be flanked by public and governmental buildings. Implementation

and completion of this project was to become the chief planning objective in

the Central Business District for decades to come. Other than the Civic

Center project, most city planning centered about the formulation of zoning

land use objectives and similar land use regulations untilordinances, the

introduction of freeway construction and urban renewal in the 1950s. With the

sudden availability of massive federal funding for large scale renewal and

freeway projects, the Central Business District witnessed the construction of

the (1-43) freeway (1-794).north-south freeway and the east-west In

significant portions of the Third Ward andaddition, Kilbourntown were

targeted for renewal and some 95.4 acres were cleared for redevelopment.

Since 1970 such projects have become infrequent due to reductions in federal

funding and the growing public appreciation for the quality of the existing

Today's planning emphasis is on preservation and adaptivebuilt environment.

reuse rather than replacement and renewal programs are geared more to the

commercial and industrial areas.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
City Beautification Movement

The City Beautiful movement began in 1893 with the creation of the World's

Columbian Exposition in Chicago and the formation of Boston's Metropolitan 

Park Commission. Idealized architectural types and landscape architectural

stabilization of old residential neighborhoods and the revitalization of
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forms were soon developed by urban progressives who were eager to order and

The ultimate symbol of the City Beautifulreshape the chaotic Victorian city.

movement was the civic center, a clustering of Neo-Classical governmental and

Milwaukee'spublic buildings along a grand boulevard or a central mall.

participation in the movement starting in 1909, would result in the partial

(Landscape Research p. 127).reallization of a grand civic center scheme.

The City Beautiful movement was just one aspect of Milwaukee's planning

tradition which traces its origins to 1889 when the Milwaukee Park Conwission

The Park Commission's functionwas created by act of the state legislature.

was to prepare a master plan for parks, parkways, and boulevards in the city.

It was subsequently renamed the Milwaukee Park and Planning Board in 1905.

activitiesRealizing that these could be considered fromnot apart

pl anning,comprehensive area-wide the Common Council authorized the

appointment of an 11-member Metropolitan Park Commission on April 1, 1907. At

first the Commission dealt only with parks, parkways and boulevards, but soon

its authority was broadened to include many of the activities we associate

with planning today: investigating existing physical conditions in the city,

identifying needed improvements, preparing comprehensive plans for river and

lakefront growth and improvement, extending streets, opening new subdivisions,

determining the proper location of public buildings and other public works and

formulating general planning procedures. (Milwaukee Board of Public Land

Conmissioners, "History of Planning Activities" p. 1-2).

Between 1909 and 1910 the Commission produced four plans that proposed

major improvements for the city. The first two came out in 1909 and dealt

with residential development and the creation of a civic center. The latter

resulted in a major street plan for the city and set minimum street and

parkway widths, recommended land acquisition methods, uses and disposition as
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The third plan, in 1910, dealt withwell as selection of a civic center site.

river parks and parkways as a means of stabilizing land values and controlling

Milwaukee,the drainage and pollution of the

The fourth plan, also in 1910, related to the need for auxiliary orRivers.

cross-connecting parkways for mass transportation not destined for the civic

Of these four plans, the civic center and river projects were tocenter area.

be the most significant in influencing planning decisions in subsequent

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissioners, "History of Planningdecades.

Activities" p. 3).

In 1909 two renowned city planning consultants, Frederick Law Olmsted and

John Nolen, were retained by the Metropolitan Park Conuiission to advise on the

feasibility and practicality of the Commission's civic center plan, which had

Clas proposed to linkbeen drafted by noted local architect Alfred C. Clas.

the existing city hall, east of the Milwaukee River, and a proposed new county

courthouse on the hill at Ninth Street and Kilbourn Avenue by the construction

of a wide mall lined with public and quasi-public buildings. Olmsted and

TheNolen1s report, issued July 27, 1909, generally praised the project.

report also recommended that Milwaukee further take advantage of the hilltop

courthouse site by creating a series of broad terraces on which various public

buildings could be placed. Olmsted and Nolen also suggested expanding the

project east from Sixth Street to Fourth Street and closing Seventh and Eighth

Streets to north-south traffic in order to facilitate the placement of new

(Olmsted and Nolen p. 3-7).buildings in relation to the dominant courthouse.

The four original reports and that of Olmsted and Nolen were combined in

1911 to constitute the preliminary reports of the City Planning Commission

body.

which succeeded the Metropolitan Park Commission as the city's chief planning

The City Planning Commission itself underwent further change when the

Menomonee and Kinnickinnic
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Board of Public Land Commissioners was created in 1915 to absorb the function

(Milwauee Public Landthe Planning Commissionand

Commissioners, "History of Planning Activity" p. 4).

scheme remained the chiefrealization of the civic centerThe

preoccupation for city planners well into the 1920s. A new report on the

issued in 1919 by engineer Rolandproject, Grouping of Public Buildings, was

Stoelting who proposed three alternative civic center arrangements. One

included the retention of the proposed courthouse at Ninth Street and Kilbourn

Avenue but eliminated the axial boulevard and substituted new diagonal streets

from Kilbourn to Wisconsin Avenue and to Highland Avenue. This was thought to

facilitate traffic flow and lesson the cost of construction. (Milwaukee Board

of Public Land Commissioners, Grouping p. 22) A second project made use of

the existing Auditorium Building (500 West Kilbourn, MI 152-7) and positioned

Fourth and Fifth Streets with a

courthouse fronting onto the mall a block to the north. (Milwaukee Board of

28-29) The third proposal grouped

buildings around City Hall (200 East Wells, 144-25)MI

Highland, Edison and Broadway Streets. Although regarded as less convenient

than a west side site, it did take into account the possibility of using the

Milwaukee River as design focus. After consideration of traffic anda

construction problems, a revised version of Clas1 original plan was found to

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissioners, Grouping p.be the best plan.

30-34) The matter was put before Milwaukee residents in a referendum vote on

April 20, 1920, and the concept of the civic center was approved by a three to

(Chronological History p. 1)one margin. A special commission of architects

was subsequently appointed to study the planning problems of the civic center

and drew up new plans in 1922 which set the project area between State, Wells,

between Wells,

Board of

a central mall between Kilbourn, State,

Public Land Commissioners, Grouping p.

powers of
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"masterThis was the beginning of the actualSixth and Eleventh Streets.

plan" which included the grouping of public buildings in the area as well as

the widening of various streets. Delays caused by land acquisition and

planning problems led city residents to repeal their approval in 1925 but the

Circuit Court ruled in favor of continuing the project anyway. (Chronological

History p. 1).

The site for the courthouse was ultimately established on the hill between

Ninth and Tenth Streets at Kilbourn Avenue with additional public buildings to

be situated along Kilbourn Avenue east to Fourth Street. In the late 1920s

while work was proceeding on the courthouse, several projects were completed

in accordance with the master plan including the University of Wisconsin-

Extension Building (1928) at 623 West State Street (MI 152-11), the widening

of Kilbourn Avenue from Sixth Street to North Broadway, construction of the

Kilbourn Avenue Bridge (1929) (MI 161-3) and the completion of the Safety

Building (1928-1929) at 822 West Kilbourn (MI 150-24). The Classical Revival

(MI 150-23).courthouse itself was completed in 1931.

Although no new buildings were to be constructed in the civic center for

decades as a result of the onset of the Great Depression and then World War

over the years approved additional improvements to

Kilbourn Avenue in keeping with the master plan. In 1942 the avenue was

widened from Sixth to Ninth Streets and from Broadway to Prospect Avenue. In

1945, over the objection of area businessmen, the Common Council named the

area between Fourth, Ninth, Wells and State Streets as MacArthur Square. Work

His objectives were to relate the public buildings to one another, to

unsightly structures in

on a new master plan was begun in 1949 with the hiring of consultant Harry 

Bogner.

improve pedestrian and vehicular traffic in the civic center area, remove

II, the Common Council

enhance land values and provide forthe area,
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Removal of blighted structures began with the adoption ofoff-street parking.

(Chronological History p. 2-3).an interim plan in 1956.

The last of the major civic center plans to be submitted was that of the

Their two-staged program included such improvements as the MacArthur Square

underground public parking garage, freeway ramp tunnels, street relocations

and the creation of a landscaped Civic Center Plaza. Donald Grieb and Gilmore

Clarke subsequently submitted plans to carry out the stage one activities in

1964, including general development and the landscape and architectural design

Included were plans for a planetarium adjacent to theof the civic center.

Public Museum, a multipurpose building to the east of the Safety Building, a

special pedestrian ramp to provide access from Seventh Street to the McArthur

Square Plaza and a short auto tunnel under the Plaza at Ninth Street. Al so

featured were recommendations for the establishment of a City Hall park on the

site of Wisconsin Electric's power plant at Ki 1 bourn and Edison Street.

(Grieb, Clarke, Rupano, City of Milwaukee Civic Center, p. 9-11, 21, 25) The

plans were updated on September 20, 1965 and on November 29, 1965 ground was

broken for the MacArthur Square underground parking garage to accomnodate 1470

The Civic Center Plaza, built atop the garage on three terraces tocars.

conform to the changing levels of the garage below, was completed in 1969.

The Plaza, now known as MacArthur Square is planted with trees and flower beds

and also features benches and a 250 foot by 85 foot fountain, the largest in

the city. Divided into two sections by a bridge, the shallow south end of the

(Milwaukee's Fountain Program p.

17-18).

fountain is designed as a children's wading pool while the deeper north end 

features jets which create a wall of water.

Kansas City-based firm of Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff in 1962.
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Since the early 1970s Milwaukee's Civic Center has remained virtually

unchanged with little in the way of new construction. Built or incorporated

into the overall plan since its inception are the following structures:

City Hall (1895) 200 East Wells (MI 144-25)

Auditorium (1909) 500 West Kilbourn (MI 152-7)

see Commerce-Financial

Safety Building (1929) 822 West Kilbourn (MI 150-24)

County Courthouse (1931) 901 North Ninth Street (MI 150-23)

Arena (1950) 404 West Kilbourn (MI 151-25)

Municipal Building (1961) 841 North Broadway (MI 143-16)

State Office Building (1963) 819 North Sixth Street (MI 149-32)

Public Museum (1963) 800 West Wells (MI 152-5)

Performing Arts Center (1969) 929 North Water Street (MI 140-33)

MECCA (1974) 505 West Kilbourn (MI 151-26)

As can be

character of the civic center is not unified. The buildings are a mixture of

Classical Revival and various modern styles; materials are varied and the

buildings are not all oriented to Kilbourn Avenue. Except for their placement

along Kilbourn Avenue, a casual observer would not recognized their relation

ship as part of a civic center. East of the river only the City Hall, the PAC

and the Municipal Building stand as public buildings along Kilbourn Avenue.

West of the river the march of public buildings is interrupted by commercial

County Historical Society Center (1913) 910 North Third Street (MI 
148-12) (originally the Second Ward Bank, 
Institutions)

Police Administration Building (1970) 951 North Seventh Street (MI 
150-8)

University of Wisconsin-Extension (1928) 623 West State Street (MI 
152-11)

seen by the diverse dates and addresses, the architectural
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structures from Fourth Street east to the river. The newest addition to the

civic center, being developed privately, is the Theater District. Located

across Kilbourn Avenue from the PAC the project now under construction will

extend from the river to North Water Street and feature a complex of stores,

offices, hotel rooms and theater auditories.

City Planning After 1930

Other than the Civic Center project, Milwaukee's city planning efforts

have encompassed a wide variety of objectives since the 1920s, some of which

have been targeted at the Central Business District although most addressed

city-wide concerns or areas away from the downtown. The groundwork for these

various projects was laid in the 1920s by the adoption of the city's first

Zoning Ordinance on November 15, 1920, the formulation of the first draft of

the Parkway System in 1923 and the publication of the Platting Guide in 1924,

which contained general rules relating to the platting of subdivisions.

p. 4-5).

During the Depression Milwaukee's planning In

anticipation of the Housing Act of 1937, Milwaukee renewed planning efforts by

developing the Parklawn Housing Project, one of several public housing pro

jects constructed nationally under the auspices of the Federal Works Progress

Administration (WPA) outside the Central

The latter part of the decade witnessed a cooperativeBusiness District.

effort with the county to conducting a real estate inventory and to formula-

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissions, "History ofting land use maps.

Planning Activity" p. 5).

In 1941 the State Legislature broadened the powers of the Board of Public 

Land Coimissioners, enabling the Commission to formulate a city wide master

It was located

initiatives were few.

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissioners, "History of Planning Activity"

in the 1930s.
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the city's development.in

matters pertaining to the physical development of the city such as proposed

and civic center planning had to be routed first through the Commission. As a

result of these new powers, the Land Commission proposed a Program for the

Coordinated Development of Milwaukee's Lake Front in 1942 and developed the

Master Plan for the City of Milwaukee in 1947. A tentative master plan had

been in effect, unofficially, since 1934 but there had been no program for its

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissionersimplementation at that time.

"History of Planning Activity" p. 6, 10).

the Master Plan focused on three major areas: land use,As adopted,

Land use encompassed a variety of objectivestransportation and appearance.

including neighborhood stabilization and redevelopment which would be accom

plished by zoning and determining the location of schools, social centers, and

shopping districts in relation to residential areas. Land use also dealt with

the location of industrial and manufacturing activities as well as downtown

development in the Civic Center and at the lake front, riverfront development

and projects involving major streets leading downtown. Transportation, as its

name implies, encompassed parking,

improving urban aesthetics andinvolved withfacilities. Appearance was

imposed controls on design, signage, tree planting and smoke emissions.

(Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissioners "History of Planning Activities"

p. 12-16).

Planning as a major civic activity moved into high gear during the 1950s

and 1960s due to the introduction of larger scale urban renewal projects made

possible by federal funding. The state passed ennabling legislation for urban

plats, subdivisions, land acquisition, street widening, urban rehabilitation

plan to prevent haphazard growth and waste

Although the Connon Council had final jurisdiction over most projects, all

streets, railroad, harbor and airport
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renewal on June 1 , 1958 when it enacted the Blight Administration and Slum

Clearance Act whose purpose was to eliminate blight, promote slum clearance

resultrenewal. of this legislation, theand facilitate urban As a

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Milwaukee (RACM) was created in August

of 1958 and quickly became the chief force in city planning for the next

preparation ofRACM's broad and encompassed thedecade. powers were

redevelopment and renewal plans and the power to implement these projects by

theand issuing bonds. also responsible forborrowing money

acquisition and disposal of property and for the relocation of persons

RACM's powers not absolute, however.displaced by renewal projects. were

Projects could only be approved after public hearings and a two-thirds vote of

RACM had assumedSeptenber of 1958

responsibility for three major urban renewal projects begun prior to 1958.

Two of these were in the Central Business District. (Gernetzke, "Milwaukee

Redevelopment Authority" p.1-2).

The Lower Third War Development Project was the city's earliest such

project, approved by the Common Council September 23, 1952 in order to legally

test the state's urban renewal legislation. A formal redevelopment plan was

approved in 1955 and a year later the Housing Authority of the City of

Milwaukee and the federal government signed a loan and grant contract. In

1958 responsibility for the project was transferred to RACM. The project

area encompassed 31.5 acres and was bounded roughly by Michigan, St. Paul,

contiguous corridor bounded by Clybourn,

Menomonee, Milwaukee and Jackson Streets. In 1959 an amended redevelopment

expand. By December of 1965 land acquisition was completed with a major

plan was approved by RACM with the objective of attracting commercial and 

industrial

Jackson and Cass Streets and a

establishments to the area and encouraging existing firms to

the Common Council. As early as

It was
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portion of the land going to the Milwaukee County Expressway Commission for

The project was officially closed out on July 15, 1966freeway construction.

net cost of $3,512,224. Because of the forty year duration of the

project, RACM continues to exercise control in the area although federal

Today the area is occupied by older warehouse buildingsassistance has ended.

and some small scale contemporary office structures along with numerous sur

face parking lots and the 1-794 freeway. (Gernetzke "Milwaukee Redevelopment

Authority" p. 3-4).

"A"The Side Redevelopment Project began in 1956East Area when

Milwaukee's Housing Authority filed an application with the federal government

for urban renewal assistance. In 1958 the project was turned over to RACM.

The final project boundaries were established in 1960 and a formal plan was

A federal loan and grant contract was signed in

The large 63.9 acre site consisted of the corridor bounded by the

Milwaukee River, East Ki 1 bourn, East State and North Van

together with a contiguous area bounded by East State, Van Buren, Ogden and

Milwaukee Streets. The project's objective was to clear the area of obsolete

structures and to provide for new multi-family residential, comnunity retail

and regional commercial development. Demolition of the 223 structures in the

project area began in 1962. In 1964 RACM sold 25.4 acres to the Juneau

Village Partnership for an ambitious high-rise apartment complex consisting of

10 high-rise apartment towers, 135 townhouses and a shopping mall. By 1966

a

cost of approximately 12 million dollars.

never

families. (Gernetzke "Milwaukee

three of the high-rise apartment towers, known collectively as Juneau Village, 

(MI 142-6, 7, 8) were completed as well as a shopping mall (MI 135-3) at

approved in the fall of 1961.

1962.

The remainder of the project was 

constructed as planned but instead was developed with housing for the 

elderly and for middle and upper income

at a

Buren Streets
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Redevelopment Authority" 5-7). Other projects have been successfullyP.

completed in the renewal area including: Milwaukee School of Engineering Fred

Loock Center (1968) at 900 North Milwaukee Street (MI 138-32), the Performing

Arts Center 929 North Water Street (1969) (MI 140-33), the world headquarters

of the Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation (1974) 250 East Ki 1 bourn Avenue

(MI 140-29), the U.S. Post Office (1976) 606 East Juneau Avenue (MI 144-33),

Bryant and Stratton Business College (1973) 1300 North Jackson Street (MI

138-23), L'Hermitage Condominiums (1979) 1219 North Jackson Street (MI 142-9),

Courtyard Square Apartments (1983) 1108 North Milwaukee Street (MI 138-33) and

the Plaza East Office Buildings (1984) 330 East Kilbourn (MI 139-11, 12).

Vacant land is still available in the project area and future development

plans call for the construction of additional multi-unit housing.

Since the

relocation for freeway construction and urban renewal in addition to the

withdrawal of federal monies for such projects have changed the focus of

planning in Milwaukee. In the last 15 years the thrust of urban revitaliza

tion has moved away from the dramatic physical changes wrought by the large

The Preservation Policy adopted by the Common

Council 1978 currentlyin provides the underlying foundation for local

planning. The preservation policy's emphasis rests in the maintenance of

current housing, jobs, neighborhoods, services and tax base. This is to be

limited new residential construction,

economically integrated nei ghborhoods. (Milwaukee Department of City

Development, Planning and Zoning Concepts 1985 p. 2).

improving conditions in the Central

City, cooperation with neighborhood organizations and the creation of stable,

accomplished by the creation of new jobs, support for old neighborhoods,

scale clearance projects to encompass projects that address more limited

economic and social needs.

1970s adverse public reaction to wholesale demolition and
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Recent manifestations of these policies downtown have involved lakefront

and riverfront beautification and an emphasis on cooperative ventures with the

private sector.

In 1973 the Lakefront Recreational Development Task Force recommended that

North Harbor Tract, lying between the harbor entrance andthe

Memorial/Art Museum, be used for recreational rather than port activities.

the city's lakefront,The Harbor Commission, which has jurisdiction over

concurred with the task force's recommendation. In 1978 the city initiated a

project to develop the downtown lakefront forincrement financetax

recreational uses. Between 1980 and 1982 the Department of City Development

with lakefront consultants developed long range plans for the area and these

were subsequently endorsed in 1983 by the Harbor Commission and the City Plan

These plans currently include the development of a 17-acre islandCornu ission.

park east of the Summerfest grounds, creation of a year round cultural and

entertainment attraction called Historic Milwaukee Landing and a boat basin or

ferry landing adjacent to the Municipal Pier. Historic Milwaukee Landing

remains in the formative stage and may include an acquarium, maritime museum,

Great Lakes ship or theater along with eating and drinking facilities. Al so

proposed is a music ampitheater to be built on a 20-acre landfill site at the

south end of the Summerfest grounds. Summerfest, once considered a temporary

tenant, has become a permanent festival ground on the lakefront. (Milwaukee

Department of City Development, Developments, January, 1984; Milwaukee

Department of City Development, Annual Report 1983 p. 25).

The riverfront is also receiving renewed attention at present although the

aesthetic potential of the Milwaukee River has been studied perodically since

1909. It was in that year that architect Alfred C. Clas proposed closing the 

river to comnercial shipping, reducing it to a canal and building wide streets

the War
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on either bank, the whole to be ornamented with monumental bridges, lamps and

(Bruce p. 483-485, 498,500)balustrades in the manner of a European city.

Commercial shipping on the river didn't actually end until 1959, but since

that time various studies have pointed to ways to improve the area. Today new

construction along the river must meet a minimum setback requirement of 10

Gimbels Department Store has

recently completed, with private capital, the first segment of what will

hopefully be a continuous riverwalk on the river's west bank.

Perhaps the most significant project downtown in recent years has been the

construction of the Grand Avenue Retail Center developed jointly by the Rouse

Corporation, the Milwaukee Redevelopment Corporation and the City. It was

completed in August, 1982 at a cost of more than 80 million dollars. The

project, anchored on the east by Gimbels and on the west by the Boston Store,

conbines older structures with new retail space and 1350 new parking spaces.

Its success has inspired additional private development downtown including the

new Theater District, a 100 million dollar project undertaken by the City, the

Milwaukee Redevelopment Authority, the Milwaukee Repertory Theater and the

Trammell Crow Company. Construction is now underway at the southwest corner

of Water and Ki 1 bourn Avenue. (Milwaukee Department of City Development,

Planning and Zoning Concepts 1985 p. 7) The City is also developing a skywalk

system that promises to have a significant impact on the future functioning of

the Central Business District.

PARKS

Overvi ew

The Milwaukee Park Commission was established in 1889 and its five member

board met for the first time on June 18th of that year to begin work on

feet and riverwalks are being encouraged.
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comprehensive park planning and land acquisition. Its creation was the culmi

nation of decades of efforts by various individuals to establish a city-wide

park system. Initially Milwaukee had no public parks as we know them today

but just a collection of scattered lots donated to the city by public-spirited

individuals. was platted, estate speculators

including Juneau, Kilbourn and Rogers and others set aside public squares and

Fourth Ward Park (Zeidler Park today), First Ward Park (Burns Triangle today)

and Courthouse Square (Cathedral Square today). They were mostly barren,

unimproved plots used chiefly for public assembly and militia drill and were

not viewed as recreational or aesthetic amenities. (Christian p. 1-3, 45)

Maintenance of these squares fell under the jurisdiction of the individual

wards into which the city was divided for administrative purposes. Since

general city revenues could not be spent on these parks, ward funds were

The Department of Public Works provided the actual work crews and

the costs were charged to the wards. As a result the quality of parks varied

By the 1840s as the city was rapidly being settled and natural features

were being obliterated to make way for new construction, the public began to

recognize the importance of natural landscaping for beautification and as a

a

from ward to ward according to the affluence and interest of the residents. 

(Christian p. 61-62).

raised by special taxes levied within the particular ward where the park was 

located.

was

means to psychologically counteract the demoralizing tendencies of city life. 

One manifestation of this was a major tree planting campaign launched in 1845 

followed by a city ordinance passed in July, 1846 which provided a stiff fine 

for the vandalism of trees along city streets. (Christian p. 36-38). This 

followed in 1848 by the first concerted public effort to establish

Clark Square, Franklin Square,

pi oneer real

small green spaces such as Walker Square,

As the city
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The proposed promenade, as it was referred to, was to be extended along

When the issue became deadlocked over the required removal of dwellings on the

(Christian p. 39-40).site the matter was dropped.

In the 1850s the agitation for the establishment of public parks was

They were advocated as a way to promote health, recreation and cityrevived.

development as well as a means by which to attract new residents. Al though a

city-wide park system was encouraged by Mayor James B. Cross in mid-decade,

high taxes and a demand for municipal reform and curtailed spending prevented

(Christian p. 41-44, 46)any decisive action from being taken. Circumstances

Between 1865 and 1867, however,remained essentially the same into the 1860s.

the First, Fourth and Seventh Wards established parks of their own and, in the

actually purchased private property for parkTatter, use.

For most individuals, however, outdoor recreation from the(Christian p. 48)

1850s through the 1880s meant patronizing the numerous outdoor public beer

gardens that charged admission to their landscaped grounds.

With the Common Council's approval of a city park for the new reservoir

(Kilbourn Park) on October 14, 1872 the public outcry for the establishment of

continual. city lackedmore municipal parks became almost Since the

sufficient revenues for a city-wide park system, many innovative schemes were

proposed by the various wards, none of which came to fruition. In 1872 the

Third Ward, located south of Wisconsin Avenue and east of the Milwaukee River,

considered the establishment of a park along the lakefront that would have

required considerable reclamation and improvement. The issue precipitated a

battle between the Milwaukee Sentinel and the Evening Wisconsin papers and

soon accusations were raised about the displacement of the Irish who lived in

(Christian p. 52-53).As a result, the project died.the area.

park.

the lakefront north of the Milwaukee River to approximately Juneau Avenue.

case of the
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In 1875 the Third and Fourth Wards, lying east of the Milwaukee River and

south of East Wisconsin Avenue and west of the river between Kilbourn Avenue

and the Menomomee Valley, proposed the creation of a joint board of park

Recognizing that individual wards alone could not pay for thecommissi oners.

acquisition and maintenance of large parks, the proposed board was empowered
to borrow money, condemn property and set up a park system for the two wards
alone. Although the board was authorized by the state legislature, arguments

between the wards as to where the parks should be established defeated the

action and the state repealed the legislation in 1876. (Christian p. 77-78)

East side residents near the water works proposed in 1875 that a park be built

and paid for with general city funds. To compensate other wards for bearing

part of the cost, boulevards were to be constructed running from the park to

the various wards. Jealousy among the wards and lack of enthusiasm prevented

the project from being developed. (Christian p. 79) The First Ward, lying

east of the river and north of Juneau Avenue, proposed a park that could be

used by the adjacent Seventh Ward and by the Third Ward but the latter two

objected to sharing the cost of the undertaking. (Christian p. 82) In 1878 a

serious effort was made to construct a 12 mile boulevard at a cost of about a

half million dollars. Supporters emphasized its aesthetic qualities, its

benefit to tourism and stimulation of the local economy, but the project was

unable to muster enough public support and was abandoned. (Christian p.

92-93).

Legal action was initiated at the state level in 1878 when Milwaukee

Assemblyman Patrick Drew introduced a bill that would create a board of park

commissioners for Milwaukee. The board was authorized to plan and supervise

The bill wasparks and boulevards, to levy taxes and to float park bonds.

defeated, but a similar bill was introduced again in 1887 only to be defeated 
as well. (Christian p. 91).
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The realization of a city-wide park system finally came to fruition as a

result of the concerted efforts of mayor Emil Wallber. Having made the

establishment of a park system one of his campaign platforms, Wallber managed

to succeed where others had failed in rallying the support of civic and

business leaders who had previously balked at assuming the expense of main

taining a park system. The business community in particular had become

sensitive to Milwaukee's reputation among other industrial cities and wanted

some amenity to symbolize the city's maturity. When a new bill proposing a

municipal park system was introduced into the state legislature in 1889,

bill's supporters resulted

Rather than create one large park in the manner of New York City'spassage.

Central Park, supporters decided to establish a chain of parks throughout the

city linked by boulevards.

appointed by the mayor and approved by the Common Council. Original members

consisted of Christian Wahl, John Bentley, Calvin Lewis, Charles Manegold Jr.,

and Louis Auer.

on the east side. Swamped with paperwork, underbudgeted, unable to hire staff

assistance and confined to purchasing sites within the city limits the park

commission convinced the state to pass a new bill in 1891, broadening the

powers of the commission. The park board was now able to hire a paid

allowed to purchase park sites anywhere in Milwaukee County andsecretary,

empowered to authorize bonds during 1891 and 1892.

The new bill also declared portions of

boulevards under and charge of the park

commission. As indicated above, the concept of a network of boulevards

Their first meeting was held on June 18, 1889 and by October,

1890 the board had selected five park sites, three on the south side and two

the carecertain streets as

cooperation and compromise among the

The five member Park Commission board was

in i ts

By the end of 1891, the 

board had acquired some 398 acres of parkland for which it paid over a million 

dollars. (Christian p. 97-108)
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beautification of Paris in the 1860s.

Once it had acquired some land, the Commission hired Frederick Law Olmsted

The Park Commission saw its busiest periodin 1892 to design the new parks.

After recovering from a series of financial setbacks in 1899in the 1890s.
the acquisition of additional major park sites was proposed. Al 1 of the

Connission's parks were outside the Central

In 1905 the Park Commission was renamed the

Recognizing thePark and Planning Board. need forMilwaukee morea
comprehensive planning body, the Common Council authorized the appointment of

an 11-member Metropolitan Park Commission to form Milwaukee's central planning

body. The Milwaukee Park and Planning Board continued, however, to administer

the day to day operations of the city's parks. Early on, however, it was

recognized that inthere major problems trying to administerwere a

county-wide park system within the limited context of municipal government.

Improvements, such as the construction of boulevards, frequently involved

After 1907,adjoining municipalities which would refuse to share the costs.

Milwaukee County began its own park system and started purchasing park sites

throughout the metropolitan area. Duplication of activities led to the

ultimate decision to merge the city and county system in 1937 under the

management of Milwaukee County. At the time of the merger, the county held

3,387 acres of parkland in 27 parks while the city had some 1,497 acres in 37

parks which also included a swimming pool,

Today, the County Park Commission operates some eight parks in the Central

Business District. (Milwaukee County Park Commission "Consolidation of Parks"

p. 34; Milwaukee Board of Land Commissioners, "History of Planning" p. 1)

linking the city's parks dates from the early 1870s in Milwaukee and was 

probably inspired by George Hausmann's highly publicized schemes for the 

(Christian p. 25, 111).

Business District survey area.

nursery, zoo and conservatory.

(Christian p. 113-114, 120).
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Cathedral Square

Cathedral Square was one of the original public squares laid out when the

(MI 144-26-30, MI 147-14-17) First known as Juneaucity was first platted.

Square, it was soon renamed Courthouse Square when Solomon Juneau and Morgan

L. Martin donated part of the property to provide a site for the county's

first courthouse in 1836. The grounds were graded, planted with trees, and

gravel paths were laid out and fenced to keep out stray cows. A frog pond was

portion of the square and the property was used fora

(McCabe's Directory oftraveling circuses, open air concerts and promenading.

Milwaukee 1847-1848 p. 58; MJ 4/24/1879; History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 353,

398, Milwaukee Illustrated 1877 p. 12-13) A second more impressive courthouse

replaced the first in 1872 and in 1876

fountain was erected to be the principal ornament in the park at the cost of

$1,095 by C. Hennecke & Co. The fountain remained in operation until the

Depression when needed repairs were judged too costly and it was shut down.

Early in 1936 the decision was made to repair the fountain and it as removed.

By the end of the same year, however, its where abouts were unknown and a

local newspaper speculated that it had been
2/14/1936, 11/16/1936)

site was incorporated into the park, which became known as Cathedral Square

for St. John's Cathedral which fronts the park along North Jackson Street (MI

138-17). Today the 2.3 acre park is ornamented with a statue of Valiant

Immigrant Mothers by Ivan Mestrovic and two historic markers in addition to a

fountain, the Tulip Fountain, by Cedarburg artist Paul Yank. The fountain, 18

feet hi gh wi th in

(Dorr Public Parks and Places; Milwaukee's Fountain

(MS

After the second courthouse was razed in 1939, its

an abstract Tulip.
Program p. 12).

once located on

an elaborate, multi-tiered iron

sold for scrap iron.

a 23 foot diameter pool, was commissioned in 1967 by 

Milwaukee's Summerfest Committee and is made of cold-cast bronze to resemble

was commissioned
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Zeidler Park

Zeidler Park, like Courthouse Square, was set aside as a public square

in 1835 (MI 151-30)when the city was first platted Donors of the site

included Byron Ki 1 bourn, Albert Fowler,Solomon Juneau, John McCarty and

Known initially as Fourth Ward Park or Fourth Ward PublicArchibald Clybourn.

Square, the site's maintenance, like other early parks,

vagaries of ward finances and by 1876 was considered to be in decrepit

Threats of auctioning off the parcel, however, roused publiccondition.

(MSsubsequently made to the grounds.interest and improvements were

5/26/1876 8/3, 7/22/1876 8/3, 4/11/1876 8/3) By the late 1880s the park's

importance was enhanced when it became the gateway to the new Milwaukee Road

Depot park's (seeconstructed along Everett Street the south.to

Transportation-Rai1 roads) A fountain was added in 1890 and in 1921 the park

underwent a major refurbishing with the removal of old trees and the planting

(MS 7/4/1890 3/4;of 36 new ones and installation of some 300 shrubs.

Milwaukee Board of Park Commissioners Annual Report 1921 p. 9) With the

demolition of the railroad depot in 1966 the park fell into disuse for a

period of time. The 1.2 acre site has experienced something of a renaissance

the completion of Blue Cross-Blue Shield United'ssince the 1970s with

headquarters to the west and current construction of a major addition to

Wisconsin Electric Company's headquarters on the site of the old depot. (see

Commerce-Utilities). Although the fountain is gone, a hexagonal bandstand was

erected in 1977, donated by Blue Cross-Blue Shield United. Over the years the

park has had a number of different names including Union Square Park, Park

Place and Pere Marquette park. Its present name honors former mayor Carl

Zeidler who took a leave of office during World War II to join the armed

in action. (Dorr Public Parks andservices and was subsequently killed 
Places; Latus and Young p. 95).

depended on the
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Court of Honor

Today's Court of Honor, the landscaped median on West Wisconsin Avenue

between Eighth and Tenth Streets, was originally known as Grand Avenue Park in

actuallythe late nineteenth Itscentury.

related to the topographical features of the site. Originally aoccurrence

60-foot high bluff extended north to south across Wisconsin Avenue between

Access to the area atop the hill west of NinthEighth and Ninth Streets.

Street was only possible by circumventing the escarpment by detouring off

Wisconsin Avenue along Michigan Street and ascending the hill at Eighth

Street. Atop the hill an old road then proceeded westward to the city limits

When Wisconsin Avenue was eventually cut straight through in 1848and beyond.

and the hill was graded between Fifth and Eighth Streets to a passible slope,

it was discovered that Wisconsin Avenue did not meet with the earlier road on

the top of the hill, and, in fact, ran parallel to it to Eleventh Street where

The two parallel roads with the wide medianthe two merged into one road.

probably provided the impetus for the 1848 scheme to develop a monumental

boulevard along West Wisconsin Avenue from Eighth to Thirty-Fourth Street.

The already becoming known for the luxurious estates beingarea was

established there by wealthier pioneer residents such as Alexander Mitchell

and Harrison Ludington. The boulevard intended enhance thetowas

exclusiveness of the neighborhood and was to be 150 feet wide with a walk on

either side and one in the center for footmen. Trees were to be planted along

either side and in the center in emulation of similar boulevards in Paris.

The ambitious scheme was never realized, most likely because of its cost, but

the separation of the two streets from Eighth to Eleventh Streets resulted in

(Buck

the creation of the present short boulevard which long served as a monumental 

approach to what was once Milwaukee's most exclusive residential area. 

Under the Charter 1847-1853 p. 132; Ogden Homes Second Edition p. 6).

creation was an accidental
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Today the median island is one block shorter than it was originally, due

It stillEl even thfreeway construction between Streets.to

possesses one of the largest concentrations of memorial sculpture in the city

At the intersection of Ninthresulting in its current name, Court of Honor.

Street and Wisconsin Avenue stands the city's oldest public monument, a statue

The work ofof George Washington, donated by Elizabeth Plankinton in 1885.

sculptor Richard Hamilton Park, the statue was said to be the first sculpture

The nearby Soldier'sWashington erected west of New York. Monumentof

those who fought in the Civil War. Acquired through a publiccommemorates

instigated by artist and art teacher Lydia Ely, the work wassubscri ption

Conway and unveiled on June 28, 1898.artist-sculptor John S.executed by

Also to be found in the Court of Honor is a commemorative plaque, a 65-foot

Corinthian column with sphere commemorating the Carnival of 1900 and designed

by architect Alfred C. Clas to replace two similar but temporary shafts

'98' donated by Spanish-American war veterans in 1932. The latter was the

work of artist A. Koenig.

Juneau Park

Juneau Park is the Central Business District's largest and most impressive

(MI 149-12) Its origins date back to at least 1861 when the Milwaukeepark.

Sentinel featured the park in a story. By 1865 for the formal

establishment of the park was introduced into the state legisture and in 1868

the legislature allowed Milwaukee's Common Council to establish a public park

on the scenic lakefront site. In 1869 the Seventh Ward, which was bounded by

the Milwaukee River, Lake Michigan, Wisconsin and Juneau Avenues, was one of 

the first wards in the city to impose a specific park tax on ward residents in

(MJ 4/10/1935; Latus and Young p. 117; History of

Milwaukee County Milwaukee Writer's Project p. 420).

erected during the Carnivals of 1898 and 1899, and the 'bronze' Soldier of

a bill

Tenth and
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order to raise the $2,000 needed annually for the property's upkeep. The

ward's Yankee Hill residential district was inhabited by some of the city's

wealthiest individuals so, not surprisingly, the Seventh Ward had one of the

most ambitious park programs in the city. Chicago landscape architect H.W.

Cleveland was hired in 1870 to conduct a topographical survey of the site and

submitted in October that year that proposed pathways, trees,

The grounds were subsequentlyponds be constructed.

In 1875 a measure was introduced into the Conmon Councilimproved as planned.

for Although ultimately approvedexpansion of the park. Mayorover
temporarily shelved.Ludington's the work park expansion wasveto, on

(Christian p. 73). In 1881 the issue surfaced once again. The proposed

three-block area that required the acquisitionextension comprised a 6-acre,

of residential After lengthy legal inquiry,property. the statesome

the residentiallegislature approved the city's condemnation andpowers

properties at the southeast corner of Astor and East Ki 1 bourn Avenue were
(Christian p. 73-74;acquired by the city and removed from the site in 1885.

MS 5/10/1885 3/1, 8/5/1888 4/5) Total costs for the land, labor and planning

amounted to $171,122.

a

landscape architects Middlemas and Laing. It was generally thought that the

entire bluff area was being removed to provide a slope down to the lakeshore.

Residents and the Milwaukee Sentinel endorsed keeping the site as natural as

possible and advocated the planting of trees and shrubs and the addition of

statuary.

was

Work was subsequently

(MS 7/8/1887) Work on landscaping the property came to 

halt in 1886 when neighborhood residents rigorously opposed the plans of

(MS 4/25/1885 3/1, 3/6/1886 3/2, 3/7/1886 4/3)

resolved when Laing explained that the bluff would remain but that a slope

planned down the lakeshore in order to conceal from street level the Chicago 

and North Western's tracks at the water's edge.

a plan was

The issue was

terraced areas and
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(MS

A printed illustration of the park in 1886 shows it laid out3/28/1886 6/4)

with winding paths, planted with trees along its periphery and having a pond

Two statues and a fountain graced theand cascade spanned by a stone bridge.

western portion of the park while below the bluff, the grounds were terraced

(The City of Milwaukee Guide p. 43).with walks down to the lakeshore. Long

referred to as Lake Shore Park or Seventh Ward Park, proposals were made to

the park after the prominent local naturalist and scholarofficially rename

Lapham.Increase

resident

Juneau's name was introduced to the Common Council in December, 1884instead.

and final approval was made in November, 1885. (MS 12/9/1884 4/5, 11/2/1885

4/4).

For the next thirty to forty years Juneau Park was to remain essentially

the same in appearance and it became a popular spot for promenading. The

decade of the 1920s, however, brought about significant changes to the park.

A comfort station replaced the lily pond in 1920. In 1927 the park acquired

additional acreage east of Waverly Place and between East Kilbourn and Juneau

Avenue as a result of the extension of Prospect Avenue south to Wisconsin

Avenue. All of the land east of Prospect Avenue and south of Juneau Avenue

now incorporated into the park. Several large residences had to bewas

removed from the site. Some 4500 shrubs were added to the grounds and 150

trees were planted. An additional parcel of land was also added to the park

at the northwest corner of Wisconsin and Prospect Avenues. Located in front

of the Elks Club Building, this property featured a bronze elk drinking

fountain which had been donated to the city by the Elks Club (Board of Park 
Commissioners Annual Report 1920 p. 5; 1927 p. IV, 10; 1928 iii).

completed and area residents petitioned the city for the removal of unsightly 

telegraph and telephone wires and poles in the vicinity of the park.

This action provoked controversy since Lapham was not a

of the Seventh Ward and Solomon Juneau's name was substituted
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Perhaps Juneau Park's most significant addition consists of the reclaimed

land along the lakeshore extending from Wisconsin Avenue north to the flushing

tunnel. The groundwork for this project was laid in 1889 when the new Park

found that further acquisition of lakefront property north ofCommission

Juneau Park would be prohibitively expensive since most parcels were privately

owned and developed with some of the city's most costly houses. Plans were

made through grants from the state legislature in 1893 and the U.S Government

to reclaim submerged land along the lakeshore and create a park and lakeside

boulevard that would extend north to Lake Park. Since further appropriations

Construction was begun in 1907 and two years later the project was expanded to

Although local planners hadinclude a drive south to the harbor entrance.

sought to widen the reclamation area to extend 900 feet out into the lake, the

Thefederal government restricted the project to its original 600 foot limit.

landfill process took many years to complete but by 1919 some 48 acres had

(Board of Park Commissioners Annual Report 1915 p. 8-9; 1917been reclaimed.

p. 9; 1919 p. 11). With the completion of Lincoln Memorial Bridge in 1926,

which provided access from the top of the bluff to the lakeshore, a portion of

the new Lincoln Memorial Drive was opened from Mason Street to Lafayette Place

in the summer of 1927. The remainder of what is now Lincoln Memorial Drive

was completed as far north as Lake Park in 1929. (Board of Park Commissioners

Annual Report 1927 p. Ill; Milwaukee County Park Commission Your Milwaukee

County Parks 1957 3; Milwaukee County Expressway and TransportationP-

Commission Lake Freeway p. 3).

Currently Juneau Park encompasses 17.326 acres and features a statue of

Solomon Juneau by sculptor Richard Park,H. donated in 1887 by shoe

manufacturers and Seventh Ward residents Bradley and Metcalf and a statue of

were not available at that time, the project was shelved indefinitely.
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Lief Erickson by sculptor Anne Whitney donated by ward resident Lucy Allis

There is also a replica of Juneau's log cabin erectedGilbert, also in 1887.

in the park in 1946. A lagoon, part of the 1920s reclamation project, extends

along Lincoln Memorial Drive from approximately Kilbourn Avenue to Lyon Street

and continues to be a popular gathering spot for fishermen and waterfowl. In

recent years additional land has been reclaimed east of the lagoon to provide

space for a marina and an open recreational area. In appearance, Juneau Park

is more naturalistic than it was at the turn of the century with full grown

Vestiges of the once prominent terracing remain visibletrees and shrubs.

but the original paved pathways have beenfrom Lincoln Memorial Drive,

(Latus and Young p. 9-10, 12).removed.

Burns Triangle

Originally known as First Ward Park, Burns Triangle was donated to the

city by land developer James Rogers in 1847. The park consisted of a roughly

triangular parcel at the south end of a residential block bounded on the east

by Prospect Avenue and on the west by North Franklin Place. Initially a tall

natural earth mound occupied the site, but it had been leveled by the 1870s

and an impressive fountain was installed in 1876 from which three tiers of

water sprayed from a cone of rocks. The fountain remained in operation until

The fountain itself was removed in 1938.1934 when the water was turned off.

Known variously as Franklin Square and Baby's Park, the 0.6 acre park is now

called Burns Triangle after the statue of Robert Burns which was added to the

park in 1909. The statue was donated by Scots immigrant James Anderson Bryden

(MI 133-7).

Program p. 8; MS 5/5/1876 5/2, 7/29/1876 8/2, 8/28/1877 8/1, 7/22/1887 4/1).

and was the work of Edinburgh sculptor William Grant Stevenson.

(Latus and Young p. 29-30; Dorr, Public Parks and Places; Milwaukee's Fountain
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Red Arrow Park

Red Arrow Park was originally formed out of part of the old James Kneeland

estate between Tenth, Eleventh, Wisconsin and Michigan Street in 1916. In

1964,

freeway, the County Park Commission approved the acquisition of a parcel of

urban renewal land bounded by Water, Kilbourn, State and Market Street. This

Red Arrow Park and the Kansas City-based firm of Howard,became the new

Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff designed the present paved promenade, fountain

and benches to complement the new Performing Arts Center to be built across

Water Street and the MGIC headquarters under construction to the east. The

1.3 acre site was completed in 1970 and features a granite Red Arrow sculpture

which is dedicated to the members of the 32nd (Red Arrow) Division who gave

(MS 9/4/1964; Dorr Public Parks andtheir lives in World Wars I and II.

Places; Latus and Young p. 75).

Marquette Park

Marquette Park is one of the Central Business District's more recently

(MI 161-13, 14) The site was originally occupied by a stripcreated parks.

of commercial buildings along the 900 block of North Plankinton Avenue, which

were considered to be blighted by the 1960s. A plan was devised to design a

park for the site to complement the city's new Performing Arts Center which

was then under construction across the river. The commercial properties were

either acquired or donated to the county and in 1969 the last of the buildings

The actual construction of the park didn't beginwas razed.

(MJ 8/9/73).feet into the river.

The current 1.9 acre park conmemorates theKilbourn Avenue and Third Street.

The park site was expanded westward in

1975 when the city and county agreed to close Plankinton Avenue between

(MS 6/17/1969)

until 1973 when a bulkhead was constructed to extend the parkland eastward ten

after that site was taken for the right-of-way of the north-south
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campsite of French Jesuit Missionary Pere Jacques Marquette who with two

French Canadians, Pierre Poteret and Jacques Larquillier is said to have

camped here between November 23 and 27, 1674 during their exploration of

(Dorr, Public Parks and Places).Wisconsin.

Clas Park

Clas Park was originally known as Courthouse South Park and was created in

1967 following the completion of the new Courthouse Annex and the north-south

freeway (1-43). The small, .8 acre plot is bounded by Wells, Ninth and Tenth

Street and the south side of the courthouse. The park features walks and

flower beds and was formally renamed Clas Park after prominent

Milwaukee architect and planner Alfred C. Clas, who was one of the early

promoters and designers of the Civic Center. (Dorr, Public Parks and Places)

(MI 153-3).

Bluff Park

Bluff Park at the foot of East Wisconsin Avenue is one of the newest parks

in the Central Business District, having been completed in 1983. (MI 147-14)

The park was built by the city on mostly county-owned land, part of which was

previously used as a parking lot. The focus of the park is a monumental

abstract, steel sculpture by artist Mark Di Suvero owned by the Milwaukee Art

Also displayed are a series of photo panels commemorating the ChicagoMuseum.

and North Western Railway Station which formerly stood at the site. (see

Transportati on-Rai1 roads) The park also features picnic tables, benches and

attractive landscaping as well as a walkway which provides direct access from

Wisconsin Avenue to the lakefront. The walkway is built partly on vacated

freeway righ t-o f-way with

in 1975

the permission of the Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation. The park is maintained by the County Park Commission. 
(Milwaukee Department of City Development, Developments. January, 1984).
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Urban Park

Urban Park, like Bluff Park, was completed in 1983. Both were designed

with the assistance of the landscape architectural firm of Sasaki Associates.

site,

Summerfest Grounds, is part of the old North Harbor Tract and was long used

for auto parking and storage. The park features a concession stand, public

100-foot diameter,

stepped spiral fountain designed by Sasaki Associates Inc. and donated by

The parkUniversal Foods Corporation as part of its centennial celebration.

is maintained by the city. (MI 149-6) (Milwaukee Fountain Program p. 11;

Milwaukee Department of City Development, Developments, January, 1984).

pier and a large grassy recreation area as well as a

The 10-acre located between the War Memorial/Art Museum and the
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Perhaps the best repository of information on Milwaukee's city planning,

the city's Legislative Referenceparticularly the Civic Center project, is

Bureau located in City Hall. The LRB contains a number of reports, outlines

and chronologies of the Civic Center's evolution. Most helpful were reports

of the Milwaukee Board of Public Land Commissioners including Grouping of

Public Buildings, 1919, the library's "Chronological History of the Milwaukee

Civic Center 1909-1966", Olmstead and Nolen's report Civic Center as Proposed

by the Metropolitan Park Commission City of Milwaukee, 1909. Also useful was

the Grieb, Clarke and Rupano 1964 City of Milwaukee Civic Center: The General

Development Plan Report available at the city's Central Public Library. .

For information on the evolution of the city planning process, the LRB

collection and reports by the Department of City Development (DCD) were

particularly useful. At the LRB is housed the Milwaukee Board of Public Land

Conmissioners "History of Planning Activity in Milwaukee 1892-1952" and Alice

Gernetzke's "Milwaukee Redevelopment Authority Renewal Projects 1958-1976".

publications by DCDValuable include the Annual 1983,recent Report

and Planning and Zoning Concepts for Downtown

Milwaukee part of the Comprehensive Plan series 1985.

For early park history the best resources remain the Sentinel Index and

articles in the Milwaukee Sentinel. Marvin Christian's 1967 thesis "The

Milwaukee Park Movement" provides a good synthesis of the origins of the

municipal park system and is available at the University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee lib rary. Contained in the LRB's collection are two useful items:

The Milwaukee County Park Commission's "Consolidation of Parks operated by

Brief but handy

Milwaukee County Park Commission and City of Milwaukee Park Board Effective 

January 1 , 1937" and the Park Commission's Annual Report.

Developments, January, 1984,
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be found in James Dorr'shistories of downtown parks also Downtowncan

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1977 and Latus and Young's DowntownBuilding Survey.

Walking Tours of Historic Buildings and Places 1978.Milwaukee: Seven
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RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES

1840-1870HOUSES OF THE FIRST THREE DECADES:

Residential architectural styles in Milwaukee during the first three

citizens. Although most early buildings have been razed, photographs help to
It is evident that the first

The early architectural styles of Milwaukee

Milwaukee's natural resources and building

The Greek

The earliest architectural styles stilland window trim from nearby quarries.
found in the study area are the Late Federal, Greek Revival and Italianate
styles, all of which were popular in the 1850s.

Federal Houses in Milwaukee

Photographs of early Milwaukee depict a considerable number of brick
Styleand which show Federalstores,

These early buildings have disappeared almost completely

stylish" homes for themselves.

display the adaptation of architectural motifs of the eastern United States to

Revival house, for example, was often built of the unique Milwaukee cream 

brick, and the early Italianate house displayed a limestone foundation, sill,

from the first neighborhoods of the city where they 

particularly in the present-day downtown area.

reconstruct a chronology of "pioneer" styles.

land speculators, lumbermen, and businessmen quickly constructed "proper and

were once abundant,

a new place and a new people.

materials lent a special character to its early architecture.

buildings, including dwellings 
characteristics.

decades of settlement reflected the Yankee backgrounds of many of its
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American architecture of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries was influenced by archaeological discoveries of ancient Greece and
Rome.

In New

Although the less delicately proportioned Greek Revival

In Milwaukee in the mid-nineteenththe early settlements of the Middle West.

often three stories high, with symmetrically-arranged windows. Some

surviving example in the study area.

Greek Revival

The Greek Revival was certainly the most prevalent of the house

Assisted by the builder's book, the earlystyles of the period 1840-1860.

carpenters constructed gable or hip roofed, square or L-plan dwellings with

classical ornament based on the Greek and Roman orders.

Six over six,
framed with pilasters and

Style assumed national importance as an American architectural style after 

about 1820, the slender proportions of the Federal Style nevertheless reached

Architects studied illustrations of antique buildings, and produced 

crisp, linear designs for residences, stores, and public buildings.

England, the term "Federal" is associated with the Late Georgian buildings of 

the period 1785-1830.

double hung sash, and a trabeated entrance 

sidelights are also common stylistic features.

century, brick was an ideal medium for the crisp details of the Federal style. 

Characteristics of local Federal Style buildings included a cubic rectangular 

form,

brick buildings exhibit tall parapet and walls, with twin gable-end chimneys.

The James S. Brown House at 1122 North Astor Street (MI 137-2) is the best

Columns, capitals, 

friezes, and moldings followed classical precedent, and the building's facades 

often emulated the temple form. Returns at the eaves or a full pedimented 

gable identifies the Greek Revival house of early Milwaukee.
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Architectural historians record that the Greek Revival Style achieved
national prominence during a time of great nationalistic spirit. American

The Greek Revival Style was chosen for the

capitols, schools, banks farmhousesand in the Thewest.
Milwaukee County Courthouse of 1836, executed in a classical manner with four
Tuscan columns, no doubt reflected the local admiration for things Greek and

Although they were once fairly numerous, today there are few GreekRoman.
Revival houses remaining in the central business district. The pair of houses

and 787 North Jefferson Street (MI 141-34, 35) with their handsomat 783
little Doric porticoes are both fine examples, but the Diedrichs House at 1241

Early Italianate

Sixteenth century palazzo designs of the Italian Renaissance and the

country homes of rural Tuscany provided the architectural vocabulary for a

popular residential style of the mid-nineteenth century. The "Italianate",

The influence of the earlier Federal and Greek Revival Styles can be
seen in the flat surfaces,

irregular plans, and surface richness

popular opinion identified with the struggles of the Greeks against the Turks 
in the Great War of 1821-28.
design of countless public and private buildings in eastern states, as well as 
territorial

was a popular mode for residential construction in Milwaukee between about 
1850 and 1880.

North Franklin Place (MI 134-7) is by far the finest example of an early 
Classical Revival style dwelling in the study area.

cubic form, and formal symmetry of some early
examples; whereas towers, cupolas, 
characterize the later examples.
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Many of the Italianate houses in Milwaukee have hip or gable roofs,
segmental arched windows, variety of ornamental details

including scrolls or brackets at cornices and entrance
pressed window enframements, wide pilasters or cornerboards, and chamfered

returns at eaves

Italianate houses of cream brick had a special character due to their
Great attentionmasonry construction. Lintels were often of carved stone.

was paid to the craftsmanship of details such as the oculus (or round window)

in the gable end, and water tables of rusticated limestone were often added at

the foundation and first story level. Brick quoins were fashioned at the

corners to emulate blocks of stone.

architect's careful use of pattern books or Renaissance architectural detail,

others indicate only the carpenter's selection of the wide array of stock

ornamentation available at the local lumber yard or from mail-order houses.

Although some details the availability of machine

made,

Since the study area contains

the once fashionable Yankee Hill area where many of the city's mid-Victorian

The Italianate Style came into vogue in the later 1850s when the 

city's first great fortunes were being made.

scroll-sawn and pressed wood ornaments made it possible to create a 

house of great richness very quickly and somewhat economically.

Although some of Milwaukee's Italianate houses show the builder's or

were still hand carved,

and a

posts at porches and entrances. On gable-roofed houses, 

(originally a Greek Revival feature), may still be present, but are of shorter 

proportions.

round or
hoods, carved or
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the Robert P. Fitzgerald House, 1119 North Marshall Street (MI 134-2), the
James Peck House at 105 North Waverly Place (MI 134-7), the Henry Manschot

HOUSES BUILT AFTER THE CIVIL WAR

the century,

sources and symbols. Italianvariety of historical
Renaissance, English Medieval, and French Baroque buildings were among the

expression.materi al s also offered opportunities architecturalfornew
Architectural books and periodicals facilitated an exchange of architectural

ideas between the East Coast and the Midwest, as many (but not all) styles

"moved" to Milwaukee after a debut in the east. Another factor which fueled

In Milwaukee, as in large cities elsewhere

in the United States, prospective home owners turned their attention from the

central city to the "suburb", and architects and builders responded with house

designs well-suited for the new informal, relaxed atmosphere of the suburban

setting. The Milwaukee "suburb" of 1875, however, was often as close as the

corner of North Fifteenth Street and Wisconsin Avenue. By 1895, however, the

new suburbs were well beyond the limits of the old "walking city" and catered

to a less affluent resident than the previous generation.

the eclectic nature of late nineteenth century architecture was a change in 

living habits and social customs.

many design sources which helped shape the private and public architecture of 

the era. Advances in building technology, such as new saws and lathes, and new

House, 718 East Wells Street (MI 136-13) and the Milo P. Jewett House, 800 

North Marshall Street (MI 137-12).

elite lived, it has a rich inventory of Italianate dwellings. Among the many 

fine examples are the Matthew Keenan House,775-81 North Jefferson (MI 141-33),

American architects
experimented with a

and the turn ofBetween 1870
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regularly discussed in Milwaukee newspapers. In an article titled "Taste in

the Milwaukee Sentinel

He not only satisfies the public taste, but he

(Milwaukee Sentinel, May 2, 1880).

Many of Milwaukee's fine houses of the second half of the century

defy classification along strictly stylistic lines.

interesting amalgam of styles, representative of the builder or architect's

Characteristically, the large houses designed

Such

filtering of styles is a standard feature of the architectural character of

Milwaukee. Each building has its own special character to which the builder
oftenvarious contributed. Bui 1 di ingsarchitect and wereownersor

"modernized", resulting in Greek Revival houses with Queen Anne porches and
various combinations of materials and details.

Victorian Italianate Style

In 1877, the Victorian Italianate residence of Frederick Pabst Jr. at

It was describedManufacturing Interest and Advantages as a Residence City.
as an example of the "Modern Style", while the early Italianate James Rogers

by architects for wealthy clients on Prospect Avenue or Wisconsin Avenue 
inspired similar smaller scale houses for middle income homeowners.

borrowing from several sources.

By 1880, architectual style and residential building fashions were

Building", 
architecture, and admonished readers that "the individual who builds a tasty

Rather they are an

Its Trade, Commerce,

editor attempted to defiine beauty in

house is a public benefactor.
helps to educate it."

Eighth and Juneau Street (razed) designed by Henry C. Koch, was featured in 
the popular promotional book Milwaukee Illustrated:
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In the 1870s, many of the homes built for Milwaukee businessmen and
Throughout the study area

were
Carved trusswork at gables

round-arched windows.

Although there were once many houses of this type in
The ramblingthe study area, there are relatively few still standing today.

Henry H. Button House, 1024 East State Street (MI 135-36) is one of the finest
The Fred Pritzkow House at 1324 North Marshall

Victorian Gothic

Inspired by the writings of John Ruskin, English architects of the

In America, architects designed dramatically pinnacled

examples extant in the city.

is typical of the more modest houses of this type.

Victorian period designed colorful, but structurally "truthful" buildings in 

the 1850s and 1860s.

professionals evidenced this ornate "modern" style, 

many elegant houses

House on Sixth Street was illustrated as a contrasting example of a "relic of 

the olden time." (Milwaukee Illustrated, p. 25).

decorated version of the earlier Italianate Style.

and porches, a variety of scroll-sawn wooden ornamentation at porches and 

entrances, and often, an abundance of iron cresting at the ridgepoles of the 

gable roof added a picturesque quality to standard Italianate features such as

and polychromatic buildings in cities such as Boston, Phiadelphia, and New 

York. As the Victorian Gothic reached the Midwest, it was well-represented in 

the fine houses of Milwaukee built in the 1870s. The Victorian Gothic was

more complex than the earlier Gothic Revival; hallmarks of the style are 

steeply pitched roofs, pointed arches, and intricate turned or carved gables.

designed in the Victorian Italianate, a highly

were intended to lendMoldings and ornamentation

dramatic shadow effects.
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Local
writers called the Victorian Gothic the "New American Pointed Style."

Although some of the more fanciful examples of the style have been
razed, there are still a few fine Victorian Gothic houses in the study area,

Stick Style

Stick Style buildings are expressive of the wooden framing system
which underlies the wall. The Stick Style may be considered II one of the two

most purely American styles of the nineteenth century." (Whiffen, p. 11) The

structually expressive style are found in thesources of this vertical,
residential designs published by Andrew Jackson Downing in the 1850s. Downing

II or horizontalin wooden construction. Vertical

underneath.

are

(MI 136-33).

Queen Anne

Beginning the 1880s and lasting until about 1905, the Queen Anne was

Although there are few "pure" examples remaining in Milwaukee 

today, Stick Style details such as panelling and false gable timbering

the best of which is the ornate Jason Downer, 1201 North Prospect Avenue (MI 

133-3).

emphasized "truthfulness

boarding on the outside walls was expressive of the underlying stud wall

observable on houses in the study area such as the Frank J. Ordway House at 

1240 North Astor Street.

When of masonry construction, Milwaukee's pale brick added a distinctive 

luminosity to the Victorian Gothic, which was often executed elsewhere in dark

brown or dark red brick, with multi-colored stone or brick trim.
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an important style of residential architecture in Milwaukee. On the surface,
the Queen Anne Style
Patterned shingles, elaborate turned and pressed mi 11 work, glass and metalwork
decorated the asymmetrical, irregularly massed house form.
stone, shingles, and clapboard were often combined on a single exterior wall.

The 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition helped to create a taste
in America for rural medieval English houses, on which the early Queen Anne
Style was based. The well-published work of English architect Richard Norman
Shaw in the late 1860s, and the work of Boston architect H.H. Richardson in
the 1870s furthered the influence of the early phase of the style. In
succeeding years, the Queen Anne acquired a less medieval appearance, entering
a phase known as "free classic". This phase emphasized classical details and

The 1893had a smoother appearance, enhanced by fewer exterior materials.
Morld's Columbian Exposition in Chicago, which celebrated classical
architecture, contributed to this direction.

The Queen Anne was one of the most widely-built residential styles

in Milwaukee. A number of houses survive in the study area illustrating the
variety of architectural expressions possible within the style ranging from
the brick townhouse at 1223 North Prospect Avenue (MI 133-5) to 712 East Wells
Street (MI 136-11) or the more typical frame houses such as 1018 and 1119 East
Knapp Street (MI 135-8; MI 139-31).

Towers, turrets, balconies, and projecting bays further complicated the 
silhouette of the Queen Anne house.

Brick, stucco,

was an amalgam of materials, shapes, and surfaces.
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Richardsonian Romanesque

The Queen Anne Style was a threshold for numerous architects and
II of brick and stone. Henry

century style. 1885 and 1900 the Romanesque Style enjoyed greatBetween
popularity for expensive dwellings. Because of the costliness of the masonry

detailsconstruction of these whose

in fact, pretty much limited to the homes of the wealthy.

Architects, working in the Richardsonian Romanesque, as this heavy

masonry style is often called, drew on round Romanesque arches and low-sprung

Syrian arches for openings in the thick walls, and combined round or polygonal

architecturalprojecting bays with conical Localand roofs.turrets
practitioners, such as Henry Koch, combined the Richardson Romanesque with
German Baroque features such as curved gables. By far the finest surviving
Romanesque Revival house in the study area, and perhaps the finest house of
the its kind in the city, is the opulent George P. Miller House, 1060 East
Juneau Avenue (MI 135-32).

Period Revival Styles

The period revival house in Milwaukee, like the earlier Queen Anne

The
and Romanesque house, reflected the German and Northern European interests of 
the major architects who were often working for German-American clients.

imposing stone mansions whose Romanesque
demanded the expertise of skilled masons and stonecutters, the Romanesque was,

builders, who went on to design rusticated "castles
Hobson Richardson (1838-1886) was the prime shaper of this Tate nineteenth
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Renaissance Revival or Jacobean houses in Milwaukee, for example, often have

Fl emi sh details reflecting preference.many

Baumgarten House, 817-19 North Marshall Street (MI 133-29) and the John Barth

House, 1331 North Astor Street (MI 133-15) are excellent examples of North

European Renaissance inspired design. The interest in medieval-inspired

theresulting incontinued into the early twentiethdesign century

construction of such English Arts influenced cottage styleand Crafts

residences as the large Mrs. Benjamin K. Miller House, 1031 North Astor Street

(MI 133-24), as well as medieval-influenced late Queen Anne structures such as

1015 North 9th Street (MI 152-19). Because the residential parts of the study

area were already completely built-up by the time of World War I, the popular

Tudor style is not represented in the area.

The Colonial Revival style, one of the most popular domestic styles

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, is represented in the

study area best by the handsome Frank W. Montgomery House at 930 East Knapp

Street (MI 135-9), although alterations made to bring older houses up to date,

such as the Colonial Revival treatment given the George Peckham House, 1029

North Marshall Street (MI 133-37) and the new entrance door for the Henry

Manschot House, 718 East Wells Street (MI 136-13) are not uncommon. There are

also some Colonial Revival-Queen Anne transitional houses such as 823 North
Cass Street (MI 134-12).

The Chateauesque Style enjoyed a limited popularity for the homes of
fashion-conscious upper-income Milwaukeeans. pinnacled roofs, roundHigh,

turrets, and wall dormers with prominent gables are characteristics of the

Chateauesque Style. Although the so-called Chateauesque Style was based on

The Francesthis cultural
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In

America, Beaux-Arts trained New York architect Richard Morris Hunt (1827-1895)

practitioner of the Chateauesque Style.was considered the nation's foremost

Several mansions were built in this

1845-1930ROWHOUSES, DOUBLEHOUSES AND APARTMENT BUILDINGS:

Between 1845 and 1920, boarding houses were found in great numbers

house.

Between 1845 and 1885, when people moved from a boarding house,

Multi-family houses such as duplexes,they often moved to a detached house.

apartment buildings or rowhouses were found only in relatively small numbers.

They were most numerous in the central business district where land values

were higher than in other parts of the city.

Although never predominant, a number of multiple family housing types

existed from the city's earliest years of settlement. Two or three story

double houses, with a party wall and separate entrances were built from the

Typical examples include 706-08 East

North Astor Street (MI 136-32) and 817-19 North Marshall Street (MI 133-29) to

name just a few. Larger

throughout the city, serving the housing needs of newly-arrived immigrants, 

single persons, young married couples who could not afford to buy or rent a

style in the study area including the 

East Knapp Street (MI 139-29) and theFrancis Bloodgood Jr. House at 1135

imposing James K. Ilsley House, 1037 North Astor Street (MI 133-25).

1840s into the early twentieth century.

Juneau Avenue (MI 135-19), 777 North Jefferson Street (MI 141-33), 1244-46

Many boarding house situations consisted of a room or two let out in a 

private home.

"tenements', or buildings containing more than three

the French Renaissance architecture of the reign of the French King Francis I 

(1515-1547), it absorbed elements from earlier Gothic styles as well.
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units, were built in the 1860s and 1870s, but few have survived. In 1874, for

example, a west side capitalist built a forty-five unit tenement at North

Seventh and Vliet streets (razed). Such high density buildings, however, did

not become popular until after the turn of the century.

In the late 1880s and 1890s, a number of fine multi-unit rowhouses

The Queen Anne Style of their exteriors,were constructed in Yankee Hill.

with asynroetrical and turrets served to disguise the

Abbot Row at 1019-43 East Ogden Street (MI

of four units such as 918-924 East Knapp Street (MI 135-10) are still extant.

Between 1885 and 1930, many masonry apartment buildings were built

The earlier buildings were massive structures that filledin the study area.

their entire lots. Narrow light wells or wooden rear porches fulfilled the

Typical of the larger of these buildings

the Norman Flats, 626 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-31), the Badgerare

Apartments, 1101 North Water Street (MI 143-26) and the Pasadena Flats, 803-11

More common are the smaller eight or ten unitEast State Street (MI 140-12).

structures such as the Comstock Apartments, 826-28 North Milwaukee Street (MI

(MI 142-20), and the130-31) the Beaumont; 1227 North Milwaukee Street
Vermont, 610 East Mason Street (MI 145-28).

By the early twentieth century, considerable advances had been made

Many

multi-unit nature of the building.

139-27) is the sole survivor of the longer rows while a few smaller clusters

light and ventilation requirements for the numerous back or interior rooms of 

the rambling flats they contained.

fenestration, towers,

in apartment house design. As elevators became more coninon, buildings got 

taller, although most buildings were still less than six-stories tall.
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Since the demand for apartments was
strongest near the central business district, the study area contains a fine

Examples range from the

Marshall (MI 133-33), 1006 East State Street (MI 136-4), and the La Salle, 913
East Kilbourn Avenue (MI 140-16) to more consciously architectural structures

(MI 136-23) and 835 North Cass Street (MI 134-14).

Buildings such as The Blackstone, 709 East Juneau Avenue

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGSI.

Pioneer Period: 1835-1860

Frontier life demanded simple and economical solutions to building
needs.

buildings were built in a U-shape around a front or rear courtyard to provide 

more light and ventilation for the units.

array of apartment houses of all sizes and styles.

many plainly designed massive brick blocks such as the Wayland, 839 North

such as the Buena Vista Flats portion of the Cudahy Tower, 925 East Mason 

Street (MI 136-17), 710 East Mason Street (MI 136-22), 700 East Mason Street

(MI 140-7) and the Cudahy Towers, 925 East Wells Street (MI 136-17) represent 

the culmination of this trend to bigness.

continued to be built, the trend throughout the century was to larger and 

taller buildings.

Al though some smal1 

buildings such as the Studio Apartments, 1111 North Astor Street (MI 133-23)

In response to the services and goods required by townspeople and 

travelers, saw mills and flour mills, liveries, and blacksmith shops, land 

offices, lawyers' offices, hotels, taverns, and stores which sold everything 

from salt to books were opened.
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With the exception of flour and saw mills, and a few warehouses,
commercial buildings in Milwaukee prior to 1860 seldom deviated from the
domestic scale of one to three stories. They were simple, rectangular or
square shapes, most often with gable or flat roofs. Exterior walls were flat

Ornamentation was minimal,
i n part to the scarcity of skilled labor and the limited economic

resources of settlers, as well as to the continuation of the austere design
tradition of the Federal period.

The earliest places of business in Milwaukee were log cabins and wood
frame shanties.
however, more substantial wood and brick commercial structures were erected.

While

Federal style perhaps appealed to German settlers, who were familiar with

The former Gipfel Brewery, 423

Among these, the conservative form of the Federal Style predominated.

the popularity of Federal style architecture in the eastern United States

lasted from about 1785 to 1830, construction in this style continued well 

beyond this period in outlying regions and in the newly-opened West.

commercial building in the city.

unadorned walls punctuated by symmetrically placed windows, and the parapet 

end walls are representative of the Federal Style 

Milwaukee.

similar gable treatments in their native land.

West Juneau Avenue (MI 162-29), is the one remaining example of a Federal

surfaces of clapboard or brick, sometimes stone.

due

as it appeared in old

few years after the city's founding in 1835,Within a

In Milwaukee, the stepped-parapet end walls characteristic of the

style, brick, Its severe lines, flat
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Intermixed with the Federal Style buildings were shops, warehouses,
and offices Milwaukee's pioneerconstructed

settlers shared the American enthusiasm for Grecian design in the pre-Civil

War period.

few Greekclassical temples. Although the stucty area contained quite a

Revival style commercial buildings at one time, none survive today.

Much more common were commercial buildings built in the I tali anate

Style. By the early 1850s Italian Renaissance motifs began to appear on

Such fine structures as the State Bank ofMilwaukee's commercial buildings.

Milwaukee/Bank of Milwaukee Block, 210 East Michigan Street (MI 146-2) attest

Milwaukee Street (MI 142-33) illustrate the dignified compositions that could

result from the careful application of the Itali anate design vocabulary to

costly buildings. the Italianateless

two-to-four-bay, flat brick

facade with arched windows and an elaborate bracketed cornice such as 769

North Water Street (MI 140-27), 165-169 South First Street (MI 158-20) or 636

At one time there were literally dozens ofNorth Water Street (MI 141-37).

these structures and they constituted the bulk of the downtown's commercial

space, but today they are becoming rare in the study area.

expressions of the Greek Revival style, while lesser structures used highly 

abstracted architectural elements to suggest the proportions and detailing of

On the developing frontier, only a few prestigious and costly 

buildings - usually courthouses, banks or churches - were designed as full

to the high level of sophistication these early buildings could achieve, 

while structures such as 137 East Wells Street (MI 146-30) and 715-17 North

coranercial style was the two or three-story,

in the Greek Revival Style.

The most typical expression of
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1860-1890The Late Nineteenth Century:

Nationally this of accelerated growthtimewas a
individualism in the American economy. In the span of a few decades, Milwaukee
was transformed from a small frontier city into an urban manufacturing center.

and prominence. The height of commercial
buildings downtown increased as the demand for office and retail space grew.
New possibilities in structure, materials, and style were explored. Exteriors
became increasingly intricate, employing a variety of shapes and outlines.

Rooflines became equally complex. Mirroring the new commercial weal th,
buildings were enriched by elaborate ornamentation made of terra cotta, carved
wood or stone, inlaid brickwork, and cast or stamped metal.

Leland Roth has observed that "the unbridled energy of the age, its
confident enthusiasm, and brash parvenu taste resulted in an architecture that
consciously attempted to be modern, vigorous, and more energetic than previous

(Roth, p. 127) In a city known for its stolid, restrained

it is interesting toarchitecture, thatnote some
exuberant commercial structures were erected during this period. If the urban
fabric of Milwaukee lost some of its harmony and coherence during this era, it
also gained some excitement and variety. In the wake of changing tastes and
values, some of the more extraordinary of these buildings have disappeared.

Cast Iron Buildings

elsewhere, occurred in response to the introduction of iron as a structural

expressions."

Office buildings, stores, hotels, factories, and railroad stations eclipsed 

all

The major change in commercial building after 1860 in Milwaukee, as

of Milwaukee's most

other structures in size

and rampant
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By the end of the century, this would culminate in the steel-frame,material.

curtain-wall skyscraper. Experiments with iron construction occurred in the
when i ronEast during the 1840s and 1850s, columns were substituted for

masonry bearing walls to support the floors of buildings. Inventors James

Bogardus and Daniel Badger of New York were primarily responsible for turning

Whole buildings could be fabricated from factory-produced iron

parts, including interior frame and exterior shell.

Milwaukee businessman James Baynard Martin commissioned

English-born builder-architect George H. Johnson to build an office block with

a complete cast iron front. Still standing at the southeast corner of East

the Iron Block is Milwaukee's lastWisconsin Avenue and and Water Street,

remaining building with a cast iron facade. Although the Iron Block was not

the only structure of this type erected in Milwaukee, it was the city's most

ambitious attempt at cast iron commercial building. The framing of the Iron

brick andBlock, 205 East Wisconsin Avenue, (MI 147-3), is conventional

timber, but the recently restored north and west facades ironcastare

manufactured at Daniel Badger's Architectural Iron Works in New York City.

The Iron Block's design, like many of its contemporaries, was influenced by

The skeletonized Venetian Renaissance style,Italian Renaissance sources.

with its repetitive arcades and sharp detail, was well-suited to mass-produced

iron construction.

Itianate Style

Architects and buildings in this period adopted a wide variety of
architectural styles for places of business. Among these, the Italianate

the casting of iron beams and columns into a major industry by the time of the 
Civil War.

In 1860,
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Thein Milwaukee.

buildings style of the day. Italian design sources - from the Renaissance as

well

This style has also been

Italianate.

These buildings can be distinguished from earlier Italianate examples
The characteristicby their more ornate treatment of windows and elevations.

Pilasters, belt courses, and corbel tables add to the compartmentalized effect
of the facades. Buildings are crowned with overscaled bracketed cornices,
sometimes with a pediment for added vertical emphasis.

The 700 blockoffices, and shops were constructed along the downtown streets.

of North Milwaukee Street, the 600 block of North Broadway, and the 1000-1100

Of the largest Victorian Italianate commercial blocks, the

Pritzlaff Building, 143 West St. Paul Avenue (MI 160-21), is one of the few to

have survived.

French Second Empire
During the two decades following the Civil War, the French Second

In America, French

as

eclectically in the creation of commercial facades.
called Commercial Italianate, or in its later, more elaborate form, Victorian

block of Old World Third Street still contain impressive concentrations of 
these buildings.

Empire Style and the mansard roof became fashionable.
Second Empire was for a time the "official" style for grand urban buildings, 
municipal as well as commercial.

were used

Style was most common

as the late Romanesque of northern and southern Italy

Often they were the largest and most

round and sementai arches are decorated with highly articulated moldings.

into the 1880s, hundreds of Italianate stores,

Italianate was the practical

From the 1860s
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prestigious, or at least the fanciest, buildings in American cities and towns.
In Milwaukee, financier and business tycoon Alexander Mitchell, whose penchant
for French Second Empire can be seen in his mansion at 900 West Wisconsin
Avenue (MI 104-21), constructed the city's most outstanding example of the
style. the Mitchell Building,In 147-3)

The five-story granite and limestone building has a

pavilioned elevations, and lavish overlays ofmansard roof with dormers,
Baroque detail. Its horizontal layering and sculptured appearance are also

In a desire to emulate the French Second Empirecharacteristic of the style.
fashion, mansard roofs were sometimes added to older commercial buildings to

Other buildings have had their mansard roofs removed or drastically altered,

147-7) and the Lawrence Block, 602-24 North Broadway (MI 141-22-25).

Queen Anne
Just as the Second Empire Style borrowed from French Baroque sources,

the Queen Anne combined English designs primarily from the seventeenth and

early eighteenth centuries in free-form manner. Queen Anne commerciala

buildings are relatively few the study area.

small-scale stores and shops. They can be identified by their irregular

silhouettes, with multiple high-pitched roofs often accented with round or

polygonal turrets. Surface materials vary in texture and color, and may be

shingle,brick, clapboard, stamped sheet metal combinationsstone, or

thereof. A variety of window types used, prevalent, particularlywere
three-part by windows. Some Queen Anne buildings, such as the James Conroy

(1876-78), designed by Edward Townsend Mix, all the important elements of the 

style are present.

such as the Birchard and Follansbee Block, 323 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI

Most were

"modernize" their images, such as 700 North Milwaukee Street (MI 146-7).

in number in

207 East Michigan Street (MI
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142-31) exhibit early EnglishBuilding, 727 North Milwaukee Street (MI
Renaissance motifs while others employ later, classical details. The most

Romanesque Revival
of Romanesque architecture,

By the 1880s, the forceful
of Hobson RichardsonHenry had created a

knownstyle which becamedistinctively American of architecture, as
Richardsonian Romanesque. Richardson's Cheney Block (Hartford, Connecticut,

The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company's old headquarters,

611 North Broadway (MI 143-20), completed in 1885 from the plans of the

prominent Chicago architect Solon Spencer Beman (1853-1914), illustrates the

imposing sense of massiveness, rock-faced masonry, and rhythmic arcades which

are trademarks of Richardsonian Romanesque. Granite and limestone, from which

The Steinmeyer Building, 205 West Highland Avenue (MI 148-14), a

wholesale grocery block designed by Milwaukee architects George B. Ferry and

Alfred C. Cl as in 1893, is a fine example finished in red brick with flat wall

typical commercial Queen Anne buildings, 

Association Building, 222 East Mason Street (MI 145-22), and 1209-11 North 

Water Street (MI 144-3) date from the 1880s and 1890s.

surfaces, minimal detailing, and repeating arches that give the structure a 

taut, integrated form.

this building was constructed, were popular materials, as were brownstone and 

red brick.

medieval style, began in the 1840s in America.

Romanesque-inspired designs

1875-76) and the Marshall Field Wholesale Store (Chicago, 1885-87) influenced 

the designs of Milwaukee's best remaining examples of conmercial buildings in 

this style.

a round-archInterest in the revival

such as the Milwaukee Abstract
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Visually, the Richardsonian Romanesque style advanced the idea that
commercial buildings did not have to have complicated shapes or rooflines to

did they have to be laden with anNor
Richardsonian Romanesque pointed to

the direction that American commercial architecture would take by the end of

the nineteenth century. The study area has many fine examples of Romanesque

commercial buildings including the Button Block, 500 North Water Street (MI

141-20), 831-33 North Jefferson Street (MI 142-4), 322 West State Street (MI

161-12) and the Vai Blatz Office Building, 1120 North Broadway (MI 139-6),

among others.

1890-1915THE TURN OF THE CENTURY:

During this period American commerce increasingly consolidated into
Small enterprises,large corporations.

century from the efforts

Centralized industry and commerce contributed in part to a

Not surprisingly, the commercial architecture of these years

Two forces shaped commercial building 1890.after One was

and the

Al though

growing population shift from rural areas and small towns to cities such as 

Milwaukee, especially after 1900.

be impressive or authoritative, 

eclectic array of historical ornament.

corporately-run businesses overseen by boards of directors and influenced by 

diverse investors.

stylistic, and the other was technological.

classical styles which emphasized order, symmetry, and restraint.

reflected the trend toward bigness and the search for clarity in the larger 

culture.

Architects returned to the

which grew in the mid-nineteenth

of individuals and partnerships, expanded into
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historicism continued to play a large role in commercial design, there was

also a concerted attempt to express the structure and function of buildings

more clearly. Some Chicago architects

The development of the steel

Beaux Arts Classicism

Although few of Milwaukee's architects at the turn of the century

were trained at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, no doubt many visited the

World's Columbian Exposition held in neighboring Chicago in
Perhaps

were
Noted for

the city and throughout Wisconsin,instructures
responsible for the design of the office building at 526 East Wisconsin Avenue

Completed in
it is compact Bedford limestone structure with recessed openingsa

influence.

the same French Renaissance vein.

between coupled columns.
tripartite windows with circular panes are indicators of French Renaissance

frame skyscraper and inventions such as electric lighting radically altered 
the appearance and functioning of commercial structures.

) is also an attractive design in
The Milwaukee firm of Charles Kirchoff and

produced by the local firm of George B. Ferry and Alfred C. Cl as. 
their design of the Milwaukee Central Library as well

especially the personal styles developed by Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd 
Wright, achieved this ideal most successfully.

The Second Ward Savings Bank, now the Milwaukee County Historical
Society at 910 North Third Street (

Thomas L. Rose were the architects of that building, which was completed in 
1913. The Public Service Building 231 West Michigan Street (MI 154-5) is

catalyzed national interest in Greek and Roman architectural models.
the most successful buildings of this classical resurgence in Milwaukee

(MI 145-11) for the Northwestern National Insurance Company.
1906,

as numerous other

1893, which

Its mansard roof with ornate dormers and its

of the late nineteenth century,

Ferry and Cl as were
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another monumental example of a Beaux Arts commercial structure.

Neo-Classical Revival

Corporations often chose the Neo-classical Revival for the powerClassicism.

and monumental ism of the style. The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance

145-8)

German Classicism

Milwaukee provided its own interpretation of the classical revival

While eastern cities such as Boston andstyles at the turn of the century.

German Renaissance elements in recognition of the city's Germanic heritage.

elaborate curvedthese buildings featured Flemish motifs,Often such as

gables, and German Baroque ornamentation. It was no coincidence that they
were usually designed by Milwaukee architects of German extraction (Henry C.
Koch, H. Paul Schnetzky and Eugene R. Liebert, and Otto Strack, for example)

Germania Publishing Company.

The Pabst Theater, 144 East Wells Street (MI 144-23) built in 1895
The German-bornfrom the plans of Otto Strack, has strong Baroque overtones.

architect was familiar with European theater design, reportedly supplementing

Company commissioned Chicago architects Marshall and Fox to design their third 

home office in Milwaukee (the second, at 611 North Broadway, was discussed

New York extolled the virtues of the Italian Renaissance in their prominent 

office blocks and factories withnew buildings, Milwaukee built theaters,

for clients such as Frederick Pabst, the German Stadt Theater, and the

in an imposing Romanpreviously), 720 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI 

Neo-classical style.

The Neo-classical Revival was the sterner relative of Beaux Arts
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Streets.

character.

structures.

Skyscrapers
a

decades (chiefly in

design belies the fact that its planning (including acoustics and facilities) 

and fireproof construction were advanced for its time.

Although the Germania Building is perhaps the best of the German 

Renaissance influenced, classically inspired buildings, there are a host of 

lesser examples that illustrate the same design trend including the Baumbach

detailing is one of the most characteristic Milwaukee building types of the 

turn of the century and

Building, 312 East Buffalo Street (MI 154-32), the Mathews Brothers Building, 

301 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 153-17), 826 North Plankinton Avenue (MI 146-23)

Although the technology

span of several

his knowledge with a study of the planning of Adler and Sullivan's Auditorium 

Building in Chicago (1886-1890). The Pabst Theater's conservative exterior

Between 1890 and 1915, developments in building technology paralled 

return to classical, and simpler commercial styles, 

of the skyscraper evolved over the

was especially popular for the design of large

The Germania Building (1896), 135 West Wells Street (MI 153-10), 

known as the Brumder Building after World War I, is a pentagonal office block 

which dominates the triangle formed by Plankinton Avenue, Wells and Second 

The architects were H. Paul Schnetzky and Eugene R. Liebert, a local 

firm whose commercial and residential designs often had a distinct German

and 228 North Broadway (MI154-36) among many others. In general, this type of 

building with its arcaded facade and eclectic German Renaissance and classical
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Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago), William LeBaron Jenny has been credited

first true skyscraper,

Building in Chicago (1883-1885). The primary requirement of the skyscraper

was to support the entire structure on a metal frame, freeing the exterior and

interior walls from any bearing function and reducing them to protective

The steel-frame skyscraper matured in Chicago during the 1880s, andscreens.
by the 1890s Milwaukee itserected Tall

buildings by 1900.

Architects and builders experimented with architectural expressions

andthe skyscraperfor Renaissance,type. Romanesque,new

for tall building. Henry C.

him architectural recognition
Milwaukee, provided the city with of its notable earlymostone

The Wells Building, constructed in 1901 at 324 East Wisconsinskyscrapers.

Avenue (MI 145-15) had a classical, three-part composition: a two-story base

with broad windows and an arched entry; a multi-story middle section of

uniformly-spaced windows; terminal section with

removed).

are

other examples of classically detailed early skyscrapers.

Koch, whose German Renaissance designs brought 
in

building

Neo-classical styles were among those explored

The nearby Railway Exchange Building, 229 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI 

147-5), the First Wisconsin National Bank Building, 735 North Water Street (MI 

143-25), and the Majestic Building, 231 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 153-15)

buildings with load-bearing walls continued to be constructed in Milwaukee 

during the 1890s, but the steel frame had become standard for large commercial

a bold projecting 

cornice rich in terra cotta ornamentation (the cornice treatment has been

and a

the Home Insurancewith the construction of the

first commercial high-rises.
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Commercialstyle

The Commercial Style developed in Chicago in the 1890s as a direct
The character of Commercial

The result is that the buildings have a

There are a large number of Commercial Style structures
711 is

1915-1940THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY:

The period between the First World War and the onset of the Great
Architecturally,one

Architects and engineers of tall

Commercial buildings rose to new

Avenue (MI 153-11). 

in

outgrowth of experimentation with tall buildings.

Style facades derives chiefly from the fenestration rather than the wall

Building, 152 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-15) and the earlier parts of the 

Gimbels store (excluding the riverfront facade added later) 101 West Wisconsin

heights in the urban landscape, as use of downtown land grew more intensive. 

The desire for ever greater height was also fed by corporate image-making.

The "Chicago window,"

Windows are usually rectangular, large, and regularly 

spaced. The "Chicago window," a three-part window with a wide fixed central 

light flanked by two narrower double-hung sashes, is another common feature.

This style was popular in Milwaukee for commercial and industrial buildings. 

Among the best early commercial examples in the study area are the Caswell

Depression was one of general prosperity for Americans, 

there was great movement upward and outward.

buildings perfected the riveted steel frame created in Chicago during the last 

two decades of the nineteenth century.

surface, and ornament is subordinate, 

skeletal appearance.

representative of the smaller examples and the KI ode Furniture Company, 823 

North 2nd Street (MI 148-2) is typical of the larger ones.

the study area of which West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 153-30)
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architecture between 1915 and 1930 was

It was a period in whichinfluenced by two strong constrasting currents.

modernism and nostalgia developed simultaneously. There was an attempt to

a severe, geometric,establish a new "industrial aesthetic II in architecture:
utilitarian expression free of historicism, which was felt by some to be the

The impetus for this
Modern Movement" cam from contemporary work in France, Germany and Holland,

and resulted in the International Art Deco, and Moderne styles.

On the other hand, commercial designers looked backward as well as
Period revival commercial buildings, most often Spanish Colonial,forward.

The major innovation in twentieth century building was reinforced

Avenue (MI 161-21) is Gothic, the Century Building, 808 North 3rd Street (MI 

148-8) Italian Renaissance, 735 North Plankinton (MI 146-11) is Neo-classical,

and the Wisconsin Telephone Company Building, 722 North Broadway (MI 141-28) 

is French Gothic.

The skyscraper graduated from being a novelty to an established status symbol 

in American commerce.

concrete construction, emanating from experimental work in concrete during the 

nineteenth century in France, England, and the United States.

most approrpiate style for an industrialized culture.
II

By the second 
decade of this century, concrete construction had become widespread in this 
country. Enthusiasm for it matched the earlier passion for cast iron.

Gothic, or Tudor in Milwaukee, became the fashion for shops and office

Stylistically, commercial

buildings alike. The American Republic Building, 828 North Broadway (MI 
139-16) is a Tudor highrise while the Strauss Building, 236 West Wisconsin
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Terra cotta, an ancient building material made of clay, also figured

prominently during these years.

Several companies in Milwaukee specialized in making terra cotta

Glazed terra cotta tile and surface ornamentation were

peak in
Among the most ornate examples are the John

Of the 1arger

ornamentalfor features in

Only a
The Wisconsin Gas Company at 626 East Wisconsin

The

in granite, brick, The

collection of Art Deco, Moderne, and International Style buildings, 

few are highlighted here.

Milwaukee's commercial buildings.

Plankinton Building, 161 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 163-12) and the George

Many other buildings used 

combination with another

Avenue (MI 145-9) is one of the major Art Deco skyscrapers in the city, 

local firm of Eschweiler and Eschweiler moved beyond their earlier historicism

glazed terra cotta 

cladding material such as brick as illustrated by the Empire Building, 710 

North Plankinton Avenue (MI 146-15).

brick and moldings.

used extensively in commercial buildings in the early twentieth century,

During the

In the Midwest, it was regionally important 

in the architecture of Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright, and the Prairie 

School.

Watts Building, 759 North Jefferson Street (MI 141-30). 

buildings entirely clad in terra cotta, the Carpenter Building, 536 West

Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-28), the Century Building 808 North 3rd Street (MI 

148-8), the Frederick Mayer Building, 342 North Water Street (MI 154-32) and

the Michigan Street addition to the Boston Store, 330 East Michigan Street (MI 

153-19) are characteristic surviving examples.

replacing the hand-carved stone used in the nineteenth century.

1920s, the

to create and limestone.a modern expression

Early modern commerical architecture in Milwaukee is represented by a

use of terra cotta reached a the construction of
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is massed series of cubicalan a

The exterior materials punctuate the building's verticality,

Surface treatment

on

Aztec-like zigzags crownflat planes. the cornices, and sunburst copper

panels decorate the spandrels.

The Milwaukee Journal Building, located at 333 West State Street (MI

The building's flat153-4) is a classicized variation of the Moderne style.

surfaces and rectil inearity are characteristically Moderne, but the pi ink

Kasota limestone exterior and the atypical round arch windows and entry modify

Moderne severity. The planes

A carved stone frieze,low-relief carving, the work of sculptor Arthur Weary.

three hundred fifty feet long with characters six feet high, portrays a

historical narrative of communications. The depictions begin with Cro-Magnon

stone carving and culminate with the modern press. In addition, carved stone

lunettes above the third story windows feature twenty "marks" (insignia) of

famous printing craftsmen. Large cast iron panels in bas relief ornament the

The studymain entrance and the spandrels of the large lower story windows.

area's smaller Art Deco buildings include such fine structures as the handsome

Kresge Building, 215-221 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 153-25) and the gem-like

Lou Fritzel Building 733 North Milwaukee Street, (MI 142-30). One of the

graduating in color from a dark, to cream brick at the top.

reflects the Art Deco style of ornament, which is rectilinear in low relief

city's finest and most unusual essays in the Art Deco style is the First 

Wisconsin parking garage, 740 North Water Street (MI 141-29).

twenty-story building is massed an a series of cubical setbacks, 

characteristically Art Deco, which rise to a large beacon light in the shape 

of a gas flame.

The trend to austere modernism in the late 1920s and 1930s is

smooth wal1the usual are enriched with
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(MI 161-29) illustrate the simple massing and taut surfaces characteristic of
the style. The 1937 John Mariner Building, 409 East Mason Street (MI 146-14)

HOTELSII.

Historically, the downtown hotel
Because it was the hub of the city's transportation network andindustry.

most travellers arrived by boat or train until after World War II, practically

all of Milwaukee's hotels were located in the study area. At one time there

several dozen hotels of all and sizes.were types With changing
transportation stystem and business travel needs after World War II, the

During the past

thirty years most of the city's old hotels have been razed. The few surviving

today, however, illustrate the architectural styles favored for hotel design

from 1890 to 1930.

The only surviving nineteenth century hotel in Milwaukee is the

magnificent brick, stone and terra cotta Pfister Hotel, 424 East Wisconsin

Avenue (MI 145-13) built in 1891-93. It is one of the finest examples of

is an interesting example of a horizontally massed streamlined Moderne office 

building.

illustrated by the study area's few Art Moderne Style buildings. The severe, 

vertical emphasis of such buildings as the Centre Theater Building, 212 West 

Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-18) and the Mariner Tower, 606 West Wisconsin Avenue

Victorian Romanesque design in the city and still serves as one of Milwaukee's 

premier luxury hotels.

demand from downtown hotel rooms decreased dramatically.

was the center of the city's
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During this period many of the city's

old Victorian hotels were replaced with new structures incorporating private

baths and other amenities demanded by the traveling public. The Wisconsin

Hotel, 720 North Third Street (MI

flamboyant architectural historical revivalism employed to distinguish these

The Wisconsin's uniquestructures from other commercial buildings downtown.

Hanseatic Renaissance design illustrates the city's most extreme example of

exotic hotel architecture.

Most other hotel's sought to achieve distinction through the use of

The Italian Renaissance and Georgianmotifs.

styles were particularly popular. The widespread availability of terra cotta

ornament in an almost infinite variety of intricate decorative forms made it

possible for architects to economically impose a rich period motif on the

typically hulking hotel structure of the period. Mass-produced cast stone,

which closely resembled carved limestone, could be used to accomplish the same

The surviving early twentieth century hotels of this type in thepurpose.

stucty area range from the tiny Belmont, 751 North Fourth Street (MI 149-16)

with its yellow brick and terra cotta Renaissance style facade, to the modest

red brick and terra cotta commercial style Plaza Hotel, 1007-23 North Cass

classicallythe similarly designed,(MI 134-16), red brick,toStreet
ornamented Astor and Knickerbocker Hotels, 924 and 1028 East Juneau Avenue (MI
135-25, 26, 27).

bas-relief carvings. The Sydney Hotel, 770 North Marshall Street (MI 137-10),

By far the finest hotel of this type is the huge, Marc Plaza
Hotel, 509 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 153-8) with its wealth of Art Deco style

In the early twentieth century, Milwaukee experienced a wave of hotel 
building that lasted from 1910 to 1930.

more restrained historical

148-7) built in 1913 illustrates the
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represents an interesting departure from the classically ornamented hotels
a

Closely related to the hotel is the private

Although not as numerous as they once were,

still contains most of the city's inventory of buildings

These di ffer from

The approach to providing a suitable

variedmulti-purpose facilitiesarchitectural form for these private
considerably.

The oldest of these structures is the Milwaukee Club, 706 North

Jefferson Street (MI 145-6) built in 1883. It is a somber red brick, Queen

Anne style building that consciously strove to imitate the appearance of a

Of course, at the

time of its construction, there were few American precedents for clubhouse

architecture and the residential, dining and lounging functions of the club

A contemporary of the Milwaukee Club, the Woman's Club of Wisconsin

specifically constructed to house social organizations.

other types of buildings found in the study area in that their functions

previously mentioned in that it is a vertically massed Art Deco design in 

vaguely Gothic-inspired style.

weren't much different than those of the upperclass private homes it was made 

to resemble.

large townhouse residence of the period, no doubt as an accommodation to the 

then upperclass residential area in which it was built.

required specialized structures that often combined residential, assembly and 

athletic activities under one roof.

functioned as a private hotel, 

the study area

club, which often

III. CLUBHOUSES
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at 813 East Kilbourn Avenue (MI 140-14) represents an attempt to house the
assembly hall functions of this newly formed women1s

organization in a structure of original design. The resulting cream brick and
limestone structure built in 1887 has an interesting, low slung, informal

aspect that appears to be a cross between a scaled down version of the public

school architecture of the period and a large carriage house.

By the time that the Milwaukee Athletic Club was constructed at 758

North Broadway (MI 139-19) a definite style had emerged for large urban men's

clubs patterned after the lavish New York City buildings of similar social

Typical of men's athletic clubs in practically every majororganizations.

American city, the Milwaukee Athletic Club is an austere, high rise, brick and
smattering of Italian Renaissancelimestone hotel

Like most of these clubs, the most lavish architectural

embellishments were reserved for the interior.

The University Club, 924 East Wells Street (MI 136-16), was the last

Constructed in 1926of the ornate private clubhouses built in the study area.

to the designs of nationally known architect John Russell Pope, this elegant,

limestone, Georgian style rendition of a fashionable Londonred brick and

men's club is of the finest buildings in the city, in spite of theone

unfortunate roof top club room addition that now mars is silhouette.

One of the more unusual clubhouses in the city is the Scottish Rite

Consistory at 705-13 East Wells Street (MI 140-19). This limestone clad,

streamlined Art Deco masonic temple is the result of a skillful 1936-37

remodelling of the 1880s Romanesque church on the site. The unique structure

type structure with a 
inspired ornament.

and meeting room
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is distinguished on the exterior by stylized sculptural representations of

Scottish Rite motifs.

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGSIV.

Milwaukee's earliest industrial buildings little different inwere

It wasn't until the

had achieved sufficient

By the timecomplexes.

built beginning in the 1880s,were

Renaissance, Victorian Romanesque and Victorian Industrial styles were the

favored architectural modes.

Perhaps the most impressive industrial structures remaining in the

Both of these are fairlythe Blatz and Pabst Breweries.

brick, German-inspired, complexes massiveof structurescream

(MI 143-10; MI 152-23-35; Mi 151-5-11). At one

smaller factories reflecting the same stylistic

remain today, such as the Guglar Lithographyderivation, but only a few

Company complex at 1339 North Milwaukee Street (MI 142-13).

Red brick and cream brick were both used for the construction of the

many pier-and panel, flat-roofed, factory structures common from the 1880s

into the 1900s.

structure are

to the austere Romanesque influenced 160 South Second

Street (MI 157-24), 133 West Oregon Street (MI 158-25) and 326 West Florida

covering several city blocks, 

time there were a number of

appearance than the commercial buildings of their era. 

late nineteenth century that the city's industries

Of the numerous examples of this functional factory type with 

its large window

buildings ranging from the ornate Italianate style block at 170 South Second

Street (MI 157-25)

size to warrant the construction of huge industrial 

that these large plants

study area are 
similar,

the German

areas and clear external expression of
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Street (MI 158-30 to the richly articulated paneled brick Lindsay Brothers

Plant at 126 North Second Street (MI 157-23).

Many industrial buildings designed with elaborate facadeswere

Many of these structures

facades articulated with colossal blind arcading while others

extensively utilized belt ornamental features to
achieve the desired effect of ponderous dignity and Of thepermanence.

342 North Water Street (MI 154-6).

In the early twentieth century, the new emphasis on robust, straight
forward industrial

Company Building at 222 West Pittsburgh (MI 159-6) the Berger Company Building

at 500 West Florida Street (MI 158-34) and the Manufacturer's Home Building at

104 East Mason Street (MI 145-19).

Innovations in concrete construction technology and the acceptance of

a new industrial aesthetic encouraged the construction such modern concrete

frame structures as 221 East Oregon Street (MI 160-11) and 320 East Buffalo

Street (MI 155-25). The lingering interest in historical design, however, is 
evidenced by structures such as 235 East Pittsburgh Street (MI 159-30) with

design is evident in such red brick structures as the
Molitor Box Company at 212 South Third Street (MI 157-21), the Courteen Seed

overlaid with eclectic, vaguely classical detailing.
featured

its elegant Neo-Classical 

factory structure.

numerous buildings of this type are 200-08 North Water Street (MI 154-15), 

301-09 North Water Street (MI 154-30), 330 North Water Street (MI 154-7) and

facade grafted on to a simple concrete framed

courses and overscaled
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ECCLESIASTICAL BUILDINGS

Ministers and priests were among the pioneer settlers of Milwaukee,

and church spires have pierced the city's skyline since the 1840s. Prior to

the construction of the first church buildings,

Many nationalities

were represented in the first congregations. Within the Catholic Church, for
example, there were English, Polish, German and Bohemian congregations, while

By 1889,the Presbyterian church held English, Dutch, and Welsh services.

there were 111 churches representing twenty-one denominations. Churches and
important element in thean

Stylistically, churches in the study area are representative of the

ecclesiastical architectural fashions popular between the Civil War and the

early 1900s, Greek Revival, Gothic Revival, High Victorian Gothic,
Richardsonian Romanesque, and North Italian Romanesque churches are all to be
found in the study area. In surveying the churches remaining in the Central

it is clear that the Gothic Style, in all of its manyBusiness District,

manifestations, has had the most lasting effect on church design.

The oldest churches in the study area are St. Mary's Roman Catholic

Church, 844 North Broadway (MI 139-13) built in 1847 and St. John R.C.

Cathedral, 812 North Jackson Street, built in 1847-53 (MI 138-17). Both were

originally fairly simple, cream brick buildings. St. John's reflects the

Classical Revival Style in its design while St. Mary's is a handsome essay in

their companion schools and rectories were 

development of Milwaukee's neighborhoods.

Baptist, Catholic, Congregational, Methodist and Presbyterian congregations 

were held in the courthouse, schools, homes, and stores.

services for members of
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the early Lombard Italianate Style.

By the 1850s, the Gothic Revival style was beginning to dominate

the United States.

1001 North Milwaukee Street (MI 142-24) built in 1854.

structure had
Thebeen joined by a host of ever more elaborate Gothic inspired churches.

assymmetrical facade and soaring tower of All Saint's Cathedral at 828 East

Juneau Avenue (MI 135-23) built in 1868-69 clearly pointed to the emergence of

the full blown Victorian Gothic style in the 1870s and 1880s when such
elaborate structures as the German Methodist Church at 1040 West Juneau Avenue
(MI 151-8), Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, 1046 North Ninth Street (MI
152-21) and Immanuel Presbyterian Church, 1100 North Astor Street (MI 137-5)
were built. The Victorian Gothic remained very popular and a number of other

By
turn-of-the-century, the Gothic churches being built

restrained as illustrated by Grace Lutheran Church, 120 North Broadway (MI
143-9) and Summerfield Methodist, 728 East Juneau Avenue (MI 135-20). The

(MI 138-4) illustrates the subordination of Tudor Gothic design
elements to the needs of a then new religious denomination.

Of the several

Within a few years 
this simple, symmetrical, English Gothic style, cream brick,

Although the Gothic Style dominated church design in the study area, 
the Romanesque Style also enjoyed a limited popularity.

church design in the United States. The oldest remaining Gothic Revival 
church structure in the study area is the old North Presbyterian Church at

churches of this type that once stood in the study area have been razed, 
the

increasing interest in more accurate copies of medieval designs is reflected 
in the design of First Unitarian Church (1892), 1009 East Ogden Avenue (MI
136-24), while Sixth Church of Christ Scientist (1901), 1036 North Van Buren 
Street,

were much more
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New York.

a

As a result, few

Of the handful of examples, most were constructed to

1905 for the old Third Ward Italian colony and the Church of the Annunciation
at Broadway and Knapp Streets built for the Greek community. Al 1 have been
razed except for St. Benedict the Moor Roman Catholic Church, 924 West State
Street, (MI 152-15) built in 1923 to house a Black Catholic congregation. It

is a handsome brick essay in the North Italian Romanesque Style favored for

Roman Catholic churches in the 1920s.

house ethnic congregations and reflected exotic architectural tastes, such as

Our Lady of Pompeii Roman Catholic Church at 419 North Jackson Street built in

St. Paul's Episcopal 

(MI 135-12) is an outstanding and highly 

original essay in the picturesque Richardsonian Romanesque style. The design 

of the 1882 structure is believed to have been influenced by an unexecuted 

design by eastern architect Henry Hobson Richardson for a church in Buffalo,

expansion lead to 

general population decline in the Central Business District, 

new churches were built.

Romanesque churches built, only one example remains.

Church, 904 East Knapp Street,

In the early twentieth century, commercial
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CIVIC STRUCTURES

Not surprisingly most of Milwaukee's public structures constructed

1875 styles ofArchitecturally,

federal building, the second county court house, and the city hall - were all
some variation on the Italianate. Before the writings of John Ruskin and the

onset of the Victorian Gothic, few governmental buildings anywhere in America

Most of the city's early schools and fire stations reflected theRenaissance.

same design inspiration. All of these buildings have been razed or altered

beyond recognition of their original appearance.

Milwaukee's surging growth in the decades around the turn of the
century was well-matched by the zeal of its politicians and residents for
municipal improvement. This growing civic pride was reflected in the drive

The small-scale buildings of mid-century were soonfor new public buildings.

replaced with larger, technologi cal ly-advanced Threestructures.more

architectural firms in the city, Edward Townsend Mix, H.C. Koch & Co., and
Ferry & Clas, dominated public building design during this period and gave
Milwaukee some of its most significant public structures. Mix adapted the
prevailing styles of the period to the needs of the city in elegant and
imposing designs. Koch, the most original of the designers, developed new
architectural syntheses which were symbolic of the Germanic character of the
city.

prior to 1875 have disappeared.

Milwaukee's three principal governmental buildings of this early period - the

Ferry and Clas responded to the monumental ideas of the Neo-classical 

Revival following the World's Columbian Exposition by creating noble designs 

in the new civic style.

departed much from the classically- inspired architecture of the Italian

the basic
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on

Although the whole

country was affected, Milwaukee was partially insulated from the influence of

The influence of architects

In the Neo-classical Revival and, particularly in Beaux Arts

the grand scale and some of the more regal detailing of the

Baroque period were adapted to unique designs which were otherwise synthesized

from the Renaissance and antiquity. There were, however, references to more

and Clas.

Public Buildings

City Hall, 200 East Wells Street (MI 144-25), is the most symbolic

building in the downtown landscape. itother structure,

proclaims "Milwaukee" and re fl ects the leading role of the Germanic

Construction

on

Three

imposing arches engulf citizens who enter the building from the south. A

modern buildings as well, such as the well-known adaption of the central dome 

of the Fine Arts Building in Chicago for Milwaukee's Central Library by Ferry

design movement.

Classicism,

In spite of the strong local 

preference for the medieval and Renaissance-inspired architecture of central 

and northern Europe, the growing dominance of the classical styles in public

building design nationwide was not to be denied.

who had trained at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris permeated the civic

The influence of the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago 

the design of American civic buildings

the antique by Koch's personal virtuosity and prolific output and the local 

popularity of Germanic-inspired architecture.

was enormous.

More than any

populations that built the city in the late nineteenth century.

the design by Henry C. Koch and Company began in 1893, and the building was 

dedicated two years later. City Hall is distinguished by two neo-Baroque,

Rathaus-like towers which rise eight stories above the pavement.
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copper towers.

The Milwaukee County Court House, 901 North Ninth Street (MI 153-2),

of Roman Neo-classic character, is another dominant feature of the downtown

of government.

Ki1 bourn Avenue.

Built as the first component of the proposed new county civic center

on the Kilbourn Avenue hill, the Safety Building, 821 West State Street (MI

This building, and countless other courthouses across

150-24) presaged the monumental Neo-classical design of the County Courthouse.

Constructed to the designs of Albert Randolph Ross of New York in 1928, who

ornament popular in the late 1920s.

Department.

The gray granite Federal Building, 515 East Wisconsin Avenue (MI 

147-10) was a product of the popularity of the Richardsonian Romanesque Style 

of the 1880s and 1890s.

later designed the courthouse, the Safety Building is an understated limestone 

structure sparingly detailed with the highly stylized flat carved sculptural

The building originally housed the Police

sandstone and brick facade rises to meet the slate roof and its surmounting 

Although the interior finishes have been partially modernized, 

the original monumental diamond-plan central atrium space pierces the full 

height of the building.

scene. Built in 1930, it was a structure which, at the time of its completion, 

loomed over the central city. Designed by the New York architect Albert 

Randolph Ross, the building made a strong symbolic statement about the power 

The imposing presence of the Courthouse was amplified by the 

oversized Corinthian colonnade and imperial siting on Ninth Street high above 

It is probably one of the most fully realized expressions of 

the late Neo Classical movement in the United States.
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the country of the same period, were derived from H. H. Richardson's scheme

for the Allegheny County Courthouse in Pittsburgh. The Milwaukee structure

was designed by Willoughby J. Edbrooke, supervising architect of the United

Among its noteworthy features are the carvedStates Treasury Department.

the exterior, the spacious light court, surrounded by broad

courtroom in the United States.

The

The Central Library, 814 West Wisconsin Avenue (MI 161-36) is the

The Corinthian order is used for all of

Originally the structure housed both the library and the public
museum.

marble and mosaics.

The Milwaukee County War Memorial, 750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive

(MI 149-2) is the most recently constructed of the city's architecturally

building originally housed the main post office, but today serves as an office 

building and courthouse.

inspired public structures then popular in both Europe and the United States. 

Symmetrical in plan, the library's central pavilion is flanked by wings which

Today it houses the Library and the Science and Technology Museum.

The interior contains a grand, three-story, domed rotunda richly finished in

The Federal Building's south wing was added 

in the period 1929-1932, with subsequent alterations made in the 1940s.

end in lesser pavilions. The building rests on a one-story exposed basement 

decorated with banded rustication.

city's finest example of Beaux Arts Classicism. Designed by Ferry and Cl as 

in 1895, the structure is typical of the fussily-ornamented High Renaissance-

the various porticoes and pilasters that articulate the lushly ornamented 

facades.

corridors and surmounted by an iron and glass skylight, and the splendid 

oak-paneled Courtroom Number 390, which has been called the most distinctive

ornament on
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It was built in 1956-57 to the designs ofsignificant civic structures.

internationally known architect Eero Saarinen as the culmination of a decade

long effort to memorialize Milwaukee County's war dead. The complex houses an

art museum in its base and meeting rooms and offices on its upper floors. An

extensive addition was made to the lower level art museum in 1974-75.

Schools

Milwaukee established its formal system of public education in 1846,

but did not get around to building its first school building until 1849 when a

two-story, brick schoolhouse was built in each of the city's five wards.

These Italianate Style structures have all been razed.

In the 1880s, the city began another round of school construction and

Today only one

original 1849 Fourth Ward School that stood on the site.

restrained Queen Anne structure typical of the many extant Victorian schools

It is still in use as a public elementary schoolbuilt in the 1880s.

Lincoln High School at 820 East Knapp Street (MI 140-2) is typical of

It is still in use

replaced all of the original buildings with larger structures.

nineteenth century public school building remains intact in the study area.

the Jacobean-influenced schoolhouses popular in the early 1900s. The highly 

stylized structure built in 1928 is predominently Art Deco in character with

The Eighth Street School, 609 North Eighth Street (MI 150-17), was built in 

1885 to the designs of leading Milwaukee architect H.C. Koch to replace the 

It is a symmetrical

abstracted ornament and a strongly vertical emphasis, but uses red brick and 

limestone materials to achieve a traditional appearance.
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as an educational facility.

Built about the same time as Lincoln High School, the Milwaukee Area

This gargantuan red tapestry

brick and limestone structure was built in phases after 1921 to the design of

local architects Van Ryn and DeGel 1 eke to house a then newly established

The fenestration has been somewhat modernized detractingvocational school.

from its original period appearance. It still serves its original purpose.

In addition to public schools, many of the larger churches also

operated schools. Most of their school houses have been razed since World War
but a few have survived. The Cathedral Institute at 814 East JuneauII.

Avenue (MI 135-22) associated with All Saints Episcopal Cathedral is a fine

example of a Victorian Gothic private school. The cream brick and stone

structure was built in 1891 to the designs of architect William D. Kimball to

harmonize with the adjacent Cathedral. A

style and built in cream colored brick to harmonize with the adjacent church

in 1908. Major additions were made in 1926 (845 North Van Buren MI 138-20) in
1955 (gymnasium MI 138-19) and 1966 (high school MI 138-18). It is still used

The German English Acadeny at 1020 North Broadway (MI 139-7), was a

built in 1891-92.

architecst Crane and Barkhausen. It has been restored for office use.

non-sectarian private school built in 1891-92. It is a fine example of 

Victorian Romanesque design executed in cream brick and terra cotta by local

It now serves as a parish center.

later complex is the St. John Cathedral High School begun in the Neo-Baroque

Technical College (MATC) at 1019 North Sixth Street (MI 149-34) also reflects 

the influence of the Jacobean Revival Style.

as an educational facility.

It is a
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Fire Stations

Milwaukee had developed an organized, paid fire department by the
1870s.

distinguished by their tall, slender, hose drying towers. Only one of these

in 1896 for industrial use.

Engine Company No. 4 atconstructed.

the Fire Department's

Sebastian Brand. The plain, utilitarianE. structure is

Quite similar

The only other fire station

139-18) built in 1934.

One of the more unusual fire stations in the city is the Fire Boat

Station, at 105 North Water Street (MI 154-20).

early structures survives in the study area at 411 North Third Street (MI 

160-25), but it was remodelled beyond recognition of its original appearance

This utilitarian, red brick 

building with stone foundations and trim was built on the Milwaukee River in

distinguished only by its pressed tin cornice and bay windows.

to it is with well-preserved Engine Company No. 10 at 176 North Broadway (MI

1915 to the designs of City Architect Charles E. Malig to house the crew of 

one of the city's several fire boats which fought industrial fires along the 

Milwaukee and Menomonee Rivers. It is still used for its original purpose.

This simple functional Art Moderne style structure 

replaced an earlier building on the site and was designed by City Architect 

Charles E. Malig.

Victorian Commercial Style firehouses designed by 

architect

155-3) built in 1893 and also designed by Brand.

of note in the study area is Engine Company No. 1 at 784-86 North Broadway (MI

Three survive today in the study area.

532-34 North Second Streeet (MI 147-34) built in 1888 is typical of the simple

From the 1880s to the early 1900s, dozens of fire stations were

The first fire stations were modest brick I tali anate structures
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FINE ARTS 4 LITERATURE

Painting and Sculpture
Overview

There has been a professional artists community in Milwaukee for over 140

In fact, by the late 1840s, artists were present in sufficient numbersyears.
to form an organization, the Northwestern Art Union, but it was a short lived

Although the art community struggled through some lean years, byexperiment.
the mid-1880s Milwaukee had become a center for German scenic painters brought

Those who remained permanently in Milwaukee formedhere to produce panoramas.
art schools and inspired their local pupils to study in Europe. The artists
who returned home after their European sojourns introduced continental methods
and ideals to Milwaukee through their own work, art-oriented publications or
as instructors and art school administrators. It was primarily through the
efforts of these German-trained artists that the exhibition organizations were
formed that ultimately led to the establishment of today's Milwaukee Art

The German influence on Milwaukee art waned after World War I.Museum. The
last great cooperative effort of local artists occurred during the Great

individuals worked together
Many of these artists lived and had their studios in the 900 blockprojects.

of North Plankinton Avenue or other locations downtown throughout the 1930s.

Since that time, decentralization has affected the artistic community and the

Central Business District no longer functions as the center of art production

for the city, although a significant number of artist and the city's leading

private art education establishments

warehouse district (Historic Third Ward District-NRHP 3/8/84).

on WPA

are Iocs ted in the lower Third Ward

Depression of the 1930s when numerous
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1840s Through the Civil War
Milwaukee's pioneer period practicalin served and utilitarianArt

Portrait painting dominated the field. Genre scenes, still lifes,purposes.

history painting and sculpture were luxuries for which there wasmurals,

little market in the frontier community. Portraiture, on the other hand,

Having one's portrait painted was considered to be cultivatedphotography.

social accomplishment. Such hallmarksand conveyed image of ofan
civilization were much valued in pioneer communities where the crude realities
of life in the wilderness made people long for the symbols of the prosperous,
long established, social order they had left behind in the east or in Europe.
Portrait commissions remained enough in demand in Milwaukee from the 1840s
through the 1860s to support a number of resident British and Yankee artists.
Teaching art classes and receiving commissions for history paintings from the
State Historical Society supplemented their incomes. (Butts p. 104) Among

these early artists was English-born Samuel Brooks (1816-1892) who arrived in

Milwaukee in 1842. additionIn portraiture Brooks alsoto executed
battlefield paintings in collaboration with Thomas H. Stevenson with whom he

studio in the mid-1850s (Butts 70-74). Another artist inP.

Milwaukee was Scotsman Isaac Durward (1817-1902) who taught at St. Francis

Monastery (in today's St. Francis) and at the Notre Dame Convent downtown (see

Education), in addition to contributing poetry and essays to the Milwaukee

(Butts p. 76-78).Sentinel. Probably the most important of the city's early

Englishman Henry Vane Thorne who 1847 and

established a popular studio where he taught many pupils (Butts p. 81). Other 

artists during these years included Scotsmen George J. Robertson and Alexander

purpose of recording people's appearance for posterity in the age before

appealed to the patrons' desire for a immortality and served the practical

artists was

set up a

settled here in
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Marquis and Yankees William Ver Bryck, Frederick F.A.
Lydston, R.A. Clifford and H.D. Torrey. (Butts p. 97, 99, 102) The British
and east coast painting traditions brought to Milwaukee by these artists were

not to long influence the city's art community. Thorne's early accidental

death ended what could have become an influential studio in the city. Most of

the other painters including Brookes, Robertson and Marquis had left Milwaukee

to seek their fortunes in other states by the mid-to-late 1860s.

Post Civil War Through the 1870s

Following the Civil War the arts began to be viewed more appreciatively in

More sophisticated patrons who had grown rich building the cityMilwaukee.
had become aware of artistic developments in Europe and the United States.
This had been accomplished partially through the local exhibition and display
of photos and engravings of the famous works of art, through travel abroad and
travelling exhibitions of actual works of art. By the 1860s local patrons
were more willing to purchase art for purely decorative purposes and soon
landscape and genre scenes began to challenge portraiture's dominance of the
local art scene. In conjunction with this greater sophistication, however.
was a strong tendency to purchase works of art abroad and on the east coast
rather than to patronize local artists. (Butts p. 104-107; 114, 137) As a
result, from the Civil War through the 1870s the local artistic output was not
particularly noteworthy. The poor local economic conditions after the Panic
of 1873 had much to do with weakening the art market as local businessmen
concentrated on re-establishing or bolstering their damaged fortunes. Art

education for women,

particularly at such

To some extant, the vigor with which women studied

during this time period, 

College (see Education).

however, became a regular feature of women's education

institutions as Milwaukee

Stanton Perkins,
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art and promoted local art exhibitions led to the viewing of painting as a
genteel accomplishment rather than as a professional occupation, an attitude
that would remain to handicap the serious artist hoping to make a living as a

notable exceptions to this, were John S. Conwaypainter until the 1880s. Two
and Henry Vianden, two talented professional artists who earned their living

Significantly these men introduced European paintingpracticing their craft.
traditions to Milwaukee. (Stover p. 126-128, 135).

Ohio born Conway (1853-1926) had studied in Chicago under European-trained
Conrad Diehl and came to Milwaukee after the Chicago Fire of 1871. Conway's

works sold well in the city and he maintained a lucrative portrait business as

his bread and butter. In 1880, he received the commission to paint a mural in

the new Grain Exchange room in the Chamber of Commerce Building. (MI 147-30)

Conway was the first resident artist to receive a major public commission and

his still extant allegorical mural, painted in a mere eighteen days, entitled

Agriculture and the Industries Bringing Their Tribute to Milwaukee, combined

classical and Renaissance-inspired figures with symbols of nineteenth century

technology. After the public acclaim he received for the Grain Exchange

mural, Conway left the city in 1881 to study in Paris and Italy and eventually

made his permanent home in Rome. Conway's only other known Milwaukee work

he received

Soldiers' Monument commemorating Civil War veterans and located in the Court
of Honor on West Wisconsin Avenue. (see Landscape and Planning-Parks) (Butts
p. 115-116).

A German immigrant,

Henry Vianden (1814-1899) was ultimately the most locally influential of 

Milwaukee's resident painters during the 1880s period.

after that was the Commission in 1898 for the still extant
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Vianden had been trained as an engraver, etcher, lithographer and porcelain
painter and studied painting in Munich for five years. After arriving in
Milwaukee in 1849, Vianden concentrated on painting landscapes and also taught

German-English Mathilde Anneke's (seethe Academy and Schoolart at

Education), in addition to offering private instruction at his rural home near
Forest Home Cemetery, although his classes did not become popular until the
late 1870s. Many of Milwaukee's second generation artists received their

instruction from him including Robert Koehler, Carl Marr, Frank Enders and

Robert Schade, who became prominent artists and instructors in their adult

Vianden's downtown workshop studio was located at the southeast corneryears.
of Mason and Broadway Streets (building not extant). (Butts 110-113;P.
Bruce, History p. 689).

1880s to World War I
By far the most productive and significant period for the fine arts in

Milwaukee began in the 1880s. Regular public exhibitions took place at the
Exposition Building (current site of the Auditorium, MI 152-7) and in 1888 a
permanent public museum, the Layton Art Gallery, had opened at the northeast
corner of Jefferson and Mason Streets. It was during this period, that the
city’s first examples of public sculpture were commissioned and dedicated:
George Washington at the Court of Honor by Richard H. Park (1885), Leif The
Discoverer at Juneau Park by Anne Whitney (1887) and Solomon Juneau at Juneau
Park by Richard H. Park (1887). (see Landscape and Planning-Parks) By this

had a regular clientele for landscape scenes and allegorical paintings. Frank
Enders, Arthur Dadd and Charles Keuer were among the most prominent local 
artists of the period in Milwaukee. More important, however, were the 20

time, there were enough wealthy patrons in Milwaukee that local artists now
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German panorama painters who came to Milwaukee in 1885 and exposed the city to
the artistic trends and techniques then popular in the Munich, Weimar and
Dusseldorf schools of art. (Bruce, History p. 686-687).

Panorama painting, which had its roots in eighteenth century Europe, had
become a popular form af art-entertainment in America in the early nineteenth

Panoramas were continuous scenes painted on a large canvas thatcentury.
averaged 46 feet by 385 feet and were displayed by unrolling the canvas to the
accompaniment of narration and music. Early subjects were frequently biblical
in nature but it was not until landscapes and stirring battle scenes made the
curcuit that the sponsorship of traveling panorama shows became a lucrative

A group of Chicago investors headed by William Wehner decided toventure.
capitalize on the panorama's popularity by establishing a panorama painting

business enterprise. Wehner invited some 20 experienced panorama painters
from Germany to work for him. German panorama's were considered superior to

already something of panorama painting industrya
established that time. the
headquarters for his project, because he felt its distinct German character
would make the artists feel more at home. Among the artists who came were:
Berhardt Schneider, Herman Michaelowski, Franz Rohrbeck, Breitneser, Otto

William Schroeter, Paul
Franz Biberstein, George Peter, Otto Von Ernst, Conrad Heyd, Robert Schade,
John Fery, Richard Lorenz, August Lohr and Frosch. Frederick William Heine, a
Dresden artist, took charge of the group. Although most of the artists
actually resided outside of the Central Business District on the near West
Side, their panorama
between Sixth and Seventh Streets.

studio was located in the 600 block of Wells Street
There the artists worked from 1885 to 1889

Wilhelm, Gustav Wendling,Dineer, Albert Richter,

there wasothers and
in Frankfurt by Wehner chose Milwaukee as
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producing eight major canvases including two copies of the Storming of
Missionary Ridge in Chattanooga, Tennessee and two of the Battle of Atlanta,
both Civil War pieces. Military personnel were even assigned to the project

absolute in representation.insure Al so painted theto accuracy were
Crucifixion and Christ's Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem. Each panorama

utilized approximately 18,000 square feet of linen canvas, took about five

months to paint and cost about $25,000. After working drawings were made to

scale, outlines of the various figures would be projected onto the canvas by

means of a magic lantern. Pigment was applied to the canvas with a knife and

each artist painted according to his specialty whether it be landscape,

animals and figures. When not working on the panoramas, the artists taught

private art classes. The German artists frequented the Kunstlerheim, a tavern

at the northeast corner of Plankintin and Wells. Decorated with murals by the

artists themselves, the place remained a popular artist retreat until it

burned on January 26, 1897. The site is now occupied by the Cawker Building.
(MI 146-19) (Stover p. 123-127).

Wehner's group was not the only panorama studio to work in Milwaukee,
although it was considered to be the best. Another studio, at which painters
Louis Kindt and Thomas Gardner worked, was located nearby at the southeast
corner of Kilbourn and Sixth Street, site of MECCA today. That studio painted
The Battle of Shiloh and Gettysburg among others. (Stover p. 127; Rascher's
1888 Vol. 1 p. 81).

When the panorama vogue ended about 1890, most of the panorama artists
dispersed. Wehner's iron clad, polygonal, painting studio was subsequently 

converted into a hippodrome which featured prize fights and roller skating.
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a municipal until it was torn down for thegarage
construction of the State Office Building in 1963. (MI 149-32) The other
studio at Kilbourn Avenue was subsequently used as a brass foundry and as a
warehouse for agricultural implements before it was razed. (Rascher's 1888
Vol. 1 p. 81).

Among the seven panoramists to remain in Milwaukee were Heine, Rohrbeck
and Peter.
Battle of Manila panorama, in 1898 in San Francisco. Heine continued to work
on large scale paintings and church murals for the remainder of his career.
In 1904 he exhibited murals of Jerusalem at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

(Stover p. 127-128) Other panorama artists who remained inin St. Louis.
Milwaukee such as Michaelowski did portrait commissions while Otto Von Ernst
became a decorative painter and was commissioned to decorate the Pabst mansion
and other costly residences and hotel interiors. (Bruce, History p. 686).

The panorama artists had a strong influence on the next generation of

local artists, many of whom they taught in private classes. Some of their
students went abroad to study at their mentors' schools in Munich and Weimar.
A good number never returned to paint in Milwaukee, but those who did had a
profound impact on art education in the city. Among the more prominent of
these individuals were Louis Mayer, George Raab and Alexander Mueller.

Louis Mayer (1869-1969), son of wealthy local shoe manufacturer Frederick
Mayer, studied under panoramists Von Ernst and Lorenz, (better known for his

Weimar, Munich and Paris.
western paintings) before going to Europe where he attended art schools in

Mayer returned to Milwaukee to teach from 1900 to

It later served as

The three subsequently worked on another Wehner project, the
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1909 and between 1907 and 1912 he wrote weekly art critiques for three local

His efforts led ultimately to the formation of the Milwaukee Artnewspapers.
Institute and the creation of the Municipal Art Commission. After 1912 Mayer
lived exclusively in New York City and turned his attention to sculpture.
(Butts p. 184).

) was another of Lorenz's pupils. After study inGeorge Raab (1866-
Weimar and Paris he assumed the curatorship of the Layton Gallery of Art in

His later years were spent in Decatur, IllinoisMilwaukee from 1902 to 1922.
(Butts p. 184-185).where he taught and directed the local art institute.

Alexander Mueller (1872-1935), a third pupil of Lorenz, also studied in

Weimar and Munich, before returning to Milwaukee to teach at the Art Students

the Milwaukee Art Institute and the Wisconsin School of Art. HeLeague,
served as director of the latter institution from 1911 to 1923 when it merged
with the State Normal School. Through his efforts, the school grew to have 22
faculty members with an enrollment of 500 students. Mueller was one of the
first individuals in the state to apply formal European training methods to

(Butts p. 186).the applied arts of design.

The era of German dominance of Milwaukee's artistic production and art
education ended after World by which timeWar I, of thesoon many
German-trained artists as Richard Lorenz, Conrad Heyd and Robert Schade had
either died or left Milwaukee for more lucrative markets.

the
Works Project Administration Era

With the dissolution of the German art colony after World War I,
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Central Business District declined in importance as the heart of the local art
Milwaukee’s German heritage in the arts nevertheless survived incommunity.

the form of organizations that helped artists to weather the rough years and

These organizations were able to quickly implementorganize artistic events.

the government's make-work arts projects during the Great Depression of the

At least 50 Milwaukee artists were employed in the Public Works of Art1930s.

Project (PWAP) for Wisconsin out of a statewide total of 70. The entire

program, in fact, was chaired by Charlotte Partridge, a founder of the Layton

School of Art (see Education). Local projects included paintings for U.S.

for Mitchell Hall at today's UW-Milwaukee campus.Post Offices and a mural

Other cooperative efforts inspired by the National Arts Congress of 1936

included an attempt to save the old county courthouse from demolition for use

as a museum and art center (see Government) and arranging for a federal art

project gallery in the Pioneer Building at 625 North Milwaukee Street (known

as the Academy of Music Building before its remodeling). (MI 143-3) Fine art

exhibitions were also held in the Layton Gallery and in private galleries
throughout the downtown area.

Another WPA project promoted the production of craft objects by local
Headed by prominent West Side artist Elsa Ulbricht, some 250 workersartists.

were initially assembled to design items ranging from printed fabrics and yard

goods to furniture and dolls. By the time the project had been in existence

for eight years, more than 9,000 men and women had been employed. Milwaukee

was the first city in the country to carry out the project on such a large
for other communities throughout the

(Key p. 38-42).country.
scale, and it was used as a model
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During these WPA years, an artists' colony developed along the 900 block

of Plankinton Avenue where the upper floors of the old commercial buildings

provided the skylit loft spaces and cheap rents desired by area painters and

The largest number of artists congregated at 926 North Plankintonsculptors.

including Santos Zingale, Alfred Sessler, Robert Schelun, Charles Thwaites,

Dick Wicken,
The building is no longer extant and its site is now part ofForest Flower.

Marquette Park (see Landscape and Planning). In later years, the Plankinton
Avenue group dispersed and some such as Thwaites and Clemens moved to other

Others, including Friebert, Schellin, Logan, Sesslerparts of the country.
and Zingale, became instructors in the University of Wisconsin system. The
WPA project was the city's last collaborative effort to elevate the economic

condition of artists and to increase the opportunities for public exposure for

Since that time artistic production has been of an individuallocal artists.

nature and the city's artists are dispersed across the metropolitan Milwaukee

(Key p. 44, 46-47, 49).area.

Art Exhibition
Exhibitions of art have long served a number of purposes including public

education and enlightenment, drawing attention to local or national talent and

Early exhibitions in Milwaukee were of the traveling variety andsupport.
were often regarded as a form of entertainment in which the subject matter
generated more interest than did the method of execution. Generally, only a
single large historical religious painting or sculpture would beor on

Proceeds went to
that toured

Myron Nutting, Fred Logon, Gerhard Bakker, Paul Clemens and

establishing a clientele through which an artist could derive financial

display, for an admission fee of about 25 cents per person.
the artist and distributor. Among the early art exhibits
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Milwaukee were William Dunlop's copy of Benjamin West's Death of a Pale Horse

1844, West's Christ Healing thein Sick about the time,same

daguerreotype of Hiram Powers' famous statue, the Greek Slave, in 1850. The
latter caused quite a stir at the Odd Fellows Hall due to the nudity of the
subject. (Butts 6, 101) Gradually these touring exhibitionsP. were
supplemented with articles about art in the local press reprinted from east

Private galleries were also established which displayed andcoast sources.
sold quality reproductions, lithographs and engraved copies of famous
paintings.

Artist's organizations originated as a means to promote the economic well
being of local talent. The first such body formed was the Wisconsin Academy
of Fine Arts whose articles of incorporation were drawn up in 1848 by artists
George Robertson, Samuel Brooks and Isaac Durward. The venture, however,
never really got off the ground. In 1851 a different approach was taken when
the Northwestern Art Union was formed. The art union concept had originated
in Germany in 1814 as a way to help subsidize artists. It had spread to
America where particularly successful unions were operated in New York from
1838 to 1852 and in Cinncinati beginning in 1847. The union offered the
public annual memberships for a five dollar fee, the proceeds of which were
used to purchase paintings from area artists. After a public exhibit of the

of Water and Wisconsin Avenue. A catalogue was issued listing 30 paintings

In Milwaukee an organizational meeting was held in
1851 at the city Common Council Chambers, then located at the southwest corner

Moderately successful, the 
(Butts p. 102-103;

and inviting 300 persons to become members.
Northwestern Art Union was active atleast through 1861.

purchased pictures, the paintings would be distributed among the union members 
by means of a lottery.

and a
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Sentinel Index 1851-1861).

A more important event in the history of art exhibitions in Milwaukee was
the large scale public exhibition mounted for the benefit of the Soldiers'
Home in 1865 at a building in the 500 block of North Broadway. This was so
successful that it lead to an attempt on the part of area businessmen to form
the Milwaukee Art Association in 1872. The Association was to support an art
school and to sponsor permanent art exhibitions, but the project never came to

(Butts 127, 135)fruition. Beginning in 1882, the Milwaukee Museum of Fine
Arts established permanent exhibition space in the Exposition Building at
Fifth and Kilbourn Avenue (not extant) and sponsored an art school. Even when
the Museum of Fine Arts foundered some time later, the momentum created by its
establishment was so great that it was succeeded in 1888 by a new Milwaukee
Art Association. the the city's first art gallery builtIn same year,
specifically for exhibition purposes was begun as a private philanthropy of
former packer, Frederick UltimatelyLayton. the Milwaukeemeat Art

Association, through its successors the Milwaukee Art Society and Milwaukee

Art Institute, merged with the Layton Gallery to form the predecessor of

today's, municipally-supported Milwaukee Art Museum located on the lakefront.

Milwaukee Museum of Fine Arts

The Milwaukee of FineMuseum establishedArts privatewas as a
organization by city residents in June, 1882. Instigated by Mrs. C.D. Adsit

Milwaukeeansprominent Wi 11i am Plankinton, Willi am Metcalf, Luciusas

S.S. MerrillMrs. and Edward Townsend The boardFairchild, 
structured

and Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, the original board of directors included such

Mix. The board was 
so that the directors of the Exposition Association served as
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ex-officio directors of the Museum so that it could use the second floor

exhibition space in the Exposition Building at Fifth and Kilbourn Avenue. (MS

6/28/1882 2/5, 7/21/1882 5/4) The Museum was subsidized by membership fees.

Its ambitious goals included the acquisition of a collection representative

of all the arts, the establishment of a school of design and the sponsorhsip

The core of the museum's collection at the time of itsof a lecture series.

founding consisted of the 45 engravings of famous paintings which had belonged

to the Toschi collection that had been exhibited in Milwaukee in 1881. This

was to be augmented by plaster casts of important Greek statues as soon as
(MS 7/20/1882 10/1). While the Museum's exhibition functionfunds permitted.

had foundered by the late 1880s, the art school it sponsored continued, with

through 1892 under various including the Milwaukee Artsome lapses, names

School, Wisconsin School of Design and Wisconsin Art Institute. The school's
teachers included such prominent instructors as panoramist/western artist

Robert (Milwaukee City Directory,Richard and Schade.Lorenz Evening

Wisconsin undated article MCHCL).

Layton Art Gallery
The Layton Art Gallery Milwaukee's first structure specificallywas

designed and built for the public viewing of works of art. The project was

undertaken privately by meat packer Frederick Layton who had been planning the

museum since 1883. As a result of a shipboard acquaintence with Englishman

I.W. Audsley, Audsley's brother G.A. was commissioned to design the gallery

while local architects E.T. Mix and Co. supervised the actual construction

which began in 1887. As a site for the museum, Layton purchased the site of

(Bruce, History p. 703). The building cost

the old St. Paul's Episcopal Church for $25,000 at the northeast corner of 

Mason and Jefferson Streets.
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paidparticular attention fireproofing the$90,000 and toabout was

The building contained three galleries for paintings and a centralstructure.
trustee's curator's Theandfor sculpturehall rooms.

galleries were decorated with purple-red walls and yellow woodwork. (Wascher

Layton initially contributed 38 oil paintings worth264-265)Who's Who P.

about $50,000 to form the core of the museum's collection in addition to a

$100,000 endowment for the building's upkeep and the acquisition of new works

Other contributors included John Hargraves of Liverpool, England,of art.
Mitchell, Guido Pfister,P.D. Armour of Chicago, Edward Sanderson, John L.

Chapman and B.K. Miller (Bruce,Elizabeth Plankinton,Roundy, T.A.J.A.

History p. 704; MS 12/31/1887 3/4, 1/21/1888 3/3, 2/26/1888 3/2, 1/19/1889

3/5; Wascher Who's Who p. 265) Management and control of the property was to

be left entirely to the judgement and discretion of the twelve trustees among

whom were included Charles F. Ilsley, John L.

William Metcalf, William Plankinton and B.K. Miller. (Bruce History p. 691;

Wascher Who's Who p. 264) The Layton Art Gallery formally opened on Thursday

Admission fees of twenty-five cents were charged two days ofApril 5, 1888.
the week while the public was admitted free on the remaining days. In 1889
the property was exempted from taxes by a special state statute pertaining to
public galleries and in 1891 free admission was extended to include Sundays.
(Bruce, History p. 705) Layton continued to add to the collection until his

In 1915, as a result of Layton's gift of thirty-six watercolors anddeath.

the need to accommodate the growing collection of paintings, a north wing was

added to the gallery at a cost of $10,860 dollars. In 1922, the building's

interior was entirely redecorated with dark woodwork and walls painted a

neutral tan.

as well

A new lighting system was also installed. In 1920 the Layton 

School of Art was begun, run by the gallery's director and curator Charlotte

Mitchell, George Dickens,

as the
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housed in the gallery'sRussell Partridge. It previously unusedwas

(see Education) Other projects instituted at the Gallery includedbasement.

free Saturday art classes for local children and a lending program through

which paintings were loaned to area high schools, libraries and the YMCA. The

Layton Gallery remained in its Classical Revival Style building on Jefferson
Street until 1957 when it merged with the Milwaukee Art Institute to become
the municipally sponsored Milwaukee Art Center and relocated to the new War

The ol d LaytonMemori al
Gallery on Jefferson Street was subsequently razed in the 1960s to make way
for the present retail/office building and parking structure. (MI 149-2, 7)

(Wascher Who's Who p. 265).

Milwaukee Art Museum

second artsroots

The Milwaukee Art Association was incoporated on April 6, 1888organization.
by local artists as a direct result of the impetus provided by the German
Journalists Association exhibition of local painters held the year before.
Landscapist Henry Vianden took a leading role in the organization and monthly

After five years,
however, the group became inactive. (Bruce Short History p. 164-165).

The organization was revived in 1900 as the Society of Milwaukee Artists.
It was established by Louis Mayer, George Raab and Alexander Mueller. Its

to promote fraternity among local artists and to furtherpurpose was the
development of art through exhibitions. These shows were held in the new

693)

Central Library and at Moulton's and Pickett's galleries.

Among the early members were Frank Enders,

to a

Art Center at 750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive.

(Bruce, History p.

Robert Schade, Richard

exhibitions of the works of local artists were held.

Today's Milwaukee Art Museum can trace its
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Lorenz, Harold Hall, George Peter, F.W. Heine and George M. Niedecken.

Part of this group formed the Milwaukee Art Society in 1910 with the
intention of acquiring a permanent educational and exhibition space. Weal thy

industrialist and art collector, Charles Allis was chosen as the Society's

architects A.C.

Eschweiler, H.W. Buemming and Armand D. Koch. On February 15, 1911 Samuel 0.

Buckner became president of the organization. A small, one-story building was

acquired on May 12, 1911 for $25,000 at 772 North Jefferson. Necessary

additions and alterations, designed by Armand D.
building at a cost of $10,000. (Free Press 1912 MCHCL Clipping File) The
first public exhibition was subsequently held on December 15, 1911. Through

Buckner's efforts, the 75-member Art Society soon grew to number almost 600

and public attendance of exhibitions grew to over 10,000 persons annually.

(Bruce, Short History p. 166) A reorganization took place in 1913 and Dudley

Crafts Watson was appointed as the organization's first director. In 1916 the

Society changed its name to the Milwaukee Art Institute. Initially, the

Institute was supported by contributions and memberships but in 1918 it began

to receive an annual appropriation from the city. In 1919 two galleries were

added followed in 1921 by a second story addition which was designed to be

architecturally compatible with the structure's original French Renaissance
white stone exterior. (Bruce, History p. 696, Short History p. 166) By 1935

attendance at the Institute's various art classes was large and there were

even free programs for the unemployed.

painting.
(Bruce,

A permanent collection of works of art was acquired, most of which 
was stored for the major part of every year due to space constraints.

The Institute was holding between 60 
to 70 exhibitions per year that featured architecture and sculptor as well as

Koch, were made to the

first president and among the members were noted local
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Short History p. 164-167).

Overcrowded conditions at both the Art Institute and the Layton Gallery
prompted local artists to petition for the saving and adaptive reuse of the
recently vacated old County courthouse from the early to mid-1930s. Al though
unsuccessful in its attempt to save the courthouse, which was razed in 1939,
the arts groups and the veterans groups, who had also been interested in using
the old courthouse, began to work cooperatively for the first time. This

during World War II
organizations proposed to Acting Mayor Bohn that a combined art center and war
memorial building be erected as an alternative to a statue or war memorial.
The concept was not original to Milwaukee, but when a music hall was added to
the scheme, the project became the first such memorial cultural center in the

("Art Civic Cultural Centers Throughout the Country" p. 2) In 1946country.
Milwaukee Memori alGallery and County WarInstitute,the LaytonArt

Development Committee began a fund drive for the construction of a new war
memorial/art center at the foot of Mason Street overlooking Lake Michigan.
Work began on the building in 1955 according to the plans of architect Eero

Maynard Meyer of Milwaukee served as associate architect. TheSaarinen.

building, which features boldly cantilevered upper stories and one of the

country's largest exterior mosaics, was dedicated in 1957. In that same year,

the Milwaukee Art Institute merged with the Layton Gallery to form the

Milwaukee Art Center and moved to a new art gallery in the upper level of the

building. Eventually, the lower galleries were completed in 1963. A 200 foot

by 200 foot addition was designed by Kahler, Slater and Fitzhugh Scott in 1970
and completed in September of 1975 (The New

The old
cost of $7,000,000.

Milwaukee Art Center Inaugural, September, 1975, unnumbered pages)
at a

and in 1944 the variouscooperation was reactivated
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Institute Building 772 North Jefferson subsequentlyArt at

purchased by Mariner Realty Company for $52,000 and remodeled. (MJ 1/4/1956)

It was razed in the 1960s to make for the present Shops on Jefferson Building
(MI 138-24, 25). The current holdings of the Milwaukee Art Museum, as it is
now called, include an important collection of contemporary American art and
sculpture in addition to the nineteenth century paintings that once served as
the nucleus of the Layton Gallery. The museum continues to offer lectures and
educational programs in addition to exhibitions.

Private Collections and Retail Galleries
In addition to the previously mentioned art societies and exhibition

organizations the private collector and private art gallery also played a

significant role in the history of the fine arts in Milwaukee. Retail

galleries brought art here from around the world, catering to and creating a
taste for a wide range of artistic expression. Gallery directors often served

and purchasing agents
in their efforts to acquire collections.museums permanent Private

collectors, particularly in the nineteenth century, would lend their works for

exhibition in the Exposition Building and many, eventually donated part or all

of their collections to public art galleries for the public's enjoyment

The list of private art collectors who resided in the Central Business

District survey area is large and represents an entire spectrum of occupations

from financiers to industrialists and retailers. Private art collecting seems

to have become a particularly important activity for the Nouveau Riches by the 

1880s, by which time many of these individuals had established themselves 
financially and were no longer totally occupied by the day-to-day running of

for the various organizations and

Street was

as consultants
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.Just about all of the great downtown private art collectorstheir businesses.
lived in the Yankee Hill area, roughly bounded by Mason, Prospect, Van Buren

By the early 1890s this area had been superceded by moreand Ogden Avenue.
prestigious neighborhoods and many of the collectors or their heirs moved
north along Prospect Avenue or west out Wisconsin Avenue.

Among those who lived in the Yankee Hill area were industrialists Edward
Both initially resided on East State StreetP. Allis and Edward P. Allis Jr.

between Astor and Humboldt, but in the late 1880s or early 1890s Edward Jr.
the family, Charles Allis,Waverly Place. Anothermoved to

secretary and treasurer of the E.P. Allis Company, lived at State and Jackson
Streets before moving to the 1000 block of Knapp Street. In 1909 he built an
impressive English style mansion outside the Central Business District at the
northwest corner of Prospect and Royal 1 Place (NRHP-1/19/75), which he filled
with his fine collection of paintings and objects d'art. When his widow died
in 1945, the Royal 1 Place mansion and its contents were willed to the City of
Milwaukee which continues to operate the house as a museum. Also well known
as art collectors were Charles Pfister and Fred Vogel Jr. of the Pfister and

Tanning Company. Related by marriage, both families sharedVogel an
impressive Richardsonian Romanesque mansion at 1119 North Cass Street (not
extant). Banker and officer of several mining companies, Albert Conro was
also considered to be an art connoisseur and lived in the 700 block of North
Marshall Street and later at 1115 Waverly Place (not extant). Department
store owner and art collector T.A. Chapman resided at 1038 North Cass Street
(not extant) while clothing manufacturer Jacob Friend had an admired private
collection home 766at North Cass (not extant). Meat packer, 
philanthropist and builder of the Layton Art Gallery, Frederick Layton, lived

member of

at his
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for decades in the 900 block of North Marshall Street with his art collection.
The collections of all of these individuals have(Bruce, History p. 694-695)

either been incorporated into the holdings of various museums or have been
Their residences have alldispersed among descendants or other collectors.

been razed as well.

One of Milwaukee's best known ninteenth century collectors was William
Bradley and Metcalf Shoe Company. AnMetcalf,

impassioned collector, he undertook four tours of Europe and lived in Japan
collecting works of oriental His impressivefor six months while art.

Italianate mansion was located at the northwest corner of Cass Street and
To better display his impressive collection, Metcalf built aJuneau Avenue.

25 foot by 35 foot gallery at the northeast corner on the Cass Street side of
The interior had two skylit rooms that held a collection of 60his residence.

paintings and various porcelains and bronzes. The paintings included works by
Breughel, Daubigny, Romney, Gainsborough and Whistler. On Sunday afternoons
the public was allowed admittance to the gallery. After Metcalf's death in
1892, his widow sent the collection to the New York City home where she lived

The collection was dispersed at an
auction in 1936. (Bruce, History p. 700; MJ 3/15/1936; Zimmermann " Once the

Best of its Time" 1975) The old Metcalf residence was subsequently moved back

on its lot to make way for the Summerfield Methodist Church (see Religion) in

1904 and the gallery addition was razed. The house is still extant at 1219

(MI 134-22, 23)North Cass Street.

with her daughter, Mrs. Julia Cary.

one of the founders of
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One significant twentieth century collector is known to have lived in the

an officer of the Marine NationalGrant Fitch,Central Business District.
furniture, paintings andcollector ofavidBank,Exchange was an

He lived at 1321 North Prospect Avenue adjacent to the Robertdaguerreotypes.

(see Landscape and Planning) The collection was dispersedBurns Triangle.

family members and institutions after his widow's death in 1955. Theamong
(MJ 5/20/1955).Fitch House was subsequently razed for a proposed freeway.

Among the more notable retail fine art galleries in the Central Business
Iverson, F.H. Durbin, F.H. Bresler and Roebel &District were those of J.C.

Reinhardt.

F.H. Durbin was the successor of the Poposkey and Van Horn Great Western
Moulding Manufactury on West Wisconsin Avenue which first appeared in the

The business became the Art Emporium in 1875 and1873-1874 city directory.
three years later Poposkey became the sole proprietor. In 1882 the business
moved to 729 North Milwaukee Street, the new Conroy Building (MI 142-31), and

Durbin took over the business in 1885 atFrank H. Durbin became a partner.
renamed Durbin Co.which time it F.H. Inwas

photographs and picture frames the firm also sold pianos. The gallery became
known for the quality of its paintings and was an early promoter of the work
of James McNeil Whistler. Durbin himself was one of the first art critics in
Milwaukee to advocate a return to simplicity and austerity in contemporary

(Bruce, History p. 698-699).art.

F.H. Bresler
In 1900 Frank H. Bresler assumed Durbin's business and renamed the gallery

addition to engravings,
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Bresler was a consultant to museums across the country andafter himself.

built by Durbin. His three-floorthe quality reputationcontinued up

establishment remained at 729 North Milwaukee Street and was considered to be

The gallery's interioras fine a gallery as any to be found in New York City.

was designed by the noted interior design firm of Niedelken-Wal bridge Co. in

1904 and was subsequently remodeled by the same company in 1919. It featured

built in cabinetry, stylish furniture and leaded glass. After Bresler's death

at age 64 on May 17, 1931, Gertrude A. Bresler (apparently a daughter), Edward

Gertrude Bresler retained

control of the business through the 1950s after which John S.

By 1970 the business had become theArthur H. Seidel took over the firm.

Galleries. 1973 andBresler-Eitel 1974 the gallery and framingBetween

functions of the company were set apart as separate businesses. In 1975 the

gallery ceased operation and the Bresler-Eitel Framing Gallery relocated to

777 North Water Street where it remains in operation today. (MI 140-28) The

former gallery space on Milwaukee Street has since housed a furniture and
(Bruce, History p. 700; Milwaukee City Directory).computer store.

Roebel 4 Reinhardt
Henry Reinhardt of the Roebel and Reinhardt Gallery was also noted as a

fine art connoisseur and assembled a fine collection works by such famous

American landscape artists as George Inness, Winslow Homer and Homer Dodge

Martin. He was also responsible for bringing important art exhibitions to
Milwaukee, particularly those held in the Exposition Building in the 1880s,

and served as a consultant to the Toledo Museum. Henry Reinhardt joined

the 300 block Both
in 1886 and by 1889 they had 

of West Wisconsin Avenue.

Seidel and

veteran gilder and frame maker Henry Roebel 
located their gallery in

P. Snyder and Eugene Rossbach ran the business.
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maintained their own separate businesses, Roebel continuing to make picture
Reinhardt separated from hisframes and Reinhardt dearling in art goods.

146-7).
In

1941
699; Milwaukee City(Bruce, History p.1945 and 1947.

Directory).

J.C. Iversen Company
Iversen Company was established in 1867 by John Iversen toThe J.C.

enameled and oak picture mouldings and lookingmanufacture gilt, bronze,

The company incorporated in 1888 and its five story building in theglasses.

700 block of North Water Street combined the company's office, factory and

By 1892 its stock included pier, mantle and barroom mirrors, woodsalesrooms.

Iversen also sold engravings, oil paintings, chromos andmantles and tiles.
From 1912photographs and had a trade that extended to the Pacific Coast.

through 1917 the company was known as Iversen Art Galleries and was located in
a building next door to the Bresler Galleries on Milwaukee Street (now razed).

19, 1917After John Iversen
(Milwaukee of To-Day p. 113; Milwaukee City Directory).dissolved.

Artisan Craftsmen

The Central Business District was not only home to fine artists but also
had a number of quality artisan craftsmen who produced interior woodwork,

partner in 1900 and set up his own gallery at 704 North Milwaukee Street (MI
In 1915 Cecilia Schiewneck purchased the business and continued to

operate the gallery under her own name on Milwaukee Street through 1940.
she relocated to 712 North Jackson Street (razed) before closing the

ornamental iron work, leaded glass, art pottery and coordinated interior 
design. The heyday for these craftsmen was from the 1890s through World War

business between

on June the business wasdied at age 79
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demand for art glass and elaborate interior and
exterior architectural iron work and woodwork declined. At their peak, the

headed fairlyleading artisans sizeable workshops withcity's numerous

employees.

Ornamental Iron Shop

Milwaukee's best known and most talented metal craftsman, Cyril Colnik

(1871-1958), was an Austrian native who had been trained in various industrial

art schools, architectural blacksmith shops and art metal shops in Vienna,

Munich and Gratz. In 1893 at the age of 22 Colnik came to the U.S. to set up

the German metal work exhibit at Chicago's Columbian Exposition. Colnik

received top prizes at the fair for his own work which resulted in offers of

employment from around the country. Colnik ultimately decided to settle in

Milwaukee because of its location and large German community and worked for a

short time with

dissolved. In 1894 he opened his own shop, which for many years was located
on Eighth Street between Wells and Ki 1 bourn Avenue. Over the decades it
operated under various including Artistic Iron Works, ColnikC.names
Manufacturing Co. and the Ornamental Iron Shop. At its height the business

50 workers who produced decorative iron gates,

lattices, balconies, andirons, candlesticks and chandeliers for a nationwide

clientele. Included among his important commissions were the Ringling Museum
in Sarasota, Florida and movie sets in Hollywood. Local commissions, however,

the bulk of his work and included gates for the Mitchell Park
Conservatory (not extant), Wisconsin Memorial Park, and ornamental iron work

as
and hardware for the Kalvelage House (1896), the Pabst Mansion Pavilion 
(c.1895), the Paula and Erwin Uihlein House (1913) and Villa Terrace (1922)

I, after which the local

made up

employed between 30 and

the Reliance Iron and Wire Works until the company was
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With the construction of the civic center

project in 1941, Colnik's workshop on Eighth Street was razed and he moved to

531 North Eighth Street (MI 150-16). There he built a shop at the rear of his

residence and converted the lower floor of the home into a museum of his work

which included many pieces he had managed to salvage from buildings he had

By the 1950s the demand fordone commissions for that were later razed.

Colnik's products had declined significantly, but, with one assistant, Colnik

continued to make smaller scale items until his retirement in 1955. Colnik

died in 1958 at the age of 87. His daughter Gretchen continues to occupy the

family residence on Eighth Street and makes available samples of her father's

exhibitions. (Men Milwaukeework local of 44; Milwaukee Cityfor P.

Directory; MJ 1/8/1950; Unidentified Clippings MCHCL 8/20/1954, 10/26/1958).

Art Craft Iron Shop
The Art Craft Iron Shop was another important ornamental iron works

located in the Central Business District. It was established in 1925 by Fred
W. Velguth, son of noted local architect F.W. Velguth. A Milwaukee native,
Velguth attended local iron business
through seven years of employment with Cyril Colnik. Velguth subsequently

went on to learn the machinists trade at Vilter Manufacturing Co. and later
found employment at Pawley and Harnischefeger for three years. After several

similar jobs, Velguth opened his Art Craft Iron Shop in the 700 block of North

Fourth Street and produced ornamental iron work of all descriptions. The

business remained downtown through 1930, after which it relocated to East
Walnut Street and then was operated out of his home in Whitefish Bay until

(Men of Milwaukee p.Velguth discontinued the business entirely after 1936. 
269; Milwaukee City Directory).

well as many other residences.

schools and learned the ornamental
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Matthews Brothers Furniture Company
Alonzo P. and Eschines Matthews came to Milwaukee from Newberry, Ohio in

furniture of their own design under the supervision of Eschines, who had been
A younger brother Quincy joined the firm in 1876.trained as a cabinetmaker.

Their quality pieces were much in demand and in 1870 the brothers built a
ThereFourth Street south of Clybourn.large brick factory on

fireplacebookcases andchambersideboards, sets,turnedemployees out

Eventually the furniture line was discontinued in favor of themantles.

Thesemanufacture of architectural elements such as staircases and paneling.

elements were installed in many of Milwaukee's finest mansions including the

elaborate Emil Schandein Mansion at Twenty-Fourth Street and Wisconsin Avenue

By 1895 the Matthews' had closed their retail store to concentrate(razed).

Alonzo died in 1901woodwork manufacturing and real estate development.on

Their manufacturing firm continued to produce interiorand Eschines in 1913.

woodwork in the Central Business District through 1920. The following year

the company moved to North Port Washington Road and the officers included H.F.

Judd (president, treasurer), 0. Kristufek (vice president), George G. Coillen

(secretary) and James E. Plessner (auditor). By this time, the company had a

nationwide clientelle and provided interior fittings for the Tribune Tower and

Palmer House Hotel in Chicago among many other hotels, theaters and office

buildings throughout the United States as well as the mansions of auto-magnate

Henry Ford in Dearborn, Michigan, agricultural implements manufactures C.W.

The firm maintainedCase in Honolulu and countless other costly residences.

sales offices in New York and Chicago, but did all of its manufacturing in

1857 and began a retail furniture sales and repair store in a small building 

on North Water Street. After several years the brothers began to manufacture

some 70
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The 1920s was theMilwaukee where it employed 300 workers in its plant.
Theheyday of the firm and commissions came in from as far away as Norway.

onset of the Great Depression brought a halt to most new construction in the
The company limped alongUnited States and Matthews Brothers was devastated.

The most prominent reminder ofuntil it ceased operations in the late 1930s.
the firm in Milwaukee today is their imposing showroom and office building at

(MI 153-17). (Zimmermann "Oldbui 11 in 1891West Wisconsin Avenue301

unidentified clipping MCHCLMilwaukee City Directory;3/1/1981;Landmark"

1/24/1901 ).

WolIaeger Manufacturing Company

Another prominent woodworking firm was the WolIaeger Manufacturing Company
quality mantles, built-inBrothers, produced finelike Matthewwhich,

sideboards, and bank, saloon, store, office and church furniture. The firm

1887 with Franz WolIaeger president and Wi 11 i amestablished in aswas

The firm's 140 employees worked inWolIaeger as vice-president and treasurer.

a 70,000 square foot factory on North Water Street between Juneau Avenue and

In the mid-1890s the company won contracts to furnish all ofKnapp Street.

the cabinetwork for all US Government buildings built east of the Rocky

Mountains and was doing commercial work as far west as Los Angeles. The

company remained in operation at this address until 1917. (Milwaukee-Hal f

Century p. 112; Milwaukee City Directory).

Hugo Esche

Hugo Esche was typical of the small scale manufacturers who produced
store, office and saloon fixtures and fine furniture out of a modest 20 foot 
by 80 foot plant at 817 West State Street. Having gained experience with the
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firm of Bruce & Wallinger, Esche opened his own custom cabinetwork business in
1892.

The business closedmoved to Commerce Street and then to North Palmer Street.

(Milwaukee of To-Day p. 158; Milwaukeeafter Esche's death in the mid-1920s.

City Directory).

Art Glass Companies

Despite the widespread use of stained and leaded glass in Milwaukee area

relatively few art glassbuildings and residences,commercial

In the 1890s there were only three such companies andcompanies in the city.

only one was located in the Central Business District. The height of art

glass production seems to have been reached just prior to World War I when

listed in the city directory;sixsome
After World War I, the popularity of architecturalheadquartered downtown.

glass declined until by the 1970s only the Columbia Stained Glass Company
remained in business. Today no major manufacturer of art glass is located
downtown, although artisan craftsmen such as the Schlitz Studios at 245 North
Water Street (MI 154-28) produce custom lamps and manufacture decorative glass
for use by other craftsmen.

Milwaukee Mirror and Art Glass Works
The Business District stained glass the

Milwaukee Mirror and Art Glass Works, which began operation at 330 North Water

Street in 1888. (MI 154-7) The original owners included John P. Kissinger,

August F. Mueller and Frederick Schmitz. The glass works was located in the

Kissinger's wholesale liquor business (see Commercesame as

After the Third Ward fire of 1892, Milwaukee Mirror moved to
building 

Wholesale).

there were

firms were

Esche remained in the Central Business District until 1900 when he

company wasfirst Central

two of which were
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Broadway and beginning in 1908, shared part of a new addition to 193 North

Broadway built by the American Candy Company, where it installed kilns and

polishing machines for the manufacture of French mirror plates and ornamental

(MI 155-13) (MVIS, 1979). Eventually Mueller took over the businessglass.
and in 1920 Milwaukee Mirror moved to Plankinton Avenue. The company remained
at this location through 1930, after which it apparently ceased operation. In
1933 the company was revived under the ownership of the Gawin Family at 1010
North Water Street (razed) and continued in business through 1957. (Milwaukee

City Directory).

Columbia Stained Glass and Decorating Company
Columbia was the second Central Business District art glass company to be

It was begun in 1916 by August and Roman Gawin and located atestablished.

1010-1014 North Water Street (razed). The firm advertised high grade stained

glass, pictorial windows and special memorials for churches and mausoleums.

Columbia shared its premises with Milwaukee Mirror after 1933 when the Gawins

took over the latter firm. Columbia remained in business until 1977 when its

building was razed for the widening of Water Street. At the time of its

closing, it was the sole remaining stained glass works in the Central Business

(Milwaukee City Directory).District.

Miedecken-Walbridge Company

George M. Niedecken (1878-1945) was perhaps Milwaukee's foremost interior

designer of the early twentieth century. Trained at the local Wisconsin Art

Institute in the early 1890s and at the school of the Art Institute of

of Alphonse Mucha. After

Chicago, he completed his education in Berlin and Paris where he was a student 
Later he traveled to London, Switzerland and Italy.
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Niedecken's return to Milwaukee, he helped organize the Society of Milwaukee

Artists and developed and taught a decorative design class at the Art Students

In 1907 with JohnLeague (later Wisconsin School of Art) from 1903 to 1909.

S. Walbridge he founded the interior design firm of Niedecken-Walbridge Co.

in-house cabinetmaking shop which he placed inIn 1910 he established an

Niedecken is best knownTenbroeke.Dutch immigrant Hermanofcharge
nationally for his collaborative work
Lloyd Wright and other Prairie School architects such as Spencer, Powers and

Among the twelve projects he worked on with Wright were the SusanPerkins.
Lawrence Dana House in Springfield, Ohio (1904), the Avery Coonley (1908-1909)

(1908-1909) residences in Chicago and the F.C. BogkRobieand Frederick

like those of otherResidence (1916) in Milwaukee.

stressed the importance of built-in furniture,Prairie School designers,

leaded glass, rectilinear forms and the coordination of carpeting, linens and

however, Niedecken took his from theUnlike Wright,draperies. sources
Viennese Arts and Crafts movement rather than oriental art and his finished
furniture frequently display fine parquetry and some pieces were even painted

Niedecken at times only reworked Wright's preliminarywhite. furniture

making chairs and tables proportioneddesigns for comfort andmore

practicality, but at other times Niedecken was responsible for the complete
design of entire groups of furniture. Sometimes his firm actually produced

products but at otherthe finished times, different companies would be

furniture. addition to residentialIn interiors,

Niedecken-Walbridge also designed commercial interiors, one notable example of

which was the art gallery for close friend and business associate Frank H.

Bresler at 729 North Milwaukee Street in 1904 (MI 142-31). The elegant 

interior featured built-in cabinetry, leaded glass windows and painted chairs

contracted to make the

Niedecken's interiors,

on residential interiors with Frank
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that closely resembled Viennese Seccession work. (see Fine Arts-Galleries).

Not committed to a single fashion in design, Niedecken also had commissions to

coordinate and design furniture for period revival houses for which he made

adaptations of earlier period pieces.

For the first ten years, Niedecken-Walbridge was located at the southeast

In 1917 they moved permanently to 767corner of Milwaukee and Mason Streets.

Niedecken himself lived in the Central BusinessNorth Jefferson (MI 141-31).

District for a short time around 1908 when he occupied the old Harrison

Residence at 1216 North Prospect (MI 139-24).

In the early 1940s, Robert L. Jacobson joined the firm as vice president

Niedecken'sand after death in 1945 the renamed Niedecken,

Walbridge & Jacobson. By the early 1950s Walbridge was no longer with the

firm and the company became Jacobson Interiors. The latter retained the

Street premises until 1975 when it ceased operation.Jefferson Subsequent

have included an antique shop and currently a Scandinavian Designoccupants
(Goldstein 4-5, 10, 15-17, 25, 33, 37, 47;store. Milwaukee CityP.

Directory).

Susan Frackelton

Susan Frackelton (1851-1932) the Central Business District's mostwas

nationally famous potter and ceramic artist. A native Milwaukeean, Susan

Goodrich Frackelton studied under painter Henry Vianden and eventually went to
New York to complete her education with Harts, Beer and Greatorex. In 1874

useshe began china painting and was reputedly the first potter to exploit the 

of local cream colored clay for art pottery purposes. Her work was shown at

company was
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the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia and in numerous national and
international exhibitions thereafter.
painting led her to become a nationally acclaimed artist and she even invented
and patented a portable gas kiln for firing her work. She also pioneered the

of colors American materials suitablemanufacture made from for china
In 1886 she wrote a technical book on china painting entitled Triedpainting.

by Fire which was used as a standard textbook both here and abroad. Over her
lifetime Fracklton received numerous awards and honors from dignitaries and
institutions around the world. Her work was sold at exhibitions and galleries
as well as a retail shop she operated at various locations downtown in the

Many of her exhibition pieces found their way immediately into museum1880s.
When the Milwaukee Museum of Fine Arts faltered, Frackeltoncollections.

stepped in and organized the Milwaukee Art Association in the late 1880s, an

important force in art education and

Frackelton's residence and studio until 1901 was in the imposingInstitute.
Italianate house that had been built by her husband Richard G. Frackelton at
the northwest corner of Cass and Ogden Street in 1878. It was in this house
that she conducted training classes for china painters. The last 26 years of
her life were spent in Chicago where she continued her studio. (Butts p.
130-131; Stover "The Inspirational Mrs. Frackelton" 9/24/1953; MS 11/15/1932;

MJ 9/12/1945).

Literature

Known literary figures who lived in the Central Business District were not

particularly numerous, but represent a wide variety of literary styles and

the nineteenth authors achievedtwo national
George W. Peck Charles King. Humorist Peck

century 

and General

subjects. In 
signi ficance,

Frackelton's experiments in ceramic

a predecessor to the Milwaukee Art
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1878.
Peck lived in various houses on East KilbournBad Boy and His Pa in 1883.

Avenue, then Jackson Street and finally on Prpspect Avenue from 1878 through
Peck also later served both his mayor of Milwaukee1900. None are extant.

P. 7) Generaland governor of Wisconsin.
Charles King, son of pioneer educator Rufus King, early in life served in the
US military on the frontier until receiving a disability discharge in 1879.

popular writer.King became prolific andretirement, HeDuring his a

authorized more than 50 novels and hundreds of short stories and articles

covering military life from the Civil War years to the Spanish-American War.

Titles include The Colonel's Daughter (1882), A Knight of the Columbia (1904),

The Iron Brigade (1902) and the autobiographical Memoirs of a Busy Life

King's stories appeared in Lippincott's Monthly Magazine and in(1920).

While living in Milwaukee from 1887 to 1892 and again from 1897 toHarper's.

downtown addresses including Cass Street,1925, King resided at numerous

Marshall, East Kilbourn, State, Mason, Waverly Place and lastly the Carlton

Commerce-Hotels). (AndersonHotel. (see "Home and Family" 50-65;P.

Milwaukee City Directories) One particularly noteworthy local German poet in

the late nineteenth century was Anton Thormaehlen (1829-1892). A native of
Varel, Germany, Thormaelen came to Milwaukee in 1856 and for some years lived
at a number of downtown locations including Third Street, Plankinton Avenue
and Ninth Street. He later settled on the West Side. From 1879 to 1884 his
verse appeared in a number of local German newspapers including Banner und
Volksfreund and Sontags Blatt der Freien Presse. While working at various

Goll andatone

originated the weekly Peck's Sun in LaCrosse and brought it to Milwaukee in

His novels attracted a national audience after publication of Peck's

clerking positions, including one at Goll and Frank Dry Goods Store, 

Thormaehlen provided verse for many commemorative occasions sponsored by the

(Anderson "Fiction as History"
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city's German residents including the dedication of Turner Hall at 1034 North

(MI 151-20) in 1883 and the dedication of Lisderkranz HallFourth Street

(razed) in 1880 and the opening of the Kunstler-Heim (razed) in 1888. He also

wrote the libretto for Christopher Bach's comic opera The Strike in 1884.

Thormaehlen's work was published in 1890 in a volumn entitled Lenzbluten and

Herbstablafter (Spring Blossoms and Autumn Leaves). (Merrill p. 79-86).

the Central Business District's bestOf the twentieth century authors,

known resident was Edna Ferber who came to Milwaukee to work for the Milwaukee

Journal Newspaper from 1906-1909. Ferber's novel,
in German-Americansemi-autobi ographi cal of reporteraccount a woman a

community and the novel is filled with anecdotes about Milwaukee life at the
Ferber lived in a boarding house which had previously been the mansiontime.

of Elias Friend on Cass Street near Mason (razed). (Anderson, "Fiction as
History" p. 5) A locally prominent German poet of the twentieth century was

He had left Germany during World War I and settled in MilwaukeeKurt Baum.
Baum's favorite daytime haunt was Martini's Bakery at 761-763around 1916.

North Water Street (MI 140-24) where lively conversation was held over coffee,
Through his efforts the Deutsche Literaischehot chocolate and pastries.

Gesellschaft (German Literary Society) was formed which for several decades
served as a public forum for German literary trends. Influential friends

provided the poet with assignments and Baum supported himself by writing
captions, editing brochures and appearing toastmaster for festiveas

His longest joboccasions. that of editor of two German-languagewas

periodicals, Die Hausfrau (the Housewife) and Das Golden Buch (The Golden

Baum published four volumes of

Dawn O'Hara (1911) is a

Book) which were housed in the Leader Building at Sixth Street and Juneau 

Avenue (see Social-Political Movements).
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poetry between 1915-1933 and was well regarded in Germany for his lyrical

A Central Business District resident, Baum lived on East Wells Streetverse.

in a building which stood next to the Cudahy Tower (razed), then moved to
Franklin Place.

(Voight p. 73-74).

Baum died in the mid-1950s at County General Hospital.
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Milwaukee can be found in Porter Butts Art in Wisconsin (1936). Butts covers

the major artists residing in the city and major trends and provides some good

biographical information on the German-American artists who came to Milwaukee

William George Bruce's History of Milwaukee City andto produce panoramas.

County also summarizes the city's artistic achievements from approximately the

1880s to 1920. A detailed account of the panoramists can be found in Frances

Stover's "The Panorama Painters Days of Glory'* in the December, 1968 issue of

the Historical Messenger. Donald Key's "Milwaukee's Art of the Depression

Era" in the Summer, 1975 issue of the Historical Messenger likewise gives an

in-depth look into some of the WPA projects and artists of the 1930s.

Several issues of the Historical Messenger and Milwaukee History are

particularly helpful in highlighting some of the literary figures who lived in

Milwaukee: Harry Anderson's "Fiction as History: Milwaukee Novelists Depict

the Local Heritage" MH Spring, 1980; Anderson's "Home and Family as Sources of

Charles King's Fiction" 1975;HM Summer, Peter C. Merrill 's "Anton

Thormaehlen: A German-American Poet in Milwaukee" MH Autumn-Winter 1981; and

Greida Voigt's "Kurt Baum: German Poet in Milwaukee" HM, September, 1968.

The best overall view of nineteenth and early twentieth century art in
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NOTABLE PERSONS

The list of notable persons in the Central Business District has literally

filled volumes in local histories. The pioneer founders of the city, Juneau,

Walker, all lived here as did of the city'sKilbourn and bankers,many

The residential population of the Centralprominent attorneys and physicians.

Business District was and houses and multiple unit dwellings

could be found dispersed throughout the survey The residentialarea. areas

diminished in size due to commercial and industrial expansion. Eventually one

of land at the outskirts of theprime neighborhood evolved

Thecity, bounded by Man Buren, Kilbourn, Juneau Avenue and the lake. area

due to the preponderance of New Englanders and

and was particularly popular among the pioneerNew Yorkers who settled there

industrialists and professionals. I n to the estate-like quality ofcontrast

lots in Yankee HillAvenue neighborhood,the West Side's West Wisconsin were

Cass andsmaller and the population denser although some streets as Marshall,

Thefor these beautiful mansions. neighborhoodwere knownJuneau Avenue

late 1920s when existing mansionsretained its aura of exclusivity into the

be converted into dooming houses, fraternal clubs and otherbegan to non-

The part of Yankee Hill closest to the lake fared best andresidential uses.

remained a prestigious residential area into the 1970s since which conversion

into offices or galleries has become common.

PIONEERS

Brown (1824-1878)James S.

James S. Brown , of Milwaukee's pioneer born inattorneys,one was

in February, 1824. He studied law in Cincinnati andHampton, Maine also

came to be called Yankee Hill

on a high piece

once numerous
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which served him wellthe German Languageworking knowledge ofpicked up a

political officesBrown held a number ofwhen he moved to Milwaukee in 1844.

(1845), State Attorney Generallife: prosecuting Attorneyduring his active

Brown resumed(1848), Mayor of Milwaukee (1861) and Congressman (1862, 1864).

health sent himtime thereafter but failingpractise for a shorthis law

short-lived and he died on April 16,His improvementabroad until 1875. was

Brown was married for the first time in1878 of complete nervous prostration.

Following herShepard by whom he had death,1855 to Elizabeth F. two sons.

had no children byStetson of Bangor, Mai ne. He thisBrown married a Miss

he occupied the south half, isdouble house, of whichsecond wife. Brown's

the oldest known remaining residence in the Central Business District located

approximately 1853.and dating from (MI 137-2) Perat 1122 North Astor

Brown held the property at the northeast corner of Astor and Juneaumortgages,

directories list him as a resident there from 1856 throughin 1850 and city

a number of and was converted into1868. The house had subsequent owners

In 1869 Brown moved to Lake Street (later Juneau Place and nowshops in 1927.

lived until his 1878.part of Juneau Park) where he death in (History of

Milwaukee 1881 p. 664; Milwaukee City Directory; MJ 9/18/1927; Zimmermann,

"That Old Home on Yankee Hill" MJ 1/13/1974).

James 5. Buck (1812-1892)
James Buck, the pioneer poet and historian of Milwaukee, was born in

November 9, 1812. His early education consistedLyman, New Hampshire on of

instruction in mathematics, philosophy and geology which heastronomy,

schoolteacher father,received from his Professor Amasa Buck. James Bucks

subsequent seagoing career ended after 1 voyage in 1835 and in 1837 he went to

Milwaukee to mercantile venture with a friend James Wheelock.

That venturenever materialized but Buck did establish a store in Jefferson in

embark on a



pursued for 19which hein Milwaukeeentered the building trade1839 and

theshipment of the first load of wheat fromHe also assisted in theyears.

theBuck later workedport of Milwaukee in 1841.

Northwestern National Insurance company from the mid-1860s until 1892. At the

and became a noted composer andbegan the study of musicage of forty, Buck

Grand Avenueorganist for several theperformer and served years atas

Buck is best known for(see Religion). A multi-talented man,Methodist Church

Pioneer History of Milwaukee (1876, 1881), Milwaukeehis published histories:

BuckUnder the Charter (1884, 1886) and Chronicles of the Land of Columbia.

the Milwaukee County Pioneer Association andthe founders of an

theof the Old Settlers' Club. He also active inhonorary member was

Independence Looge No. 80 of the masons. From 1851 through 1869 Buck lived at

in the Central Business District including housesvarious residences on

Broadway near State Street and on Marshall Street. Beginning in 1870 and

September 27, 1892, Buck lived in the 500 block ofuntil his death on North

West Side. Buck was survived by his wife MariaFourteenth Street on the J.

December 5, their five children(Adams) whom he married on 1839. Of none

1890s. (Conard Vol. Ill 123-125; Milwauke Citysurvived into the P-

Directory).

Solomon Juneau (1793-1856)
probably theSolomon Juneau active and public spirited ofmostwas

Milwaukee's pioneer founders. He was born in Repentigny, Quebec, Canada on

August 9, 1793 and although he was baptised Laurent Salomon Juneau he dropped

his first name after coming to Milwaukee and changed the spelling of his

second name to Solomon. The extent of his early education is unknown. In

1816 Juneau found employment as a clerk with Jacques Vieau at Mackinac. Vieau

trader with headquarters in Green Bay and a trading post on thewas a fur

was one of

as an insurance agent for
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Menomonee River at what would become Milwaukee. Juneau bought out Uieau ' s

on the Menomonee in 1819 and became a trader for Johntrading post Jacob

later established a tradingAstor's American Fur Company. He andpost

residence along the Milwaukee River at what would become the intersection of

North Water Street and East Wisconsin Avenue. In 1880 Juneau married Uieau's

daughter Josette and in 1831 became an American citizen and began to lear

Juneau next formed a partnership with Morgan L. MartinEnglish the same year.

village on the east side □ ftwo began to develop a1833 and thein October,

to the land asIn 1835 Juneau entered his claimRiver.the Milwaukee a

29 in Town 7 Range 22, andthe northeast quarter of sectionpreemption, area

began selling themthen platted lots andapproximately a mile in width, to

and hotelhouse,1835 he erected store,settlers. In a two-story a a

officers of Milwaukeefirst election forand the(Belleview House), at

commissioner of roads andelected a1835) he wastownship (September, a

the first post office was established at MilwaukeeWhendirector of the poor.

postmaster, and held this position until 1843.Juneau was appointedin 1835,

with John O'Rourke asIn 1837 he began publication of the Milwaukee Sentinel,

Juneaugovernment the same year,organization of villageeditor, and on the

president. A democrat in 1846 Juneauand villagewas elected trustee was

and served one term (April 1846-April 1847).elected first mayor of Milwaukee,

where he had established a tradingTheresa, WI,In 1848 he opened a store in

and in 1852 the Juneau family moved permanently to thepost as early as 1833,

14, 1856 at Keshena while attendingdied on Novembernew location. He a

Juneau was closely identified

public improvement in pioneer Milwaukee. With Morgan L .with almost every

first courthouse and presented it to the county, and heMartin he built the

Cathedral,also donated the land for St. Peter's Catholic Church, St. John's

"payment" on the Menominee Indian reservation.
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and for Milwaukee Female Seminary.the first government lighthouse,

third and Final residence in Milwaukee was a Greek Revival houseJuneau's

the northeast corner of Juneau and Milwaukee Streets.built in the 1840's at

(Dictionary of WIIt was later moved to North Water Street and razed in 1910.

198; MCHCL Photograph Collection).P •

Byron Kilbourn (1801-1870)

1801 at Granby, ConnecticutSeptember 8, andborn on

Ohio . Kilbourn's studies includedwith his1803 movedin parents to

history and music and although he preferred law, his fatherlaw,mathematics,

was opposed to that profession so Byron

From 1823 to 1832 Kilbourn worked as an engineer for theturned to surveying.

state of Ohio and was active in surveying canal routes in that state. In 1834

he relocated to Green Bay Wisconsin and got the position of Surveyor of Public

of his work he determined that Milwaukee theIn the courseLands. was

location most likely to develop into a commercial center and in 1835 purchased

bank of the Milwaukee River. To promoteabout 300 acres on the west this

Milwaukee Advertisertownsite, Kilbourn helped finance the and actively

promoted the Milwaukee Rock River Canal Company which would have connected the

River. When Kilbourntown officiallyGreat Lakes with the Mississppi was

formed west of the Milwaukee River, Kilbourn was chosen its first president in

later he and Solomon Juneau, his townsite competitor,1837. A year secured

Milwaukeethe union of Kilbourntown and village (Juneau's sideeast

did notdevelopment) but final settlement come about until 1846 owing to

disputes over the dridging of the Milwaukee River (see Transportation). A

Democrat, Kilbourn served in the territorial lower house (1845), but opposed

the state constitution of 1846 because of its banking provisions. Elected to

the second constitutional convention (1847-1848), he was chosen chairman of

Byron Kilbourn was
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thehelped draw the preamble,on general provisions andthe committee up

and amendments.declaration of rights, and the articles on banking boundaries,

contest for US Senator. He was twicedefeated in theIn 1855 Kilbourn was

pioneer in promoting WisconsinMilwaukee (1848, 1854). Aelected mayor of

Kilbourn was the principal organizer of the Milwaukee and Waukesharai1 roads,

to begin actualfirst railroad in the state(1847) , theR.R. Co . company

Co. ,The line was soon renamed the Milwaukee and Missippi R.R.construction.

as president until 1852, when he ws forced resignwith Kilbourn serving to

principalalleged fraud and mismanagement. He then became thebecause of

Crosseand Milwaukee, obtained a landrival road the La andorganizer of a

grant from the state to aid in its construction. It was later discovered that

had used $900,000 in railroad bonds to bribehis associatesKilbourn and

various state officials in obtaining the land grant. The subsequent scandal

and investigation ruined Kilbourn's public career and the company eventually

In 1858 he attempted to obtain a charter from the

arts college for poor boys that hestate for a liberal intended to call

Kilbourn University. The legislature denied his request and he retired from

After having lived Third Street and Second Street near Michigan,public life.

Kilbourn had plans for a stately mansion drawn up in 1854. Subsequently built

of Fourth and Wisconsinat the northwest corner Avenue, the two story brick

among the most prominent buildings on Wisconsin Avenue. Itstructure was

remained Kilbourn's home until 1868 when he left Milwauke to tour the southern

states for relief of his chronic rheumatism. He eventually settled in

Jacksonville, Florida where died suddentlyhe of apoplexy at 70age on

December 16, 1870. Kilbourn's Milwaukee residence was later converted into

shops then razed in the late 1880s (see

Education). In its the Library Block was razed in 1935 andturn, reploaced

for an addition to the Library Block

went into receivership.
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with a J. C. Penny Co. Department Store, recently sold to and remodelled by

(MI 161-24) (Dictionary of WI 205; History of MilwaukeeTime Insurance. P •

1175, 1176; Buck , Milwaukee Under the Charter 1854-1860 116;1881 p. P-

Milwaukee City Directory; Unidentified Clipping MCHCL 1/13/1935).

Harrison Ludington (1812-1891)

born July 30, 1812 Kent (laterHarrison Ludington atwas on

ofeducated in common schools hisYork and was theLudingtonville) , New

WIthhis uncle Louis, Harrison moved to Milwaukee in November, 1838community.

Juneau's old warehouse at the northweststore in Solomonand established a

business prospered and HarrisonTheand Wisconsin Avenue.corner of Water

a brick block on the sitein 1857 builteventually purchased the land and

Block . He then left merchandisingbe called the Ludinton towhich came to

located at the foot of Northa lumber businessNelson injoin his brother

Schaick andpartners Wells and Vaneventually took asHeWater Street.

includedehis life. Ludington;s asseststhe rest ofremained in lumbering

in Louisiana, Michigan andMichigan and penelandssawmills in Menomonee,

He was also anTexas,

investor in the Ludington Mine at Iron Mountain and acquired numerous parcels

commercialHarrison built a number ofMilwaukee.of real estate throughout

blocks in downtown Milwaukee on North Water and Plankinton Avenue and his most

important property, at the northwest corner of Water and Wisconsin Avenue, was

city's firstleased to Captain Pabst for 99 years for the construction of the

Republican, Harrisonhighrise office building in the early 1890s A whig then

Milwaukee aiderman (1861, 1862) and served aswas twice twice elected mayor

1876He then resigned as mayor in January,three terms (1871-1376). to serve

Harrison married Francis White on March 25, 1838

Mrs. James E. Patton,had six children: Foster, Harrision,and the couple

and a large stock farm on the Brille River in Miciigan.

as governor of Wisconsin.
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A.G. Van Schaick. Harrision'sF.H. White and Mrs.Mrs.Mrs. Edward Elliot,

wife died in 1873 and he remarried in 1875 to Mes. Emeline Tobey, a widow from

Harrison lived Italianatehis death, in anFrom 1867 untilPoughkeepsie.

Avenue.the northwest corner of Jefferson and Kilbournvilla he had built at

He also owned a 100-acre estate in Wisconsin, bounded by Bluemound, Fairview,

in 1870, Ludington raisedEighty-Ninth Streets. PurchasedEightieth and

blooded livestock there and in 1881 built an elegant residence at the farm at

Interested in farming, Ludington did muchwhich his son Frederick lived. to

Wisconsin Agricultural Society. Harrisenof thethe interestpromote

1891 of a paralytic stroke and was survived by hisLudington died on June 17,

leaving an estate estimated at a million and a half dollars.wife and children

shortly thereafter and the Jefferson Streetmoved ChicagoHis wodow to

replaced with dealership between 1912 and 1921. Theresidence was a car

Wauwatosa farm remained in the Ludington family for decades and in 1926 some

developed as the Ravenswood subdivision. The last Ludington

1950 but still be 393descendant moved out in the farmhouse seen atcan

Glenview (Eighty-Fourth Street). (History of Milwaukee 1881 p. 1585; MS

Wisconsin 6/18/1891; Zimmerman "Harrison6/18/1891; Evening Ludington

Farmhouse" p. 3-14).

James Baynard Martin (1814-1876)

James 8. Martin was born in Baltimore, Maryland on August 10, 1814 the

son of John and Maria (Baynard) Martin. After graduating from St. Mary's

College in Baltimore, Martin worked for awhile for Matthews & Hopkins

commission merchants then moved to Utica, New York and worked six years in the

he sold his interests and moved toclothing trade until 1845 when Milwaukee.

Recognizing the city's development potential, Martin invested heavily in real

estate and built several commercial blocks on his various properties. Most

62 acres were
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important were the two buildings at the center of Milwaukee's commerce: The

of Water andMartin Block at the southwest corner Wisconsin (1849) and the

southeast corner of the same intersection (1860). TheIron Block theat

latter was

professional offices as well as a Masonic Hall. It stands today, addressed at

205 East Wisconsin Avenue and has recently been restored (MI 147-3). The

credit in his real estate endeavors led Martin to join withhandling of

and John G. Inbusch in foraing the Wisconsin State BankEliphalet Cramer

(see Commerce-Financial Institutions). also(Milwaukee National Bank ) He

Flouring Mills Plankinton Avenue and builtacquired the Reliance theon

The mill drew Martin into the wheat tradecoapany into a thriving concern.

and he became one of the leading operators of the grain exchange. Politically

until the Civil War after which he became andMartin Democrat

one of the founders of St. Paul's EpiscopalMartin was alsoindependent.

In 1835 Martin married Eliza Yates of Yatesville, NewChurch (see Religion).

the Martins lived at the southeast corner of Jackson andUntil 1859,York .

stone mansion DanielThey then acquired the immense, ofMason Streets.

architects Mygait 8 Schmidtnerdesigned by local andNewhall which has been

built in 1855 at a cost of 20,000 dollars. Martin lived in the mansion at the

southeast corner of Cass and Juneau until his death on January 18, 1878. The

by Coolidge Court Apartments built in 1924 at 807 Eastsite is now occupied

(Conard Uol. II p. 415-416; History of Milwaukee 1881Juneau (MI 140-9). P-

Buck Milwaukee Under the Charter 1847-1853 p. 36, 280, Under the Charter1573;

116; Milwaukee City Directory)1854-1860 p.

George H. Walker (1811-1866)
One of the three leading pioneer developers of Milwaukee, George Walker

was born on October 22, 1811 at Lynchburg, Virginia. The Walker's moved to

was a

one of the few iron clad structures built in the city and it housed
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to Milwaukeeand in 1833 George ca»e toin 1825Gallatin County, Illinois

After a year of trading between the various frontier

inpermanently in Milwaukee anddecided to settleWalkerposts and Chicago,

Milwaukee River. In thatacres south of the1834 preempted about 160 area,

cabin at thea trading post andWalker builtWalker's Point,soon called

Hebusiness there.Streets and conductedSeeboth and Ferrycorner of East

had difficulties in establishingin Green Bay butattended the land sales a

from thereceiveduntil hesection a patenthis quarterclear title to

Juneau and Byron1849. Like Solomonfor his land infrederal government

inland and was activethe development of hispromotedKilbourn, Walker

From 1845 to 1849 he served as the Register of the Milwaukeepolitical life.

elected to the territorial legislatureDemocrat, Walker wasLand Office. A

electedstate assemblyman in 1851. He also was1846 and wasfrom 1842 to

Walker's lifelong interests the1851 . AmongMilwaukee inmayor of was

involved with the Milwaukeeand he waspromotion of transportation ventures

and Watertown Railroad and the Lathe Milwaukeeand Mississippi Railroads,

Walker also was responsible for building theCrosse and Milwaukee Railroad.

His last purlic act was securing forfirst street railway system in the city.

A corpulent but sociableMilwaukee the National Soldiers Home for veterans.

Walker's last years were spent at various residences invluding theindividual,

Van Buren and EastWalker House, and houses on Third Street,US Hotel, the

among which dropsycomplications from many disorders,FollowingKilbourn.

his house on East Kilbournh Avenuepredominated, Walker passed away at on

364; History of Milwaukee 18811866. (Dictionary of WI p.September 20, P-

133; Milwaukee City Directory)

Artist, Activitist, Benefactors, Inventors

engage in the fur trade.
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Mathilde (Giesler) Annexe (1817-1884)

Lerchenhausen,on April 3, 1817 atMathilde (Giesler) Anneke was born

her first mariageWestphalia, Prussia into a wealthy Catholic family. at age

1847 she met and marriedand inafter one yearnineteen ended in divorce

been discharged from the Prussian artilleryfreethinker Fritz Anneke who had

feministMathilde began herA year laterfor insubordination.

Ney§_Kolnische_Zeitling and Deutsche__Frauegpublisher, editing two journals,

of their rights and women'ssuppressed because humanBoth wereZeliSAQS-

revolutionaryhusband participated in theMathilde and herrights stand.

US. Theforced to flee to theand, when defeated ,movement of 1848 were

in 1849 and Mathilde decided herAnneke's settled in Milwaukee to pursue

writings that advocated sexual equality. She also became an active lecturer

in Milwaukee at Militarya rally of 500 German-Speaking womenand spoke to

1852(see Recreation and Entertainment) In the spring ofHall in 1850.

Mathilde began publishing the country's first German women's suffrage paper,

Publication of the paper was hindered by the opposition ofthe FcaggQigitung.

male typesetters who were upset by the paper's radical contents and after only

Newark, New Jersey where Mathildesix editions, the Anneke's moved to

two and a half years.continued the Frauenzeitung for about Anneke returned

to Milwaukee in 1858 but spent the Civic War years in Switzerland where she

Settling permanently in Milwaukeewrote novels and did newspaper work. in

1865, Mathilde established a girl's school, the Tochter Institute, which

of subjectsoffered instruction in wide variety including languages,

economics and social problems. Mathilde raised for the school bymoney

lecturing around the country on drama, politics, art and German culture and

worked as a free lance writer for the German language newspaper Illionis

51CalSieilliQfl ■ She continued to write poetry and was active in the women's

career as a



Anthony.became an associate of Susan 8.suffrage movement through which she

From the late 1860s through 1882, Mathilde Anneke had her school and residence

(1866-1867), Jeffersonin the Central Business District, on

(1876-1879) and on Marshall Street (1880-1883).on Ninth Street(1868-1874),

outside the downtownon Cambridge StreetMathilde's final years were spent

13; Hoeveler(Qi£tl2Q3CM_Sf_WI P-Mathilde died on November 25, 1884.area.

15-17; Milwaukee City Directory)P •

Cyril Colnik (1871-1958)

Styria, Austria and reared onborn in 1871 at Triebein,

father who was an economist and veterinarythe country estate on his surgeon

to learnAtfor the nobility.

thenappeal to him, hethe work did notbut sinceof mechanicthe trade

After learning theiron shop.year inapprenticed for a

a master iron workercraft, Colnik left the study withfundamentals of the

To augment his newly-acquired skills,under whom he worked for three years.

famousworks and shops ofEurope styding thethroughoutColnik traveled

craftsmen in Italy, Spain, France, Switzerland and Germany. While enrolled in

Colnik to the German Exhibitfaculty recommendedart school, thea Munich

At age 22 Colnik cameCommission of the World's Fair held in Chicago in 1893.

German metal exhibition and received top prizes forto the US to arrange the

resulted in commissions from around thethe fair which countryhis work at

crash Colnik ultimately chose to settle in Milwaukeedespite the financial

a short time at the Reliance Iron andbecause of its location and worked for

Wire Works factory at Water and Eric Streets until the company was dissolved.

Colnik then associated with Ernst Melaur at the Milwaukee Art Metal Works and

For manyout Melaur and took control of thesoon bought company. years

Eighth Street between Wells and Kilbourn Avenue

on Jackson Street

Colnik's shop was located on

an architectural

Cyril Colnik was

the age of fourteen Colnik was sent to Viewnna



Ironoperated under various naies including Artisticand over the decades it

the Ornamental Iron Shop. At itsCo. andColnik ManufacturingWorks, C.

between 30 and 50 workers whobusiness employedthe 1920s theheight in

balconies, andirons, candlestickslattices,produced decorative iron gates,

Included among his importantnationwide clientele.for aand chandeliers

in Strasota, Florida and motion picturecommissions were the Ringling Museum

made the bulk of Colnik's workLocal commissions, however,sets in Hollywood.

those of architects and builders.

the gate at the Mitchell park Conservatory,Among his local commissions were

the Pabst Mansionthe Kalvlage House (1896) ,Memorial Par k,the Wisconsin

the Paula and Erwin Uihlein House (1913) and Villa TerracePavilion (c.1895),

implementation of the civilfew examples. With the(1922) just a

workshopLandscape and Planning) Colnik'sin 1941 ( seecenter project on

moved to 531 North Eighth Street (MI 150-16).Eighth Street was razed and he

rear of his residence and converted the lowerThere he built a shop to the

into a museum of his work and other wrought iron salvagedfloor of his home

from demolition sites. By the 1950s the demand for Colnik's products had

with assistant Colnik continued makedeclined significantly, but toone

smaller scale objects until his retirement in 1955. Colnik had membership in

the Steuben Society, the Milwaukee Lieder Kranze, the Ironthe Elks Club,

the Association off Master Builders, the Art Institute of MilwaukeeLeague,

Federation of Arts . In 1905 he married Marie Merz ofand the American

daughter, Gretchen. Marie died in 1941 and

Colnik died in Octiber, 1958 87. He was survived by his daughterat age

the Eighth Street house. (Gregory, HistoryGretchen who continues to occupy

102-104; Men of Milwaukee 44; Milwaukee City Directory;1931 , Vol . IV p. P-

Unidentified clippings MCHCL 8/20/1954, 10/26/1958; MJ 1/8/1950)

to name

and he executed his own decisions as well as

Milwaukee and the couple had one



Susan Goodrich Frackelton (1851-1932)

Susan Frackelton was the Central Business District's and the city's most

native Milwaukeean whose father Edwin H.Anationally acclaimed potter.

Goodrich was included in numerous venture invluding banking and brick making,

SchoolShe attended the local WheelockSusan early showed a talent for art.

painter Henry Vianden then completed herstudied under(see Education) and

Yor k . In 1869 she marriededucation under Harts, Beer and Greatorex in New

in chinaware. Susan begamEnglishman Richard Frackelton who

the use of localchina painting in 1874 and was the first to exploit cream

colored clay for art pottery purposes in what would be called Frackelton Blue

1876 centennial exhibition inSusan's work shown at theand Gray. was

international exhibitionsin national andPhiladelphia and numerous

Frackelton's experiments in ceramic painting led her to become athereafter.

nationalloy acclaimed authority and she even inventeed and patented a portable

the manufacture ofShe also pioneered colors made from Americangas kiln.

material suitable for china painting. In 1886 she wrote a technical book on

china painting entitled Tried By_Fire which was used as a standard textbook

both here and abroad. Over her lifetime Frackelton received numerous awards

and honors from dignitaries and institutions around the world. Much concerned

promoting F rackelton helped institute the MiIwau kee Artwith art, to

Association and was founder and first president of the National Association of

Mineral Painters. F ram the late 1870s to late 1880s Susan's studio was

located downtown in various commercial buildings on North Water Street, East

Wisconsin and West Wisconsin Avenues. Her china decorating works after 1890

her home at the northwest corner of Cass and Ogden Streets

(which had been built in 1878), and it was there she also conducted classes.

Shortly after the turn of the century Frackelton moved to the Chicago area

were located at

was a retailer



the Chicago Women's Club.studio and was active in Uponwhere she opened a

her death in 1932 she was survived by her daughter Gladys (Mrs. Herman Seely)

Frackelton, latterFrackelton and Dr. William thesons Dr. Albertand her

Dentist" . Susan Frackelton isthe "Sagebrushhis own right asramous in

130-131; "TheHome Cemetery. (Butts p. Stoverburied in Milwaukee's Forest

Inspirational Mrs. Frackelton" 9/29/1953; fly 1/9/1941; MS 11/15/1932)

Charles King (1844-1933)

1844 in Albany, New York, the son ofCharles King was born on October 12,

Milwaukee in 1845 afterwith his parents andRufus King. He moved to

was sent to Columbia University where heattending a local collegiate course,

remained until the outbreak of the Civil War. He ntered military service as a

Following hismounted orderly then entered West Point in the summer of 1862.

graduation in 1866 Charles spent the next 13 years in the military serving at

Orleans and Fort Hamilton, New York andincluding Newpostsnumerous

participating in several Indian campaigns including those against the apaches

the Sioux and Cheyenne (1876) and the Nez Perce (1878) while fighting(1874) ,

was wounded in action at Sunset Pass, Arizona andagainst the appache he in

1879 he was promoted to captain then retired because of disability from his

Returning to Milwaukee, Charles taught military science and tacticswounds.

at the University of Wisconsin (1880) and became a member of Governor Rusk's

rank of colonelmilitary staff with the in 1882. Charles then served as

inspector and instructor for the Wisconsin National Guard (1882-1889) as

colonel in command of the 4th Regiment Infantry of the Wisconsin National

Guard (1890-1892) and as adjutant General of Wisconsin (1895-1897). At the

outbreak of the Spanish-American War, King came out of retirement to serve as

Brigadier General of the U5 Volunteers in the Phillipines (1895-1899). After

King taught militarythe war science and tactics at St. John's military
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Wisconsin National Guard f romduty with theand was onacademy in Delafied

popularKing is best reienbered as theretirement in 1931.1904 until his

author of over 50 books and hundres of short stories on military life. Among

World (1994), Ihe__Irueof theand Decisive.. Bat tiesare Essays.the works

The_Colonel2.s Daughter (1884), The Iron BrigadeUul!15s§s_SJ.__gE3Ql (1914),

a_Busg_Life (1920). In 1872 King(1902) and the autobiographical Memoirs_of

During his years inCarroll Parish, Louisiana.married Adelaide L. Yorke of

on Marhsall Street, Cass,a varity of residences:Milwaukee, King lived in

CArlton (once Milwaukee College,East Kilbourn, Waverly Place and the Hotel

(see Fine Arts). (Conard VolKing died on March 17, 1933.see Education).

206-207; Milwaukee City Directory; AndersonII P-

"Home and Family" p. 50-65).

Julius Klauser (1834-1907)

Julius Klauser was born in New York City on July 5, 1854, the son of Karl

The family moved to Farmington, Connecticutand Karolina (Strasser) Klauser.

education there and inKlauser received his earlyyear andthe following

Julius continued in his father's musical footsteps and in 1870 wasHartford.

Thereenter the Conservatory of Music at Leipzig. heGermany to

in addition to taking private lessonsstudied pianoforte, theory and harmony

in technize and followed this up with enrollment at the University of Leipzig.

Julius returned from Germany in 1874 and settled in Milwaukee where he lived,

life. For a time he servedfor the remainder of histaught and wrote as

director of the Euphonia, a 40-member organization formed to cultivate a taste

classes for aKlauser conducted music number of years andfor good music.

frequently performed his1907 public recitals were bybetween 1878 and

of 1893-1894 Klauser delivered a series ofIn the winter lecturesstudents .

College of Music in New York and in 1895 he gave fiveat the Metropolitan

sent to

354-355; Dietignarg_gf_WI p.



Chicago where for some alsoSteinway Hall in months helectures at gave

Between 1892 and 1896 he also operated the Klauser Musicprivate lessons.

publications were September and The_Centralizatign__gfInstitute. Among his

th£_Io nal_Sy.s tern , A_Higher_Educatign_in_Music and Jhe_Nature_gf_Music. Julius

Lizzie Angel Eldred of Milwaukee on May 23, 1883 and theKlauser married

Karl and Eldred. The Klausers originally livedcouple had on

Wisconsin Avenue and also Marshall Street among other places but in 1890 moved

Richardsonian Romanesque residence at 1039 North Casssubstantialinto a

the lavish Pfister-Vogel mansion' to the north. JuliusStreet, next door to

1907. The house subsequently converted into the Radiumdied on April 22,

Oscar Strauss and J.N. Daniels ande 1914 and becamedoctorsHospital by

Roosevelt Hospital in 1916 (see Social and Political Movements). In 1926 the

was converted into a rooming house. The househospital closed the building

(Gregory, History 1931 Vollater razed and the site remains vacant today.was

754-757; MCHCL Photograph Collection; Milwaukee City Directory).Ill p.

Mary (Antisdel) Mariner (1869-1952)
Mary Fargo Antisdel was born in Chicago on August 6, 1869 the daughter of

Antisdel. parents moved to MilwaukeeAlbert and Sophia (Bradford) Her when

Mary spent sixteen years here before returningshe was six months old and to

Chicago to attend Miss Kirkland's School. A good scholar in French, Mary was

Palmer to serve as part of a group of young womenchosen by Mrs. Potter to

Columbian Expositionhelp entertain foreign visitors at the of 1893. On

October 17, 1894 Mary married John Watkins Mariner whom she had met while

summering at the family cottage on Pewaukee Lake. The couple's first home was

Place, part of Juneau Park, and there the three Marinerat 517 Juneau now

Millicent Watkins (1896) Mary Antisdel (1898)children were bor n: and

Constance (1903). The later moved to the 1400 blco of North Prospect Avenue.

two sons ,



educationnalphilanthropic andcivic,active inMary numerouswas

Homethe Milwaukee Infantsearliest interests wasAmong herorganizations.

andMovements) which she served(see Social and Political

were memberships on the followingother activitiesAmong thessecretary.

EnglishThe Art Institute, TheAssociation,Family WelfareTheboards:

CouncilMilwaukee-Downer College and theSpearking Union, Columbia Hospital,

locally active in the Women'sClub . 5he wasof Women's National Republican

Mary likewise wasClub of Wisconsin and wrote a history of the organization.

active in numerous statewide patronic groups including the Wisconsin chapters

MayflowerDames of America, Society ofSociety of Colonialof the National

Mary Mariner wasDescendants and Order of Descendants of Colonial Governors.

World War I when she chared a projectperhaps best known for her work during

Milwaukee area women's groups into thethat organized representatives of 119

The organization expanded throughout the state andLeague of Patriotic Women.

Theof the National League for Women's Service.became Wisconsin's Branch

included sewing, knitting,numerous and varied andgroup's activities were

Other projects included social workfardening and entertaining servicemen.

organizing women for county Councils of Defense and the establishmentclasses,

Mary did much to coordinate these efforts and throughof the Motor Corps.

statewide speaking and enlistment of women some 10,000 women were involved in

wartime service by 1919. Mary also served on wartime Boards:numerous

Woman's War Savings Committee, Woman's Woman's Committee of Milwaukee County,

State Council of Defense and was the only woman member of the Executive

Committee of Milwaukee County Council of Defense and the War Finance Central

Committee of Wisconsin. Other responsibilities included committee work for

Navy Relief, War Camp Community Service, Milwaukee Chapter of the American Red

Cross, County War Fund, Association of Commerce and the Campfire Girls. Mary

as a board member
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farced to curtail her numerous activities after being diagnosed asMariner was

Awardhonored by Marquette University with andiabetic in 1919 but she wasa
wintersAfter 1924, the Mariners spent1925.of Distintive Civil Service in

and summeredpoor health,her husband's atCalifornia due toin Pasadena,

Following John Mariner's death in 1930,their Oconomowoc home "The Moorings".

the Mariner Realty Company and was active theMary assumed the presidency of

John Mariner Buildingyears during which time thebusiness for several was

(1937-Milwaukee and Mason Streetscorner ofthe southeastconstructed at

(MI 146-designed by noted local architects Eschweiler and Eschweiler.1939),

City(Stone p.died on April 16, 1952.Mary Mariner14)

Directory) .

Christopher Latham Sholes (1819-1890)
Mooresburg,1819 near

apprenticeship in printing ina four yearPennsylvania and after completing

moved to Green Bay, Wisconsin in 1837. There with hisDanville, Pennsylvania,

Bay Wiscgnsin__pemoSrate^published the GreenCharles hebrothers Henry and

Christopher Sholes then became manager of the Madison Wiscgnsin_Enguire (1839)

lelegraph (1840). He(later Kenosha)the Souportand established was

with various Milwaukee newspapers such as theafterwards briefly associated

Sentinel (see Commerce-Informationyis£°nsin_Free_pemggrat , the News and the

helped to organize Wisconsin's FreePolitically active, SholesServices).

Soil and Republican parties and eventually joined the Greeback party. He also

1856-1857) and state assemblyman (1852-Senator (1848-1849,served as State

included Milwaukeepublic offices and1853) and other postmaster port

of public works. In addition thesecommissionercommissioner and to

inventor and in the course of hisSholes was an activeactivities, newspaper

writing machine and by 1872 had perfected a model thatcareer developed a

Christopher Latham Sholes was born on February 14,

35-39; Milwaukee



Sholes continued tobecame the prototype of all modern standard typewriters.

basiclife but madeof hisrenai nderfor the no□n typewriterswork
gunmakersthe original machinein tohis interestsoldimprovements and

locations inSholes lived at severalRemington S Sons between 1872 and 1880.

become 1042 Eastwould laterincluding whatBusiness Districtthe Central

on Jackson, Astor andHe spent his later yearsto 1869.Juneau from 1863

Sholes died on February 17,Humboldt Avenue just north of the survey area.

Crow p. 34-56).(Pi££Ct□ry_□f_UI p 327;1890 .

ENTREPRENEURS

Edward Payson Bacon (1834-1916)
1834 the son ofBacon was born in Reading, New York on May 16,Edward P.

four years old theWhen Edward wasMatilda (Cowles) Bacon.Joseph F. and

on thefamily moved to Geneva, New York and Edward alternated Between working

family farm and attending school.

to attend the academystore and left two years laterin a aterrand boy

Financial circumstances forced Bacon to leave school andBrockport, New York.

in May, 1831 he entered the service of the New York and Erie Railroad where he

freight office.worked for four years advancing to chief clerk in the general

In 1855 he took a position with the

Michican Southern) and in 1836 acceptedShore SRailroad (later Lake an

appointment as freight agent of the Milwaukee S Missippi Railroad at Milwaukee

to head several One of his accomplishments whiledepartments.and went on

railroad was the invention of a labor-saving coupon ticketworking for the

which became widely used throughout the country. In 1865 Bacon went intocase

Everyham and began to trade in grain. He leftbusiness with Lyman the

partnership in 1874 to recover his health and subsequently bought inteest in a

wholesale grocery house and reorganized it under the name of Bacon, Goodrich S

new Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana

At age thirteen, Edward obtained work as an



grain trading and establishedleft this enterpriseCo. Bacon

Britt and M.P. Aiken. LaterE.together with oren partnersF.P. Bacon S Co.

ofW. Powers and the firn became oneJohnson and Georgeincluded George H.D.

hismidwest. In addition to businessdealers in thethe largest grain

and regulatoryactive in the promotionBaconinterests , commercewas

(1891-1893)vice-president and presidentHe servedlegislation. as

assisted in obtaining moreMilwaukee's Chamber of Commerce and as a director,

Bacon also served as vice-president offavorable railroad rates for the city.

the National Board of Trade (1884-1889). he organized relief assistance after

and help to found the Young Men' s Christianthe 1892 Third Ward Fire

(1879-1881).as vice president then presidentAssociation of which he served

Bacon also served a a trustee of Beloit College for over 16 years. Bacon was

promote more equitable railroadof the leaders of the movement ratestoone

and did much to promote passage of the Hepburn Bill (1906) which strengthened

Interstate Commerce Commission. On May 18, 1858 Baconof thethe powers

married Emma Rogers Hobbs of Patterson, New Jersey and the couple had four

Frank Rogers, Lillian (Mrs. Rollin B. Mallory of Milwaukee) and twochildren:

Emma Bacon died in 1872 and Edward remarrieddaughters who died in 1879. in

Ella (Dey) Baird of Pelham Manor, New York. Bacon lived1895 to Mrs. at

numerous residences in the Central Business District but in 1891 settled into

a prominent Richardsonian Romanesque house at the southeast corner of Marshall

and State Streets where he lived until his death on February 25, The1916.

house remained standing into the 1970s. (Watrous p. 914-917; Dietionarj_of_WI

19; Milwaukee City Directory)P •

Ephraim Mariner (1827-1911)

Ephraim Mariner was born at Penn Yan, New York on March 27, 1827, the son

of Miles and Mellicent (Seelye) Mariner. Emphraim attended local public

to return to



after which he attended Hamilton College.schools and had private tutoring

entered the law office of Penn YanUpon graduating in 1849, Ephraim attorney

to Milwaukee in 1850 and continued his legalMariner movedEvert Van Buren.

admitted to the bar in 1851.studies in the office of Coon & Hunter and was

Mariner generally practised his profession alone and served as counsel to the

and Milwaukee & NorthernMilwaukee, Chicago & North WesternLa Crosse S

He also wasRailroads.

Canal Company. Mariner investedthe Green Bay S Mississippipresident of

was through his endeavor that he amassedextensively in real estate and it a

of prime downtown realAmong the numerous pieces estategreat fortune.

is the site of old St.acquired by Mariner and developed by him or his sons

of Wisconsin Electric <231 West Michigan,Gall's Church now the headquarters

North Third Street, MI 148-11), theBuilding (840MI 154-5), the Watkins

146-14) and the Wisconsin TowerMason Street, MIMariner Building (409 East

Ephraim Mariner was marriedMI 161-29).Building (606 West Wisconsin Avenue,

The couple hadWaterloo, New York in November, 1850.to Lucinda Watkins of

who continued his father's realand John W. ,William estate

his death on January 24, 1911, Ephraim Mariner1870 untilbusiness. From

between State and Juneau Streets.(later Juneau Place)lived on Lake Avenue

* Evening_Wisconsin_Newsgager. Referenceof Juneau Park.The site is now part

gggk P- 110; Milwaukee City Directory)

FINANCIERS

Samuel Marshall (1820-1907)
in Concordville, Pennsylvia on November 24,Samuel Marshall was born

education consi sted of boarding school in Westown,1820. His formal

Pennsylvania (1833-1834) and a winter at Belmont Academy near Philasdelphia

(1835-1836) followed by a five year apprenticeship with

a director of the First National Bank of Milwaukee and

a hardware merchant at

two sons,
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Marshall foundapprenticeship ended,hisWhenDelaware.Wilmineton,

hardware store in Philadelphia and there he remained until the

andhi nt by his fatherdollars leftUsing several thousandfall of 1846.

grandfather, Marshall came to Milwaukee in the spring of 1847 and established

Charles F. Ilsley joined

ofunder thebusiness continued1849 and thepartnership in namehim in

alsoMilwaukee, the bankersthe firm inIn addition toMarshall S Ilsley .

bank1853, the first state□n January 1,organized the State Bank of Madison

Financial(see Commercebanking lawin Wisconsin organized under the new

Marshall served as president of the State Bank of Madison fromInstitutions).

1853 to 1890 and president of Marshall S ilsley from its incorporation in 1888

A straight forward Quaker, Marshall's social activities were few butto 1901.

he was instrumental in the founding of Milwaukee's first library and for years

Grubb ofIn 1850 Marshall tarried Elizabethitsserved as treasurer.

1851, leaving one child who died in 1854.She died inWilmington, Delaware.

Hager of Middlebury, Uermont, who died in 1872In 1857 Marshall tarried Emma

years Marshall resided on ProspectFor tore than 30leaving four children.

Avenue near Knapp Street and it was at his residence that he passed away from

1907 at age 87. He was survived by hisSeptember 1,

Marshall, and sons Samuel H., Charles I. and William S.daughter Elizabeth G.

Dictignary_□f_WI p. 240; Old Settlers Obituaries Book 4(Conard Vol II p. 468;

129; Milwaukee City Directory)P •

Charles Ferdinand Ilsley (1827-1904)
Charles F. Isley was born on October 6, 1827 at Eastport, Maine and in

He initially worked as a clerk with the1847 moved to Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Marine and Fire Insurance Company but in 1849 entered into partnership witha

Samuel Marshall who had established a bankiing business in 1847. The firm of

Bright's disease on

employment in a

a private banking business, Samuel Marshall and Co.



incorporateduntil 1888 when itprivate bankMarshall &

Among their other endeavorsunder state law as the Marshall and Ilsley Bank.

Madison, inthe organization of the first state bank. The State Board ofwas

the Marshall andpresident ofvice-president thenIlsley was first1853.

Railway Co.organizer of the Milwaukee City

trustee and director of the Northwestern Life Insurance Company and

Isley alsoMilwaukee Clearing House Association.served as president of the

a director of the Layton Artlocal philanthropies and wascontributed to

MarshallKeeler Ilsley was also associated with theJamesGallery. His son,

1904, Charles F.From 1859 until his death on December 4,and Ilsley Bank.

Ilsley resided at 1030 North apartment

after Ilsley's death. <DictionariJ_of__UIbuilding constructed just two years

James Keeler Ilsley (1854-1924)

Ilsley. James received his early educationCharles Ferdinand Markhamat

Education) and continued his studies the University ofAcademy (see at

Michigan at Ann Arbor from which he graduated in 1876. James then spent a

year at Harvard University after which he returned to Milwaukee to take the

position of clerk at the Marshall S Ilsley Bank. In the early 1880s Ilsley

became a partner in the firm and after the bank incorporated in 1888 he served

as its cashier. From 1908 until 1915 Ilsley was president of the bank after

which time he retired from active connection with the institution although he

remained one of its directors. Among his social activities membershipswere

in the Milwaukee and University Milwaukee Athletic Club, the

Milwaukee Country Club and the Fox Point Club. Isley also served as president

and trustee of the Layton Art Gallery (see Fine Arts) and president of the

Ilsley remained a

Isley Bank from 1901-1904, was an

(1865), a

Club, the

James K. Ilsley was born in Milwaukee on April 14, 1854 the son of banker

Marshall Street, the site today of an

p. 185; Conard Uol. II p. 468-469, 725; Milwaukee City Directory)



On February 24, 1892 Ilsley married(see Education)Layton School of Art.

Ogdenthe block of Eastfour years inthey resided forStevens andMary M.

chateauesque residenceIn 1897 the family moved into the newly-builtAvenue.

Street (MI 133-25). Duringat 1037 North Astordesigned by A.C. Eschweiler

fallingin Florida and California due to hishis last years, Ilsley wintered

return trip from California that he passed away on May

F. ,and children: Charleshis wifesurvived byIlsley a1924.1. was

Marshall S Ilsley Bank; and Mary, wife ofdirector and vice-president of the

theto live atIlsley's widow continuedA. Uihlein.local resident Robert

house on Astor Street until 1951-1952 when it was converted into offices. The

(Gregory History 1931, Uol. IU p.residence remains an office building today.

725-727; Milwaukee City Directory; Old Settlers Obituaries Book 2 p. 153)

Grant Fitch (1859-1940)

Grant Fitch was born in Milwaukee on September 22, 1859 the son of banker

of whom were of EnglishEliza (Curtis) Fitch, bothWilliam Grant and Martha

his early education in the Milwaukee Academy,Grant Fitch receiveddescent.

In the fall of that yearin which he was valedictorian of the class of 1877.

graduated, with the degree offrom which he washe entered Yale University,

vacation periodsin the spring of 1881. During his collegeBachelor of Arts,

the National Exchange Bank of Milwaukee asMr. Fitch had worked in messenger

10, 1881, he entered the employ of that bankand clerk, and on August as

In 1886 he was elected assistant cashier, in which capacityassistant teller.

he was made cashier. In 1906 he was elected vicewhenhe served two years,

president and was advanced to the presidency in December, 1925. He served as

president until January, 1929, when he was elected chairman of the board of

directors and of the executive committee. In 1930 when the National Exchange

National Bank of Milwaukee to MarienBank merged with the Marine form the

health and it was on a
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National Exchange Bank, Grant Fitch remained a director of the new institution

banking duties. He also servedfrom other officialalthough he retired as

Insurance Company and of the Wisconsindirector of the Northwestern National

his political views Grant Fitch wasMilwaukee. InSecurities Company of a

stanch republican, and his religious membership was with St. Paul's Protestant

He belonged to the Psi Upsilon fraternityEpiscopal Church of Milwaukee. at

the Fox Point Club, the Milwaukee Athletic Club, thethe Milwaukee Club,Yale,

the Town Club, the City Club andteh University Club,Milwaukee Country Club,

the Old Settlers' Club, all of Milwaukee the Yale Club of New York City; the

Revolution, thethe Sons of the AmericanColonial Wars andsociety of

and the DoorSociety, Wisconsin Historical SocietyWisconsin Archeoligical

County Historical society.

1887 Grant Fitch was married to Milwaukee born Eliza EliotOn December 7,

block of East Kilbourn Avenue.1907 they lived in the 800and from 1888 to

Ruth who became Mrs. Walter S. Bartlett in 1917The couple had two children:

Fitch who followed hisThomas Boyd in 1929; and Eliot Grantand then Mrs.

From 1908 until Grant's death on February 23, 1940, thefather into banking.

Revival residence at 1321 North Prospect Avenue,Fitch's lived in a Georgian

Planning). Fitch'stoday's Burns Triangle (see Landscape andadjacent to

widow remained a resident at the Prospect Avenue home until her death at age

1955. Noted art collectors, the Fitch's daguerretypes,89 on January 30,

paintings, books and antique furnishings were dispersed among family members ,

Art Gallery. The Fitch residencethe Public Museum and the Layton was

subsequently purchased by the Salvation Army in 1957 and razed in the 1960s

freeway. Gregory, dlalara 1931, Vol . IV p. 600-601; USfor a proposed

3/29/1957; Milwaukee City Directory)

Eliot Grant Fitch <1895-1983)
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Eliot Grant Fitch was born on March 12, 1895 the son of Grant and Eliza

Mr. Fitch received his early educational training in the local publicFitch.

schools and Milwaukee Academy and completed college preparatory work in St.

he then entered Yale University aspaul School in Concord, New Hampshire. a

in May, 1917 he left school to enlist in themember of the class of 1917 but

camp in Fort Sheridan, Illinois, Fitch was sentAfter training at thearmy .

active service with the One Hundred and Tenth1918 and sawoverseas in June,

Fitch returned to the USField Artillery until the signing of the armistice.

which he graduated inat Yale fromand resumed his studiesin August, 1919

degree of Master ofFitch received theIn the following June,June, 1920.

Arts in exonomics from the University of Wisconsin.

the National Bank ofbecame associated withAfter his graduation Fitch

Milwaukee1923 he returned toOn May 1,New York City .Commerce in as

the financial institution ofassistant cashier of the National Exchange Bank,

and his grandfather WilliamFitch was vice-presidentwhich his father Grant

Eliot Fitch became a director and cashierGrant Fitch was a founder in 1857.

vice-and three years later was madeExchange Bank in 1925of the National

On the consolidation of the Marine National andpresident of the institution.

1930 he became vice president of theNational Exchange Banks on July 31, new

He was later elected president of the bank in 1942 and chairmanorganization.

of the board in 1965.

Fitch's major interests were directed toward civicOutside of the Marine,

Citizen'sHe was of theimprovement and community development. a trustee

Governmental Research Bureau from 1935 and served the organization in several

He also served member of City Landofices and finally as president.

the 1950s. Eliot Fitch isthe City Plan Commission) inCommission (now

redevelopment with hiswith spurring downtowngenerally credited a

as a



buildingsconstruction of the Marine Plaza in

MilwaukeeI. Fitch headed theWorld Wardowntown afterto be constructed

inplayed a leading role1953 to 1961 andCounty Expressway Commission from

chairman of its development committee.Memorial Center asplans for the War

chairman of the committee for theactive member and viceHe likewise was an

Other positions included chair anddevelopment of the Performing Arts Center.

Board of Regents/Board of Trustees,trusteeships with Marquette University's

MenningerBoard of Governors of theClub and theMilwaukee Boysthe

Eliot Fitch's leadership in community affairs wasFoundation, Topeka, Kansas.

the Milwaukee Sentinel's Man of the Yearrecognized by many awards including

the Friends of Art Award in 1962 and the first Pro Urbe Medal given byAward;

Mounty Mary college in 1963. memberships in

the Milwaukee Club, University Club, Milwaukee Athletic Club, City Club, Town

club, Fox Point Club and the Yale Club of New York City.

Janet M. Fell of Sydney, Australia at inEliot Fitch married Miss that

From 1923 to 1934 resided in the 1300 block ofcity on July 15, 1922. North

Franklin and from 19335 to 1940 lived on North Green Bay Road. The couple had

son John Grantthree children: II,

Janet Fitch Bickford of Pescaderd, California. From 1941 through 1981 the

Fitch's resided at 1241 North Franklin Place (Mi 133-8) the Classical Revival

house built by Edward Diedrichs in 1855 and owned by another officer of the

Marine Bank, John Johnston, from 1895 through 1936. Fitch passed away in a

Milwaukee Hospital on November 4, 1983 after a brief illness. He was survived

by his daughters, eight grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.two

Fitch's former residence on Franklin Place has recently undergone restoration

offices for the Midway Management Group ownedand is being converted into by

Among his social activities were

1960, one of the few major new

March, 1945; daughter Jared Fitch Boyd of Santa Cruz, California; and daughter

Fitch, killed in action during World War



Phillip Best (1814-1869)

November 26, 1814. Hein Meitenheim, Germany onPhillip Best was born

brothersBest and hishis father Jacobin 1844 and withmoved to Milwaukee

Charles andand Lorenz established the Empire Brewery.Jacob Jr., Charles

1853.Sr . retired inand Jacob Bestfrom the companyLorenz later withdrew

of thePhillip took over sole direction of the company in 1860. At the close

inhis son-in-law Frederick Pabst andtook into partnershipCivil War Best

Under the direction of sons-in-law Pabst and Emil Schandein the1866 retired.

country and was later renamed thethe largest in thebrewery grew to become

leader of the city's GermanPhillip BestCompany.Pabst Brewing

liberal state constitution of 1846. hecommunity and a supporter of the was

appointed brigadier general of the Wisconsin State Militia by Governor Randall

of 1858. Best died while visitingthe political campaignfor his aid in

1869 and was buried at Landstuhl. Best' sAltenglau, Germany on July 16,

clapboard-sided Greek Revival residence was located adjacent to his brewery at

The house was subsequently occupied by panorama artist810 West Juneau.

George Peter from 1902 until his death in 1949 or 1950 and his widow Marie

remained there through 1959. After two years of standing vacant the house was

of_WI Prazed in 1962. ( Pictignarj 35; Buck , Milwauee Under the Charter

1854-1860 p. 344-345, 347)

John Francis Birchard (1819-1894)

John F. Birchard was born in Ridgeway, Connecticut on February 19, 1819

and Esther (Rockwell) Birchard.the son of Alanson After receiving a local

education, Birchard went to New York City then later settled in Milwaukee in

September, 1845. He engaged in business as a manufacturer of and wholesale

and retail dealer in furniture at the southwest corner of Plankinton and Wst

Wisconsin Avenues. As Milwaukee's pioneer furniture manufacturer he

was a
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SURVEY METHODOLOGYIII.

The intensive survey includes four phases: field survey; preparation

A set of state inventory
which include historical andcards and a

architectural information and identifying photographs are prepared for every

the exception of residentialbuilding in the survey garages.
Historical information is obtained through the use of historic maps, published

andhistories, guidebooks, manuscripts,and unpublished newspapers
periodicals, as
from knowledgeable local residents.

Essential data is transferred from the survey forms to areawide

building.

The Intensive Survey Report is based the field survey and onon
additional historical research. Its core is a comprehensive history which

setting as well its buildings, social, commercialas
history. The thematic historical narrative is followed by a summary of the

survey results and recommendations for National Register listings.

focuses on the development of the survey area from the time of aboriginal 

habitation to the present, as revealed in the area's topography and natural

of survey maps, historical research; preparation of an intensive survey report 

and the drafting of National Register Nominations.

survey maps which indicate the street address and photocode for every surveyed 

Detailed maps are prepared for National Register Historic Districts.

deed research, census materials, building permits, as well

area wi th

set of standard survey forms,

and institutional
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Finally, National Register Nominations are prepared for all of the

The completed nominations with accompanying slides and maps are thensurvey.
scheduled for review by the State Review Board.

The objectives of the intensive survey are threefold:

serve as an academic and educational resource useful in the

environment around them. Only an informed and
responsible local effort can ensure that the historic cultural resources of

the survey area will be wisely used and preserved.

study of state and local history, and to make property owners aware and proud 

of the historic and visual

to provide a 

comprehensive planning tool for the preservation of the downtown's cultural

resources, to

historic districts and individual buildings identified as eligible by the



IV. Survey Results and Recommendations



IV. Survey Results

A. Surveyed Properties
Every building within the survey area (see attached map) was inventoried.
For a complete list of the approximately 930 buildings see the inventory.
Copies of all of the survey products including the Intensive Survey Forms,

National Registerthe and thethe Intensive Survey Report, maps
nominations are kept at:

and

In addition, copies of the Intensive Survey Report are on file at:

The Department of City Development
809 North Broadway 
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Local History Room 
Milwaukee Public Library 814 West Wisconsin Avenue Milwaukee, WI 53233

Historic Preservation Division State Historical Society of WI 816 State Street
Madison, WI 53706

Li brary
State Historical Society of WI 816 State Street Madison, WI 53706

Golda Meir Library 
University of WI - Milwaukee Milwaukee, WI 53211

Memorial Library
Marquette University 
1415 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53233



2.

Milwaukee County Historical Society 
910 North Old World Third Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53203
Library
Milwaukee School of Engineering 1025 North Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53201
Library
Milwaukee Area Technical College 1015 North 6th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53203
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Current National Register Properties in the Central Business District
Listed Properties

Abbott Row (Architecture) - 1019-43 East Ogden Avenue3/3/831.

2. 12/7/74 All Saints Episcopal Cathedral Complex (Religion;

Architecture) - 804-828 East Juneau Avenue

Astor on the Lake Hotel (Architecture; Commerce) - 924 East3. 9/6/84

Juneau Avenue

Baumbach Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 312 East4. 3/3/83

Buffalo Street

Vai Blatz Office Building (Architecture; Industry) - 1205. 3/31/83

North Broadway

Central Library (Architecture; Education) - 814 West6. 12/30/74

Wisconsin Avenue

Federal Building (Architecture; Government) 515 East7. 3/14/73

Wisconsin Avenue

8. 12/30/74 First Unitarian Church (Architecture; Religion) 1009 Ogden

Avenue

4/11/77 German English Academy (Architecure; Education) - 10209.

North Broadway

10. 7/7/83 Germania Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 135 West Wells

Street)

11. 3/8/84 Historic Third Ward District (Commerce; Industry;
Architecture)



Home Office Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company3/20/7312.

(Architecture; Commerce) - 605-23 North Broadway

Immanuel Presbyterian Church (Architecture; Religion) -12/27/7413.

1100 North Astor Street

Iron Block (Architecture; Commerce) -205 East Wisconsin12/27 7414.
Avenue

15. 3/27/80 Knapp Astor House (Architecture) - 1301 North Astor Street
Mackie Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 225 East Michigan16. 4/3/73
Street

17. 3/14/73 Milwaukee City Hall (Architecture; Government) - 200 East
Wells Street

18. 3/9/82 Milwaukee County Courthouse (Architecture; Government) - 901

North 9th Street
19. 3/14/73 Milwaukee County Historical Center (Architecture; Commerce)

-910 North Third Street
20. 3/1/82 Milwaukee News Building & Milwaukee Abstract Assn. Building

(Architecture; Commerce) 222 East Mason Street
21. 4/3/73 Mitchell Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 207 East

Michigan Street
22. 3/7/73 Old St. Mary's Church (Architecture; Religion) - 844 North

Broadway
23. 12/6/84 Oneida Street Station (Industry) 108 East Wells Street



s

Pabst Theater (Architecture; Recreation and Entertainment) -24. 4/11/72
144 East Wells Street
St. John Roman Catholic Cathedral (Architecture; Religion) -25. 12/31/74
812 North Jackson

St. Paul's Episcopal Church (Architecture; Religion) - 90426. 12/27/74
East Knapp Street
Sixth Church of Christ, Scientist (Architecture; Religion) -27. 3/27/80
1036 North Van Buren Street
State Bank of Milwaukee/Bank of Milwaukee Block3/8/8428.
(Architecture; Commerce) - 210 East Michigan Street
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church (Architecture; Religion)5/8/7929.
- 1046 North Ninth Street

30. 11/7/77 Turner Hall (Architecture; Recreation and Entertainment;

Social and Political) - 1034 North 4th Street

Woman's Club of Wisconsin (Architecture; Social and31. 10/4/82
Political) - 813 East Kilbourn Avenue



Eligible Properties

Boston Store (Architecture; Commerce) - 331 West Wisconsin7/28/781.

Avenue

First Ward Triangle Historic District (Architecture)2. 8/21/84

Gimbels (Architecture; Commerce) - 101 West Wisconsin Avenue7/28/783.
4. 7/28/78 Majestic Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 231 West Wisconsin

Avenue

Mathews Bros. Building (Architecture; Commerce) - 301 West5. 8/8/78

Wisconsin Avenue

Plankinton Arcade (Architecture; Commerce) - 161 West Wisconsin6. 7/28/78

Avenue
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Proposed National Register Nominations

Historic DistrictsA.

1. East Side Commercial Historic District

Old World Third Street Historic District2.

3. South First and Second Streets Historic District
Grand Avenue Historic District4.

5. Wells/Plankinton/Water Historic District

Cass/Wells Historic District6.

7. Cass/Juneau Historic District
First Ward Triangle Historic District8.

9. Blatz Brewery Historic District

10. Pabst Brewery

Individual NominationsB.

1. Residential Buildings

Barth House, 1331 North Astor Streeta.

Brown House, 1122 North Astor Streetb.

Ilsley House, 1037 North Astor Streetc.

Peck House, 1105 North Waverly Placed.
Button House, 1024 East State Streete.
Roberts House, 1309 North Cass Streetf.

Fitzgerald House, 1119 North Marshall Streetg-

h. Peckham House, 1029 North Marshall
i. Jewett House, 802 North Marshall Street



Koeffler House, 817-19 North Marshall Streetj.

1260 Apartments, 1260 North Prospect Avenuek.

Cudahy Tower Apartments, 925 East Wells Street1.

University Club, 924 East Wells Streetm.

Commercial Buildings2.

Knickerbocker Hotel, 1028 East Juneaua.

Wisconsin Hotel, 720 North 3rd Streetb.

Marc Plaza Hotel, 509 West Wisconsin Avenuec.

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co, 720 East Wisconsind.
Avenue
Wisconsin Gas Company, 626 East Wisconsin Avenuee.

Northwestern National Insurance Co., 526 East Wisconsin Avenuef.

First Wisconsin Bank Parking Garage, 734 North Water Streetg.

h. Johnson Controls, 507 East Michigan Street

i. Pritzlaff Hardware Company, 333 North Plankinton Avenue

Milwaukee Journal, 333 West State StreetJ.

k. Public Service Building, 231 West Michigan Street

1. Wisconsin Telephone Co., 722 North Broadway
Caswell Building, 152 West Wisconsin Avenuem.

Elsa's on the Park, 833 North Jefferson Streetn.

Riverside Theater, 706-18 North Plankintono.

Grand Cinema, 212-18 West Wisconsin AvenueP.
Century Building, 808 North Third Streetq.



Industrial Buildings3.

George Schultz Co., 103-33 West Oregon Streeta.

Gipfel Brewery, 423-27 West Juneau Avenueb.

Asmuth Malting Co., 300-305 South Water Streetc.

Churches and Institutional Buildings4.

Wisconsin Consistory, 705-13 East Wells Streeta.

Old North Presbyterian Church, 1001 North Milwaukeeb.

Grace Lutheran Church, 1203 North Broadwayc.
War Memorial, 750 North Lincoln Memorial Drived.
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H1s tor1c Districts Identified

Cass/Juneau Historic District1.

This small residential district includes approximately twelve (12)

Most of the buildings

are large,

StyleGothiclateThestyle.I tali anatetheresidences in

inonly non-residential structuresChurch complex theare

architecturally significant for itsdistrict. district isThe
churches andStyleGothichouses andItalianateexcellent

number of importantthe home ofhistorically significant as a

nineteenth century businessmen

2. Cass/Wells Historic District

(8)This district includes eight buildingssmall residential

Most of the buildings are mediumconstructed between 1870 and 1915.
sized, single-family houses. Thebrick, detached, middl eclass,

district is significant for its high quality domestic architecture

illustrating a range of styles popular in the late nineteenth century.

First Ward Triangle Historic District3.

This small district of eleven (11) mid-to-late-nineteenth century

houses contains the finest surviving assemblage of upperclass, urban
The houses illustrate a great range of

1900. Thearchitectural styles popular from 1850domestic to

district was determined eligible for listing in the National Register

on August 21, 1984 and is also a certified local historic district.

Summerfield United Methodist Church, and the All Saints Episcopal

the

cream brick, upper middleclass,

residences in the city.

buildings constructed between 1855 and 1915.

detached, single-family



4.

side of downtown.the eastarchitecturecommercial on

H i) )5.

now incorporated into theThese buildings are allFourth Street.
had previously been determinedmodern Grand Avenue Mall and five

The character of theeligible for listing in the National
district is determined by the large

retailing downtown since the early twentieth century.

Wells/Plankinton/Water Historic District6.
This district includes mi xture of late nineteenth centurya
commercial, office, industrial and civic structures on both sides of
the Milwaukee River connected both physically and visually by the
vista along Wells Street from the Germania Building to the City Hall.
The dumbell shaped district focusses two public spaces, Marketon

Square on the east side and the Germania Triangle area on the west

side, each anchored by a monumental historic structure, the City Hall

The perimeters of theseand the Germania Building respectively.

contributing buildings date from about 1860 to 1938 and include some 

of the city's best examples of commercial architecture illustrating a 

great variety of architectural styles.

East Side Commercial Historic District

This district includes five (5) city blocks of the finest historic

The

Boston Store, Gimbels Department Store, the Plankinton Arcade and the 

Mathews Brother's Building that have constituted the heart of major

Register.

retail structures including the

Grand Avenue Historic District
This district includes seven (7) commercial buildings on the south 
side of west Wisconsin Avenue between the Milwaukee River and North



public spaces are lined with late nineteenth and early twentieth

century commercial buildings exhibiting markedly different design

Linking the two areas is a continuous streetscapecharacteristics.

along Wells Street that visually the

intervening Milwaukee River.

7. Old World Third Street Historic District

This district includes the Late Victorian commercial buildings on

both sides of Old World Third Street between West State Street and

The character of the district is defined by theWest Juneau Avenue.

unbroken streetscape of small, elaborately-detailed well preserved,

cream brick, and painted Italianate commercial structures on the west

side of the street which contrast with the massive, unornamented,

turn-of-the-century, red-brick, warehouse type structures on the east

side of the street.

8. South First and Second Streets Historic District

This industrial district is located in a largely forgotten corner of

the city on the south side of the Milwaukee River at what had been an

important center of retail and industrial activity from the 1850*s to

1900 centered about one of the city's original railroad depots (not

extant). The district includes some remarkably intact streetscapes
of post Civil War cream brick commercial buildings in the immediate
vicinity of where the old railroad depot had stood, interspersed with

The

of monumental public and private structures including the Meinecke 

Toy Company, the Pabst Theater and the Oneida Street Power Station

massive turn-of-the-century industrial plants and warehouses.

district overcarry the



elevated railroad tracks that cut diagonally across the district are
important visual and organizational element that remain to recallan

the railroad's key role in the physical evolution of the district.

Both the small Italianate and the huge warehousesstores and

high quality craftsmanship typicallyfactories exhibit and a

Victorian preoccupation with architectural embellishment.

Blatz Brewery Historic District9.

This one and one-half city block district includes the remaining

historic buildings of the Blatz Brewery.

brick, brewery buildings and the ornate Romanesque Revival Office

Building (listed in the National Register) constitute an important

exampl e of nineteenth century brewery architecture. The Blatz
Brewery, now closed, was the site of important innovations in beer
making and marketing by a nationally known brewer.

Pabst Brewery Historic District10.

The brewery includes three (3) city blocks densely built-upBrewery.
with cream brick brewery structures dating from the 1870s to the
early 1900s displaying elements of the German Renaissance Style. The

production facility of the Pabst Brewing Company,
largest brewery from 1874 until 1946.

The gargantuan, cream

district was the original home and has always been the principal

This district includes all of the historic fabric of the Pabst

the nati on's
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V. Appendix



1.

Reconnaissance Survey.2.

a.

1.
for all

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Precise 
instead

addresses, such as "609 Main Street," must be used 
of general addresses, such as "the corner of Spruce 

and Main streets."

The subgrantee generally does not receive a set of inven
tory cards.

Historic Preservation Division inventory cards, fully completed and 
typed.

Inventory cards must be made for all surveyed properties and 
properties located in historic districts.

All inventory cards must include photo codes from previous 
surveys, dates of previous surveys, and the names of pre
vious surveyors.

Photographs (3 1/2" x 5" prints) must be dry-mounted on the 
back of all inventory cards. Photographs of additional 
views and outbuildings should be dry-mounted on continua
tion cards that include the name, address, city, county, 
and photo code at the top of the card.

The Historic Preservation Division, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 
and the City of Milwaukee agree that the following work activities 
will be completed and project conditions will be met in order to 
conduct an intensive survey project in the Milwaukee central business 
district (outlined on Attachment E), assisted with an historic 
preservation matching grand-in-aid.

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
Attachment B: Work Program

For properties located in proposed districts, the name of 
the district should be indicated in the space provided.

___________________ The project must begin with a street-by-street 
examination of the project area in order to document properties of archi
tectural or historical interest and potential significance. Inventory 
cards, on file at the Historic Preservation Division, should be photo
copied prior to the reconnaissance survey for use by the surveyor. 
Products of the reconnaissance survey, listed below, must be submitted 
to the Historic Preservation Division by the project completion date.

Surveyor Training. Prior to beginning the project, the surveyor or team 
must attend a training session at the State Historical Society in Madison. 
At that time, he or she will be provided with survey forms and inventory 
cards and will be instructed in Wisconsin survey techniques. The session 
will last from one to two days. Surveyors who have already conducted an 
intensive survey in Wisconsin may be exempted from attending part of the 
session.



b.

1.

2.

3.

c.

1.

2.

3.

3.

Products

a.

1.

The original mylar map and one print must be provided to 
the Historic Preservation Division.

Thematic summaries, arranged according to the study units listed 
in Attachment D, must be prepared during the research phase 
and must be divided into the study units which pertain to the 
project area.

A set of 3 1/2" x 5" prints or a set of contact prints should 
be made for dry-mounting on the subgrantee's set of intensive 
survey forms.

Survey maps, indicating all surveyed properties by a dot or lot and 
referenced by the map code number.

Intensive Survey, 
ments:

_ This phase of the survey contains four basic work ele- 
research, preparation of "intensive survey forms," preparation of 

"district survey forms," and the preparation of the survey report, 
of each element must be submitted to the Historic Preservation Division 
by the project completion date.

Negatives, organized by film roll in 9 1/2" x 12" plastic negative 
preservers and a sheet of contact prints for each film roll.

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 2

Negatives will be coded by county code, film roll number, 
and negative frame. The Historic Preservation Division 
will provide the surveyor with the initial film roll 
number.

Research. Complete historical research on individual properties 
and on the community's history so that the historical context and 
National Register eligibility of each surveyed property can be 
determined accurately.

If space on the mylar map is limited, district boundaries 
can be included on the map, with a reference to the district 
map.

Large scale maps must be prepared for each proposed district. 
The district maps must include the evaluation of each property 
as contributing or non-contributing and district bound
aries, a north arrow, all street names, street numbers, 
and photo codes. If possible, lot lines should be indicated.

Prints should be printed on non-resin coated paper, if 
possible. Resin coated paper will be accepted if non- 
resin coated paper is not readily available.



2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

b.

c.

d.

6.

b.

1.

2. A complete set of forms

3.

Intensive survey form photocopies, 
should be photocopied for the subgrantee.

The thematic summaries will be included in the intensive 
survey report (see Attachment C).

Historical overview (including early settlement, historical 
overview, and physical development).

Architecture (organized according to the styles and forms 
listed in Attachment D).

Architects (including biographical information on major 
architects and specific reference to buildings they 
designed.

Notable people (including biographical information on 
major figures in the community's history and reference 
to buildings or sites associated with them).

An annotated bibliography must be included with each thematic 
summary.

In addition to the themes listed in Attachment D, the following 
chapters must be included in the research section:

The Historic Preservation division will review a sampling 
of intensive survey forms at about the mid-point of the 
project period.

A list of related properties must follow each study unit: 
(Overall priorities for the registration and protection of 
specific properties and districts must be addressed for each 
theme in the Recommendations chapter - see Attachment C.)

Intensive survey form originals, fully completed and typed. 
For properties either already listed in the National Register 
or evaluated as eligible for the National Register additional 
information must be provided. The surveyor will be instructed 
in the extent of completion required for intensive survey 
forms for various categories of properties at the training 
session.

Each study unit must be footnoted and must include references 
to specific properties associated with the study unit. If extant, 
properties must be identified by historic name, current name, address, 
and map code. If not extant, the words "not extant" should follow 
the citation in parentheses.

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 3

Preparation of intensive survey forms. Intensive survey forms 
must be prepared for all properties identified in the survey. The 
following products must be submitted to the Historic Preservation 
Division by the project completion date:



Prepare district survey formsc.

Forms must be fully completed and typed.1.
2.

3.

4.

The intensive surveyd.

1.

2.

The subgrantee should retain at least three copies.3.
4.

Interim Progress Report.5.

6.

1

District forms may also be prepared for areas that are less 
than 50 years old but which may achieve significance within 
the next ten years.

Typed drafts of report chapters should not be submitted for 
review less than six weeks from the project completion date.

The subgrantee will sponsor at least two public meetings 
The first meeting, to be held near

Preparation of district survey forms, 
for all districts identified.

District boundaries will be field checked by the Historic 
Preservation Division and should be modified by the surveyor 
to reflect discussions he or she may have had with division 
staff.

At least five copies of the report must be submitted to the 
Historic Preservation Division by the project completion 
date.

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 4

Acknowledgement of federal Assistance. An acknowledgement of federal 
funding must be made in any publication resulting from this project. The 
following standard acknowledgement should be printed in publications on the 
title page or on a separate page immediately following the title page:

Public Education.
during the course of the project period.
the beginning of the survey, should introduce the project and the surveyors. 
The second meeting, to be held toward the end of the survey, should present 
survey findings. It will be necessary for the principal investigator and 
the Historic Preservation Division to participate in both of these public 
meetings.

Preparation of intensive survey report.
report should be prepared according to the guidelines in Attachment 
C.

Prepare an interim progress report that describes 
progress to date and submit it to the Historic Preservation Division by 
31 January 1985. Use the form provided by the Historic Preservation Division.

The surveyor should prepare a list that identifies the buildings 
in each district as contributing or non-contributing and by map 
code and organized alphabetically and numerically by street name 
and number. This list should be attached to the district survey 
form.



7.

8.

9.

The Historic Preservation Division will provide the subgrantee with all 
necessary forms, including, but not limited to, state inventory cards, 
intensive survey forms, the interim report form, and reimbursement request 
forms.

The subgrantee shall conform to and follow all necessary program require
ments and guidelines detailed in the project manual for this project and 
shall inform the principal investigator of these requirements.

The Historic Preservation Division will monitor progress of the project 
and will schedule meetings with the project director and surveyor(s), 
as necessary. When appropriate, the Historic Preservation Division 
will comment upon the progress, work activities, interim report, and 
draft and final materials submitted in fulfillment of the project work 
program.

Press releases, speeches, and other dissemination of information by a sub
grantee regarding grant-assisted projects, shall also acknowledge the sup
port of the National Park Service and the State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin. This includes any future publications or other dissemination 
of information made possible because of the grant-assisted project, even 
though the original project may have ended and federal funds may not have 
been used in the subsequent publication or feature.

"This project has been funded with the assistance of a grant- 
in-aid from the National Park Service, U. S. Department of 
the Interior, under provisions of the National Historic Pres
ervation Act of 1966, as amended. Historic Preservation 
grants-in-aid are administered in Wisconsin in conjunction 
with the National Register of Historic Places program by the 
Historic Preservation Division of the State Historical Society 
of Wisconsin. However, the contents and opinions contained 
in this publication do not necessarily reflect the views of 
policies of the National Park Service or the State Historical 
Society of Wisconsin."

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 5



ADDITIONAL WORK ELEMENTS:

a.

b.

c.

Two 5" x 7" black-and-white photographic prints of each view sub
mitted. For historic district nominations photographic coverage 
should include two copies of representative streetscapes, repre
sentative boundary shots, representative contributing properties, 
and each non-contributing property. For individually eligible prop
erties (including those in thematic and multiple resource nominations), 
photographic coverage should fully explain significant features, 
both interior and exterior. Photographs shall be labeled as speci
fied by the National Register and the Historic Preservation Division. 
Negatives, organized in plastic negative sleeves, and contact prints 
shall be submitted to the Historic Preservation Division.

The original, fully completed, typed National Register of Historic 
Places Inventory-Nomination Form (10-900). For thematic nominations, 
archival bond photocopies of the intensive survey forms for each 
nominated property must accompany the form. For multiple resource 
nominations, archival bond photocopies of each individually eligible 
property must accompany the form.

35mro slide coverage that fully documents the significance and 
appearance of each individually eligible property, including 
interiors, associated outbuildings, landscape features, and the 
context of the site. Slides must be labeled as specified by the 
Historic Preservation Division. For historic districts, slide 
coverage should be similar to the black-and-white coverage explained 
in item b, above, but must include coverage of the entire district,

11. National Register Nomination. Nominations for all properties and 
districts evaluated as eligible in the survey will be prepared at 
the conclusion of the survey according to the guidelines promulgated 
by the National Register and in the format specified by the Historic 
Preservation Division. The subgrantee will be responsible for the 
presentation of the nomination to the State Historic Preservation 
Review Board. Any corrections or additional information required 
by the State Review Board or the National Park Service shall be 
provided by the subgrantee. A draft of the nomination must be 
submitted for review by the Historic Preservation Division no 
later than one month prior to the project completion date. The 
following items must be submitted by the project completion date:

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 6

10. Publication. Prepare a publication that presents findings of the survey. 
The publication should include photographs and descriptions of significant 
properties, a survey map, and a discussion of potential historical dis
tricts, including maps and photographs showing streetscapes and pivotal 
properties. A brief history of the community, a description of the survey, 
and information on the National Register should be included. A draft copy 
of the publication shall be submitted to the Historic Preservation Division 
at least a month prior to the project completion date. Twenty-five copies 
of the publication must be submitted to the Historic Preservation Division 
by the end of the project period.



d.

e.

f.

S’ Approximately one month before the scheduled Review Board date, 
the Historic Preservation Division will lead members of the Board 
on a tour of nominated districts. The subgrantee and surveyor 
are encouraged to accompany the tour.

Approximately one month before the scheduled Review Board date, 
the Historic Preservation Division will sponsor a public meeting 
to inform property owners and other interested parties about the 
National Register program. The subgrantee and surveyor are 
encouraged to assist with the arrangements of that program.

any significant interior features, and notable landscape features. . 
In addition, it is strongly recommended that the subgrantee submit 
slides of comparable properties in the resource area to support 
any comparative evaluations made in the statement of significance of 
the nomination. In certain cases, the Historic Preservation Division 
may require the submission of two copies of slides. Upon request, 
duplicated slides will be returned to the subgrantee.

Milwaukee CBD Intensive Survey
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Attachment B: Work Program - Page 7

Complete list of all current property owners as listed in the land 
recordation records or tax records, current within one month of 
the project completion date. It is the responsibility of the sub
grantee to amend the ownership list as is necessary after the nomi
nation is scheduled for a Review Board meeting.

Original USGS quadrangle maps as needed to identify nominated prop- ' 
erties or districts. The maps must be labeled as specified by the 
National Register and the Historic Preservation Division and must 
include construction lines for the calculation of UTM coordinates. 
For multiple resource nominations, an archivally stable map of 
the entire resource area is required. The map should be suitable 
for submission to the National Register and should delineate the 
boundaries of the area, the boundaries of historic districts, and 
identify all individually eligible properties included in the 
nomination by map code. For historic district nominations, a photo
graphic reduction of the map described in item 2.C.2. is required. 
Sketch maps must be submitted for individually eligible properties 
that include associated outbuildings or ancillary structures. The 
maps must clearly delineate the relationship of the various ele
ments and the nomination boundaries.



HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The National Register of Historic Places

1.

2.

the National Register of Historic Places 
program in Wisconsin

In each state, the governor or state statutes designated an official to be respon
sible for National Register programs, and created a review board composed primarily 
of professionals in history, architecture, architectural history, and archeology. 
In Wisconsin, this official is the director of the Historic Preservation Division 
of the State Historical Society, who serves as "State Historic Preservation Officer, 
or SHPO. 
consin’s

Recognizes officially the significance of 
the state and the nation.

Local units of government, if they are preservation-oriented, may be 
certified by the states to participate in the program.

Federal matching grants to the states were authorized for historic pres
ervation projects.

The National Register was defined to include properties of local and 
state, as well as national, importance.

Each state is to maintain its own inventory of its historic resources 
and establish procedures for nominating them to the National Register.

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN
81<5 STATE STREET - MADISON .WISCONSIN 537OG RICHARD A. ERNEY, DIRECTOR

The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of the nation's and 
the state's historical, architectural, engineering, and archeological properties 
and districts worthy of preservation. Listing in the National Register:

a property to the heritage of

Makes property owners eligible to be considered for federal matching 
grants-in-aid for historic preservation, when they are available, which 
are administered by the Historic Preservation Division of the State 
Historical Society of Wisconsin. (See page 4.)

Federal projects are not to adversely affect properties listed in or 
eligible for the National Register (section 106).

The National Historic Preservation Act, originally passed in 1966 and substantially 
amended in 1980, established the national historic preservation program as it is 
known today. It authorized the Secretary of the Interior "to expand and maintain 
a national register of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects sig
nificant in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture, hereinafter 
referred to as the National Register of Historic Places." The National Register 
is the roll call of the tangible remains of United States history, a list of prop
erties worthy of preservation for their historic and cultural values. The national 
act has several significant provisions:

<£ATE HISTq,, 

f sbs 'S
1 JkOF WISC-

••
Fifteen professionals and laymen appointed by the governor comprise Wis- 
"Historic Preservation Review Board."



3.

4.

5.

Nominations to the National Register of Historic Places From Wisconsin

Criteria for Evaluation

1.
or

2. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
3.

4.

- 2

That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to 
prehistory or history.

That are associated with events that have made 
tion to the broad patterns of our history;

Provides review through comment by the State Historical Society on the 
effect of state facilities development and long-range planning on his
toric properties, as stated in section 44.22 of the Wisconsin Statutes.

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, engineering, arche
ology, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workman
ship, feeling, and association, and:

That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method 
of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess 
high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

a significant contribu-

Makes available federal tax incentives to encourage the preservation of 
depreciable historic structures, which are used for commercial, indus
trial, and other income-producing purposes. (See page 4.)

A building, structure, object, site, or district of historical, architectural, 
engineering, or archeological significance at the national, state, or local level 
may be nominated to the National Register. The Historic Preservation Division 
staff submits a nomination of an eligible property on properly completed nomination 
forms to the Historic Preservation Review Board for approval. If the board approves 
the nomination, the SHPO certifies it, and it is submitted to the National Park 
Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, as an official nomination from Wisconsin. 
(The owner of a private property may object to a nomination and thereby prevent its 
listing in the National P^egister. In this case the property may be declared 
"eligible" for the National Register.) If the nomination of a particular property 
is requested by an individual or group, it is the responsibility of that individual 
or group to have completed to professional standards the necessary nomination 
materials, including form§, photographs, and maps. Normally, a professional nomi
nations preparer is hired in such cases to prepare the nomination. The review 
board meets quarterly to consider nominations, and considers them in relation to 
the National Register criteria for evaluation.

Provides protection through comment by the national Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation on the effect of federally financed, licensed, or 
assisted undertakings on historic properties, as stated in section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act. (See page 4.)



1.

A building or structure removed from its original location but which is2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Survey of Historic and Prehistoric Properties

- 3 -

A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, 
or symbolic value has invested it with its own historical significance; or

A property achieving significance within the past 50 years, if it is of 
exceptional importance.

A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if 
there is no other appropriate site or building directly associated with 
his productive life; or
A cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons 
of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, 
or from association with historic events; or

significant primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving 
structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event; or

The Historic Preservation Division conducts surveys to identify significant his
torical and archeological properties and districts in Wisconsin. The division 
awards subgrants to conduct intensive historic and prehistoric surveys when funds 
for this purpose are available. Surveys identify districts and properties that 
are eligible for the National Register and provide planning data useful to local 
agencies, historical groups, and other interested organizations and individuals. 
Persons interested in survey subgrants should contact the Historic Preservation 
Division to inquire about their availability.

A person wishing to have a property nominated to the National Register should get 
in touch with the Historic Preservation Division (608/262-1339). He or she will 
receive a packet of information, including a list of private nominations preparers, 
that will enable the nominations process to commence.

Ordinarily, cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, properties 
owned by religious institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that 
have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed historic buildings,

A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environ
ment and presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master 
plan, and when no other building or structure with the same association 
has survived; or *

properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that have achieved 
significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for the 
National Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral 
parts of districts that do meet the criteria or if they fall within the following 
categories:

A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural 
or artistic distinction or historical importance; or



Pro j ect Grants

Tax Incentives for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings

depreciation.

Protection From Federal Projects

Local Assistance and Public Information

Properties Currently Listed in the National Register

11/83

- 4 -

Properties that are listed in the National Register, or that may be eligible for 
such listing, receive limited protection from federally licensed or funded projects. 
Any agency or organization seeking federal assistance or permits should get in touch 
with the chief of the Compliance Section in the Historic Preservation Division 
(608/262-2732) to ensure that its projects comply with federal regulations.

efforts, as well as to explain the state and federal preservation programs.
also the editor of Wisconsin Preservation, a free, bimonthly newsletter.
included on the newsletter mailing list, or for other preservation assistance, con
tact him at 608/262-1339.

A current list of properties and districts in Wisconsin entered in the National Reg
ister of Historic Places is available from the Historic Preservation Division. 
Approximately one hundred new nominations to the National Register from Wisconsin 
are submitted to the National Park Service annually. For a free copy of the list, 
write the division or telephone 608/262-1339.

The Historic Preservation Division has one staff member, the Local Preservation 
Coordinator, whose primary assignment is to aid individuals, local units of govern
ment, and organizations in designing and implementing preservation projects and 
programs. He is available to give presentations in localities to aid in these

He is 
To be

Under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the owner of an income-producing "cer
tified historic structure" is eligible for a 25% investment tax credit for a "cer
tified rehabilitation" of the building, in lieu of the 15% or 20% tax credit avail
able for buildings 30 or 40 years old. The 1981 act also permits a 15-year depreci
ation of the rehabilitation expenses for a historic building and requires only one- 
half the tax credit to be subtracted from the adjusted basis in computing the 

The 1981 act repeals a previous tax provision denying accelerated 
depreciation for buildings constructed on the site of a demolished historic building. 
However, the costs of demolishing a historic building are not deductible but may be 
added to the value of the land. Persons interested in the rehabilitation tax credits 
should contact the Historic Preservation Division before they begin their project, 
to ensure that the project will comply with the required Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for Rehabilitation and thereby be eligible for the tax credits. For infor
mation on the investment tax credits, write the division or telephone 608/262-2971.

Owners and would-be owners of properties listed in the National Register of His
toric Places have been able to apply through the Historic Preservation Division for 
matching subgrants. These subgrants have been used to acquire, rehabilitate, stabi
lize, or restore buildings or properties. Applicants for projects to be undertaken 
during a given year ordinarily submitted requests by early spring of the previous 
year. (NOTE: These subgrants have been suspended by Congress until further notice.)
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